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PREFACE
AND

PERSONAL SKETCH OF THE AUTHOR.

A paraphrase of the 31: 35 of Job would read thus: "O, that

mine enemy would write a book! " And no doubt the old patriarch

verily believed that in no other way could his enemy so completely

give himself away.

In early modern times, becoming an author was considered the great-

est misfortune that could possibly befall any one, as it laid him open

to the attacks of friend and foe alike. Eike the unfortunate novice

of the present day who runs for office he must make up his mind to

have his motives impugned, his character assailed, and himself dis-

trusted by every one. Whether my comrades who unanimously

elected me to the position of Regimental Historian, at our first reunion

in LaFayette, September 19th, i8;78, and at our every reunion since

have without a dissenting voice continued me in that position, for a

moment thought of the misfortunes they were heaping upon me, I

know not. Rut certain it is, that from the very first my position has

been a most unenviable one. Comrades will never know with what

feelings of utter helplessness and inefficiency I began the work of pre-

paring a history of our noble old regiment ; of the most utter chagrin and

disappointment that has followed me all along the course of its prepa-

tion ; nor of the terrible and overwhelming trials that have assailed

me from every side. And now, after four years of arduous toil, in

which I have waded through almost insurmountable difficulties and

drained the cup of misfortune and disappointment to the very dregs,

and have had plenty of time to realize all there is of honor or pleasure

in it, I am compelled to say that no amount of money would e\'er

induce me to undertake another such job.
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I shall not attempt to enumerate the many difficulties under which

I have labored, but justification of myself, and the refutation of the

ideas of some others who think they could write a better book in two

or three days than this one is, require a few explanations.

Primarily this book has been written for the surviving members of

the Seventy-Second Indiana, 450 of whom are still alive ; but right

here comes one of the numerous difficulties under which I have

labored.

There were thousands of incidents occurring all along through our

eventful service which were of deepest interest to the comrades par-

,
ticipating, and the author already realizes the bitter disappointment

those comrades must feel, when reading the book, to find those inci-

dents barely mentioned, or left out altogether. Although those

incidents may be of very little interest to the general reader, I am
persuaded that no apology I could make would ever satisfy those who
participated in them, for leaving them out.

Again, comrades get in the habit of telling things in a certain way,

and the story has so often been repeated in the same way and in pre'

cisely the same words that they think it utterly impossible that other

comrades, with equal chances with themselves of seeing and knowing

whereof they speak, should see it with different eyes or tell it in

different words. To all such, of course, the book will be a disappoint-

ment. But, my dear comrade, let me remind you that you and I will

soon have to answer to our names where the accidental circumstance

of our having seen things in a certain light will pass for but little,

but the rectitude with which we acted iox ourselves, and the charity

\vft felt for others, will go for much.

Again, the wants of the general reader have been largely considered

in the writing of this book ; and I am well satisfied that if I could

have had, when young, a chance to read such a book as this, I should

have gone into the army a veteran in comparison with my greenness

on entering the service ; and yet I am satisfied that the general reader

will find a great deal of prominence and space given to things the

details of which will be of little interest to them—such as the specific

service performed by individuals upon certain occasions ; zvho did this,

or zvho did that. For this very reason, gentle reader, this book will

be preserved as a sacred relic by the children of those heroes long

after you have ceased to take an interest in any history of the war.

The thoughtful reader can now see some of the difficulties under

which I have labored. It has been a divided subject all the way

through ; an effort to please two parties whose tastes are widely

different.
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Again, I presume it will always be a matter of opinion with every

one as to just what x'^ the history ofa regiment; and it is barely possible

that some names may occur, or some incidents may be noticed, that

never had any connection with the regiment. These are certainly

very rare, and I wish it distinctly understood that those names have

not been used either in disparagement or praise, but simply in a gen-

eral way to illustrate a principle.

But you ask,
'

' Why write a history at all ? Are there any members

of the Seventy-Second whose characters need vindication?" Most

certainly not. "Then is it the design to make a hero of any one?"
Nothing could possibly be further from the author than such an idea •

as this. The only object of the author has been to simply state the

facts and let the world award the meed of praise where it belongs.

"What then?" Well then, to go back to the first expressed desire

for a regimental history, we state that on the 19th of September,

1878, in the city of LaF"ayette, the Seventy-Second met in its first

annual reunion. At this reunion permanent officers were elected and

the machinery set up for subsequent reunions. Col. Thomson was

elected president. Col. Robinson vice-president, Capt. Rice secretary,

and Sergt. Dan. W. Moore corresponding secretary. Considering the

competency of the comrades just named, it would seem that they were

officers enough to run any ordinary business machine. But comrades

present thought best to elect an executive committee of one from

each company, just to keep them straight, you know. This, in all

conscience, seemed officers enough for every emergency. But to

5ome there seemed something lacking; some great void or vacuum

was yet to fill up; and it was attempted to fill this up by electing a

Regimental Historian. Shades of the departed ! Hadn't we already

made a history we were all proud of? Hadn't we gone into the

thickest of the fight, along with "600,000 more?" Hadn't we kept

closest to the enemy for three long years, and left our dead comrades

all over the South ? Were we not in at the death struggle, and didn't

we help to capture Jeff Davis? And wasn't our regiment the first

free white 'Yankees to ride in to Andersonville ? O yes, all this and

a thousand times more. But who knew anything about it?

Modest as we were, we had never blown our own trumpet abroad.

No friendly correspondent or paid reporter ever spread on the wings

of the wind, or hearalded all over " God's country, " the daring achieve-

ments of our noble old regiment. While the valiant deeds of other regi-

ments were paraded from Maine to Oregon, and from the lakes to the

gulf, our regiment worked on quietly, steadily, faithfully, and without

recognition. But what of it? Did other regime;its get more than
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their meed of praise? No; but ours got less. W. H. H. Terrell, the

adjutant general of the State of Indiana, in his report of Indiana sol-

diers, furnishes the only history, so far as we know, of Indiana regi-

ments. This, of course, is simply a rehash of the reports furnished

him by the commanders of regiments, and tlirough no fault of his is

very partial and incomplete. Take for example the two Indiana regi-

ments that served in our brigade. While one of them is given credit

for doing as much work, capturing as many prisoners, etc., as was

done by the entire brigade, the other one appears as a mere figure-

head, of no earthly use but to be looked at. For 13 years, as the

comrades of the Seventy-Second moved among the happy results of

peace, they had ample time to calculate all the forces brought to bear

in the great struggle for National preservation ; time to weigh well all

the forces of the war ; but to their utter astonishment they could not

find that the Seventy-Second had any hand in it, or anything to do

with it. And I suppose it was partly to supply this great neglect, or

injustice, that a Historian for the regiment was first thought of, and

your humble servant unanimously elected to the position.

For four years now I have worked constantly, faithfully, earnestly

and persistently, and at my own expense, to gather together such

facts and incidents as would place the real character of the Seventy-

Second Indiana properly before the world ; conscious that only the

real facts need to be known in order to place the Seventy-Second where

she justly belong.s—in the front rank of all the regiments that went

from the noble old State of Indiana.

When I began the work, with the exception of Corpl. Records, of

Company I, I had, as I supposed, the only complete and continuous

daily record that had been kept in the regiment. This embraced all

the events that took place in the regiment each day, as I saw them,

knew them, or believed them to be ; embracing our cam.ps, marches,

pickets, foraging, scouting, skirmishing and battles ; together with

the face of the country passed over, direction of roads, names of

places, miles traveled, etc. But after I had entered upon my work I

found that numbers in each company, like myself, had "set out with

the determination of keeping a correct record all the way through.

But, alas for human hopes! Many who had undertaken it died of

disease early in the struggle, others were killed, and still others lost

their notes or were captured when the war was nearly over ; and

besides myself, only five, of all the regiment, ever succeeded in getting

a complete daily record home with them. Of the fortunate ones, the

first to place his notes at my disposal was Sergt. Remley, of com-

pany E, a most complete and valuable diary. The next was Surgeon
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Wm C. Cole. No money estimate can be placed upon the value of

his journal to the history of the Seventy-Second. These two com-

rades have my warmest thanks for the moral and material aid afforded.

John G. Hall and John B. Davis, privates of Company D, have also

furnished complete daily records ; though they are very brief they are

full of just the kind of information needed, and they are entitled to

the thanks of every comrade, especially those of Company D. But

Corpl. Records, of Company I, has kept the most full and complete

daily record of any comrade contributing, and he is oftener quoted

than any other except Dr. Cole. Records' dates are simply perfect.

While most all others have varied a little, his are alway? correct as sus-

tained by the majority of contributors. Stephen Aiken, of Company
K, has furnished a complete diary for the time he was with the regi-

ment. After an honorable service in the loth Indiana, he came to us

on being mustered out with that regiment. Of the partial diaries,

none are entitled to more credit than the most complete one, so far

as the time extends, kept by Lieut. W. R. Jewell, of Company G,

and aside from the vast help afforded by comrade Jewell himself, the

book owes much of its value to his notes. I have been permitted to

cull from partial diaries kept in every company in the regiment. As
it would take too long to mention each one separately, I take this

method of thanking each one of them for the great help so kindly

afforded.

At our second reunion at LaFayette, on the 7th of October, 1879,

a historian for each company was elected to aid me in the work, and

each was to be responsible for the history of his own company, as a

company. Of the full and complete reports furnished by these his-

torians, Sergt. Samuel Stewart, of Company A, has furnished a'most

valuable one, and is entitled to the hearty thanks of his company, and

he most certainly has mine. Corpl. John M. Riddle, Company G,

Avas next to report. His report is not so full, but contains much of

interest- Sergt. Lewis E. Wilhite, Company E, was next. Hi s

report and Remley's diary leaves but little lacking for that company.

Lieut. Charles D. McClure, Company H, has furnished the best com-

pany report that has come to hand, and that is certainly honorable

for him, as all are good. Of the partial reports of companies, I have

one from Capt. Glaze, Company C, Sergt. A. M. Cory, Company D,

Basil Lamb and Hiram Bright, Company B, John Hornaday, Com-
pany F, Lieuts. E. B. Martin and A. W. Lane, Company G, and

Capt. George W. Brown, Company K, for which their respective

companies will no doubt feel under obligations, as I most certainly do.

The special contributors are too numerous to mention ; but I can not
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forbear speaking of Col. Thomson, Col. Robinson, Maj. Pinkerton,.

Maj. Kilborn, Lieuts. Jas. A. Barnes, E. B. Martin and A. W. Lane,

Sergts. Dan. W. Moore, Jas. A. Mount, Samuel B. Johnson, and

numerous others, to all of whom I feel under lasting obligations.

But to Col. A. O. Miller, above all others, I feel under most obli-

gations. He has, from the very first, been the fast friend of this

book, has placed his full and complete diary at our disposal, and this

diary covers all the ground from the time he came to us as our Colonel

at Lebanon, Ky., until he was wounded at Selma and left in the hos-

pital at Montgomery, Ala. He has furnished us with the official

orders and reports which make this book the history of the regiuumt.

Now, comrades and readers, you can see from the foregoing

that the following pages are not speculation, or the guess work of an

irresponsible party; but they are plain, unvarnished facts. If they

are not presented in a style to please, the fault lies in the author, and

not lor the want of facts, nor in the facts themselves. As to the

author's ability to write history, it is not necessary to say one word by

way of argument, as the book itself must furnish the evidence.

My grandparents on both sides of the house were Scotch-Irish. -My

father was born in New Jersey, in 1803, came to Ohio in 18 12, and

emigrated to Indiana and settled in Warren County in 1828, when

there were but very few white families west of the Wabash, and when

there were vastly more Indians than white folks. He was a Whig of

the old school, but for many years an Abolitionist. He opposed the

war with Mexico, as a war of conquest in the interest of the extension

of slavery. He was most conscientious in all his opinions, and deal-

ings with his fellow men. My mother was a woman of most extraor-

dinary force of character, of great strength of body and mind ; a

faithful and devoted Christian, and passionately fond of her children

;

and was the mother of four boys and four girls, eight of whom became

the heads of families. When called upon to part with two of her

boys, as they enlisted in the army, she said :
' * My dear boys, for the

sake of the love I have for you I would rather not see you go ; but I

suppose the country needs you ; therefore go and fight like men, and

never show your backs to the enemy, and the blessings of God and

your mother go with you." I was born in 1834, and with my mother's

milk sucked in the love of freedom, in its very broadest sense, for all

of God's creatures, and from my earliest training learned to hate the

tyrant and oppressor. My education was begun in a log school-house

where there were but four slab benches reaching the entire length of

the house. Those benches were so high that it was with the greatest

difficulty I climbed upon them, and then my feet would not reach the
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floor by a foot or more, and my bones ache yet when I think how I

sat on those hard slabs for lo long hours in a day.

My first vote for president was for Fremont, and my last one for

Garfield. In the interim I voted for Lincoln, Grant and Hayes.

Early in April, [86 1, I enlisted in Col. Bryan's company that went

from Williamsport, Warren County. (This company served in the [Oth

Indiana.) That company arrived at Indianapolis with men enough

for two companies, and I was one of the unfortunate ones marked as

the excess of numbers over the prescribed 64 for each company. I

then joined two other companies with no better success, and my first

discharge is dated May 1st, 1861, and signed by J. M. Wallace, Adju-

tant General of the State of Indiana.

The anthor's education w^as completed at Hartsville University,

where philosophy, chemistry and the higher mi-themitics, were his

chief delight, and in which he greatly excelled. While he well under-

stands the rules of grammar and rhetoric, he makes no pretensions to

literary excellence. Indeed, his business, occupation, habits and

thoughts of life, have all been in a different direction. Horn on a farm,

and brought up with the ax, the hoe and plow, in his hands, and sur-

rounded by all the domestic animals, it is not surprising that with him

life has been real and earnest. So earnest has been his whole life

that it would be almost impossible for him to do or say a funny thing.

In the preparation of this work no effort at spread eagle style has been

attempted. It is written in plain soldier language, for soldiers, and it

is confidently hoped that soldiers will appreciate it. All extravagant

expressions, such as 'sanguinary conflicts, gory fields, and rivers of

blood, have been scrupulously avoided. The writer's imagination,

never strong and never cultivated, has not been drawn upon for a single

item in the book. The editor, in a very few instances, has made me
say a few things not intended, for which I freely forgive him. As to

him I am under a thousand obligations for suggestions that have helped

me over many difficulties.

As none of the Seventy-Second ever sought office, and scarcely a

man of the gurvivors has become wealthy, it has been for two years

a matter of the most serious consideration where the money was to

come from with which to publish the book. Various means of rais-

ing the money have been tried, only to be abandoned as failures ; and

the writer, who had spent so much time and money in the gathering

of the material, was more than once upon the verge of despair. But

finally Col. Thomson, with a large heartedness and generosity charac-

teristic of the man, and worthy of the noble cause he has fostered,

and the everlasting gratitude of every comrade of the regiment, came
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to the rescue, and advanced the money to insure its pubHcation. This

is a clear case of disinterested benevolence, as the book cannot possi-

bly be sold for more money than will pay the cost of publication,

and reimburse him for his outlay. Indeed, he will do well if he is so

fortunate as to get all his money back.

And now, my comrades, in taking this my final leave of you, as the

Historian of our grand old regiment, I ask your kind forbearance and

most charitable construction of everything contained in this book.

As before stated, I was elected to this position by you, and I beg to

assure you that all along through these years I have not, for a moment,

forgotten I was your servant, and from the first have endeavored to

bring to the discharge of my arduous duties the most conscientious

impartiality; and I shall be pained to know that any comrade feels

himself aggrieved.

God, in His abundant mercy, has been kind to us as a regiment,

and there are, perhaps, 450 of us yet alive; and while we thank Him

for His unbounded goodness, and rejoice in all the blessings of life and

peace, let us not forget those who have dropped out of our ranks by

the way. From the very day we crossed the Ohio River going South

to the day we left the Ocomulgee to come home, disease and death

hovered upon our track, and with some our first day's march was

their last. The first victim of disease was discharged at Louisville,

September ist, 1862, and the last one claimed by death, while yet in

the service, was drowned in the Eachaconee on the 8th of May, 1865.

Year after year many of those who were so fortunate as to get home,

have been dropping here and there ; and those of us who are left have

been scattered all over the West, and will never more meet at the

sound of the reveille, as we once did ; and we cannot restrain the

bitter tears of regret for those who have answered to their names at

the roll-call that finally awaits us all. But for none are the fountains

of sympathy and sorrow so broken up as for our poor unfortunate

comrades who starved by inches and rotted in Andersonville and

other prisons of the South. And to all those of our regiment who

thus gave up their lives for their country— "with malice,toward none,

but charity for all
"— is this book most respectfully dedicated by the

author. B. F. Magee.
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a few words by the editor.

To what Comrade Mai^ee has said I have but Httle to add. To him

belongs the honor of the hard and faithful work which has resulted in

compiling and publishing this history. To those who have given him

so much aid he has returned his hearty thanks. His courage in this

enterprise has been as unflagging as it was in the many hard battles

in which he participated, and he comes out of his long book-battle as

he did out of the long war for the Union—victorious and glorious.

For many weeks the Historian worked at this history in the office

of the Editor, and made his home in the Editor's family ; and we feel

it proper to say that there is no man on earth we love and respect

more than we do Sergt. B. F. Magee. He has put as much conscien-

tious work into this history as any man ever put into a book of its

size. His great anxiety has been to make it as correct as possible in all

its facts, and he has certainly succeeded admirably, considering the

time given him.

In obedience to the wishes of my comrades, expressed by electing

me Editor, I have wrought with Comrade Magee, regarding him as

my captain. He has furnished or approved all the facts. I have also

mainly followed his style of composition in editing, and as he freely

used the language of the Union soldier of the war of '6i
—

'65 in camp,

march, and battle-field, I have thought best to follow him. I admit

that a more dignified and elegant style could have been adopted ; but

I do not admit that any other style would have been more powerful

or accurate in conveying facts or ideas. The words " rebs," " John-

nies," "gray-backs," "body-guards," "skedaddle," ". you'uns,

"

"we'uns," "contrabands," "Yanks," -etc., etc., are of the war

dialect, and used in' these pages because they were current and signifi-

cant words of that remarkable period. Stately historians will reject

them, but this history will help to preserve them. Old soldiers will

like it much the better because these words of the war are used, and

others will understand it just as well.

It has been the joint aim of Historian and Editor to make this an

accurate book in all the details of the history of the soldiers who did

the actual service of the war; to .show how the rank and file of our

regiment lived, in camp and on the march ; how they fared in hospital

;

how they fought and died upon the field, and how they were buried
;

how they were captured and escaped, and how they were taken to and

suffered in the prison-hells of the South. In a word, the history of

fighting soldiers from the time they volunteered until mustered out.

We have never seen a book so full and accurate in all its details of

actual sftldier life as this is, and we have seen a great many so-called
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histories. The book will also be found to pos.sess much merit as a

history of the campaigns of Buell, Rosecrans, and Sherman ; for,

while giving particular attention to the history of our own regiment,

all general movements of the army of which it formed a part are

carried along very accurately.

The work which I have done on the history has been during such

hours as I could snatch from a very busy life while editing the Dan-

ville (Illinois) Daily Neius, active participation in the large business of

the Illinois Printing Company, and participation in politics. That I

have done imperfect work, I admit; but that it has been hard and

long work, I know.

I must thank Comrade Magee for his great kindness and frankness to

me in the delicate task assigned me by my comrades; and also Mr.

S. Vater, Editor of the Lafayette Journal, who, as proof-reader, de-

tected and corrected many errors.

With wishes of health, long life and prosperity to living comrades,

immortality to those dead, and perpetual peace and prosperity to the

Union we fought to preserve,

I am your comrade,

Danville, 111., July I2th, 1882. Wm. Ray Jewell.
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INTRODUCTION.
BV COL. THOMSON.

The Seventy-Second Regiment Indiana Volunteers made a history

in their three years' service of which every member is justly proud
;

and the recollection of having faithfully performed every duty to make

the regiment so efficient, is the highest reward the gallant soldier can

wish. During the service, while in camp, on the march, and on the

battle-field, a number of soldiers kept a diary, carefully noting down

events as they transpired, for the benefit of their friends and posterity,

little thinking of the importance of their note-books for compiling a

history of the regiment to be published in book form. For years our

faithful historian, Sergt. Magee, has been collecting this material and

arranging it for publication, and with the aid of comrade Jewell, now
presents the book with the hope that it will fully meet the expecta-

tions of the friends of the regiment. Every possible effort has been

made to secure something from every comrade of the regiment—in

the way of personal incidents, reminiscences, &c.—that it might be

truly a soldiers' history, interesting to every member of the regiment,

and to the friends of those who have passed away. The historian

having been of the ranks, and faithfully carrying his gun and knap-

sack throughout the entire service, and depending largely upon the

diaries of private soldiers for material for the history, it will present

army life from the standpoint of the common soldiery, and perhaps

contains more of real war history than any other book published. No
one realizes the labor and expense it has been to prepare and publish

this book ; and the faithful historian will never be compensated, unless

it may be in that highest reward, the consciousness of having done

his duty. I know not what is in the book, having read but a few

pages of proof-slips. But an intimate acquaintance with Sergt. Magee,

during the service and since the close of the war, assures me it is a

faithful collection of actual regimental history, such as surviving com-

rades and friends of the regiment will wish to keep in their libraries

and hand down to future generations, and I most earnestly commend
it with the hope that his faithful services in preparing it will be appre-

ciated. Very truly, C. G. Thomson.
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CHAPTER I.

CAUSE OF THE WAR.

While there were many minor causes of the war, there was but one

great cause—African slavery. Early in the history of the country

there arose a conflict between the Free and the Slave States, Hon.

John C. Calhoun taught the doctrine of State Sovereignty; that each

State was supreme sovereign over its own territory, to the exclusion of

the authority of even the United States. In the heated contests of

the period South Carolina passed resolutions of nullification and seces-

sion as early as 1828, in which it Avas elaborately set forth that a

sovereign State had the right to annul a law of Congress, or to secede

from the Union, if its people so determined. Gen. Jackson, then

President of the United States, issued his celebrated proclamation in

1832, in which he plainly told the people of South Carolina that he

would use the military power of the United States Government to

compel obedience to the la.ws of Congress, and to preserve the Union
;

that he would meet secession by coercion. President Jackson also

embodied in this proclamation a constitutional argument for the sover-

eignty and perpetuity of the. Union, which has never been surpassed,

if indeed ever equaled.

The President prevailed, and the nullification and disunion jDro-

jects of South Carolina were, for the time, deferred, but the baneful

doctrines were not abandoned. As time passed, the conflict between

Slavery and the Free States, in efforts to obtain territory for new States,

became very fierce. The Union doctrine of Jackson spread and

strengthened in the Northern Free States, while the secession doctrines

of Calhoun were generally received in the South. From 1828 to 1861

there were frequent threats of secession. The contest over the ad-

mission of Kansas into the Union intensely excited both the North and

South, and threats of disunion came more emphatic from the Slave

States. All the efforts of the wisest men failed to pacify.
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The Presidential contest of i860 was the most remarkable in the'

history of the country. The -Republicans nominated Abraham Lin-

coln. The Democratic party divided. The Union wing nominated

Stephen A. Douglas, a Jacksonian Democrat, of fame and ability,

who held the Union dearer than his political success or his own life.

The Calhoun Secessionists would not support Mr. Douglas, and nomi-

nated John C. Breckenridge. a rabid Secessionist. The canvass was

bitter, especially in the Southern States, where the supporters of Lin-

coln and Douglas w^ere nearly equally obno.xious. Many outrages

were committed in the South during this canvass, in which both Union

men and women suffered severely, often losing their lives.

The Secessionists declared, from first to last, that if Lincoln .should

be elected the Southern States would secede from the L^nion in a

body. Union men, Republicans, Democrats, and Old Whigs, thought

this but a frenzied repetition of an old threat, and an effort of the

minority to gain by bullying what they could not gain by votes.

Every man went right on and voted the ticket he preferred. The result

was the election of Abraham Lincoln.

As soon as it was known that Mr. Lincoln was elected. South Caro-

lina, the hot bed of disunion sentiment and treasonable plots, proceeded

openly to make preparations to secede from the Union. How rapidly

these preparations were pushed, how wildly and widely the fires of

Secession spread, we have no space here to detail. By the 4th of

March, 1861, seven States had passed secession ordinances, had

formed an independent Government, called "The Confederate States

of America ;" had adopted a con.stitution, elected a President and

Vice President, and set in motion all the machinery of Government.

This was the state of things when Mr. Lincoln, escaping the bloody

villains who lay in wait to take his life, arrived in Washington and was

inaugurated.

In his inaugural address, Mr. Lincoln clearly announced that he had

no desire to interfere with Slavery where it was then existing, and no

power to do so if he had the desire. He spoke in a spirit of recon-

ciliation, yet was quite distinct in declaring that he would enforce the

laws of the United States, in all the States.

Mo.st prominent among the distinguished men present at that in-

auguration was his great but magnanimous political rival, Stephen A.

Douglas. As soon as the President had concluded his address, Mr.

Douglas extended to him his hand, and assured him of his sympathy

and support in efforts to preserve the Union.

Floyd, Secretary of War under Buchanan, a rank rebel, while acting

under a solemn oath to preserve and defend the Union from all foes,
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dispersed the Navy, transferred most of the arms, troops, and muni-

tions of war, to the Southern States, where the troops were surrounded

by rebel ofificers as soon as the war broke out, (or virtually before,)

and all the arms and forts seized, except Fort Sumter. Thus Mr.

Lincoln found a rebel government established, with about all the arms

and troops of the United States at its command, and actually making

war upon the United States authorities.

The cause of the war was unquestionably Slaver)'. The object of

the war was simply to put down the rebellion ; not to abolish Slavery,

but to put down treason. The Slaveocrats believed that the spread

of slavery in the territories yet to become States had become an im-

possibility if they remained in the Union, for the Free States had

gained control of the Government. They hence determined to se-

cede from the Union, make Slavery a perpetual institution in their new

Government, acquire all the territory possible, and spread Slavery to

its utmost limits.

In the progress of the war, the emancipation of almost 4,000,000

slax-es became a military necessity. It was early seen that the rebels were

using their sla\'es to aid them in the wa.r against the Union. President

Lincoln was urged repeatedly to make proclamation that all slaves of

rebels should be free. He had great caution and patience, and

waited until to wait longer seemed useless. He issued his first

proclamation 100 days before New Years, 1863, in which he stated

that on January i, 1863, he would issue another proclamation, de-

claring the slaves in all States, or parts of States, free after that date.

The proclamation was issued, and it will shine as a fadeless star of

Liberty on the earth forever.

CHAPTER H.

From i860 to 1862

—

Progress of the JVa? to the date of Fjilistvieiit of

the Seventy-Second.

On January 9, i860, the steamer "Star of the West" was sent with

reinforcements and supplies for Major Anderson, who was holding

Fort Sumter with a small force. When the steamer, flying the

United States colors, attempted to land at the Fort, she was fired on

by Rebel troops, and forced to retire, without effecting her purpose.

This, perhaps, was the first hostile shot at the flag. No more were

fired until the 12th of April, 1861, when the Rebels, hearing that a

fleet was sailing to the relief of Sumter, opened fire on the Fort by

order of the rebel Government, and on the next day its brave com-

mander and garrison, being able to hold out no longer, surrendered.
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The insult to the flag and the fall of this Fort ran like mad fire

through the North, exciting intense indignation. In the South it was

hailed with wild delight—by the ringing of bells, firing of guns, bon-

fires, and other extravagant manifestations of joy. It had directly

opposite effects in the two sections. In the South it intoxicated the

rebels with enthusiasm, and they believed the war would speedily

terminate in their favor—some actually thought that it had been de-

cided, and the Yankees would make no further resistance. It has-

tened the secession of other States, and stimulated the volunteering of

rebel troops. The gallant Southrons were anxious to be in at the

defeat and death of the "Northern mud-sills."

In the Northern States the attack on Sumter convinced the people

that war was inevitable, and they resolved that as the rebels, in their

foolhardiness, would accept nothing else, they should have war to the

knife and the knife to the hilt.

On April 15, 1 86 1, President Lincoln made his first call for

75,000 militia, to suppress the " insurrection," as he mildly termed it,

and also called an extra session of Congress, to convene on the next

4th of July, to provide ways and means for the war. Another procla-

mation was issued on the 19th of April, blockading the ports of the

rebellious States. Other determined war measures were speedily

adopted. The fight was on. It was sure to be fierce and bloody,

and no one could tell how long.

It has been remarked that when Lincoln was inaugurated Douglas

was present and offered his assistance in that portentous hour. It

was the act of a magnanimous man and pure patriot, and was accepted

by the President in the spirit it was proffered, and with thanks for the

wisdom and influence of such a man in such an emergency. On May
1st, 1 86 1, while all the country was in a tumult, and when even some

Northern men were halting as to the policy of making war on the

South, and some doubting even the constitutionality of it, and think-

ing that compromise measures might yet be adopted. Judge Douglas

spoke in Chicago. The speech sounded like the key note of patriot.

isrn. It was able, uncompromising, convincing, and Jacksonian in

every sentence. "The Union, it must and shall be preserved," said

Mr. Douglas, and in this contest "every man must be for the United

States or against it. There can be no neutrals in this war

—

only

PATRIOTS AND TRAITORS."

This speech consolidated patriotic Democrats and Republicans.

Party lines disappeared, except with persons who were actually rebels

at heart. Lincoln and Douglas were on the same side, and so were

the people of the North, with the exceptions named. Let the memory
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of Stephen A. Douglas, the Little Giant, be ever green and glorious,

and let immortelles forever wreath his brow. Not only great, but a

true patriot was he, whose country"was his first and last love.

No State in the Union was more thoroughly aroused than Indiana.

No Governor in the Nation was more prompt in offering troops to the

President than Gov. Morton. On April 15th, immediately on the

reception of the news of the fall of Sumter, he telegraphed to the

President: "On behalf of the State of Indiana, I tender to you, for

the defense of the Nation, and to uphold the authority of the Govern-

ment, 10,000 men." That tender was made on the very day that

the President issued his call for 75,000 men. It is but one of hun-

dreds of proofs of the fact that from the very first Gov. Morton

had a clear comprehension of the magnitude of the war, and of the

necessity of meeting the rebels promptly and with large bodies of troops.

The day after the call for troops was made—April i6th—500 men
were in camp at the fair grounds—Camp Morton—at Indianapolis, and

were coming like a tide. F^rom morning until night were seen col-

umns of men marching the streets from the cars to camp, colors flying,

drums throbbing, fifes screeching. When night came the stream was

not broken, and in less than seven days from the call 12,000 men were

in camp, almost three times the quota of Indiana, and the cry was,

" still they come." As Adjutant Noble in his report says, "the ques-

tion was not who will go, but who will be allowed to go."

In five days after the tender of 10,000 men made by Gov.

Morton, he tendered the Government six more regiments, without

condition as to term of service, to be raised within six days after

accepted. So fully impressed was the great war Governor that the

troops would be needed, that, not getting a reply from the War De-

partment, he took the responsibility of organizing, drilling, equipping

and holding the troops ready at the call of the Government. The

patriotic men who were anxious to enter the service were as much
gratified at this wise act of their Governor as was President Lincoln.

But of course we cannot follow the movements and fortunes of the

Indiana troops. Having said enough to show that the State met the

great crisis with a bold and ready spirit, we must hasten to put our

own regiment in the field.

The three months troops from Indiana made a splendid record, and

were almost all in battles or skirmishes in which the rebels were

defeated. The defeat of the Army of the Potomac at Bull Run
in 1 86 1, startled, thrilled and chilled the country, and no State felt it

more keenly than Indiana and her noble Governor. Meetings were

held and speeches made by the ablest men in every neighborhood,
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town and city. The people were now more fully informed as to

the magnitude of the war, and given plainly to understand that it

might require years instead of months to crush the rebellion. Many of

the most ardent Union men had suppostd, before this terrible defeat,

that a few thousand men from each loyal State could '

' flog out the rebels

in a jiffey, " as the expression went, and the time had come to unde-

ceive this confidence and let the people know that it was Greek meet-

ing Greek—that though our enemy was erratic, he was strong, full of

desperate courage, and now in the flush of victory would be more

troublesome to subdue than ever before F'rom the date of the first

Bull Run defeat the war took on a more serious and permanent aspect.

Gov. Morton, ever keen of foresight, vigorous and prompt of

action, sent messengers to all the three months Indiana regiments,

whose time was about to expire, and exhorted officers and men to

retain their organizations by re-enlistment as soon as their term of

service was out. He was successful, and the regiments were speedily

reorganized, most of the officers and men enlisting for three years;

and the second call of the President was virtually met b}' Indiana in

advance, a large number of the regiments having the advantage of a

three months' active service in the field.

During the first four months of 1862 the Union forces gained many
important victories, as Mill Spring, Fort Donelson, Pea Ridge and

others. The terrible battle of Shiloh was simply a repulse of the

enemy at a heavy loss to the Union troops. By midsummer our

troops had been so wasted by war and sickness that Gen. Buell was

in full retreat from the heart of the South to the Ohio River; the Army
of the Potomac was driven staggering back from its lines before Rich-

mond, and the year that had opened so full of promise for the Union

cause was clouded before half gone ; and President Lincoln called for

300,000 more.

This is the call that caught the Seventy-Second Indiana, and brought

out some of the best troops who served during the war. We do not

mean braver men, but men more advanced in years and settled in the

business of life. It was a proverb, during recruiting under this call,

often repeated :

'

' The boys have been going to the war ; now the men
are going to help them."
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CHAPTER III.

Froui July jtli to Ajigiist 12///, 1862. Col. Chris Miller commissioned

to enlist the Seventy- Seeoiul. Alex. A. Rice made Adjutant. Prizes

offered for the first Company to report— Competition and rapid

enlistment— Camp Uppeeanoe—Regiment full—First Cooking—
Mairhing Orders— First March.

On July 7th, 1862, Governor Morton issued a colonel's commission

to Capt. Chris Miller, of Lafayette, to recruit the Seventy-Second

Indiana Volunteer Infantry, in the Ninth Congressional District, to

rendezvous at LaFayette. This brave officer was barely able to keep

alive, so severe were his sufferings from a wound received in the three

months' service, Jul)' iith, t86i, at the battle of Rich Mountain,

while leading Company A of the '^^enth Regiment. While his health

was feeble, the fire of patriotism burned in his eye ; the people had

confidence in him, and soon began to flock to his standard. There

were numerous applications for permits to recruit, and he issued from

three to four for every company to be recruited.

The camp to receive the recruits must be selected and put in order,

and the recruits received and assigned to their places in camp as they

came in. This would require a man ot some military discipline and

judgment. On the 7th of July, Gov. Morton telegraphed Gen. Jos-

eph J. Reynolds, of LaFayette, to name a man for adjutant of Camp
Tippecanoe, who should take charge of the camp and discharge the

duties above named. Gen. Reynolds named Alexander A. Rice, of

Attica. Mr. Rice was a young man of much promise, who had, at

the beginning of the war, just completed a course of law study and been

admitted to the bar. When Father Abraham called for 75,000 men,

in April, 1861, Mr. Rice enlisted a company at and in the vicinity of

Attica, and reported at Indianapolis about the 20th of April, with

almost men enough for two companies. Like 20,000 others, they

were too late to get into the three months' service ; but being deter-

mined to enter the service, he was assigned to the Fifteenth Regiment,

George D. Wagner, colonel. Capt. Rice was a man of more than

ordinary intelligence, but in "matters military" his greenness was

conspicuous and prominent. But with a worthy ambition to surmount

every obstacle, he determined to make his company the first in morale

and discipline in the regiment. In drawing lots for position he got A,

the first in the regiment. To make his company all he had determined

it should be, he hired a drill-master to drill himself and company,

paying him $60 for his services. In a short time there was not a man
in Company A but knew more about tactics than the Colonel
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commanding. It is no disparagement to Col. Wagner's bravery,

and the service he rendered in putting down the rebelHon, to say that

he never did understand the tactics, and it is no wonder he gave many
ridiculous commands, all of which Capt. Rice and his men would

execute to the letter. As the command was often the reverse of what

was intended, it soon caused difficulty in the regiment, and, as they

were frequent, it may be proper to give a specimen command

:

"Head of column to the right or left, as the case may be !"

In which case, of course, Company A would move straight forward.

On one occasion it climbed over a big stake-and-ridered fence, and

moved right out into a field of corn. Of course the Colonel became

furiously mad, while Company A insisted it was executing its last

intelligent order. A row ensued, and they became of such frequent

occurrence that Capt. Rice's patience became exhausted, and he

resigned, which of course militated against his military aspirations for

all time to come; but about the 2ist of July he got his commission

from Gov. Morton as Adjutant of Camp Tippecanoe, and immedi-

ately reported for duty. Here he had ample opportunity for testing

his patience and energy.

With the exception perhaps of the three months men, no regiment

in the State enlisted more speedily than the Seventy-Second. Camp
Tippecanoe was opened in the latter part of July, and by the nth of

August II companies had reported. As but lO could go in one

regiment, the odd company was assigned to the Eighty-Sixth. The
companies were lettered as they entered the camp—the first to enter

was made A, the second B, &c. A few that came in at the same

time drew lots for position. The camp was regularly laid out, and

each company was assigned to the position it held throughout the

service.

With patriotism pitched to the ^reat emergency, Moses Fowler,

Esq., of LaFayette, offered a prize of ;^500, and James P. Dugan, Esq.,

of Delphi, a prize of ;^200, to the first company that should go into

camp at LaFayette in answer to this call. The patriotic liberality of

these gentlemen is an index to the spirit and conduct of men of means

throughout the State in seconding the efforts of Gov. Morton to

promptly fill Indiana's quotas without a draft. The contest of the

various companies enlisting to obtain these prizes was stirring, and

greatly facilitated the enlistment of the Seventy-Second. •

Company A secured these prizes, being rapidly ; ccruited in Carroll

County, by Nathaniel Herron, Lewis Gros, James H. Barnes and

others, organized at Delphi, and brought into Camp Tippecanoe on

or about the 28th of July, before any other company. At the
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organization Nathaniel Hcrron was elected captain, Milton Newton

first lieutenant, A. J. Klepser second lieutenant.

We have not exact dates when each of the companies entered

Camp Tippecanoe, but know that all were in camp by the evening of

August 9th, and those that had not previously organized held elections

on the loth.

Company B was enlisted at Crawfordsville, Montgomery County,

by Henry M. Carr, Oliver P. Mahan and Wesley C. Gerard. At its

organization Henry M. Carr was elected captain, Oliver P. Mahan

first lieutenant, Wesley C. Gerard second lieutenant. This company

entered camp on the afternoon of the same day Company A entered.

It was a close race between them in the contest for position and

prize.

Company C was enlisted at LaFayette, Tippecanoe County, by

James K. Robinson, Frank B. Everett, George Geiger, Daniel W.
Moore, Georg-e Ru^er, John Glaze. William Thieme, and others.

It organized by electing James E. Robinson captain, Frank B. Ever-

ett first lieutenant, George Ruger second lieutenant. The company

went into camp July 29th.

Company 1") was enlisted at Thorntovvn, Boone County, by Robert

H. LaFoUett, Chester G. Thomson, Robert M. Simms, Lewis B Gar-

rett, and others. It was organized by electing Robert H. l.aFollett

captain, Chester G. Thomson first lieutenant, David H. Ashman sec^Mid

lieutenant.

Company E was enlisted at Linden and Ladoga, Montgomery

County, and Sugar Grove, Tippecanoe County, by Dr. J. B. Johnson,

Lawson S. Kilborn, Harvey B. Wilson and others. At its first

election Dr. John B. Johnson was elected captain, but never mustered

as such, being commissioned and mustered as first assistant surgeon.

The commissioned officers mustered in with the company were

:

Harvey B. Wilson captain, Lawson S. Kilborn first lieutenant, Wm.
H. Mahan second lieutenant.

Company F was enlisted by the commissioned officers and others,

at Williamsport,' Warren County, It organized by the election of

Moses Burch captain, James L. Dalton first lieutenant, Orrin E.

Harper second lieutenant.

Company G was enlisted at Dayton, Clark's Hill, Stockwell P.nd

Culver's Station, Tippecanoe County, by Samuel C. Kirkpatrick,

Adam Pinkerton, John B. Crick, Wm. R. Jewell, and others. At
its first election Samuel C. Kirkpatrick was elected captain, but was

commissioned and mustered as major. The officers mustered in
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with the company were: Adam Pinkerton captain, John B. Crick

first lieutenant, Wm. R. Jewell second lieutenant.

Company H was enlisted at and in the vicinity of Attica, by Jas.

M. Stafford, Augustus Zerse, and others. It organized by electing

Robert B." Hanna captain. Dr. Wm. C. Cole first lieutenant, who
was commissioned and mustered in as second assistant surgeon.

James M. Stafford was mustered in as first lieutenant, and George

F. Ward as second lieutenant.

Company I was enlisted at Pine Village and Milford, Warren

County, and Montmorency, Tippecanoe County, by Jesse Hill,

Robert A. Vance, George J. Foster, and others. It was organized

by the election of Jesse Hill captain, Ira Brown first lieutenant, John

Watts second lieutenant.

Company K was enlisted at Frankfort, Clinton County, by the

officers who were elected at the organization of the company, viz:

Hiram B. Collins captain. George W. Ross first lieutenant, James

H. Whitcomb second lieutenant.

IN CAMP TIPPECANOE.

Here we are, in Camp Tippecanoe ! It would be a mild expression

to say there was confusion—at times almost a mob—not violent, but

noisy. Very few knew anything of what might be required of them

as soldiers, and, while all were willing and anxious to learn, there

were few to teach. While Col. Chris Miller was nominally com-

mandant of the post, his feeble health allowed him to be there

very seldom, and the work of laying off the camp, assigning

companies to their camp grounds, procuring cooking utensils,

provisions, blankets, etc., devolved upon Adjt. Rice. Everybody

wanted something, and wanted it just now. In all this confusion Adjt.

Rice was cool. 11 he answered one question he answered thousands,

and many questions he answered a thousand times. His patient,

good nature and determination soon brought order out of confusion

and in less than two days he had every soldier p rovided with every-

thing that could possibly be procured for duty and comfort, the

camp established under guard by day and night, quarters policed,

and all moving under as regular discipline as if the regiment had.

been in service months instead of hours.

Adjt. Rice was now reaping the benefit of the $60 he paid the

drill-master in the Spring of -61. An incident is here to the point:

The Adjutant had a brother in Company F, Capt. Burch command-
ing; on the second morning after all the companies reported, while

Adjt. Rice was mounting guard and giving them their instructions,

Capt. Burch, who was standing near, all attention and admiring the
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ease with which the instructions were given, turned to the adjutant's

brother and asked : "What military scliool did your brother attend?"

The members of the regiment, from expectant officers to many
non-expectant privates, had provided themselves with copies of the

tactics, or procured them as soon as possible; and began the hard study

of them immediately at every spare moment of time. But there

was little time in this camp; friends were going and coming, and all

was humming with those preliminary transition details inevitable

when citizens suddenly become soldiers. There was some effort

at drill by a few of the companies, but little could be accomplished

in that line.

On the night of the 9th of August, Gov. Morton made a speech

in the public square, LaFayette. The members of the Seventy-

Second were invited to attend in a body, which ^they did. It was

one of the Governor's grandest efforts, and was greeted by round

after round of applause. His grand spirit penetrated, cheered and

strengthened every one who heard him. To the men just entered

into camp, having left the peace of home and their dear ones for the

strife of war, it was medicine to the bones, and all marched back to

camp with calmer and more reconciled hearts.

On the evening of Monday, the iith, orders were given to be

ready to move at 6 the next morning, and our hopes that we might

remain in this- camp for some time were nipped. The camp was

situated on a beautiful hill south of the city, and as other regiments

organ zed here had been permitted to remain for some weeks or

months to drill and get ready for the field, we had indulged a hope

that such might be our fortune. Besides the desire to be near our

families and friends, and to secure sufficient drill to feel safe in the

enemy's country, most of the men had left their business in a very

unsettled condition. Farmers had left their wheat unthreshed, and

no arrangements for the care of their farms. Some merchants bad

turned the key in the doors of their stores and made no arrange-

ments about selling their stocks or employing clerks. Doctors had

left their practice, and some patients at death's door whom they

hoped to visit again. Mechanics had locked up tools and shops

and were anxious to make some arrangements by which tools and

shops could be sold, or the business carried on by some one else.

As in the days of the Revolution men left plows standing in

mid-furrow to join the patriot forces, so had men dropped their

business in the middle of the furrow to answer this call, which came
when the army was in great straights, and when the Union was

trembling in the balance.
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This camp will be remembered by almost all the original mem-
bers of the regiment the longest day they live, as being the place

where they made their first attempt at camp life. • Brought up in a

land of peace and plenty, with mothers, sisters and wives, as good as

the world affords, few of them had ever undertaken to provide a meal's

victuals for themselves, and had they undertaken it at their own
homes would not only have failed, but amused the "women folks"

almost to death. But here in camp, where the materials for a

square meal were neither varied nor abundant, and the means for

preparing it neither convenient nor extensive, their failures .were

ludicrous and laughable in the extreme. A thousand incidents of

these first attempts might be written, and the thousand failures,

with the most utter chagrin and mortification, would make an amus-

ing and often sad chapter in the history of the Seventy-Second.

Just imagine, reader, that you see a mess of farmers whose wives

could make a cup of coffee fit for the gods to sip, and dress it with

pure white sugar and golden cieam, so that its richness excelled the

purest Rhenish wine—and to such delicious coffee their palates

have been educated from youth up; now the mess sit upon the

ground, their legs coiled up before them, and in their midst lies

their first spread of hard-tack, sow-belly, and their own make of

coffee. Of course they can't attack the s. b. and h. t. without a

sip of coffee as an appetizer. They pour the coffee, which runs out

grounds first, daub some commissary sugar into it, and say, as they

stir, "how I do wish I had some cream ;" then see them as they taste,

working their mouths, licking out their tongues, and each acting

just like a young colt at weaning-time when he lays hold to suck as

usual and finds the udder soaped from end to end.

If there ever is a time when a great big man feels his utter

helplessness, it is when he begins to cook for himself in the army.

He wants to jam both fists into his eyes, howl like a booby, and

say, "I want to go home!" Of course we always said on such

an occasion, "the smoke hurts my eyes."

No raw soldier should attempt to cook a goose. It requires great

skill, attained only by frequent practice, on different geese, to cook

a goose well. On their way to camp from Pine Village in wagons,

a squad of Company I, called Pinevillians, caught a lot of geese at

the farm of Judge Rowe, of the West-Side, and brought them into

camp—because it was Sunday, the loth of August, and so great was

their hurry that they left home without rations. Under no other

circumstance would they have taken the geese in a Northern State.

When they got to camp they found plenty of bread, but little meat,
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and being ravenously hungry, they proceeded to skin and try to cook

their geese. From 3 P. M. to almost sundown they boiled the pot

like fury, until it sung and danced upon the fire; but the longer they

boiled the tougher the geese got. As the sun sunk in the west,

their hunger becaine unbearable. They tore the geese from the

pot, rent them asunder, seized a piece of bread in one hand and

a "hunk" of goose in the other, and began to eat. But, horror!

what faces! And to this day if you want to ruttle the calmness of

the stomach of a Company I man, ask him how he relished his first

gander supper at Camp Tippecanoe. Yet, with such a discouraging

beginning, the men of the Seventy-Second could cook any rebel's

goose neatly inside of six months from enlistment.

The night of the iith, after receiving marching orders, was one

of much excitement and little sleep. The word flashed out by
telegraph and sped by couriers to the friends of the regiment, and

long before daylight wives, mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters and

sweethearts, began to arrive, and by sun-up numbers of them were

in camp, bringing such ai tides as they thought we might need, and

to bid us good-bye. The occasion is a sad one to call to mind.

There were so many mothers with babes on their bosoms, and little

children clinging to their skirts—for, as before said, the fathers

went in this call. In spite of their brave efforts, many could

not refrain from sobs. Some ladies and gentlemen, who had come
out from Dayton to see us off, sang the following song a little while

before we took the cars:

Heavily falls the rain, wild are the breezes to-'night;

But 'neath the roof, the hours, as they fly,

Are happy, and calm, and bright.

Gathering round our fireside, though it be Summer time,

We sit and talk of brothers abroad, forgetting the midnight chime.

Brave boys are they! gone at their Country's call;

And yet, and yet, we cannot forget,

That many brave boys must fall!

Under t e homestead roof, nestled so cozy and warm,

While soldiers sleep with little or naught to shelter them trom the storm :

Resting . n grassy couches; pillowed on hillocks damp:

Of martial fare how .ittle we know till brothers are in the camp.

Bra\-e boys are they ! &c.

Thinking no less of them; loving oiu- Country more;

We sent them forth to fight for the flag their fathers had borne before.

Though the great tear-drops started, this was our parting trust

:

"God bless you, boys ! we'll welcome you home when Rebels are in the dust !"

Bra\e boys are they I &c.
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May the bright wings of Lo\'e guard them wherever the\" roam
;

The time has come when brothers must fight, a'nd sisters must prav at

lioine

!

Oil! the dread field of battle! soon to be strewn with gra\es!

Tf brothers fall, then bur\- them where our banner in triumph waves!

Bra\c bovs are the\' ! i\;c.

While this was a patriotic song, it was not the most cheerful that

could have been sung at that hour of excitement, when the fountains

of every heart were ready to break through its wounds. Before

the verses were half finished, many of the listeners and singers were

in tears ; it was too true, too vivid a prophesy of the fate that awaited

many. We hasten to a more cheerful subject, if that (to us) remark-

able day affords any.

This being our first and in one respect the most important march

we ever made, it is strange that among the voluminous material tor

this history furnished by comrades, not one of them says a word

concerning it, as if there was something about it the comrades would

gladly forget. As most of the companies had an excess of from three

to twenty men, there were in camp on the morning of the I2th 1,200

men. With the excitement above named, getting bre.'kfast, taking

down tents, and packing up for the first time, there was a storm of

wild confusion reaching up to 10 A. M. There was ample time,

and with the means at hand "old sogers" would have enjoyed a

good, hearty breakfast ; but with the novelty of the situation and

incident excitement, it is doubtful whether a single man got half

enough to eat. By the time the sun was an hour high an effort was

made to get this mass of confusion into line preparatory to moving

"off for the war."

As we had not yet a single regimental officer, and our captains

and lieutenants were as green as the greenest, the scene can be

better imagined than described. Specimen commands ot officers on

that memorable occasion are here given, as they may be useful to

rising generations :

"Get in two lines, one behind the other!" "Fall in here, boys,

in two rows, like ingerns !" "Come up sideways, withyour faces in

this direction !" "Get in two ranks!" "Step over sideways, Lige,

and march backwards four feet!" "Now, march in a string!"

"Come around to the left, like a barn door!" By a sort of mutual

understanding of each other, the officers and men, assisted by the

adjutant, got into a pretty fair line of three to five deep, and as we
were not to receive a charge from the enemy, we cared less for its

military exactness than for its rugged outline. It looked as ragged

and grand as a mountain range.
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We marched forward promptly at the command, but as we had no

music each took his own step, and at every sHght turn in the line of

march we telescoped into each other liberally, and when the leading-

company was halted it was almost blotted out by the others rushing

pell-mell down ^.he hill and piling on to it. We were "gwine to the

war," and didn't stop for trifles. We were untangled at the foot of

Third Street about 9 A. M., and told that the cars would soon be

along. Then we began to kiss our wives, sisters, sweethearts, and

other women, in a great hurry, as we supposed the cars would be along

before the last sweet but sad duty could be deliberately performed.

However, the cars delayed their coming, the kissing was ended, the

sun was boiling hot, and we simpletons stood in it while there was

an abundance of shade close by. Some of the newly-elected officers

became suddenly inspired, perhaps by the presence of the ladies, or

his Satanic majesty, with the importance of their offices, and kept

us standing there by the side of the railroad track in the hot sun,

and would keep marching up and down the line commanding us to

stand up straight and keep in our places, for, said they, "the cars

will be along in two minutes, and you may be left."

We cannot now help thinking how natural it would have been for

an old soldier to have deliberately walked to this shade, spread out

his blanket, laid down and gone to sleep. But there we stood, like

blockheads, until after 12 M., when we heard the cars whistle, and

once more began to kiss the women and babies farewell ; but before

w^e got fairly througn the cars came, and we all got on with the greatest

haste for fear we would be left.

It was an hour before the train started. Every effort was made
by the departing soldiers to keep up a cheerful exterior, and those

who stood near the cars, waiting to see us off, reciprocated the

effort. Reader, may you never know what an ordeal we passed

through at that train. A mother with her babe on her bosom, and

three little ones hanging to her skirts, stood near the car, when the

little ories stretched out their hands, some saying, "Papa, papa,

tum back, tum back!" and another began piteousl)' to plead, "Papa,

take me wid '00!" The poor mother's heart could bear no more
and she wept bitterly— the father sobbed like a child. It was con-

tagious, and not only wives and mothers wept, but many a stout

frame shook with emotion. As the cars rolled slowly away; both

those going and those staying looked at each other \vith tearful eyes

as they waved adieu. Those were the days that tried the souls of

men and women. What was suffered that day, thousands of others

suffered durin"- the war.
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CHAPTER IV.

August \2tJi to August I'^th, 1862

—

Frojn Lafayette to Indianapolis-—
Camp Chris Miller—Attempts at drill—Making out Muster Rolls—
.Bei7ig mustered—Drazving pay, bounties, elotJiing and guns—March
to Union Depot—Night Ride to Jejfersonville.

While the ride from LaFayette to Indianapolis was devoid of inci-

dent, save the groups that gathered at the stations from which men
had joined the regiment, to cheer them on their way, it was one of

interest to us all, who had left our loved ones on that day whom we
might never see again. The trip gave time for serious reflection and

composure. The sun was more than an hour high when we arrived

at Indianapolis, but we were marched ?nd countermarched until

sundown, when we were put on a piece of gro"nd in the northwest

part of the city, between the LaFayette Railroad track and the

canal, which we christened at once " Camp Chris Miller." A perma-,

nent camp was subsequently made of the ground, called Carrington.

The novelt)' and excitement of the first days of camp life had

died away ; the men were worn out with fatigue, disgusted with the

day's work, and sadly out of humor. When they were told that it

would be impossible to get raiions for them that night, their cursing

was not so loud as forcible. The prospect for a general stampede to

the city to find food became more than probable. Adjt. Rice, with

admirable tact, assured them he had done what he could, and plenty

of rations would be in camp by morning, and prevailed on most

of the men to lie down and go to sleep. Some refused to do so,

and went into the city, imbibed bad whisky, and came back in

the night melodiously drunk. Just at daylight we saw Jeddiah Kil-

lin, of Co. I, come into camp with a chicken, which he skinned,

roasted and ate without salt or bread, remarking as he did so,

" Uncle Sam has taken a contract to board me for three years, but

is making a bad job of it so far."

Early on the morning of the 13th we drew rations, eat. laid off a

regular camp, dug sinks, and went to regular soldiering. The officers

applied themselves to tactics. Capt. Samuel C. Kirkpatrick, com-

pany G, was promoted to the majority of the regiment, and ordered

squad and company drill every day. During this first day at Indi-

anapolis some efforts were made at company drill, but they were

generally failures. Drillings could be slobbered over or slighted,

but a muster roll was a matter-of-fact piece of work, which would

not "get up into two rows- endways." They were ordered to be

made out immediately, for each company, and signed. Now comes
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the tug of war!" It was found upon investigation that there were,

perhaps, on a fair average, less than three men in each company com-

petent to this exacting work. Day and night the laborious work went

on. Many rolls were spoiled, and had to be begun dc novo. Some

officers laboring over them for 24 or 48 hours, almost turned gray,

and many from that time forth would prefer to enter a hard battle

rather than make out a muster roll. All day of the 14th, and day

and night of the 15th, and even as late as the i6th, these rolls were

wrought upon. They were finally done, and the companies ready for

muster.

The muster rolls were left long enough for us to assemble in a body

and receive a flag made for the regiment by a lady 93 years of age,

named Nancy Green, of Waveland. The presentation speech was

made by United States Senator Henry S. Lane, and was as magnifi-

cent as the flag was beautiful. Major Kirkpatrick responded. Sen-

ator Lane said he knew the regiment would never let this flag trail in

the dust, and Major Kirkpatrick assured him that we never would.

Let the reader follow us, and see if that pledge was redeemed.

The inspection of the men by the surgeons began on the 15th. and

was completed in the afternoon of the i6th. As the men had to strip

to the skin, it was amusing what tricks some of the patriotic resorted

to that they might hide some minor defect. All wanted to go, but

in spite of every effort to pass a few were. rejected in each company,

and in some as many as 1 2 to 15.

The i6th and 17th were among the busiest days ever experienced

by mortals. We were in line almost constantly for the 48 hours, with

.scarcely time to eat. On the afternoon of the i6th we were mustered

into the L^nited States service by companies, by Col. J. S. Simonson,

for three years or during the war; terms of service ;^ioo bounty—$25

down, and $75 at expiration of term of service—and pay one month's

in advance. We knew nothing then of the great straits to which the

Government was reduced to furnish this money, nor of the herculean

efforts of Gov. Morton to enable the Government to fulfill its obligations

to Indiana soldiers.

Sunday, the 17th, was, if possible, the busiest day we had yet seen,

and was emphatically a day of drawing, but not of draw poker. We
first drew wood to cook breakfast ; next, rations to cook ; next we were

drawn up in line early in the morning and drew our bounties : first $25

from the Government, and receipted for it; next, ^^lo offered by the

county, and receipted for it ; next, some of the compa nies drew local

or township bounties, amounting in some cases to $\0 \ next, we
drew our clothes, a complete outfit—dress coats, pants, shirts, socks,
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shoes, and caps ; next, knapsacks and haversacks, but no canteens
;

and just at sundown we drew the most important draw of all, our

Springfield rifles and accoutrements. We had not been off our feet

20 minutes that whole day, and when we were released if we didn't

draw down our throats an enormous supper, then some one has made
a false record.

We had been ordered to cook two days' rations on Saturday, the

16th, and to be ready to move on the morning of the 17th, but on

account of the absolutely necessary duties above noticed, it had been

impossible to get ready. The order was now repeated to cook supper

and pack, ready to move immediately. By the time supper was over

it was dark, but the work of packing went forward with determination.

We were now soldiers, uniformed, armed and equipped, under orders

to go to the front—although without ammunition—and we were

ready. Having pulled on our new uniforms, we for the first time

packed our knapsacks, and oh, what loads ! It would make an old

soldier smile the bark off a tree to see the variety shops we filled to

carry in mid-August. We went into camp with good clothes on ; we
now had our uniforms, but we had no way to send our citizens' cloth-

ing home, and they were too good to throw away, so, of course, we

would rather carry than to lose them. Let the sequel show whether

we lost them.

In regard to the clothing we drew much might appropriately be

said. Uncle Sam in all cases aimed to supply us with the very best

clothes that could be procured ; but he was not always successful in

getting those made of the best material. All our clothes were design-

ed to be made of wool, but the unprecedented demand for wool,

necessitated by the vast amount of clothes to be made, soon exhausted

the supply, and the price soon run up to ,^2.00 per pound—a price

so high as to induce unscrupulous manufacturers to mix in materials

of much less value, and after the first y&zx of our service we got but

few articles of clothing that were wholly of wool. Our dress coats

and jackets, or roundabouts, were more nearly of pure wool, and were

the subjects of little complaint. Our kersey overcoats and pants con-

tained a large per cent, of what we called horse hair. Our underclothes

were of various material and of various kinds and styles. Our first

shirts—as analyzed and reported upon by the boys—were composed

of two parts wool, one part Lin bark, and oije part hog hair. As we

never saw one of them entirely worn out we suppose they might have

lasted to the end of the war. These shirts, like all the wise and

bountiful productions of the God of battles, had many redeeming and

compensating qualities. While they invariably took the skin off—

a
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part of it at least—of every one wlio first attempted to wear them,
they, always kept the pores open and encouraged the freest perspira-

tion while they afforded a comfortable breeding place for the myriads*
of graybacks with which we sometimes unavoidably became infested,

and which often frisked and played up and down between our shoul-

ders like spring lambs in a meadow, and tickled us in every fiber. A
few shrugs of the shoulders furnished all the scratching necessary, and
in our efforts to rid ourselves of this pestiferous pest they would bear
almost any amount of scorching without danger of burning the shirt.

Whether the supply of Lin bark and hog hair ran entirely out we know
not, but this first, outfit of this kind of shirts was all we ever drew.
Our next shirts, and from that on till the close of the war, were of a
material that defies description. The most prominent feature of their

make-up was their elasticity. They would stretch equal to the con-
science of a Jew. But this also had its compensating features. After
they had stretched till they reached to the wearer's heels, the lower
end of them made capital gun slings, and upon cases of emergency
served as halters to bring in captured horses or to tether the pack
mules. But the army sock was the institution among all our
clothes. Its biography will never be written. One of its most promi-
nent peculiarities, after being worn a few hours, was to turn do^\'n

over the shoe, flop around over the toe, and so expand and dilate as to
be able to hold most any thing from a spring chicken to a ham of meat,
and by night were ready to be cut gff^one end sewed up, and used
as forage sacks.

Just as the street lamps were lit up we for the first time strapped on
our new knapsacks and began to move to the Union depot to take
cars. Like other green troops we took the longest road to get there.
Did somebody want to show what a fine body of men we were ? Did
the citizens want to see how soldiers looked by lamp light ? Or did
some one make a thoughtless mistake ? This Indianapolis night march
must be regarded as one of the most foolish and fatal we ever made.
Straight down the railroad track, or by the nearest street, the distance
was about three quarters of a mile, and the march might have been
made in fifteen minutes and not have heated or worn the men. It

was 8 o'clock when we started. We marched down by the State House,
around the Governor's Circle, and through street after street, till we
finally halted at the depot at just i r o'clock, having marched three
hours. We were very tired when we started, and when we stopped
we were heated to the boiling point, our limbs weary and feet sore.

We immediately took the train awaiting us, made up of coal, box,
flat and cattle cars, just as the cattle had been taken out of them. It
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was our fortune t<> get into one of the cattle cars with about six inches

of the droppings in it. This looked like it was intended to test our en

durance and make soldiers of us in the least possible time. Many
not mild mill-dams might have been heard. The cars soon moved at

a lively rate, the road was very rough, and we bounced about like so

many rubber balls, sometimes one on top of t'other and sometimes

t'other a-top of one. In two hours we were shivering with chilliness,

and we verily believe that night's ride was the cause of untold suffer-

ing and the death of many of its participants. The misery lasted un-

til 8 o'clock the next mornincf.

CHAPTER V.

August I'Sth to Aitgust igt/i.— Crossing tJic Ohio—March Through

Louisville to Oakland—Ammunition Issued—Load Guns the First

Time—Night Ride to Lebanon with Incidents—First Cooking in

Dixie— Into Camp Lucy Carson—Summing up Results.

Arrived at Jeffersonville we tumbled out of the old cars as bruised

and limpy as any lot of pigs or calves ever shipped over that rough

road» As we tried to get the string halts and kinks out of our limbs

and come into some sort of line, we noticed a small, smoothly shaven,

elderly man, mounted on a very .quiet horse. The old gentleman

wore a linen coat, a white hat, indefinite colored pantaloons, and a

carbine strapped about his shoulders. He rode up and down the

front of the regiment and squinted at us as if trying to ascertain how
many there were of us. He spoke a time or two to Major Kirkpatrick,

and seemed to know one or two others in the regiment. We came

to the conclusion that he was a wealthy old Unionist who lived in the

suburbs of the city, followed squirrel hunting as a pastime, had -heard

of our coming and had come to invite us to breakfast.

"Who is that old skeesix ?" asked some of us of the Major.

"Why, that's our General, Ebenezer Dumont
;
you must be care-

ful how you talk about him," replied the Major.

It was General Dumont, and though the brave man now sleeps the

sleep that knows no waking, it is not derogatory to his memory as a

brave soldier and a wise and witty man to say that there were numbers

of our boys who had never seen a live General before, and to them he

was a terrible disappointment in size, dress and style. "Why, I'd

look that well myself on old black, with dad's squirrel gun," said pony

Ashly.
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From the cattle cars we were marched to the river to see the ferry

boat pulling out for Louisville, leaving us to stand in the sun for full

an hour. We were hungry, thirsty, tired, sleepy, sore and faint.

Finally the ferry boat is here ; it is the old Isaac Bowman ; and we pro-

ceed to board her pell-mell and stretched out on the decks for a little

smooth rest. Just as we got down on the floors with our heads on our

knapsacks, our limbs spread out, and began to think of feather beds,

home, and mother's delicious coffee, the steam calliope of the boat be-

gan to howl, "Home, Sweet Home," like a big boy baby lost in the

woods and crying for his mama. Was it a wonder that some of the

boys—and married men were boys also—turned their hands over their

eyes and shed a tear or two? William R. Stewart said he "believed

the engineer was a rebel and wanted to make us all too home sick to

be able for service ;" but the Seventy-Second had started for rebeldom

and was determined to go.

No spavin ever came limping from the stables more haltingly, or

feeling and looking more woe-begone, than did the Seventy-Second

from the Bowman. Their feet touched Dixie soil with but a slight

thrill ; as they fell into line every motion was slow and dull, and in-

dicative of exhaustion. Without ceremony each company formed

in the best order possible and followed into the dusty, hot, narrow

streets of Louisville. Our regimental musicians furnished their best

marching music. In a trice the streets windows and doors were

thronged with people, and in many places the house tops were load-

ed, who greeted us with hearty cheers of welcome. Stars and stripes

were flung out, and waved from many windows. The limps and

lags left the regiment in a twinkling, and the men became erect and

elastic, and greeted the stars and stripes displayed by the people with

round after round of applause. The negroes and whites were about

equally divided, and while the demonstrations of the whites were very

hearty, those of the negroes were often extravagant and ludicrous.

Almost the entire march of five miles was an ovation, and had it not

been for dust, heat and thirst, would have been rather pleasant.

While this hearty reception of the Louisville-ians was a stimulus,

for we had supposed that city to be a den of rebels, it could not

prevent the heat, dust and thiist, from causing us great distress. To
Broadway we marched through very narrow streets and could get

no water, for it was scarce and the men had no time to fall out and

look for it. We mention with pleasure that the Louisville people,

when they found out how terribly we were suffering from thirst,

made haste and got buckets full of water and ran after the regiment

and gave the men to drink.
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In spite of this some were smitten by the heat and tumbled over

the curb stones and against the fences. B. F. Magee fell from a

sun stroke, the blood bursting from his mouth and nose in streams,

which doubtless kept him from smothering. He rallied and came

up at Oakland. Under our new uniforms, knapsacks and guns, this

five miles was one of the harestd, most painful marches, the regi-

ment ever made, and its memory is yet full of horror for some of the

comrades. Six men never got further than this place.

Oakland, a station in the suburbs of Louisville, on the Louisville

& Nashville R. K.., was reached at 2 P. M. The order was to get

something to eat, immediately, which many of the men could

not do from sheer exhaustion and blistered feet. Since they had put

on their new army shoes they had made two hard marches and had

not had time to take them off, arid now their feet were so galled

b.lister'ed and skinned that locomotion was very painful. Water and

fuel were quite scarce. Little coffee was made. Most of us lay

down, took a slice of raw s. b. upon a hard tack from our haversacks^

and with our heads on our knapsacks ate it, and it was "sweeter'n

de honey, or de honey gum," as de darkey said of "de 'possum."

While composing ourselves for a nap, or to write a few lines home,

the order was given to cook two days rations and be ready to move
at a moment's notice. Speedily following this order a lot of ammuni-

tion was dumped into the camp accompanied by an order to draw

20 rounds of ammunition to the man. We had expected to remain

here a few days, rest, drill and become more fully inured to camp
life, but these orders put an end to this hope and we knew we were

to soon be off to some point requiring the immediate aid of troops.

The afternoon was made busy with opening ammunition boxesand

issuing this first ammunition to the men; with distributing to them

their canteens and getting the two days rations provided, and with

almost every one writing a brief line home and informing anxious

friends of the situation. At 5 P. M. we were ordered out to the

railroad to take the t'"ain. Presently General Dumont rode up, or-

dered us to load our pieces but not to cap them, previous to taking

the train. He told us that we were going to Lebanon, Ky., that

Morgan had lately captured a garrison there and we had to go dovvn

to attend to him. After delivering this order and information he rode

away very leisurely.

Here we waited, waited, waited for the cars. Every toot or

whistle of locomotive or steamer elicited the remark " here they

come." Nature overcame some, and stretched on the ground, or

leaning against trees, they snored like steam boats. A soldier of
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Company B. lay sound asleep on the flat of his back some three

rods from the track, one leg drawn up and the other resting on it,

his foot sticking up three feet high. Capt. Carr was also asleep

near this soldier. The cars came thundering along, Capt. Carr

took fright, jumped up, ran against the soldier's exalted foot, turned

him a summerset, the Captain pitching ten feet, falling on his belly

like a frog, trotted off on his all fours three rods to a tree, ran behind

and threw his arms around it, while his eyes bugged out like

saucers. The impression was that the Captain was frightened in his

sleep.

The cars drew up and we were commanded to load our pieces be-

fore entering the cars, but not to cap. This was the first time our

regiment ever put powder and ball into their pieces. Considering

all things it was well and quickly done, and we were soon on the

cars. It was another mixed train with a large number of dirty cattle

cars. Narrow boards were laid at right angles on boxes for our seats,

giving each man a space of about six inches to put his feet and legs

through to the floor. This was so miserable, and worse than no seats

at all. that much of it was cast out of the cars soon after starting.

Off into the darkness of Kentucky woods and hills we shoot, at a

terrible speed, for the first 20 miles. The road is so rough that at times

the cars seemed to stand still like mad mules trying to throw their

riders, and jump straight up and come down stifl" legged. Crash

came a fearful bounce that almost pitched us through the tops and

ends of the cars. The train had run over something or run off the

track and stopped almost at once. We had run over a piece of tim-

ber put on the track by the rebels to wreck the train. As "soon as

this was ascertained many of the men capped their guns quietly with-

out orders. They felt certain that if rebels put the timber on the track

they might be in force in the vicinity and ready to attack us if the

train was thrown from the track. Men had been seen standing near

the track, at several places, with guns in their hands, and some of

our boys at first took them for rebels, but soon became certain they

were Union soldiers guarding the track.

The engineer got scared and would go no further without a guard

to go before the train some distance, to see if there were any more

obstructions. The guard was furnished and marched in front of the

train. Each bridge was inspected before crossing, and the remainder

of the trip was made with caution. It was well known that Morgan
was on the wing and that a new regiment was a tempting bait to him.

When the train stopped after running over the rail, or timber, the

Seventy-Second boys did their first foraging. Some of them ex-
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pressed the belief that the people near that place had put the ob-

struction- on the track, that they were rebels and their stuff ought to

be confiscated. They sallied forth, capturing a lot of butter, apples,

peaches, chickens, potatoes, geese, &c. Often as the train poked

along after the guard, these boys who had been so nearly used up

that day, revived by the cool night air, would leap from the train,

shoot off to a house and bring in something refreshing to the inner

man. You see how naturally they took to "sogering" in Dixie and

how deftly they did it. They improved to the end of the war

!

As the sun pushes his fiery face above the forest the train slowly

pulled into Lebanon. We have been five hours in running some 65

miles. We left the cattle cars and marched on to a common, rank

with dog-fennel and smart-weed, but bare of shrub or tree to shelter

from the sun, whose heat intensified as he ascended the clear sky.

We looked at Lebanon with a deep interest, as we knew we were to

defend it, and knew that Morgan had captured a Union force there

a short time before and burned part of the town. The chimneys were

standing like exclamation points after his dashing deeds.

We were ordered to stack arms and get breakfast on the dog-fennel

common. It was a joyful sound to the weary and hungry, but^here

were a few difficulties in the way of its execution. First, there were

not three men in each company, on an average, who knew how to

stack arms. Adjt. Rice, the patient father of the regiment, came

down the line and showd the boys how to accomplish that military

feat, and soon there was a row of stacked rifies in front of the regi-

ment, bayonets gleaming in the sun, of which the men felt proud.

Ranks were broken and the next difficulty was encountered—wood
and water, where were they to be had? The men displayed their

native genius in this case, needing no assistance from an}' officer.

Some went for the water and some for the wood, and they brought

both.

'Well, those sticks look very much like rails," said Capt. Pinker-

ton to Lieut. , as the Lieutenant tossed half dozen dry sticks

about 10 feet long from his shoulder.

"Yes, they do, Captain, but they are not," replied the Lieutenant,

"they are sticks from the abolition tree which grows down here. It

grows up in this shape without limbs, leaves or sap, and all you have

to do is to go and get it.

"

"Ah, that's good; the Lord provides for all emergencies; come

show me where it grows," said the Captain, " and I'll go with some

of the boys and fetch a load also." And so he did. The Captain

was a most devout and practical elder in the Presbyterian Church,
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and quickly discerned the hand of Providence in all His works. The

smoke of abolition wood ascended towards the skies, bearing the per-

fume of sow belly and coffee, that morning, and we must think it

pleased Him who ruleth injustice, even if the old rebels did make

discords on the air with their d— ns about the Yankees burning up

their rails. When the coffee was poured from boilers into tin cups

it was immediately covered by thousands of little weed hoppers.

After vain efforts to skim them off and keep them out the men

yelled out, "well, we can stand it if the bugs can," and drank it bugs

and all. 'Twas death to the bugs but refreshing to the soldiers.

We remained on this common in the scorching sun, whose heat

came down with a scorching, sickening power, until noon. Many
were overpowered by heat and forced to seek protection from it.

The diarrhoea on that day began its malignant attack on the regi-

ment, and many became quite ill. At noon, when the stoutest be-

gan to fail, as they sweltered in their uniforms, an order was given

to march, we knew not where, but were soon informed that we were

to go into camp near town. We marched up through Lebanon and

from the windows of some houses the stars and stripes were dis-

played. On this march many began to fail and their gansand knap-

sacks were seized and carried by their stronger comrades to enable

the failing ones to keep up with the regiment. Tnis noble charity

of comrade sharing strength with comrade and bearing each others'

burthens began that day in the withering heat, and lasted to the end

of the war. Well we know that many noble deeds of this sort shine

like gems on the pages of the recording angel's book.

At I P. M. we drew up in line in our new camp, were assigned

grounds and ordered to pitch tents. It was Hood's Meadow, clean-

ly mown and reflecting the sun from the bright surface as from a

mirror, intensifying the heat. Not a tree or object to give shelter was

near. In the oppressive heat the weary men began to pitch tents and

perform the other duties of camp—getting wood and water, digging

sinks, doing guard duty, &c. Our regiment was General Dumont's

whole brigade when we reached Lebanon, and had a vast deal of

hard work to do, and considerable responsibility resting upon it. By
night matters were in tolerable shape, and except the men who were

on guard duty, there were never a lot of mortals slept more soundly.

Exhaustion was about complete. We should remark that in almost

every tent there was one or more sick men.

While we rest a little here let us sum up, and see if there has not

been enough to make men sick. On the i6th, at Indianapolis, we
were ordered to cook two days' rations, and be ready to march at
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noon. We had not been niustered or drawn anything. The hard

work occupying day and night of the i6th and 17th has been told.

Then followed the march from camp to the Indianapolis depot in

new shoes and new shirts, under enormous Inads, the ride to

Jeffersonvilie, the march through Louisville, the night ride to

Lebanon, the march to this camp, and the hard work of setting it in

order done this afternoon—three days and nights of incessant work

and hard marching, with little to eat and less sleep.

Is it a wonder we left men exhausted all along the way? Is it a

wonder that numbers are sick and groaning to-night, and that some

are in the hospital over there in Lebanon ? There were 62 men
died or discharged before the end of the first year, and most of them

from the- effects of that rough initiation. There is little or no

grumbling; the men take it as a matter of course; they know

soldiering is severe and nothing is worse than they expected
;
yet it

wears them out rapidlv. We rest, and like the old fellow who had

lost his coon dog, his fish-hooks, his gun, shot pouch and powder

horn, we thank the Lord that it is "no wusser with us than it is."

CHAPTER VI.

Arigiist igt/i tp\ August 2yd—At Lebanon— Camp Lucy Carson—
Why toe zvcre so Hwricd—Battalion Drill— Confiscation of a Tavern

for a Hospital—Picket Duty and Lncidents—Negroes on Picket and

in Camp.

We at first called our camp in Hood's Meadow "Camp Dumont,"
and some letters written to our homes on the first few days we were

there are dated "Camp DumonV," &c. The name was finally

changed to Camp Lucy Carson, which became official. Had it been

named for man, woman or angel, it would have been a villainous hot

place all the same. Before we resume duties let a word be said in

explanation of why we were so hurried into military birth and so

hurried after born and so hastily tumbled down to this place. Buell

was in full retreat before Bragg, and Morgan's raiders and other

small bands of rebels, as well as non-militant rebels, were doing all

they could to destroy the Union wagon trains, capture artillery and

annoy and impede the progress of the retreating army. We were

hurried forward to help guard the railroad over which the retreating,

army was receiving its supplies—for Buell didn't know how to live

off of the country—to aid in checking Bragg's advance and attend

to Morgan. Lebanon was an important post and must be held until
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our retreating army couid get between it and Louisville. The

enemy was making a desperate effort to flank the army of Buell and

capture both Louisville and Cincinnati, and for a few days it seemed

that he might succeed. It was a perilous passage in the history of

the war. Troops were hurrying from other States to the rescue,

and Governor Morton, ever first in filling the quotas of Indiana, had

hurried forward the Seventy-Second, as one of the best of the new

regiments, some weeks before it would have been sent to the front

had there been no such crisis.

That General Dumont, a brave and experienced officer, was given

command of us ; that we constituted his sole command until, after

Lebanon was reached ; that we were sent to so important a point di-

rectly in the face of the enemy ; thatCoI. A. O. Miller, another brave

and experienced officer, was made our Colonel in a few days; shows

what reliance was placed in our regiment in its infancy. Comrades,

those of you whom God has given to survive those fiery days, and

the days since the close of the service, it is some compensation to

know tnat our initial service was hard because our country had to

have such service or perish; and because our immortal War
Governor, O. P. Morton, believed the material of the Seventy-Second

to be of the best quality, and that it would stand the test of such a

trial. He was not deceived.

Here we are in the very front of the army, liable to attack anv

moment, and have never had battalion drill, and but few of the

companies have made attempts to drill. We are very raw troops

—

almost raw all over in our new shoes, and socks, and hog hair shirts

—and rawest of all in drill. Gen. Dumont determined that he

would at once give us drill enough to hold together. So on the

20th, the very next day after we got into camp, he ordered battalion

drill. The company officers got their companies together as well as

possible, and much better than at La Fayette, for each had been

studying Hardee with all energy. Adjt. Rice formed the battalion

in his quiet, exact manner, giving each officer and non-commissioned

officer all the instructions possible in so short a time. He m.arched

to his post in front of the regiment, saluted the General, and said,

"the battalion is formed."

The General looked at the battalion for a little while, as he sat on

his horse with drawn sword, and then sang out in nasal accent:
"Officers and non-commissioned otiicers to the front and centre

—

March!"

Capt. Heron, of Company A, and Capt. Carr, of Company B,

memory serves us right, were the only officers who responded to the
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command and went to the front. The other officers stood in bewil-

derment as if wilHng to run or do anything else if they only knew what

to do.

The General could not restrain himself and yelled at the top of his

voice, "Why don't you obey the command?" No movement, and he

again yelled, "Well, if you aren't the d—dst greenest set that I ever

saw in all my life," and as no one disputed his word he proceeded to

belabor us more heavily. Adjt. Rice suggested that perhaps if he

should go and give a little aid there would be a general response.

The General told him to go and "get them up here some way or

other, I want to tell them something." The Adjt. came along the

line and a few words from him brought all the officers to the front,

where they saluted the General and awaited his "few words." He
proceeded to tell us that few of us knew anything about drilling, • and

to impress upon us the necessity of learning how to execute some

battalion movements immediately, as we were in front of the enemy

and liable to attack at any time. "A regiment can not hold together

when not under fire if it has no drill," said the General, "and without

it Avill become a panic stricken mob under fire." He then told us

what our respective duties would be in a few simple movements he

wished to make, and sent us back to our places. The command was

given, " by the right of companies into column—March!"

Two or three companies executed the command pretty well, but

all the others became as miserably tangled as a six mule team hitched

up for the first time ; company cut company in two ; company

telescoped into company; officers were cut off from their companies,

and what should have been a column was a torn and tattered mob.

Capt. Hanna was roaring out "here Company H, where the d— 1 are

you?" Capt. Carr was requesting Company G to untangle and get

out of Company B, while Capt. Heron, of Company A, was making

similar requests of Company I, and Capt. LaFoUett was hustling

around like an old hen that had lost her chickens. Gen. Dumont

made music to this confusion by piping out red hot oaths from his

horse as he rode up and down the tangled battalion. The sun was

hot, and in their confusion the officers sweat until the perspiration

poured down in blinding streams over their faces. The Captains sweat

most of all, because they w^ere cursed most by Gen. Dumont. Again

the battalioii was placed in line, again the officers were called to the

front and centre, again instructed and sent back to their places, and

again the command, *

' By the right of companies into column

—

March !" was given. This time all came up pretty well. But we can

not follow all the details of this first drilling. One time Capt. Hanna
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plunged his company through two or three others. Gen. Dumont
roared out, " Capt. Hanna, what the h— 11 are you doing?" The

Capt. yelled back, " I don't know what the h— 11 I am doing, do you

know, General?" Capt. Hanna could swear just as viciously as Gen.

Dumont could, and hence had some self-protection ; but Capt. Hill

used no oaths and was open to the terrible attacks of the General's

curse batteries. One day, in executing a movement, Capt. Hill

missed it altogether, and as the battalion was moving in one

direction, Capt. Hill led his company off towards the woods in a

north-westerly direction. Gen. Dumont sat and looked after him a

inoment anci then yelled out, " Capt. Hill, where in God's creation are

you going—out into the woods squirrel hunting?"

Another day, while on battalion drill, the General gave the com-

mand " Right wheel by companies," Capt. Hanna forgot the tactical

expression, and yelled to his men, as he marched backwards in front

of them, holding his sword by the two ends and wheeling it around as

if his company were in his hand, '

' Boys, come round here like a barn

door." But we can not give all the very laughable incidents of men
and officers who were as green as a six mule team just learning to pull.

Every day in the blazing hot sun the persevering Gen. Dumont put us

through the battalion drill, and when not on battalion drill we were

drilling by squad or companies. The General himself instructed the

officers at hig headquarters, or had Adjt. Rice do so when he could

not; and once more we must say that no man could have shown more

uniform patience or courtesy towards so many men with so many
wants than did Adjt. Rice. In a few days we could execute the

simple battalion and company movements pretty well, and Gen.

Dumont said to us, " I think you could now hold together like two

tom kittens tied by the tails and hung over a pole." Every officer

and man was making his best efforts to learn, for we were seriously

impressed that our lives and safety depended on our rapid progress in

drill. And here be it said that Gen. Dumont could be as serious and

civil as any one when occasion required.

The sick were increasing on our hands daily and a regimental hos-

pital must be established where they could be properly treated. Major

Kirkpatrick commanded Capt. Robinson to take a detail ofmen and go

into Lebanon and select a proper building—such a one as Surgeon

Johnson should think proper. The Surgeon selected a tavern kept by

a lady whose husband was in the rebel army at that time. She was

respectfully informed ofthe determination to convert her house into a

hospital, and thereupon lost reason and raved and railed. Capt.

Robinson proceeded to execute the order in a quiet but firm manner
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under the direction of the surgeon, and the landlady, finding she could

not stop him and his men, flew to the Major, who heard her patiently

until she launched into unlady like abuse of the Union soldiers, when
he informed her in a sentence that was spiked, that as long as ladies

keep their place and use proper language they are respected, but when
they depart from either they are not. and told her to at once leave his

quarters. Of course the tavern was used as a hospital as long as we
remained at Lebanon, and when we left the lady was given a statement

of the fact, which has no doubt been made the basis of a heavy claim

against the United States Government, and perhaps she has " proven

her loyalty " and gotten her money.

On the 2 1st, the second day after we entered Camp Lucy Carson,

there was an order for 125 men and three commissioned officers to be

sent out to picket the various roads. This again was bran new busi-

ness of which we had heard much but experienced nothing. Most of

those that were ordered on this duty were pleased with the idea of

getting out of the hot dusty old camp, the drill and other routine, to

forests and more freedom. They indeed found it quite pleasant on

picket duty except when night came, and then there were incidents

which made the hair crawl and the b!ood run cold.

Of^cers and men knew that the great duty on picket was to keep

wide awake and a sharp lookout. The instructions were to allow

citizens to pass through to Lebanon single or in numbers of two to five

together, but to separate into smaller groups, or arrest and send into

camp, at our discretion, any number of unarmed persons above five,

especially men ; and, as Gen. Dumont said one day while visiting" a

post, " if there are a number of women in one group, any of whom
have big feet, short hair or beards, separate them from the delicate

looking ones
;
you can't tell what the dashed rebels will be up to, and

they may steal the livery of angels to steal into these lines."

After getting into the lines no one, man or woman, could pass out

without a pass from provost marshal Col. Owen. This was very

vexatious and caused many a stubborn old Kentuckian to roost on the

picket line all night mad as a storm and too spunky to turn back and

get a pass. But about 1 2 hours would unbend the dignity of the

stoutest, and they would quietly return to Lebanon, procure a pass,

return to the picket, present the paper and go through uttering a good

many cheap oaths at such tyranny. The ladies were more offended at

this rule, apparently, than the men, and often rallied the pickets about

being afraid of women, and would remark in the most elegant

Kentucky irony, "when Mo'gan was hea'h he nevah axed us fo' a

pass; he was not so afea'd of Kentuckians as you ones from the
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No'th." Officers were so prudent and gallant as to simply demand

passes and not discuss the merits of " Mo'gan."

At night no one was allowed to pass either way without the counter-

sign. This instruction was very strict. At headquarters, before we

started out, we were solemnly instructed that we should, after night,

conceal ourselves in fence corners or bushes, and if any one came near,

to challenge, "Halt! who comes there?" If the answer was "a
friend," then we were to demand, "advance friend and give the

countersign." Holding our gun in the position of charge bayonet,

at a- half cock, if we had doubt of who it was, and a full cock ifwehad

strong suspicion it was an enemy, we were to compel the person to

advance near enough for the bayonet of our piece to be placed to the

pit of his stomach, and then require him to lean forward over the

bayonet and whisper the countersign into our ear. Very naturally

there were not many friends fooling around the picket line, for friends

don't like cold steel so near the seat of digestion. If on being

challenged thrice there was no halt or answer of the person or thing

challenged, we were to fire to kill. We say "or thing" not upon

authority of headquarters, but from the fact that in actual practice

cows, horses, hogs. &c., were sometimes challenged and fired upon.

Horses were rarely killed, hogs and cattle almost every shot.

Instructions like these necessarily led the men to be apprehensive

of attempts by the enemy to get through our lines, and every unusual

noise heard after nightfall created the suspicion that a sly rebel was

approaching, rifle or revolver in hand, looking for a Yankee of whom
to makd a corpse ; and it w^as a Yankee trick the Seventy-Second

boys took to from the very start to mike the other fellow a corpse.

One night a brave corporal was doing duty on picket with a squad

of men. It was the first night for them all and their hair was tumbling

about as lively as if they had been in the service three months and the

graybacks were on a spree. They were not afraid, but very attentive to

every sound. The corporal heard the tread of some one approaching,

pierced the darkness with eager eye, and beheld a dark form plainly

moving between himself and the sinking moon, but much nearer to

himself than to the moon. " Halt! who comes there?" he called in a

clear voice. The form moved on, and the challenge was repeated

more imperatively, but .still no halt or attention. He raised, cocked

and leveled his gun, but just before the trigger was touched the old

horse "nickered," as if indulging a hearty laugh at the greenness of

the corporal, who, had he not known he would never hear the last of

it, would have shot the old scamp for revenge.
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We give a graphic and true relation of an incident on picket while

at Lebanon, written by W. H. Records, of Company I ;

"Just then a few old soldiers came to see us. These o. s. 's were

very candid, as old soldiers usually are to^ raw recruits, and told us that

just a short time before this a battle between some Union forces and

Morgan's cavalry had been fought here, in which case the former were

Jittcrly defeated and all of the United States property taken and des-

troyed, and the air was full of rumors of his intended return. These

things only tended to increase our apprehension, for we had not had a

single battalion drill. And as discipline is one of the most essential

things to the soldier to render him efficient in battle, we felt ourselves

rather unequal to the occasion. While these things were weighing upon

our minds with ponderous magnitude we were detailed for picket. It

was our lot to be assigned to the Danville road three miles from camp,

when General Dumont came to us and began to dilate upon the situa-

tion in his own peculiar style and accent, which tended in no degree to

lessen our apprehension. It was represented that Morgan and his

band of rebels were not very far away and were hourly expected on

that road. Well, nothing of importance happened until we went out

to stand our third and last "trick" for the night, when we got the

order for increased watchfulness and above all to not let the enemy

take us so by surprise that Ave would not be able to fire the signal of

alarm. The night was very dark and still, and the very stillness was

alarming. The intenseness of our anxeity is better imagined than

described. So careful were we to note every sound that our breath ivas

suppressed, and the rustling of leaves by some birds or little animal

was magnified until it appeared to be the movement of men or the

tramping of horses. Then with breathless suspense and trembling

nerves we stood with our finger on the trigger of our guns, when the

cause of our alarm would be discovered, and we relaxed our vigilance

—when hark! what's that ? Horsemen coming upon the road? Yes,

we can hear the clatter of their hoofs distinctly. On and on they

come nearer and nearer. There were only three of us on that post,

and there appeared to be a host coming upon us. We flew to the

shelter of some large trees by the road side, and crouched

behind their massive forms we awaited the attack. On they

came nearer and heavier ; when near enough one of our

number called out in a clear and distinct voice, '"haltf They

halted. Then the challenge "who comes there" was given. We
were answered by a growl that told us they were of the canine

instead of the human species. Fearing we could not justify our

selves for firing upon dogs, and yet anxious to be revenged for
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the needless alarm, we charged bayonet and "put them all to flight

without the loss of a single man "

Other incidents could be related of a like character, but these are

sufficient to give the nature of the duty and the faithful manner in

which it was performed. This picket drill under Gen. Dumont, which

was continued under Col. Miller, was a fortune to us. The regiment

was as wakeful as a cat and was never surprised, never ^'slipped

up on,'' during its long and eventful service. Indeed, the regiment was

never fired upon day or night but what it was ready to return the fire

immediately and effectively; hence it was never captured.

The negro, that singular and ubiquitous creature of the war, put in an

appearance in camp and on the picket lin6. Men and women came to

sell pies—such pies—corn bread and other negro commodities. The
women came to solicit washing, sewing and mending. Almost as soon

as we were in camp a mulatto woman with a daughter almost as white

as any lady of the fairest complexion came around .soliciting washing.

" Are you slaves?" asked one of the regiment.

"We are," replied the mother.

" Why, then, are you not at work for your master?"
" Our master is in the rebel army, and our missus has ordered us to

come here and see if we can get some washing."
" Will your mistress get the money?" persisted the soldier.

"Yes, she gets the money for all we do," rejoined the mother with

much embarrassment.

"Well, you give your mistress our compliments and tell her we'll

see her upon a long and hot march before we'll furnish you work to

support herself while her husband is in the rebel army."

"This is shameful and sinful, and heaven will avenge the outrage,"

said the just and sympathetic Priest. He was correct.

While there were many darkies in whose statements little or no

reliance could be placed, there were others who spoke with great

candor and truthfulness. They were generally densely ignorant. We
heard a soldier ask one who came to the picket line why he didn't run

off He said he was afraid he could never reach the Ohio River.
'

' Why, it's but a short distance,
'

' said the soldier ;

'

' you can walk it in

two nights. " The negro explained that he understood it to be a thousand

miles to the Ohio, that the stream was ten miles wide, that there were

a lot of terrible men with terrible dogs to catch or shoot every darkey

that crossed, and that it was 20,000 miles from the Ohio to the Canada

border, and many big rivers to cross, and that no black man had ever

got there alive.

Some one spoke to one old and quite intelligent negro about there
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being so many Union people around there. He replied, "Yes, dar

seems to be, massah, but it's mighty hard to tell. Ye see day keep a

sesesh flag to stick out when de sesesh comes, an' a Union flag to stick

out when de Union's come, and dat way day please bof sides. Days
mos'ly fur Jefl" Davis, now, dats a fact."

So much to introduce the negro. We shall meet him often.

CHAPTER Vn.

Aug2ist 2yd to August loth, 1862

—

Col. A. O. Miller Takes Com-

mand—A Short Sketch of' Our Colonel—Elections—First Alarm—
First Prisoners—Scarcity of Water— Tlie Mess and Sibley Tent—
Are You a Preacher/

On the 23rd of August, while we were in camp Lucy Carson,

Lebanon, our new Colonel, A. O Miller, joined the regiment and

immediately took command. As this gallant and able officer was with

us all the time, participated in all the hardships, fights and skirmishes

of the regiment, it is proper to introduce him more fully, as we must

meet him often,

Abraham O. Miller was born in Madison County, Ohio, October 3,

1827. His parents removed to Clinton County, Indiana, in 1830, and

both died in 1833. Young Abraham found a home with David Clark,

a farmer, on the Twelve Mile Prairie, with whom he lived and

worked on the farm. When he grew up he determined to be a

doctor and read medicine, attended and graduated from the university

at Louisville, Ky. , in 1856, when Gross, Flint, Yandell, Miller and

others, were professors in that institution. He was never a politician,

but voted for Pierce, Buchanan and Douglas, for President, before the

war.

He was a true Jacksonian Democrat, holding the preservation of the

Union as the sacred duty of every American citizen, and when the

rebels assailed that Union, A. O. Miller, on the first call for troops,

raised a company of three months men for the loth Ind. Vol. Inft.,

and served the full three months with it. After the battle of Rich

]\Iountain, he made the following report

:

Rich Mountain, Va., July 16, 1861.

Col. M. D. Man.son—Dear Sir:—In obedience to your order, on the morning of

Julv the I2th, 1861, I proceeded in the rear of the cavah-y down the road towards tlie

enemy's camp. After passing the pickets of the 13th Regiment, the cavah-y halted.

I took Sergt. Allen and Privates Yargus, Amos and others, throwing them out on the

right as skirmishers. We ascertained that the enemy had fled from their works on

the hill. Being well convinced that there were no enemy in ambush from the fact that

we found a large amount of camp equipage, two boxes of cannon ammunition, several
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horse^; liitched, and everything indioatiiv^- that the enemy luid Hed, I then sent Lieut.

Schertle with others to the eamp; he soon reported the enemy gone; my company then

took possession of tlie camp and some prisoners One Surgeon Taylor informed me
that Lieut Wutkins wished to surrender everything to me Watkins came forv, ard

and gave me his sword, at the same time saying there were a number in camp whom
he would surrender as prisoners of war. I took down the only flag I saw floating; I

saw several in tents.

I left Lieut Schertle in charge of the camp and proceeded with the balance of the

companv to our camp left the day before, one quarter of a mile from the works. We
met the German regiment of Ohio troop in* their rear, and Gen. McClelian and

staft", I informed the General of the condition of aftairs; turned 21 prisoners and the

camp o\er to the authorities, and further saith not.

A. O. Miller, Capt. Co. C, loth Ind. Vol.

Gen. Manson claims that this was the first flag taken from rebel

works at the commencement of the war, and that Capt. Miller and

his company, of the loth Ind., had the honor of taking it.

At the expiration of the three months' service, Capt. Miller was

mustered out with a splendid record as a brave, calm, discreet officer.

At the reorganization of the loth Regiment for the three years

service, he again raised a company and went into camp at LaFayette,

was made Major of the regiment, went with it to the front, and in the

battle of Mill Springs, Ky. , was in command of three companies when

the battle opened, and in the hottest of it all, and saw the rebel

Gen. Zollicoffer fall from his horse when pierced by the fatal shot

Maj. Miller was in command of the loth Regiment from February,

1862, to the time he left it, commanding it in the Buell campaign, at

the battle of Shiloh, at the siege of Corinth, and the falling back of the

regiment to Winchester, Tenn., in Buell's retreat before Bragg At

Winchester, the Major was informed that he had been made Colonel

of the Second-Second. That was in August, 1862. He had been

promoted to the Lieutenant-Colonelcy of the loth April 5th, 1862, and

as he was much attached to that regiment and was held in high esteem

by his command and commanders, it was natural that he .should

hesitate to exchange his present and established position for a new
and untried command, simply for the sake of one grade in rank.

He sought the advice of that prince of men and soldiers, Gen Geo.

H. Thomas, and asked the General whether he should accept the

Colonelcy of the Seventy-Second or remain Lieut. Col of the loth.

Gen. Thomas said, " Do always what is asked of you, if it is right.

Gov. Morton gave you the regiment and duty says for you to take it."

This was on August 14th, 1862. With such an answer there was no

parley, and the young Lieut. Col. sorrowfully bade adieu to the gallant

lOth, in which he had done all his service and gained all his promotion,

and returned to Indiana to resign his Lieut. Col.'s commission and

accept a commission as Colonel of the Seventy-Second. This he did
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from a sense of duty and not desire. Yet we believe he never re-

gretted it.

While making this important change in his military life, he thought

it an opportune time to make even a more important one in his

civil life, and was married to Miss Mary Zion, one of the fairest and

most accomplished ladies of the State, at Lebanon, Ind., on August

2ist, 1862, Rev. John L. Smith officiating. He immediately joined

his regiment, reported to Gen. Dumont at Lebanon, Ky., on the

23rd of August, 1862, and assumed command. It is not amiss to

say that Mrs. Miller accompanied her husband, the Colonel, to

Lebanon, Ky. , and that the regiment became somewhat acquainted

with her and ever after took a deep interest in her welfare.

The sort of commander Col. Miller made the following pages will

disclose. It had been very much desired by many in the regiment

that ail its officers, from the Colonel to the corporals, should be

sdected from its own ranks. It is but fair to say that there was a

slight feeling of disappointment when a man from another regiment

was made our Colonel. The fact that he was a tried and brave man
was most satisfactory to the great majority. The officers called and

paid their respects, and the Colonel at once made the rounds of the

camp, inspected it and set at rights whatever was wanting. In a few

days it was conceded that we had in him the right man in the right place.

We shall be safe in asserting that soldiers look more carefully to

their physical than to their spiritual wants. In the Seventy-Second

both were considered of consequence. It was not long until many
wished for a sutler who could supply them with some articles not

furnished by L^ncle Sam—for while the army rations were substantial,

they did not embrace every delicacy. Those who were religiously

disposed, soon met and held services, and decided that we ought to

have a chaplain. There were two very good preachers in the regi-

ment, Capt. Hill, of Company I, and Sergt. Priest, of Company E,

both of whom were willing to be chaplain of the regiment. The

matter was to be settled by vote of the commissioned officers, and

they met on the night of August 28th, and elected Spence sutler and

Louis C. Priest, chaplain. The latter was elected by a small

majority, and several officers being on picket, and Company K
having yet to report—for it had remained to be mustered at Indian-

apolis—enough votes were secured from these absent officers after

their return to camp, to elect Capt. Hill chaplain, and he was soon

after commissioned. With a sutler and chaplain, the regiment was

not far from the kingdom.

On the night of the 29th of August, the officers met at Col. Miller's
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tent and elected Major Kirkpatrick Lieutenant Colonel, and Adjt.

Rice, Major. Of course this action was subject to the ratification

of the authorities at Indianapolis. Col. Kirkpatrick got his com-
mission, but we know not why Adjt. Rice did not get his. But one

thing we do know, it was not because he lacked in solidity of

character or soldierly qualities.

A fevv days after we went into Camp Lucy Carson, there was

alarm that Morgan was coming, and without an order the men
immediately, but quietly, got their arms ready to give him a warm
reception. The alarm was false, and is noted to show the spirit of

the regiment. Morgan did not come, but on the 27th there were

20 live rebels brought in and put under guard, who had been

captured some place in the vicinity. Our boys paid them a visit and

gave them close inspection. They were the sort of fellows we were

to fight, and we were anxious to measure them as accurately as pos-

sible. It may be that the poor fellows were cowed and showed to

disadvantage, but it is certain that their appearance very much
reduced our dread of the "Johnnies." These men were poorly

uniformed, dirty, lousy, and looked absolutely "onery, " as the men
expressed it.

We were pretty well settled down to camp life. The greatest

trouble was the water, which was bad and scarce, and as some other

troops came up, including cavalry, the little springs along the

branch near the camp were almost exhausted in spite of the most

vigilant guard duty. For several days there was not water enough

for cooking and drinking, to say nothing about bathing, and the

prospects were that we should soon become as dirty as the rebel

prisoners. You will remember, comrades, that this slipper}- soap-

stone water, dipped up from the little springs that stood almost

boiling in the sun, felt like hot castor oil in the mouth, and it was

aim ost impossible to swallow it. No wonder the camp diarrhcea

made progress with such stuff to drink.

We will have time here, and may never have it again, to speak of

that great company institution the " Mess." Each company, for the

convenience of drawing rations, cooking and tenting, was divided

into four messes, and each mess had a non-commissioned officer at

its head. The messes were numbered one, two, three and four.

The^men of the company formed their own messes on the principle

of " birds of a feather." If a man was known to be disagreeable, it

was pretty hard for him to get into any mess at all, and often he

could not, except to get tent room. Each mess governed its own
internal affairs, and could exclude from their mess what was distaste-
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ful to them, as gambling, drinking, or any manner of disorderly-

language or conduct.

The mess, in short, was the company family, and many of them

were about as well regulated as the best of families are. To each

mess for cooking there were issued three camp kettles of different

sizes, three mess pans, three frying pans; a knife and fork, tin plate

and tin cup to each man, and to some regiments a spoon to each

man, but we got none. The men generally carried water in the

larger kettle, boiled beans and s. b. in the medium sized one, and

made coffee in the smallest one.

Cooking was done in various ways in different messes. Some
would select a cook and do his duty, except in battle, as a compen-

sation for his culinary services, but as a general rule it was not

satisfactory. Some messes cooked by turns, each man taking a pull

at it, and in some messes each man did his own cookiog. We have

known instances where fellows who were perpetual grumblers were

compelled to cook and eat and grumble by themselves Sometimes

a lot of this sort would form a mess, which those acquainted with

their grumbling proclivities would dub "the grumblers' Eden," or.

'* the happy family." But cooking, like drilling, was soon reduced

to a science, especially when the cooking utensils were reduced to a

single coffee pot and frying pan to the mess.

The Sibley tent, which we first drew and held for almost a year^

was a peculiar institution. Each tent was composed of 26 pieces, a

yard wide at one end, tapering to a point at the other, and about six

yards long. The tent was erected by placing the top of the pole

into a socket in the centre of a hoop to which the narrow ends of the

tent cloth were sewed ; the pole was then hoisted up, taking the tent

withit, until the bottom of the pole rested in a socket on the top of a

tripod about three feet high, set in the centre of the place the tent

was to occupy ; it was then stretched, staked through the loops at the

bottom and declared pitched, or " up."

To put up, take down, and newly pack, these complicated tents,

was hard work and quite a trick. When up, each man was assigned a

strip and one strip was used for a door. Each man had to keep his

"traps" under his own strip, and sleep under it at night. It was a

common occurrence to see a soldier come in and order another, "get

from under my strip." When we slept, we lay with our heads to

the tent cloth and our feet all poinf'ng to the tripod in the centre.

When it was cold, fires were built in the centre of the tent between

the feet of the iron tripod. It was intended by the inventor of this

marvelous military tabernacle that the smoke should go out at the
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round hole left in the top, but it generally went into the eyes and

down the throats of the men.

Company K, which had remained at Indianapolis to fill up, joined

the regiment at this place on the 13th of August. Gen. Dumont
perpetrated so rich a joke on one of the officers of this company on

the evening of its arrival, that we cannot forbear telling it. The

regiment was under marching orders to move the next morning.

The baggage of Company K was hauled from the cars and dumped

out in the place assigned it in the regiment. Amongst other things a

tremendous trunk was flopped down upon the ground. Dumont,

who was standing near, eyed it a moment and asked :

" Great Coesar, whose trunk is that?"

The officer to whom it belonged promptly answered, " General,

that is my trunk."

Dumont looked at him all up and down for the quarter of a

minute, and asked, "Weil, sir, are you a preacher?"

"No sir, I am not. Why did you ask?" replied the puzzled

possessor of the big trunk.

"Why, I didn't know but you were a preacher carrying your

church around with you, and had the steeple inside. You should be

a preacher."

CHAPTER VIII.

August 30/// to Septcuiber '^t/i, 1862

—

Our First March Towards the

Enemy— Getting Ready all NigJit—Pressing Teams—An Officer

iVants His Shiiis—-" Where are ive Givine, Ginrlf— TJie Oppres-

sive Heat—Scarcity of Water— Gutting Knapsacks—Rain and Camp

for Night— Return to Lebanon—Fortifying—Sickness Greatly In-

creases—Capt. Carr to MuldraugJi s Hills witJi a Battalion— Re-

turn Teams to Oivnos ami Drain Our 0%un.

On the afternoon of August 30th, we got orders to cook two days'

rations, draw 20 rounds of ammunition, and be ready to march at a

moment's warning. " Ah, there was hurrying to and fro," and the

camp hummed and roared again. In addition to cooking the rations

and putting them into the haversack, filling canteens with water,

scouring up the guns, and the other ^/a^/^'mjr of preparation to march,

letters must be written home by almost every man. It was after

midnight before the camp settled to rest. The air was full of rumors

that the enemy was advancing in heavy force, and at headquarters

we ascertained that we would march towat-ds Danville or Lexington

and perhaps engage the enemy the next day.
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We had scarcely got to sleep before reveille was sounded, and we
were all up getting breakfast, which we dispatched with much speed

by the light of our camp iires, for, to tell the truth, we were a little

bit nervous. Breakfast over tents were struck and tied up. We were

ready to load, and not a wagon, not a mule, for the regiment. Details

of men and officers were made to press teams and drivers from

citizens, and this consumed much time, for we had an immense
amount of equipage. We smile to think of what the great tents of"the

men and officers—two officers' tents to each company headquarters

—

the great trunks of the officers, cooking stoves, camp chests, camp
cots and camp stools, looked like in the fitful light of the camp fires

that night. It was almost like a city with all its families and house-

hold goods turned suddenly out doors

The teams began to arrive, driven by negroes, many of them

without hats, looking as astonished and frightened as if called to

judgment. Here they come by dozens in a long trot or in a gallop.

Loading begins and is hurried with all speed. It takes three and

often four wagons to the company.

Col. Miller said to Capt. LaFollett, " How are you getting along?"

He replied in all seriousness, " Why, just tolerably well. Colonel.

If I just had about two more wagons I think I might get along."

" How many wagons have you?" asked the Colonel.

"Why, only three," said the Captain.

As the veteran Colonel rode away, it was quite plain he had heard

something that sounded very funny. All can see the broadness of the

joke when it is stated that, on our last campaign, a single wagon was

all that was allowed for a whole brigade headquarters, and a single

pack mule for the whole regimental headquarters.

Following almost every team vv'as the owner of it, praying and

beseeching that it should not be taken away from him, with his slave

driver also, without any sort of compensation. "My God, sah, it

will ruin me," the poor fellows would say. They were assured that

teams and drivers should be returned, but they must be used just now.

Some went dejectedly back home feeling that their property was prob-

ably " done gone," while others actually followed the army all day.

By 7:30 A. M., after being up almost all night, we got out upon

the Danville Pike and started. At this juncture a young and stylish

officer hastened up to Gen. Dumont and said

:

" General, I really don't see how I can go. All my best shirts are

down in town to be washed and done up. I 7;mst get them."

The General yelled to Adjt. Rice, " Here, Adjutant, stop this army

until this d—d fool goes and gets his biled shirts!"
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The youn;; man saw the iLMnper and point of the words and

evaporated.

The force now moving' towards Lexington, under the command of

Gen. Dumont, was composed of the 60th, Seventy-Second and 75th

Regiments Indiana Infantry. Nicklan's 13th Indiana Battery, and a

battahon of cavahy. Adding to this column the baggage train, it was

five or six miles long. The day became intensely hot by 9 A. M.,

and water was very scarce. The men had filled their canteens last

night, but now almost every one is dry. By 10 o'clock many ofthem

showed signs of rapid exhaustion and began to gut their knapsacks

and throw away all surplusage. Most of the citizens' clothing packed

at Indianapolis w^as heaved out by the road side on this march, with

other things ornamental.

While halteci to rest a little under the shade of some trees, Gen.

Dumont came riding slowly along telling the officers to stop their men
from straggling for water. A large, raw-boned soldier, who had beeit

born and bred in the vital air of freedom in a sparsely settled district,

and who felt on an equality with any man that lived, because he " had

been raised that way," deliberately walked to the middle of the road,

laid one hand upon the mane of the General's horse, while holding his

gun with the other, the breech resting upon the ground, and thus

accosted the General :

" Wall, Jin'r'i, whare do you think we are goin', any hou- ?"

Gen. Dumont looked in his face a moment, and reading its innocent

verdancy, quietly beckoned him to one side of the road into a fence

corner. When the General was as close to the fence as he could get,

he took hold of the soldier's shoulder, drew^ him up close to his horse,

stooped over as if to M'hisper confidential information into his ear, but

instead of whispering, roared out in his keenest, nasal accent :

'

' God
Almiglity only knows wdnere we are going." This climax of the

ridiculous scene convulsed with laughter all who witnessed it, while

the General rode slowly away.

After this trip Gen. Dumont was never seen to wear his carbine, or

squirrel gun, as the boys call it, and some of the men were of the

opinion that he threw it away on account of the intense heat.

Water in canteens being exhausted, men began to run in every

direction in quest of it, for in the heat and ' dust they were almost

perishing of thirst. The stronger men taking a half dozen canteens

would run a mile to a farm house, and often find no water when they

reached it, for most of the springs were dry. By 10 A. M., the heat

had become intolerable, and straggling became so general that orders

were issued to stop it, for they were w'earing themselves out more by
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running for water which they did not find, than to move along with the

command and endure the thirst. The march continued until 3:30 P.

M., many men giving out, some suffered sun strokes and lay by the

road side unconscious, foaming at the mouth. The officers displayed

their kindness that day by aiding their flagging men in carrying their

guns and knapsacks. By noon it was so intensely hot that it seemed

we should all perish. We never had a hotter, more trying march, than

this.

At 3:30 there came up a little shower of rain, a gracious boon. While

Ave were halted, a messenger came to Gen. Dumont and informed him

that the Army of the Potomac, under (jen. Pope, had gained a great

victory at Bull Run. It was something to be glad about, and we
cheered lustily over it, though it turned out to be the very reverse of a

victor}^ when fully heard from.

We were soon ordered into camp, after having marched 10 or 11

miles, where we built fires in a fine poplar and sugar tree grove and

rested for the night We had a fine field of roasting ears at hand,

and but for the water, which was strongly sulphurous and tasted like

gun powder and rotten eggs, we would have been very comfortable.

It had been a very severe da)' on the men. There were no am-

bulances, and all night long men who fell out through the clay were

arriving in camp and hunting their regiments and companies. We
were up early the next morning, and after a hasty breakfast returned

b}^ the same road to Lebanon and went into camp near Camp Lucy

Carson, in a wooded place. The cause of the return was the defeat of our

troops at Richmond, Ky. , under Gens. Nelson and Manson, by the

rebels. The LTnion forces were severely handled, and many killed

and captured.

We at once began to fortify against the enemy, of whose approach

there was no longer a doubt. He was comin.^^ in force and prepara-

tions to meet him were rapidly pushed. Sickness increased rapidly

after this march, some of the strongest men, who had run for water

with 10 to 20 canteens, and who had seized' and carried three or four

knapsacks and guns of failing comrades, were taken sick, and man\- died

or were afterwards discharged. We lay on our arms for two da\^s and

nights at Lebanon, not putting up tents, but fortifying all the time.

On Wednesday and Thursday the work was pushed with great energy.

The crash of falling trees was heard all day, and earth works were

thrown up with great rapidity.

The day after we returned to Lebanon, Capt. Carr, with a battalion

of infantry, was sent to reconnoiter and to guard the pass at Mul-

draugh's Hills, accompanied by Assistant Surgeon Cole. This was a
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bold x'cnturc, as Morgan was expected to approach from that direction.

One da\' Capt. Hanna was ordered to make out a detail fioni his

company antl report to work on the fortifications at Lebanon. The

men were almost all worn out with hard work or sickness. He left them

to rest and gathered up a squad of negroes that were about camp,

armed them with picks and shovels and set them to work. Kvery

body said bull)- for Hanna.

On Thursday morning, the 4th of September, the baggage was un-

loaded and the teams and the colored drivers turned over to their

respective owners, who^had been waititig and watching for them, and

received their property with great delight and struck off for home in a

hurry. We had drawn our ow n mules and wagons, and needed no

longer to press teams. Before the tents were up, an order was given

to prepare to march immediately, as the rebels were moving on us in

great force, which w-e could not resist. The baggage was packed that

afternoon and put on the cars for shipment to Louisville, and it was

understood that the whole command would immediately move on foot

for that point. Kvery moment of time was given to breaking the

mules and fortifying ; but the mule breaking business, including

shoeing them, was the slipperiest job the regiment ever had on its

hands. Artemus Ward could not do the subject justice in time of

profound peace ; and with the enemy pressing upon us in force, the

subject must be dropped with a mere allusion. We regret that nature

has not endowed us with that mulier genius which would give us

power to write in fitting song or prose the history of that wonderful

creature, the army mule. Some day a historian or poet may arise

equal to the subject, and then will the mule be exalted to his proper

rank and dignity, and the scrolls of fame will bear the name of another

immortal author. The coming mule historian or poet must have been

a mule driver, and write from association and sympathy. And no

doubt this accounts for the fact that, in all his poems, the poet of the

Seventy-Second sang not of the mule in a single line.
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CHAPTER i:

FnvH September 6th to September 22nd, 1862

—

From Lebanon to

Lebanon Junction— First Long Roll— /;/ Anns All Day—Rebels

Momentarily Expected— Compliments from Our Commanders— Com-

pany A sent to MiddraugJi s Hills—Extensive Fortifications and Con-

stant Drill— Capt. Carr and Battalion Return— ''A Sutler and a

Jeiv''—Part of Our Brigade Captured at Mumfordville— ''No

Traveling on Sunday"— Orders to Move and Destroy Comndssary and

Quartermasters Stores— Company A Comes in— Lie in rain All

Night—Move to Shepardsville— Capture of Prisoners—Major Kirk-

patrick Drills the Battalion.

On Frida\' morning, the baggage of the regiment was sent to

Louisville, the regiment got ready to move, but was held until the

next day, when it boarded the cars and evacuated Lebanon, leaving

just at sundown, September 6th. We made a rapid run, arriving

at Lebanon Junction at 1 1 of the night, and were ordered to get out

and lie on our arms. The order was executed with some confusion,

and the regiment lay near the railroad track and slept until morning.

Breakfast was eaten, and the companies went out to drill in different

directions, when, about 10 o'clock, the long roll was beaten

furiously, and the companies re-assembled in hot haste. As the,

long roll was beaten in each regiment, it is impossible to describe

the confusion it caused in the men making haste to gather around

their respective regimental standards. The Seventy-Second was

speedily formed in line, with Col. Miller at its head, awaiting orders,

in just 15 minutes from the time the long roll was first sounded.

Splendid time for a new regiment which bad never heard the long

roll before. As we stood in line we could see the General's orderlies

flying from one regiment to another, and could hear the Colonels of

other regiments hurrying their men into line. Col. Miller called his

officers together and spoke a few words to them of the necessity of

being cool and setting a good example for their men. Gen. Dumont

rode up and told us to follow him, and we did so. As we marched

up the railroad, we passed the 60th Ind., an old regiment which was

just ialling into line, although they got the alarm before we did.

We moved up opposite the Junction depot and took our position on

the right of the line facing north-east, with a battery in our rear as

support. We threw forward two companies as skirmishers and

awaited the attack. It was reported that the rebels, 7,000 strong,

had got between us and Louisville, and were moving on our position.

It was not possible to ascertain the exact cause of the alarm until 2
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P. M., when the cavahy came up and informed us that the alarm was

caused by three or four hundred rebel cavalry making a dash on

Shepherdsville, 12 miles north of us, capturing the garrison and

burning the railroad bridge over Salt River at that place. This was

done by part of Morgan's men. They didn't care to visit Dumont's

camp, but retreated with all speed on the Bardstown road as soon as

their mischief was done.

As soon as the cause of alarm was ascertained, Gen. Dumont rode

to our regiment, massed us in column, and made us a speech con-

gratulating us on the promptness with which we got into line in the

morning, and for our cool and soldierly bearing throughout the day.

He had told us on the hot drill ground of Camp Lucy Carson, some

20 days ago, that we were the dad-dastedest greenest' set he ever

saw. He remembered it, too, and now he said emphatically "you
are not so green a set, after all, but behaved like veterans."

This speech was received with hearty apphuse. It took all the

old stings out. It mollified every bruise. It went like strength to

the marrow. It was the expression of confidence by an old and tried

soldier. When we arrived in cainp, Col. Miller also made a few

remarks, commending our promptness and cool bearing, and we
again cheered. These two little speeches by these two brave

veteran soldiers did us a vast deal of good. From that day forth we

felt that we were a fighting regiment, and averaged our fighting

weight pretty high. We were dismissed to get supper and rest with

stacked arms. It was almost sundown ; we had been in line of battle

almost the entire day, and yet no regiment ever felt more cheerful

and happy. We had worn the green off. We were soldiers now
and no mistake, and had the approval of our commanders. What an

advance in less than a month !

We spoke of a battalion going from Lebanon to Muldraugh's

Hills on the 3rd, under command of Capt. Carr, of Company B, to

picket the pass through it. The distance was six miles. The

battalion was drawn up in line on report of Morgan's approach, but

he did not come. On the 4th, the battalion marched to Raywick,

arriving at midnight. The Captain called on a wealthy old farmer

named Cecil, and inquired for forage and provisions, but found him

very ignorant in regard to them, until he was told, with more cunning

than truth, that we were a part of Morgan's command on our way to

surprise the Yankees at Lebanon. This brought the old gentleman

down, and smiling he told us to help ourselves to all we wishejd, and

coolly informed us that he had just been praying for Morgan's success.

Our boys were not sparing with the poultry, which the darkies, who
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understood the joke, cooked in style. The battaHoti, after refresh-

ments, proceeded to Chicago Station, took cars and joined the

regiment on the night of the 6th.

On Monc]^T.v morning, September 8th, Gen. Dumont set forward

fortifications all along our line, which was literally all around the

Junction for a circumference of about four miles. The 68th, Seventy-

Second and 75th Ind. Infantry regiments, and the 98th 111. Infantry,

were organized into a brigade at this point, Gen. Dumont in com-

mand. Work and drill was systematically pushed, only time being

given for meals and sleep. No set of harvest hands were ever

busier. When the men had not axes, mattocks or spades in their

hands, felling trees or digging trenches, they had their muskets in

their hands learning to handle them effectually. The spirit of energy

and pride was fully aroused, and the noble fellows bore their toil

with high courage. About as soon as we arrived at Lebanon

Junction, Company A was detailed to guard the tunnel at Muldraugh's

Hills, and at once left for that point, about nine miles from the

Junction.

That we were becoming very military, is shown by this incident.

One day, a Lieutenant of Company H was sent with a detail to

report to Gen. Dumont. Each man had an axe on his shoulder.

As the Lieutenant, who felt the pressing dignity of his office,

marched his men up to the General's headquarters, the doughty

chief was sitting on a stool in front of his tent watching the details

from the various regiments as they came up and reported. Our
Lieutenant halted his detail in front of the General and called out,

" Attention battalion ! right dress !" Dumont sent him to his com-

pany to study the tactics. This same detail were felling trees for

dear life that day, and as a man of Company H had just hit the last

stroke on a monarch of the forest, and it was fast bending to the

earth, he noticed an old man dressed in citizens' clothes, on a black

horse, gawking around, and saw the tree must certainly kill him
unless he quickly got out of the way, and roared out, " You d—

d

old fool, get out of that." One of his comrades just then recognized

the man on horseback as Gen. Dumont, and informed the ma'^> who
had called him the unsavory name who it was. As the General rode

up, the man stood like a condemned criminal, and the General

reproved him thus: "Why the h— 1 didn't you let it fall on me if I

am such a fool as to be a drone in this busy hive."

Hornaday, of Company F, said the rebel farmers at the Junction

were glad that we came, as we cleared all their. land for them, and

that Company F, having been raised with axes in their hands in the
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woods, were just at home here. We may say that. we had a very

good schooling in fortifying at this point, which was of importance

to us ever afterwards. There were rumors on all sides that the

rebels were closing in on us, but we kept on working. « Waterwas
very scarce and very bad, and the soldiers suffered severely from

thirst. Almost every drop used was carried two miles from a branch

of the Salt River, and was so filthy and muddy that it could scarcely

be used.

If the water was bad, the living was pretty good. By some means

the men found such things as chickens, turkeys, geese, pigs, milk,

mutton and vegetables, besides more than full rations. The citizens

in the vicinity had a good supply of produce, and the men had been

paid large sums of money at Indianapolis, and why should they not

live well. In this camp they "got the hang" of army life ; their

association with older regiments no doubt helped them, and from

that date they never stood in need of anything where anything was

to be had.

Orders issued by Gen. Dumont were very strict to arrest every

person found about the picket lines who had not a pass from himself.

One day a little Jew was picked up on the lines. He could give no

account of himself, except that he was "selling tings to de poys.

"

He was taken before Dumont, who heard a statement of his arrest

near the picket line and his excuse for being there.

"What is your occupaton, sir?" demanded the General in his

most emphatic nasal accent.

" I am a sutler," stammered he, trembling like an aspen.

" What is your nationality—that is, to what people do you

belong ?" continued the General with increased severity.

"I am a Jew," replied the little fellow.

" Great God ! A sutler and a Jew ! Here, officer of the guard,

take him out and hang him. If it hadn't been for just such d—

d

cusses as he is, our Lord Jesus Christ would'have been alive and well

until this day !"

The sentence was emphasized by the General bringing his

clenched fist down on the table. The officer of the guard led the

trembling victim out of the General's tent, and told him he had

better make his way to Louisville as fast as possible before the

General's order was executed, and he went like a scared hare.

On the 14th, Sunday, we heard that our forces at Mumfordville,

south of the Junction about 40 miles, had been attacked by the

rebels, and we were ordered to hold ourselves in readiness to go to

their relief ata moment's notice. On Monday we learned that our
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forces had repulsed the attack; but asked General Dumont for re-

inforcements, thinking they could hold their position with a little

aid. On account of our position in the line, we were ordered to

remain, and the 6oth and the 68th Ind. Infantry, and two guns of the

13th Ind. Battery, were sent, arriving on the morning of the 17th, just

in time to be captured before they got ofFthe train, as our forces had

been completely surrounded and overpowered, and forced to sur-

render just at daylight Gen. Dumont, who followed the above

named regiments on a special train, got in sight in time to see them

surrender to the rebels, and ordering his engine reversed with all

speed, he returned to the Junction with his hair bristling, and swear-

ing like a steam whistle at the loss of so many men of his brigade

in such a contemptible way.

We must give place to another anecdote. On the 14th, Sunday,

while the excitement was high over the report of the fighting at

Mumfordville, and the troops under marching orders, an old citizen

came to the depot where Gen. Dumont had his headquarters. The
citizen first addressed Capt. Braden, the General's Adjutant, a very

fine looking military man, and asked if he could get a pass to go
over the lines to attend church that day. The Captain referred him to

the General, who sat on a stool in the sun, leaning up against the side

of the building, his legs and arms crossed, his head bowed and eyes

shut. In his white hat, white coat and neuter colored pants, he

looked more like a whippoorwill than a military commander.
" General, this man wishes a pass to go over the lines to church,"

said Capt. Braden.

" He does, eh?" drawled the General, raising his head a moment
and taking in the man with a glance out of one half open eye, and

added, '

' Well, sir, why do you want to go to church in this country ?"'

The citizen said, "Well, sah, Gin'ral, my favorite preacher

preaches at de church jist acrost de lines down thar. I want to hear

him moughty bad. I'll jist go and come right back arter church is

out, and not tell nuthin' to nobody ef you'll let me have a pass."

The General seemed to have gone to sleep during this brief speech

of the religious Kentuckian, and after it-was ended, made no manner
of movement. The citizen stood before him for a minute and a half,

and getting no answer, ventured once more to ask, " Gin'ral, can I

have de pass ?"

Again slightly raising his head and half opening one eye, he

answered in his emphatic nasal: " No sir, you can't; we are

religious ourselves at these headquarters, and e-gad we don't allow

any traveling on Sunday.

"
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On the 17th we received orders to prepare to march immediately
;

the rebels were reported at Elizabethtown, and rapidly moving

towards Louisville, and we had to evacuate the Junction. We
burned all the camp and garrison equipage of the captured regiments,

including their wagons. The men just loaded themselves with

sugar, coffee, &c., before these stores were burned. We remained

under arms at the Junction all day the 17th and all night. It began

to rain early in the night and gave us a thorough drenching.

While we lie here in the rain wondering if Capt. Heron and

Company A were not captured by the rebels, we have a moment to

look after their welfare. They had several very pleasant days at

the Muldraugh's Hills Tunnel. Peaches, chickens, potatoes, and all

the means of subsistence, were cheap, and could be had on very

reasonable terms, and the company was exempt from the hard work

of fortifying in progress at the Junction, and had about come to the

conclusion that they would be willing to take a contract to put in

their term of service at that place. Their minds were changed,

however, on being made certain that the enemy was approaching in

force, and receiving orders from Col. Miller to come on the next

train. They m ide fully ready to board the train, but it went

thundering through, and heeded not their shouts and signals, leaving

them to foot it or be gobbled. They didn't choose to be gobbled,

and proceeded to foot it through the heavy rain. They had to

wade Salt River in the night, and after a hard march of nine miles,

came in to the Junction at 2 o'clock of the night, wet, muddy all

over, and as tired and hungry^a set of mortals as ever one saw.

They had lost a good deal of baggage, mostly by falling down in the

river on the slick stones. The Captain lost his blankets and tent.

The company got in just in time to take the train for Shepardsville

with the regiment.

On Thursday morning, September i8th, we left the Junction and

moved on the cars 12 miles to Shepardsville, on the Salt River, 18

miles south of Louisville. Gen. Dumont reported to Louisville to

take command of a division, and Col. Miller took command of the

brigade. At this place, Gen. Granger joined us with two regiments.

Reports of the crushing advance of the enemy was the camp talk.

The fact of our terrible defeat at Bull Run had gradually become
known, and also that the enemy were besieging Covington, Ky. , and

Cincinnati, with some prospects of capturing them, while all the

citizens were pressed in to their defence. From all points the news

was unfavorable, and well calculated to inspire a feeling of gloom

amongst the troops.
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On the 2 1st, Col. Miller sent a scouting party to reconnoiter, which,

making a dash on Lebanon Junction, captured and brought back 20

prisoners. This achievement overbalanced all the bad news we had

heard, and as we once more gazed on these rebels, miserable in their

dirt, we felt the blood rise to the point which said, "we can flog a

world full of such fellows." It was at this point the chaplaincy

question was decided, and Capt. Jesse Hill resigned to become

chaplain of the regiment, having been duly elected.

Maj. Kirkpatrick was as brave and generous a man as ever buckled

on a sword, but military tactics, to use his own words, always "got

away" with him He was resolved to conquer, and when Col. Miller

assumed command of the brigade at Shepardsville, the Major was left

in command of the regiment. He had never had charge of the

regiment on drill or on dress parade, and on the evening of Sunday,

the 2 1st, Adjt. Rice formed the battalion under his eye, saluted him

and said, "the parade is formed," and marched immediately to the

rear and right of the Major. It was the military custom for the

commanding officer to put the regiment through the manual of arms,

then call the commissioned officers to the front and centre, and give them

any instructions he might have, and after the officers returned to their

places, the parade would be dismissed, each company returning to its

quarters, where the commanding officer would give the company any

special order he had to communicate before the company was

dismissed. Well, Maj. Kirkpatrick stood before the battalion in full

uniform, even to the buckskin gauntlets, drew his sword and assumed

command quite soldier-like. He looked at the battalion a little while,

then glanced around at Adjt. Rice, who moved his lips a little, and

the Major looked back at the battalion and shouted :

" Order arms!" and kerthump went the butts of the guns upon the

ground, for we were pretty good in drill already.

The Major again glanced from the battalion to the Adjutant, and

again shouted :

" Shoulder arms!" and up went every piece in a twinkling. Again

the Major glanced at the Adjutant, whose mouth moved, and the Major

commanded

:

" Right shoulder ," then he paused, for some time and turned to

the Adjutant and said, " What's the balance, Rice?"

This raised a good laugh, in which none joined more heartily than

the jovial man the joke was on, and who quietly told the Adjutant to

dismiss the parade.
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chaptp:r X.

September 22)td to September })Oth, 1862

—

From Shepardsville to I^onis-

ville—500 Aleu on Piekct Duty liati)ig Sivcet Potatoes— Rumor tJtat

7i'e loere Captuitd—Movi)ig Through Louisville all Night— City

Crowded with Troops, Artillery and Wagojis— 500 More Men on

.Pieket and More Sweet Potatoes— Fortifying Through Cave Hill

Ceineteiy—BuelTs Troops Coming i}i—Bragg Asks Buell to Surrender

and is told to go to . — Men, Women and CJnldren in Fright Flee

the City— GeJi. Nelson Killed— Go7\ Morton Comes to see us— Incor-

porated into the Army of the Ohio.

On the 22nd of September, we took cars and went to Louisville, a

detail marching through on the dirt road, felling trees across it and

making it in every way difficult for the rebels to travel. We marched

through Louisville for the second time in a little over a month, and

were again greeted very cordially by the citizens as we marched

through the city to our camping grounds on the Louisville & Portland

Horse Railroad. On the very next day, a detail of 500 men went

out on picket duty under Maj. Kirkpatrick down below the city, near

the Ohio River, and were not relieved until on the 25th. As we took'

rations for but 24 hours, we were forced to shift a little for the extra

time, but experienced no serious difficulty in so doing, as sweet potatoes

were plenty and we boiled them by the bushel in a big kettle which

a lady near the post kindly lent us, and which we religiously left. It

was too big to carry.

Our regiment had been the last one to get in from the south, and

fears were entertained that we were captured, and a rumor got afloat

to that effect, which caused our friends at home some uneasiness.

Louisville was now all in commotion. As soon as we returned from

picket we removed to a new camp in the night. We started

soon after supper, and were all night making about eight miles. The

streets were so jammed and packed with wagons, artillery, ambulances

and men, that it was impossible to make any sort of progress ; we

were not more than started until we were halted, and the whole night

we were marching a few rods and halting several minutes or an hour,

until the men were almost worn out and their patience exhausted.

As day begun to dawn, the Seventy-Second was marched out into a

potato field full of rank weeds and told to lie down and rest. They

did so, but the stench was horrible, yet so tired were the troops that

they could not be dainty, and rolled up in their blankets and slept

soundly until sun up, when they were called up to go into regular

camp The stench which came up from the ground was caused by

its having been carelessly occupied by troops for a day or two before.
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We went into camp at the head of Broadway, near Cave Hill

Cemetery, put things in tolerable order, but in a few hours 500 more

men were detailed for picket duty, which left but a few hundred in

camp. This was the last time that 500 men were ever detailed at one

time from our regiment for picket duty. In six months from that

time there were not 500 men fit for duty in it.

When we returned from picket duty, we made another move and

went into camp, forming a part of the oater line of Buell's arm}\ which

was rapidly fortifying for the defence of the city. The fortifications

were constructed directly through the beautiful Cave Hill Cemetery

without regard to graves.

The old troops were now arri\'ing from the south ; members of the

loth, the 40th, the 6ist, and other regiments in which we had

acquaintances. They came to see us and were dirty, lousy and foot-

sore from their long forced march. They told us some tremendous

yarns of their sufferings and adventures during the retreat, which we
didn't more than half believe at the time, but think all true now.

Bragg had sent in a demand for Buell to surrender, and had received

as reply to "go to Hill's," and pushed his fortifying with more vigor,

and extended and strengthened his lines as his veteran troops arrived.

Men, women and children, in a panic of fright, were fleeing from the city,

and Louisville was in a howling uproar, filled with troops, teams, dust,

and clatter-bang of arms. On the evening of the 28th, firing of

cannon from some point of our fortifications led to the rumor of an

attack, and again every man of the Seventy-Second quieth' examined

his gun and .saw that it was ready for service. Buell was determined

not to be surprised, and for several nights we Avere called up at 3 A.

M., and made to lie on our arms until 5 A. M., in the chilly morning

air. This was very trying on the men who had hard duty drilling and

working on their fortifications ever}^ day. They did grumble at it,

and no wofider ; the order was utterly useless if the approaches to the

city were properly picketed. But even Generals learned slowl)^ and

wore out thousands of men in learning a A-cry little.

On the 29th, news spread through our regiment that Maj.-Gen.

Wm. Nelson had been assassinated by Jefi". Davis. This caused great

excitement and confusion, as it was at first understood that Jeff.

Davis, President of the Southern Confederacy, had .slipped in and

murdered the General, who was regarded as one of the ablest Union

commanders. We presently got the story straight and understood

that Gen. Jeff C. Davis and Gen. Nelson had quarreled, and the

killing grew out of it. We were too busy to have a continued interest

in the matter, and as soon as we found that the head of the Southern
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Confederacy was not in the city, we proceeded with fortifying, drilling-

and cooking.

While we lay at Louisville. Gov. O. P. Morton visited the city and

every regiment from Indiana, inquiring into their wants and making

notes of them that he might have supplied to the extent of his

ability. He visited the Seventy-Second and was heartily received.

He was much pleased to learn of our improvement in discipline, but

very much concerned to learn that sickness was thinning our ranks so

rapidly.

At this cit}' we were incorporated into the Army of the Ohio, in the

1 2th division, 40th Brigade ; the division under the command of Gen.

Dumont. and the brigade under the command of Gen. Granger.

CHAPTER XI.

'September ^ot/i to Oetober ^i/i, 1862

—

To the Mouth of Salt R2ver on

Boats—March to FJizabethtoicn, 21 Miles, in Good Order and

Cojnpliinented by Our Colonel— Carrying a Grind Stone— To

Elisabethtozvn— Whiit zve Come for—Return to West Point— Slozv

Crossing of Salt River—Hard and Cruel March by Gen. Granger

and Many (live Out— Tenderness of Comrade for Comrade—Return

to Louisville—Friends Come to see us— " T/ie I^ord will give the

Boys Manna and Quailsf
On the 30th of September, Tuesday morning, we were ordered to

prepare three days' cooked rations for our haversacks and take five days'

raw rations in our wagons, .and prepare to move right for the mouth of

Salt River, on the Ohio, at a moment's notice. Our regiment was

becoming accustomed to this sort of orders and obeyed with prompt-

ness. \'Ve had all things in readiness some time before the order to

move was received. At 10 A. M., the command to march was

given, and leaving the camp in charge of those not able to go, to

guard it until our return, we set out in high cheer, glad to get out-of

the dust and confusion of the city, and most of all to escape the

vexatious and useless order of lying on our arms from 3 to 5 A. M.

A march of seven miles brought us to the landing opposite New
Albany, Ind. The 74th and 75th Ind., 98th 111. and 13th Ind.

Battery, \\ere with us. After long waiting on the landing, we boarded

the steamer Excelsior and went grinding down the Ohio, for the river

was so low that the keel of the vessel could be heard rasping over the

gravel almost constantly; At 9:30 the brigade disembarked from the
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steamers, climbed to the top ofthe bluff at the little town of West Point,

and rested several hours, if lying on sharp rocks can be so called.

Our wagons and battery had come through from Louisville to this

point under escort of cavalry, and early on the morning of October

1st, we started for Elizabethtown. The day was pleasantly cool,

water was tolerably plenty ; we marched on a pike, halting a little for

rest about every two hours, and at night \Ve went into camp near

Elizabethtown, having marched 21 miles. The regiment was in

excellent condition, few men having fallen out, and almost every gun

was stacked. This so pleased Col. Miller, that he complimented us

highly the next morning, when we formed to resume the march,

assuring us that the march had been severe, and that veteran soldiers

could not have made it in better time or condition. Many of our feet

were blistered all over the bottoms. During the march, we often

heard men remark, " there, I felt another blister smash on the bottom

of my foot," but they neither winced nor halted, but marched right

on. Just before going into camp, Capt. Robinson jocosely accused

Wm. Relph with being almost "played out." Wilham denied the

charge, and to prove that his vim was abundant, he seized a grind-

stone weighing about 100 pounds, which stood near a house we were

passing, and carried it three quarters of a mile into camp. He was

always known after this exploit as Grindstone Bill.

The next morning we marched to Elizabethtown and halted for

some time. We had come down to aid in protecting Buell's army

train as it made its way to Louisville, the troops having beaten the

train, in the race and left it somewhat exposed to Bragg's advancing

force. We learned that the train we came to guard into Louisville

was passing up next to the Ohio, and we about faced and marched

towards the mouth of Salt River again, over the same road we had

trodden the day before. Our feet had become very .sore and our

joints jammed. A pike is very hard to march over, and we began to

feel its effects, but our pluck was uppermost and the regiment was

kept in remarkable good order. Of course a dash from Bragg Avas

probable at any moment, and all was kept solid for his reception.

On the evening of that day. a soldier of the Seventy-Second went

into a front yard, .seized a bee hive, threw it on his shoulder and ran

away with it, while the bees swarmed in a cloud about his head and

streamed out from behind like smoke from the stack of a locomotive.

He succeeded in getting the hive from the bees and safe into camp

with him. That night the odor of honey mingled with that of coffee

and s. b. on the balmy air of the Kentucky autumn.

On the 3rd of October, we marched to the 21 mile stone, within
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four miles of West Point, and had an hour or two to wash and repair

our bhstered feet and bathe our dirtv flesh. The next mornincr we

drew half rations, for we were entirely out, and resumed our march.

There was a long delay at West Point in crossing the Salt River,

over which was but one little pontoon for all the trains. At 1:15

we finally succeeded in getting over and taking up the line of march

on the liver road for Louisville. We didn't get to go back on boats

as some expected. This afternoon we marched very rapidly, passing

over about three miles to the hour on the average, and moving 19

miles before going into camp. With their sore feet, jammed joints

and short rations, this was a very hard march on the troops, and to

add to its hardships, water was not to be had. When we went into

camp on the banks of the Ohio, 21 miles from where we had started,

many of the best men were left behind, and not more than two-thirds

of the guns were stacked. Water was hard to get, but with great

resolution those who got into camp began to get coffee for them-

selves and for their comrades who had fallen behind, and whom they

expected to come up almost famished.

We cannot refrain from speaking of this brotherly and devoted

attachment of comrade to comrade, on such a march as this, when
a soldier like Bob Cann would say to his messmate Tom Bailey,

^' Well Tom, I'm played; I'm bound to stop and rest; I'll come up

with you in camp to-night if possible ;" then Tom would not only

get coffee and supper for himself when he got into camp, but also for

his exhausted comrade ; would manage to keep it warm, and would

also prepare the softest possible place for him to sleep when he should

arrive. This is but a specimen of the universal noble conduct of

messmate with messmate under all such circumstances. And no

husband or son ever came* in sight of the light in the window, set

there by a mother's hand, on a cold, dark, wet night, with more

certainty that fire and food and cheer were ready, than did the

weary soldier who came in sight of the camp fires of the Seventy-

Second after a day's march like this. The devotion to each other

was not only brotherly, it was, in its warmth and beauty, motherly.

For hours after going into camp that night, the weary comrades

came limping in to find that their messmates had prepared refresh-

ments for them. This uselessly hard march was no fault of Col.

Miller. It was a useless exploit of folly by Gen. Granger. He
could kill more troops by marching than the enemy could by fight-

ing. At 4 o'clock the next morning, reveille sounded, and we were

up and off after a hearty breakfast; making another forced march,

we reached Louisville at 11 A. M., having moved 15 miles in six
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hours. The last part of' this march was conducted by Col. Miller.

He knew how to handle troops, and would halt them for a short rest

every hour and a half or two hours, making as much speed in a given

time as Granger did who never halted for rest.

We find that all comrades who kept notes of our movements

during our service concur in saying this was the hardest marching"

we ever did, and that it was as useless as it was cruel. The imme-

diate result was many sunstrokes and exhaustion, followed by
sickness of long duration, discharges and deaths.

On this march we had no tents ; slept in the open air ; were marched

hard, ran short of rations, and tasted soldier life fully and stood the

test splendidly. When we got back, we were almost as dirty as the

old soldiers, and could almost tell yarn about with them. Buell was

all in safe now, and the next thing was to be besieged by Bragg or

to get out after him. smash him up or force him back.

We found many of our citizen friends from home in the camp when
we returned, amongst them Mrs. Maj. Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Col.

Miller. But some, not being able to hear from us, and not knowing"

when we would return, had left their presents and regards, and
returned home. All these noble friends brought something to make
our soldier life more comfortable—articles of wearing apparel, home
made socks, one of the greatest comforts to the soldier's feet, fresh

butter, fresh home made bread, cakes, and all the dainties that the

good hands and noble hearts of the loved ones at home could

prepare. To us these presents were at once strength and comfort to

muscle, mind and heart. To know that those at home were thinking

of and praying for us, was half the battle to many a soldier.

Of course our Indiana friends went to Gen. Dumont to inquire

about us, and the General kindly gave them all the information he

had, and said he didn't know just when we would get back to camp.

"Why, General," said one of the citizen visitors, " They only

took three days' rations in their haversacks and have now been out

almost five days. What 7t'z7/ they do for something to eat?"

That brought out the General's m.ost ironical nasal, and he replied

with a most puzzled expression: " Lord have mercy on them, my
friends, I hadn't thought of this until you suggested it. I don't see

what those honest, innocent Seventy-Second fellows will do for

something to eat. May be the Lord, in his goodness, will rain

down some manna or blow some quails into the camp for the boys!"

The citizen saw the point and quietly stole away.
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CHAPTER XII.

October 6fli to Octobey \?>t/i, 1862

—

General Forward Movement—
Trunks Sent Home— March to Shclbycille— First Graybacks—Songs

for the Rebels and Darkies-:— Hard March for Frankfort—Skirmish

on Entering the City— First Rebel Blood— Into Cauif near the

Cemetery—400 ^[en for Picket—MarcJi to Versailles— Capture of

Rebel Soldiers.

Arrived at Louisville, October 5th, we found most of the troops

gone, and learned that they had marched in the direction of Bards-

town. The streets we left so thron:^ed, were almost empty. As

soon as we got into camp, orders came to cook two days' rations for

our haversacks, to put four days' raw rations into our wagons, and be

ready to move early next morning. We had enough of Louisville

and were anxious to be off after Bragg, as we heard he was retreat-

ing. Our only dread was that horrible Gen. Granger, who had

almost worn us out on the Elizabethtown march.

The very important order was also issued that line officers should

dispense with trunks, and they all brought carpet bags and sent

their "meeting houses" home, steeples and all. O le trouble with

Kuell had been too much baggage train, too few ambulances. We
were to have less baggage train and more ambulances from this

time. It was a most important step in the right direction.

On October 6th, about noon of as beautiful a Fall day as one ever

saw, we shouldered our knapsacks and guns, and marched out on the

Louisville & Frankfort pike, through a delightful country. We
understood that we were going to Shelby ville, some ^12 miles

distant. Our march was again very rapid that afternoon, and we
made 17 miles before going into camp on Floyd's Fork of .Silt

River. The water was very bad at this camp. Many men whose

feet had been skinned on the Elizabethtown march, had to fallout,

but fortunately, now, and for the first time since we entered the

service, we have ambul.'nces with us to aid the men in keeping up

with their regiments.

On the 7th, the march was resumed, and we reached Shelby ville

at 4 P. M., and went into camp on the grounds which a rebel force

had occupied a few days before. We found, to^our horror, before

morning, that the ground was alive with graybacks—the name given

b\- the soldiers to the army body louse. We had seen old soldiers

picking them out of the bristles of their hog hair shirts, but we had

never enjoyed that distinction, being "too new." After this night

we were veterans, having received the finishing touch on that camp
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ground, and you ought to have seen us scratch. From that night

we could tell as big a yarn as any veteran, and do as much scratching

to the square inch.

On the 8th, we formed and marched up into Shelbyville, where

we remained until i P. M. While here the boys sang many
patriotic songs, to the great annoyance of some bitter secessionists,

near whose house we were halted. The one that made them

maddest was :

,Sav, darkies, hab vou seen de massah

Wid de mutftache oi' him face.

Go down de road some time dis mornin',

Like he's gwine to leab de place?

, He seen a smoke wav up de ribber,

Wliar de Linkum gun-boats lav.

He took his hat an' leftberr\- sudden,

An' I 'spec he's rund awav I

De massa run.' hal ha I

De darkey stay r ho ! ho

!

It mus' be now de king-um am a commin, an' de yarob Jubilee I

This song delighted the darkies who had flocked to see us, as

much as it exasperated the white rebels, and it was too funny to see

the rebels raving in front yards, on porches or at windows, while

around the corners of the houses the darkies were rolling their great

white eyes, bending their bodies and beating their woolly heads in

deliriums of joy and laughter. They at once caught the melody and

spirit of the song, and for their sake it was sung about a dozen times,

and the tune stayed with them, and most of the words, too.

When the brigade did start it went almost in a run, as if our little

Gen. Granger had just aroused from a sleep, and realized that he

was some miles behind. On we went over the hard pike at the rate

of three and a half to four miles an hour, halting but briefly once or

twice until lo o'clock of the night, when we were ordered to get

over into a field, lie down on our arms, and go to sleep, which we

speedily did. We knew we were within six miles of Frankfort, and

at that place, report had it, we would meet the rebels strongly

fortified and be stoutly resisted by them. It is no' boast to say that

we were willing to meet the rebels, if it was their pleasure, and many
expected it would be their pleasure to keep us out of Frankfort, and

we knew if they made a stand at that place after burning the bridge,

the city would have to be shelled and battered with artillery, as the

river and bluffs would make it impossible to charge and take it at the

point of the bayonet.

After resting about three hours, we were called up by the long

roll, told to see that our guns were ready for action, and hurried off.
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Many of us were so stiff and foot sore, havincr lain down hot in the

chill of the night, that we shufHed along like ducks after over eating

pumpkin seeds. We could, hardly lift our poor swollen, blistered,

peeled feet, from the ground, or step more than 15 or 18 inches.

Soon after we started, the cavalry dashed by, and soon after that

we heard the roar of cannon and a slight clatter of small arms in

front\ Our patriotic hair bristled, our blood had a quicker circulation,

and we were ordered to take a double quick step, and did it at a

lively rate, forgetting all about our sore feet for the nonce, not from

fear but desire for the fray. (Historic lie-sense allows the last state-

ment.) We got in sight of the bridge over the Kentucky River at

break of day. It was a long, covered structure ; our cavalry had

charged upon the rebel pickets as the battery let a few shots fly over

the city, and the rebels cut sticks and left "berry sudden," and ran

away, leaving a considerable part of their effects behind them.

One rebel was killed in the charge on the bridge, and the blood was

dark on the floor and the sides of it. This was the first rebel blood

we .saw. After sleeping around upon the pavements and cellar doors

until about 8 A. M., we were marched to the top of a high hill east of

town, near the beautiful cemetery, and went into camp. Our camp
ground overlooked the city, which is built on a little table land on the

river bank, at the foot of towering hills that fence it in ; and we could

look right down into the penitentiary walls and see the convicts in their

striped clothes at work.

On the afternoon of this same day, October 8th, the Seventy-Second

furnished 400 men for picket, and it took so many of those able for

duty that battalion drill was not possible until the pickets came back

to camp. Our ranks were visibly thinned, and 'many of those ablest

of body when the regiment was first formed, had gone to the crowded

hospitals, and some to the grave. Over-marching had done a terrible

and sad work. While there was no large force of rebels in that

section, there were many small bands, and skirmishing often occurred

as we were establishing our picket lines.

On this day also the battle of Perrysville was fought, and though

full forty miles away, we could hear the roar of the artillery.

On the I ith of October, we were ordered to get ready to move as

lightly as possible, with two days' cooked rations in haversacks. It

was now evident that when- any rapid movement was to be made, the

Seventy-Second had to participate. We were also fully posted as to

what these orders to move light at a moment's notice, with cooked

rations, meant, and we laid aside every weight, and big knapsacks, which
so easily upset us, and, each with a single blanket rolled up as hard as
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a cable and swung around the shoulders, his gun, haversack, canteen

and tin cup, were ready before the order to move came, and quietly

resting to the last moment. What a change from the first order to

march, at Lebanon, when it took some fifty teams to haul our camp

equipage, and when we almost wore ourselves out getting ready, and

were tired when we started. Here we all were, in an hour after receiv-

ing marching orders, fully ready and serenely waiting, and not a team

to accompany us, save a few ambulances.

At 2 P. M., the order "March!" was given, and we moved out

on to the Versailles pike and faced for that town. We sailed along at

a rate of over three miles the hour on a solid pike and through a

splendid country, part of the blue grass region. It was understood

that our brigade was to make a dash on the rebel force at Versailles.

Before 6 P. M., we entered the town, having marched 14 miles in four

hours, and hardly a man fell out by the wa\' All the rebel soldiers

that were able, fled the town at our approach, but we captured 300

sick and convalescent rebel soldiers and paroled them. We mingled

with and talked freely to these prisoners, and most of them expressed

themselves as glad to be captured. They represented the condition

of the South as deplorable. The supply of food and all other supplies

in most of the rebel states were about exhausted. Bragg had forced

his way north, hoping to invade Indiana and Ohio, plunder food,

horses, &c , from them, to get heavy reinforcements from Kentucky,

Indiana and Ohio, dishearten the North, and compel the Union Gov-

ernment to ask for an armistice and a compromise. Instead of ac-

complishing his purpose, he was being dri\'en back at every point, and

his army, so lately full of vim, courage and expectation, was now on the

retreat to the destitute states disheartened and half demoralized. This

news was bracing to us, who had a short time before been falling b xck

before this same army, and we felt prett\' well, as we were now

chasing them before us.

It was Saturday evening as we entered Versailles, and it seemed

that all the negroes for miles around had assembled to see us march in.

Their demonstrations ofjoy as we filed by them were enttjusiastic, quite

amusing and often touching. They shouted, danced, leaped, yelled

and prayed for us. One old lady expressed her delight by first yelling

out a blessing on us, and then butting a gate post over and over, with

all the force of an old ram. The boys asked for corn bread, and the

negro women ran quickly and got all they had and brought it to them,

and said " If you 'uns 'ill wait we 'uns 'ill go an' jist bake cords uv it

fur yeh." But we 'uns could not wait.

We camped over night near the town, and the next morning
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extended our reconnoissance towards Nicholasville four miles, took

ten prisoners, returned by the same road through Versailles two

miles on the J^Vank fort road, and went into camp. On this afternoon,

the first negroes that ever left their masters and followed us, got-

down from the fences along the side of the road and joined the

regiment. Most of them were returned to their masters. Next
morning we returned to camp at Frankfort, but had not more than

stacked our arms before we were ordered to draw five days' rations,

and be ready to march in the morning. When morning came, we

were ready, but marching orders were countermanded. We re-

mained in camp from the 13th to the i8th without incident. The
weather was beautiful, and battalion and company drill was the daily

routine. As long as we had been in the service, we had never seen

a military funeral until the 15th of October. A soldier was buried

who was followed to his grave by the fife shrieking out the dead

march, accompanied by muffled drum, while comrades followed the

slow moving ambulance with reversed arms. When buried, shots

were fired over his grave. All who witnessed it were deeply im-

pressed with the solemnity ol this unique funeral ; and it was

especially depressing on those who had a touch of the jaundice and

home sickness, and for them the fewer such funerals they witnessed

the better.

One day, while lying' at Frankfort, Gen. Dumont met a

Seventy-Second man carrying a mackerel, and said, " My man, what

have you got?" "I have a mackerel," said the man. " What do

you intend to do with it ?" asked the General. "Fm going to broil

it and eat it; Fve heard that broiled mackerel is good for the

diarrhoea." "Young man," said the General, very gravely, "Go,
broil that mackerel well, eat it and report the result to me ; if it

cu res you, I will have a keg of mackerel issued to every man in

the Seventy-Second Regiment."
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CHAPTER Xni.

October \%th to October 2yd, 1862

—

After Morgan in Mnle Wagons

ivitJi one Day s Rations— Capture Rebels at Versailles— Fi)id Morgan
Asleep Just in the Right Place— Col. Norton, a Military Ass, Wakes

Him 7ip zvith Cannon—Morgan Rnns and zve Stay on a Hill— Wrath

of the Men at Norton— Gen. Dnniont a Little too Late for Morgan,

hit not for Norton— The S-ruenty-Second Continues the Chase tivo

Days to Bardstozvn—Draiv Rations, Eat Raw S. B. , &c. , at

Bardstozvn—Return to Frankfort.

On the afternoon of Saturday, October i8th, we had orders to

draw one day's rations and get ready to move as light as possible.

The word soon got out that it was to be a scout after Morgan, who
was said to be in the vicinity of Versailles. We were delighted to

get off on such an errand, and the regiment turned out 600 men.

We marched out to the road, where we were ordered to get into the

wagons, which were drawn up in line. Sixteen men got into each

wagon. The Seventy-Second took the advance, and at sun down,

ofif we went at a gallop over the pike What a noise, what a dust,

what jolting ! The regiment was in high spirit and merry as robins

in spring. 14 miles, 14 miles, 14 miles, onward ; 14 miles^

14 miles, rode the 600! The whole brigade was in mule wagons

except the 13th Battery boys, ^who were mounted on their guns and

caissons. At 9 o'clock, we dashed into Versailles and captured a

squad left there by Morgan to watch and give him notice if Union

troops advanced. From these prisoners we ascertained that Morgan
had taken the Lawrenceburgh road. We followed immediately and

rapidly. Upon entering the ravine^ which had very steep banks,

leading down to the Kentucky River at Shryock's Ford, the advance

guard took another rebel sentinel who was fast asleep.

The brigade was halted, our regiment was ordered out of the

wagons, and cautioned to be as still as possible. Just then there

was a discharge of three vollies of musketry. Tnen a pause and

deep silence. Then thundered the cannon once, twice, thrice, each

one making an echo so distinct in the hills that many thought six:

shots had been discharged. In the crisp, clear air, the shots were

heard shrieking as they sped away. We instantly formed on the

narrow bit of road along side of the wagons, and went to the front

in double quick. We were ordered to climb up the side of a very

steep hill, which we speedily did. Then we were ordered to sit

down, or lie down gun In hand, ready to get in line at the command.

The hill was so steep that we could not sit on it without slipping down
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unless we each took a sapling between our legs, which we did, and

sat there nursing a gun between our arms and a tree between our

legs. Steep as the hill was, the cavalry began to climb it, the

horses slipping and stumbling over the rocks, and the men swearing

like sinners. We supposed the cavalry were passing around to the

rear of Morgan, as we heard commands, men mounting, the clatter

of horses' feet and cavalry swords, nnd expected we should soon be

commanded to dash down on his camp ; but we soon learned that

the cavalry were dismounted and asleep on top of the hill, while we
heard Morgan's men running away.

The explanation of all this is. that we had come upon Morgan's

pickets and captured them. We had slipped up to the very border

of his camp, where the chief and his men lay sound asleep. Dumont
was moving to Liwrenceburg on another and shorter road, with a

brigade on foot, and when there would have turned into the road we
were on, come to meet us, and between his force and ours, Morgan
would have been bagged and doubtless captured, as he could not

have gotten away. The great mistake was made by Col. Norton, of

Ohio, who commanded our brigade Instead of keeping perfectly

quiet and waiting for Dumont to come up, as he had been ordered

to do, and as Col. Miller begged him to do, he ordered the shots

spoken of above to be fired into Morgan's camp, which awoke him
and his men. In a minute after the first shot, we could hear the

voices of the rebel commanders hurrying up their men, hear the men
mounting and dashing away for dear life. Soon all was still and the

rebels were gone.

Here was a chance for our division, including the Seventy-Second,

to reap laurels of fame and take one of the most pestilent rebel raiders.

We could see into his camp and almost reach the prize, when the

fool commander, Norton, ordered us on to a hill side, set us

astraddle of the bushes; sent the cavalry up the same hill to go to

sleep, aroused the enemy and let him go.

O, but we were a mad set of men, from Col. Miller to the least of

us. Next morning, after many useless delays, we moved at 9
o'clock, and when we came to Morgan's camp and fou^d saddles,

guns, spurs, sabers, provisions, clothing, and even pack horses, our

wrath became hot as a furnace, and we breathed curses upon

Norton's head for his base folly or treason. When we met Gen.

Dumont with his force at Lawrenceburg, and found that he arrived

at the mouth of the road by which the rebels escaped just thirt}'

minutes after .they got out of it, we were more fierce in our wrath

than ever. When Dumont found out the facts, put on all his steam,
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stood up in his stirrups and cursed Norton for a fool and a rebel with

all his fierce invective, we enjoyed it beyond measure. That was
one time when swearing was allowed on Sunday, and traveling too.

Morgan had six hours the start of us, was fearfully scared and

moved rapidly. All that 19th day of October we pursued him over

the roughest roads we had ever traveled, being almost jolted and

pounded into mince meat.

One of the incidents of this rough day's drive in a sweeping trot

over the breaks of Salt River, was the running away of the mules

which drew the wagon in .which C ipt. Watts, of Company I, and his

detachment, were riding. The wag3.n wheel hit a rock or stump,

threw the bed into the air, men and all going up with it towards the

moon, looking like the boats and men do in the pictures when a

furious whale has hoisted them with its tail The bed turned upside

down and lit on the men. Great confusion all along the lines. The
mules brought up against a tree, wiggled their tails and subsided.

The wagon bed was lifted off the men, who crawled up, none of

them much hurt, except a few square feet of their bodies a little

worse bruised than before ; the wagon was reconstructed, the mules

reorganized and started off on the long trot again. It was a common
sight that day to look from a wagon, as we halted on the brow of a

hill to give time to teams ahead to get out of the way, and see

men tossed three or four feet into the air as the wagons went at full

speed down the hills and over the rough rocks—for we were on no
pike now, but a comrnon count''y road. Men were often thrown

out of the wagons and considerably bruised. Capt. Pinkerton tried

to get into a wagon while it was in motion and got his foot almost

pulverized.

The weather became quite cold for that time of year, and we went
into camp at about 10 o'clock at night on the south bank of Salt

River in one of the windiest, bleakest, coldest, rockiest places, we
ever saw. We had but a blanket each and no overcoats. It was too

cold to sleep, and we gave the whole night to keeping up fires.

We were also out of rations, and so sore from bruises that we could

hardly walk. But like Mark Tapley, we were cheerful and resolved

to come out strong.

We had learned from prisoners taken that Morgan's force broke

up into squads, after passing Lawrenceburg, so they might elude

pursuit, and being in the rear of our main army the more easily

rejoin Bragg. The Seventy-Second and some cavalry were alone on

this scout, Gen. Dumont and the other troops having turned back to

Frankfort.
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Next day, the 20th, we still pushed on, taking now and then a

jaded prisoner wlio could go no further, and in the afternoon arrived

at Bardstown at 3 P. M., out of rations and hungry as wolves. W^e

had learned at Bloomfield that Morgan was 24 hours ahead of us,

and the statement being confirmed at this place we found a commis-

sary, drew rations and ate out of all reason.

We had started with one day's rations, and had been on the move

day and night for^two days, with no time to forage. The pork we

drew was very thick and fat. yet the men were so hungry that they

did not wait to cook it, although wood could be easily obtained, but

bolted it down raw in great quantities, with hard tack. We have

never seen so much fat meat eaten as that evening in the hickory

grove near Bardstown. The result was a very restless night in cainp.

In all directions were heard groanings and explosive sounds of

stomachs unloading their enormous weight of pork. The next day

it was necessary to lay quietly in camp for the men to recuperate

from the effects of this gorge. On the 22nd, we started back to

Frankfort and camped for the night on Silt River, opposite Taylors-

ville. On the 23'-d, we pushed ahead and reached Frankfort at 10

in the night, tired enough, and slept soundly in our tents once more.

The explanation of this affair, given in Bisil M. Duke's history of

Morgan's Cavalry, is, that Morgan had been covering the rear of

Kirby Smith's column of Bragg's army in his retreat out of Kentuck\'

in 1862, when, at Gum Springs, about 30 miles south-east of Lexing-

ton, he started with 1,800 men and two howitzers to raid our lines,

and to pass into Tennessee at Gallatin. He arrived at Lexington

just at daylight on the i8th of October, and captured the 4th Ohio

Cavalry, and left Lexington for Versailles at i P. M. of the same

day. How Dumont ever learned of his whereabouts in time to do

anything, is more than we can tell, unless it was by some of the

fugitives from the fight at Lexington, about 30 miles from

Frankfort.

The rapid pursuit of Morgan, and the plan for attacking and_,

capturing him, were admirable, and would have been perfect but for

the blunder of Col. Norton, and reflected great credit on Gen.

Dumont. Col. Norton was arrested, tried by a court martial, and

dismissed in disgrace for his incompetency or baseness. Gen.

Dumont was given a larger command.
The greatest mischief Morgan did on this raid was the burning of

some 80 wagons belonging to Buell's army. He hustled into Ten-

nessee as fast as he could scamper.

This was always referred to as the raid of the mule brigade. We
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conclude the account with h quotation from T. VV. Milligan, giving

an account of his experience in niule driving, as it is a fair specinrien

of the driving done on that raid.

Mr. MiUigan says: "On our return from Bardstown, we called a

halt about sunset to take our refreshments. When we were ready to

march again, our teamster was missing, and the Lieutenant called for

a volunteer mule driver. I was heartily sick of my position in the

wagon, and volunteered. No one was aware of m\' ignorance of how
to steer the mules. Darkness soon set in, and I felt rather uncomfort-

able, seated on the saddle mule, the reins tied fast to the saddle. The

mules started up a little brisk, the boys in the wagon told me not to

drive .so fast ; I hallooed, whoa ! whoa ! and they went faster. 1 jerked

the rein and yelled, gee ! gee ! and pulled haw ! haw ! whipped them

over the head, then over the rump, but all my attempts to halt were

a sad failure I looked back to see how the boys in the wagon were

enjoying the ride, and found that the old wagon was bounding like a

ship in a storm without helmsman. Lieut. Crick was .standing in the

front end of the wagon holding fast to the box with one hand, and the

other high above his head, swearing that Buck Milligan was no more

fit for a teamster than he was for a chaplain. I .stuck to the mules

like grim death until th-ey were ready to slack their pace, when I slid

off and left them to go at will, and they trotted into camp at Frank-

fort in good order and halted at the proper place. I then and there

swore never again to take hold of a string that had a mule at the end

of it."

The result of this raid was a very large increa.se of sickness, both

from the exposure and over-eating at Bardstown, where we drew the

thickest, fattest, meat, we ever saw, which the men, who were raven-

ously hungry, ate raw in large'quantities. We never saw them eat so

much raw s. b. before or since. On our arrival at camp at Frankfort,

the diarrhoea raged with increased violence, tor the rations were so bad

—the meat so rotten and maggoty, and the crackers so full of big

^hite worms—that the boys declared we were using rations Uncle

Sam had left over from the Mexican War. To cap the climax,

measles broke out among the troops and spread to our regiment,

taking to hospital and to the grave some of the best men. No disease

in the army was more destructive to the health and life of soldiers than

the measles.
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CHAPTER XIV.

October 25/// to November 11///, 1862

—

Orders to Mareh— Striking

Tents i/i t/ie S)iozv— Crv for Overcoats— Order of March— Hard
March Through Snow— S/eefing in Hog Beds and Barns— Weather

Becomes Fair and Dusty— Bunting Rails—Plenty to Eat but Bad
Rations—March Through Boivling Green— /)ito Camp at Lost River

— Revieived by Gen. Rosecrans— .}fore Graybacks.

After tlie battle at Penyville, Bragg got out of Kentucky with all

speed, Ruell was succeeded by Rosecrans, and a vigorous forward move-

ment begun. On Friday evening, October 25th, \\<: were ordered to

prepare to march, and were called up next morning by daylight to

strike tents, pack up and be off Snow had fallen rapidly all night

and about three inches lay on the ground. As the men hauled down

tents and packed up, they cried as dolorously as Pharaoh's locusts,

" 0-0-0-0 ver coats !— 0-0-0-0-ver coats !" The cry spread from camp to

camp, until there were thousands repeating the sad refrain. Dumont's

division, consisting of four brigades and three batteries, was soon on

the Bardstown road moving through the snow. As this is the first

time our division had moved together in perfect order, it may be of

interest to give the regulations that govern the movements of a division.

Each brigade is numbered according to the seniority of rank of its

commander, one, two, three, four. H!ach regiment in the brigade is

numbered in the same way. On the first day's march, the first

brigade has the advance, and the first regiment in the brigade acts as

advance guard. On the second day's march, the second brigade has

the advance and the second regiment in that brigade is advance guard,

while the first brigade falls to the rear and the first regiment becomes

rear guard. On the third day's march, the third brigade comes to the

front, its third regiment being advance guard, and the second brigade

falling to the rear, its second regiment becoming rear guard. And so

on until all have held the advance and rear. When not near an

enemy, each brigade train, together with its Quartermaster's teams,

artillery attached to the brigade and ambulances, march just in the rear

of the brigade to which they belong. A division of four brigades and

three batteries, and all wagon trains, makes a line full five miles long

on the road, and presents quite a formidable appearance.

In the vicinity of an enemy, when expecting an attack, the line

would be arranged thus : First, infantry ; second, artillery ; third,

infantry
; fourth, artillery ; fifth, all teams in rear of the division under

a strong rear guard.

On this first day's march on that snowy 26th of November, our
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brigade had the advance, and our regiment, headed by Col. Miller, was

advance guard. We had to break the road, the snow thawed and

knotted and balled upon our shoe soles, and towards evening froze on

our feet and pantaloons, making marching disagreeable and exhaustive

in the extreme, and two-thirds of the men gave out before night and

failed to stack arms. The ambluances were all full ; some crept to

straw stacks or hay stacks, barns, and other out-houses, to screen

themselves from the cold while they rested ; some found resting-

places in negro cabins, and some on the floors of the houses of the

whites. One man said he drove up a lot of hogs from a hollow tree

and took their bed. Corporal Riddell, Company G, crawled into a

stable loft and got under the fodder to keep himself from freezing.

During' the night, a squad of rebel cavalry, which was following our

rear, came and took nearly every blade off of him. This was a close

call.

On the 27th, which was Sunday, we made but a Sabbath day's

journey, eight miles. The snow melted away, the day was beautiful,

most of the men came up who had fallen behind, we had a good

night's rest, and on the morning of the 28th, started out in good cheer,

passing through Johnsonville and Chaplin Hill, We were highly

complimented for this and all subsequent days of this march to

Bowling Green. On" the 29th, we passed through Bloomfield and

Bardstown, encamping on the south of the latter place.

On the 30th, we marched to New Haven, went into camp on the

south of that place on a fork of Salt River ; were ordered to put up

our tents and to make out our pay rolls. This latter order was a

welcome one, especially to the officers, who had not received a cent

from the Government since they had entered the service, and who had

been borrow^ing from their men or drawn on the reserve at home. All

haste was made to gettjie pay rolls made out, but as it is as hard and

delicate a piece of work as to make out a muster roll, but few of the

companies succeeded before the order was given to march the next day.

On the 31st, we passed President Lincoln's birth place, between

New Haven anH Elizabethtown, which most of us viewed with rever-

ence, as if it were sacred and classic ground.

About noon of the same day, Corporal Magee got badly hurt.

While' sitting on a low fence eating his dinner. Corporal Geiger, of

Company C, a big stout man, fell out for walnuts. There w-ere plenty

on the ground," but he wanted some fresh from the tree, and picked up

one-third of a fence rail, walked up a hill, threw it over the top of the

tree, thirty feet high, and it fell upon Corporal Magee, the end strik-

ing his head, mashing through his sole leather cap crown and cutting
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a i^asli in the scalp thi'cc inches lon;^. This was a " rail" ugl)'

accident. That ni^ht we camped at Nolin's Creek, getting in late.

The month liad been one of great activity with us, but on the whole

it had been a very agreeable one to those who kept well, for we liad

been all the time on chase of the enemy, having captured almost a

thousand prisoners, and were now in full pursuk of Braggs great army,

driving it as chaff is driven before the strong wind.

On November ist, we marched to Bacon's Creek, a short easy

march. The weather was glorious Indian summer ; the roads were so

dust}' that our clothing, beards and hair became white with the fine

limestone dust of the pike. Water was pretty plenty in pools or

sinks in the ground, and pretty good, too. We were holding out

well, and could only complain of the rations, which continued to be

bad. The worms were so thick in our coffee after we had

broken a cracker into it that we had to skim them off. The boys

often yelled out, while cooking, that a skipper had kicked their

skillet over. We burned thousands of rails each night to cook and

warm by ; for though the days were pleasant, the nights were frosty,

and every morning we would arise with the side of the head that was

uppermost covered with frost. What appetites we had! And every

day we ate a greater variety than our rations, and fresher food, too.

On the 2nd, we crossed Green River at Mumfordville, and marched

to Horse Cave, where the first mail since leaving Frankfort was

received, which caused great rejoicing, for letters from home were in-

dispensable to a soldier's happiness. On the 3rd, we passed Cave

City and Pruitt's Knob, and camped at Dripping Springs, having

made a hard march all day.

On Monday, November 4th, we marched through Bowling Green,

and went into camp three miles south-west of that place at Lost

River, having marched 180 miles in 10 days, an average of 18 miles

per day. We were highly complimented for our discipline and

endurance, both by Col. Miller, our Brigade Commander, and Gen.

Dumont, our Division Commander. The latter always had a fatherly

pride in the Seventy-Second, at whose birth he officiated.

While on this march. Gen. Dumont had gone home to arrange some

private affairs, he having been elected to Congress. A few days before

reaching Bowling Green, while we were halted for our noon lunch

and were lying at will, we saw a one horse buggy coming up from the

rear, and soon a yell ^\ent up. It was Gen. Dumont come back. He
was dressed in that same old white hat with other clothes to match,

and was driven by a very black little negro boy, and had no other

attendant. As .soon as the Se\'enty-Second recognized him, they got
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on their feet, swung their caps and raised the yell, calling for a speech.

The buggy halted a moment, the General took off his old hat, bowed,

smiled, and said, " Boys, d—n it keep still, you bother me." and

was off again in a round of applause all along the line.

Our camp grounds at 1 ost River were unlevel and dusty. The
weather became raw and cold, and the wind blew furiously almost

every day, carrying clouds of dust into our eyes and cooking food, so

each got about a peck of dirt per day plus the worms in our meat and

bread. We put up tents, and the officers built chimneys to their

tents, which smoked at the wrong ends. The men in their Sibleys

were a little better off, but in any of them was a famous place to smoke

bacon. In a few days we all had colds, sneezing, with watery eyes, and

wishing we could go on another march. The truth is the Seventy-

. Second never liked camp life and duty. Here we found the 70th

Ind., which had been in camp at Bowling Green for three months, and

we were veterans compared with them.

Cave Spring, or Lost River, or Mill .Spring, near which we were

camped, deserves a word, as it was a great curiosity to us Indianians,

who had never seen a deeper hole in the ground than a well. It was

a large deep stream, three or four rods wide—we never knew how
deep—which came out of the ground at the foot of a low hill, ran six

or eight rods, ran under the ground again, and finally came out into

the Big Barren River some six miles below Bowling Green. Some of

our boys, with a spirit of exploration largely dev^eloped, followed the

stream through all its windings, some eight miles, to the Barren River.

The water was then low, but the worn rocks showed that the channel

was often quite full.

While in camp in this old dusty field, which had been pulverized by
both armies, and the very dust of which was almost ail alive with

vermin, we learned that Gen. Rosecrans had superseded Buell in the

command of this army, and that he was to review us soon. Then we
begin to scour brass buttons, scabbards, blades, guns and b^iyonets,

and get everything ready for the eagle eye of the great commander.

On the 6th of November, in the cold air and dust of the afternoon,

our division was drawn up in .splendid order. The Seventy-Second

was out with every available man, knapsacks and haversacks on as if

to start on the march
;
guns and bayonets polished until they shone

like silver; buttons shone like fine brass—everything in perfect trim.

Gen. Ro.secrans was making a very careful inspection of his forces,

and reviewed by regiments, riding very deliberately around each.

When he rode slowly down the front of the Seventy-Second, he re

peated several times

:
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"Aim deliberately, aim low." As he roae up the rear of the

regiment he repeated, " Eatvvell, sleep well, keep well."

He made us a little speech which we cheered to the echo, advis-

ing us to take care of ourselves, become well drilled, and to be cool

in action. We find in Col. Miller's notes, made at tiie time, the

statement that Gen. Rosecrans told him that the Seventy-Second

was one of the finest regiments he had reviewed for many a day.

When we reached Bowling Green, we found the main body of the

Army of the Cumberland, for s>it was called now, moving through it

inarching for Nashville. The loth Indiana contained many of our

home acquaintances, and we had a pleasant time visiting with them.

On the p'.h, Rosecrans' division passed us moving southwards. On
the loth, a man in the 108th Ohio accidently shot and killed him-

self near our regiment, and on Company I was laid the unpleasant

dut}- of burying him. About the same time a man in Company C
had a finger shot off. He claimed that a bushwhacker did it, but

his bunk mates said he did it himself to get a discharge, but shot the

finger from the left hand and failed. A man in Company I was

more successful. He had fits, and after he was discharged his mess-

mates said he ate shaving soap to make him froth at the mouth.

There are some such frauds amongst the best men that ever got

together, and home sickness and dread of battle had a fearfully

demoralizing effect on such.

CHAPTER XV.

November wth to November 28/'//, 1862

—

March to Scottsmlh—
Diimont Ordered to ''Go Home''—A Neiv Place— Col. Miller's

Description of the Natives—Drill School—An Abundance to Eat—
Lousy as Lazarus— Trading Lids From Pill Boxes and Cancelled

Postage Stamps for Chickens, &c.— 7 he Negro Gallows—Capt.

//anna's Vest Swap—March to Gallatin—Spoon to the Right or /.eft,

at the Case May be—Draiv Overcoats at Gallatin— Go /nto Camp.

On the iith, the regiment moved for Scottsville, Ky., 25 miles

from Bowling Green, making 18 miles over roads that were little

traveled, but well cushioned with autumn and other large forest

leaves. On the 25th, we arrived about noon in a driving wind and

cold rain, and took up the day in trying to find a camping place,

and in building fires and fixing temporary shelters, only to be ordered

to another place. Before we settled the camp, a detail of 100 men
from the Seventy-Second was made to go back and repair the roads

so that rations could be hauled from Bowling Green.
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While the regiment was being settled, some of our men built a

fire, and a man dressed in citizens' clothing came up and stood warm-

ing himself, and finally turned around and gave the fire a kick.

This made one of the men who had helped build the fire very mad,

and he raved out, "You dashed old fool, what did you do that for?

what are you fooling around here for anyhow? I think you'd

better go home now, we don't want any more of you."

When the angry soldier stopped "his clatter, the old fellow said,

with a peculiar nasal that every man in the regiment would know on

thedarkest night that ever blew, "Well, e-gad, I expect you're about

right, soldier, I han't got any business here, and I'll go." As Gen.

Dumont stalked away with his old shawl over his head, the laugh

was on the soldier who had mistaken his General for some old

citizen, and ordered him home.

This Scottsville was a new place. No soldiers of either army had

been there before. Situated 25 miles from a railroad, in a hilly,

heavily wooded country, the people were intensely rural even in the

little town itself. In the woods were chestnuts, hickory nuts,

persimmons, haws and grapes, pigs, mutton, sheep, milk—all that

heart could wish—and had these things been temperately used, they

would have greatly benefited us, as we had been so long on hard army
rations that scurvy had begun to appear. But with the soldier it is

always a feast or a famine, and most of thein ate so much as to make
themselves sick. On the day after we arrived, Maj. Carr, who had

recently been promoted from Capt. of Company B, a most accom-

plished drill master, organized a school for the instruction of

commissioned and non-commissioned officers in tactics, including

skirmish drill. This was of great advantage and improved us

rapidly. Squad, company and battalion drill, was pushed every day
the weather would permit, and the Seventy-Second was the best

drilled regiment in the division, and officers from all the other

regiments often came to see us drill.

With over-eating and with the unhealthy location of the camp, and

the cold rains that fell about every other day, "home sickness" and

physical ailment increased to an alarming extent in the brigade, and

touched the Seventy-Second a little. Coughs and colds became

fearful, and the picket post could be located for miles around by the

incessant coughing of the pickets. Here some of the companies

became thoroughly lousy. We had a sprinkle at Shelbyville, a

shower at Bowling Green and a deluge at Scottsville. We made a

desperate effort to get rid of them, for they are too lively to sleep

with. Some scorched their hog hair shirts over the fire, but gray-
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backs hid down deep between the bristles and could stand it better

than the shirts could. Some \\\xw^ their hog hair out on a pole to

freeze them out, but you might as well try to freeze Esquimiux.

Some seated themselves on logs in the sun, stripped to the waist,

and tritd to pick them out from amongst the bristles, but you might

as well try to pick the drops from the ocean, for the " cattle" bred

faster on one shirt in the sun than five skillful nigger cotton pickers

could pick them off. Some borrowed big kettles from the natives

and put their shirts in them and boiled them all day and all night.

This process killed most of the graybacks, and it drew up the hog

hair shirts until they were not large enough for a doll baby'k dress
;

and many of them fell apart like sand as soon as the " stiffening" was

out. These wretched vermin got into every stitch of clothingaman

wore. When a company set about it in earnest, they could keep

them pretty well subdued, but always retained enough in a dormant

condition to seed the whole regiment in a few days of favorable

neglect and dirt. The boys had a saying that if there ever c-ime a

time when a grayback could not be found in a company, some one

in that co npany was going to die, sure.

We called these pestiferous ver.nin " graybacks" bec.uise we

called the rebels that name, and because we got them from the

rebels, and because there was no other creature on earth as mean as

a rebel but a body louse. But we have lo(u)st the subject and must

return.

A country is a pretty sure index to its people. This country was

poor and the people were also, and the most ignorant of any we had

yet seen. .Col. Miller says in his notes of November 15th :

" Went to town to-day and saw a lot of the natives They are of

the re:d butternut stock. The men are long, ganglc-kneed, and

look as though they had lived on raw persimmons all their lives
;

while the women are just as scrawny, but seem to have children

by instinct, intuitively, or some other process."

One day while out on picket, we saw "Limber Jim" of

Company F buy five roasted chickens and twenty pies for ^20 in

confederate money, and get $2 good money back in change. Web.
Reed, of Company F, bought a basket full of corn bread with the

lid off of a tin pill box. This was about the time that postal change

came into circulation and the natives were not well posted as to its

appearance, and we have seen the men on picket buy any amount of

corn bread, apples, potatoes, chickens, &c., with canceled postage

stamps which had been carefully removed from old letters. Of course

we did not endorse this method of putting down the rebellion, but

10
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as faithful chroniclers of events gives these facts as examples of

Yankee shrewdness over Southern chivalry.

There was one picket post south-east of Scottsville about two

miles on a lonesome country road which lay through a deep

forest. The picket post was on a little branch which crossed the

road. In a small opening near the road and branch, stood a large

upright post from which projected a great beam, at a hight of about

lo feet from the ground. Through this beam was bored a large

hole. This was the negro gallows. We learned from an aged

negro man many facts about this gallows and the victims hung on it.

He said the gallows had been standing for several years, and that

many negroes had been hung on it. " Da is deir graves, massah,"

said he as he pointed to some graves near the gallows. The graves

had all been covered over with rails, but on many the rails had rotted

and fallen into the sunken graves. Some of the graves were not

more than a year old.

" What were the negroes hung for?" we asked.

" O, I dunno. We black 'uns done neber knows nuffin 'bout

sich Tairs. But we feels purty sartin most ob 'em was hanged case

day was ole."

He proceeded to explain that often when a negro became old and

worthless, some sort of charge was trumped up against him in the

courts, and if the master could get the court to allow a fair price for

the negro, he was hanged, and the master got the cash for him.

We do not know that there was the least truth in the statement.

He said a 3''Oung negro was condemned to be hung, and his master,

"A big man," got him " loose" because the price fixed on him was

not enough.

Capt. Hanna,, of Company H, was detailed as provost marshal of

Scottsville. Asthere was an abundance of apple-jack in the country,

the Captain was soon "hail fellow, well met, "With all the leading

citizens, and one day while in his balmiest mood, he traded his

military vest with one of the largest citizens for a home spun home
made vest of dark material with red stripes running across the

breast. It was a wonderful garment, reaching from the Captain's

chin almost to his knees. The vest trade passed as a good joke

until we got to Murfreesboro, and the Captain one day reported to

Col. Wilder for duty. The eye of the doughty chief scanned the

vest and blazed with indignation, and he roared, "Captain, how
dare you come into my presence with that vest on ! You know that

is not the regulation garment. Leave me at once and do it

quick!" The Captain went away and remarked, "1 don't believe
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Wilder likes my vest a d—d bit from a few remarks he made

about it."

Several men deserted at this place. The country around being

sparsely settled and heavily wooded, was a good place in which to

hide. While here we did more and better drilling than ever before

or afterwards. At this place Adjt. Rice was promoted to be A. A. ^

G. on Gen. Joseph J. Reynolds' staff with '-ank of Captain, and to

our regret left us. Sergt. Maj. William K. Byrns became acting

Adjutant of the regiment, and was subsequently commissioned as

Adjutant, and made a very excellent officer. Captain Hiram B.

Collins, Company K, was made Adjutant of the Brigade, and Lieut.

John B. Crick, Company G, was made Brigade Inspector. Our

13 days at this place were quite remarkable. We had more to eat,

more drilling, more sickness, than at any other camp in our service.

More than half the regiment were sick aud many d.ied.

On Tuesday, November 25th, we struck tents and took up the

lineof march at 7 A. M. for Gallatin, Tenn.
, ^5 miles south-west.

Little of interest occurred on this march. The weather was quite

cold of nights, freezing the ground two inches deep ; and as we had

only our summer clothing, neither overcoats nor blankets, we

suffered intensely. On the night of the 25th, we camped at the

Rock House. The night was so bitter cold that the men, to

economize blankets, slept six in a squad or pile. They pinned two

blankets together to lie on, and pinned four others together to cover

with, thus giving every man the benefit of three blankets. This is not

the most pleasant way to sleep, but it is better than freezing.

The men, in such a bed, have to all lie with their faces the same

way, which makes it very warm for the four between the two out-

side men, but cold for the two on either flank. All had to turn over

at once, and when some fellow would lie until the lower side was

almost freezing from the cold ground, he would yell out, " Spoon to

the right," and all six would flop over on to their right sides. About
the time one got sound asleep, some one else would call out " Spoon

to the left !" and over would go the pile on to their left sides. And
thus, upon the frozen ground, the night would be worn away. That

night many sheltered themselves in the leaves of the forest on the

hill, and many others in the clefts of the rocks which projected from

the hills. That night some Company I men who could not sleep

determined to forage a little. They lit out and soon found a

plantation that promised plenty, but nothing that could crow or

squeal was found. After scouting about the premises awhile, they

heard a chicken crow, which sounded as if under the house, and
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inspection proved that it was there with others. The question was

how to get them out, as a large family was in the house, not yet

gone to bed. Part of the boys agreed to go into the house to warm

and others agreed to go under the house and get the chickens while

those within talked, laughed, and clattered their feet upon the

carpetless floor to drown the noise of the chickens. The plan worked

like a charm, and the chickens went into camp.

Next morning, 26th, just as we started from the Rock House, two

cavalrymen rode up to the house from which the Company I men

had taken the chickens. One of them dismounted and took after a

turkey, which ran under the house and he after it. Just then the old

woman came out with a big heavy split broom, and as the fellow

undertook to come out with the turkey, she belted him over the

head. After making two or three unsuccessful efforts to get out, he

drew his cheese knife (saber) and began to tickle her ankles, and

cried out, "If you don't get away from there I'll cut your old legs

off." She fled, and the scamp having overpowered the broom with

the sword, galloped away with the turkey. On this morning, as

soon as the men got up, tbey began the old and dolorous cry,

" o 0-0-vercoats, 0-0-0-vercoats," and kept it up all day. Especially

when over Quartermaster, Lieut. Dewey, passed, the shouts for

overcoats were deafening, and in disgust he put his spurs to his horse

and ran to Nashville, got our overcoats and brought them to us

speedily.

On that same 26lh of November, we passed the Tennessee line

and camped at Gallatin, late at night. On the night of the 26th, a

soldier named Geo; W. Dodd, of Company B, who had marched all

day, died in his tent.

On the morning of the 27th, we went into reguUr camp, pitched

tents and had a grand jubilee, drawing our blue, long forked tailed,

heavy caped, horse hair overcoats. Every fellow got a fit. The

coats of the tall men reached to their calves; the coats of the short

men reached to their heels or swept the ground. They had no

pockets in them, but the boys soon inserted a pocket on each side

as big as a bag, and some put a big breast pocket on each side.

When a fellow stole from one place all he could carry away in his

overcoat pockets, there was little left but the women and babies.
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CHAPTER XVI.

November 2Ztli to Deeetnber 2^th, 1862

—

March from Gallatin to Cas-

tillian Springs—Go into Camp—An Exposed Position—Rumors of
Morgan's Threatening Movements—Fortifying—Rain and Snozv—
Attaek on Hartsville, and a 10 Mile Run to that place—Scenes on

the Fierw Bloody Battle Ground—Removal to Bledsoe's Creek— The

Great Battle Approaching— T/ie E'naneipation Proclamation— Wilder

Assumes Command—Move Camp again— Go in S'.vimi/iing on

Chu'stmas Day.

On the 28th our brigade moved from Gallatin about 10 miles south-

east, to Castillian Springs, and camped in the most beautiful place we
had yet occupied. The ground was high and rolling, covered with beau-

tiful timber and blue grass. This place is about halfway between Gallatin

and Hartsville, the latter being the extreme outpost on the east of Rose-

crans' arm)'. We moved to Castillian Springs to support Col. Moore's

brigade of our division, which was at Hartsville. Bragg's army had

made a stand at Murfreesboro, 20 miles due south of Hartsville; hence

both Hart-^ville and Castillian Springs might be attacked at any time.

We devoted the first few days in this camp to fixing everything up

in neat order, having hints that we would most likely remain in it all

winter. The inevitable drill was again instituted. On the 30th we

had our first brigade inspection, and invoiced to the satisfaction of

Lieut. Crick. He simply remarked that some of the men were care-

less in numbering their knapsacks, and that if he were not well

acquainted with the character of the Seventy-Second for taking care

of their property, he would be led to think by some of the numbers

that somebody had sto'.en something. But as he found other regi-

ments afflicted with the same carelessness, it was not best to attempt

to correct the mistake.

On the 29th of November the loth Indiana marched from Hartsville

and camped near us, having been relieved at that place by Col.

Moore's brigade of our division, consistino- of the io5th and 108th

Ohio infantry, the 105th Illinois infantry, and two guns of the 13th

Indiana battery. The infantry were so largely composed of Germans

that we called them the Dutch brigade. W^hen the 10th left Harts-

ville they told the Dutch brigade that Morgan would get them inside

of a week, if they did not look a " leedle out." We shall see what

we shall see.

On December 6th P. S. Nowlin died in camp bf congested

measles, which he took at Frankfort. He was the first man in the

regiment, and, so. far as we know, the only one, buried with the honors
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of war. The poor fellow was a loyal Tennessee refugee, who lived at

Carthage, only 30 miles from where he died.

Rumors of Morgan dashing hither and thither are in the air

again, and again our blood is up, as we remember how near we were

to the old fox once, and every man is on his mettle to prevent a sur-

prise. Every gun is quietly loaded and ready. We begin to fortify

our camp with big log breastworks, the pickets are doubled, videttes

thrown well out, and every man ordered to remain in camp, where he

can seize his inusket and fall in at the sound of the long roll Lieut.

Ruger, ofCompany C, while working on the breastworks was ruptured,

and resigned on December ist.

It was hourly expected that Morgan would cross the Cumberland

River at the ford between Hartsville and Castillian Springs and attack-

one or the other of the posts, but no one knew which he would

choose. On Frida}', the 5th, it rained, hailed and snowed. On
Saturday, the 6th. it was cloudy and quite cold, with three inches

of snow on the ground, under which was a crust of ice. -

On Sunday morning, the 7th, just at daylight, we were aroused by

the sound of cannonading in the direction of tlartsville. Instantly

every man is up and all know that the post at that place is attacked.

The men of the various companies seize their arms and fall in without

orders from their officers ; the officers buckle on their swords and join

their companies without orders from the Colonel. In five minutes

from hearing the first gun, the regiment is ready to march. Col.

Miller dashes over to the tent of Col. Harlan, commanding the

brigade to which the loth is attached, and tells the Colonel that

Hartsville is attacked, and suggests that as Harlan is the senior

Colonel, he take the lead and march at once to its relief.

Col. Harlan replies, "Yes, I guess it is attacked ; and you. Col.

Miller, had better march to its relief, and I'll follow as soon as I can

get my men up.

"

Col. Miller says, " No, you have been there, know the ground, and

can go quicker."

" My men are not up yet; you go on and I'll soon follow," replies

Col. Harlan.

All this time the cannon roared louder on the crisp morning air,

Every minute was an hour to the Seventy-Second, and a fatal delay

for the attacked post. Col. Miller dashed back to the regiment and

shouted, " P'orward, march!" and we were off on double quick, in

less than 25 minutes from the firing ofthe first gun, through the snow,

moving for Hartsville.

The ground was not only covered with snow and ice, but also
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rough with stones, many of which were flat and loose, and would

turn and slip under our feet. As the sun came up the snow began to

melt and clogged on our feet, and the road became sloppy and

slippery. Some times we marched with lines extended on either

side of the road, upsetting fences as we came to them to get them

out of the way, for the ground was new to us, and once or twice

word came that Morgan's force was dashing down upon us. When
five miles from Hartsville, a force of the enemy's cavalry are seen up

the road, and we suppose the attack will be made. Our line of

battle is quickly formed, a shell or two thrown amongst the rebels,

and they put out for Hartsville with all speed. When we saw these

rebels, we were commanded to load, (though most of the guns were

already loaded) and Capt. LaFollett commanded, "Attention

company; load by the nine commandments—load!" The men
knew what he was driving at and drove their balls well home. Then

falling into column in the sloppy road, we hurried forward again,

the field officers exhorting us to greater speed. Close to Hartsville

we meet a squad of darkies bare he.tded, bare footed, and almost

naked, their clothes in ribbons. " W^here is Morgan ?" we shout to

them. "Da—da—da!" they reply as they point their fingers

towards Hartsville.

On wego--on! on!! on!!! until many a man falls headlong from

utter exhaustion and can not get up. We are al the foot of the

hill near Hartsville. "For God's sake, hurry up, do hurry up!"

shouts Col. Kirkpatrick, as he gallops along our column. We see a

great smoke burst from the woods above us, and make another

desperate efTort to go faster. Capt. Pinkerton, in running up the

hill, steps upon a rock, his foot slips and he is sent forward upon his

hands and feet, and finally flat into the slush, but the brave fellow

gathers up, seizes his groin with his hand, and is off again. We run

through a thick wood, burst into an open field, and behold ! the

tents are on fire, the flames shooting high into the air, and the dead

are strewn so thickly on the ground that we stumble over them.

The cries from the tents attract our. attention and we begin to rescue

the wounded and sick from the fl-imes. The Seventy-Second is

called upon to support two pieces of Capt. Nicklin's artillery, which

command the Cumberland ford, and which open fire upon Morgan's

forces as they hasten over the river, and one shot sends one of his

wagons high into the air and makes his forces scamper off at full

speed. His artillery send two or three shots of grape and canister

back, but soon limber up and get out of the way of our artillery.

Once more we see Morgan running from us.
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The Seventy Second had made lo miles in two hours, getting in

ahead of Harlan's veterans full a half hour, though they made
remarkably good time.

To explain. This was one of Morgan's dashes. Half his force

crossed the Cumberland between Castillian Springs and Hartsville,

and quietly surrounded the camp in the night on the west and north.

The other half crossed above Hartsville, and came quietly in on the

north-east, and when the attack was made others crossed at the

camp. So noiselessly was this done that the camp was completely

surrounded before the attack was made. The attack began at day-

light. The pickets of Col. Moore's toices were thrown out but a little

distance, and when the attack was made, there was little time to

form and make resistance, as the rebels came in on all sides with

their fearful yell and volleys of musketry. The Illinois regiments

made out to form a ]ine and make considerable resistance ; and the

men of Nicklin's two guns had made a brave fight. One of the

Lieutenants lay dead were the piece stood, with his six shooter in

his hand, the chambers empty and several rebels dead around him.

He had sold his life dearly. On the west of the camp there had

been hard fighting, and the lines of battle of both forces could be

traced by dead rebels and dead Union men. The whole affair was

the result of a sad piece of carelessness in not keeping the picket

force strong and thrown well out from the camp, and not keeping

videttes well out, and all around. Not a particle of fortifying was

done, and the camp was exposed on alt sides. Some of the wounded

men told us that on account of the nights being so cold and snowy,

it was thought impossible for the enemy to move, and there was but

a very light camp guard on.

Some of the rebels who were wounded and fell into our hands,

said that Morgan had intended to attack Castillian Springs, but on

reconnoiter-ing, found the picket line so heavy, well advanced and

wide awake, and found the fortifications so strong, that he concluded

to Tall upon the careless fellows at Hartsville.

The rebels captured some 2,000 prisoners, and almost all the arms

of the brigade, including two guns of Nicklin's 13th Indiana

Battery. Morgan's force in this action consisted of five regiments of

cavalry, two infantry regiments and one battery. The- rebel loss

was 125 killed and wounded, 40 of their dead and some wounded

being left on the field. The Union killed and wounded were con-

siderably more.

As soon as the enemy is gone and the fire extinguished, we
proceed to the burial of friend and- foe, digging long graves and
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layii^i; in each six or cii;ht sitlc b\' side, wrapped up in their blankets
;

when it was possible to find a nian's name, we wrote it on a pine

stick, in large plain letters, and carefull}' wrapped it up to preserve the

pencil marks and put it in his blanket. We ascertained the names of

most of the Union soldiers, from letters or memoranda on their per-

sons, but we could ascertain the names of but few of the rebel

soldiers, for they had few letters or memoranda on their persons. We
laid the Union soldiers in graxes by themselves, and the rebel soldiers

in graves by themsekes. This work occupied the whole day and

until after night. The wounded were cared for as far as possible, and

removed to Gallatin. There was one poor fellow through whose head

a ball had passed just behind his eyes and thrown both eyes out upon

his cheeks. He was perfectly conscious. A little rebel, in a neat

butternut suit, lay with his face on the .groimd, his hands spread out,

and in the right hand a co.iimon hunting rifle, with wooden ramrod,

while about. his shoulders was the home m ide powder horn and shot

pouch. We turned him over to carry him to his grave; on his fair

}-oung face was the enthus'astic smile he bore in the charge when a

ball pierced his heart. He was a mere boy, with fla.xen hair, and had

no doubt furnished his own arms from his father's gun rack. In front of

him lay a young Adjatant of an Ohio regiment, also on his face, his

head pierced with a ball, his revolver in his hand. Little doubt these

two had fire'd s'multaneously and each killed the other. Another poor

fellow had one fourth of the top of his head shot off with a grape

shot, oi piece of shell ; he had crawled to the side of an old stump,

where he sat shivering with cold, and singing and talking in wild

delirium. He was alive the last time we saw him late in the after-

noon.

The rebels left behind them an oj^d country doctor, with long red

tangled hair and beard. He was dirty, ignorant and bigoted, a fine

specimen of back-woods butternut rebel. We made him our prisoner

and treated him kindly. As he walked over the battle field he came

to a place where lay a number of dead Union soldiers who were pierced

with balls, their blood coagaluted in pools in the mud and snow. He
halted, lifted up his hands, and said, with an expression of great

delight :

'

' Thank God for this ! It has been a glorious day for the

Southern cause." Several guns were leveled at the old brute's breast,

and but for the interposition of an officer, he would have been shot

dead in his tracks. He had to be taken out of sight to be kept

from death.

This was our first experience on a bloody battle field, where fire and

sword had done its work ; where the blood was smoking, the wounded

1

1
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groaning and writhing in agony ; and to tell the truth, it had a very

serious effect. We all concurred in the sage remark of '* Buddy

Burns." Company G, the big mule driver, who solemnly said, "Well,

boys, too see sich a sight as that, makes a feller feel dinged glad that

he's religious."

About 8 o'clock at night, we started back to our camp at Castillian

Springs, as tired a set of troops as ever tried to march. The night

was cold and the road icy and slippery. Some got back about mid-

night, but many others did not get in until daylight. We spoke of

Capt. Pinkerton slipping and falling. He ruptured himself seriously

in that fall, but the brave fellow kept up and did duty all day in

burying the dead, and marched back to camp, and was se\/erely

attacked by erysipelas next day. The sick list was largely increased

by this trying affair.

On the. next day, the 8th, all was quiet, but a sharp lookout was

kept. On the 9th, we began in earnest to fortify more extensively, as

Morgan, flushed with success, might dash down upon us.

On the lOth, Gen. Dumont, who had been with us for six months,

was relieved by General Joseph J. Reynolds, and went home. We
were sorry to lose the brave, wise and witty Dumont. We shall

never see his like again. He carried with him the warm affection of

every man in the division, and especially in the Seventy-Second. He
had been elected to Congress, where he did as noble service as he had

done in the field.

Before the witty and gall mt General leaves, we must tell his last

pa.ssage at arms of wit. One day, Lieut. Col. Kirkpatrick. who
commanded the regiment while Col. Miller was commanding the

brigade, was directed by Gen. Dumont to take the Seventy-Second to a

certain place on the line. The Colonel rode up to the regiment, which

stood at an order arms and faced to the front, and without ceremonies

said,
'

' Attention, boys ! follow me to the place the General has pointed

out;" and started to ride to the place himself Gen. Dumont said.

"Colonel, had you not better command your battalion to shoulder

arms and right face?" Col. Kirkpatrick said, in a good natured,

careless manner, "It don't make a d—d bit o' difference, General;

don't you see they are coming all right ? they know just what I want

'em to do, and will do it. too." The Colonel was correct. The

regiment had promptly shouldered arms, faced about, and was at his

horse's heels when Gen. Dumont spoke. "Well, if there's a mutua

understanding between you, it don't make a d—d bit o' difference,

sure enough," said Gen. Dumont, with his inimitable squint and nasal,

and rode quietly away, fully satisfied that the Seventy-Second and her
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brave Lieutenant Colonel'understood each other in plain EnL;lish, and

were not going to balk over a pebble of tactics in the way of duty.

There is more than a mere witty passage between the General and the

Colonel in the above. It illustrates the secret of the strength and

discipline of the volunteer troops of the United Srates. They were

not long in the field before intelligent officers comprehended what

should be done and how to do it properly ; whether they understood the

language of the tactics or not, they made theirintelligent soldiers un-

derstand them; there was 'a mutual understanding" and hence a

unity of action and effective execution. The Seventy-Second always

understood the gallant Col. Kirkpatrick, as the sequel will show.

On the iith, we were called up and formed line of battle long

before d y, stacked arms and went to work on the fortifications.

Hall's brigade, of our division, and Wolford's cavalry, reported to

Col. Miller for duty. Since the fate of Hartsville, we are on the'

extreme left of the army, and the way into Kentucky via Hartsville

is open to the enemy. On the 12th, we were still underarms. On
the 13th, Gen. Reynolds visited the camp and pronounced it unten-

able, there being some high points from which, he said, the rebels

could shell us out in two hours. We hardly thought so, and hated to

lose all our hard work, but we must obey our General, and he ordered

us to move about two miles west on to higher ground, near Bledsoe's

Creek, to which place we removed camp on the 14th of December.

Here we lay without fortifications, being often called up in the night

to form line of battle and lie for hours on our arms ; and frequently

we could hear the clatter of the hoofs of the rebel cavalry on the pike

in the vicinity of our camp. On the night we left our old Castillian

camp, rebels came into it. They were hovering about thick as flies in

August watching their opportunity to pounce down upon us

On December 14th, Sergt. McClure, with 36 men, was put on

picket between our present camp and the one just vacated at Castillian

Springs, and they formed a part of a chain picket on that and the

.south side of our camp. They had a corn field in their front, and

after night were ordered to fire on (with halting) anything that ap-

proached from that direction. About midnight a movement was

heard in the field, and the men began firing and kept it up at intervals

till morning, when, just at daylight, Capt. Hanna, who was officer of

the day, came tearing out to see what was the matter and to cheer us

up, when we found out in the field a gang of jacks and jennels quietly

feeding on the corn stalks.

It seems amusing now, but we failed to see the fun then.

The main topic amongst the soldiers was the advance of Rosecrans
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from Nashville on Bragg's army at Murfreeaboro. We all knew that

a great battle was soon to be fought there. It was in tho.se days of

folly when the Generals of our greit armies told all the newspaper

correspondents what they were going to do, and how they were going

to do it, and thus notified the rebels in advance of all our movements.

This was very convenient for the rebels, but death on Union soldiers.

This battle was approaching, ^and day by day we could hear the firing

of the artillery skirmishing of the two great armies, and day by day

we expected to be ordered to the front. Another topic of conversa-

tion was the lOO day emancipation proclamation which was to go into

effect by the issuance of another on the next New Years, now almost

come, proclaiming all the slaves of rebels free. Would the President

adhere to his purpose, or would he recede? Some thought he ought

to recede, as the attempted enforcement of such a proclamation would

only make the rebels resist more desperately to save their millions of

dollars' worth of slaves. Others held that the President should be

firm in his purpose, and as the slaves were the property of the rebels,

and a source of strength to the Rebellion, he should confiscate them

and put them in the Union army to work and to fight. What he did,

the world knows, and the world and Heaven approves his noble act.

On the 20th of December, Col. Woolford made a reconnoissance

towards Hartsville and found the rebel pickets occup)'ing that place.

At this time it had been quite well ascertained that when the battle

should begin between Rosecrans' and Bragg's armies. Morgan would

be sent with a heavy and fleet force to play havoc in the rear, destroy

trains, capture and destroy supplies, cut the railroad and telegraph,

and interrupt communication in all possible ways.

On the 22nd of December, Col. Wilder, of the 17th Ind., joined

our brigade and took command. The Seventy-Second always re-

garded this as an insult to Col. Miller, who had commanded the brigade

from the time we left Frankfort, and had commanded it well, being

liked and trusted by all the regiments of the brigade
;
but rank was

rank, and Col. Miller came back to the regiment, which had been com-

manded all this time by the brave and generous Lieut. Col. Kirkpatrick.

As soon as Wilder assumed command, (25th,) he ordered us to move

camp further south-\\est on to the top of the hill in the woods, which

was, we think, a good position.

On- the 25th, Christmas day, it was as warm and pleasant as a May

day. The birds sang, the spiders, flies, gnats, mosquitoes, and all their

kin folks, were out in force, and several of the Seventy-Second went

in swimming, and reported the water very pleasant.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Dccoiibcr 26///, 1862, to January 'ith, 1863

—

The Neiv Reveille— Ordered

to March—Forced March Tlirough the Rain to the Rock House and

Scottsville—A Two Days' Wade—Frozen ifi the Mud— Clothes up

and wade Big Barren Rivei— We may Forage a Little—At Glasgow
—Fresh Mutton and Pork, Chickens and Apple Jack, and a Regi-

mental Spree— fo Bear U'alloiv—Mule Brigade that Didn't Chase

Morgan— To Cave City and the Storm that Upset Tents—News from
the Great Battle at Stone River—A Victory on the Euiancipation Proc

lamation—March to Murfreesboro— On the Battlejield—Limbs Found
in Tents, Bodies in the Waters, and Devastation Everyzvhere— What's

de Matter, Da/i ?—Lito Camp at Murfreesboro on the Hickory Flats.

Up to this time all our movements had been regulated by fife and

drum. On the morning of the 26th, just before day. a bugler at Col.

Wilder's headquarters blew reveille. The men bounced up at once at

this new sound, supposing it might mean that the rebels were coming

in fury upon us. Before fully dressed, the breakfast call was blown,

and before breakfast a furious blast was blown which we were informed,

meant to strike tents and prepare to march. Breakfast was not half

eaten, but we arose and promptly hauled down tents, and before we
had them ready, the regimental teams came up in a sweeping trot.

Something was up we knew. Before the wagons were loaded, the

drums rolled out orders to fall in, and before the sun was up, we were

moving out to the pike, wondering whether we were to go to the main

army now advancing on Murfreesboro, or to Hart.sville and attack

Morgan,

At the pike we were halted and company commanders ordered to

send ever}^ man not able for a forced march, to Gallatin. Many
were really sick, and many who were not sick were not able for a long

forced march ; and some few played sick and fell out, which left each

comp">ny about 50 men—half the number at muster-in. Of the

number who fell out ^and were sent to Gallatin Hospital, 27 died.

What a terrible mortality!

We were to chase Morgan once more, and turned our faces north-

wards. Re)n'iolds' whole division was in the column. Just then a

cold rain began to fall and continued all day. We moved directly

north to the Rock House and went into camp on the ground we had

occupied just a month before. The marching had been miserable,

the mud ankle deep, water often knee deep, and we went into camp

wet, muddy and very tired.

On the 27th of December, we moved on to Scottsville, that famous
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rural town. We marched all day in rear of our train, and the rain

came down in torrents. We had to mrrch much of the time right

up little branches through water from six inches to a foot and a half

deep, and through mud from three inches to a foot deep. When we
went into camp at Scottsville, many of us were so coated with mud
to the waist, that we waded into the creek where it was two feet

deep and washed the mud off our clothes. The whole regiment

wore shoes, and as we had marched 40 miles in two days through

rain, mud and water, and over shar^D stones, the condition of our

feet might be better imagined than described. Some of us had

worn our shoes out, and our feet were raw and bleeding at ever)'

step. Almost f'very one's feet were very much blistered and sore.

With but little cooked rations— for it was difficult to get wood,

everything was so wet—we wrapped up in our. blankets to spoon to

the right or left, as the case might be, until morning. During the

night it turned cold, the rain turned to snow, and by morning the

ground was frozen an inch deep.

It was hard to pull out of the frozen earth on the 28th and resume

our march ; but it had to be d >ne, and we struck out early on the

Glasgow road, tarrying not in old Scottsville. We made another 20

miles that day, which was clear and cool, but quite muddy. About

'an hour before sundown, we came to the Big Barren River, where

we were commanded to strip and wade. The river was swollen, and

ice an inch thick had formed along the shore. We stripped off our

pantaloons and began to yell, "Close up!—-close up!—close up !"

With pants, shoes and socks, gun and haversack, elevated in air, we
waded mto the water and modestly elevated our hog-hair shirtsas the

water encroached on the lower borders thereof. The water was

almost to the armpits of the short men, and cold—booh I Just as

we were wading in, a smart orderly rode up and called out, " Col.

Wilder says for you to close up here." Some fellow who had his

shirt up to his neck yelled out, "Bear my compliments to the

Colonel and tell him I can't get clothes an inch higher without tear-

ing them off" There was many a slip and tumble in getting into

the bluff banked stream, and the officers and orderlies formed a line

below to catch those who might be washed down by the water,,

which ran as swift as a race horse. We crossed without serious

casualty, though many got handsome duckings and wet hog skins.

As soon as we crossed the river, we went into camp, where dry

rails were abundant, and if we didn't burn thousands of them that

night, then we are no historian. And if the country round about

was not foraged thoroughly for something to eat, then we were not
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good soldiers. The rain had spoiled all our rations and we were in

a manner out.

On the morning of the 29th, before we marched, Col. Miller told

us that as our rations were out, we might forage some, but to be

moderate and discreet. We had anticipated him a little, but cheered

as though it was a new born privilege. We availed ourselves of it

during the day but little, as we moved rapidly, making 20 miles

through forests, over hills and rocks. We crossed the Little Barren

River on a log in the forenoon, and went into camp near Glasgow

late in the afternoon.

When we got to Glasgow, our rations were utterly exhausted, and

we had to forage. Some of us remained in camp and built fires

while others went out to bring in something to eat. They found

sheep, hogs, chickens and turkeys, in abundance, and also "bought"

large quantities of meal, corn bread, biscuits and flour, from citizens.

A mill was pressed to grind meal and flour for the boys. Soon the

camp smelled as savory as Jerusalem of old on burnt offering day.

Hundreds of fires smoked with fresh meats. Mingled with this

odor of meats was one never smelt in Jerusalem—the odor of apple

jack. The boys had found a still house full of this jolly Kentucky

beverage and almost every man in the regiment got drunk. Of

course there were exceptions, but it was called a general and

glorious drunk by the oldest judges of that article. 'Twas a night of

feasting, frolic, fun, song and dance. Every fellow seemed to forget

his sore feet, his tattered shoes, and all his ills, and go in for a good

time. Those that were not drunk laughed themselves almost out-

side in. This was always referred to as the general drunk of the

regiment. There were times afterwards when two or three com-

panies would get well filled, but this is the only time when every

man in the regiment, who would indulge, got " three sheets in the

wind." Yet, be it said to the credit of the regiment, there were

many men who could, under no circumstances, be induced to touch

a drop. And the boys didn't get on much of a high, after all.

The fiddler of Company I felt pretty well, and to his music hundreds

of the boys danced in their tattered shoes and stockings until there

was scarce a bit of either left.

We remained at Glasgow all day the 30th, and on the 3 ist we started

north again before daylight. We marched 15 miles to a place called

Bear Wallow, a mere sign of a cross-road town, getting there just

after noon. Here it first became known to the men generally that

we were after Morgan, who had been raiding upon the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad, our main line of communication in Kentucky. .
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On January ist, while at Bear Wallow, we learned that Morgan

was making his way back into Tennessee. That evening, just after

sundown, the long roll beat, and we were just three minutes forming

line, being in line several mjnutes before any other regiment. The

enemy did not come and we lay on our arms all night. The move-

ments of Morgan were closely observed and reported by scouts, and

we knew he was hovering around us and measuring our strength and

position.

On this very evening of Jan.uary ist, 1 863, near night, when

firing was heard north of us and the report came that Morgan was

passing around our right flank, Col. Wilder, anxious to give chase,

attempted to mount a lot of men on the team mules of the division.

The mules were brought out in great haste, each one shaking his

tail as if he knew there was extra duty demantled. Not more than

one mule out of six had ever had a man on its bick, and never

wanted to have. The order to mount was given, and the bold men
and officers each leaped upon his mule; each mule gave a bray,

brought his head between his fore feet as his heels flew high into the

air, and each man also fleAv high into the air and flopped down in the

mud. The mules wiggled their tails, shook their heads, and became

as demure as Quakers. The brave men picked themselves up out

"of the mud and each went for his mule again, and sprang upon their

backs. The mules turned a hand-spring as before, sending the men
tumbling into the air. Scarcely a man stuck except those that got

on to the saddle mules. Soon. the mules seemed to understand the

game and began to jump on to each other's backs, some of them

climbing on behind the men that had stuck and knocking them off;

some ran under the bellies of other mules and hoisted them from the

ground, and in a minute they were as badly tangled as a den of

snakes, braying piteously, shaking their tails and kicking up and

down, right and left. In vain those holding the bridles while others

tried to mount shouted, " Who-o-o-a !" with a chorus of mill dams,

coffer dams, and all sorts of dams. It was worse than a battery of

grape and canister, and the mule line had to be aba--doned, upon

which they untangled, shook their tails, and were soon at their re-

spective wagons eating hay as solemnly as hypocrites. The,

Seventy Second had no part in this farce except to do the laughing.

The 17th did the swearing.

It is said that this attempt to form a mule brigade to chase Morgan

was the conception of the idea which resulted in Col. Wilder having

the brigade mounted some months afterwards. We had been

chasing Morgan's force, which was mounted on the best blooded
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horses of the South, in nnilc wagons and on loot, and the Colonel

seeing the futility of such chases, determined that he would tr}' and

have a brigade mounted so as to travel as rapidly as Morgan could.

So the attempt to form the mule brigade was prolific, if not success-

ful at Bear Wallow.-

When Hp.rtsville was abandoned, the way was left open into

Kentucky, and Morgan, with 6,000 cavalry, eight pieces of artillery

and two howitzers, marched rapidly on the 24th of December, for

Bowling Green, tore up the railroad, and did a great deal of mischief

;

but being assailed in front, rear and flanks, he fled towards Tennes-

see. Re)'no]ds' division had been hurried forward to intercept him,

but although we marched 20 miles a day, the old fox flanked around

and got away. An old Kentuckian who came into our camp to

protest against our burning his rails, was treated with marked civility

by officers and men. He was asked why this place was called Bear

Wallow. "You see that thar pond up yander, don't you ?" We
said, " Yes sir. " " Well, long time ago, when I fust settled hare, b'ars

used to come an' waller in it; and when the Post-office was made at

these cross rods in my house, we called it B'ar Waller."

While we were on this march, the great battle o( Stone Riv^r was

being fought, and but (or the chase alter Morgan we would have

participated in it.

January 2nd, in the afternoon, we moved some 14 miles from

Bear Wallow to Cave City on the L. & N. Railroad, t^ take the

cars for Nashville. We were very anxious to learn the result of the

battle of Murfreesboro, and also of what had come of the emanipa-

tion proclamation, as we had heard nothing from the world since the

25th. We moved through woods and fields, over a mere country

trail, to Cave City, arriving in the night and rain. Our wagons were

there and tents were hastily put up to keep off the rain. Just before

daylight, a most terrific wind and rain storm struck the camp. The

tents flopped and rattled; men jumped up to hold them down, some
with no garment on but their shirts, which cracked and popped in the

storm like vollies of musketry. Hallooing, braying and confusion

was in the air, and down came almost every tent. The air was full

of hats, caps, breeches, drawers, and everything that a mighty wind

could move, chased by men in their shirts. It was the most

ridiculous scene ever witnessed in the regiment. Men were hunting

pantaloons and other articles for some time after daylight. It was

the first night for over a week that we had an opportunity to sleep

like white folks, and to be raided by a rebel wind in that style was

too vexatious.

12
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The sun came up bright and warm, and gave the m^n a chance to

dry blankets and clothing. Near oar camp was a p3culiar cave, the

mouth of which was funnel shaped, 50 feet across at the top, just as

deep as wide, a deep pool in the centre of the bottom, where a

hydraulic ram worked and pumped water to a railroad track a mile

distant. From the pool, a cave ran to the north-east no telling how

far; some of us followed it a mile. We had to get into the cave by

passing over some slabs that lay over the pool. Some of the 17th

Ind. men squatted down on the slabs, and as we attempted to pass

them Capt. Watts. Company I, accidentally pushed one of them in,

which made lots of fun, and iots of cursing-, too, from the fellow that

got ducked.

We lay at this camp until the 5th of January, during which time we

heard that Rosecrans' army had gained a great victory over Bragg,

compelling him to evacuate his works at Stone River, leave Murfrees-

boro, and flee for Duck River. This gave wonderful cheer to the

troops. We also learned that the President had issued his emancipa-

tion proclamation. While we lay here the inevitable drill was attended

to for part of each day, and getting wood the other part of the day.

One day Maj. Carr was drilling the battalion, and Capt. Hanna,

getting a little tangled, disputed the correctness of one of the Major's

commands and refused to execute it. This a-.tonished every one, for

the Major was very bright in the tactics. After some parley, Capt.

Hanna, who was notorious for knowing . very little of the tactics,

executed the command under protest. After going off drill, the Cap-

tain went to the Major's quarters and offered an apology, saying that

he was wrong and the Major was correct.

' 'Well, why didn't you sa}^ so on drill ?" asked the Major, withwarmth.

" Why, do you suppos^-, Maj. Carr, that Tm such a dashed fool as

to acknowledge before my compan)' that I am wrong? " replied the

Captain with solemn emphasis.

On the afternoon of the 5th, we began to pack up and but our

equipage on the train to go to Nishville. The hardest things to load

were the mules, many of which had to be literally lifted up and shoved

into the doors despite their kicking and braying. We ran to Nashville

that night, and it was a miserable duplicate of the ride from Indiana-

polis to J effersonvi'le. It was a box and flat car train; the artillry was

put on the flat cars and half our regiment on top the box cars. It was

our fortune, as usual, to be put on top. The fir5.t part of the night was

bitter cold, and about midnight it began to rain, and soon we were

wet to the' skin. We were so overcome with fatigue that we could

not resist sleep, and taking our gun slings we strapped ourselves to
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the foot board to keep from rolling off, and were thumped and banged

until da}'light, when we arrived at Nashville, running 100 miles in a

little over 14 hours. The miserable old train just flew dovyn some of

the grades and crawled up others.

That morning, (the 6th), we marched through the muddy streets of

Nashville, and to camp three miles south-west of it, expecting to stay

a few days, but that very night, we got orders to draw clothing and

prepare to march in the morning. As we had not drawn any

clothing since we enlisted, except overcoats, and as we had just had

one of the muddiest marches soldiers ever made, we were dirty and

ragged beyond description, and as previously hinted, some were a

little graybackish.

The whole regiment drew a complete new outfit, except dress

coats, and we also drew new gum blankets. This work was not

finished until midnight, and yet there were -several men in each

company for whom there were no pantaloons big enough,

and a special requisition had to be sent to Nashville to get harness

they could work in. There were five sergeants in Company I, whose

combined weight .was 1,000 pounds.

At 2 A. M. of the 7th, reveille sounded. We got up in the snow

and took breakfast at 4, got into Nashville by dawn, and learned that

we were to go to Murfreesboro with the 17th Indiana and 19th Indiana

Battery, as advance guard for a train of 3,000 wagons that were

loaded with rations for the army at that place. There was a thin

snow on the ground, which melted as the sun arose and made walking

sloppy. We had all drawn new shoes, the pike was torn to pieces by

the movement of heavy artillery over it, and full of sharp stones and

immense mud holes. The shoes pinched and blistered our feet—for a

pike is far worse than a dirt road to march over—we moved very

rapidly, and before night, almost half the men had fallen out of ranks

We marched 35 miles that day, including three miles from camp to

Nashville, and the last 10 of it was exquisite torture. Blisters formed

and bursted upon the feet that day by .scores. But the brave victors

at Stone River needed food, and we would not halt as long as we
could move one foot after the other. Many of the teams gave out.

and several mules smothered in the mud holes in which they fell" ex-

hausted The poor mule is odd, but he has never had a proper

eulogium pronounced up his service, his sufferings and his patriotism,

and we are sorry to say there is no space in these pages for so great

a spread.

We went into camp three miles from Murfreesboro on one of the
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battle fields, every foot of which had been fought over. Indeed,

all the way from Nashville to Stone River was scarred by the great

struggle, but as we neared that river, the evidence of the fearful

conflict became more ghastly and startling. Many pages could be

taken in describing the ravages of the battle. In many places the

hedges and underbrush have been mown down like weeds by the

leaden storm of musketry. In other places great trees were torn

limb from limb, and some even blown up at the roots. One large

tree had been perforated by seven large shells ; huge pieces had been

torn out of it, but it still stood like a scarred veteran. Thegioundin
the forest was covered by limbs cut from the trees by cannon shot

and shell. Hundreds of horses lay upon the ground torn and

mangled. It was after dark when we got into camp ; when we
built our fires, a man's leg was found in our quarters—cold comfort.

A Company C man picked up a rebel canteen and threw it in the

fire, .''nd in a few minutes it exploded and wounded a man seriously.

This was hot comfort, and convinced us of the truth of the state-

ment vve had often heard, that rebel soldiers had gun powder and

whisky furnished to them to make them fight furiously. Indeed, we
afterwards picked up many a rebel canteen which had gun powder

in it and smelled of whisky, which leaves no doubt of the fact in

our mind.

In hunting for water, we found a pond and filled our camp kettles

and did our cooking with the water. Next morning we went to that

poncl for more water, and lound two dead rebels lying in it frozen in

the ice. We went to Stone River, nearly a mile away, to get water,

.and when we got to it, there lay anotner dead rebel in the edge of

the water. The reflection that we had drank coffee made from the

wasting of dead rebels was not pleasant. But such is war. Many
men from that bloody field were buried hurriedly in out-of-the-way

places, and often not very deep. We know of several instances

where wagons would pass over the bodies, and the head, hands or

feet, would fly up out of the soft ground as ghosts rising from the

earth. We shall never forget a horrible incident where a wagoner

accidently drove over one of these shallow graves and a man's hand

flew out of the ground. "Look at that fellow grabbing at my wagon

wheel," roared out the rough soldier.

On the 8th, we started late and moved leisurely over the battle

field of the. second day's fight, noting with curiosity and deep in-

terest the many scars and seams of the terrible cafnage. After

crossing Stone River, we went into an old field on a high ground to

rest. The pioneer corps were very busy felling trees, just north of
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us, to be used in buildin<^ a bridge. A lot ol' teams were waiting to

haul away the tiinber. A negro who drove a team had lain down in

his wagon and gone to sleep; a large tree beg.m to fall near his six

mule team, creaking and crashing as it came down, the mules sprang

forward and began to run at full speed ; in 10 rods the front a.xle

hit solid on a big stump, every mule broke loose, faced square about

and stood still as if amazed ; the wagon bed fliw 10 feet into the air

and came down with a crash. VVe expected the negro was mashed

into jelly; but he "kind 'o" roused up a little, looked around and

said, "What's 'a m itter da'r." When our regiment roared with

laughter, he looked at us with a bewildered expression, as if we were

all fools.

We moved through Murfreesboro, a mile east on the McMinnville

pike, and went into camp south of the road, in a very flat piece of

ground heavily wooded—hickory flits, that's precisely what it was.

This was a week after the battle, yet everything was in confusion.

We were now encamped in line by brigades along with all our

division, and were for the first time regularly incorporated into the

Army ol the Cumberland.

CHAPTER XVIII.

From JiDiuary ^th to Fcbnimy \gth, 1863

—

Rtrapitnlatioii of Result

of First Six Months Service—Resignations, Deaths, Diseharges and

Desertions-— Onr Sick and Dead Left all Along our Line of Hard
Marches—Hard Dtity and Short Rations at Murfreesboro— TJie

Fndless Chain of Mules— Tardy Repairing of the Railroad— Officers

Dismissed—Scouts to Franklin, Liberty and other Places— " A Hoss !

A Hoss I my Kingdom for a Hoss!"— Talk of Mounting— Capt.

Pinkerton s Prayer—Discouraging and Encouraging Letters— The
Poxv'er of our Lhivic Women— Testing the Seventy-Second by Tivo

Paces to the Front—A Hypocrite and Spy Shot—Deserter s Head
Shaved and Cheek Branded ivith a Red Hot Lron—First Pay Day
—An Incident—Move Camp from the Old Death-Pit Into an Open

Field— I7ie Seventy-Second Soitfor a Little Lumber and Brings in a

Sau< Mill— '

' Surrender ! you- d—d Yank—Surrender ! you d—d Reb.''
'

— The Rebels Attack Hall's Brigade and are Defeated—Imposing

'Funeral Ceremonies.

We have now been in the service five months from enlistment,

and this point marks an epoch in the history of our regiment. From
the day of our entering Camp Tippecanoe, and our muster at In-
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dianapolis, we have been constantly on the move, hardly staying long-

enough in any one place to get our camp fitted up and our clothes

washed. Here we begin a season of camp life which lasts almost

six months. Vt seems but yesterday since we left our homes of

peace and plunged into the midst of the strite. But let us take a

brief retrospect and we shall see what sad changes have been

wrought in those short—to us long—months.

Adjt. Rice, who, if not the father of the regiment, was a father to

it, has been promoted to Adjutant General on Gen. Reynolds' staffs

Maj. Samuel C. Kirkpatrick to the Lieutenant Colonelcy; Capt.

Henry M. Carr, Company B, lo the Majority, and Capt. Jesse Hill,

Company I, to the Chaplaincy of the regiment. The following had

resigned: Capts.' Henry Wilson, E; Robert LaFollett, D; First

Lieutenants, Ir.i Brown, I; George Ross, K. Second Lieutenants,

George Ruger, C; George W. Ward, H; James H Whitcomb, KJ
David H. Ashman, D ; a total loss of nine commissioned

ofificers, one of whom, Capt. Wilson, had died after resig-

nation.

The losses of non-commissioned of^cers and privates by death,

discharge and desertion, for the same period, were as follows :

Died DiNcharged Deserted
Compam A 2 4 1

B 5-

C 6 I.

D 2.

E 4 5-

F 10 I

G 4 4-
H 3 2

1 4 6
K c 2.

Totals 43 29 15

Making a loss of nine officers and 87 men, a total loss of 96 in five

months. But this loss of one-third of the commissioned ofificers and

one-tenth of the men is but a faint representation of the terrible

suffering and losses which our short service had caused. We had

left our dead all along the line of our marches, and our sick and

exhausted in every hospital. Many were lingering in the hospitals

at the date of this recapitulation who died afterwards from the effects

of the hardships ot our first five months' service. To prove this, it

is only necessary to go back to the starting point and note the deaths

in the various hospitals : Two died at Jeffersonville ; seven at New
Albany; 13 at Louisville; two at Frankfort; two at Bardstown

;

seven at Bowling Green ; six at Scottsville*; 27 at Gallatin ; four at

Nashville; 24 at Murfreesboro, making a total of 94 who died within

six weeks after we got to Murfreesboro. That is, 43 men had died
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by January 8th, 1863, the date of our going into camp at Murfrees-

boro, and 51 died in the next six weeks!

The Hartsville run and the Morgan chase had in. six weeks been

more fatal than all the battles our regiment was ever in. In the

first six months of our service, three times as many men died as

were killed during the whole three years service of the regiment.

We have no data from which to calculate the number finally dis-

charged for disability contracted before we reached Murfreesboro
;

but asuming that the rate of discharge was the same as the death

rate, the result is 70 discharged; a loss of some 189 men and 10

commissioned officers, a total loss of 199—one filth of the regiment

—as the result of the first five months' service. Had this rate of loss

been continued, the entire regiment would have been dead or dis-

charged in 25 months. Few will differ from the statement that the

severest period on the health of the regiment had been almost passed.

Gen. Rosecrans' whole army of 47,000 was lying in and around

Murfreesboro, and with all speed the proper points were strongly

fortified and all approaches were picketed. There were details for

fatigue duty on fortifications, and hard work for many days after we

pitched camp, in those miserable hickory flats. The question for

getting rations forward from Nashville, a distance of 35 miles, was a

very serious one. The railroad had been torn up by the rebels

during the late battle and was in a painfully slow process of repair.

Every day 300 wagons loaded with rations, each wagon drawn by

six mules, left Nashville for Murfreesboro ; every day 300 such

teams left Murfreesboro for Nashville, to be in their turn loaded and

sent back with rations. Thus an endless chain of mule teams was

moving on this pike all the time, drawing supplies for this great

army ; and as it rained a great deal, no wonder that the pike became

next to impassable. Teams were three days regulary, and often four

days, on the road from Nashville to Murfreesboro. It required a

long time to get enough provisions up for full rations for the army,

though the teams at first brought in 2,000 loads a week. It took

about three months to put the railroad in running order, and five

months to accumulate military stores sufficient to move on Bragg at

Shelbyville, Tenn,, who, during this delay, had grown stronger than

ever before. What a contrast between the manner in which the

army was supplied at this time and during the last two years of the

war, when Sherman would have had the cars running in two days,

and his men would never have lost a ration, as he did on the Atlanta

Campaign. All this time we were hard at work on fortifications and

picket duty, and in addition scouring and scraping the country for
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forage, and the rebels were bolder and more defiant than every they

had been before, and hardly a day passed that they did not attack

some post or foraging party, and often with success.

The first day we were at Murfreesboro a detail of 100 men from our

regiment was sent on picket, Capt. Watts in command. He was

ordered to picket in front of our division, and to connect his lines with

the pickets on the right and left. It was very dark and rainy, and

he could find no lines to connect with, but posted his men the best he

could and waited for daylight to find the other pickets. We were

very short of rations, and Capt Watts had none at all, except what the

men of his company gave him. Just at daylight, he went to a house

to get something to eat, and while gone, the officer of "the day, the

Major of the 17th Ind., came and found him off his post, and as soon

as he returned put him under arrest and subsequently preferred

charges against him for which he was dismissed on the 20th ofJanuary,

by order of Gen. Reynolds.

Col. Miller says, "this^was all wrong ;" and it was so regarded by
everybody in the regiment, as by it Compiny I lost its best officer.

We may also here speak of Lieut. Orrin E. Harper, Company F, who
was dismissed the service on March 2nd of the same year, and of

whose dismissal Col. Miller says, in equall\' emphatic terms, "It

should never have been done." And Hornada, of Company F, says

that " Lieut. Harper was at once father and brother to the company.''

On the 23rd of January, our regiment went out fifteen miles in the

direction of Franklin, to guard a forage train. We became aware

that the enemy was making a movement for our capture, and began a

speed}' return to camp, bringing in our train all right, and making a

30 mile march. Just as we got back, we met a force going out to our

relief, as Gen. Reynolds had been apprised ot the movements of the

enemy and feared we would be cut off That was as brisk a march,

especially returning, as the regiment ever made, except when it ran to

Hartsville. In going out, before danger was apprehended, we passed

through a section wnere things were pretty plenty, and the boys

managed some way (bought them, we suppose,) to get hold of hams,

shoulders, fresh side meat, cabbage, chickens, geese, turkeys, &c.,

&c., which were stuck on to, or hung on to, thier bayonets. And,

although the return march was very rapid, not a man would part with

any of this newly acquired property, and brought it all into camp.

We have known of soldiers throwing away, blankets, clothing, knap-

sacks, and even guns, on occasians, but who ever heard of a soldier

throwing away a ham, a chicken, a cabbage head, or any such thing?

Very few.
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* It will be impossible to mention all the scouts we made while lying

at Murfreesboro, and therefore wc select the most important ones.

On the morning of F'ebruary 3rd. Reynolds' division started to

Liberty, the object being to make a forced march and surprise the

enemy at that place. The division moved briskly to Auburn, near

which one of the enemy's pickets was captured, and it was learned

that the rebels had a force of about 1,500 at Liberty. On Wednes-

day, the 4th, it was clear and cold. We got ready to move on the

enemy at daylight, the first brigade having the advance, and moved

so cautiously that it took all day to march seven miles ; and when we

got to Libert}', we found the enemy had been gone some time. We
might as well have surprised and captured them. When we got to

Liberty, we marched eight miles in pursuit on a road the rebels did

not take, and camped at Alexandria. It was a very severe night of

rain and snow. On that night two of our brigade were captured by

the rebels.

On the 5th, we moved 20 miles, the rebels following in our rear

closely all the time to pick up any unfortunate man who could not

keep up. or any stragglers. On the 6th, it was clear and cold ; we
passed through Lebanon, Tenn., and went into camp at Bird's Mills,

on the Murfreesboro road, six miles from Lebanon. On the 7th. we

got on the road early, Hall's brigade taking the front, the wagon

trains following, and the Seventy-Second some half mile behind the

train. While passing through a dense cedar thicket, which had once

been infested by robbers, but now by guerrillas, the latter swarmed out

from the thicket and attacked the train furiously. The train would

have been captured, too, had it not been for some men of Company I,

who being foot-sore had been permitted to start in advance. They

were right at the place the attack was made and opened fire on the

assailants, driving them into the woods. The Seventy- Second quickly

formed line of battle and came to the rescue, and Lilly's battery

shelled the woods, which were too dense for troops to penetrate in

any sort of order. The rebels lost two killed and five captured in this

little affair.

Sergt. Sam. Taylor, of Company I, played a clever piece of

strategy on this occasion. His feet were so crippled that he could

hardly walk at all. He had strapped his gun on his knapsack, and

with a cane in each hand was moving along with the greatest difficulty
;

but when the rebels attacked the train, he threw both canes away and

ran like a buck back to the regiment. When the boys raised a great

laugh at this sudden cure, he said: " Well, what the deuce could I

do but run; my gun was strapped to my back so I could not get it

13
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off, and the way the Johnnies were peppering them old Wdgon boxes!

I was afraid they might hit me." "But how about your feet?" asked

the boys. '' O, they don't hurt me a bit now
;

I don't think I shall

need a cane any more to-day," he replied. Taylor was a good

soldier, and ever after was always ready.

Another little incident to show the spirit of the Seventy-Second.

When near Murfreesboro, late in the evening, something obstructed

the movements of Hall's brigade, and our regiment had to stand in

column until their legs ached and their patience was exhausted,

moving a rod or two and waiting. When they reached the obstruc-

tion which had so long detained them, they found it to be a big mud
hole, over which Hall's brigade had passed single file on a rail When
our men saw what it was, they called out to Col. Miller, " If your

horse can go through it we can." The Colonel rode through it and

the mud and water was only knee deep to the horse. At once the men

raised the yell that they used on charging rebel works and dashed

through it double quick, four abreast. VVe crossed Stone River on a

bridge of i^agons drawn up side by side, and got into our camp at

Murfreesboro at lO o'clock at night, muddy, tired and ravenously

hungry. The result of the trip was 50 prisoners and three rebels

killed.

During this month there began to be considerable talk about mount-

ing the regiment. At first there were a large majority of men and

officers opposed to it ; they said they had enlisted and been drilled as

infantry, and they didn't want to become cavalry. But the many

scouts we had to make through the mud and over the hills, fording

mud holes and streams on foot, brought us to the conclusion that if

we had to do cavalry duty, we would prefer to have horses to ride.

This was especially the case on a scout begun on February 17th, and

continued to the 19th, towards Trinne, about 12 miles from Murfrees-

boro. It rained very hard, the streams became high and the roads

desperately muddy, and the cry of Richard could be heard all along

the line at every stream and extra bad piece of road, "a hoss ! a hoss !

my kingdom for a hoss!" This trip was prolonged to the 19th, on

account of the high waters, and when the men got back to camp they

were for mounting by a large majority.

After arriving at Murfreesboro, there were some who expressed

dissatisfaction with the President's emancipation proclamation. One

day a Lieutenant visited the headquarters of Company G, was

invited to stay and take dinner, and accepted. Dinner was spread on

a table made of ammunition boxes in the little tent ; the outlay was

plain and the beans not over done. While eating, the question of the
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proclamation came up. The visiting Lieutenant said, in a fretful, com

plaining spirit :

" Well, if I were living here in the South, and such a proclamation

should be issued, I'd feel like fighting the Government forever before

giving up my property."

" You don't quite approve the proclamation, then?" quietly sug-

gested some one.

" No sir, decidedly I don't. I think it an outrage upon the rights

of property
—

"

Capt. Pinkerton could stand it no longer, and brought his fist down

with violence upon the table, knocking a tin platter of beans and s. b.

to the top of the tent, as he said with such emphasis as to blow the

beans out of his mouth until they rattled like musket balls against the

side of the tent :

'

' Lieutenant, I say any man who will talk that way

'damn him !—damn him !
!— damn him ! !

!' (hitting the table to em-

phasize each damn.) Lm not swearing, now, either, I'm praying!

—I'm praying !
!—I'm praying !! ! Such disloyalty is contemptible."

The Lieutenant didn't pursue the subject, but did very ^oon pursue

his way from that tent of earnest, pointed prayer, not caring to be

prayed for after that fashion. In this connection we mention that

there were many discouraging letters sent to many of the men by those

at home who opposed the Administration. The emancipation pro-

clamation, and the talk of arming negroes, were seized upon to

encourage desertion. Some men received letters telling them if they

would desert and come home they would be protected against arrest

and punishment. But we siy, with pride, that these letters were

almost universally spurned. Many of them were handed over to the

officers, and some of them sent home to be filed with the county

officers of the counties from which they were sent. In this hour of

peril to the Union cause, many thousands of the wives, mothers,

sisters and sweethearts, of our soldiers wrote them letters exhorting

them to be firm, gallant and hopeful ; to not waver in the least degree

in facing all the dangers and hardships of field and camp. These

letters were a power for good which can never be fully measured.

We have many such letters before us which show what heroines our

women were in those fiery, bloody days. Had not the women been

brave, and ready to suffer privation with patience and courage, we are

candid in saying that the Union cause might have failed. We speak

from personal knowledge when we say, that many a soldier was led to

desertion by letters from wife, mother, sister, or some lady friend.

Others who were too honorable to violate their oaths became heart-

broken, and died of home sickness—pining away in unutterable
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anguish—dying by inches. We know of such cases and mention a

few. One day we were asked to walk with a noble soldier; we had

been in the field but four months. When some distance from camp,

he pulled a letter from his pocket which he asked us to read. It

was, indeed, a pitiable document. The wife of the man had written

it, and tilled it with the most agonizing entreaties for him to get off,

in some way, and come home. She told of how she dreamed of

seeing him dead when she fell asleep, and awoke screaming with

anguish ; how she wept by day and by night ; how her three little chil-

dren joined in her sorrow and refused to be comforted. The poor

fellow sat on a log and shook with emotion. We told him to write

her cheerful letters ; to insist on her believing that he would Come out

all right, and that he was not in half as much danger as she

supposed. "I have done all that," he replied; "I have written to

her over and over, but to no purpose. She began to write me in

this way as soon as I had left for the front, and twice a week, on an

average, I have such letters." The letters gre^v worse; his wife

became so Weak from grief that she was bed fast. The poor fellow

could not get home ; he became melancholy, took sick and simply

perished—slain by grief.

Many similar instances we knew, and give one more. A young

man entered the service as a line officer, leaving a young wife at

home. For two years she wrote him brave, cheerful letters. The

fearful campaigns of 1874 came on ; the line officer had become a

field officer ; his wife read in the papers of the fearful carnage, and

her heart became heavy with an awful dread that her husband's

name mjght be in the next list of killed. She began to write the

most depressing letters to her husband. Her health was delicate;

the officer idolized his wife. His courage failed ; he became cowed

if not a coward ; he was now in command of the regiment, but he

rode at its head no more. He was not sick enough to be in

hospital, he was not well enough to be in the front. He lost

reputation amongst those who had admired him for his courage, and

went out of the service almost in disgrace, and quite in contempt of

his command. It is proper to say this officer was not a Seventy-

Second man. Wonderful was the power of a brave, sensible wife,

mother, sister, or sweetheart, over a soldier in the field! Such

women could make first rate soldiers of men who, without such a

power over them, would have been very poor military material, if

not worthless.

Good letters from home would often make a sick man almost well.

It was a reply often given, when one soldier would say to another
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who was not well,. " How are you to day?" " O, I'm almost well ; I

got a bully letter from mother, or sister, or wife, to-day ; it does me
good all over." At the risk of being tedious, we give a few quotations

from letters. A mother, who had been left with five little children,

in a log house on a rented farm, in the forest, writes to her husband

who was a private :

"'Well, when you left home you know we both promised that we
would tell each other, once a week, if possible, all that had happened.

1 have your last letter, and I thank our Father which art in Heaven

that it is so well with you. When I think of your exposure and hard-

ships on these cold nights, and your dangers beside, I know that I am
blest with ease and comfort, and feel that I have hardly any right to so

much ease, when you and others have so many hardships. It snowed

hard last night, and when I got up in the morning I found snow three

inches deep all over the floor. Little Mattie looked out of the bed,

from under cover, and said, ' Mamma, do 'oo fink it 'nowed on papa

last night?' She is so sweet ! Frank said, ' No it didn't either; for

he's got a tent and God covers him up with a blanket every night.'

I had sent to mill for meal three days ago, but hadn't got any yet,

and I had but little breakfast for the children and myself, but we all

ate it with thanks, only hoping that you had as much and as good.

I am now at uncle's and we are all right. I walked through the deep

snow and carried Katie on my shoulders and the baby in my arms ; the

other children walked. W^e pray for you all the time. We think you

will come home. Be cheerful and happy about us, take care of your-

self I know we wiJl conquer, and am glad we are doing all we

can," &c

While passing through a hospital, one day, a soldier boy called to

us to come and reaci a letter from his mother. The letter was written

by his mother after the reception of the news of the loss of her son's

leg in battle. It was as full of consolation as the famous dialogue of

Hugh and his mother, in the old school readers. When we had done

the reading, he eagerly asked, "Isn't that a good letter?" To this

we replied affirmatively, and he said,
'

' I tell you I feel proud of my
mother, and I just wish I had a dozen legs to lose in the defence of

my country, just because she loves it so well. She has always written

me the bulliest letters you ever read. I have a big stock of them,

and when I used to get cowardly or blue, I would take one of these

letters and read it, and I'd be all right again."

A sister wrote to her brother in almost these words: " Well, Scott

has finally gone to the war.; he got into the 73rd Indiana some way or

other; he must have told a fib about his age, as he is not old enough
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by at least i8 months. You know Seth and Taylor went into the

7th Indiana Zouaves
; John went into Col. Coburn's regiment

;
James

went into the 143d Indiana, and you into the Seventy-Second Indiana

This takes the six boys—every boy in the family. We all thought

father would be greatly broken down when his last and youngest son

left him, but it is not so ; he really wants to go himself so much that

he can hardly sleep. If he could get in by a little fib about his age as

easily as Scott did, I really do think he would hardly hesitate to tell

it. He now puts his age five years younger than he did before all his

boys went into the army. I really believe that he is prouder of these

six sons in the army than he would be of a big bag of gold. We
women folks help father do the out-door work, and we will do our

part gladly, and pray for you all, and send you all the little favors we
can. We know "the time has come when brothers must fight, and

sisters must pray at home—and work as well as pray."

The following is part of a letter written by his sweetheart to a

member of the Seventy-Second, Company I : ''Dear Friend:—It may
be that we shall never meet again on earth, and that I shall never

again see your dear face, or hear your words assuring me of your

affections. It may be that your body, enervated by disease, weakened

by privation or smitten by the enemy, shall be left to moulder on the

battle field, or in a strange land
;
yet in your last moments—though

left to die on the cold ground, pierced by the enemy's balls, with no

friendly voice to soothe your last moments, no kind hand to close your

dying eyes—I know your last thoughts will be of her who writes these

lines to you. Such a fate would indeed be hard, and would cause me
unutterable pain and long sorrow. Yet, she who wishes you happiness

and prosperity on earth, and a home in heaven, writes to say that with

all her love for you, with ail her desire for your safety, she thinks it is

better for you to go and fight for your country, share the toils and

hardships of those who are in the field, and the worst fate that could

possibly befall you, than to remain at home with kindred and friends,

and all that the heart holds dear, and see the old flag trodden under

the feet of traitors, and our splendid Government destroyed. What
are home and friends without liberty ? I love you all the more

because you are a patriot soldier. The braver you are the more will

I love you. Be assured that the few hours we have passed together

will never be forgotten by me, whatever befalls you. If you die like

a brave soldier, I will ever hold you sacred in memory. If you

return safe from the field, having done nobly your duty, I will receive

you with delight."

We might multiply these specimens of heroism displayed by our
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noble women during the war, but it is useless. Before the mind of

son, husband, brother and lover, in the toil and conflict of camp,

march and bloody field, stood the fair angelic forms of those dear

ones whose love and esteem was more precious than life. In such

presence none but cravens could be cowards. Every brave soldier

will say, God bless the noble Union women for their grand words and

deeds during the war. They were equal to legions of angels.

While we lay at Murfreesboro, some time after the battle of Stone

River, Col. Miller got a hint that there was considerable discontent-

ment in his regiment. He could have no patience for a soldier who
made the course of the Government a pretext for not fully doing his

sworn duty. He therefore determined that he would '

' sift out the souls

of his men." Accordingly, one evening on dress parade he made a

short statement to the regiment of what he had heard but did not

believe. He said he would ask—not command—those who were

determined to stand honorably to their oaths and do their sworn duty,

to step two paces to the front ; if there were any in the regiment who
desired to violate their oaths they might stand still, that he and all

others might see them. He then requested all who were determined to

stand by their oaths and do their duty to step two paces forward.

The whole noble old Seventy-Second bounded two steps to the front,

with a promptness and energy that satisfied its brave Colonel that there

was not a man in it who was less than a whole loyal man. The

Colonel said he knew he was not disappointed in his regiment, and

that this action gave the? unanimous d—d lie to its slanderers. The

Colonel, like Capt. Pinkerton, and sundry other officers and men,

pr lyed a little sometimes, and this was one of the times.

Shortly after we went into camp at Murfreesboro, there came into

camp a strange kind of man, dressed in citizens' clothing, who
pretended to be very religious, saying he had been sent by the

Christian Commission. He carried a good supply of paper, stamps,

envelopes and other notions, which we very much needed, and gave

them to all who could not pay for them. For a time he came into

our camp nearly every day, talked, sang and encouraged us to be good

men and soldiers. His manner was to get upon a stump and s'ng

patriotic songs, many of his own composition, about Morgan and

Bragg, Rosecrans' great victory over Bragg, and other epics. He
had a good voice, a pleasant address, and we enjoyed his visits. The
regiment would gather around him in large numbers, hear his songs

and exhortations, receive his notions, and then he would go to the

next regiment and repeat ; and so he put in his time. After keeping

this up for about two weeks, Gen. Negley had him arrested on
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suspicion of his being a spy. He was put into the provost guard

house in Murfreesboro, which was a long store room. One dark,

rainy night, the guard fell asleep and the fellow slipped by him. A
Seventy-Second man who was present gave the alarm and told the

guard to go after the fellow and bring him back. The guard was

afraid to leave his post, and the rascal would soon have escaped had

not the Seventy-Second man seized a gun, ran after and bid him to

halt ; but he would not halt, and the soldier shot him dead. On ex-

amination of the body the next morning, a complete map of the

fortifications about Murfreesboro was found on it, even to the positions

of the various regiments. He was one of Bragg's spies and met a

spy's fate.

On Sunday, March ist, a man in the 75th Indiana who had been tried

by a court-martial for desertion and an attempt to kill an officer,

received the execution of the sentence. Reynolds' whole division was

drawn up in line, without arms, on the McMinnville Pike, to witness

the deed. The condemned man, hand-cuffed, was marched to the

front and centre of the division, where a fire was burning briskly. He
was seated on a stool near the fire A barber lathered his head until it

was white as snow, and then proceeded to shave it until it was as bare

as the palm and as slick as an onion. This done, his head was firmly

held, while Col. Wilder took a red-hot iron from the fire and pressed

it against the right cheek—a siz and jet of steam—the iron is with-

drawn, and there is a large red D upon the cheek. The bands all

began to play the rogue's march, while the deserter was taken to the

extreme left of the division and marched along its front, bare headed,

the great D showing fiery red, two soldiers following him with

bayonets pointed at his hips ; a drum and fife in rear playing the

rogue's march. Stripped to the waist, with a single blanket rolled

up and swung about his shoulder, a canteen of water and one day's

rations—the wretch shivered as he passed along before us, and most

of the men will say that during their service they never saw a more
revolting, pitiable spectacle. He was taken beyond the Ujnion lines,

north of Murfreesboro, and set adrift with the assurance that if ever

he came back he would be shot.

This was severe, but it became necessary to preserve the discipline

of the army. Others, in other corps, were treated like this man.

Some were shot and others hung, and yet there were still some
cases of desertion and criminal conduct.

On the 3rd of March, our division started on a scout towards

Woodbury, taking nine days' rations, and the first night out,

camped at Reddyville. The next day we went out on a forage
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scout and got forage off of gDund where never before had forage

been got without a fight for it. While taking forage, we saw a

soldier undertake to get a horse from a house in the 1 ills— for it was

a very hilly country. He had bridled the horse and was leading it

away, when a young woman of the house got a hickory gad and

belabored him so unmercifully over the head that he had to let it go.

The brave girl seized a lo-year-old boy, threw him on the horse and

told him to "skip out quick," and in a twinkling he was out of

sight. This brave act of the girl was greeted by rounds of applause

by our soldiers. On the 5th, our brigade remained quietly in camp

2t Readyville, while Hall's brigade foraged.

On the 6th, we marched rapidly to Woodbury to surprise a reble

force, a detachment of Morgan's command, the Seventy-Second in

advance. We left on our advance and escaped, as was usually

the case when infantry undertook to capture cavalry. There was a

heavy rain during that day and a furious storm at night, resulting in

much suffering and subsequent illness. The expedition returned on

the 8th to the old camp at Murfreesboro, with 500 loads of forage,

with blistered feet, shouting "a boss! a hoss ! my kingdom for a

ho>s !" They were wet, muddy, tired, hungry and generally out of

fix. At this time s-^me of the 17th Indiana had been mounted, and

the Seventy-Second had become convinced that it was " efi.- ijst walk-

inu' when a man has a horse in his hand ;" and as there seemed a deter-

mination to use us as horses, we decided to have horses to help us out.

While absent on this march, a lot of Indiana troops were captured

at Franklin, including John C. Coburn's brigade, of which we heard

when we returned to camp.

Pay day came at last, and for the first time, on the loth of March.

It rained the whole day, and many of us got soaking wct as we
waited patiently about the pay-master's tent. We were paid to the

end of the year, December 31, 1862.

The men and officers settled all their bills to that date with the

Commissary and Quartermaster, And what was of most inportance

to the men, the officers paid them all loans. This left the men in

funds and iiiost of them happy, especially those who had families

and who needed money very much to send home for the actual

wants of their wives and children.

We here mention what one of the officers wishes spoken of, (but

does not want his name used) that had it not been for the generosity

of the privates and non-commissioned officers, who got a bounty and

advance pay, many of the commissioned officers could hardly have

remained in the service, for it would have given them much trouble

14
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to have gotten uniforms and swords on entering the service, and

provisions to this date. There never were a more generous lot of

men mustered than were those of the Seventy-Second. There was

scarce a man so mean that he would not pay his debts on pay day.

There was a wonderful amount of settling and balancing all round

to do that night, and it was after midnight before the adjustments

were made and the men lay down to rest. The chuck-a-luck men

didn't lay down at all—they ran all night and almost perpetually

until the greenbacks were exhausted.

On March i2thour regiment furnished 300 men for picket, and

it took almost every well man in camp.

On the 14th of March, we moved out of the camp in the hickorj-

flats into the field near the pike, about two hundred yards north,

on to the ground for a long time occupied by the i8th Indiana

Battery. Although this was but a very slight move, it was like

passing from one world to another. It is putting it gently to say

that that old hickory swamp camp was a death-pit. It rained much
while we lay in it, and the water could not be drained off, and the

best policed tents were often overflowed. And the sinks—excuse

us, comrades, for naming those horrid pools of putridity, sur-

rounded by those treacherous poles in treacherous wooden forks,

and the more treacherous earth at the edges ; those horrid pits in

which many a luckless soldier has received the baptism of total

depravity—sent up their noxious vapors day and night to poison the

air. Often in that camp at nii4ht, while lying with the car near the

ground, have we heard a chorus of "grave yard coughing," as the

men called it, in which three to four hundred men joined. This

camp, wfth the hard scouting, picket and fatigue duty that had to

be done, broke miny an iron constitution and sent many to the

grave and hospital. The strong will and frame of Col. Miller could

not stand it, and he was very ill for a time. The memory of that

camp is a misery. Men often died in their tents who were able to

get about a little; and many died suddenly in hospital. Camp
diarrhoea in its most malignant form prevailed ; men would pass

from their bowels from a pint to two quarts of bloody matter, or pure

blood; their bowels literally decomposed. Many comrades, who

have survived to this day, (February 1882,) almost 20 years, still

suffer from disease contracted in 'that camp, and which will yet take

them to the grave. Many a brave man and officer was forced to

leave us that would have given "half his head" to have gone through

the service with the regiment.

But here we are, out on a rolling piece of ground, where the sun
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sliines on us ; and it is now so warm that the peach bloom is already

out and the swelling buds are giving a sweet tinge of green to the

woods. The winter is over, and if it does rain the w.iter runs from

our camp and is not mixed with snow.

On the 17th of March, the Seventy-Second was sent out' after

some lumber and brought in a saw mill. Men were dying very

rapidly, and there was not lumber enough in the army to make them

rough coffins. When we got out to the mill, the thing looked so

small and so handy, that we just thought we'd put the lumber on

our wagons and borrow an ox cart and bring in the mill, which we

proceeded to execute in neat style. While the mill was being

loaded, one of the pioneers telt the power of the sun—or the gray-

backs in his hog hair shirt felt it—and be slipped off into the woods,

sat down on a log, drew off his shirt and began to "skirmish for

graybacks." While thus intently engaged, one of Morgan's

mounted graybacks rode up, covered the half naked pioneer with a

pistol and demanded, " Surrender, you d—d Yank !" Of course the

pioneer could do nothing but comply with his order, and threw up

his hands in token of surrender. But the tables turned on the rebel

just then and there. Just behind the fence Corporal H. W. Monroe,

of Company H, lay with a squad of six men, and they all raised with

rifles cocked and leveled at the rebel, and Corporal Mo, r')e sung

out, "Surrender, you d—d rebel!" which he proceeded to do with-

out parley, to the great delight of the pioneer. The rebel said his

first impulse was to run, but when he looked into the muzzles of six

guns covering him at short range, he thought he'd better climb down
and stay awhile.

On March 19th, Hall's brigade of our division made a scout to the

vicinity of Liberty, where they were attacked by and ].;\j a hard

fight with Morgan. Our brigade was ordered to hold itself in readi-

ness to march to the relief of HalT at a moment's notice. His

brigade repulsed Morgan with a loss of six killed and 40 wounded.

The dead and wounded were brought into Murfreesboro, and the

dead buried with the honors of war. The whole division turned out

to take part in the solmn ceremonies. The division, massed by

regiments, formed a hollow square around the large grave in which

the dead were buried. A funeral sermon was preached by one of

the chaplains, to at least 10,000 men, before the bodies were covered

with earth. After the bodies were covered, the battalion, formed

of details taken from the regiments to which the dead belonged,

fired three rounds over the fresh made grave of their comrades.

This was the heaviest firing by volley we ever heard ; and taken all
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in all, was the grandest funeral we ever saw. There was scarcely a

day passed without so:"ne one being killed. Soon after the above

funeral, a Colonel of cavalry was killed and buried with the honors

of war, a full brigade band taking part in the services. We never

heard such music before or since. Smith's march was played; each

instrument played a solo and played in response to each other; and

when all joined in the full chorus, the outburst was grand and

thrilling, going to the very fountains of the soul. A detail of

men bore the Colonel's body on a catafalque slowly to the grave,

and just behind it came the Colonel's horse saddled, bridled and

equiped with his revolvers, boots, spurs and sword; the horse

followed without any one leading him, and the noble animal seemed

the saddest mourner in the funeral train. It was truly such a funeral

as the poet speaks of:

And when the hero dieth—his comrades in the war,

With muffled drums and arms reversed,

Folow the funeral car.

'J liey tell the banners taken, they tell the battles won;
And after him lead his masterless steed,

While peals the minute gun.

CHAPTER XIX.

March lyth to June 2^th, 1863

—

To Horse! Mowitirig and Incidents-

Scouting for Horses, Mides, Negjves, &c.— Two Seventy-Second

Men Captured and Cntelly Shot—First Fight and Flight after

Mounted— Capture and Escape of Dick McCann—Filth and Sickness
—Scouting Improves Health—Sibley Tents Exchanged for Shelter

Tents— Various Sconts— The LigJitning Brigade Draws its Lightning

Gu7is, the Spencer Rifles—Description of the Spencer Rifles—Bold
Reconnoissance—Scouts to Readyville, Woodbury and Liberty—Last

Scout North east of Murfteesboro— That Section Utterly Impoverished

— Wilder s Report of Operations of the Brigade— Orderedfor the For-

ward Movement of the ivhole Army— Chaplain Eddys First Sermon—
Writing Home Before the Battle—Reflections.

On or about the 17th of March, the Seventy-Second voted for and
against mounting, and decided in favor of it. The 17th Indiana had
already voted for mounting, and had drawn part of their horses.

We proposed to cease peeling the bottoms of our feet on Tennessee
and Kentucky rocks, and ride from this time forward. The 75th

Indiana voted not to mount and was put into Hall's brigade, and the

123rd Illinois, of that brigade, voted to mount and took the place
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of the 75lh Indiana. The brigade, after this most important epoch

of mounting, was composed of the 17th and Seventy-Second Ind.,

98th and 123rd Illinois Regiments, and Nicklin's i8th Ind. Battery.

These four regiments remained in the same brigade to the close of

the war, and were as solid in attachment and action as brothers.

After deciding to mount, the next thing was to get horses to

mount. One or two companies were mounted on convalescent

horses—a feeble sort of animal—which they drew on the 18th of

March. For a few days we were occupied in details necessary to

the great change which had taken place in our military mode of

locomotion. We drew cavalry uniforms, but cut off the yellow stripe

from the legs of the pants and jackets so that we might not be taken

for regular cavalry. We were a new branch of the service ; simply

mounted infantry.

On the 26th, our division was reviewed by Gen. Reynolds and

made a very imposing appearance ; and on the 31st of March, the

whole corps was reviewed by Gen. Rosecrans. By the ist of April,

the brigade was all mounted except Companies H, I and K, and that

day it started on another raid, backed by the rest of the 14th division,

which was joined in the vicinity of Carthage, Tenn., by Stokes'

Tennessee Cavalry. Companies H, I and K, of our regiment, who
were not yet mounted, were commanded on this expedition by

Capt. Hanna. We camped that night on the banks of Stone River.

On the 2nd of April, we arrived at Lebanon, county seat of Wilson

County, Tenn., and found the mounted portion of our brigade there.

Capt. Hanna took command of the three dismounted companies as a

provost guard and made his headquarters in the Court-house. Near

Lebanon the mounted men captured n lot of rebel prisoners, which

they turned over to Capt. Hanna at this place.

On the 3rd, about 4 P. M., an alarm was sounded and we got

rapidly into line of battle. Capt. Hanna was one of those men who
could not see fighting going on without his taking part in it. On
seeing the brigade rallying for a fight, he mustered his provost

guard, prisoners and all, and marched out to the front to participate.

To the great relief of the prisoners he was ordered back to his

provost duties. " O, d—n it," said he, " I thought when there was

a fight going on a fellow had a right to take part in it." There was

no fight.

On this same day, a detachment was in the vicinity of Taylors-

ville, Tenn., assisting to destroy a lot of commissary stores, wheat,

bacon, &c. Capt. Herron, Company B, was on picket duty with

part of his company. He threw out Elma P. Wright, Wm. P.
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Montgomery and John W. Vance, as videttes. A superior force of

rebels made a dash at them with the object of cutting them off.

They were on a by-road leading off at an angle of about 20 degrees

from the main road, and the rebels came down the main road, horses

in a full run. Vance and Montgomery were cut of; but Wright,

being in advance, urged his horse to utmost speed, hoping to reach

our picket at the forks of the road before the rebels should cut him

off from the post. The " Johnnies" rode after him furiously, pressing

him hard and hallooing, " Halt ! halt! you d—d Yank. " But Wright

halted not, but only struck the rowels deeper into the flanks of his

horse, which was flying before the f ^e. when the poor animal ran its

head against a tree and fell dead ; Wright shot through the air like an

arrow some 20 feet, lit on his feet, never halted nor looked back,

jumped a fence, ran with all speed and saved himself The exploit

was hailed with applause and laughter by his comrades, who were

galloping to his relief, and the rebels were compelled to turn and fly

to save themselves.

But what of Vance and Montgomery? Let Vance himself tell the

bloody story, and then let the reader say, whether in any civilized

country its wanton cruelty has been surpassed. Their comrades

made a long and anxious search for the captured men that night and

the next day, but in vain, and supposed they were taken to Southern

prisons. After returning to camp at Murfreesboro, the facts which

follow were ascertained from Vance himself They were tak^n to

Lebanon that night, and the next morning were ordered to be taken

out and shot. They were led out of the town by men who tied them

to a tree, and heeded not their manly protests that they were

prisoners of war, and should not be murdered in that cruel manner.

They were only answered that they were d—d Yankee dogs, and

ought to be hanged. Finding protests vain, they met their fate with

brave resolution, commending their spirits to God.

When the ruffians had tied them hand and foot to a tree, two rebels

stepped close to them and each rebel fired three shots into their heads.

When they were untied, both fell forward on to their faces ; but their

fiendish foes, not being content, came up to their victims, placed their

revolvers to the backs of their heads and sent another ball through

each, and then left them for dead. The first three balls had pierced

the head of Vance, and the fourth shot entered above the left ear and

came out at the left eye, tearing the eyeball out of the socket. When
Vance fell from the tree on to his face, he was still conscious, and had

so much presence of mind that he tried to control his muscles and lie

as still as if dead. He heard the murderers talk, and heard them
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determine to give botli himself and Montgomery another round;

then the revolver was pressed to the back of his head and he

expected to pass into eternity. He heard the pistol almost in his

ear, felt the ball crush through his head and tear out the left eye

ball and throw the dirt in his face, and yet, to his astonishment, he

retained consciousness, but it was as in a troubled dream of terrible

pain. He still lay perfectly quiet. The bloody devils who had

perpetrated this heartless work muttered curses upon the bodies

and souls of their victims, and mounting their horses dashed away,

leaving the bodies to " rot and be eat by buzzards and hogs," as

they expressed it. As soon as Vance was sure they were gone, he

attempted to raise his head, which was honey-combed by bullet

holes and clotted with blood. After much effort, he succeeded in

cleaning the mud and blood from his face, so he could look about

him. He saw no one near and heard no sounds. The first effort of

the noble soldier was to ascertain whether his comrade, Montgomery,

was alive or dead. He crawled to the body, examined it, and

found, alas! that life was extinct. Not being able to do anything

for his comrade, he affectionately pressed his feeble hand upon the

head of the noble dead, and began to crawl away, bleeding profusely,

to a place of concealment, near the road on which he had left his

comrades, the pickets, the night before. He expected every

moment to die from loss of blood. After lying by the road for some

time, he saw a white man on a load of wood, and lay down till he

passed by; for almost every white citizen was an enemy. After a

while, a negro came along, and as every negro was the Union

Soldiers' friend, Vance succeeded in attracting his attention. The
wounded soldier was not mistaken. The old negro compassionately

and tenderly helped him to the Murfreesboro pike, and there he was

taken up, the same day, by the Union Cavalry, carried to Murfrees-

boro and cared for. Notwithstanding his terrible wounds, and that

all thought he would die, he got well-—almost miraculous—and 12

years afterwards he served two terms as Recorder of Tippecanoe

County, Ind.

Remember, kind reader, that this was but one of hundreds of sim-

ilar atr.)cities committed by the heartless creatures known as " bush-

whackers," who were really rebel robbers and murdereis; but they

were countenanced and encouraged by the regular rebel troops and

the rebel civil authorities. Remember, too, that this act of kindness

by that truly Good Samaritan, the old negro, who helped Vance to

our lines at the peril of his life, is but one of thousands of such deeds

of kindness which will shine as the stars forever, and which prove the
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manly grandeur and tenderness of the African race. Thanks to God
that the North gave such a people freedom.

Major Adam Pinkerton says: "This almost incredibly cruel affair

gave us of the Seventy-Second to understand with what fi-^n is we had

to contend. Prisoners taken by us, in open fight, were treated as

kindly as if they were brothers
;
but aiter that barbarous atrocity,

"Bushwhackers" were turned over to Co. B, the company to which

Vance and Montgomery belonged, and the Piovost Marshal's list

was never cumbered with their names."

One can very well understand, after the above relation, why the

members of the Seventy-Second dreaded being captured. We were

a terror to the natives and as widely known as the command of

Morgan. It was our business to scout for supplies, not only for our-

selves but other commands, and aho to destroy supplies when we
could not take them. Hence we were dreaded and hated, and liable

to cruel treatment if captured by rebel home guards; but they got

very few of us, while we got many of them.

On the night of the 3rd our regiment camped on the farm of the

rebel Gen. Anderson, and got enough horses in the neighborhood to

mount one company, and also took away seven negroes. The next

morning we moved to Rome, Tenn. On this march large amounts

of tobacco, forage, horses, mules and slave-, were captured. We
were now right in the muscular part of the rebellious ham, carving

out large slices. Many incidents are related by the various mem-
bers of the regiment, of the efforts the people made to hide and save

their horses. There was not a noble man in the regiment but re-

gretted the necessity of taking the property of these people and

leaving them in destitution. But "war is cruel at best, " and we
very well knew that the rebels would use all these things for their

own troops, and our object was not only to supply ourselves, but to

impoverish the country. Horses were found hidden in the woods,

in ravines, in caves—every place that they could be secreted. On
this scout Lieut. Glaze and Corp'l Fisher, of C, found a horse in a

lady's back parlor, and a noble animal he was too. He was tied to

a bed post and standing on a pile of straw. It is impossible to draw,

with pen or pencil, a sketch of the rebel lady's wrath when the noble

animal was found, led out and taken away. If " the powers that be "

heard her prayers, then, from that day to eternity, no Yankee will

'-enter in through the gates into the city."

On the 5th the brigade moved to Carthage, which was garrisoned

by Crook's brigade, of our own division, and to him all prisoners

and surplus were turned over. We went into camp about two
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miles from what is called the uppet ferry. At this post we drew

five days' rations and were joined by Speer's brigade of Negley's

division, which had come via Libert}', where they hac', in connection

with a heavy cavalry force, attacked Morgan and driven him to

Snow's Hill, where he made a stand and where he was given the neat-

est whipping he ever got, according to the rebels' own account of it.

On this same day some members of company D, got after some

rebels, and while A. M. Cory and John B. Davis were chasing them

down hill full tilt, Davis' horse turned .a complete sommerset,

pitching him more than ten feet, and he came down sprawling in the

road. This was fun for his companions if not for him; for every-

thing that did not kill outright was always taken for fun, even

though the effect might subsequently cause death. On this day

company E captured two rebels and brought them in.

By the 6th enough horses h-id been pressed to complete mounting

the brigade, and were turned.over to the dismounted battalion of the

Seventy-Second, at New Middle Town, a town on the road from

Carthage to Liberty. As we had few saddles and bridles, and that

few of the citizen pattern; and many of our horses were untimed, we

had a gay time riding the "brutes." Bridles and saddles were im-

provised of gun-straps and blankets, and for the first time the Seven-

ty-Second was fully mountrd !

That night we encamped in the Alexandria, Tenn., Fair grounds.

The fence around the grounds was supposed to be high enou,i.h to

ke p our stock inside, and they were not very well fastened; as the

night advanced they began to get loose and wander about We
were sleeping on the ground, inside the same inclosure, and in the

midst of the night some of the stock were stampeded and ran over

some men w^ho were sound asleep, and they sprang uj) yelling,

"Rebels! Morgan!!" alarming the whole camp. The moon was

shining, the real cause of the alarm was soon seen, and with a hearty

laugh, the men were soon sound asleep again.

On the 7th we proceeded towards Liberty. The mounted force

proper were going by a route east of us, which would strike a road

leading from Liberty to Smithville, on which they would approach

Liberty opposite to the road we were on. A brigade of infantry and

the Seventy-Second constituted the force advancing from Alexandria.

As we neared Liberty the advance was opposed by rebel cavalry.

The officer in command thought the proper thing to do would be to

send cavalry after cavalry; so he ordered us front, and such another

perform mce as was then enacted never occurred again during the war,

We were ordered to move quick; but equipped as most of us were

—
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a strap tied around the jaw of our steed and no saddle—made it

"mighty uncertain" whither we should go when we started. We
were almost a match for the Bear Wallow mule brigade. Neverthe-

iess, we all "lit out" at a sweeping gallop, and with a grim deter-

mination, some of our horses going side-wise and some behind-wise.

This terrific charge was sufficient to scare the enemy into falling

back on Liberty, where they made a stand. As soon as we came up

we dismounted, formed on foot, moved into town and found the ene-

my also formed on the opposite side of Dry Creek. We opened fire

by volleys ; on the second round they broke and ran away on the road

towards Smithville, meeting our mounted force previously mentioned

as coming on that road, got into a trap, and a company of fifty men
and two commissioned officers were taken.

Just here an affair occurred which might have counterbalanced our

success. The officer sending us ahead failed to inform us that another

Union force would enter the town opposite to where we entci'ed it

;

and before we began to retire on the column, which was now moving

towards Murfreesboro, we saw a column of troops approaching upon

the Smithville road, upon which the enemy had just retreated. We
naturally supposed the rebels had been reinforced and were bearing

down upon us to make a vigorous attack ; the dust they raised veiled

them from sight and imagination did the rest. We opened fire on

them, but they neither halted nor changed formation, but advanced

steadily in columns of fours. We began to fall back, but on they

came ; once more we fired, still on they came, only a little faster—at

least we thought so. The order was given, " boys, to horse, and get

out of this !

" The scene which ensued beggars description. Our

saddles having no stirrups we could not mount encumbered as we

were with arms and ammunition. The efforts we made were truly ri-

diculous failures. Jumping upon our horses, our breasts would rest

almost on their backs, and down we would go, flat upon the ground.

All this time that awful column was advancing like an avalanche.

We could stand the pressure no longer, for our fear was as intense as

was that of Icabod Crane, as the headless Hessi m bore down upon

him in the darkness of the night. The clatter of the hoofs of the

horses, and the clash of the swords of the advancing column, were in

our ears; we abandoned our horses and skedaddled—men and horses

mixed and mingled, and it is averred that no man let a horse get

ahead of him ; everything that we could throw away except arms, was

abandoned in the flight.

Soon we came to a gorge in the hills, called a gap. and here formed

and determined we would hold the gap. We sent back to the main
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column for reinforcements ju^t then a fl ig of truce was displayed

at the head of the advancing column ;
a parley ensued, and the fact

that our supposed enemies were friends was discovered. We learned

from them that they had capt ired pirt of the rebels we had driven out

of town. Of course we proceeded to get together our stock and stuff,

like a joint snake that had been knocked to pieces with a club, with

a sense of meekness over what had happened, and a conviction that

some means of more certainly and speedily mounting, when pressed,

was an absolute necessity.

On this same day company A captured ten rebels, who said that

Morgan hid sent them to examine our pi:ket posts, get the position

of pickets and report to him. They saw the posts but failed to

report.

On the 8th, the brigade returned to Murfreesboro. The result of

the trip was 196 horses, 1 10 prisoners, 35 slaves and a large lot of

forage. On the 9th, companies H, I, and K drew saddles and cav"

airy equipments, and the regiment was now fully mounted ; and we

may remark, what no doubt the litt'e affair of confusion at Liberty

has suggested, that while we were well drilled as infantry, on our un-

drilled horses, we were little less than a mounted mob for a little

while ; but we soon gave our horses a saddle, bridle and spur drill

which led them to underst uid p-etty well what we were up t >.

On the iith, we were called up at 2 a. m. and moved at 4. a m.

We went towards Lebanon an 1 then returned towards Levergne, cross-

ed Stone River at Buchanon's Mill and taking a by-path w^ came

suddenly upon some rebel cavalry, emptied some guns at them, cap-

tured two, but the others scattered into the dense cedar thicket. We
camped six miles from Levergne.

On the 1 2th we moved via Levergne and Nolinsville, to Franklin,

Tenn , and on the 13th, returned to Murfreesboro again.

At this time our assist mt surgeon, Dr. Wm. C. Cole, as brave

and noble a man, and as good a surgeon as was ever in the service,

who had been detailed at Castillian Springs, by Gen. Dumont, De-

cember 13th, 1862, for duty at the Gallatin hospital, returned to the

regiment. On his way from Gallatin to Nashville he came near being

gobbled by John Morgan. As Dr. Cole was so well known and highly

esteemed in his regiment, and indeed, in the brigade and division,

we deem it proper to give him a fullerintroduction here. In the

course of the history you will often meet him, always in the line of his

duty at his post ; always kind, always brave, always skillful.

W. Carnahan Cole, M. D., was born July i6th, 1828, in Washing-

ton, Daviess County, Ind., of English and ScotchTrish ancestry.
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In his 1 8th year, enhsted in New Orleans, La., in the regiment of

Mounted Rifles, Smith's brigade, Twiggs' division, and with that com-

mand, under Gen. Scott, participated in all the battles in the Valley

of Mexico, entering the city September 14th, 1847, ^"^ remaining

until the close of the war. Discharged at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

Graduated in Medicine from the Medical College of Ohio. In

August, 1862, he assisted in recruiting company H, Seventy-Second

Indiana, and was elected First Lieutenant. On the arrival of the reg-

iment at Indianapolis, Dr. Cole was commissioned by Gov. Morton

Assistant Surgeon ; and after a little over one year's service in the field,

and in charge of Hospital No. 5, Gallatin, Tenn. , he was commissioned-

Surgeon of the regiment. Serving during the last year of the war

as Surgeon in-Chief of Wilder's brigade of Mounted Infantry ; and at

the close of the last campaign, while at Macon, Ga., he was detailed

with Dr. Groves, of the 98th Illinois to accompany the 4th Mich-

igan in pursuit of Jeff. Davis. Dr. Groves was present at the capture

of that noted individual.

He was mustered out at Indianapolis. The Doctor is a member of

the American Medical Association, Indiana State Medical Society,

and Fountain County Medical Society, of which last he is an ex-Pres-

ident He is also a member of the National and State Associations

of Mexican Veterans. The Doctor is a man of splendjd physique,

with a lofty but not ostentatious bearing. His mind is large and well

cultured; in his profession, as in his citizenship and among his com-

rades, he stands very high and above reproach. His views are com-

prehensive and liberal, his heart large and warm. All who know him

love and admire him. He was always with us, and of all the officers

of the regiment he kept .the only complete diary ; it is very full. As

we have never had access to morning reports of companies we are

under obligations to Dr. Cole for most of the information in regard to

the sick and wounded, and feel sure that it is accurate.

From April 14th to 20th theregiment was constantly on picket

and fatigue duty.

On the morning of the 20th the Wilder brigade and a large force

of infantry, accompanied by cavalry, moved east of Murfreesboro to

Readyville.

On the morning of the 21st we were in Woodbury by sun up.

The regiment took a by-road and was in the rear of McMinnville

shortly after noon, but found the place already in possession of Union

troops, the balance of the command having moved directly on the

"place. We quote from comrade John Davis, company D

:

"On that afternoon our force had a lively chase after Morgan,
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capturing Morgan's wife and the notorious Maj. Dick McCann, of Mor-

gan's staff, a wagon tr.^in loaded with bacon, 130 prisoners, a train of

cars loaded with fat hogs, 300 woolen blankets, 30,000 ppunds of

bacon, 2 hogsheads of sugar. 3 hogsheads of rice, and 8 barrels of

whisky* We also burned a large grist mill, a train of cars, a rail-

road bridge, a cotton factory and 2 bales of cotton."

Sergt. Stewart, company A, says: "the next morning McCann
was missing, and when the guards were asked what had become of

him one of them sang out,

Oh, he went up the rope.

And came down a slope,

Into the happy land of Canaan.

But the truth is, McCann's guards had got their canteens full of

apple-jack during the day, and when they were put on guard they

were afraid the officers would take the tangle-foot away from them.

McCann being aware of their fears .sympathized with them and pro-

posed that they give their canteens to him, and they did so. During

the night the sly rebel gave the guards liquor as often as they wanted

it, and each time pretended to drink with them. Before morning the

gu.qrds were so drunk that they could not tell McCann from a two

dollar dog, and the rebel slipped out and got away. That is the his-

tory given of McCann's escape in Basil M. Duke's history of Morgan's

Cavalry. The Seventy-Second had nothing to do with McCann at that

time ; Minty's brigade captured him and the 4th Regulars guarded

him. Sergt. Records says that at Peach Tree Creek he fell in with

one of the men who guarded McCann, and he admitted that they

were so drunk on the night he escaped that they didn't know they

had ever had him. The only connection the Seventy-Second had

with the McCann affair was that we passed the placed where the

rebels had been whipped a few minutes before, and Will Harvey, com-
pany I, got McCann's hat, and // never got away.

On April 2 2d we moved to Smithfield. No fires were allowed,

consequently no supper. On the 23d we moved so early that we
took no breakfast, marching via Snow Hill, we reached Liberty, where

we fed the hor.ses and took dinner. At this place we destroyed a

large flouring mill.

While company D was getting corn out of a large bin they found

some nice hams ; this led to further search and two rebels were found

under the floor. We camped that night near Alexandria, and here,

again, the enterprising John Davis and Jimmy Hall, of company D, suc-

ceeded in getting more hams, and as they were running off with them
the landlady exclaimed, '

' there, the villains are carrying off my meat !

"
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On the 24th we stayed near Alexandria and scouted eight miles

east, capturing a rebel team and wagon, and also some horses, mules

and some stragglers from the enemy. On the 25th the command
moved to within eight miles of Lebanon, scouting parties scattering

all over the country, bringing in cattle, horses, mules, slayes and

rebel prisoners.

On the 26th we moved on to Lebanon scouring the country, as

yesterday, with liberal success. Company I got nine rebels. We
again quote from comrade John Davis, of D :

" Here a detail was
made to hunt the body of Montgomery, who was captured and shot

by the rebels on the 3d of April, (the particulars of which have been

given). While Vance and Montgomery were being led through Leb-

anon a certain tavern-keeper shouted out, " hang the d—d sons of

b— s, I'll find the rope." The detail did not find the body, but pro.

posed to hang the tavern-keeper to make him tell where it was, and

it is presumed they did their duty.

27th. The same duty as yesterday with varied success. A heavy

rain storm, cUid picket firing at night.

28th. The Seventy-Second started for Murfreesboro with all the

captured stuff, horses, mules, negroes, rebels, etc., arriving in the

evening, but the brigade did not get in until the next day. This

was a long and successful scout during which the men were in the

highest spirits and best of humor. We quote from Dr. Cole's jour-

nal of April 15th: "Sickness in the regiment prevails to an alarm-

ing extent ; average attendance at the sick call, 100, and perhaps 100

more are not fit for duty, '^his army of 40,000 men is encamped on

a space so small that it is utterly impossible to keep the camps clean.

Thousands of dead horses, mules and offal of every description, liter-

ally cover the whole face of the earth inside our picket lines
;
and

each emits a thousand stinks, and each stink different from its fellow.

The weather for months has been almost one continual flood of rain,

and now, as the sun comes up more nearly straight over us, and

pours down his boiling rays on this vast, sweltering mass of putridity,

the .stinks are magnified, multiplied and etherealized until the man in

the moon must hold his nose as he passes over this vast sea of filth."

On the 29th of April Dr. Cole says, just after the scout above men-

tioned, "the health of the regiment has rapidly improved on the

scout, owing to a change of air, and from salt army rations to fresh

diet."

On May Tst we turned over our Sibley tents and drew French

Shelter tents, called by the men "dog tents," on account of their

smallness and lowness. These were stout sheets of duck canvas, six
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feet square, and so arranged, with buttons and button-holes along the

edges, that any number of pieces could be buttoned together, either

forming long strips, or large square sheets. Perhaps these tents, as

much as an)' other mechanical convenience began immediately to

contribute to the health of the army. We quote from Sergt. Rec-

ords, May 1st: "The stench of this great encampment is becoming

utterly unendurable, and these scouts are hailed with delight. The

health of the regiment is rapidly improving, and the morale and dis-

cipline of the brigade are in a high state of perfection."

On the 2d we moved our camp two miles north-east of Murfrees-

boro, near the picket lines, and close to the boiling springs. We
were delighted when the wind came from the north-east

;
we could

then get a breath of fresh air.

On May 6th we moved to Levergne through a heavy rain, and

remained there until the morning of the 9th, when we moved on by-

roads in a north-east course, passed through Silver Springs and

camped on the Lebanon road. About 10 a. m. the column was

fired upon and company D was detached to give the rebels chase,

which was an exciting one, resulting in the capture of a few prisoners.

In the evening of this day Madison Barton, company E, accidentally

shot himself in the knee, and his leg was taken off by Dr. Cole.

The accident to this faithful soldier, and his loss to the regiment were

deeply regretted.

On the loth company I went across the river, north-west, as a

guard for a supply train and took Barton, the wounded man, with

them. He got well. In the afternoon the command went to Leba-

non, and on the iith returned to Murfreesboro.

We were now well mounted, and our rapid movements soon gave us

such notoriety that we were called "The Lightning Brigade. " It

was part of the origin il plan th-it when mounted we should be armed

with repe iting rifles; accordingly, on the 15th of May, we tj^rned

over our old companions, the Springfield rifles, and drew the famous

Spencer repeating" rifles. These rifles were of so much importance in

all our subsequent movements, and were so conspicuous in making

the brigade distinctive and successful in the service, that we here

give a description of the Spencer, and compare it with some other

repeating rifles. Up to the breaking out of the rebellion, all the

armies of the world, so far as we know, were armed with a muzzle-

loading, single shooting gun. The percussion cap was a great im-

provement over the flint
;
yet a gun using the flint could be loaded as

quickly, fired as rapidly, would shoot as far and as accurately as a gun

using the percussion cap. Citizens of the United States were not a
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fighting people, hence her inventive genius had never been pressed to

produce anything better than the common sporting rifle, used in

hunting game. There had been some improvement in projectiles —
The minnie ball, with a hollow, expansive base that would catch and

hold all the force of the powder, was a vast improvement over the

round bullet that permitted one-third of the force of the powder to

spread around the ball, and even to get past it before leaving the muz-

zle—But as before stated, when our war broke out, our soldiers were

armed with the same muzzle-loading gun with which our fore-

fathers fought the battles of the Revolution. With these guns it

was impossible for the most experienced soldier to load and fire more

than twice per minute. This, for a fast people like the Americans,

was entirely too slow. And acting upon the principle laid down by

Sherman in his "Memoirs," that "the more destructive you can

make war the more humane it is," genius began to invent guns that

could be more rapidly loaded and fired. A gun was greatly needed

that would shoot accurately at long range, that could be fired a num-

ber of times without stopping to load, and that would not get out of

repair. To inveni such a gun many unsuccessful attempts were made.

Among the first of these attempts was "Colt's repeating rifle,"

which was made with a barrel of the usual length of army rifles. In-

stead of loading at the muzzle it had a revolving cylinder at the

breech containing five chambers, into which as many loads could be

placed; but it took quite as long to load one of these chambers as it

did to put in a single load from the muzzle, so that there was no

time gained in loading; but after the chambers were all loaded they

could be fired very rapidly. But as there was a possibility of two

or more chambers being discharged at once, thus crippling about

as m.'my of those using them as of the enemy, few regiments

were ever armed with them. They were very heavy and clumsy

to handle, and were soon abandoned.

The next candidate for favor was the "Henry rifle." This

was a vast, improvement over the "Colt." It was short in the

barrel a'^'d light in the breech—on the under side of the barrel was

a chamber into which could be placed i6 metallic cartridges. In

order to get these cartridges into the barrel of the gun, a light lever

which was also a guard for the trigger was thrown forward—this

threw the breech-pin (we call it that for the want of a better name)

back far enough to admit one cartridge to pass up opposite the hole

in tne barrel, and as the lever was pulled back it was pushed in

ready for firing; the usual motion of hammer and trigger com-

pleted the work, Every time the lever was moved it also threw out
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the metallic shell that had contained the powder. This gun could be

loaded and fired 16 times in a minute; but easily got out of repair,

and was, from its shape, entirely unfit for the "manual of arms."

Aside from "scouts" and "sharpshooters'" it was never used by the

arfny.

Next came the Spencer rifle. This, to our mind, was so nearly per-

fect, that after using it for two years, our brigade had not a single

change to suggest; and after a lapse of 20 years we have .seen noth-

ing equal to it. The barrel of the Spencer rifle was two feet eight

inches long, cased on the under side with a light strip of walnut,

held in place by three rings or thimbles, This barrel screwed into a

heavy piece of iron, which had a slot or mortice in it from top to

bottom. In this mortice was the breech-pin, worked up and down

by a lever much the same as the Henry rifle. The stock was of

walnut, much the size and shape of the Springfield or Enfield rifles

in common use in the army. In the centre of this stock was a cyl-

inder, or barrel, which also screwed into the heavy piece of iron at

the other end. This barrel would hold seven metallic cartridges;

these cartridges were pushed up and held in place by a spiral spring.

The hammer and trigger worked just like any other gun. To load,

after the chambers were filled up, all you had to do was to throw

the lever or trigger guard forward, which woCild throw ou', on top,

the empty cartridge shell from which the ball had been fired, and

as you drew the lever back to its place another cartridge slipped

into the barrel, ready to fire. This gun could be loaded and fired

seven times in a minute. \t never got out of repair. It was put to-

gether entirely with screws, and anybody that had sense enough to

be a soldier could take one all to pieces and put it all together, just

as well as the man that made it. The gun shot a forced ball ; that

is, the bore in the barrel was smaller at the muzzle than at the

breech. It would shoot a mile just as accurately as the finest rifle

in the world. When held in the hand at a "ready" the weight was

exactly balanced between the two hands ; it was the easiest gun to

handle in the manual of arms drill we have ever seen. It could be

taken all to pieces to clean, and hence was little trouble to keep

in order—quite an item to lazy soldiers.

We are safe in saying that another great war will never be fought

by the United States with muzzle-loading guns. The Spencer rifle

demonstrated the superiority of breech-loading repeaters. This, or

an improved repeater, will be the rifle of future wars in the United

States, and perhaps in Europe.

About this time the regiment began a system of instructions in

16
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the management of their horses in evolutions in squad, company
and batallion drill, and of movements in line and skirmish drill,

which perhaps had never been attempted by Federal troops before.

It is safe to say that in this drill we had learned many valuable les-

sons from the rebel John H, Morgan ; for this was actually his sys-

tem of drill which we adopted. This system was afterwards modi-

fied and simplified a little, and adopted by all the cavalry service in

the Army of the Cumberland, and is the basis of Gen. Upton's

tactics now used by the United States Army, both infantry and

cavalry.

We were not cavalry, but simply mounted infantry, a new branch

of the service, which of course required new methods. Also about

this time there was organized a corps of scouts in each regiment of

the brigade, by taking one picked man from each company; all the

scouts of any one regiment were under command of one Sergeant

and one Corporal. Afterwards all the scouts of the brigade were

placed under the command of a Commissioned officer.

On May 2ist we turned over all extra baggage and had orders to

move at a moment's notice, and Col. Miller says that the whole,

army had the same orders. Our picket lines had been frequently

attacked during the last few days.

On the 22nd our brigade, and two guns of the i8th Indiana bat-

tery, made a reconnoissance, in force, of the enemy's front, and the

left moved out south-east on the Manchester road. When near

Hoover's Gap, the rebel videttes were driven in, the picket post was

charged and some prisoners taken from two Georgia cavalry reg-

iments. Company C was left here to menace the rebel camp,

which was in plain view, and the column turned east. At every

road leading toward the enemy the videttes and pickets were driven

in and a company left to watch them ; in the afternoon the head of

the column reached the McMinnville road, where the command con-

centrated and moved back to camp, having reconnoitered one-third

of the rebel front, causing great consternation in the whole rebel

army. We had killed a few, captured a few and driven off the rest.

Col. Miller said we returned to camp in fine style, which remark

had a most exhilarating influence on the regiment. We were

agreeably surprised to see what damage we could inflict on the ene-

my, and retire from our exasperated foe without being punished.

On May 24th we moved east to Readyville, and on the 25th

made a march of 30 miles, captured a few prisoners and returned to

camp on the 26th. On the 25th, private William Swift, company

C, had half his head shaved, was drummed in front of the division.
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and sent to the psnitentiary to work out the balance of his term of

service, for deserting his post while on picket.

' On June ist companies E and B, under command of Capt. Kil-

born, went to Readyville, and at midnight started to Woodbury to

surprise a camp of rebels. While on their way a most terrific rain

and thunder storm came upon them, which those on the expedition

will never forget. When they reached Woodbury the rebels were

gone.

On June 4th we moved early, taking the road to Liberty, regi-

mental scouts in advance ; we captured the rebel pickets at Auburn

without making any alarm, and the column moved into Liberty.

Two miles out the only rebel vidette on the road was shot and killed,

leaving the rebel camp to our mercy. Ttie brigade moves swiftly in

a column of fours, the Seyenty-Second in advance, Col. Miller at

its head. The Scouts are thrown forward right and left as flankers,

and rush into Liberty full sweep. The rebels are taken completely

by surprise; their horses are unsaddled, they are quietly getting

supper, and our sudden appearance causes a wild stampede. Our

scouts did most of the firing. The brigade halted, but the Seven-

ty-Second pursued. The rebels attempted to rally in Liberty ; but

they were so closely pressed that they broke and fled to the oppo-

site side of Dry creek and began forming. With Col, Miller at our

head, and never changing formation, we rushed down upon them in

a steady gallop. This sort of tactics was new to them, and without

waiting to fire a second shot they broke and fled from the field
;

we pursued them some distance and captured twenty of them. At

sundown we abandoned the pursuit, returned to the brigade and

went into camp, having marched 30 miles that day. The rebels

left an immense amount of stuff in their camp, and strewn along

after them in wild confusion.

On the 5th the Seventy-Second lay in camp, and the 98th Illi-

nois went to Dark Bend on the Cumberland river. The 123rd

Illinois took after the rebels that we ran out of camp last evening,

had a fight with the enemy and drove them beyond Snow Hill, to

Smitshville.

On the 6th of June we moved to Auburn, where Col. Miller

made his headquarters. A detail of 20 men from each company,

under Lieut. Col. S. C. Kirkpatrick, were ordered to scout towards

Woodbury; deploying on each side of the road, they went to within

five miles of Woodbury. The scout was lively and successful, re-

sulting in the capture of a lot of stock. Company I broke a rebel

soldier's thigh, and captured three others. The expedition returned
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to camp that evening. While we were out the teamsters and

camp guard had a lively adventure. A party of rebels dashed into

camp and tried to capture the trains. The men rallied and drove

them away, but they carried one of our men with them. Our men
mounted and gave chase with such zeal that they rescued their com-

rade, wounded three rebels and captured three others. When the

rebels first charged on the camp, two burly fellows dashed up to

John Hamelton, company I, regimental teamster, and ordered him

to hitch up quick and drive out. " I won't do't " said John in his

Irish brogue, " for this is Col. Miller's wagon, and I'll be dom'd if

yees shell have it." At the mention of Col. Miller of course they

wanted it all the more, and leveling their guns at John they said,

" hitch up quick, or we'll shoot you." "Shoot an' be dom'd wid

yees," said John, as he dived under the wagon bed. Two bullets

crashed through the wagon bed as he popped up on the other side,

but it was a clear miss. Swearing by all the Saints, he j^elled out,

"ye dom'd buggers! " seized his Spencer and brought it to a ready,

and the rebels " left bery sudden," while John sent two or three

shots after them.

On June 7th we returned to Murfreesboro with 60 prisoners, 320

horses and mules, and part of a captured wagon train. It would be

impossible to name all the incidents connected with this scout, or

the result of each company's work separately. All entered into the

work with a zest, and each company was about equally successful.

June loth. At six this morning a detail of an officer and 15 men
from each company, started under command of Lieut. Col. Kirk, as

we always called him, for Lebanon, while the remainder of the

brigade moved on the road to Liberty ; one north, and one north-

east, and both 30 miles from Murfreesboro. The brigade got near

Liberty half an hour by sun, and the SeventySecond dashed into

the place to find the enemy gone. Only one rebel was killed that

day ; the Seventy-Second went back and camped with the brigade.

According to Col. Miller's notes an attack from Morgan was expect-

ed that night.

Lieut. R. C. Clark, commanding scouts on this occasion, says : We
encountered the rebel pickets about two miles from Liberty, routed

them and pursued them hotly, and were right upon them when we
reached a point, just before entering town, where the creek is on the

right of the road, and a very high precipitous cliff on. the left with

only a wagon road between. When we were fairly in this position

we were fired upon from the cliff, which was so steep, and the enemy

being directly above us, over shot us. There were 200 on the cliff
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commanded by a M ijor. To stop, or to try to turn and retreat,

was certain death ; so we dashed through and around the foot of

the cliff, and came out right amongst them. Our men deployed,

and as our Spencer rifles were fully loaded we did very good ex-

ecution. The rebjl Major cilled out that ha surrendered, but our

men were too much deployed to hear what he said. To enable.them

to hear, we gave the command to cease firing, and the rebels mounted

and retreated, pell moll, we after them ; we ran them through town

and about two miles into the country, taking several prisoners.

The numbei- of old rebel haversacks and amount of corn bread scat-

tered by the flying foe, along the road and through town, was im-

mense. If my men had ceased firing when the order was given we
could have marched the two liundred men in as prisoners.

We were called up before day (iith) saddled immediately and

waited till noon, but no rebels came. In the afternoon we moved to

Alexandria and camped over night. On the next morning (12th) we

went on to Lebanon, where we met the detachment under Col.

Kirkpatrick. They had been successful in collecting a very large

lot of forage, horses, cattle and negroes. The negroes had recently

taken to gathering in the vicinity of roads, and when the Yankee

troops would come along would fall in and go with them. They
had learned to take advantage of the emancipation proclamation.

Some of these negroes were taken into the service of the officers,

and some employed to cook and groom horses for the messes, and

made themselves very useful, taking many a burthen off the soldiers.

One man captured on this occasio.i, named Wyatt, or " Wallick,

"

as we called him, stayed with company F until we were mustered

out, and then crossed the Ohio river with us, at Jeffersonville.

We returned to Murfreesboro on the 13th. This was the last

scout of the Seventy-Second north and east of that place, and Dr.

Cole remarks that "the country is in a most deplorable condition,

there being neither horse, forage nor provisions of any kind left in

it." Duke's history of Morgan's cavalry says the same thing.

From the ist of February, 1863, the brigade has been through

the rebel lines 28 times, has taken 1,157 prisoners, 4,000 horses and

a small army of slaves. In the last expedition we took 600 pris-

oners, 800 horses and 250 slaves; killed 10 guerrillas and mortally

wounded Col. Grant. We have hung five and shot 15 rebels, in-

cluding a Second Lieutenant, caught with our uniform on, as it was

the order of Gen. Rosecrans to take the lives of all rebel soldiers

found wearing Union uniform. The above is from Col. Wilder's

report; in all this work the Seventy-Second had done its full share.
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On the 20th we moved camp north-west of Murrreesboro, close to

Stone River, and were busy until the morning of the 24th, in active

preparations to take part in the forward movement of the Grand

Army of the Cumberland. On the 23rd we were ordered to be

ready to move next morning, at daylight, with 10 days' rations and

80 rounds of amunition. Everybody in camp knew what this meant.

We had been for months waiting and expecting the army to move
forward, and the order for 80 rounds of cartridges assured us that

the time had come at last.

Gentle reader, please imagine yourself in a position where }'ou

know that on the morrow you may enter into mortal eombat with

an enemy your equal, in which you know that the chances are that

you instead of he may bite the dust. And suppose, tocr7 that be-

hind you are wife, children, father, mother, sister, brother and

sweetheart, whom you have not seen for months, and may never

see again. How you would like to give them a glimpse into your

inmost soul ! How you would like to assure them of your love and

constancy as you stand upon this border of death-land ! But you

hesitate. You would not, for one moment, have them think that you

even dream of such imminent danger, lest you give them anxiety and

pain.

Whatever the feelings may be, or however different in different

individuals, such orders always brought out the materials for writing
;

and on this evening, under the pressure of marching orders, thousands

of tender missives were written to beloved ones at home. To write a

few lines to their beloved ones was one of the last duties performed

by soldiers in the field, before facing death. It seemed like speaking

what might be our last words to them, and then we were braver, and

could face death firmer. Often the order would come from our con-

siderate commanders, who themselves were like us,
'

' one half hour

for letter writing," and then in two minutes thousands of pens were in

motion, not writing of the perils of the. situation, but speaking words

ofloveandall the encouragement possible. It was amazing what

cheerful letters could be written in the very face of death !

To our regiment the circumstances were peculiarly impressive. Our

chaplain had resigned and gone home, and for months we had not

heard the gospel of peace. But on the 14th of this month a new

chaplain had come to us, and this evening preached his first sermon.

How fully he realized the necessity of preparation for to-morrow

!

With what earnestness he presented to us the way of life I But we

must not anticipate. Suffice it to say that, when the last notes of the

bugle that sounded tattoo died away in the hills, and when the last
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light was put out in the lonely tent, each soldier lay down to sleep,

well understanding what was expected of him on the morrow, and as

well understanding what might happen to him ; but ready for duty at

all hazards.

In order that the movement, about to be made, may be more clearly

understood, and the part taken by the Seventy-Second made plainer,

a few remarks, as to the relative positions of the two great armies, are

necessary.

When Gen. Rosecrans drove Bragg out of Murfreesboro, January

ist, 1863, Bragg fell back to the south side of Duck River, almost

due south from Murfreesboro, and made that river his line of defence

;

and his front, or line of battle, took the general direction of that

stream, which at that place is almost due west. The headquarters of

Bragg were at Shelbyville, 12 miles south of Murfreesboro, his right

w^ing rested on Winchester, and his left extended towards Farmington.

At the same time Gen. Rosecrans disposed his army as follows:

The centre, the 14th corps, commanded by Thomas, in and about

Murfreesboro. McCook's 20th corps as the right wing, to the south-

west of Murfreesboro ; and Crittenden's 21st corps as the left wing, to

the north-east of Murfreesboro. The army had a general front to the

south-east, or a little east of south. The pickets between the two

armies, on the road from Murfreesboro to Shelbyville, were in sight

of each other ; while Morgan, during January and February, con-

stantly scouted about our camp, often passing entirely around our

army.

The scouting in which we had taken part, up to this time, had

been directed to breaking up Morgan's command, and impoverishing

the country, so that he could not subsist to the east and north of

Murfreesboro. We had quite thoroughly done this, and now other

work is before us.

Rosecrans opened the campaign by moving his right wing, McCook's

2oth corps, south, making a strong feint on Bragg's centre at Shelby-

ville. The left wing, Crittenden's 21st corps, moved straight east,

to Readyville, and thence south-east, to McMinnville. The centre,

Gen. Thomas' 14th corps, moved south-east on the Manchester pike.

Reynolds' division belonged to Thomas' corps, and Wilder's brigade

to Reynolds' division. Our division moved first in the corps ; our

brigade in advance, and our regiment advance guard. This gives you

the position, as nearly as possible, and shows you that we are directly

in front. We now return to arouse the men we left sleeping in camp
at Murfreesboro.
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CHAPTER XX.

June 2/\.th to August \6th, 1863

—

Rosecrans Army vwvcs fonuard—
Lightning Brigade in advance—~ Charge and capture Hoover s Gap—
Brave dash led by Col. Kirkpatrick—A bloody battle in the rain—
Thrilling Incidents—Babes in the Wood in the storm of battle—Sergt.

Pikes face shot off—A cannon shot passes tJiroiigh CJiaplain Eddy—
Casualties of battle of Hoover s Gap—Raid on Decherd— Capt. Rice

in a close place—Sleeping and slipping up and doivn a vwjintain—
Bragg scared and evacuates Tullahoma—In camp near Wartrace—
Filth, Green flies and maggots—How dirty the rebels could be—Camp
at Rozves Hill—Fourth of July in camp— Thompson, our poet—
Scouting, and details of hozv it zuas done— When tke Union split, I
split, too—Move to Decherd—Summary of first years service— The

Regiment reduced almost one-half.

On the 24th of June the bugle sounded the reveille at 3 in the

morning. Up, feed, get breakfast and move at daylight. We reach

Murfreesboro and find that the whole army of 50,000 men have struck

tents. What a change in one short night ! One can never realize it

till one sees it. Everything is loaded on wagons, and the regi-

ments, brigades and divisions are rapidly taking their places in line.

We move right on through the town, passing the horrible old camp
in the hickory flats, and take the road for Wartrace, moving south-

east on the Manchester pike. Companies A, F, D and I were

advance guard of the regiment.

The weather was cool and lowering, and rain began to fall in the

forenoon and continued all day, pouring down in torrents in the

afternoon. The men were cheerful for all that, in broad contrast

with the weather. We strike the rebel videttes ten miles out from

Murfreesboro, and five miles from Hoover's Gap. We promptly

charge the picket post, and they as promptly set out to spread the

alarm. Soon a company of cavalry attempts to check our advance,

and they, too, are driven as chaff before the wind. We kill one

man, capture others, and take a flag inscribed: " Presented by the

Ladies of Selma, Alabama." A coincidence: that in our first battle

we should capture this flag, and almost two years after, in out last

battle, we should capture Selma, and ladies who presented the flag,

too, perhaps.

We press on. As the rebel force opposing us increases, we
strengthen our skirmish lines, arid bear down upon the retreating

rebels with such impetuosity that the motion of our column is not

checked until we near the mouth of Hoover's Gap, where we find a
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line of rebel cavalry extendin;,r from one hill top to the other, across

the lirtli' hollow through which we are moving. They open and

keep up a constant fire on us from one end of the line to the other.

Here Compan)' C comes forward, and with A, F and 1) in line, and

I and C in column, we give them such a pudi that the\' fail to rally

at a line o\' breastworks and a cannon they hid planted in the Gap,

but run on at a fearful rate.

Company C here turned attention to some camps on the hill to the

left, and captured a signal station with all its train, can'p and garrison

equipage. This station had first signaled Gen. Hardee that the attack

was only b\' a small reconnoitering party of cavalry— i lucky mistake

for us, leax'ing us in undisputed possession of the Gap. But ^\•e did

not stop here. A, F, D and I. just charged right on in column after

the retreating fugitives, who scarcely took time to fire a gun, chasing

them into the little village of Beech, two miles beyond the Gap.

Here the column checked up, and Lieut. Col. Kir •:patrick, who was

in command, went into Jacob's store to get some caddies of tobacco,

brought them out and began to distribute the tobacco to the men,

while firing is still going on in the front between the regimental scouts

and the enemy.

But hark! Just to our right and rear, a half miie away, a hundred

drums begin simultaneously to sound the dread long roll. A Staff

officer comes dashing down the road an i yells to us, "get out of this

as quick as God Almighty will lit you! " We about face and move

briskly to A ards the Gap, the rebels following and encouraging our

efforts with repeated shots.

During the melee in which the four companies were engaged the

head of column of brigade had passed through the Gap by the earth-

works, and captured the piece of artillery. Col. Miller grasped the

situation in a moment. This was the key to the whole position, and

two hours later could scarcely have been charged and taken with

10,000 men. Col. Miller immediately sent Company H out on picket to

the right of the road, and Company E on the same duty to the left, on

a by-road, and formed the other four companies on the brow of the

hill to the right of the road. All this time the rebel drums are beat-

ing the long roll furiously, which gives Col. Wilder the situation of

their camps. The 17th is hurried up to form on the right of the

Seventy-Second, the 98th Illinois still further to the right, and the

123d Illinois to the right and rear in reserve; our battery of mount-

ain howitzers in front of the Seventy-Second and the i8th Indiana bat-

tery directly in our rear upon the highest ground.

The four companies come back in a hurry and take place in line;

17
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the rebels following us cut off Companies H and E from the road.

By this time two divisions of Hsrdee's corps, encamped to our right-

front, scarcely a mile away, have gotten in line and send forward a

cloud of skirmishers who soon strike Company H, and for a time its

situation is perilous in the extreme. Just as the company began to

fall back W. R. Clark was shot in the abdomen, the ball coming out

at his back. Three or four comrades quickly dismounted, helped

him on his horse and hurried him to the rear. The company by a

circuitous route gained the rear, and took its place in the line.

By this time rebel skirmishers are at short range with our line ; they

come up in splendid style and in plain view. Our howitzers and four

pieces of artillery open on them and pour volley after volley of grape

and canister into their ranks, as they rush upon us with hellish and

deafening yells. On they come, as if determined to take the battery

without firing a gun The Seventy-Second opens upon them with

our seven-shooting Spencers, and for the first time they seem to wake

up to the fact that they are not fighting cavalry. They stagger and

fall back in confusion. The weight of the charge has struck the 17th.

The sharp clatter of rifles is deafening. From some cause the 17th

is soon out of ammunition and some commotion is visible. Now the

98th Illinois change front and come to the rescue, and the rebels are

hurled back. Now the 123d Illinois move to the support of the gSth,

and the rebels open on our mountain howitzers with a battery of rifled

guns. Three .shells in quick succession pass through our regiment

;

one cuts one of the gunners in two ; another tears off the face of Sergt.

Pike, of Company D, and another passes through the neck of an artil-

lery mule.

As the rebels have more and heavier guns than we, our battery of

howitzers limber up and get out of the way, and it seems now but a

question of a little time when the i8th battery six-pounders will have

to do the same. At this juncture the rebel infantry move upon us, out-

numbering us five to one, but our splendid Spencer repeaters more

than compensa|;e for the disparity in numbers. When they close up-

on us the clash and crash of small arms is added to the deafening roar

of artillery, and the din is terrific in the extreme. The .struggle was

desperate but brief The rebel infantry are again sent staggering

back: Their artillery yet hold supremacy and every shell they send

over us and at our guns increases our anxiety and the peril of our situ-

ation ; for if they silence our guns there's nothing to prevent them

from shelling our ranks at their leisure. We are in extreme peril.

A large chunk of railroad iron, thrown from a rebel cannon, strikes in

front of Company D, near Sergt. Garrett's head, throwing mud all
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over the company. Another large shell strikes just in front of the col-

ors, and before it has time to explode, Corpl. Drummond, Company I,

one of the color guard, jumps to his feet, seizes and throws the shell

down the hill, which explodes as soon as it touches the ground ! Brave

and timely deed. Our peril increases with every moment.

At this critical moment the 19th Indiana battery, Capt. Harris, with

guns one-half caliber larger than those of the i8th, ten horses to the

gun, came thundering down the road to our relief, the drivers urging

the horses with whip and spur until they were frantic with fury. For

once artillerymen are permitted to ride on their guns. Capt. Harris

takes position and opens immediately on the rebel-. As the guns

belch forth fire and shot over our heads we feel great relief, and anx-

iously watch the telling effect the shots have upon the enemy, and in

a short time the rebel guns are seen to limber up and move to a more

respectful distance.

It is now almost sundown ; we have been lying in the mud and water

for nearly four hours—for the rain has come down in torrents all the

time. We were not heavily engaged any more that day, and at dark

were relieved by Crook's brigade.

It would take many more pages than we have to spare to note half

the incidents of this battle, yet we cannot forbear speaking of a few.

After dark we fell back and lay on our arms in reserve. All had done

their duty so well that it is not possible, without being invidious, to

give special praise to any. We have not yet ascertained what became

of Company E, and will give their experience. Soon after they found

that they were cut off two rebel officers came up to them, supposing

they were part of the rebel force, and did not discover their mistake

until it was too late for them to escape. Just then the reb^l artillery

began to rake their position and the skirmishers also began to fire on

them. The company started to move across the woods and immedi-

ately came upon three little children who were bewildered in their

efforts to escape from the dangers and awful noise of the battle ; two

little girls aged about seven and nine, and a little boy aged five.

These were veritable babes of the woods. ' The girls could out-run the

boy, but every minute would stop, turn and cry, "come on, bubby,

come on!" Sergt. Wilhite, amid a shower of bullets, dismounted,

helped them over the fence, placed the boy between the girls and

started them towards a house, out of the range of the fire, remounted

his horse while the bullets rattled against the fence and rode away

unhurt. At such an act of tenderness would not the angels smile

through the smoke of battle and protect the brave man who did it ?

Company E got out in safety and took place in line while the
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battle raged. There is not space to speak of hair-breadth escapes.

The mortal wound of Sergt. Pike, in the face, has been spoken

of, and to see him lying in the mud and rain, clawing the mud with

his hands and ever and anon picking at the shreds of flesh and shat-

tered bones of his face, was horribly distressing. His face was all shot

off It sickens us to write of it. Death soon came to the brave man's

relief, and we all thanked God to see our poor comrade out of his

agony. Lieut. Cravens informs us that he stood over Sergt. Pike, a

short time before he died, and said, "Pike, don't you know me? "

The poor fellow muttered, "O, mother, poor mother! What will she

do?" He spoke no more, and soon expired. He was a noble man
and the support and pride of his widowed mother. He was buried

near the line of battle where he fell.

Clark, of Company H, has been mentioned as being sh :)t in the

abdomen ; Dr. Cole says :

" The ball went through the skin on the

abdomen but did not penetrate the muscles
; p issed round his body

and came out at the back, exactly opposite the point it entered, just

as though it had gone straight through him. He soon got well and

served out his time." Other casualties were Sergt. James O. Peed,

Company G, a good and brave mm, mortally wounded in the left

lung. Private Peter Moore, Company A, musket ball through the

left shoulder. Daniel Long, Company E, broken right fore-arm. P.

C. Burnham, Company D, bayonet wound. John R. Bennett. C,

musket ball through left lung. E. .Banister, D, slight wound on knee.

A. J. Hubbard, B, musket ball in left shoulder. VVm. Grismar, K,

wound in thigh. J. R. Rutherford, B, slight wound in head. J. K.

Sheets, K, wound on shoulder.

The most impressive event of the day was the killing of Chaplain

PMdy. The regimental hospital was established over the hill, in rear

of our regiment, and the Chaplain was near it helping with the

w^ounded ; a shell of the enemy fired at the i8th battery passed over

it and over the hill, and through the Chaplain's body, killing him

instantly. We have said that the night before he had preached his

first sermon to us in camp at Murfreesboro, exhorting us to be pre-

pared for death. To be taken from us thus, on the first day of ser-

\'ice, in the brave discharge of his duties, was a matter of sorrow to

every heart. His name will be ever dear to the Seventy-Second.

We quote from Col. Miller's notes: " W^e were under fire for five

hours. This was our first battle and the men stood well. We had

three men killed and 20 wounded, some of them mortally. We were

relieved by Crook's brigade after dark, and lay on our arms in the

mud that night."
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On June 25th the whole of the 14th army corps came up and

formed hue where we were yesterday. Skirmishing commenced

early, but our troops were content to hold the splendid position

gained, for the capture of which we claim the honor belongs to our

brigade. We lay in reserve all day and the rebels showed their

spite by throwing shells at our forces, while the clouds poured down
rain.

The 26th opened with rain, and we moved east and south up a

fork of Duck River, passing through some narrow defiles where we
pick up a few prisoners. The rebel army seems to be falling back.

We camp for the night in six miles of Manchester.

On the morning of the 27th we were in the saddle early, and

dashed like fury into Manchester, surprising the place and capturing

300 prisoners and a lot of Commissary stores. We remained there

all day while part of the brigade made a reconnoissance towards

TuUahoma. The 14th corps came up in the evening, and the rain

continued.

On the morning of the 28th we set out from Manchester to raid on

the Chattanooga railroad, going by way of Hillsboro, Pelham and

Hawkinsville, 45 miles to Decherd. Duck and Elk rivers were so

swollen by the rains as to swim all the mules and small horses
; at

one place we carried the artillery ammunition across on our horses,

and at the other made a raft to ferry the artillery over. We reached

Decherd at nine o'clock at night. Tne bulk of Bragg's army was at

Tullahoma, 15 miles north of this place, and hence we are right in

the rear of Bragg's army. We found Decherd garrisoned by a

small force of rebels in stockade, and scattered them with a few shots

from our howitzers—Lack-een-guns, we always called them, be-

cause we used mules to haul them, and often took them to pieces

and strapped them on the backs of mules when we traveled very

hilly country, as was frequently the case.

While this was going on Capt. Rice started through the village to

give directions to scouts who were burning the water tank, tearing

up the railroad and working all possible mischief in a great hurry.

He had dismounted and was quietly leading his horse when sudden-

ly some rebels began to fire on him from a stockade ; the bullets rat-

tled against a fence and scared his horse, which jerked loose from

him, leaving him in quite an unpleasant predicament, and his chances

for Libby prison good. His horse did not run from him, but just

as he caught the bridle another volley, and another rattle of balls

against the fence, and again the horse broke away. This was repeat-

ed, the Captain's hair standing on end, until the horse got out of
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range of the bullets, and then the Captain mounted and went out of

there like a bird flying. He regards this as his most daring feat

during the war, but confesses that he was a little scared.

The first thing captured was the rebel mail. The depot was

burned, a short section of the railroad torn up and a bridge burned.

The command then hurried away six mile, north-east, to a point on

the Cumberland Mountains, and as Records has it, " ambushed for

the night;" that is, simply stopped in the bushes and lay down to

sleep, holding our horses' bridles in our hands. We had put in an-

other hard day's work in the rain, and our beds were on the mount-

ain side on the sharpest of rocks. The mountain was so steep that

we had to get our feet against the trees or rocks to keep from slip-

ping down. And had not the surroundings been so desperate it

would have been funny to see us try to sleep. You see a big, stout,

long-legged soldier lay down flat of his back, his legs stiff and his

feet braced against a tree; in two minutes he is asleep, his muscles

begin to relax, his knees fly up, and down he goes a-straddle of the

tree. With many the remainder of the night is worn away in sliding

down the hill and climbing up again ; while others more fortunate,

find a hole or depression, the rain still pouring down, and two hours

later they are called up to find themselves in water six inches deep.

On the 27th we were in saddles by daylight and moved on a by-

path to the top of the mountain, as we were apprehensive that the

enemy had thrown a force between us and Pelham. When near the

top of the mountain a fearful thunder storm came upon us. We
were so high, or the clouds so low, that we were in the clouds, and

the thunder was as often below as above us. The average soldier

took but little interest in this grand sight, knowing only that the sit-

uation was uncomfortable. To many of us the sublimity of the

scene dispelled thought of discomfort or danger. God seemed very

near.

The want of rest and sleep was telling on us, and we were con-

stantly falling asleep and reeling in our saddles like drunken men.

The route was almost impracticable, and the howitzers had to be pulled

up by hand. When we got to the top of the mountain we could

see reinforcements pouring in to Decherd. The rebels had been

struck suddenly there and were fearfully scared, not knowing whence

the Yankees came, or whither they went.

On the top of the mountain each man was ordered to take a sheaf

of wheat for his horse, and the column moved forward on the trot to

University Hights, whence a detachment of the Seventy-Second

and 98th Illinois, Col. Funkhouser in command, hurried to Cowan,
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to burn the trestle work of the Memphis, Chattanooga & Charleston

railroad, but on getting in sight of the place found rebel troops

pouring into it by thousands, and returned to the column. While

Col. Funkhouser's detachment was gone the brigade tore up the

railroad at Tracy City ; as this was a short road, running to a coal

mine, the object of tearing it up was never visible to the naked eye.

It still continued to rain. Maiiy horses gave out and were killed,

while others were left to fall into the hands of the rebels. The con-

stant rain had swollen the Elk River out of its banks and the bridge

at Pelham was our only chance of crossing ; and should the enemy

destroy that, our chances of escape were slim. Just before going

down the mountain a detail from Company I, Lieut. Vance in com-

mand, was pushed forward to the bridge and arrived in time to drive

off a rebel force that had just reached the bridge. Our boys tore up

the floor of the bridge, carried the boards to our side, built breast-

works of them and held the fort until morning. We remember the

names of but Munson, Wyatt and Allen, of Company I, who took

part in this brave and important work. The brigade went into camp

immediately on coming down from the mountain, and for the first

time since leaving Manchester we had a chance to make coffee.

On the morning of the 30th we succeeded in getting across the

bridge with but one man wounded, although Wheeler's rebel cavalry

were pressing us hard. In actual damage done to the enemy this

expedition was a failure, but in nnifying the brigade and giving

each man confidence in himself and his officers, it was a grand suc-

cess. The rebels had hitherto had it all their own way in raiding

railroads ; this expedition demonstrated that we were just as compe-

tent to raid rebel railroads as rebels were to raid Utiion railroads.

This raid had a very demoralizing effect on Gen. Bragg, and he be-

gan to evacuate Tullahoma in two houts after he heard the report

of our guns at Decherd, thinking he had been flanked by the whole

army. We failed to say it rained all day the 30th.

July 1st was the first day since we left Murfreesboro that it had

not rained. The brigade scouted towards Wartrace, in the rear of

the retreating army. Having traveled 300 miles in a little over

three days, and lost over 500 horses, we were told we could have a

short time to recruit up a little.

On July 3d we went to Wartrace and went into camp on the

ground recently occupied by the rebels. The strongest imagination

could not exaggerate the vast accumulations of filth which we saw
here and at many other places. Our men often remarked that it

seemed as if the rebels expected us to drive them away from their
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camps, and for our especial discomfort left as much filth behind as

possible. Looking" back over nearly a year's service we see that the

very first thing we have done, on going into camp, even for a few

days, has been the digging of sinks; and from our first entrance into

the service until now we have digged enough _sinks to make a

respectable Suez Canal, were they all joined together ; or a ditch of

sufficient capacity to drain the Kankakee swamps. But up to this

time we had never seen a rebel sink; they seemed to revel in filth,

and a thousand mingled stinks must have been sweet perfume to

their nostrils.

The deluge of rain which had fallen in the lo.days past had soaked

the ground until the whole face of the earth was a reeking sea of

carrion
; in many places, as we walked over the ground, we could

hear and see the sputtering water through which the noxious gases

arose to high heaven, blending a thousand filthy smells into one,

which no christian olfactory could withstand. Countless thousands

of green flies flitted about with nasty, lazy drone, like the hum of a

thousand spindles. These flies were constantly depositing their eggs

on the ground, on the leaves, on everything—which the broiling sun

soon hatched into millions of maggots, which wiggled until the leaves

and grass on the ground moved and wiggled too; and in a short

time they hatched into flies and added to the swarms in the air, and

laid more eggs, &c. We are willing to risk our reputation as a

faithful recorder of historic facts in saying that we have seen acres

and acres of ground covered with leaves that were in a constant

quiver from the motions of the maggots that infested them. Every

member of the Seventy-Second will remember our camp on " Mag-
got Hill " as long as he lives. There is an abundance of evidence

to prove all we say. The nuisance was so intolerable that we were

given permission to clear off a new camp a mile away, which was

done by details on the 5th of July. This camp w.is near Rowesviiie,

and we moved to it on July 6th.

For several days we did little but forage for horses. Shortly afcer

moving to Rowesviiie our good Dr. went to a house near

camp and spoke for his dinner. By good luck the lady of the house

had a chicken to fry. The air around the cabin was filled with the

savory smell of the frying chicken, and the Doctor's mouth began

to water in anticipation of the change from h. t. and s. b. to such a

delicacy. But unfortunately for the Doctor, just when the fowl had

reached the stage of brown that indicated a job well dorre, the lady

of the house stepped out of the door, and so did the chicken,

skillet and all. There was some foul play in the matter, and a man
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in C(~)mpan\' H could tell who did it, but as he didn't si^n his own

name we will not give it.

The whole' country was full of wheat and oats standing in the. fields

uncut, and foraging for feed for the hor.ses was a matter of pleasure

and a light duty; but food for ourselves was scarce; aside from a few-

apples, potatoes and blackberries, the country afforded nothing. All

our government rations had to be hauled from Murfreesboro in wagons,

the roads were a vast swimo, and it was next to impossible to get

any hauling at all done. Blackbsrri :s were fortunately plenty, and

with these, and what hard tack we got, we could manage to live.

On the 4th of July there was hardly a cracker in the regiment

—

and it is a dry Fourth without crackers—so we sought to make up our

deficiency in rations by an extra issue of o-rations. This F'ourth will

long be remembered as one of the bright days of the gloomy years

of the rebellion. We were in very high spirits in our Tennessee

camp, even if the maggots and green flies were sporting in " shoals

and oceans ;
" and had we known that Lee had been defeated at

Gettysburg, and that Vicksburg had surrendered, our joy would have

been unbounded. Perhaps we sniffed the good news from afar, and

inhaled the spirit of rejoicing which made the loyal North ring and

roar with delight and thanksgivings.

We gathered in the afternoon at headquarters, and Col. Kirkpat-

rick, who was the only politician in the regiment, was called out for a

speech. He responded in one of his happiest efforts. When he spoke

of the " dear old flag, the stars and stripes " in a grand bm-st of elo-

quence he said, "they should wave over the land of the free and the

home of the brave when the last mother's son of the rebellioi should

be dead and rotten, damned and forgotten." We cheered him to the

echo. He was followed by Sergt.-Maj. B. M. Thompson, and for an

hour we had a grand oration. This occasion was an oasis in the

many dreary days of our service.

W^hile having a few days quiet in camp in this sweet-scented coun-

try, we have leisure to state that at Murfreesboro the Seventy-Second

conceived and brought forth a poet, in this same Sergt.-Maj. Thomp-
.son, who became an institution in our history. From the opening of

this campaign to the close of the war the regiment made no impor-

tant move that he did not reduce to song, in such lively verse that,

if published, would hand the regiment down to posterit}' as the em-
bodiment of all that is chivalrous, generous, dashing and good. His

poetry is not in elegant style, but quite forcible in expression. It

would be a pleasure to insert it all in this volume, in connection with

the circumstances described in each piece ; but poetry fills space so
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rapidly that we are compelled to leave it out. We have it all before

us, and should the sale of this book justify another edition we promise

to insert it in full.

On July loth we moved camp to near Normandy, on Duck River,

nine miles from Tullahoma.

On the 13th Col. Miller took a detail of 20 men from each company
in the regiment and went on a scout, north and west through Shelbyville

and Unionville, to see if the rebels had all left the country. We traveled

75 miles, captured a few rebel prisoners and returned on the 15th.

On the 16th we scouted to Elk River to see if the rebels had all

crossed, and found none. Also on the i6ththe Seventy-Second and

98th, Col. Wilder in command, went on a scout to destroy som2 salt-

peter works near Lynchburg, Tenn , and returned on the 17th. It

was on this scout that Corp'l John T. Haynes, Company I, captured

the famous old fighting cock " Methuselah " which was never whipped

in many fights. The old bird furnished much amusement to those

who enjoyed it, and miany a rooster went down before his gaffs, after

he became a member of the Seventy-Second.

On the 1 8th of July the Regiment was paid off from January ist to

the 1st of May, four months.

On the 2ist Col Wilder, of the 17th, went home and left Col. Miller

in command of the brigade.

On the 2 2d a detachment of the brigade under the gallant Col.

Funkhouser, of the 98th Illinois, who was always on hand for his

shire of the hardest and most dangerous duty, consisting of part of

the 92d and 98th Illinois, and 10 men and a non commissioned officer

from each company of the Seventy-Second, Capt. C. G. Thomson in

command, went on a scout to capture horses for the92d, and also to

fill up losses of horses in the brigade. This detachment passed through

Shelbyville, Unionville, Chaplain Hill, Bythursday, Columbia and

Hunt's Store, part of the country where our troops had never been,

and secured stock and forage in abundance.

As this was a very important scout, in which Sergt. Steward of

Company A says 1. 154 horses and mules were captured, we record

a few of the many exciting personal incidents, begging pardon for not

giving all the vast pile that lies before us. The command moved at

8 a. m., passed through Shelbyville and camped four miles from

Unionville. After the precautionary information that we were to

move through a section of the country infested by bushwhackers—fur-

loughed rebel soldiers—we were commanded to begin to forage for

stock and able bodied negroes. Each non-commissioned officer was

train as a guard, and a rallying point for the bands of scouts. The
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allowed to take all his 10 men except two, who were left with the pack

train and guard moved along- the miin ro id while the scouting detach-

ments took any direction they preferred, all to report to the officer in

command at the train at certain points agreed upon for camping over

night. Sergt. Steward, comm:inding the detachment from Comp my
A, reports the capture of 30 horses and mules during the scout ; tak-

ing this as an average for the capture of each detail from the Seventy-

Second, would m ike their aggregate capture of iiorses during- the trip

300, or three horses for e ich m\.\ on the s:out, which is about correct.

Records, of Company I, furnishes the best account of this scout. Of

the work on July 23d he says: "My detail had to serve as rear

guard for the colunin until hte in the afternoon when scouts began to

come in. when I got permission from Capt. Thomson to draw from

detachments of other companies and go foraging. I had just learned

that some men were running a threshing machine on the south side of

Duck River. Taking two of my own men and t vo others, our whole

party being five, I started. Several parties that day had tried to get

on the south ^ide of Duck River but fiiled on account of high waters.

We reached a point from which the machine could be seen in the dis-

tance. I told the men I wanted to go for that machine. Otherr of

our regiment came up at that point and said they would go and see

us try it, but didn't feel like running any risks themselves. We struck

the river at Maury's Mills, but the bridge was in ruins. A man at

the mills told us that there was a ford just below, but it was deep and

dangerous. Just then I saw a horse hitched which I was told bclongi^d

to a boy who was then in the mills. By this time several squads had

come up and we went down to the ford. The river looked so formid-

able that I wished the men would decline to go further, but one of

them said, " go in and try it," and rather than back out I put into it.

The water run over my horse's back but I pushed ahead and called

out, " come on !
" With a whoop they dashed into the river and all

got speedily over in safety. The boy had crossed in a canoe and was

flying off on his horse to alarm the threshers ; but we pursued and

soon overtook him, and learned from him that the threshing w^as on

Grey's plantation, that Grey was a Captain of company of rebels

and that his company was guarding the threshing. I directed some

of the men to take charge of the horse and boy, but we had not gone

far until I saw the boy running across a cornfield, and saw in a moment
that this was likely to spoil the arrangement if we failed to reach

the machine before the boy, and that we might get our hair

raised. We dashed off in a gallop, and as we neared the machine

raised a whoop and cheer, making as much noise as a regiment.
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The noble guards, three times our number, broke for the cornfield,

jumped the fence and disappeared in a trice. We stripped the horses

and mules, 12 in number, put the darkies upon them, and fearing the

rebels mig-ht find how few we were, slip back through the corn and

pay us their respects, we dashed back, crossing the river in safety."

The rebels having lost their negroes and animals were left to their

own reflections, and we never heard how Capt. Grey finished up his

threshing. We moved on through Unionville and Chaplain Hill and

camped that night on Rutherford Creek.

On the 24th ( we quote John B. Davis, Company D, ) our advance

was fired on by bushwhackers, two of whom we captured. We ad

vanced to Columbia, where we had a slight skirmish, and turning back

camped on the farm of a Maj. Allen, who was then in the rebel service.

On this march we were instructed to state to all persons from whom
we took property that if they would come to camp and establish their

loyalty their stock should be returned to them. We had native guides

with us who knew those who were loyal.

We give a sample day's scouting by the detail from Company D,

which illustrates the work of the whole command. On leaving Spring

Hill we came to a house where a young lady \\'as holding a horse by

the bridle. On entering the house we found a revolver, and saddle

pockets filled with apples. Coming out we asked the lady for the

horse ; she threw her arms around his neck and declared we never

should take him. We disengaged her arms, took the horse and

moved on. The next place was a large plantation where we found

three mules, two in the gin house and one in the lot ; we unhitched

the two from the gin and went for the one in the lot, when the old

lady came out and said, "Lo'd A'mighty ! you'uns don't want that

mule, he's done 25 years ole !

" We took him for eight years old,

and moved on.

We next secured a fine horse, the owner seeming to care very

little about it. One of the native guides caine lip and told us that

the owner of the horse and himself had hidden together from the

rebels in a cave for six months. We wouldn't take such a loyal

man's horse and returned it to him. We next took a horse from

the rebel Col. Haines. Next came to an old woman who was weep-

ing bitterly ; it wouldn't be so bad to take her horses but we had

taken her negroes too. We asked her if she was a Union woman.
" No," said she, " when the Union split I split too !

"

This scouting party returned to camp at Roseville, on the 27th,

found the brigade had gone to Decherd, followed and reached there

on the 28th, bringing in 1,000 horses, 1,500 mules and 1,000 negroes.
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We lay in camp at Decherd from July 27th to August i6th, the

longest period of inactivity since we were mounted. Aside from a

little skirmish drilling and foraging we did nothing. The loth Indi-

ana wds at Winchester, a few miles from us, and we had a pleasant

season of inter-visiting.

As this date completes our first year's service and marks an epoch

in our history, we note the changes in our regiment since our last

review up to January 8th, when we went into camp at Murfreesboro :

Capt. R. B. Hanna, Company H, had been detached as Provost

Marshal, on Gen. Reynolds' Staff. At Decherd station, Company

H was detailed as Provost Guard, at Gen. Reynolds' head quarters.

Sergt. Maj. W. K. Byrns, has been promoted to Adjt. of the regi-

ment, to succeed A. A. Rice, who has been previously mentioned

as promoted to the rank of Captain and made A. A. Gen'l. on Gen.

Reynolds' Staff. Chaplain Jessj Hill resigned April 13th, succeeded

by Rey. John Eddy, of whose brief service and death by a cannon

shot at Hoover's Gap we have spoken. John B. Johnson, Assistant

Surgeon, resigned May 3d. Capt. Milton Newton resigned Febru

ary 1st, and Andrew Klepser succeeded him. Frank B. Everett,

1st Lieut. Company C, resigned Eebruary i6th, and Edward A.

Cutshaw succeeded him. Jiio. N. Insley, ist Lieut. Company E,

resigned P'ebruary 9th, and Lewis C. Priest succeeded him. Capt.

Moses Burch, Company F, resigned March 23, and James L. Dalton

succeeded him. Orin E. Harper, 2d Lieut. Company F, dismissed

March ist, and Johnson Parker succeeded him. W. R. Jewell, 2d

Lieut. Company G, resigned from sickness, Miy 19th, re-entered ser-

vice in July next as Captaiji of a Company at Indianapolis ; the com-

pany not being ordered to the field, he resigned and accepted the

Chaplaincy of the 7th Indiana Infantry, and served until its time e.\-

pired. Jacob Gladden succeeded him. James M. Stafford, ist Lieut.

Company H, resigned June iith, and John C. Scott succeeded him.

John Watts, Captain Company I, dismissed January 19th, and Wm.
H. McMurtry succeeded him. Capt. Hiram B. Collins, Compan}-

K, resigned April 21st, and Richard H. Mclntire succeeded him.

John W. Gaskill, 2d Lieut. Company K, died at Murfreesboro, Feb-

ruary 20th, succeeded b}" James W. Davis. Making 11 commis-

sioned officers resigned, one died and one killed.

In Compan)' A, non-commissioned officers and privates, died 2,

discharged 6. Company B, died 6, discharged 19, killed i. Com-
pany C, died 3, discharged 6, drummed out i. Company E, died

10, discharged 12, killed i. Compan)- F, died 6, discharged 9. Com-
pany G, died 4, discharged 1 1, deserted i. Company H, died i, dis-
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charged ii. Company I, died 4, discharged 10. Company K, died

2, discharged 6. Total for the Regiment: died 38 ; discharged 90 ;

killed 3 ; deserted i ; drummed out i, Making the total loss of the

Regiment, from January 8th, 1863, to August i6th, 1863, in oiificers,

non-commissioned of^cers and privates, 146. To this add the loss

of the first six months, 98, and the total loss for the year is 244.

We left Indianapolis with 978, and in this first year we have lost

just two more than one-fourth of our entire command.

With perhaps one or two exceptions, every officer had resigned

on certificates of disability, precisely the same ground upon which

non-commissioned officers and privates were discharged. Perhaps

90 per cent, of this heavy loss was caused by the horrible filth pit at

Murfreesboro, before spoken of. In addition to the losses above

alluded to, there were enough absent in hospitals to make a total

loss of full 300 men and 9 officers ; deduct those transferred and on

detached duty and there are about 500 men in the regiment for

service.

At Castillian Springs, in 1862, there was a general overhauling of

the non-commissioned officers of the entire regiment, nearly one-half

being dropped from their places and others substituted ; but after

that, in most cases, officers were advanced in regular order of pro-

motion.
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CHAPTER XXI.

August 6th to September i^th, 1863.

—

Begin Second Years Service at

Decherd—Beautiful Camp, Good and abundant water— Comrades

join us—A Big Mouse—Btaggs Retreat from Tidlahoma—LigJit-

ning Brigade move over the Mountains, attack Chattanooga and Bragg

evacuates the City—Dry Valley and Racy Incidents—Big Corn, Big

Sheep, Big Eating—Hoiv zve got our Mutton—A Tussle zvitJi the

Bell- Wether— Hat'd ontlie Old Soiv— Crossing the Tennessee River—
Tlie Feint deceives Bragg, He Retreats and the Lightning Brigade

flashes after Him to Tunnel Hill, Striking the Rebels in Force— Bad
Mistake of Rosecrans, zvJio ivill not be Convinced that We havefound

the Enemy in Force in Front— We are Ordered to LaFayette—Bloody

Battle of Rock Sp7'ings— We Escapefrom the Enemy after Night—
Seventy Second Foragers taken before Gen. Rosecrans— Sergt. Wake-

man Introdiices Capt. Smith to Col. Miller.

We begin our second year's service in our camp at Decherd. Our

summer's service on horse back in the pure air, and on fresh rations

most of the time, has worked out the poison of Murfreesboro from

our blood. The camp at this place was a beautiful one, situated on

a gently sloping hill-side abundantly shaded, near a clear stream of

water, which flowed fiom a large fountain which was almost bottom-

less and burst up from a fissure in the rocks, furnishing water for

bathing, washing, and all other purposes.

Many of our comrades who had been left behind sick came back

to us at this camp, and bathing in the pure water and the abundant

use of peaches and blackberries, which were plenty, soon put them

all in the best of fighting trim. We never saw the command in bet-

ter spirits. We cannot forbear relating an anecdote, showing on

what intimate terms the men and officers were. The stream above

mentioned ran between our horse quarters and regimental head-

quarters. Wm. Grismar, Company K, was put on guard by the

side of the creek Col. Miller was then in command of the brigade

and Lieut. Col. Kirkpatrick in command of the regiment. Just at

daylight Col. Kirkpatrick came out of his tent, stretched himself

and caught sight of Grismar, who immediately cocked his gun and

pointed to a big drift pile in the creek, and called to the Colonel to

come there. The Colonel started and Grismar motioned for him to

keep as quiet as possible. The Colonel came up on tip toe, Grismar

still holding his gun leveled at the drift, and motioned for the Colonel

to get down ; and all ears, eyes and attention the Colonel got down
on his knees, began to peer under the logs and whispered, "what
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is it?" Grismar whispered back, '' just tear that drift pile open and

you will find the d—dest biggest mouse you ever saw." The Colo-

nel said, " that'll do," tossed Grismar his pocket-knife and told him

to say no more about it.

Bragg began his retreat from Tullahoma on the night of June 28th,

and never stopped until he put the Cumberland Mouiitains between

Rosecrans and himself, making his headquarters at Chattanooga.

Rosecrans followed and camped his army at the western base of the

mountains, his left resting on Manchester, centre at Decherd and

right south of Winchester. It took Rosecrans until the middle of

August to get up supplies enough to justify him in climbing the

mountains.

On August 1 6th we broke camp at Decherd, moved along the

base of the mountains four miles north and began the ascent. Every

man was ordered to dismount and lead his horse. It was two miles

from where we started to the top, steep and rocky. As we had not

walked so far for a long time we were very tired when we reached

the summit. All the lovers of grand and beautiful scenery were richly

paid by the sublime and far-reaching view spread out in the direction

whence we had come. We passed University Hights and campfd at

Tracy City.

It may be proper to state that the plan of the campaign was to

make a strong feint at and above Chattanooga, while the main body
of our army was to cross the Tennessee River away below Chatta-

nooga, and come up on the east side of the river. The portion of the

army making this feint was our brigade, now composed of the 17th

and Seventy-Second Indiana, the g2d, 98th and 123d Illinois, and the

1 8th Indiana battery; and Gen. Wagoner's brigade of infantry. Gen.

W^agoner started from Manchester when we started from Decherd, but

we had to lie in camp at Tracy City and wait for him to catch up.

On the 1 8th we moved forward, and on the 19th, near noon, reached

the edge of the mountain bordering the Sequatchie Valley, which is.

one of the finest and richest valleys in the world. The rebels had

every road and crossing leading out of it to the west strongly picketed,

and the valley was full of the enemy. We struck the valley at Sher-

man's Crossing, the 92d Illinois in advance. The rebel videttes on the

hill reported our advance in time fcr the rebels in the valley to con-

centrate and get ready for us by the time we descended the mountain.

When the 92d struck the rebel pickets it came promptly to a halt.

This so exasperated Col. Wilder that he ordered it to stand aside

and ordered the Seventy-Second forward. As soon as we reached the

head of the column Col. Miller took Companies A, F, D, and I —
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Compan)' I, Capt. McMurtry, advance guard— and struck across the

valley. The command had not gone far until the road forked and it

was necessary to send a company on each branch. Company I kept

straight across the valley, which was about three miles wide at this

point, while Company A made a lively chase after some rebels on the

other branch of the road, in which Albert Sigers killed a rebel.

Company D run on to a school-house where some rebel soldiers were

holding a conference over some Union Home Guards they had just

captured. Tlie rebels had decided that the home guards should die,

but Capt. Thomson came upon them so suddenly that it
'

' broke up

the meetin' ;" turned the tables completely, and the Captain left the

home guards guarding the rebels. When Capt. McMurtry, with Com-

pan\' I, reached Sequatchie River. the\' found it a wide, deep stream,

having bluft' banks, each side skirted with thick brusli and timber; the

road struck the creek and turned squarely to the right, passing down

the stream some distance to a ford. Here the rebels undertook to

make a stand, and opened fire on T, as the\' came around a cur\'e in

the road, but the Compan}' without a halt or a return of a shot dashed

like furies down to the ford, across the stream, up in the rear of the

rebels, opened on them with their Spencers, killed one, captured five,

and chased the terror stricken enemy north-east, through the open

country, until they reached the foot of the mountain, where the rebels

scattered and hid in the brush. That w.is a brilliant dash i.>erformed

in le.ss time than it takes to tell it.

This rapid movement brought Company 1 across the vallc)' in a

brief time and with little noise, and left the ne.vt rebel post, further

up the creek, in ignorance of our movements; this po>t was on a road

leading northwest; they had dismounted, barricaded the road with

rails, and were behind them with their backs toward us, eagerly strain-

ing their e}'es watching for the Yanks to come, but, Yankee like, we
slipped up behind them and they knew nothing of our approach until

we were covering them with our fatal Spencers and demanding their

surrender. They made no resistance and were all captured.

The brigade went into camp at Dunlap. Kings never lived better

than we did here, for grapes, peaches and roasting ears, abounded.

At Dunlap we left all our trains and loaded all our traps and five days'

rations upon our p^ck mules, and early on the morning of the 20th of

August, we started up another range of the mountains, called Wal-

dron's Ridge, which runs straight south to the Tennessee River, at

Stevenson and Bridgeport. This range was much higher, steeper and

more difficult of ascent than the other one had been ; and as we had

to walk and lead, it was an uphill business, and very exhausting

19
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before we got to the top. We moved rapidly, and as the ridge is

only 20 miles across the summit, we reached the eastern brow that

day by 4 p. m.

Clark, in command of the Seventy-Second scouts, says: On this

march, and when within about a mile of the foot of the mountain, Col.

Wilder gave me a guide and told me to take my scouts and those of

the 17th and go down the mountain, by what is known as " Wild Cat

Trace, " and get in the rear of the rebel pickets at the foot of the

mountain on the road. He said that he would hold the command one

hour for me to get position. I did so. I placed the 17th scouts on

the finst road and my scouts took the second road. W^e dismounted,

got ready, and had just got position when the advance of the column

was fired on b\' the pickets. The fire was returned and here came
the pickets, pell mell, past us ; well, not exactly past us, for we fired

into them, and some were wounded and a great many thrown from

their horses and captured, I remember one who jumped ove'- the

fence into a clump of bushes, when Amos HoUingsworth jumped over

after and caught him by the coat collar and seat of his trowsers and

threw him out in the road. We learned by the people whose houses

the frightened rebels passed after being fired on, that there was not a

man of them wore a hat, but that their hair stood as erect as porcupine

quills.

The Seventy-Second was in advance, A,- F, 1) and I, advance guard.

We struck a heavy picket post just at the foot of the mountain, and

as we charged them about one-half ran up the valley and the other half

down it. The four companies above named chased the squad that

turned north 12 miles before we .stopped, but as our horses were

already tired and theirs fresh when we started, we didn't catch an}' of

them. .Soon after we started in pursuit of the rebels the horse of John

Young, of I, dashed ahead of all others and came close up to the

fleeing foe. One rebel halted and leveled his gun at Young ; and

Young, without halting his horse, brought his Spencer to his shoulder

and fired at the rebel. At this instant Young's horse stumbled and

fell, and the rebel fell from his horse severely wounded by Young's

shot. Young was not hit by the rebel's bullet, but he wa.s' almost

crushed by his horse falling on him ;"his leg and arm were broken

and he was otherwise bruised. As soon as Young and the rebel re-

covered they talked the matter over very cooly, as they lay near

each other, until they were taken up. The rebel died of his wound,

and Young is badly crippled for life, yet by his energy and tact he

makes his way very well in the world and has a good business at iiis

home in Oakwood, Illinois.
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We remained all night on picket right where we stopped. The

remainder of the brigade went into camp soon after getting down

from the mountain, at Poe's tavern, 15 miles above Chattanooga.

At daylight on August 21st the brigade moved very rapidly down

the valley to Chattanoogn, the Seventy-Second scouts driving before

it the pickets of the enemy at several points, captured 30 prisoners

and came near capturing the steam ferry boat which cariied the re-

treating pickets across the river, killing the ferryman. The regi-

mental scouts captured 100 hor.ses and mules tiiat day.

The brigade caine up and took position on the bluffs overlooking

the city, on the noith-west. Capt. Lilly immediately opened fire

on the city with two guns. That wis some sort of fa-;t day or holi-

da)' in Ch ittanooga, and when our shells began to drop among them

there was such a stampede for the fortifications as you never saw.

The rebels replied with a battery of 32 pounders, a shell from which

killed four horses and shattered the leg of a gunner, all belonging

to the same section. Dr. Cole amputated the leg. hut the soldier

never rallied and soon died. Our brigade kept up a strong demon-

stration in front of the city until dark, and then fe!l b ick fiv'e miles

and camped in Dry V^iHey.

Companies A, \'\ D and I, which chased a squad of -ebels 12

miles and picketed the road on the m'ght of the 20th, moved early

on the morning of the 2ist, being 27 miles above Chattanooga; we
scouted slowly down the river hunting all the f )rds and crossings,

and getting acquainted with the country generally. We icached

the camp of the regiment at nine o'clock that night.

Dry Valley was not so very dry after all, for numerous beautiful

mountam streams meandered through it, the land was rich and for-

age abounded. We remained here until the 29th of September, and

enjoyed as much solid fun as we ever did during the same length of

time while in the service. Every afternoon our battery would go to

the bluff overlooking the city and shell it vigorously ; the regiments

of the brigade took turn about going down on foot with the battery,

leaving our horses btrhind to give the rebels the impression that we
had an infantry force as well as artillery and cavalry. We constantly

kept a strong picket force all along the river.

The ridge our battery occupied each day was nearly a mile from

the river. Off to rhe right of our position, and about half way down
the hill, w IS a little frame house. After a few days' shelling with

but an occasional shot from the rebels, the thing became monotonous
and our men and officers became saucy and venturesome. About
the 23d, Col. Wilder and his Staff Officers, in order to get a bettef
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view of Chattanooga ond surroundings, concluded to go down and

get into the house. In the squad were Col. Wilder, Capt. Shields,

Lieut. Crick and Lieut. Newell, of the Topographical Engineers.

This was rather a bold adventure, but they succeeded in getting into

the house from the back way, as they supposed unobserved. The
back of the house sat on the ground, and the front part, next the

river, was three or four feet from the ground. Everything was

quiet about the house, but the officers saw under it a very Targe old

sow, serenely sleeping. The Johnnies had observed all iheir move-

ments and turned a 32-pounder upon the house, and just as our

heroes had secured the best positions at crack and crevice with their

field glasses, and had begun to survey the situation, the Johnnies

let d'ive at them. The 32-pounder was well aimed and well timed,

and came under the house " thud," literally blotting the old sow out

of existence, and at the same instant exploding, and quicker than

you could wink, pieces of the floor, hair, entrails, fresh pork and old

iron came boiling out through the roof of the house like lava from a

crater. To say that the officers rolled out of tnat house faster than

hornets ever tumbled out of a nest, would be putting it rather

mildly; and to say that they made good time up the hill would be

true. Lieut. Newell jumped out of the window, and in just two

minutes by the watch was going over the brow of the hill, when

Capt. Rice hallooed "hello, Newell, what's the matter with 3'ou ?
"

Without checking up Newell hallooed over his shoulder as he ran,

" O ! there's nothing the matter with me, but it was terrible hard on

the old sow."

On August 25th our regiment went on a reconnoiss\nce to Eriar^s

Island, 12 or 15 miles from our camp. At this place there is a ford

that can be crossed at ordinary stages of water. We found the. ford

strongly picketed and guarded by a battery of artillery protected by

earthworks. We exchanged shots across the river, which is at this

point three-quarters of a mile wide, but did not attempt to cross.

W4ien we marched from Dunl:ip we left our teams behind and

Compan)' E to guard them. About the 26th Capt. McMurtry gath-

ered together all the pack mules of the brigade and started back

over VValdron's Ridge for rations.' From our camp, straight across

to Dunlap, it was 30 miles; we made the trip across and back in two

days. This was repeated several times by other companies, till the

fourth of September, when our teams also came across. Reconnois-

sances and scouting up to Friar's Island were made every day by

some of the companies. On the 29th Col's Wilder and Miller went

up and talked with the rebels across the river. Compaiues B and 1
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went up there (ine da)', dismounted, left our horses out of sight and

shpped down close to the river to see what chance there was of get-

ting across. Tlie enem\- discovered and fired on us awhile with their

muskets, but did us no harm, and when they saw that we didn't mind

it they turned a piece of artillery on us and we hastily got out of the

wa}-. Two or three miles further down we saw a man washing his

feet on the opposite side, and as he didn't know we were about, we

fired a shot or two simply to impart to him a knowledge of our pres-

ence. He receix^ed the news violently and tore up the earth as he

pawed up the hill. Again, two or three miles below this, we saw

.some rebel pickets on the other side and began to talk with them and

ascertained what regiment they were of, how long they had been sta-

tioned there, and various other bits of information. They were so

friendl}' that we invited them to come over, pledging ourselves not

to harm them. They at first agreed to come, and we dismounted,

left our guns and went down to the river to receive them. They

modified their proposition and said they would meet us halfway ; we

also accepted this proposition. The river was a mile wide and seemed

very shallow, and Sergt. Magee pulled off his clothes and waded to

the middle of it. The men who were doing the talking now said

that their officers would not let them come. We may here mention

that our guns were so superior to theirs that our balls easily went over

the river, while theirs rarely cime acro.ss. «

We ha\e been a farmer all our life, and point to the prairies of

Indiana and Illinois with great pride as producing the best corn in the

\\orld ; but \\e saw corn on our trip down the river on that day beside

which the best fields of Illinois and Indiana are dwarfs. The rows

were three and a half feet apart both ways, two stalks to the hill, and

such stalks we hive never seen since. As we rode between the rows

on a large horse with a forage sack before us, most of the ears were

just a convenient hight to gather, but to reach many ears we had to

stand up in the stirrups. One ear cut in two four inches from the butt

measured four inches in diameter, and each grain was three-quarters

of an inch long. We were getting our entire living off the country,

and in such a valley neither man nor beast was likely to suffer.

The geological form.ation of this valley is peculiar, and we have seen

nothing like it anywhere else. Right at the base of the mountain is

the beautiful little Dry V'alley in which we are encamped ; between

this and the river is a range of hills, many of them almost as high as

the mountain itself These Icnobs are chiefly composed of a species

of quartz-rock, nearly square in shape, from the size of a walnut to

that of a man's head. The.se rocks make the hills the most difficult
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to climb of any we ever ascended. When the scouting party above

named got opposite Chattanooga we climbed a hill till we could look

down into the rebel works, and could tell by the columns of dust that

the rebel troops were moving east.

Returning to camp that evening we noticed a fine lot of sheep in

a field near the picket post. We had strict orders not to leave camp
after night, but the fat sheep were too great a temptation, and a

party of us determined to risk a venture to capture some mutton.

In going to the field a point of the mountain had to be climbed to

avoid the pickets, and the square stones rolling under oui feet with

their sharp corners made the trip so toilsome that we had earned the

mutton before taking it. The sheep had lain down very near the

picket post, and the puzzle was how to get them awiy without

alarming the picket. After a few whispers we crawled up near the

sheep and began to toss pebbles at them ; when a sheep was struck

it got up; when about half were up a stone struck the bell-wether

and he jumped up in fright, rattling his bell like the beat of a long-

roll until it reverberated among the hills. The pickets were up and

all attention in a moment, and we thought our mutton prospects

withered as we heard the pickets speculating as to what was up.

We lay as flat as snakes in the grass and still as stones until the

pickets got over their alarm; the sheep in the meantime had all come
to t:heir feet', and by skillful tossing of stones we got them away from

the picket post and drove them to the further end of the long field.

There were six of us. We cornered the sheep and each made a

dive for one. It was our fortune to seize ^the bell-wether by the

collar. At a single bound he jerked us off our feet, and we fell

sprawling on the ground, holding to the bell-collar like grim death

as we wetit rolling with the sheep down the steep, rough hill for

some rods—the sheep on top half the time—'but we were a full match

for him, being on top the other half, but were terribly bruised on

the square rocks. Our grip was failing, but two comrades came to

the rescue and the prize was secured. Three others got good ones.

We skinned them in a twinkling—practice makes perfect—but now
the question is how to get them into camp. They were big, fat and

heavy—the bell-wether being the fattest sheep we ever saw. When
strung on a rail it was all two of us could do to carry one of them.

As we went to the field the side of the mountain to be ascended was

not so steep as the one to be descended, and we reached the top with-

out Sc^rious mishap ; but the trouble began when we began to descend.

Lights were all out in camp and we were not certain of the direction.

We began to descend, and every little bit the man at the front end .
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of the rdil—and we happened to be at that end— would find him-

self sitting down and scooting down the mountain, on the half-sole of

his pantaloons, the sheep lapping about his neck, and the man who

should be at the upper end of the rail lapping round the sheep.

Such service tried a soldier's bottom. When about fifty feet from

the foot of the mountain the men at the upper end of the rails

seemed to let all holds go at once, and men and sheep came rolling

down upon us like an avalanche, and before we could check up we

came down in a heap against Col. Miller's tent, bruised, bleeding,

and almost as badly skinned as the sheep. When we struck the

tent the Colonel started up in a terrible fright and hallooed, ''Ha,

tlicrcr We' held our breath for a moment, and the Colonel con-

cluded that a convalescent horse had stumbled over the tent ropes,

and he fell asleep again. We picked up our bruised and mangled

forms, and also our sheep, and silently stole away. We had mutton

for the inner man and mutton suet to mollify our wounds as long as

we remained in camp.

On the 26th of August Wagner's brigade came into the valley at

Po^'s Tavern, and made the strongest possible demonstration on the

enemy along the river. On the 28th Wagner moved down near us

and shelled Chattanooga, the rebels replying but once with a small

gun, and from the little attention paid us we were led to think that

they had decided our attack was but a feint, and were concentrating

against our main army that was now across the river at Shell Moun,

Bridgeport and Stevenson, 35 miles below. In order to disabuse the

rebels of this idea our trains came over the mountain and Gen.

Wagner moved his brigade to the top of the mountain opposite the

cit)', put up tents in plain view of the rebels, and burnt brush and

log heaps as if a whole corps were in camp.

On the 5th of September, to add to the demonstration. Gen.

Hazen's brigade was sent into the valley at Foe's, and shelled the

woods across the river. This seemed to have the desired effect, and

our pickets early that night sent inforination to camp that the rebels

were preparing to cross. This was a cause of serious alarm to our

brigade, as Wagner was on a mountain two miles, high, and could

not possibly get down in time to aid us, while Hazen, 15 miles

above, could give us no immediate aid. In this situation a corps of

rebels, crossing in the night, might drive us from the valle}- and

•capture the two other brigades.

The night was dark and favorable for the rebel advance. Our
wagons were all loaded and the teams hitched to them ; the pickets

•were doubled and a regiment sent to the river in front of the citv.
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An unusual amount of hammering and noise continued on the rebel

side opposite to us, and our teams were hurriedly started up the

mountain. It was our lot to be on picket; the noise continued late

into the night, our brigade lying on arms ; but the day dawned and

no attack was made. VVe afterwards learned that the confusion was

made by the rebels preparing to evacuate the city.

The solid comfort we had in this valle)', notwithstanding our

exposed position, has been spoken of, and also the square stones,

and the fun we enjoyed. VVe will now relate an incident thdt com-

bines all these, and then we are ready to go out of this valle)- of

fatness.

After leaving Decherd, on the i6th. of August, we never had our

tents up until we reached Maysville, Ala., October 24. Each me^s,

or camp family, would hitch their horses in a circle in the woods

and cook, eat and sleep in the center of the circle, so in case of

alarm each could mount most speedily. To get a shady place to

hitch we had to go on to the hillside, the level ground being in

cultivation. Company I was encamped in regular order, mess i up

the hill about 100 yards from the road, 2 about 25 yards further

down, 3, to which we belonged, 25 yards further down, and 4
next the load; the hill was so steep and rough that we had to

scrape away the rcrcks to get a place level enough to sleep on.

Every night numbers of horses would get loose and wander about in

the camp ; besides there were scores of convalescent horses that had

given out and were turned loose to live or die.^ One night one of these

horses stumbled over some fellow, away up in mess i, and he jumped

up in a fright and ran for his life ; this scared the horse and it came

down through mess 2. in a full run. We were awake when the man
in mess i scared the animal and knew from the rattle and crash of

rocks that it was coming straight for our mess, who were all sleeping

in a row^—w^e in the middle—and as the horse swept over mess 2 they

all jumped up and hallooed as if Satan himself were after them. We
jumped up and called to mess 3

'' for God's sake save yourselves."

Erom the additional fright given the horse in mess 2 he came upon

mess 3 like a whole regiment of cavalr}^ ; the men jumped up half

awake, the horse stumbled and fell right into our bed, rolled over and

went rolling down through mess 4, landing- in the road at the foot of

the hill. Eor a moment the hair stood straight up on top of our heads

as we realized how near we came to being crushed to death ; but in a

moment more the thought of the ridiculous figure we cut in jumping

out of bed with nothing but our hog-hair shirts on and running till

our banners cracked in the wind to get out of the way of the old horse.
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overcame our fear, and we all roared with laughter and hallooed like

Indians. Other companies joined in the jollity and kept it up for

half an hour.

On Sei)tember 7th our brigade moved up to the mouth of North

Chicamauga Creek, near Friar's Island, and Wagner's brigade moved

off the mountain to the river in front of Chattanooga. In the night

our brigade dug some trenches and built lunettes for the guns, and

made every possible preparation for crossing at the ford just below

the point of the island. Our battery shelled the enemy and they

replied with an energy that let us know tliey were ready.

On the morning of September 8;h the brigade made ready to

cross, the 17th having the advance. Its scouts undertook to swim

to the island, which is about 80 rods long and 20 wide, and covered

with timber, which screened our movements. The object of the

scouts was to get on the island and pick off the rebel gunners. The
channel on our side was not so wide as on the other, but quite deep

except just below the point of the island. The river just below the

island is nearly a mile wide. In the eff.)rts of the brave scouts to

get over, their leader, Joseph C. Wilson, was drowned, but the others

gained the island and a vigorous skirmish immediately opened. Our

artillery did good work ; but in a short time, to our agreeable aston-

ishment, the rebel artillery limbered up and deliberately moved
away. The reason for this retreat was that the rebels evacuated

C lattanooga on the night of the 7th ; Crittenden's corps immedi-

ate y took possession and began to move east and south, and was

about 10 cut off the rebels in our front; hence they left and we
crossed the river at our leisure. Company C in advance. Capt.

Cl.ize says a passing column was reported to th^ Colonel across the

river, and the battery being close at hand opened on them over the

trees. In the language of a contraband picked up on the road in

the rear of the column, " Sich scramblin' to yit away from de shells"

was never seen. Company C could not resist the chance for a few

shots, but the enemy were in a hurry and did not return tlfe fire.

We found a few tents and some camp equipage near the forts which

probably belonged to Gen. Hardee, as his name appeared on some
of the camp stools, which Capt. Glaze took charge of.

Of the importance of this capture of Chattanooga, with its wealth

of saltpetre beds and coal, by a flank movement, we have not space

to speak; histories of the war will inform the reader that it was
hailed with delight at the North as of little less importance than the

fall of Vicksburg, and that it had a most depressing effect in the

South, where the position was regrrded as invincible. After the fall

20
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of this city the Southern people said the great gate to the invasion

of the South was opened wide.

The only guns fired on Chattanooga were those of which we have

ah-eady spoken. Crittenden entered the place without firing a gun.

On page 1.40 of Ridpath's history of President Garfield is the follow-

ing explanation :

" On August i6th began the movement of the army across the moun-

tains towards the Tennessee River. The paramount effort in the man-

ner of the advance was to deceive the enem}' as to the real intention.

" The army made the movement along three separate routes. Crit-

tenden's corps, forming the left, was to advance by a circuitous route

to a point about 15 miles south-west of Chattanoog.i, and make his

crossing of the Tennessee River there. Thomas, as our centre, was

to cross a little farthei down, and McCook 30 miles further to the

right.

"These real movements were to be made under cover of an appar-

ent one. About 7,000 men marched directly to the river, opposite

Chattanooga, as if a direct attack were to be made on the place.

"The extent of front presented, the show of strength, the vigorous

shelling of the city by Wilder's artillery, the bold expression of the

whole movement, constituted a brilliant feint. Bragg was deceived

acrain. Absorbed in the operations in front of the place, he offered

no resistance to the crossing of the Tennessee River by the main

army.

We have already told the part the Seventy-Second took in this

famous attack oh Chattanooga, by which Bragg was so alarmed that

he forgot to guard his flanks. At Decherd, in his rear, we had helped

to hurry him out of his stronghold at Tullahoma ; at Dry Valley, in

his front, we have held him until he is flanked out of Chattanooga.

The reader can judge whether the "Lightning Brigade" and the

Seventy-Second have a right to be proud of this part of their history.

We have helped to open the gate in this Switzerland of America, for

the invasion of East Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina

and Virginia, and must now " move on.
"

On the 9th all our trains came up and crossed at the same ford we

did, and we drew seven days rations, and on the loth we moved on

Ringgold and camped just inside the Georgia State line.

On the I ith, just as we got in column on the direct road to Ringgold,

a brigade of infantry came on to it from Chattanooga ; our regiment

was in the rear and the commander of the infantry asked who we

were, and we told him ; he turned to his Adjutant and said, "tell Col.

Wilder who is here, and to push them. " Our advance was then skir-
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mishinn- w ith the rebels at Rin^Ljold, aiul before the Adjutant had time

to reach the liead of the cohimn we be^an to move, passing through

Ringgold, where the depot and vast piles of commissary and Cjuarter-

master's stores were on lire. We saw no more of the infantr)^ Gen-

eral wliosiid " pjsh then." When through Ringgold we turned cast

through a gap in Ta}'! )r's Ridge where two long trestle bridges were

burning Passing through the gap we turned south and were met by

a few shells thrown by the retreating rebels ; our battery took position,

fired a few rounds, the rebels limbered up and pushed on, we follow-

ing, our adwuice and the rebel's re ir skirmishing at intervals. As we

neared Tunnel Hill, some 10 miles south of Ringgold, the scouts and

Company A in ad\-ance, the rebel cavalry suddenly came sweeping-

down upon them in full charge. Col. Kirkpatrick, seeing the dust

raised b\- the advance of the enemy, shouted, " Company- A, they are

cliarging us! dismount and give 'em h—1! " Company A, without

taking time to form line, dismounted and took to the fence corners,

Col. Kirkpatrick shouting his battle cry all the while to cheer them

on, " d—n 'em—d—m 'em—shoot 'em in the guts ! go for 'em I

"

Company A poured such a stream of well directed bullets from

their Spencers into the advancing rebels that they quickly \vheeled

and dashed away beyond the range of the fire. At this point one

rebel was killed. Company A met and repulsed them gallantl}' and

handsomel}'. A mile further on the column caine to a halt, the

brigade di-.mounted and formed line of bittle, and prepared to fight on

foot, the Seventy-Second on the right. The line moved forward unii

a position was reached from which we could see right into the mouth

of the railroad tunnel. Between our line and that tunnel there were

thousands of rebels. It was near surt down and our only safety lay in

keeping up a bold front. It seems that the enemy had purposely been

drawing us on, and were now waiting for us to charge them, with the

expectation that they would take us all in. We did not charge, but

held them in check until after dark, quietly fell back to our horses,

moved back behind a large hill and were ordered not to unsaddle or

build fires. Companies E and K of the Seventy-Second were put on

picket duty and were in plain view of the rebels all night, and could

hear them talking in camp.

On September 12th, by 3 a. m., we were quietly called up and as

quietly mounted our horses and rode away, carefully keeping in the

pine woods, concealed from the rebels. Companies E and K were
left in a very uncomfortable position, for as soon as morning dawned
the rebels began to fire on them. Capt. Mclntire, of K, was in com-
mand, and immediately began to prepare to follow the brigade. Plac-
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ing part of Company E under command of Sergts. Remley and Wil-

hite, as rear guard, they slowly retired, the rebels closely pressing

them. Our men showed great coolness and courage in disputing every

inch of ground and retarding the advance of the rebels until the com-

mand got well out of the way. During the gallant affair almost every

man in Company E received close calls, but all got off safe. Some

may ask,
'

' why did not the rebels rush up and capture these two

companies? " The answer to this question covers all such questions:

The rebels did not know but these comp mies were acting as mere

decoys to draw them into the ambush of a strong Union force ; for

that reason the rebels moved cautiously. Had they known that E

and K were left alone, and the command on the retreat, they might

have charged, surrounded and taken them ; but that is just what they

did not know. Rash commanders have often dashed on to a little

force of the enemy to take it, only to find themselves surrounded by

a superior force and compelled to surrender.

Our brigade moved back to Ringgold fully convinced that we had

met the enemy in force at Tunnel Hill, and expected to find the infantry

there which were following us yesterday, return with them and make

a more determined attack on the rebels ; but the infantry were gone.

It was the belief of Gen. Rosecrans that the rebels were in full retreat

and all we had to do was to press them. The magnitude and results o^

this mistake will be more fully spoken of further on, and it is mentioned

to explain the difficulties the Seventy-Second encountered that mem-

orable 1 2th of September.

At Ringgold Col. Wilder had orders to report to Gen. Reynolds

division, to which we belonged, and was informed that the division was

at LaFayette, or would be that night. We immediately marched for

LaFayfette on the road that runs nearly south, on the west side of

Taylor's Ridge, and not many miles from the road we were on the

day before, that road being on the east side of the ridge. We knew

nothing of the exact situation of the rebel troops but were confident

they were not retreating, but calmly awaiting a favorable opportunity

for battle. We proceeded on the road above mentioned, moving

rapidly, and by 4 p. m. had made 15 miles, our regiment being rear

guard. At that hour we suddenly heard heavy skirmishing ahead, and

the column came to an abrupt halt. This was some six or eight miles

due west of Tunnel Hill, and at the crossing of the road leading to

Lee & Gordon's Mills. The 17th Indiana held the advance, Capt.

Boswell commanding the advance guard. After skirmishing half an

hour the column was still standing. A staff officer came and told Col.

Miller to send forward four companies of the Seventy-Second, and A,
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F. D and I, were ordered forward under Col. Kirkpatrick, rode to the

front in a gallop, on the east side ol the road, to near the head of the

column, and turned off on a by-path to the east. A half mile out we

dismounted, formed line of battle and moved to the south-west, our

regimental scouts in advance as skirmishers. It seemed that we had

marched almost a mile when we came to a long and rather steep ridge

running north-west, the side next to us sparsely covered with stunted

jack-oaks. We had moved on pretty quick time till we reached the

foot of the ridge and the scouts about half way up it, when the com-

mander, R. C. Clark, Company I, called out, "halt!" We did so,

and could hear an ominous noise over the ridge, and we knew the

rebels were coming ; and the vital question was which should reach

the top of the ridge first. Clark sang out, " deploy and charge !

"

Immediately 10 men were going up the hill like the wind ; we follow-

ed at double quick. Just as our scouts disappeared over the ridge we

heard a volley, and the quick reply of the Spencers bade us hurry up.

Company I deployed forward as skirmishers ; in two minutes we

reached the brow of the hill out of breath and staggering. The first

volley from our scouts thr^w the rebels into confusion, and they hesi-

tated a moment, but seeing the small number of the scouts they again

pressed forward. In a minute our scouts must have fallen back or

been captured, when Clark again commanded, "dismount and take to

trees !

"

By this time Company I, on the ridge, had dressed the line and

moved forward ; at that moment we heard a most fiendish rebel yell,

and they came up the hill like a whirlwind ; but we had beaten them

and were ready to receive them. What were our scouts to do be-

tween two forces bent on each other's destruction? We feared to fire

lest we should kill our own men. There and then we witnessed an

act of the coolest courage we ever expect to see. The scouts fully

realized the situation, mounted their horses and dashed out to the left

when the rebels were in fifty feet of them ; and strange to say not one

of them got a scratch.- Clark's horse was shot.

By this time the rebels were in fifty yards of us, and Capt. McMur-
try, with revolver in one hand and sword in the other, commanded
" fire !

" and we did, and never stopped until we gave them our seven

rounds. That was the last word ever spoken by the brave Capt.

McMurtry ; for just as he gave the command they raised their fiendish

yell and charged us again, and the Captain fell pierced by three balls.

George Brooks also fell mortally wounded and Jacob Allen fell severely

wounded, his leg being broken. The rebels checked up to reload,

and were close enough to see how few we were, then dashed at us
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again, and we should have been quickly swallowed up had not tlie

three other companies just then come to our relief. Company F was

behind and in a few feet of our lines. The rebels belched another

volley of death upon us ; Company I had almost all j^^otten behind

trees, and F being in plain view at short range received the force of

this fire, before which nine strong men fell. Had F wavered or faltered

for one moment, under this terrible fire, we must all have been lost

;

but with Capt. Dalton at their head firmly commanding, " steady,

boys !

" they never stopped till in line with I, and then ever)' man
^\ent to work with such earnestness, and steady, cool determination,

that the woods seemed a vast sheet of fire. Companies A and D
poured in a steady, destructive fire, from left-oblique, which proved the

grain of coffee that broke the camel's back, for the rebels broke in

confusion, ran down the ridge, and we poured a leaden hail storm into

their backs, sweeping down many of them.

It had not been thirty minutes since our scouts started up that ridge

until this fight was over. But what terrible bloody work in that half

hour !

' It was our fortune, in less than a month after this fight, at the

battle of Farmington, to capture a part of this same rebel force that

fought us that day ; and also two years afterwards, just at the close of

the war, to pass over this battle field. We do not hazard exaggera-

tion when we say that for disparity of numbers, severity, and loss of

men engaged, the whole history of the war scarcely furnishes a paral-

lel to this battle.

On our side there were just the four companies and our regimental

scouts engaged ; there was scarcely an average of 40 men in each

company, or about 160 men all told; while opposed to us was a

brigade of four full regiments ; estimating 250 men to each regiment

would make seven rebels to each one of us. Yet not a man of our

little band faltered or thought of danger ; and had the host against us

been ten times greater, and had they lapped around us and svvallo.wed

us up, we doubt if a man had thought of running. A few incidents

will .show the terrible severity of the rebel fire. ' The writer was near

Capt. McMurtry, who fell at the first fire of the rebels. Our company

was on open ground. We opened on the enemy with all the speed we.

could command, emptied our Spencer of its seven loads, and stepped

behind a small white-oak tree less than a foot in diameter to reload
;

just as we were ready to give them another seven shots, Company F
came into line with us, the rebels opened fire again and nine men in F
fell within ten feet of us, and our little tree was struck three times at

less than our hight. W.e tell you, if ever there is a time when a man

A\'ishes he were as thin as a board, it is when in a place like that was.
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In addition to tlic killed and wounded in Company I, Company 1'^

lost (ico. \V. Mathis, Thomas Cozod, John A. Nixon and I'Llisha

Holycross, all killed ; and hatl the following wounded : Harvey Schoon-

over, mortally; (ieo. B. Stump, severely in right arm
;
Wm. A. Schoon-

ov^er, severeh' in left side of face
; John Munson. flesh wound in left

hip. The name of the other man wounded in Company F we did not

get. In Company A Joseph Edskin was killed, and the following

wounded : Sergt. James Robinson, mortally ; Harrison Gaumer, left

upper arm, severely ; John McArdle, left thigh, severel)'. Two oth-

ers, whose names we did not get, were wounded slightly. Making a

loss of 8 killed and 10 wounded, a total loss of 18, inside of fifteen

minutes. Company D fortunately lost none. We killed 30 rebels

dead on the field ; the number wounded we do not know.

The sun was sinking as in a pillar of blood in the west, and from

our position on the high ridge we could see, a half mile over on the

road on- our right, that the rebels were thick as thieves. We could

see their orderlies and officers riding furiously about forming line for a

charge on our head of column to our right and rear; and an occasional

shot from our skirmishers over there told us that preparation had been

made to receive an attack. We had up to this time no opportunity

to get the least idea of the situation ; but the longer we stayed the

more painfully apparent it became that we were in a most dangerous

and exposed position, and we marveled that we had been sent out

there. Rebels enough were in plain view to eat us up, and a very

slight move on their part would have cut us off, and we wanted to be

relieved. Our dead and dying lay just where they had fallen. We
had straightened up our lines a little in advance of where we fought,

and lay on the ground watching every leaf and twig that moved in the

wind, expecting momentarily that the "Johnnies" would charge us

again. But they didn't come. In a few moments the sun is down
and twilight creeps over us in the smoky forest, and we are command-
ed to gather up our dead and wounded and fall back as noiselessly as

possible.

With chagrin at thought of sneaking away fron\our enemies, and

grief at the loss of our comrades, we gathered up our dead and wounded
and carried them down to the cross roads. Our wounded we put

into ambulances, and our dead we lay in a row on the porch of a large

white house which stood near the cross roads. It was dark, and the

numerous camp-fires in nearly every direction admonished us that we
were in the midst of a powerful enemy and had no time to lose. In

this day of peace, when friendships are rarely cemented by dangers

shared in common, it will hardly be possible to realize with what over-
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whelming grief we looked upon that row of nine brave men, with

Capt. McMurtry at their head, for the last time, and turned away

without the privilege of burying them or shedding our tears over their

graves. As to Capt. McMurtry, he was the writer's Captain and par-

ticular friend, and we loved-him as a brother. He was a brave man
and a general favorite in the regiment, and beloved by all who knew
him.

The question was, how to get out of this ; and it is not too much to

say that Col. Wilder was much confused and did not know what to do.

Finally Col. Miller got us mounted and moved on the road leading-

west, the Seventy-Second in advance of the brigade. We had not

gone over a mile till we heard a sharp " halt! who comes there?

Before the man who uttered it knew what he was about our scouts re-

lieved him of his gun and brought him to Col. Miller. I'rom this

prisoner the Colonel learned tha^ there was a division of rebels camped

not more than a mile ahead of us, and concluded that it would not be

safe to go further on that road. But what shall we do? Col. Miller

rode back to a house and pressed in an old citizen to pilot us out of

that. The citizen objected and said he didn't see how he could, as

there were rebels camped in every direction we wished to go. The

case was desperate, and the number of shooting-irons near the old gen-

tleman's head persuaded him to make the effort. The fence was

opened on the north side of the road and the regiment moved through

the field. Company E advance guard, Sergt. Wilhite in charge of the

advance. When in the field we plainly saw the rebel camp fires to

the left on the road we had abandoned. We moved in a north-west

course, and when a mile from the road could also see rebel camp-fires

on our right, and it was strange that we had not that afternoon run

into the rebels camped there. After going a mile further Capt. Kil-

born, of Company E, in command of a detachment of prisoners, w is

ordered to build camp-fires on a high ridge, as if the command were

going into camp ; everything was dry and the fires were easily built ;

but we marched steadily and briskly on, and at midnight struck our

pickets a mile east of Lee 8: Gordon's Mills, passed inside the lines

and immediately lay down to sleep without putting out any pickets,

for the first time in many long months. We felt very sensibly our

narrow escape from capture.

And now that we are safely out of it, it is proper to go back and

explain how it happened that we were. thrown upon the ridge where

we had such a sharp fight with the rebels.

The first step in the explanation is, that our brigade had run full

into the rear of the rebel Gen. Polk's corps, and Col. Wilder thought
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\vc '.vere opposed by but a small number of the enemy. The fight

we have described was half a mile southeast of the intersection of

the Ringgold and LaFayette road and the road from Tunnel Hill to

Lee & Gordon's Mills. VVe were marching on the Ringgold and

LaFayette road for LaFayette when our column met the rebels

precisely at; Leet's tan-yard, not far from Rock Springs, and the

fight was always called the battle '~>f Rock Springs. The first

inlimation Col. Wilder seemed to have of the whereabouts of

the rebels was when his advance guard run on to them at these

cross roads. He saw that they were in such great force that

he could not attack them with a shadow of success, and to

retreat would be equally hazardous. He wanted, just then, to

be in supporting distance of the left wing of our army, but how

to get -there was the serious question, as the rebels were on the

only road leading to Lee & Gordon's Mills, and his advance had

failed to move them from it. Now, what was to be done ? In this

dilemma he sent back four companies of the Seventy-Second to

guard against attack from cross road^ behind, and ordered us to move

off to the east, and then to the southwest, and attack the rebels in the

rear, in hope of compelling them to abandon their position on the

road leading to the mills. The movement was successful, at the

fearful cost of blood which has already been told.

We return to camp inside our picket lin^s. It was about i o'clock

on the morning of the 13th of September when we lay down to sleep,

and about 3 in the morning we were aroused by very rapid picket-

firing. We saddled immediately, but the firing ceased. W'e took

breakfast, and shortly after sun up moved out in the direction in which

we had heard the picket-firing. When three miles out we formed

line of battle and moved east for some distance, passing over the

ridge on which Capt. Kilborn built camp-fires last night. We now
had an explanation of last night's heavy picket-firing. The force we
fought on the cross-roads did not know^ we had slipped away from

them until we had all gone. They followed, and coming to the

camp-fires on the hill they quietly surrounded them, and at daylight

charged the supposed Yankee camp with such fearful yell and dis-

charge of muske(;ry as to arouse us in our safe camp within our

picket-lines. We could see their tracks in the ashes made as they

marched in line of battle, side by side, in regular order. They had

an easy victory in capturing Yankee ash heaps, but didn't enjoy the

Yankee trick. That was Sunday, and we lay in line of battle all

day, skirmishing at times v^ery heavily, while skirmishing and artil-

lery firing was in progress off to the right between the infantry and

21
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the rebel division we had seen in our front the nii^ht; before. Late

in the evening we fell back to the west side of Chicamauga Creek

and went into camp not far from Lee & Gordon's Mills.

During the day a strong reconnoissance of infantry from Crittenden's

corps, to our right, had met the same division we did on the night

of the .I2th, and had demonstrated that the enemy were in force in

front of Lee & Gordon's Mills ; therefore our infantry fell back

behind the creek and never after attempted to move in that direction.

It must be borne in mind th't the last four days have been such,

busy ones, and so full of interesting events, that we had not had a

moment's time to forage. This is saying a great deal, for it must,

indeed, be a busy time with a man of the Seventy-Second if he don't

find some time to forage ; and this evening, as it was known that we

were going into camp, foraging parties sallied forth in swarms. The

infantry was between us and the enemy ; some of the parties had to

go a long way, and in their rambles some of them fell into the hands

of Gen. Rosecrans' body guard and were arrested as stragglers and

taken to the General's headquarters.- Without coming out of his

tent the General inquired who they were. The officer informed the

General that they claimed to be Wilder's men. "Impossible," said

the General, "Wilder's whole command is captured and now on the

way to Libby prison " The officer told the General that they per-

sisted that they were Wilder's men in fact. The General then came

out to see them, and when assured that they were of the Seventy-

Second Indiana, he was astonished beyond measure, and said

:

" Wilder's men beat the devil, anyhow." Turning to the officer he

said: "Take them to Wilder; he's the only man in the army who

can manage them." In the squad there were some from nearly

every company in the regiment, but more from I than any other.

These were led by Corpl. (afterwards Orderly Sergt. ) Wakeman.

On their way to Wilder's headquarters they resolved to get even

with the otficer. When they reached Col. Wilder he simply asked

what regiment they were of, and when told they were of the Seventy-

Second he simply pointed and said :
" You will find Col. Miller over

there," and the officer started in that direction. A happy thought

struck Corpl. Wakeman, and when near the Colonel he motioned to

his comrades and they closed up on the trot and came to a front

face, and, before the officer had time .to think, Wakeman dismount-

ed, saluted the Colonel, turned to the officer and said : "Col. Miller,

permit me to introduce to your acquaintance Capt. Smith, of Gen.

Rosecrans' staff." Col. Miller caught the idea in a moment, and as he

advanced to take the Captain's hand he simply motioned to the boys
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and said :
" You can go 'to your quarters." This attempt to punish

men as stragglers when they were only foraging turned out to be

the best farce of the campaign.

On the 14th we made another effort to get to our division, which

lay at Crawfish Springs, 15 miles southwest of Lee & Gordon's

Mills. We started early and reached the division by the middle of

that afternoon, and most of us saw our knapsacks for the first time

since leaving the Sequatchie Valley, a month lacking two days. On
the 15th, as we had been in the saddle for a month, we were prom-

ised some rest, and accordingly washed our clothes for the first time

in three weeks, and put up our dog tents. The i6th was spent in

foraeing and shoeiner horses.
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CHAPTER XXn.

ScptcJiibcr \yth to September igt/i, iS6T,—J/ist Before the Battle of

Chicainanga— Rosecrans Great Mistake— Halleck Confirms it—
Brasses Stiate(cv—He Axvaits in the Forests and Hills to Destroy

Our Army—Negley Finds the Enemy a)id Warns Thomas—Rose-

erans Line Extended 80 Allies— The Lightning Brigade St} ikes the

Main Army of the Rebels—Roseerans Finds Out His Mistake—
Efforts of Garfield to Concentrate the Scattered Corps— Tlie Lightning

Brigade Opens the Battle on September i8///

—

Brave and Bloody Work

of Company A at Alexandej's Bridge— ]Ve Fall Back to the Ross-

ville Road and Repulse the Enemy at Dark—Noises and Reflections

at Night— Bragg" s Official Report of What Company A Did wiih

their Spencers—Battle of Chicamauga—Perilous Position—A NigJit

of Military Movements—Reflections Before Battle—Position of the

Lightning Brigade— Temporary IVorks— The Beginning of the Battle

—Storms and Cahns— Yells and C/iarges—Davis Terribly Handled

— The Storm Strikes Us, but Our Spencers Send the Enemy Back

with Heavy Loss—Panic- Stricken Soldiers Run Over Us— " Make
Way for Sheridanr—Last Charge and Repulse— We Hold Our Oivn

to the Last— The Azvful NigJit—Shrieks of Wounded and Dying—
"0/ for God's Sake Come and Help Me /"

—

On Picket in the Ditch

zvith Dead and Wounded— The Second Day's Fight— Called from

Beef to Blood—Hard Fight to Recapture a Battery— Our *irmy Cut

in Tzao— Lightning Brigade Ordered to Guard Trains to Chattanooga

— Our Horses Captured and Recaptured— The Fearful Panic, Rout

and Confusion— Our Hospitals Captured— We Find and Save the

Army Trains— Col. Miller on the Great Battle.

We have mentioned that Gen. Rosecrans was ignorant of th^

whereabouts of Bragg's army, but believed it was in full retreat, and

that all we had to do was to press it hard. On September i ith, the

day before we ra n into the rear of Polk's corps and had the battle of

Rock Springs, Gen. Halleck had telegraphed to Gen. Rosecrans,

with characteristic inaccuracy, that Bragg's troops were reinforcing

Gen. Lee on the Rappahannock. This confirmed the deception

and completed the confusion of Gen. Rosecrans.

Preliminary to the bloody battle in which we are to take a conspic-

uous part, and to enable the reader to more fully comprehend the

situation before the battle was joined, a few important facts are

stated.

By September 3d the main body of Rosecrans' army had ciossed

the Tennessee River 30 to 50 miles below Chattanooga. Bragg
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evacuated Chattanooga a few days afterwards, and our brigade, with

the other forces engaged in the successful feint, crossed above Chat-

tanooga on September 8th. Two ranges of mountains lie between

the Tennessee River and a valley running south from Chattanooga, call-

ed the Raccoon or Sand Mountain, and Lookout Mountain. East of

the Chattanooga Valley is Missionary Ridge, and east of Missionary

Ridge runs Chicamauga, or "Dead Man's River. " Eastof Chicamauga

is another series of ridges called Pigeon Mountains. All these moun-

tains and ridges run nearly straight north and south, but the river,

from Chattanooga to Bridgeport, runs southwest. When the left

wing of Rosecrans' army, Gen. Crittenden's corps, crossed the Ten-

nessee River, it moved to Chattanooga, arriving on the 9th of Sep-

tember. The center, Gen. Thomas' corps, moved nearly straight

east, and his advance, Gen. Negley's division, got across Lookout

Mountain at Stevens & Cooper's Gap, or Johnson's Crook, as it is

sometimes called, on September 12th, being several miles in advance

of Gen. Thomas' main command, which was yet west of the moun-

tain, which is but seven miles wide at this place, but very difficult to

cross. The right wing, McCook's corps, after crossing the river,

started southeast to Summerville, 60 miles from Chattanooga, his

advance reaching that place on the 9th.

Thus, on the 9th of September, Rosecrans' line was extended 80 miles

from extreme right to left. That is, Thomas was pushing through the

Lookout Mountains 25 miles southwest of Chattanooga, and McCook
was preparing to cross the same mountains at Summerville, 35 miles

south of Thomas, while Crittenden's corps was deployed and pushed

forward 20 miles beyond Chattanooga, with orders to " push Bragg."

We did push him so hard that on the 12th the Lightning Brigade

pushed right in behind Polk's corps, and by marvelous cunning

slipped out after the hard battle of Rock Springs. The various

corps of the army were deployed in the order above recited on the

12th.

Bragg was not reinforcing Lee's army, but the very reverse was

true. The corps of Hill and Longstreet, the very flower of Lee's

army, were moving to reinforce Bragg, while Lee made demonstra-

tions on the army of the Potomac, and allowed prisoners to be

taken, who were instructed to report that Bragg was reinforcing Lee.

Nor was Bragg retreating ; he was, in his turn, playing a game of

strategy with Rosecrans, and fell back from Chattanooga to LaFay-
ette in such a manner as to impress Rosecrans that he was in full

retreat, bordering on panic and rout ; hence it wa's not expected

that he would make a stand and give the Union army battle. Bragg
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had concentrated his army on the east side of Chicamauga River, in

a dense woods, the great forests and Pigeon Mountains concealing

his forces completely from our signal stations. His position was

precisely opposite to the pass in the mountain through which Thomas
was to move his corps of 18,000 men. It was the plan of Bragg^

who had anticipated just the disposition of forces that Rosecrans had

made, and who had learned from spies how the corps were separated,

to fall upon the Union forces and crush and capture them by detail

while they were thus so far apart that they could not give each other

support.

In his strong position, no boa constrictor, hung concealed in a

tree over the path of his prey, ever more eagerly awaited the victim's

coming than Bragg waited for Thomas to debouch from the mountain

pass, cross the Chicamauga and begin the ascent of the Pigeon Moun-
tains. Then the rebel boa would fall upon his victim and crush him

in his military coils.

Thomas was a brave General, but very cautious also, and hence had

.sent Negley's division, as before mentioned, several miles ahead. On
the 9th Negley's division passed through the gap, crossed Chicamauga

Creek, and came suddenly upon the enemy, to the mutual surprise of

both. Negley immediately saw that the enemy was in great force in

the woods and hills, and advantageously posted. He rapidly fell back

into the pass in Missionary Ridge, took up a strong position, began to

fortify, and at the same time sent couriers to Thomas informing him of

the situation, and the latter immediately ciisposed his force so as to

defeat the object of Bragg.

On the next day (the loth, the day we were at Ringgold and the

officer told us to "push them,") Bragg attacked Negley with fury,

but could not drive him. Bragg, foiled in his plan to crush or capture

Thomas, speedily marched his force against Crittenden's corps, which

had, as before stated, advanced from Chattanooga after the supposed

retreating rebel troops. The object was to take Crittenden in flank

and rear, whip, capture or cut him off, but he failed in this also, be-

cause our brigade found the rebels in force on the 12th, and on the

1 3th the reconnoissance in which we took part, and which was made
over part of the very ground we were upon the day before, confirmed

our discovery so dearly bought ; and no doubt this discovery saved

Crittenden's corps, as Negley's discovery saved Thomas' corps. Bragg

failed for four days to make the attack on Rosecrans' army, no doubt

waiting the arrival of troops from Lee's army. This delay was pre-

cious time to the Union forces, as the sequel will show.

Up to September 13th Rosecrans still believed that Bragg was in
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full retreat into Georgia. When he was convinced of the real position

of Bragg he was thoroughly alarmed. Gen. Garfield, his chief of staff,

at once began vigorous efforts to concentrate the army, and worked

night and day until that awful morning of September 19th. Couriers

were sent upon the swiftest steeds to McCook, 65 miles away, to tell

him of the im'ninent danger, and to hurry forward his corps. Others

sped to Crittenden and told him to concentrate his corps, and to

Thomas also were sent orders to hurry forward. From the above it

will be seen that on the 12th, when Crittenden moved from Ringgold

south-west to Lee & Gordon's Mills, Bragg's way back into Chatta-

nooga was open for him to return on the same road by which he had

left it ; and that his right wing. Polk's corps, was just ss near to Chat-

tanooga as w is Crittenden's corps, Rosecrans' left wing. Rosecrans

began to concentrate his forces at the wrong wing, moving Crittenden

so as to uncover Chattanooga.

On the 17th Forest moved north and made a heavy demonstration

on Crittenden's left, and at the same time Wheeler made a demon-

stration on Rosecrans' right, southwest of LaFayette. The move-,

ment of Forest demonstrated the error of leaving the road to Chatta-

nooga uncovered, and on the morning of the 17th the Lightning

Brigade was sent to Alexander's bridge, about three miles down the

Chicamauga Creek from Gordon's Mills; and Minty's brigade of cav-

alry was sent to Reed's bridge, three miles further down the creek.

The general course of this creek is northeast, and it is very crooked, quite

deep, and dangerous to cross. We camped about a mile north of

the mill. A and F of our regiment were sent to picket the creek
;

A was stationed at Alexander's bridge, and F at a for-d a mile south.

The 123d Illinois were deployed as pickets between the ford and the

mill. The night was quiet, and we rested well.

The morning of the i8th opened clear and beautiful, and men from

the Seventy-Second were soon in the country foraging, some going

over the creek, but they came back before noon and reported rebels

over there, northeast of us. Little attention was paid to these

reports, and at noon most of the command sat down to a good

dinner brought in from the country that forenoon. In our own mess

we had eggs, chickens and potatoes, and had just got coffee poured

and stomachs fixed for a large, square meal, when to our disgust the

bugle began to blow "boots and saddles" furiously, and immedi-
ately blew "fall in." We had only time to hastily swallow the

coffee, gather our saddle and run. In 10 minutes after the first

bugle notes the regiment was mounted and moving out on the gallop

to Company F.
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The enemy was upon them ! Skirmishing had ah'eady begun.

Company F and the 123d had been driven from the creek by superior

numbers, and F was so scattered that parts of the company for some

time thought the remainder captured. F was driven northward

away from camp and in the direction of Company A. A had also

been severely handled, and as Lieut. Barnes and Sergt. Stewart, of

A, who were both in the fight, give graphic accounts of it, we con-

ense the following from their notes, using what seems best in each :

"The night on picket passed quietly. The first thing done the

next morning was the sending of a strong foraging party over the

creek, which soon returned laden with good food. A hearty and

quiet breakfast was enjoyed. The boys thought they would go

across the creek again and get a good supply to take to camp when
relieved in the evening. They started south about 10 a. m., but in

a few moments they came back like flying birds, with rebel pursuers

close at their heels, yelling and shouting at every jump. The rebels

got the advantage of them, cut them off from the bridge, and they

had to plunge into the creek and swim across. A few shots from

the boys at the bridge drove the rebels back. A now realized the

situation, and speedily tore up the flooring of the bridge and built a

lunette fort of it, and determined to hold it at all hazards. In a short

time the rebel cavalry came dashing up to the creek, but from the

lunette, the whole company being in it with their Spencers, they

drove the enemy back without difficulty, punishing them severely.

In the meantime Company F and the 123d Illinois had been attacked

^ and driven from the creek, and soon altcwards a whole brigade of

nfantry advanced across the field to attack the position of A. They
came up in splendid style, lines well dressed, step firm, even and

steady, bayonets fixed and gleaming in the sun. At this imposing

advance of superior numbers there was not a tremor in the ranks of

A. The company held its fire until the advancing enemy were so

close that they could see their eyes bat, then opened upon them

with their Spencers, which belched such a constant and awful stream

of well-aimed balls that the rebels were completely surprised, faltered,

wavered, and then retreated. They soon re-formed, deployed on the

flanks, and came at A's position again, determined to flank and

surround it. At this critical moment some men of F and the 123d

got into a position where they could see that A's horses were about

to be captured by the rebels, and fired upon and killed most oi the

horses.

" About this time Company A found itself without a commissioned

officer, but Sergts. Barnes and Stewart were equal to any emergency,
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ami the coiiipain' was composed of tlie sort of men that would stand

firm!)' by them—and from their lunettes punished the enemy so se-

\-erei\- in front that he <^"ave way the second time, but on the flanks he

still continued to advance. At this juncture the Seventy-Second came

uj), and the rebels were also pouring across the creek, above the

bridge, b\- the thousa id ; they had an h )ur before driven our men

from the creek below and were crossing in large numbers. Hence it

was plain that in a few minutes A would be entirely surrounded. The

rebels had also ^;ot their artillery in position and began to shell the

brigade. Col. Miller saw the condition of A and sent his orderly to

tell them to get out of there the best they could. That brave boy

(jenio Lawrence, dashed up behind them and called out, "Company
A, get out of here, the enemy are surrounding you," and again gal-

loped awa\' amid a shower of lead. But it was not so easy for A to

get away; had they undertaken to do so in a body, most of them would

have been captured or killed ; so they slipped out one or two at a

time. You can get some idea of how close was the gauntlet of death

the members of x^ ran wlien ths fact is stated that Sergt. Joseph R.

Higinbotham, in running 25 or 30 yards, was shot five times ; first in

the head, second in the face, third in the right arm, fourth in the left

side, and fifth in the right leg. He finally recovered of his wounds,

and afterwards died at Corinth, Miss., Jan. 14th, 1864.

All slipped out until only Sergt. Barnes, Stewart and Geo. Baily

were left. Stewart says of Daily: " He was a boy 17 years o'd, had

fought bravely, and Deing the last to get the word to fall back, would

not go but turned and shot a rebel who fell ; another rebel ran up to

aid the fallen man and Baily shot him also. I, having got a shell

fast in my gun, kept urging Baily to fall back. I got the shell out and

we both gave the enemy a farewell shot and ran. My horse was killed

where he was tied, but Baily's was not, and cutting him loose he

mounted and rode aw^ay in a shower of bullets. Both got out safely."

And thus was begun the great battle of Chicamauga, at noon, on

the 1 8th day of September, 1863. In the fight at the bridge Com-
pan\' A had two men wounded and 31 horses killed out of 37 taken

into action. The following incidents of the first day's battle are given :

When the shelling was begun by the rebels, our regiment formed line

of battle facing east, about 80 rods west of the bridge. A, in leaving

their lunette at the bridge, had to piss out nearly northward and were

soon .separated from each other and lost in the dense forest. John
Saulsburg and John Barnard soon found that they were in the rear of

the rebel army, and wandered in forest and hills for two days trying

to turn its right wing and gain our lines. They succeeded and came
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in safely just after the battle was over. Sergt. Barnes passed the night

of the 1 8th with the infantry and got with the train on the 19th.

When the horses were killed A lost most of their blankets, tents,

haversacks and canteens.

As soon as A left the bridge the rebels replaced the floor and im-

mediately ran their artillery across and began shelling us with energy.

We fell back to the road leading north to Jay's Mills (a large tread

mill. ) This was just west of the position occupied in the forenoon by

Minty's brigade, at Reed's bridge. We found that Minty had been

driven away froiri the creek, and the rebels opened on us again with

shells. The whole of Forest's corps was now west of the creek and

Polk's corps were pouring across at more than a dozen places. Forest

was 10 miles nearer Chattanooga than our infantry at the mills. The

rebels were now pressing us in such superior force that we had no

time to form line of battle, but our brigade and battery formed col-

umn by regiments and retreated by the right flank, the battery in the

centre with two regiments on either side, swinging back to the rear

on a line a little west of south toward the camp we occupied in the

morning. The rebels pressed so hard and closely that wc continued

to fall back in this order six miles, till wc reached the road leading

from Lee & Gordon's Mills straight north to Rossville. We struck

this road a mile and a half north of the mills. Here we found a

brigade of infantry in line of battle, facing cast. We dismounted and

formed on the left of the brigade with our line facing north, and the

left of our brigade resting on the Rossville road.

It was about sundown when we dismounted, and w^e immediately

went to work with a will and in a few minutes threw up a line of works

of old logs and rails. We were not a minute too soon, for just at

dusk the enemy came upon us. We opened upon him and in two

minutes the cloud of smoke from our rifles made it quite dark. Soon

after encountering our brigade he also attacked the infantry on our

rifht. A single volley from the whole line closed the work for the day,

and the enemy censed firing. When we dismounted our horses were

taken away, and as our tents and blankets were always fastened to our

saddles we never saw horses, tents or blankets again until the 20th.

We lay all that night behind our works without blankets, tents or.

a

bite to eat ; the night was so cold that frost (ell on the leaves and

o-rass and we suffered severely. Sleep was out of the question. The

night was clear, and thousands of .sounds for many miles around were

audible ; while those coming from the south were omens of good to

us, those coming from the north and east were presages of disaster

and defeat. Between these conflicting souiids, and the feelings engen-
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dereti by each in turn, wc wore tlic hours of nii^lit away. We had

ample time to reflect upon the result of the bloody battle which had

fairly begun the day before.

Before enterin<^ uppr; the histor\- of the 19th of September, we must

speak a word more about the gallant conduct of Company A, at Alex-

ander's bridge. In his report of the aftair Bragg says :

"
'llie resistance offered by the enemy's cavalry and the difficult}'

arisini' from the bad roads, caused unexpected delays. When Gen.

Walker's division reached Alexander's bridge they found Wilder's

mounted infantry on the opposite bank. Wilder set his light artillery

to work and threw such a shower of shells across the stream that

Walker's troops recoiled, and under cover of the sm^ll arms a squad

of Wilder's command rushed down to the bridge and set it on fire,

compelling Walker to retrace his steps and cross at one of the fords."

Thus Bragg attributes to the whole brigade what was done by Com-

pany A, alone! Xo artillery was used at all ; only the repeating

Spencers, in the hands of brave, cool men, Avho knew how to use

them with as much precision and dexterity as they used their right

hands. No wonder the rebels thought one company a whole brigade

with light artillery and musketry in full pla}' ! It \A'as one company

defeating a who'e division, and the rebels were shown what fearful c.n:-

ecution a few determined men could do with such rifles in their hands.

We hope this histor}', if it shall have any influence, will aid to banish

from our army and arsenals for e\'er the old muzzle loading single-

shooting guns.

A few words, while \'et tlie stars twinkle in the clear sky of this

September night, above the great hosts that lie in this \alley of Dead

Man's River, whose waters are soon to be swollen and reddened b)'

blood, making it doubly Dead Alan's River forever more. A few

words, while we watch for the dawning to break in from the east, and

with the dawn the merciless fire of the enemy. A few words to put

you more full)' upon the bloody ground, that you may watch the

gigantic .struggle a little better, through forest, and pillars of fire, and

clouds of smoke, as it proceeds. Remember what has been said
0^^

positions of corps ; remember yesterday's struggle with Forest and

Polk, and then note that fully 10,000 rebels are now between us and

Chattanooga, and are 30 to 40 miles nearer that place than the centre

and right of our army, and you will be forced to the conclusion that

nothing in the world will prevent Bragg's forces from marching right

past us into Chattanooga, and cutting our army to pieces, a division

or brigade at a time, as we may try to make our way back over

Mi.ssioniry Ridge, Lookout Mountain, the Sand Mountains and the
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Tennessee River. On the i6th the right wing of McCook's corps

was at Galesville, 60 miles south of Lee & Gordon's Mills. On that

day Rosecrans began to draw in his right wing, which made it neces-

sary for part of McCook's corps to cross Lookout Mountain twice, and

yesterday evening (i8th) they were coming up in the rear of Thomas,

but the bulk of Thomas' corps was 25 miles from the Mills, Rose-

crans believing all the time that the great battle would be joined and

fought near LaFayette ; and at noon on the i8th, when we sent word

to him from our position at Alexander's bridge that the rebels were

attacking and pressing us in great force, he persistently refused to

believe it.

At sundown, on the i8th, the 14th corps had not moved a regi-

ment. It was only when the infantr}' on our right became engaged

with the enemy on that e\'ening that Rosecrans was compelled to be-

lieve that Bragg was moving north. Rosecrans being now convinced

saw he was a day too late in ascertaining the enemy's movements,

and immediately began to hurry his troops north, on the Crawfish

Springs road, with all possible speed. All the night of the iSth they

marched at the top of speed, and by midnight we. could hear the

rumbling of artillery wheels, as they came across from the Crawfish

Springs road to the road we were on. This was one of the sounds

that gave us heart and hope, though they were so long getting across

that it was almost d lylight before we were sure that they were near

enough to give us support and aid in keeping back the foe.

As soon as the firing ceased on the evening of the i8th we could

hear at the creek a mile east of us, and for miles to the nortJi-east of

us, the sound of thousands of axes engaged in constructing bridges

across the creek, making roads through the forest and building defen-

sive works. All night long we could hear thousands of troops moving

into the woods and taking up positions north of us ; while the ru.Ti-

bling of the enemy's moving artillery and ammunition wagons never

ceased the whole night. These were sounds of ill omen.

By what had transpired in the past few days every one in both

armies was anticipating a great battle, and we now knew the shock

must come on the morrow. Do men of affairs ever calculate the

chances^of failure or success in business enterprises ? Then just as

certainly do intelligent soldiers weigh the chances of victory or defeat.

No doubt there were many who lay behind that line of logs and rails

that night who knew much of the strength and position of both armies,

and were sickened at the thought of the odds against us. Yet they

had the courage to calmly wait for the day, and for the storm of battle

to burst in all its fury upon them.
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Readers, you who were never in the position we were in that nii^ht,

can 3'ou conceive of the courage that is necessary to meet such a day

witli self-possession? Consider, what if you had to go out to-morrow

morning, and be shot at, at short range, by ten of the most skillful

riflemen ! What would }'ou take to stand fifty paces from them and

let them fire, not only once, but round after round at you ? You

would not, as you value your lives, permit it for millions of dollars.

Yet, well we knew that night, as we lay there listening to the prepa-

rations, the marchings and the counter-marchings of friend and foe,

that in the morning we should be shot at, not by ten, but by ten

thousands, of trained riflemen, supported by cannon, solid shot, shells,

grape and canister. That we thought of all whom we held dear on

earth at home ; that we lifted our hearts to the God of battles and

commended both ourselves and them to His keeping, what wonder ?

That we thought of the old flag, of our oath, our country and our

honor, what wonder? But the night is far spent, the day is at hand,

and we must up and to arms.

By da}-light of the 19th the whole of Gen Thomas' command, the

14th corps, had marched past our left wing ( we faced north ) and

formed line of battle facing east, a short distance east of the Rossville

road ; the right wing of the 14th corps just reaching our left wing;

On the morning of the 19th our whole brigade swung back to the

right rear and formed on the right of that corps, we too, facing east,

our line forming a right angle with the one we held last night. Our
position was a most fortunate one, and had we been permitted to

select it ourselves we could scarcely have bettered it. The general

line of battle crossed the road just at the left of our brigade, where

the road bears to the south east, the infancry being on the east side

of the road and our brigade on the west side. The line of our regi-

ment was straight north and south along a fence, with a heavy forest

to our rear, and an open field in our front, which in some places ex-

tended a half mile to the east of us. A large deep ditch or ravine

extended from the north-west corner of the field, almost southeast,

and nearly parallel with the road, the entire length of our front.

From our line down to this ditch— 100 to 300 yards—the ground

sloped regularly but pretty rapidly, while beyond the ditch the bank

was more abrupt ; but on the east side a little higher than where \vq

lay. •

As soon as oui lines were straightened, we were told that we had

come to stay. We knew that this meant that we must fight on this

line. We knew the value of hastily constructed defences, and we all

dropped our guns and went vigorously to work piling up rails and
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logs, and by the time the sun was up we had a line of works from

which Longstreet's whole corps failed to drive us that da)', after

repeated and desperate efforts.

Our temporary works constructed, we had a few moments' leisure

in which we could have prepared breakfast, but we knew not where .

our horses and rations were. Before we moved our line we had

heard the rebels preparing breakfast, and they were rested and fed

for the day's work before them.

On the 19th, soon after sun up, the rebels began to move forward

north-west towards Rossville. The skirmishing soon opened away

to the north and east of us, two miles awa)-, yet we heard every shot

so distinctly that it seemed to be much nearer. It was the habit of

the Seventy-Second to be in the right place at the right time, and

we took our places in line behind our works. The skirmishing soon

died away and for a few minutes all was still ; then suddenly there

came a volley as if a whole regiment had fired. Again there is a

lull for a little while. Then the skirmishing again opens, now a

shot, then a shot, then several shots—-gradually the shots increase

until there is a crashing as if a whole brigade is engaged. Louder

and louder it grows, until there is a continuous roar of musketry\

interspersed with an occasional shot from artillery. This continues

for about half an hour, and then comes a fearful yell and a charge,,

and the noise is grandly thrilling—awful for a minute or two—now it

drops suddenly to a lull. Of course we are all attention and excite-

ment. It was about nine in the morning when the firing ceased.

In half an hour it begins again, and we can tell from our position

•that it starts about the same place but runs away further north, and

we can also tell that the rebels are pushing on towards Chattanooga.

The contest is long and terrible ; now comes the yell and a charge

—

for a minute or two we almost hold our breath, so terrible is the

crash—then it drops into a lull, almost a calm.

Up to noon this had been repeated three times, each time more

men were involved, the fighting more furious, the crash of the

charges more terrific and the lull more painful, for we knew they

were periods in the progress of this great battle, wiitten in blood.

To this time there had not been a shot fired within a mile of us, and

did we not think that our troops were being terribly punished the in-

fernal din and roar would have become monotonous. At each round

of firing the wave has come a little nearer our position, we are ex-,

pecting every moment that it will strike us, and the suspense is ter-

rible. Near one o'clock p. m., just north of our brigade, the rebtls

drove our line back, and Davis' division, immediately on our right.
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bcifan to move acrf)s.s the field in fVf>iit of us, seemingly for the pur-

pose of taking the rebels in the flank as they were pushing our men

back to the bluff on the left of us. The division moved across the

field in a northeast direction till they struck the road in front of us;

Davis' left was about 400 yards straight east of our regiment, and

200 yards in front of Davis* division, as it faced east, was a dense

woods of jack oaks and little pines. Just as he got his division in

line oil the ridge along this road, the rebels poured into his ranks a

most destructive fire. From our position we can see his men falling

by the hundred ; the rebel bullets coming clear over the ridge and

droping in front of us. If Davis remains on that ridge long his corrf-

mand will be annihilated. But he stays not ; the whole division

charge, with a whoop ! into the woods, and for a few minutes the

crashing is like the rolling of mighty thunder and the smiting of the

bolts. The thunder of the rebel artillery, the screeching and burst-

ing of shells, the demoniac yells of the rebels, mingled with the in-

cessant roar of musketry, make such an unearthly din that we clap

our hands to our ears and hold our breath. The contest between

Davis" division and the enemy is short, in a few minutes our troops

begin to fail back out of the woods followed by hundreds of rebels,

and simultaneously the enemy to our left-front begin preparations to

fall upon Davis' flank immediately in front of us. The excitement

in our brigade, as we witness these movements, so close to us, be-

comes as intense as our suspense through the forenoon had been

fearful.

Charge after charge of grape and canister fly shrieking over the

field, and crashing into the woods to our right. At this critical

moment our brigade is ordered across the field to support Davis.

The wounded of Davis' division are crawling over the brow of the

ridge and sheltering themselves in the ditch by scores. The rebel

bullets have begun to pour across the field from the north, in the

rear of Davis' now retreating .men. We can see and hear it all, and

O ! horror ! ! what an effort it is for us to leave our works and move
out into that fiery hell of death. ( Bear in mind that we have not

fired a shot yet, or done anything to wear off the timidity.) Yet we
show no timidity, and without a moment's hesitation we leave our

works, move across the field on to the ridge, and check the advance

of the rebels who are moving from the north against Davis, and

those in front of him also fall back into the woods. Davis' men,

who have fought like heroes but been overpowered, as soon as we
come to their relief re-form line and start into .the woods again, but

just now we are ordered to fall back to our old works and hold them
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at all hazards. Our line to the north of us had been driven back,

and there was a gap between us and the forces on our left. We
move back and leave Divis' flank again exposed, and the horrible

sights of the wounded we see, as we pass back over the field, and

the beseeching looks of those we leave lying in the old ditch, we
shall never forget, for they seem to realize that they must fall into

the hands of the rebels.

Falling back just at this time is fortunate fo.- us but most disas-

trous for Davis, for we not only leave his flmk exposed but the rebels

think we are whipped and retreating, and emboldened by the idea

they charge Davis in front and flank with ten fold fur}^. We are

hardly settled behind our works till Davis' men come pouring out of

the woods again ; reaching the ridge in front of us they are so

furiously assailed by the rebels from the north firing into their left

flank that they fall back behind the ridge and try to shelter them-

selves in the ravine, but this affords them no protection, as the ditch

here bends a little to the right, the rebel musketry sweeping it from

end to end ; they have to leave it.

Now the rebels, flushed with victory, come charging over the

ridge three lines deep and in splendid style. Our men now break

and run, and as they come up the slope near our lines are shot in

their backs. They reach our works and pour over them and us like

sheep in a panic. We know the rebels will be upon us in a few

minutes. It is the supreme moment that tries every man's soul, and

tests the courage of 'the stoutest hearts. Panic is infectious, and

generally spreads like fire in dry straw. In 99 cases out of every

100, troops situated as we are become panic stricken and flee. Davis'

panic stricken troops arc clambering over our works of rails and logs

and stumbling over us in wild confusion, many of them wounded

and bedrabbling us with their hot dripping blood—the victorious

enemy advancing in superior numbers with fiendish yell and all the

tumult of war! But the Lightning Brigade flies not. It knows the

danger; feels the quick beat of the war-excited heart, and the strug

gle of mind to compose and steady the nerves and calm the tumult

of our being. We succeed and keep eyes and Spencer muzzles to the

front.

The rebels advance in full view up the slope. Now they open

fire and- raise the infernal rebel yell, and charge us on a sweeping

run ! Our retreating men are hardly out of the way when we open

fire on them, and such slaughter and carnage as our Spencers worked

would surely delight the worst demons in Hades. A sheet of flame

extends from our works to the advancing foe. The crashTng of our
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L;uns i-^ as if Uio foundations of the earth were being crushed. The

enemy fall as grain before the advancing reaping machine. In two

minutes tliere is not a mm of those three splendid Hnes seen npon his

feet in our front. The enem)' areg^ne, except the dead and wounded.

It is about 2 p. m., and there is a kill ; we look around to ascertain

the casualties in our regiment. We see privates Joseph Cain, of

D, John Cimpbell, of C, and John C. Wood of E dead upDn the

ground. We have not time to note the wounded before the rebels

run their artillery up, ju^t behind the brow of the hill, and open on us

with grape and canister.

At this point we notice the utter demoralization of the troops who

have just been defeated. We have never seen the like before. Although

the rebels have fallen back the poor fello.vs are so utterly demoralized

with fear that it is painful to witness the efforts of the officers to rally

them. In vain the offi:ers entreat and point to our line, which is in

perfect order, and tell them that the enemy have been driven back by

us ; in vain they draw their swords, and threaten, and kick and cuff

them. The men with the utmost stolidity and with no show of resent-

ment take it all, but at first opportunity slip by the officers and move

on to the rear. Davis finally succeeds in rallying most of his men,

moves to our left and we see no more of him.

It is now about 3 p. m. and the rebels hive been throwing shell,

grape and canister into us for half an hour. We hear a commotion to

our right-rear, and looking around we see Gen. Sheridan on his black

horse coming, and in front of him a staff officer, or orderly, carrying

the General's battle flag, and as he approaches the rear of our regi-

ment he calls out, "Make way for Sheridan I Make way for Sheri-

dan !

" Of course we gladly open ranks and let the General and his

staff pass through. He moves down in the field some 200 yards in

front of us, and halts, while his division undertake to perform substan-

tially the same movement that Davis had attempted and failed in

two hours before. The division swing round as if on dress parade

and move over the brow of the hill in splendid style. For a short

time all is still in our front, and with eager hearts we await the result.

Are the rebels gone? Sheridan's lines are entering the woods, and

hark ! that, rebel yell and the infernal din and roar startle the air. In

two minules Sheridan's men come pouring back over the ridge in con-

fusion—a marked contrast to the order in which they charged upon

the woods a few minutes before—the rebels pressing hard upon their

heels. When Sheridan sees his men retreating he turns and comes
back—having exposed his person in a fool-hardy manner. As he ap-

proaches our line we begin to shout, with a .spike of iiony, "make

23
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way for Sheridan !—make way for Sheridan !
" He passes through

our line, his men following him like a swarm of locusts. If Davis'

division was demoralized and panic stricken, there is no word in the

language to describe the most abject fear of Sheridan's command.

There is no effort made near us to rally them, and we see nothing

more of them. However, the rebels following them remembered ^he

warm reception we gave them a few hours before, and halted just

behind the brow of the hill, being con';ent to let their skirmishers

crawl up as near our lines as they could and pick off any of us who
might expose our heads above our modest works. During all this

time the battle had raged furiously just north of us, and the rebels

were incessantly shelling us vigorously. In the forenoon the fighting

on our left had been east of north, but now it is changing to the west,

and the position of our brigade is getting critical. As we lie here

patiently under this terrible shelling, we have time to note this and

several incidents. Lieut. Priest, of E, as brave a soldier as ever drew

a sword, kept cautioning his men to lie low and not expose them-

selves, but was utterly oblivious to his own safety. Finally the men
told him he had better take some of his own advice, and keep down

himself Just thsn a Minie ball cut a limb off a small tree close by

the side of his head. He simply remarked, "I suppose that has

reference to me, but somebody must do the watching for the company

and I can do it for them and myself both."

We have forgotten to say that on the ridge east of the ravine, and

right in fron': of us, was a log cabin, 400 yards distant, behind which

the rebel sharp-shooters had crawled in numbers, and annoyed us con-

siderably. Shortly after Sheridan's men had run over us, a great big

rebel who had been plundering our dead and wounded, and had a roll

of blankets and overcoats almost as large as a bale of hay on his

shoulders, stepped out from behind the cabin to look, and just then

some of our boys fired at him. The ball must have passed between

him and the house, as he dodged further from the house. Some one

else gave him a shot and he again dodged further from the house. B}-

this time there had been a hundred shots fired at him and the dirt

torn up all around his feet He kept jumping and dodging, but

all the time getting further from the house, and the whole brigade

began to yell, laugh and shoot at him. He finally started to run

towards a point of timber 200 yards north of him, and then ever}'

body in the regiment put in his best shots at him, yelling the

while as if on a charge. A cloud of dust was raised by the shower

of bullets that hit the ground around him, and it seemed that

he would reach the woods in spite of everything; but when
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near there he gave a bound into the ajr and fell dead, little doubt.

This wa.s at 4 o'clock, and the rebels seemed to be having it all

their own way on the left of our brigade, while all in our front was

perfectly quiet ; so quiet indeed, that the roar and storm of battle on

our left seemed to bre d-c out afresh. This was correctly interpreted

by our officers to be the precursor of a storm. Our brigade line

was the only line the rebels had not brok n during the da}-, and if

they could only crush us the day would end with a victory for them.

The sun is now sinking into the tops of the trees of ?>Hssionary

Ridge behin 1 us, and he looks through the cloud of smoke as if drip-

ping with blood. The rebels see that what they do must be done

quickly. While the roar of battle on other parts of the line continues,

in our front it is still

—

so still ! Ammunition has been carried and poured

on the ground beside each of us ; our officers ride along and te 1 us to

use the ammunition on the ground first, and keep perfectly cool.

Our battery, the od reliable 18th Indiana, is to the left of our regi-

ment, each piece double shotted with grape and canister and leady

for the work of death. We await in awful suspense the bursting of

the storm of battle upon us, which we know is coming. We are de-

termined to hold that line, and all the more so as the night is at hand

and we know the rebds have been victorious at other points, and if

we give way the day may be lost to the whole army. To every brave

heart it is a crisis of sublime courage ! h2ach resolved to conquer

or (lie.

They come ! Out of the woods in plain view, with lines dressed,

as steady in motion as a piece of machinery. Ju^t back of the first

division is a second for support. The scene baffles description, for

who can tell how look and how feel those soldiers advancing upon

these that lie behind their frail works, their seven-shooting Spencers

leveled at the hearts of the advancing foe, and piles of ammunition at

their sides! We momentarily expect a storm of fire and lead and a

furious charge from them ; and they momentarily expect a storm of

well directed lead, grape and c mister, to mow down their ranks. On
they come as one man, their arms at right shoulder shift, with fixed

bayonets, and the sinking sun casts his bloody rays upon their bright

guns. Our officers sing out, " don't fire until you hear a shot from

the cannon; then go in, show them that you have brought your

knitting and come to stay all day! " The sight is magnificent as our

brave foe sweeps across the field. They near the ditch in front of us

and are startled by a well directed shot from the battery, followed by
a volley from our guns. They promptly answer by setting up the

rebel yell and charging upon us in double quick, determined to give us
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a chance for as few shots as possible before closing upon and com-

pletely crushing us. Our Spencers are equal to the emergency ; we

have six loads to use upon the advancing foe, and we cease not to pour

the leaden hail with rapidity, cool accuracy and fearful effect, until

but a thin, weak line of the enemy wavers in the smoke before us:

they stagger, they flee, and take refuge in the ditch ! Instantly a

section of our -artillery runs to the head of the ditch and sweeps its

entire length with grape and canister. So fearful is the result that a

Lieutenant of the battery begs the Captain not to fire again, declar-

ing it murder.

We have repulsed the enemy ! Firm as a rock we have held our

position, while all others have changed. We have saved the day !

The repulse of this last charge added materially to saving the

whole army. We captured a lot of prisoners, and from them learned

that the last charge was made by part of Longstreet's corps, the

flower of the Confederate army, which had arrived from Virginia the

day before, where they had generally had things their own way.

The proud fellows felt much humiliation at being repulsed and

"captured by a d—n little brigade of cavalry," as a rebel Colonel

expressed it, in language more forcible than elegant. "But," said

he, "we just thought we had struck about 17 lines of battle all at

once."

We shall never forget, to the day of our death, the splendid charge

that the rebels made upon us ; nor shall we ever forget how, before

our fire, they seemed to sink from sight beneath a sea of flame, over

which rolled mountainous waves of smoke in which played the glare

of lightning from rifles and artillery.

The sun now sinks behind Missionary Ridge ; the vast volumes of

sulphurous smoke settle down over the battle field, as a pall upon

the dead and dying, and it is night— dark, gloomy, and full of horrors.

The roar of the battle's bloody storm has ceased, and all is still save

the waves that sob upon the shore—those waves are the shrieks of

the wounded and dying—and these are more horrible and trying to

our hearts than was the storm of battle. In that storm manly cour-

age bore us up ; in this storm of groans and cries for help that come

on the black night air, manly sympathy for comrades and enemy

makes our hearts to bleed, for we can give no help.

Just in our front there are doubtless more killed and wounded than

on any other part of the field, for the ground has been desperately

contested four times. The rebels lie on their arms in the woods just

in front of us, whipped, yet defiant and spiteful ; and while they

seem to make no effort to care for the wounded their pickets fire on
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us whenever we attempt to go to the rehef of the sufferers. It is im-

possible for us to tell the awful horrors of that night. W'e la)- all

night precisely where we fought all day, and the air was cold and

frosty. . The rebel shells had fallen among our horses and they had

been taken we knew not whither.

As we lay in the chilly air that long and doleful night, we had

ample time to count up the cost to us of the bloody day's work.

Company A had but few men in the fight, on account of their becom-

ing so scattered the day before in the tight at Alexander's bridge :

but of that few private Joseph L. Hair was wounded in the right leg.

Company B, private David Martin wounded, captured and supposed

to be dead. Company C, in addition to Campbell, previously men-

tioned, private Michael Flinn, wounded in right arm. Company D,

private Joseph Cain, killed. This brave man had been with the

detail to hold hors;s until about noon, when a detail was sent back

for ammunition, and he insisted on his mess-mate, Wallace Hill, taking

his place and allowing him to take part in the great fight the re-

mainder of the day. He said he wanted to be in the line where he

could be doing something. In less than an hour after coming to the

line he exposed his body, in changing position, to the enemy's furi-

ous shots that were passing over our works, a Minie ball pierced

his breast and he fell dead without a struggle at the side of Capt.

Thomson, who says of him :
" Joseph Cain was a noble young man,

of a good family, the idol of his parents, beloved by all who knew
him at home and warmly attached to all his comrades in the service.

He was not reckless, but ever ready for duty, however perilous that

duty might be. He fully realized what a sacrifice his enlistment was

to his loving parents and friends, but was always cheerful in the ser-

vice, being devoted and conscientious* in his patriotism. Only the

day before, when contemplating momentarily the perils of a fearful

battle, he made the remark to his Captain that he did not expect to

get home again, but he had never regretted enlisting, for he felt

that it was his duty, and the service had been a great pleasure to

him. So cheerful and happy was he in recounting the hardships oi

the service and the satisfaction resulting from a consciousness oi

having done his duty, that he did not make the impression on others

that he then had the presentiment that he was about to give his life

in the service of his country. But at the close of that fearful day,

when his manly form, with that of John Campbell, of C, " lay in

state" under the old oak, in rear of our line, his comrades remem.-

bered his words and noble deeds ; and it was with deep regret that

we had to leave their bodies for the enemy to capture next morning,
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in re-forming our lines for the second day's battle. But they were

not forgotten, and many weeks after, when the field of battle was

between the lines of the two armies, a squad of brave comrades,

defended by their trusty Spencers, passed through the lines, and

after spending a lonely night on the batile field they found the

remains of both Cain and Campbell, buried them, and marked their

graves, and they were afterwards removed to the National Cemetery

at Chattanooga, where their friends might find and remove them, or

let them rest till the last great day in the beds of honor spread by the

hands of a grateful Nation.

We return to the field and the wounded. Other casualties in D,

were private Charles Taggart, wounded in left fore-finger ; private

Leander C. Cory, left leg. In Company E, private John C. Wood,
killed

; Sergt. Lewis E. Wilhite^ wounded in left thigh
;
private Silas

W. Albertson, upper lip and jaw
;
private Francis M. Mason, right

thigh. Company F, private John W. Gray, right thigh. Company
H, Capt. Robert B. Hanna, severely in hip; Corpl. Edward Allen,

severely in knee and subsequently died ; Corpl. Bromley, severely.

Company I, Sergt. B. F. Magee, right hip slightly ; Sergt. Samuel

Taylor in scalp by Minie ball
;
private James W. Hawkins, scalp,

left side of head
;
Corpl. Records, Minie ball took off beard from

right jaw and grazed neck, blistering the skin ; Sergt. Eli W. Ander-

son, left thigh severely. Company K, Capt. Richard H. Mclntyre,

thigh severely. John B. Creek, Company G, acting brigade inspector,

was also wounded. Making a total of 20 wounded and three killed.

Corpl. Bromley was our postmaster and distributed the mail to us

about noon, and in the afternoon, while distributing ammunition to us,

he was hit just as the rebels made their last assault on us. In the

case of David Martin, of B, as soon as he was shot Capt. Herron

put him on Sergt. -Major Thompson's horse and told him to go to the

hospital. Neither he nor the horse was ever heard of afterwards. As
to Eli W. Anderson, when the brigade was mounted a battery of four-

gun mountain howitzers was attached 10 it, and a detail made from

each of the four regiments in the brigade to man the battery, and

Sergt. Anderson, of I, wds detailed to command the battery ; but

when the movement began from Decherd, the battery moved with

Reynolds' division—to which we belonged—and on this day took part

in the fight and did noble execution. "Maj. Anderson," as we

always called him. was a brave man, and commanded brave men whom
he inspired with his own spirit. As already mentioned, Reynolds got

badly punished and driven back, and came near losing all his artillery.

In one of the charges Maj. Anderson was badly wounded in the thigh,
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and the command of the batter}' dex'ohed on Acting- Corpl. Philip A.

Miller, of Compan)' H of the Seventy Second. When Miller was

ordered to fall back with his battery, he raved and swore like a mad
man, and almost refused to obey orders, declaring that he would like

to stay and fight it out, then and there, to the bitter end.

Just here we cannot forbear relating a personal incident illu.strative

of many other cases During the night our picket or skirmish line

was along the ditch so often spoken of, while that of the rebels was

just in the edge of the woods. As this was the second night \\'ithout

eating or sleeping, the men were so overcome with exhaustion that

the skirmishers would go to sleep in spite of themselves and their

critical and horrible surroundings. The men, too, feeling the responsi-

bility of the position, refused to go because they could not keep awake.

In this emergency our Orderly called for volunteers, but not a man
among the privates would risk it ; not for want of bravery, but for the

reason above stated. Sergt. Magee and Corpl. Wakeman volunteered

to go. This was about three o'clock in the morning. We went down

to the ditch and took our places. It was almost pitch dark owing to

the heavy smoke that settled down over the field. The point in the

ditch was furthest from our lines where it bore to the right, and we
were within 50 yards of the log cabin on the ridge. The wounded on

the ridge and in the edge of the woods were still uncared for, and we

are sure that many of the "gray-back" hearers were dull to the cries

of the wounded. We heard that night, immediately after the firing

ceased, a loud, clear \-oice, just in the edge of the woods, calling out

:

" O, for God's sake come and help me !
" This was repeated so often

and with such pitiful earnestness that we could stand it no longer, and

some of our men undertook to go to his help, but were fired upon and

driven back. This piteous plea, like a doleful refrain, was kept up

the M'hole night, but long before we went down on the picket line had

grown so weak that we could not hear it from our works : but when

we got down into the ditch, from not more than 100 yards north of us

came the same pitiful but faint moan, " for God's sake come and help

me !
" and to this day that dying, wailing petition, is still ringing in

our ears.

During the night the whole right wing of the army fell back—part

of it as much as three miles—and our little brigade was ieft for some

time alone ; but just before da}'break it was also ordered to fall back.

Owing to Wakeman and ourself being further out than an}- of our

pickets, we were not called in at all. About four o'clock, and while

it was yet ver}- dark in the ditch, we could hear the rebels in the

woods north of us rousing their men, " falling in," and "telling oft,'
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forming regiments, and finally forming a brigade within 300 yards of us.

The brigade commander had a lion-like voice, and we could tell the

number of each regiment in his brigade by the command he gave. In

half an hour from the time they began to fall in the brigade was

formed and moved north-west, and for nearly an hour we could hear

that man away in the distance commanding his troops.

All was now still near us. The sun must have been nearly an hour

high, though it was scarcely light where we were, and we wondered

why everything was so still behind us. Just then the smoke lifted a

little and we could hear some one talking on the hill near the cabin.

Looking in that direction we could see the sun about as big as a candle

in the dense fog, and close to the cabin a battalion of cavalry. Wake-

man raised his gun and said. " shall I fire? " " No," we said, " they

are too close, and if you do we shall have hornets about our ears ; and

besides we believe our regiment has gone and left us." After looking

about for a few minutes the man at the head of the battalion turned

to his comrade and said, "the d—d Yanks lie pretty thick here,

don't they?" They turned about and rode away towards the mills,

and we picked ourselves up and started back, and found that scores of

dead men were round about us. Union men and rebels lay side by

side and in about equal numbers. As we approached our lines we were

surprised to find dead rebels 50 yards nearer our works than we
thought they had at any time got the day before. We found that our

regiment had left the works, and were at a loss to know which way to

go to find it. There was no road, and the woods were cut by the

wheels of artillery and ambulances in every direction. As we were

yet undecided which way to take, the battle opened away to the

north-west of us, and we moved directly west. It was 9 a, m. before

we reached the regiment, and the boys were glad to see us come up,

as they thought we had surely been captured.

SECOND day's fight, SEPTEMBER 20TH.

The Lightning Brigade this morning formed on the hill, west of the

Widow Glenn's house, and was the extreme right of the army, the

Seventy-Second lying on the extreme right of the brigade, so that it

was on the extreme right of Rosecrans' forces on that memorable day.

This necessitated the detaching of D and F, Capt. Thomson in com-

mand of both, and moving them out to the right, at right-angles with

our line, as flankers. Our line, as on yesterday, faced east, Com-
panies D and F facing south. Our regiment had thrown up a line of

rails and logs, and stacked arms ; our horses, too, had been brought up

behind the ridge, it being the first we had seen of them since Friday

n.ight. Our butcher had killed some beeves, and we were ordered to
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<^ct breakfast. About the time we began to cook, the roar of artillery

north of us became terrible and the fighting furious. We could tell

that more artillery was being used on our side than on yesterday,

i^'or some cause our army did not use much artillery the first day
;

we suppose it was on account of the nature of the ground and the

thick woods. To the left and a little in front of our brigade was a

batter}- of 32-pounder Parrott guns, and every time they fired the

earth trembled and shook. Just as we got our beef on to cook, the

rebels made a charge on this battery and took it. We were ordered

to fall in and take arms, and moved to the left front for about a half

mile .in com non time, an J then to the e ist, when we wheeled into

line and moved forward on quick time for nearly a half mile further,

and were ordered to charge, which we did with a will. It seemed

to us, just then, that the heavens ard earth were certainly coming

t.)gether, for as we drove the rebels back from the battery the artil-

lerymen flew to their guns and opened fire by volleys. The shots cat

the tops from the trees over our heads, the shells bursting in

front of us, while each gun was answered shell f )r shell from the

rebel batteries, which shells also burst in and about our lines. To this

was added the rattle and crash of our Spencer rifles, and the noise

was so deafening'thit we could not hear ourselves cheer, though each

man yelled at the top of his voice. We dr)\e the rebch about a

qu;irter of a mile, took 300 prisoners, fell back on hig'i ground,

right in front of the batter}^ we had retaken from the rebels, and

re-formed our lines, so close to some large houses which hid been

set on fire by shells that the right of the regiment had to double on

to the centre, and then the heat was s) intense that it scorched our

clothing. Ammunition had been left in the houses, and the shells

began to burst, throwirig fire an i shingles iDO feet high. Tiu bittery

behind us continues to belch forth death and destruction. The rebels

are coming for us again, and we see their skirmishers and sharp-

shooters darting from tree to tree, getting nearer and nearer, whi'e

fi'om their shots the dead and wounded are falling about us : and

altogrther, we are as near hell as ever we were or ever e.xpect to be.

Just then we got the word that the army, north of us, had been cut

in t'.vo, and that the wagon train of our whole army would surely be'

captured ; and immediately follov/ing this disastrous news we were

ordered to go guard our wagon train into Chattanooga. The rebels

were within lOO yards of us when this order came, and we gave them
a few rounds to check their advance and moved to the right (taking

the battery off the field with us) back to the works we had left an

hour before, l^ut where were our horses ? Only a few dead ones

24
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lay around on the field. Companies F and D were also gone. The
explanation as given by John B Davis, of Company D, is that

during the absence of the regiment, a squad of rebel cavalry had

dashed in from the right, behind Companies D and F, killed five or

six head of horses and stampeded the rest. The two companies in

turn came in on the rear of the rebels, captured some of them, and

moved on after our horses for several miles before they overtook

them.

But what were we to do? We knew not where our horses were.

Just north of us the rebels were driving everything before them, and

we were then in rear of the rebel lines, in a series of broken moun-

tains or ridges covered with stunted trees and jack-oak bushes, with-

out road or by-path. It was after 12 m. when we took the trail of

our stampeded horses and moved over the same sort of Rocky-

Mountain knobs as those before described in the Dry V^alley, north

of the Tennessee River. The trail led to the south-west, and as we

stumbled along over the square boulders it seemed from the roar of

battle that the rebels were getting west as fist as we were.

On the 19th. the trains of our whole army had gathered in the

vicinity of Crawfish Springs ; but on this mornino—the 20th—they

had been started to Chattanooga on a road leading down the Chat-

tanooga Valley, west of Missionary Ridge, and if the'rebels shall

get across the Ridge before the teams get past, ail the trains will be

lost. As we trudged along over the ridges, with scarcely strength

enough to drag one foot after the other, two deer passed before us,

coming down from the north, as if frightened almost to death.

Under ordinary circumstances the whole regiment would have

delighted to fire at them; as it was we let them pass within 100

yards with scarcely a remark. It was 2 p. m. before we met Com-
panies F and D coming back with our horses, and never were sol-

diers more delighted than we were with meeting the horses then

and there. We were almost famished with hunger, worn out with

fatif^Ub, a'd the reaction, after such intense excitem^ent, left us lim-

ber as rags. We clutched at our horses like a drowning man at a

^ root or limb of a tree, and like a drowning man had scarcely stiength

to pull ourselves upon their backs. Those of us who had left our

haversacks tied on our horses, explored their utmost recesses in the

hope of finding at least a hard-tack. Illusive hope ! Not a crumb

was left. We must take space to pay a tribute to Number Four,

who during these terrible three days and nights held horses. Re-

member that our rations for both man and beast were exhausted on

the 17th, and also that the men who held horses had no better
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chance to draw food than those on tlie line of battle. And no one

but the man vvho has held for three days and nights four hungry,

starving horses, can ever tell of the terrible and exhaustive labor

there is in the work.

By the time we had mounted it seemed that the whole of the right

wing of our army haci been shattered to pieces, ceased fighting and

taken to flight, and that the rebels ha 1 'itt'e to do but to follow and

capture them. The woods were full of th^ fleeiig fuijitive?, running in

every direction; ambulances filled with w:»unded, th:^ drivers fran-

tically urging the horses on, to they knew not whither ; artillery-

men were trying to get their guns away, in many cases with but a

single span of horses. Caissons, limber-chests, guns, ambulances

and men, were wandering in confusion over the hills and kmbs like

sheep without a shepherd. Though we were entirely worn out and

unable to fight more, yet each company was closed up, each regi-

ment compact, and the whole brigade under as quiet control as if on

dress parade.

While we fully realized that two-thirds of the army was whipped

and scattered to the winds, yet we knew \\\2i\. wc ivar )iot whipped,

and had never turned our backs to the enemy. We at once set about

gathering up scattered fragments of what, a few days before, was a

powerful army. Fugitives were fleeing in every direction utterly

demoralized, the one great desire and determination being tn get

au'ay from the rebels, whom they im igined pursuing them at their

hetls, and advancing much more rapidly than they in f.:ct were,

though, alas! they were coming very fast. Where our trains were,

the fugitives did not know ; many of them were heading for Craw-

fish Springs, supposing the trains were yet there, but that place had

been captured by the enemy early in the morning, and of course all

fugitives going towards it were going right into the rebel lines, in-

stead of escaping. (3ur brigade went to work vigorously to head off

this va.'>t mob towards the Chattanooga road, and we can compare it

to nothing more fittingly than to a large herd of cattle stampeded

and panic stricken. And in this herd of confusion were many of our

friends of the loth Indiana, and acquaintances of other regiments,

who were wounded and lost or bewildered. We got the vast herd

turned into the road lo miles south of Chattanooga, where the great

army train was making pretty good time northward. Our brigade

mo\ed down the road south five miles further, until we found the

end of tie triin, lapped ourselves around the reir of it, deplo}'ed in

line across the valley, and like a luneral procession, moved slowl)-

for the Tennessee River.
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This grand movement of our brigade, as a special providence,

saved our train and thousands of our men who would have fallen

into the hands of the enemy. By i i o'clock at night \ve got the

whole train within lO miles of Chattanoog^i, and just west of Ross-

viile, where old Pap Thomas, with the 14th corps, was still standing

like a grand rock at the entrance of a harbor, and beating back the

fiery billows of battle. We were safe behind his solid lines.

On the 19th our hospitals had been established near Crawfish

Springs, w^est of Lee & Gordon's Mills. Early on the morning of

the 20th, our trains were started for Chattanooga, and it was a great

mistake that our hospitals were not started thither at the same time,

as, about 10 a. m. that day, the rebels made a charge on them and

captured tents, ambulances, wounded, physicians, and all stores, &c.,

in that great hospital camp. Unfortunately, with the rest was cap-

tured the regimental ambulance driver of the Seventy-Second, private

Richard A. Hatton, of Company H; and his ambulance, containing

Dr. Cole's case of instruments and dress sword, was also captured.

Corpl. and Regimental Musician Sylvanus C. Wilson, Company G,

was also captured, and the brave and good fellow never returned. Drs.

Cole and Stearns had just left the hospital to go to the place our lines

were }'esterday, (19th) and came within an ace of being captured by

riding directly into the rebel lines
; the Doctors not knowing our lines

had fallen back in the night The rebels that captured our hospitals

pushed on after our trains, and we were not a moment too soon in

getting between the rebels and the trains, thus saving the latter from

capture. The rebels followed us up, skirmishing with the re ir guard,

till we went into camp. As stated before, we went into camp on the

night of the 20th, at 1 1 o'clock. Company I on picket This com-

pany had its headquarters near a house, where we got some chickens

and sweet potatoes, and just at midnight Sunday we got the first bite

to eat we had since Friday morning's breakfast. And to-day, (March

loth, 1882,) as we think it all over, it is resolved in our mind never to

complain of weariness or hunger as long as we live. We cannot more

fittingly close this long chapter than by>inserting a part of Col. A.

O. Miller's speech, made at the reunion of the Seventy-Second at

LaFayette, Ind. October 7th, 1878 We feel that we cannot do

justice to that masterly effort, and so shall not make the attempt, but

shall begin just at the point where we feel the Seventy-Second and its

friends are most interested :

"Comrades, we have met to-day to talk about the battle of Perry-

ville, the expulsion of Bragg from Kentucky, and how terribly we

suffered for water on that memorable campaign ; and it is a matter of
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fact, though not of histor)-, that had it not been for the possession of a

small stream of water, the bloody battle of Perryville would never have

been fouglit. To talk about the new song we learned to sing. We had

been singing 'Old John Brown,' and now we went back to Nashville sing-

ing 'We are coming, Father Abraham, six hundred thousand more.'

To talk about our advance on Murfreesboro, where our new com-

mander, Rosecrans, marshaled his disciplined host along the banks of

the meandering Stone River, threading its blue stream through the

gloom}' vastness of cedars that were soon to become Nature's living

witnesses of the bloodly conflict, and one of Nature's most fitting em-

blems of the solemnity of death. How impatient we got, that winter

at Murfreesboro, before we started down the road leading to the blue-

hazed mountains between us and the Tennessee. With the wildest

enthusiasm we startled Bragg's forces at Hoover's Gap ; swept around

the beleaguered forces at TuUahoma ; crossed Elk River, and bade

Hardee's flying squadrons farewell at University Place, on Indepen-

dence Day. And when autumn came, as soon as our stock could live

off the growing corn we started over the Cumberland Mountains.

A small force stopped and shelled the city of Chattanooga for a feint,

while the main army passed over the Tennessee River at Bridgeport,

climbed across the mountains down into the valley, the great thorough-

fare to the sea, where lay the sullen and desperate foe, hid behind the

ragged banks of the wood-covered Chicamauga.

"To talk about the battle of Chicamauga. How, after an all night's

march. Gen. Thomas sent Gens. Bayard and Brannan to take in a

force that Gen Dan. McCook had surrounded on one side. How the

surrounded force repulsed Gens. Reynolds and Negley, of the 14th

corps, Gens. Palmer and Vancleve, of the 21st corps, and Gen.

Johnson, of McCook's corps, before noon, and the balance of the

army 10 miles awa)'.

"At four o'clock Gen. Sheridan came on the field, with his men

on the run, with his Aides crying, "Make way for Sheridan! Make

way for Sheridan !
" How way was made for him. How in less than

half an hour he lost his two batteries, had his men stampeded and

corralled in the woods in 02ir rear ; and how at night, Gen. Crittenden

did not know where a single brigade of his corps was.

"We shall never forget the night after the first day's bloody conflict,

when the round, full moon rode unveiled over the gory field, the

frosty wind moved sighingly through the adjacent wood ; how the

pickets of both armies kept up a constant interchange of shots, and

the artillery an unceasing rumbling during the night, as the guns

were hurried past from their positions ol" the day before to the new
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places assigned them for the morrow's conflict
;
yet, above all, and

most heart rending of all, were the moans of the thousands dying.

The pitiful plea for help, and the cr)' for water, from the wounded
who lay on the field, is still ringing in our ears, with a vividness

undimmed by the frosts of time."

CHAPTER XXni.'

From September 2\st to October loth, 1863.— ''Forward ! the Lightning

Brigade!"— Trains Cross the River—Seventy-Second at Friar s Island

— The Fnemy in Our Front—History of Company H luhile on De-

tached Duty— Incidents of the Bravery of Capt. Hanna and his

Company— Capt. Hanna s Wound, and his Resignation— Col. Wilder

Leaves Col. Miller in Command— WJieeler s Raid into Tennessee,

and Our Chase After Him in the Rain— We mareli Up a Hill and
Douui again— Ttvo Serpents of Fire— Overtake WJieeler s Rear

Guard at Thompson s Cave— Wheeler Captures McMinnville—Fight

2vith and Drive Wheeler in the ivoods North-ivest of McMinnville

— ''Get am of here. You S— b— .'
"— We Charge and Kill Eighteen

Rebels—Rebel Loss and Our Casualties— We Push ahead to Save

Murfreeshoro— Wheeler Sends in a Demand foi Murfreesboro to Sur-

render, But the Lightning Brigade Hits Him in Rear and Flank and

He Concludes not to zvait- for an Anszaer— IVe Save Miafreesboro—
WJieeler s Retreat— TJie Bloody Battle of Famiington— Col. Monroe,

i2T,d Illinois, Killed— Gallant Conduct of Col. Miller and Jiis Brig-

ade—Losses on Both Sides— We Press WJieeler Acivss the Tennessee

River

The trains we were guarding yesterday moved all night, and at

da}'light this morning ( 21st), were crossing the Tennessee River, and

we soon followed the trains. Before reaching Chattanooga we passed

several lines of provost guards, stretched across the valley to pick up

the stragglers. When within a few miles of Chattanooga we passed

by the rear of the trains and moved through Chattanooga without

stopping. We crossed the river on a bridge, built since our troops

occupied the town on the 9th instant. The evidences of defeat and

disaster were numerous and painful yesterday, and are still seen

to-day. While most of our .severely wounded were captured yester-

day, thousands able to walk or crawl were to-day making their way

across the bridge the best they could. Broken caissons, limber chests,

splintered artillery, and other wrecks gathered from the late terrific

storm of war, were there. But we were glad to get away from those
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sad reminders, and moved right on up to the crossing at Friar's,

where we had crossed less than two weeks before in such high spirits,

and just a month, to a day, since we first came into this valley. How
full of thrilling events these few diys had been to us !

We should be glad to drop Chicamauga, right here, and ne\-er

speak of it again, but duties yet before us require further mention.

It is true our forces had met partial defeat, and some commands were

badly demoralized, but the rebel design to crush the whole arm}'

had been foiled. Every intelligent soldier in the army understood

that the next move of the rebels would be to cut off our supplies,

starve us into surrender, and thus accomplish by strategy what the}'

had failed in on the field. Their nearest and speediest way to do that

would be to cross at Friar's Island, make a bold dash on our trains,

capture and burn them. Our brigade was sent to the Island to pre-

vent this movement.

On the 22d of September, details from the Seventy-Second were

sent across the river to destroy all the rebel works on the east side.

These consisted of some lunettes and rifle pits opposite the Island and

ford. When the detail crossed. Company D were thrown out as

pickets, and were fired on, showing that the rebels were there and

ready to cross at the first opportunity. Our men were ordered not to

fire or bring on an engagement, but to do their work as speedily as

possible, and protect themselves the best they could, and return as

soon as the works were destroyed. As the rebels' shots were knock-

ing the earth and dust into the air around them, they wrought with a

will, accomplished their mission, and returned without casualty. Our

brigade immediately began to build earthworks and lunettes for the

battery. The rebels appearing in force on the opposite side, we lay

all night in the trenches on our arms. We remained here in camp
until the 30th, simply guarding the ford. Th:; enemy occupied the

opposite side, and we frequently talked across with each other.

The Historian begs leave, right here, to remark, that there were so

many different things done by the regiment, all of equal interest, that

it is impossible to carry them all along at once and make a straight,

smoothly reading narrative. There must be breaks, sjmewhere,

which, of course, to some extent distract the reader. The histor}'

of the regiment would be incomplete without giving, as far as possi-

ble, all the incidents generally known in every company. We have

already said that Company H was detailed as provost guard at Gen.

Reynolds' headquarters, while the regiment was at Decherd. From
that date to this, we have said nothing of the company, but it must

not be inferred that it has done nothing ; on the contrary, its service
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for that period is of thrilling interest, and we condense the following

from Sergt. McClure's manuscript, which is kindly put at our disposal :

Reynolds' division left Decherd on August i6th, passed over the

Cumberland Mountains, by way of University Rights, to the mouth

of Rattle Creek. From the latter place, Sergt. McClure and part of

the company were intrusted with the hazardous mission of carrying a

dispatch to Stevenson, Ala., which they accomplished in safety.

From Battle Creek, Reynolds moved 'to Jasper, in the Sequatchie

Valley; thence to the Tennessee River, and crossed at Shell Moun ;-

thence to Trenton ; thence crossed Lookout Range to McElmore's

Cove, near Pond Springs, where he arrived September 15th On the

night of the i8th the division started for the battle field of Chica-

mauga. Company H. were thrown out on each side of the ammuni-

tion train, as flankers, as an attack was momentarily expected. As
the night was dark and the brush thick, they had a very difficult and

painful night's march. At daylight they found themselves at that

historic place, the Widow Glenn's house, Gen. Rosecrdns' headquar-

ters. All through the memorable 19th, Company H followed Gen.

Reynolds as his body guard. After the General formed his lines he

planted his artillery on a ridge, some distance in rear of the infantry.

Near noon the rebels charged the division, and some of the troops in

front of the battery gave way ; the wounded began to come back in

numbers, and things looked squally. This aroused Capt. Hanna's

pugilism to its highest pitch, and he determined to take a hand in the

fight; he accordingly ordered his men to fall in and help support the

battery. Some of the men said, " Captain, what shtll we do with the

horses? " He replied in his best, briefest English, " Let 'em go to

h—1." Some of the men took him at his word and let their horses

go, and lost them, while others tied theirs. The Captain meant busi-

ness, and began to press in all the stragglers he could find as_he

moved to the front ; he found a straggling flag-bearer and made him

stand and hold his colors as a rallying point until a respectable regi-

ment was collected, which the Captain stationed in front of the guns

of the battery and made them lie down. Soon the enemy had driven

everything in front of Company H, and were coming for the battery,

when the 16 pieces opened simultaneously right over Hanna's line,

and in a few moments the smoke was so thick that they could see

nothing in the brush before them ; but they knew from the infernal

yell just in front of them, that the "Johnnies" were charging on

the guns. At this crisis the men of Company H did some of their

best and most fatal work with their Spencers, and in a few moments

the charging mass of rebels was cut down and hurled back into the
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forest, and the artillery saved. There were several artillery horses

shot; but one man was struck (with a spent ball) the rebels over-

shootin;.^. It was here that Maj. Anderson, Company I, was

woundt'd. Company H was relieved by fresh troops. O/i the morn-

ing of the 20th, H was still with the General, moving about over

the ticld wherever dutv required them. The battle opened at 8 : 30

a. m., and for a time all seemed to go on well, but at 10 a. m. the

left of the division was pierced, cutting off three brigades, which

were forced into a narrow pass on the ridge, and unable to do any-

tliin;- more in the fight that d^y. Thio the help of 2,500 men was

lost. Comp my H was then ordered to gua''d Reynolds' ammunition

trains to Rossviile, and its expe-ience in that vast mob was similar

to that of the regiment on the same day, before given. Sergt.

AlcCiure, however, wishes to emphasize that he never suv anything

equal to the rout and panic at Chicamauga.

We must take up another passage in tlie history of Company H.

About the time the company crossed the Tennessee River, Sergt.

Joseph Henrv and Corpl. Edward Allen and 12 men were detailed

at Tracy City to serve on the staft" of Co!. Carlton, of the 89th Ohio,

commanding brigade; and served with him until after the battle. On
the 20th, soon after Carlton's brigade became engaged, on.; of his

staff officers had his horse shot from under him. Corpl. A' Ion gdvc

the officer his horse, went into the ranks with Carlton's men, and

fire J his Spencer until it got so hot it burst ; the gallant Allen threw

it away, took the gun and accoutrements from a dead soldier, and

continued the fight until he was disabled by a shot in the knee,

which sent him to the hospital. What General displayed miore

bravery on that day than Corpi. Allen ? We are sad to record that

he afterwards died of his wound in the hospital at Nashville. Sergt.

Henry and his men did gallant service throughout the battle, and

reported to the company at Rossviile, long after night. Bromley,

alread}'' spoken of as severely wounded across the back, was dis-

chirged January 30th, 1865, and subsequently died of his wounds.

Capt. Hanna was p'rovost marshal on Gen. Reynolds' Staff, and from

the character of the man, as demonstrated on previous pages, he

was always where he thought he could do the most good in putting

down the rebellion. In passing up and down the lines he had occa-

sion to dismount ; he gave his horse to an orderly to hold until called

for: the Captain passed on down the line on foot, and had proceeded

some distance, when the rebels made a charge on the particular place

in the line where he was, and things became wonderfully mixed in

the turmoil of battle. The first thing the Captain knew, a mounted
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rebel officer rode up, presented a pistol at hiin, and roared out,

"surrender!" The Captain in turn roared, " go to h— 1 !
" and

started to run ;
"and then," said the Captain, " the d—d old fool

let drive and took me in the stern I
" Some one else must have

attended to the rebel officer, as Capt. Hanna crawled off the field

and joined his company at Rossville, late that night. The brave

old Captain went home to Attica, as soon as he was able, and had

the ball cut out of his hip ; and as soon as it was well enough for

him to get about, he rejoined his regiment, Dec. 1st, 1863. Soon

afterwards he got a dispatch that his wife was dying. He had faced

death often without fear, and borne many hardships without a mur-

mur, but this news bowed his head and rent his stout heart. He
did what all wished he would do, and thought he should do—sent

in his resignation, which was promptly accepted by the officers, who
knew how courageously he had fought, how manly he had endured.

Thus Company H and the regiment lost a true and brave man. In

many respects Capt. Hanna was peculiar. While rough in manners

and language, he was in heart and practice good, generous, brave

and kind. While terribly severe on the " play off," (he could never,

for a moment, countenance anything low or mean,) the good and

faithful soldier always found in him a true and faithful friend. He
was known by all in the regiment as an officer who was always

looking out for the welfare of his men. He left the regiment with

the love, well wishes and sympathy of all.

Soon after our army took Chattanooga, feed become scarce, and

Company H was sent to Stevenson, Ala. In a few weeks afterwards

there were many changes in the general officers of the Army of the

Cumberland, and Company H was released as provost guard and

ordered to report to the regiment, and did so at Maysville, Ala., on

November 5th. As the company marched to the regiment, private

W. H. Loman, was left at a house sick, was captured a few days

afterwards, and was a prisoner for over a year.

Our only apology for this extended consecutive notice of Company

H is, that it was the only company so long detached from the regi-

ment ; that its service was conspicuous and important ; and moreover,,

the data have all been furnished by the efficient historian of that com-

pany. Other companies doubtless did as much, and did it as well, and

the historian would be glad to give each as extended a notice, but we

have not the facts before us. Each company has been invited, nay,

urged, to furnish facts, but to our sorrow have not responded.

We quote from Col. Miller's Journal of September 22d, 1863:

"Engagement at Chicamauga, killed, ii; wounded, 30; mi.ssing, 3."
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On the 2.|th, Col. Wilder went home ^ind left Col. Miller in command

of the brigade. On the 26th a large rebel force moved up the river

on \-on (east) side, and on the 2<Sth a .strong rebel force was opposite

to us. On the 30th our brigade was relieved by a brigade of infantry

and moved up the river to Bly's ford, about 40 miles above Chatta-

nooga, and camped on Sales Creek. Whee'er, with 10,000 cavalry

and seven pieces of artillery, had crossed the river at this ford and im-

mediatefy struck across the mountains for Murfreesboro, with the

object of cutting off supplies for the army at Chattanooga.

On October ist it rained for the first time since we left Decherd, on

August 1 6th, and for 30 days afterwards it rained almost every day,

and for nine days at a time we had not a dry stitch on us day or night.

It never rains in the South but it pours. During October ist there

was an unusual amount of scouting while waiting for orders and pre-

paring to follow Wheeler. Minty's brigade of cavalry had been

-Stationed at this ford and at Mount Washington, further up the river,

and had been driven back and scattered in every direction, one regi-

ment being driven clear up on top of the mountain. In the after-

noon at 2 p. m. we got started after Wheeler and moved up the

river about six miles. It was raining when we star:ed and continued

to rain long after night and blew a hurricane. Just at dark we came

to a place where we supposed Wheeler had gone up the mountain,

but a torrent of water was pouring down the mountain road as if a

water sprite had bewitched it. At the base of the mountain the road

forked, one lying on one side and the other on the other side of the

hollow, the two roads being but two or three hundred feet apart. We
were puzzled to know which one to take, as the beating rain had

washed out every trace, so that no one could tell that an army hid

ever passed over either road. But remembering the guide board at

the entrance to the bridge, which says, " keep to the right, as the

law directs," we ascended the mountain on the right side of the hollow.

We had been over this (Waldron's Ridge) six times before at different

places, but at no place where it was so high or steep as here. It was

yet pouring down rain ; we dismounted, and for hours we toiled up

the steep mountain, and when within a half mile of the top we got

above the rain. The wind whipped around to the north, blew through

our wet clothing and chilled us to the marrow of the- bone. The
Seventy-Second was in advance, and it was 10 o'clock at night before

we reached the top of the mountain. After all the toil and exposure

we hadn't gone a quarter of a mile until we found that we were on the

wrong road. The other regiments of the brigade were strung along on

the side of the mountain from bottom to top following us. We had
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nothing to do but to wait until a staff officer could be dispatched down
the mountain to order the column to march by the other flank, or

move with the other end foremost.

The wind continued to whistle around the brow of the mountain

with piercing power and as cold as mid-winter. Several attempts at

building fires failed owing to everything being so wet, and we were

compelled to stand and shiver and suffer until 2 a. m. before we got

started down again. As we had to walk it w^as about as hard on our

legs and feet as going up, and day was breaking by the time we got down.

This was October 2d. All the regiments were down from the

mountain and had fed before we got down ; as soon as we could feed,

details were made to pull our battery up the mountain, and as soon as

it was out of the way we started after it, on the south side of the

ravine, which was more rugged and steep than the north side which

we ascended and descended last night. We had read of "Napoleon

himself crossing the Alps,"' and from this experience we decided that

we would prefer not to be with Napoleon or any other gentleman on

such an expedition. We reached the top of the mountain without

accident, about 10 a. m., and it looked like we could throw a stone

across to the place we halted in the bitter cold of last night ; but

between us and it was a great gulf fixed, which was thousands of feet

deep, and as impassable ( to us at least ) as the gulf between the rich

man and Lazarus. Once up, we found delightful roads, as smooth as

a floor ; we were two days behind Wheeler and moved as fast as possi-

ble and got down on the west side into the Sequatchie Valley by noon

of that day, Sunday, where we fed and ate dinner. Here we learned

that Wheeler had burned a large wagon train, down the valley near

Dunlap, where we crossed the valley the first time. At 2 p. m. we

proceeded west over a high range of hills, Minty's brigade following

us ; we got over these hills and across a western branch of this same

valley, and began to climb the mountain on the other side just at

dark. We shall never forget that night. This valley is very rich,

well cultivated and well fenced. Our regiment was in the rear of our

brigade, and the ascent of the advance slow and tedious, which caused

a constant recurrence of checks and stops in the column. Every time

the column would halt the boys would bolt off their horses and build

fires in the fence corners to warm by ; and by the time we got half

way up the mountain we could look back over the valley, over the

range of hills, over the other side of the hills, clear back to where we
came down off the range of Waldron's Ridge, and see two lines of

fires, one on either side of the road, six or eight miles long, the whole

way across the valley, which looked like two immense serpents of fire
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following" us, curving" right and left according to the sinuosities of the

road. We never saw so much fire in one night, and we burned up

enough rails to fence a county. We reached the mountain summit

about 10 o'clock and went into camp. This had been a hard tramp

on us, although we were not more than 40 miles from where Wheeler

crossed the river, for we had climbed the mountain three times and

descended it twice in little more than 24 hours.

On October 3d we started at daylight. The two brigades of cavalry,

Long's and Minty's, which were then with us, had moved out in

advance of us. We had most excellent roads, as all roads on tops of

mountains are, and we tried to make up in speed what we had lost in

getting started, and moved 50 miles without stopping to feed, which

brought us to the western edge of the mountain, at a place called

Thompson's Cove, where we run on to the rear guard of Wheeler's

forces, who made a desperate effort to keep us from going down the

mountain. As stated, the cavalry were in front, and as cavalrymen

never dismount and fight on foot, the rebels worried them consider-

ably, killing two of them before they got down the mountain. The
sun was about an hour high when we came to the descent of the

mountain, and impeded by the rebels, it was near sundown when we
got down. In the cove, where we descended, we found our cavalry

all massed in column by the side of the road awaiting us, and the

rebels in line of battle stretched across the mouth of the cove to

receive us. The 4th U. S. Cavalry, of Minty's brigade, had the

advance, and were urged to make a saber charge and drive the

rebels out. The cavalry formed line and made ready, but for some

cause did not charge. We afterwards learned that it was because

they were barefooted, having traded their boots off over at Mount
Washington ; and upon reflection we remembered that, as we came

up the valley, we noticed all the women vvore boots. Our brigade

was dismounted and we were hurried forward and formed lines in the

thickest briars we ever saw. Our skirmishers were sent forward and

succeeded in killing and wounding quite a number of the enemy ; but

by the time we got our lines formed it was so dark (we were still back

in the mouth of the cove ) that we could not see a rod through the

brush and vines before us, and were ordered to keep place in line and

lie on our arms. This was tfie unkindest cut of all, and seemed so

foolish to the dullest of us that the expressions of disgust were very

frequent and forcible. We were not allowed to build fires, though the

night was cold ; our horses were in the rear and we had to pass the

bitter night without food or sleep, when we might as well have had a

good night's rest.
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When daylight came on the 4th, we found tlie rebels had gone,

having left their dead and wounded on the field. We moved after

them at sun up, crossing the Collins River at Hill's Mills, and marched

rapidly till 3 p. m., when we reached McMinnville, 35 miles from

where we came down the mountain. Here we ran on to the rebels

again—that is, they went out of one side of the town while we went

in at the other. The rebels had captured the whole garrison of 400

men, and a vast amount of clothing; quartermaster's and commissary's

stores, and burned what they could not carry with them. The cavalry

pursued the retreating rebels, capturing 20 or 30 of them, while our

brigade, battery and all, kept right at the heels of the cavalry. After

a chase of four miles the cavalry ran on to the enemy in line of battle

in thick, heavy woods, at the further side of a large field. The

position was well chosen by the rebels, and our cavalry, as usual,

came promptly to a halt. Our whole brigade, on a keen run, moved
up within 400 yards of their line and dismounted behind an

orchard, and in 20 minutes had our lines formed for action. Our

battery whirled past us up through the orchard, limbered up, and by

the time we were even with them they were ready to go to work.

Company B, of the Seventy-Second. Capt. Herron in command, are

deployed forward as skirmishers ; they go fir the woods on the run

and our line after them in quick time, while our battery knocks the

trees to pieces with shells and mows the underbrush with grape and

cani.ster, it being on high ground ^nd shooting over us. The rebels

open on us with musketry, and everything is lively as we dash into the

woods with a whoop and cheer, in the very front of rebel muskets,

and in two minutes we have driven the rebels from the fence.

Capt. Herr.:>n says that in this charge, he was. for the first time,

sure that he saw one man shoot at and kill another. Soon after get-

ting into the woods he saw a rebel dismount to get out of the way of

the shower of bullets, keeping his horse between him and us; Sergt.

Thos. C. Greene, Company B, also saw the man, took deliberate aim,

shot through both jaws of the horse and through the rebel's head,

killing him instantly. Before reaching the fence, on that charge, one

of Capt. Herron's men had the entire top of his hat shot off and his

hair pulled by the passing ball, but it did not break the scalp.

The sun was not more than an hour high when we got into the

woods. We found it very difficult to march in line of battle and

make much headway, and when the rebels found that we were not

coming on them so fast as they at first supposed, they rallied, and from

every tree, and stump, and log, gave us a volley and then fell back to

the next. We pu.shed on as fast as we could, paying little
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attention to the rebels, except to fire at them every time we got in

sight of them. We drove them rapidly for about a mile, when we

saw a rebel officer coming down the road towards us, hi.s horse in a

gallop ; he rode a white horse and was waving a white handkerchief.

Lieut. -Col. Kirkpatrick was near the road, and when he saw the rebel

approaching with the white flag he ran out and said, " What the d—

1

do you want?" The rebel officer said, "I want to make some

arrangements about burying our dead." This made Col. Kirkpatrick

mad and he roared out, "This is not the time or place to make such

arrangements. Get out of here you son of a b—h !

" The officer

wheeled his horse and went back like a bird flying. It was now

.

evident that they were doing all in their power to delay us until the)'

could get ready for us some place else ; so we made redoubled efforts

to push them, and soon came on to them near a house with open

ground beyond, where they had taken position and were unlimbering

their artillery. We just charged right into the rebel line, killed 18,

and without halting charged on the rebel guns. The rebels were too

quick for us, limbered up and hurried away for Murfreesboro. It was

now dark and we went into camp right on the battle-field, six miles

from McMinnville. The rebels left 25 or 30 wounded in our hands.

Our only casualties were, private Alfred Love, G, right arm severely
;

private Simeon Harper, G, right thigh ; Wm. Cue, K, right heel

severely ; Corpl. Jacob Richestine, B, slightly ; bamuel H. Rinehart,

G, regimental scout, in knee. Total wounded five. This fight lasted

but little over 30 minutes, and showed that when we undertook to do

a thing we did it quick. We went to bed early and tried to make up

in sleep what we had lost the night before. When we started from

north Chicamauga, on the 30th, we had rations for but two daj^s.

Here we made coffee, the first time since three days past.

On October 5th we again started in pursuit of the rebels, and dis-

cussed the chances of Wheeler's capturing Murfreesboro as we pushed

after him. We knew not what forces we had at that post, but knew

it was of vast importance to us to hold it, and of just as great impor-

tance to the rebels to capture it and destroy our stores. We pushed

on, hoping to arrive there in time to prevent the rebels from captur-

ing it ; moved rapidly and steadily all day
;
passed through Wood-

bury, and turned and went north at Readyville until we reached the

road from Auburn to Murfreesboro, in order to avoid Wheeler's rear

guard, which was strongly posted on the main road from Readyville to

Murfreesboro. Wheeler's entire command came in front of Murfrees-

boro about 3 p. m., and immediately sent in a demand for its surren-

der ; but while he awaited a reply, our cavalrx- came on to his rear
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and he learned that the Lightnhig Brigade was flanking him on the

right. In this predicament, with his eyes watering as he looked at

the great Yankee prize and the glory to be gained by seizing it, he

concluded he had better get out of the way speedily, and he retreated

without firing a shot. We went into camp just at sundown, on the

bsnks of Stone River, close to the fortifications north-west of town.

We were feeling first rate over the successful movements of the day.

Wheeler had crossed the' Tennessee and moved rapidly almost 200

miles for the express purpose of capturing this place, and had he

succeeded it would have been an incalculable disaster to our army,

while his name would have been handed down to future generations

glorious with the record of having captured the strongest Union forti-

fication in the South, with its immense stores ; and as having dealt

the army at Chattanooga a blow little less disastrous than that given

it on the bloody field of Chicamauga. We now felt certain that !n's

grand raid was a failure ; we had started two days behind him, but

had caught up with and whipped him, and felt perfectly competent to

do it again.

On October 6th we were up early and ready to march by sun up
;

but as we had been in the saddle for six days on two days' rations, our

officers tried to get some rations We had not a single team with us

except the artillery and ambulances. We drew three days' rations of'

crackers alone, and did not get started until 1 1 a. m. , and then there

seemed to be a great deal of concentrated slowness in finding out on

which road the rebels moved their main column. Finally we got

strung out on the Shelbyville Pike, moving very slowly, our brigade

in rear of column and our regiment in rear of all. About the middle

of the afternoon it began to rain, and we could not have been more

than six miles from Murfreesboro when night came on, after which we

dragged along at a snail's pace for two miles further and went into

camp. It was dark as Egypt, and in looking back over the service

we cannot remember a single instance where we had a worse time

getting into camp. It was lO o'clock before we stopped, and then it

was in the middle of the biggest, thickest, thorniest, most pestiferous

patch of green briars we ever saw. Here it was that we first learned

how to put up a raider's bunk ; and as it served us a happy purpose

on many occasions, we describe it here : The raider's bunk was con-

structed of six rails, and two men could put one up in less than a

minute. With the addition of a rail at each side and our gum blankets

thrown over them, the bunk had ample room under it for six men to

sleep and keep dry, no matter how hard it rained. Lay three rails

down parallel with each other and two feet apart. Lay a rail across
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these a foot from tlic ends, on top of the two outside ones and under

the centre one. Now r.iise this end of the three rails three feet high

and cross two rails over the end of the centre one, and under the

ends of the outside ones, and the work is done.

We are now eight miles tVom Murfreesboro and four from Shel-

b\'\ille. The rebels are in and near Shelbyville, and ha\'e burned

the railroad bridge over Duck River, at Wartrace, but have torn

up no track, and this is the onl)' damage they have done to the Chat-

tanooga railroad. •

October 7th. It rained all last night, but as this was the day for

our brigade to take the advance in regular turn, we were up and ready

to niove by daylight. There never was any ." foolishness " c^- delay

about Col. Miller in getting ready to move at the time ordered.

When he g(3t orders to move at 6 a. m., at 6 a. m. we moved; and

there was no tardiness in removing anything out of our way that

obstructed our progress. W'hen we got to Shelbyville we found that

Wheeler's forces had torn the w4iole town to pieces. Notwithstand-

ing that this town was Bragg's headquarters for six months, the citizens

w'cre decidedly Union in sentiment, and W'heeler's men, chigrined

at their failure to take Murfreesboro, wreaked their spite on the people

of Shelbyville, W^e reached this town early in the day. The rebels

had bothered the Union officers yesterday by dividing their forces,

and delayed our pursuit, and they followed the same tactics today

in leaving .Shelbyville, part of them going towards Farmington, part

tow-irds Unioiiville and part in other directions. Gen. Crook, com-

manding all the troops on the expedition, sent Minty's brigade in one

direction, Long's brigade in another, and the Lightning Brigade, Col.

Miller in command, on the direct road to Farmington, 12 miles west

of Shelbyville. This was the road on which most of the rebels had

moved. We started about 8 a. m., and Sergt. Remlc}-, Compan\^

E, says a boy came into the road at head of column and told Col.

Miller that there was a force of rebels on a by-road a mile north of us.

As we had been fooling along for several days depending on the

cavalry to hunt rebels for us, we had determined to do the hunting

ourselves, and as these reported by the boy seemed to be nearest, we
turned square off the road and made for them. It is said that

W heeler purposely stationed them there expecting us to move straight

on to Farmington and engage his forces at that place, when this

brigade. Scott's mounted infantry, were to come up in the rear

and capture us. Be this as it may, we charged upon the

rebels ( Scott's mounted infantry ) and struck them in flank, as

they were dismounted, the [7th and 98th coming near getting

26
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between them and their horses. About 200 of them threw down

their arms and were taken in by Capt. Robinson, of Company C.

As the rebels who got mounted undertook to pass through a narrow

lane, the 17th and 98th poured in a destructix'e fire on them, killing a

great many men and horses. When our column struck the rebels the}-

were in line facing east on a road which lies north and south. The 98th

and 17th struck them first; our regiment being next in column was

dismounted, but before we got a chance for a shot they broke through

a lane to the west,* the 17th and 98th after them at full speed, and the

Seventy-Second men putting in their best time to catch up with the 17th

and 98th to take a hand in the fight, or have some shots at the fleeing

foe. Lieut. -Col. Kirkpatrick was at our head, calling out, " hurry up,

bo}'s, or }'ou won't get a smell. " At that there was a regular foot-race,

and our color-bearer gave out ; the flag was hard to carry, but Capt.

Thomson gathered it in his stout hands and pressed on. We shall

never forget how his example inspired us. We were so complete!}'

exhausted that we felt we could run no further, but to see him with

the flaor in one hand and his swordin the other, shoutino-, "Come on,

" Se\'enty-Second, " infused new life and energ}' into us.

It was soon found that it was no use to try to keep up \\ith the

rebels on foot, who were retreating as rapidl\- as possible through the

cedar woods, and making every efl"ort to get back to the main road.

So the horses were hurried up, the men mounted, and we pushed

them. The whole countr}- seemed full of rebels, and though a con-

stant running fire was kept up with them we did not make \'er}' rapid

headwa}'.

We wish here to pay a tribute to Col. Monroe, of the 123d Illinois.

His regiment this day was in the rear of the brigade; every time the

rebels would make a stand he chafed because he could not get to take

part in the battle. Just after noon, Capt. Rice, adjutant of the

brigade, dropped back to Col. Monroe's regiment. The Colonel

complained that Col. Miller was not using him and his regiment

fairl}% and remarked :

'

' The Indiana regiments are getting to do most

of the fighting, and not giving myself and reg-iment a chance." Of
course Col. Miller had never thought of slighting the gallant x'oung

Col. Monroe and his regiment. Each regiment had taken its turn in

advance, and it was purely an accident that there happened to be more

fighting when the 123d was in the rear. This fact would have pleased

many a Colonel, but not so with the gallant Monroe ; he wanted to be

in the thickest of the fray. After talking awhile Col. Monroe told

Adjt. Rice he was going to resign ; he did not have to be a soldier, as

he had just inherited a large fortune; "and besides," said he, "there
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arc lots of men in my vv^lmvnt \\:h() want to step u[), aiul deserve to,

antl I shall i;et out of tlieir way. " After some further conversation,

Adjt. Rice went to the head of the column and told Col. Miller what

Col. Monroe had said, hearin^i;' whicli Col. Miller said: "At the next

enoairement briui^- the 123d to the front." The running- fi^ht con-

tinued till about 4 p. m., \\ hen our head of column was in about a half

mile of I''arn.iinL^ton, where we encountered the rebel skirmishers.

Capt. Rice rode back to tlie 123d, saluted Col. Monroe, and said:

"Colonel, the brigade commander directs me to have )n^u bring your

regiment to the front."

Col. MtMiroe seemed o\'erjo}'ed, turned to his regiment and sang out

:

''Attention battalion! Foricard, qnick trot, niair/i !" The 123d, led

b\' its brave Colonel, dashed past us to the front. We were just then in

the densest cedar woods we e\'er saw. The skirmishing in front

became rapid, and we were certain the rebels were determined to make

the best resistance they were able. The Seventy-Second was halted

and well closed up, and waited for the three regiments in front of us

to get their places, which they did—the 123d on the south side and

next to the road; the 17th and 98th on the right, and moved out far

enough to give space for our regiment. The rattling of the Spencers

had become pretty rapid, and Were as rapidly answered by muskets

from the enemy, and we were presently startled by the boom of

cannon, but the sound was so muffled by dense cedar brush that we

were not aware it was so close to us as it really was. The fight now
opens in earnest, and Col. Monroe is killed as he gallanth' leads his

command. We hear, just then, the commands of Col. Kirkpatrick,

in rapid succession :

Seventy-Second, left into Une ! 'fell off' in fonrs ! Prepare to dis-

))ionnt ! Disnionnt

!

The commands are executed as rapidly as they are given. An officer

comes in full gallop down the lines and shouts :

'

' Don't stop to form, but

hurr\' your men to the front!" Corpl. J. Frank Tolby, Compan}- G,

has our colors, and Col. Kirkpatrick hurries him to our place in line

as indicated before, and then commands: "Seventy-Second, form on

the colors!" Now, as we move into line, the rebels catch sight of

the flag and open on it with shells, which at first range high, cutting

off limbs and tops of trees, which rain down amongst us; the shells

burst abo\'e our heads with terrific sound, scattering fragments of iron

in e\'er\- direction. As each company of our regiment comes into its

place on the line the rebels catch sight of us, and depress their pieces

so as to throw their shells full into our ranks. There never was a

piece ot cooler courage shown in the world than the forming of the
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Seventy-Second just here, under this gaUing- fire. \Vc avoid the effect

of the artillery firing as well as we can by falling flat on our faces at the

flash of the guns, while the shells, that pass over and so close to us

that we hear them shriek like demons and hiss like serpents, and feel

them blow their breath on us, make fearful havoc in the timber around

and behind us. We are not more than formed before we get the

order, "Forward!" We promptly obey, and as we move forward

they open on us with grape and canister, which is not so easy to

dodge. We are fortunately ordered to halt and lie down, as this hail

of battle begins to pour upon us, which we gladly obey. As the

rebels have four pieces of artillery, there is thunder to pay all along

the line, and the other regiments are receiving the same sort of treat-

ment that we are.

At this critical juncture Col. Miller received from Gen. Crook the

following order

:

"IN TH E F I ELD.

" Colonel:—From what information I get from you, and what I get

from other sources, 1 am convinced the enemy's forces have made a

junction at Farmington. His forces are much larger than yours. I

have no \\^ord from Gen. Mitchell's division. Mint)' is lo miles in the

rear. Cannot you keep off an engagement? In less than an hour it

will be dark. I am confident an action will be certain defeat with so

unequal forces. George Crook,

"Brig. Gen., Commanding Ca\'."

After reading the order. Col. Miller said to the officer: "Tell Gen.

Crook it is impossible ;" and immediately gave the order, "Forward!"

At that command the whole line instantly rise, up, as if from the heart

of the earth, and move forward. We find great difficulty for some

distance in getting over the fallen timber and through the brush.

Suddenly we find ourselves in an open field, and there, close to us, is

the artiller)'! "Come on, Seventy-Second!" shouted Col. Kirk.;

"let's take that battery!" With the words the brave Colonel starts

for the batter}' and his regiment after him. Double quick and with a

shout we dash upon it, and the battery is ours! The whole line

charged simultaneously with us, and in less than 15 minutes from the

command "charge" the rebels are flying through Farmington, and

\v'e at their heels. As we pass over the field we see that the rebel

artillerymen have fought their pieces well, and many of them fallen

at their posts, where they lay dead. The rebel lead horses were

massed in column half a mile beyond the town. We followed the

fleeing foe as fast and as far as we could, shooting many of them in

the back as they ran. By the time we got a quarter of a mile be}'ond
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the town we were (Hit of breath and gave up the chase. Ikit such

another uproar as the })anic-stricken rebels made getting; on to their

horses you iie\'er heard. Had the cavah'}' been with us and charged

just after we did they could have taken in the whole of them, bag and

baggage. It was now getting dark, and we went into camp for the

night. Immediatel}- after the battle Col. Miller sent the following

dispatch to Gen. Crook :

" General

:

—At the time of receiving your order, to prevent an

engagement was impossible ; the enemy would have attacked me had

I not him. 1 have whipped him and stampeded all his troops; have

taken all four of his cannon and 300 prisoners, but not without loss to

my command. Col. Monroe, 123d Illinois, with two other officers,

are among the killed. .Send forward medical aid as soon as possible.

"A. O. Miller,

"Col., comd'g Brigade.

"

Col. Miller furtiier sa\s in his report: "The whole of the rebel

division was concentrated here. They had a batter}' of four guns. I

dismounted m)' brigade, and, after a hard struggle, we charged their

lines and drove them through the town in confusion. Our brigade

fought them three to one. We killed [OO, wounded 150, and have

taken 300 prisoners."

Surgeon Cole in his report says: "The fight did not last long, but

for earnestness and resolution in giving and receiving hard blows, it

was never excelled. In less than an hour from dismounting of first

regiment we were victorious and the rebels in full flight. During the

day we ha\^e captured 500 prisoners.' The loss of Col. Monroe is

deplored b}- all. Loss of brigade 12 killed, 67 wounded ; and strange

as it really is, the Sevent}^-Second charged and took the battery with-

out th*e loss of a single man. This w^e attribute, first of all, to that

kind Providence that had been o\'er us from the beginning. Second,

the ripe, good judgment of our very careful officers. Third, but

perhaps not the least, the efficiency and discipline of the men them-

selves.

"

We close our account of this battle with an extract from the report

of Maj. Gen. George H. Thomas, published by order of the War
Department:

'

' On the night of September 30 the enemy's cavalr\', under Wheeler,

crossed the Tennessee River near Washington, and moved thence

against Gen. Rosecrans' communications. W'ilder's brigade pursued

him through Middle Tennessee and drove him back across the Ten-

nessee River without his having materiall)' interfered with Gen. Rose-

crans' communications. The brigade had several brisk skirmi.shes
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with the enemy, and at Farmington a severe battle was fouglit with

Wheeler's forces, driving them from the field with heavy loss."

After going into camp Company 1 \\'as placed on picket on the

road north to Columbia, and about i o'clock at night two rebel

soldiers came to the outposts, and our videttes let them pass right into

our lines, one of the videttes riding back with them to headquarters.

You ought to have seen them stare and look around for a place to get

away when they came up to the fire and saw we had blue clothes on.

They saw some one had played a practical joke on them, that there

was no getting away, and threw down their guns. They said that in

the morning, when they left Shelbyville, they had gotten permission

of Gen. Wheeler to go and see their families, who lived a few miles

north of Farmington, with the understanding that the)' report at

Farmington that night, as Wheeler said he would stay all night there.

But Wheeler didn't stay, and they reported at wrong headquarters.

We kept them at the post that night, and in a short time .we were on

most friendly terms with them, and learned that they belonged to the

.same force that fought us at Rock Springs; learned the man's name
who lived at the white house where we left our dead, and many other

things we will give when we get on our way home from the war.

Dr. Cole relates that "while riding through the woods collecting

the wounded I came upon a six foot Mississippian lying in a thicket,

whom I supposed to be wounded, and who, on my approaching him,

raised his- hands and said, 'I surrender.' This surprised me, and

when told that he was not wounded I dismounted and received from

him his revolver, loaded and capped; then his gun, a six-shooter, also

loaded ; after which I had him to arise and took him to our lines. He
was rather chagrined and surprised when I told him that this was

rather out of my line, being a surgeon, and not armed at all. » The

fellow^ was so .badly frightened that he had not noticed the green sash

I wore. The Colonel and men were greatly amused at my turning-

provost marshal."

On October 8th we moved at daylight, and passed that morning the

place where the rebels had camped the night before, lo miles south-

west of Farmington. Wheeler had concentrated all his trains and

forces on this road, and was making all speed to get out of Tennessee.

We passed through Lewisburg, and about half an hour before sundown

came to Pulaski, 30 miles from Farmington. A few rebels were

seen, and our regiment \\'as dismounted and we marched through the

town in line of battle, which, of course, delayed us considerably, and

it was sundown before our horses were brought up. We went into

camp as soon as we could find a place to hitch our horses. We picked
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up 20 or 30 stragglers during the day. Here an incident occurred on

tliis inarch that was rather amusing. We came upon a rebel major,

a conscript officer; lie first showed signs of running his horse and

getting a\\a\', but when ordered to halt he did so. When asked by

Capt. Clark, ot our scouts, why he did not get away, he answered he

was on a borrowed horse and it belonged to a widow^ woman, and

that he did )iot like to run a borrowed horse, especially a widow

woman's. The conscientious fellow was taken with us, horse and all.

On October 9th, as Pulaski is but 35 miles from the Tennessee

River, we knew it would be our last day's drive of Wheeler's forces,

and moved in good time, as soon as Minty's brigade, wdiich had

the advance, could get out of the w^ay. About 10 a. m. Minty ran

on to the enem}' ver\' strongly posted on Sugar Greek. They had a

hue of rail works thrown up quite across the mouth of a cove, up

which the road ran on the other side of the creek from us. The place

was a strong one naturally, and they had it strongly fortified.

Gen. Grook had placed Gol. Minty under arrest for not coming-

more promptly to our relief at Farmington. He had just been

released, and Avas burning with wi'ath at the disgrace, and when

he came to this line of works he formed line of battle and charged like

a thunder storm, and put his command over the works, on horseback,

upon the astonished rebels. This was a most daring feat, and many
of the rebels were killed. Here we saw the only rebel that we ever

did see that we were sure had been killed by a sabre. His head was

split from the crown to the neck. About the middle of the afternoon

we came up to a piece of artillery, the wheels of which the rebels had

chopped to pieces and left it. When in about five miles of the river

we got word that the rebels were yet on this side of it, on hearing

which a long, loud cheer went up from the Seventy-Second, and ^ve

started on the gallop, nex^er stopping till within a half mile of the

river, when we learned that the rebels had all. got over, lea\-ing on

this side and in the water 8 or 10 wagons and one piece of artiller)-.

About 6o prisoners were picked up to-day. Thus ends the Wheeler

raid, which on the part of the rebels was bold in conception, daring in

execution, but disastrous to them in results.

Wheeler crossed the Tennessee river 40 miles above Ghattanooga

on the 30th of September with 7,000 to 10,000 cavalry and 7 to 10

pieces of artillery. He captured 300 of our troops at McMinnville,

and burned one bridge at Wartrace. We started after him on the 2d

of October and chased him 300 miles in seven days, killed, wounded

and captured 1,000 of his men, captured six pieces of his artillery,

and 20 w^a^rons. The total Union loss in killed and wounded \vas
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iio. Of this number the Lightning Brigade lost 12 killed, ^i"] wound-

ed, 1 1 missing— total 90; making the total loss of 20 for the two divis-

ions of cavalry that first and last took part in the chase. The rebels re-

crossed the river at Lamb's Ferry, four miles south of Rogersville.

We M'ent back near Rogersville and went into camp. Near Lamb's

Ferry a rebel picket post, with 16 prisoners, was captured by the scouts.

CHAPTER XXIV.

October \oth to November x'^tJi, 1 863

—

Rest and Forage—Meet Major
Apple Jack Again—A Lice-entious Siory—After RJwddy— The

March of the Mud Cavalcade—Dead Horses, by the Acre— Capture

and Escape of Capt. Kilborn— Capt. Kilborn Captures Gurley and
his Brother— Chaplain De La Matyr Joins the Regiment— What
Gen. Thomas Expects of Col. Miller— /// Camp at Marysville—
Capture and Destruction of Boats—Arming the Negroes — Tivo Regi-

ments Enlisted— TJicir Dancing and Songs—CM is Marching on.

For seven days previous to October loth we had not been out of

the saddle on an average six hours of each 24. Our rations were out

;

the fatigue of the campaign had been very severe on both man and

beast. We were 150 miles from Chattanooga, and neither rations nor

forage could be issued. We therefore spent the day foraging and

resting. W^e have failed to note that from the day we struck the rebels

at McMinnville we had been constantly picking up loose horses, until

at this date each company had from 10 to 50 more horses than men;

but we had picked up negroes enough to take care of the horses, and

our small brigade had grown until now it seemed as large as a division.

Fortunately there was an abundance of forage in the surrounding

country for man and beast, and also plenty of that soul-cheering bev-

erage, the life-giving principle of the Southern chivalry, Apple Jack,

the elixir of life. We spell his name with capitals, because Apple

Jack had the rank of Major in the Southern Confederacy, being the

Major drink. He was also a Caput-al drink, flying quickly to the

caputs of those who took him, often putting more caput on them

than they could carr}' and stand upon their feet. He kindled their

devotions, tickled up their notions, made them merry caput a naveui—
—from head to navel—giving them a caput-al time generally. Is it a

wonder that some of the boys, after returning from this hard chase

after W^ieeler, in which every nerve and muscle had been taxed to

its fullest capacity, and, meeting with this merr}- old Major, should turn

aside with him .for a season of relaxation and hilarity? Not a whit of a

wonder. One of the Seventy-Second declares that the following lines
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of the l^anlic Burns to ^uitl old Scotch whisky are ec[uall)' applicable

to Apple Jack

:

Ihoii, niv Muse I giiid auld Scotch drink,

Whetjier thro' wimplin' worms thou jink,

( )r, i-ichl\ l)ro\\n, i-cani o'er the hrink,

In glorious t'aem.

Inspire nie, till I lisp and wink

To sing tin- nam

!

Food tills the wame, an' keeps us li\ in';

The' life's a gift no worth recei\in',

When hea\\' dragged \vi' pine an' grie\in' :

But, oiled b_v thee,

The w heels o' lite gae down-hill, scrie\ in',

Wi' rattlin' glee.

'I'hou clears the head o' doited Lear;

Tiiou cheers the lieart o" drooping care;

Thou strings the nerves o' r.ahor sair,

At's weary toil

;

Thou even brightens dark Despair

Wi' glool^^^ smile I

I'or the day the regiment abandoned itself to a jubilee, in which

Co. A seemed to lead, and though there were but nine men of them

on -this raid (the others having lost their horses in the battle of

Chicamauga), their enjoyment appeared to be in the inverse ratio

of their numbeis, and for several hours they monopolized the busi-

ness of "raising Cain," till at last every one of them got so limber

drmik that he could neither stand nor sit, squeak nor squeal. Lieut.

l-5arnes, in command of the squid, who had never tasted liquor

before, and has never been known to taste it since, became as limber

as the limberest.

We cannot forbear relating a little incident, as given by Capt.

Glaze, in which he, Cipt. Robinson and Adjt. B/rn^s, were the

actors. During the battle of Chicamauga a riderless horse came

dashing into our lines from the direction of the enem}', which A\as

fully ecjuipped with saddle, bridle and officer's outfit. The three

divided the prize amongst thernselves. Adjt. Byrnes took the horse,

and Capls. Robinson and Glaze divided between thein the contents

of the saddie-bags, which consisted of two changes of underclothing

and a bottle of brandy. Capt. Robinson got the underclothes, and

as he had no other way to carry thein, decided to put them all on,

and did so. From that time to this date he had no opportunity to

wash, and, like old Ten Broeck, he wore four shirts and four pairs of

pantaloons, counting each pair of drawers as a pair of tights. He
had felt bundled up all the time, and on several occasions felt an
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uneasiness when awake, and in his dreams had been run over,

stamped into the ground and horned and tossed in the air by ferocious

he.'ds of cattle, awaking in sweat and scratches of terror. Ha had

grown pale and dejected. So on this day of rest and jollity he

determined to bathe his ilesh, take off his manifold suits and have

some of the underclothes washed and aired. He took off one of his

captured shirts and was astonished to find it so lively a garment.

This induced him to slip off the twin rebel shirt, which was twice as

lively as the first. The third shirt, one of Uncle Sim's veritable

hog-hair texture, when taken off, and let go, was as lively as a wild

boar of King Egbert's time. When the inner pair of drawers were

taken off they raved like a wild wolf. " Creeping alive " was no

name for this army of gray-backs that had colonized on Capt. Rob-

inson. He was three times as lou.sy as any man in the regiment was

ever known to be, and that is saying a great deal, for Jim Armstrong

has been knovvn to capture 120 at a single sitting. The Captain

rec )vered slowly, but he always believed the horse bearing those

underclothes was sent into our lines for the same purpose that the

wooden horse was sent into Troy, and congratulated himself on

defeating the project by his discovery of the fact, and by giving the

graybacks as complete a defeat as wc had just given their prototypes,

Wheeler's forces. The Historian gives the foregoing as a specimen,

and expresses it as a candid opinion that Capt. Robinson was pretty

lice-entious at that time.

r'or our own part, we cannot call to mind any time in the service

when rest and good living were so thoroughly enjoyed as at this time

and plac'.'. As before mentioned, we were 150 miles from Chatta-

nooga, without orders and with no possible chance of getting

supplies from our commissaries.

On the 1 ith of October we marched toward Chattanooga steadily,

and without anything worthy of note until the middle of the afternoon,

when we went into camp east of Athens, and 20 miles from Rogersville.

Our camp was near an old mill, on a beautiful stream of water.

Col. Miller took possession of the mill and set it to grinding flour

for our brigade, and the flour we got from this mill, together with

plenty of pig a/nd sweet potatoes, which abounded in that section,

helped wonderfully to make life endurable. This was Sunday, hence

we made but a Sabbath day's journey.

On Monday, the 12th, we moved due east through mud a foot

deep, ancl camped at Huntsville.

On the 13th we started for Stevenson, but after going some distance

learned that Rhoddy, with a small b md of guerrillas, was raiding
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about through the country, and Col. Miller determined to break up

the band, and consequently marched in the direction of Athens.

On the 14th we moved toward Winchester. On the 15th we marched

through Salem to near Winchester, then countermarched and camped

near New Market. On the 17th we passed through Maysville to

Hrownsburg, a depot on the Memphis and Chattanooga Railroad.

Failing to come up with Rhoddy at any time, we gave up the chase.

The expedition, however, was not void of good results, as it taught

Mr. Rhoddy that he must be more careful in conduct and distant in

manners. It rained every day of this march.

As before stated, we had picked up a great many more horses on

the Wheeler chase than we n<'eded. Our manner was to ahjjays ride

the best ?nd lead the worst. When we got to Brownsburg the

brigade had i,ooomore horses than men, and Col. Miller determined

to have them sent to the railroad, at .'-ome point, and shipped back to

Nashville, where they could be recruited up a little and made alniost

as good a-; fresh horses. Hence early 01 the morning of th-j 15th

all the surplus horses in the brigade were mustered and a non-coiii-

missioned officer and enough men were detailed from each company

to lead all the horses turned over by each con pan\', and w.cic stnt to

Decherd, 50 miles dista''t, and the nearest point on the railroad.

The Seventy Second turned over 350 horses, and e.ich of tiie other

regiments about as maiiy, making a vast cavalcade. The whole

expedition was placed under command of Capt-;. Thomson, D, and

Kilb'un, E. This expedition took place while the balance of the

brigade went in pursuit of Rh )ddy, guerrillas aiitl bushwhackers.

It vvas the misfortune of the Historian to be on this detail, and as'

it proved five days of the hardest service we ever saw, we shall go

somewhat into particulars. ist. It had been raining very hard lor

several d.^ys before we started. 2d. It rained hard every day while

we were on the trip. 3d. The soil in this country is as red as a

brick, and when wet as sticky as tar. 4th. Each man had to lead

three horses, besides guiding the one he was on. 5th. Fifty

horses passing over a given piece of road, or ground, would tramp

the ground into mud a foot deep and about as thin as batter for

"flapjacks." Now suppose you start a thousand horses over such

roads under such conditions. But you cannot realize the condition

of things. You must have seen for yourself before you could possi-

bl}' imagine the mud—mud

—

mud!! Tiie mud was under us in

rivers; it flew up from under the horses' (eet in sheets, pouring up

our breeches legs, up our coat sleeves, into our eyes, mouth, nose
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and hair ; it flew high into the air and came down in a pelting shower

of mud all the time. Men and horses were mud all over, and the

whole long column looked like a lot of men and horses that had been

made of mud and were running away from the factory before dried

and baked. The sight was miserable, the feeling of it horrible.

Each of the three horses being led would pull back as hard as it

could, stretch out its neck and stick out its nose, and had to be

almost pulled along by the leader. And \vh\l is meaner, more vex-

atious work than leading such a horse? This pulling made the

horses to march obliquely, and as one file after another moved along

in the same track they cut out four ditches side by side, each a foot

deep, fti^l of mud just thin enough to fly from the horses' feet 30 to

40 feet high, and just thick enough to stick. The only reason that

we were not smothered in mud is that a deluge of rain would pour

upon us now and then and wash it oft'. Our cavalcade was full two

miles long, and the pulling, whipping, hallooing and swearing, that

were done as we dragged it through the mud and rain, would iiave

done credit to a thousand Indiana o.x-drivers breaking raw prairie.

"The army swore terribly in Flander.--, but nothing to this!" We
made an average of about 20 miles a day by greatest exertions, and

terrible wear and tear of body and piety. While marching through

the day we had to forage for ourselves and all those horses. It

makes us tired to think of, and write about, tint distressing trip.

We were two and a half days getting" to Decherd. A terrible spec-

tacle met our eyes when we got there, which we relate to show what

untold losses the Government sustained just for the want of a little

attention to details. When we left Decherd, August i6th, to go

over the mountains, our brigade had 700' convalescent horses which

we did not want to take with us
;
so we hauled rails and fenced in a

pasture of 100 acres, turned the horses into it, and left them. We
supposed, of course, that they would be sent back to Nashville and

cared for. But it seems that when we moved the whole army moved,

and those horses were left in the pasture, had eaten up every green

thing, and had died of starvation. We counted 200 carcasses inside

of two acres of ground. We had seen numbers of dead horses at

Nashville, Murfreesboro and other places, but nothing like this.

When we reached Decherd, with our mud-bespattered cavalcade,

we moved out east, to our old camp we had left two months before

;

but the stench was so intolerable that we had to move further out.

At this place we first met part of the iith and 12th corps, under

Gen. Hooker, who were on their way to the relief of our beseiged

army at Chattanooga. They were fresh from the Arm\' of the
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Potomac, where they had been well supplied with everything" that

soldiers need, and had never missed a ration since in the service, and

were complaining bitterly of their present hardships. This was fun

for us, who had not seen a hard-tack for 10 days, and who knew that

the army at Chattanooga was on the point of starvation.

We were so completely incased in mud that as we came from Win-

chester to Decherd, our troops actually thought we were "Johnnies"

and were hardly restrained from firing on us. That night some of the

4th New Jersey stood picket near our camp, and took some pains in

describing some of the terrible sufferings endured since leaving the

Potomac, and among other things said they had not had a bit of

butter for a week. We told them it was prett}' rough to be without

butter to grease the hard-tack so it could be swallowed without cutting

the throat in furrows, but their failure to get it was, no doubt, owing

to the fact that they were so constantly on the move ; that when they

got to Chattanooga they would "get dead loads" of butter. We
state it as a fact, that we had but one pound of butter while in the

service, and for that we paid one dollar.

When we saw what had become of the horses we left at Decherd in

August, we thought it a poor chance for those we had brought, and

feeling almost certain that if left they would perish, we turned about

and returned with them to Brownsburg, where forage was abundant,

and where we could feed them ourselves, if we could get the time to

do it. We got back on the 20th. There were many thrilling inci-

dents took place on this trip, but so much space has already been

taken with it, that we mention but two.

On the i6th, while going up to Decherd, Avhen near Salem, a party

of guerrillas swooped down upon the rear of our column and captured '

Capt. Kilborn, of E, and three of his men. We were at the time

moving north-east along the base of the Cumberland Mountains, and

from the tops of the knobs these guerrillas could see our every move-

ment. A wagon in the rear got stuck in the mud and Capt. Kilborn

and his men stopped to get it out, and fell quite a distance behind, and

the first thing they knew, were surrounded and captured. On request

Capt. Kilborn has told the story of his capture and escape, so admir-

ably, with the incidents that followed, that we here insert it just as he

wrote it:

"The command left Huntsville, Ala., as we all thought to march

to Stevenson, but at Maysville we received orders to send our wagons,

sick men, led horses, and artillery, to Decherd, Tenn., and the rest of

the command to move light, in hopes to intercept the rebel Gen.

Rhoddy, who was reported fleeing from Gen. Mitchell. I was put in
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command of the convalescents of our brigade, and in company with

Capt. Lilly, of our battery, and Capt. Stokes, of the Poard of Trade

battery, the latter in command of the whole detachment, we com-

menced our march. We camped that night in a small town named
New Market, which was said to be a noted rendezvous for bush-

whackers.

"In the morning I got the command ready to start, when, just at the

time of leaving, I was informed by the Surgeon that one of our pris-

oners, a rebel Captain, was too sick to be taken farther. Capt.

Stokes desired me to parole him and leave him. Detaining a Sergeant

and two men, I stayed behind to attend to this duty, and was just

leaving the place in some haste, under the friendly admonition of an

old negress, who said to me, '

' You'd bettah git out o' heah, lots o'

bushwhacka's round," when I found one of my wagons, containing

two saddles and several Spencer rifles, abandoned in the mud.

"I could not bear the thought of leaving these loaded Spencer rifles

for the bushwhackers, and so sent one of my men to turn back the

teamster, and then hasten on to the command and bring back a squad

of men for assistance in case of need. The teamster soon returned,

and w^e got the wagon out of the mud and started on our way. About
three miles from New Market we had to pass a strip of woods ; I rode

ahead, and, as I thought, carefully examined the woods. I noticed

the fence down in a number of places, but thought -nothing of this,

as it was a very common thing, but could see nothing of any enemy.

A thick undergrowth prevented my seeing far into the woods, how-

ever. I galloped back to the Sergeant and his men who were coming

on slowly with the wagon, and told them it was all right. I fully

expected to meet the man I had sent on to the command, with a

detachment of men, by the time I reached this wood. There were

of us, myself, a Sergeant of the 98th Illinois, named Wetherell, one

private, my colored servant, named Aleck, and the colored teamster.

It was raining quite hard, and the men had their rubber ponchos on,

and their guns carefully covered by them to keep them dry. We had

passed but a short distance beyond the point where the woods came
down to the road, when eight rebels, three in front and five in rear,

each with a cocked pistol in his hand, dashed into the road and

demanded our surrender. I took in the situation at a glance. They
had 48 shots, we had 20. Their weapons were in their hands, ours

under our ponchos, while they were at our very sides. It seemed

useless to fight, and I threw up my hands in token of surrender. The

moment the excitement was over I felt deeply chagrined, and

wheeled my horse's head, determined to attempt escape, when one
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of the rebels put a cocked pistol to my breast, and with an oath told

me to ''jest try that.'' They turned off into the woods, and after

dividing" our pistols and some other articles among themselves, three

were put in charge of the wagon and prisoners and the remainder

went off to trv to capture four more of our men of whom they had

heard. The whole party were under the charge of a Lieutenant of

the 4th Alabama regiment, rebel cavalr)'. No. words can express the

chajrin and mortification I felt at thus being captured, without having

fired a shot. Gloomy visions of Andersonville flitted through m}'

mind and I resolved to lose no opportunity of escape. Noticing that

the guard b\' my side seemed to carry his carbine very carelessly, I

purposely rdlowed the wagon to get some distance in advance, and

the guard in my rear had also lagged some distance behind. I made
a sudden grab for the carbine of my guard and tried to wrench it from

him ; but he held it firmly, and soon brought the rear guard to his aid,

and 1 ^^'a5 fain to give up the attempt. With many bitter curses and

a torrent of vile epithets heaped upon me, I was made to exchange

my fine gray mare for the poor rack-o'-bones of my guard. I consid-

ered myself lucky to escape so easily, and went.on my way, feeling, as

the " boys ""
often expressed it, " glad that I v^-as alive."

"Perhaps I ought to say, in honor to my guard on this memorable

occasion, that I talked to him like a father, and we were soon very

good friends ; and he declared he did uot blame me for trying to

escape, and after a while frankly begged my pardon for having applied

such abusive language to me.

"We were taken, without further incident, to the house of the father

of one Lieut -Col. Hambrick, of the 4th Alabama Cavalry, situated

in what is called Hurricane Valley. After a while -three other prison-

ers were brought in, among them the man I had sent forward for help.

We were treated kindly and given a good supper, but closely guarded.

Col. Hambrick seemed to be home on a furlough, and as I learned

was trying to get together a number of the men and some of the

officers of his regiment who were over in this section without leave,

and were carrying on a kind of guerrilla warfare, principally for per-

sonal profit. During the evening one of the young men brought in

one of our Spencer rifles containing its seven charges. After trying

all round to load it, he stepped towards me saying, " Perhaps the

Captain will show us how to use it." Just as I reached out my hand

to take it, the young man who had been ni}- guard in the woods
sprang forward and caught the rifle, exclaiming " Not by a d—d sight;

we don't want none o' his showin'." Thus was lost what a moment
before 1 had hoped would be my second chance for escape. With
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that seven-shooter in my hands, I had felt certain I could defy them

all. We were put in a room and guarded for the night. I proposed

to the boys to try for an escape that night, but reflecting that they

would be released any way in the morning, I told them I would not

ask them to imperil their lives for me, and concluded to bide my time

and trust to my own resources.

"In the morning Lieut. -Col. Hambrick said he supposed I was too

much of a gentleman to give a parole the terms of which I knew

would not be respected, and he would therefore be compelled to send

me across the river. My men were turned loose, and all returned

safely to the command. I bade them good bye with a heavy heart,

and under the charge of two quite youthful rebels, started to cross

the Tennessee River, and go to Andersonville. As we rode away, my
guard of the previous day yelled after the boys, " Now you keep a

sharp eye on that Captain." Amid all my chagrin at my ignoble

capture, and my gloomy forebodings of Anderson\ille, it was some

little consolation to feel that one man, at least, was full}^ fixed in the

belief that I was no coward.

"Left to myself, I now set to studying my guards to determine my
best means of escape. They were only bo)^s, one 1 7 and the other

14 years old. Both had run away from home to enter the rebel

service, The younger one was the son of a wealthy secessionist in

Louisville, Ky. He ran off from home a year before, went first to

John Morgan, was rejected by him as too young, and then drifted

farther south, and finally joined the 4th Alabama. The elder one I

do not remember much about. Both were sprightly boys, naturally

kind hearted, quite companionable, seemed to take quite a fancy to

me, insisted that I seemed more like a Southern man than a Yankee,

and earnestly urged me to desert the Yankee cause, and go back with

them and join their free and easy party. I soon learned that they

were heartily sick of regular rervice, though quite well pleased with

their present mode of warfare ; and that theyvdreaded nothing more

than crossing the Tennessee River, where they would at once be put

to regular service with their regiment. I found them exceedingly

watchful, but soon became convinced that it was not so much to pre-

vent my escape, as in hope of having a good pretext for shooting me
and so avoid the necessity of crossing the river and joining their

regular command. They were not sufficiently hardened to shoot me
in cold blood, but if I would just make an attempt to escape, then

they would feel not only justified in taking my life, but would glory in

the deed. Believing that I read them aright, and that an)^ show of a
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forcible attempt to escape would only result in instant death, I deter-

mined to try working upon their feelings, and briber)' first.

"it had rained incessantly for days, and all the little streams were

very high. The air was thick with rumors of "Yanks'" in every

direction al-^o. These things caused us to go through many by-ways,

foot-paths, and devious windings, through the day We passed the

house of tlie father of Frank Gurley, the man who shot Gen.

McCook, in '62, and the spot where his own house had once stood.

Ashes and a chimney only marked the place now. The boys told me
confidentially that Capt. Gurley was in the neighborhood then. We
took supper at the house of a rebel, about half past four o'clock, and

again started on our way. The recent rains had swollen all the

streams, and we were informed thit Paint Rock Creek, which it was

neces.sary to cross to reach the ferry across the Tennessee, was very

high, and probably cou'd not be passed for several days. I saw that

this and the rumors of " Yanks " in every direction made the boys

very uneasy, and after supper I at once opened negotiations for release.

It was finally agreed that I should exchange coats with them, and

give them .my watch, a new Waltham, for which I had paid $10 a

short time before, and in return I should be allowed to take m)- course

up the railroad toward Stevenson. The boys assured me there were

no bridges burned, and a little after 5 p. m. 1 bade my guards good-

bye and with a light heart started for Stevenson, distant as I learned

by the first mile-stone 45 miles.

"The sky was overspread with clouds, the rain soon began to fall in

torrents, the night set in dark and gloomy, only lighted now and then

by the lurid glare of the lightning. Still I trudged cheerfully on my
way until, as nearly as I could guess, about 10 o'clock, when I came

to Paint Rock Creek. Toniy dismay I found the bridge burned, at

least the most important part of it. The flash of the lightning revealed

the rails fastened together by the chairs through which they had been

spiked to the ties, extending across a gap of some 20 feet over the

centre of the stream ; one side entire, the oiher parted in the middle.

On either side of this naked gap, the half-burned sleepers on which

the ties rested extended out soine 10 or 15 feet from the part of the

bridge yet unburned. Here and there a partially burned tie still hung

by the chairs, sometimes to one, sometimes to both rails. It seemed

a perilous undertaking to try to cross on that single entire rail. Below

was a rushing, roaring torrent, not less than twenty feet deep, and I

was no swimmer, and in case of precipitation into the flood, could

depend on nothing but the iron rail to float me on its surface. I

believed that behind me were rebels, and probably Andersonville ;

28
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before me, and across this perilous bridge, was Stevenson and freedom.

I hesitated but a few moments, and then got astride of the entire rail

and carefully slid along its surface. It swayed and creaked, and bent

well down when I reached the middle, but the chairs held to their

places and I gradually ascended the further side, and finally breathed

freely as I reached the half-burned sleeper, and a little further on

found the abutment to the bridge, sprang to my feet, and eagerly

and joyously proceeded on my way.

"No further incident occurred until about one o'clock in the morning,

when my ears were saluted by the challenge, "Halt! Who goes

there?" I feared I was again about to fall into the hands of the

enemy, but I determined to risk the chances, and so replied to the

challenge, was soon taken charge of by the guard and marched to

headquarters. Believing them to be rebels of Rhoddy's command, I

re'presented myself to be cut off from Wheeler, and trying to get

across the river and rejoin my command. The Corporal of the guard

quietly told me he guessed I had got into the "wrong nest," but I

held my peace until I was reported to the commanding officer. This

I found to be Capt. Barth, of the 2Sth Kentucky. - I had papers

about ms which soon satisfied him as to my identity, and I was fur-

nished comfortable quarters, of which I gladly availed myself for the

rest of the night. I had walked 23 miles in about seven hours.

"On the morning of the i6th, Capt. Barth furnished me a squad of

a Sergeant and eight men, put eight prisoners captured at this point

under my charge, and we set out for Stevenson. Arrived, I went at

once to the quartermaster, exchanged ni}- rebel gray for Union blue,

and then reported to Gen. HoCker. The General desired me to tell

of my adventures, to which he li.stened ver}' kindly, and then gave

me permission to retire.

"On the morning of the i8th I learned that a train was to be sent

down the road with provisions for our command. I was soon on

board, and found the newly appointed Chaplain of our regiment

among those going down. After numerous delays in building burned

culverts and bridges, we reached Paint Rock Creek in the afternoon

of the 1 8th. The rails on which I had crossed the burned bridge had

fallen into the stream. I was informed by a man living on the bank

that they fell about four o'clock on the morning after I crossed.

"On the 19th details from the command began to come for

rations, and as soon as it was known who I was, I was cordaill)'

received by all. I stayed with Maj. Patton, of the ist Ohio

Cavalry, that night, and on the morning of the 20th we started for

camp. We met the detail from our brigade on the way, and they
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cheered me vociferously. I reported to Gen. Crook about noon. He
received me kindly, and told me he would like to have me go out

and try to "take in " some ot the fellows who infested that country.

"I went across to my regiment and was warmly received by all, from

the Colonel down. I had been reported dead. I found my colored

boy Aleck had also escaped his captors, and had told them ever since

his return to camp, " dem boys would neber take Cap'n 'cross de

riber. "_ Determined to act at once upon the information I had gained

during my captivity, I took six men and started out about dark in

quest of Gurley. I was dressed in my rebel grey, except pantaloons,

and played rebel on secesh people, anxiously seeking Gurley to cross

the river with him, and get away from the " Yanks." All advised me
to cross the river at once, as the " Blue Bellies were thick around

there," but protested they knew nothing of the slayer of Gen.

McCook. We finally lay down for the night in an old barn, belong-

ing to the man with whom I and my guards took supper a few

evenings before. I had the boys out about four in the morning, and

went around and searched old man Gurley's house. We found nothing

and learned nothing there. I was about to give up in despair, and

return to camp, when I saw a horse by an old house, about a quarter

of a mile from the road. I hid my men among some trees and went

to examine the house. I peeped through a crevice and saw one man
in rebel uniform, and heard him speak to another. I hastily returned

to the road, tied my horses, stationed all my men but one so as to cut

off retreat, and then throwing off my rebel garments, so as to take no

unfair advantage, I took one man and went cautiously around to the

door. Both were sitting in the door, and were taken by surprise.

The younger of the two surrendered at once; the other, however,

made a rush for the timber; my men at once opened fire upon him,

nda he fell down in the grass and bellowed loudly that he was shot,

and begged them to stop shooting. He was secured, and our pris-

oners proved to be no less personages than Capt. Frank Gurley and

his brother, Lieut. Thomas P. Gurley. I took them to camp and re-

ported to Gen. Crook, who warmly thanked me for my services, and

as the capture of Gurley was considered quite an exploit, it effectually

silenced those who had been disposed to question my courage in

allowing myself to be captured, and for quite a while I found myself

the lion of the camp, in a small way.

"The Surgeon of the 98th Illinois, who had been quite decided in

his condemnation of my conduct, came to me, acknowledged his

error, and told me he had thought I had fully vindicated my courage.

There remains but little more to be said. Gurley was sent north, had
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a trial for murder, I believe, but proved himself to have been in legit-

imate service at the time of his killing McCook, was exchanged, and

since the war has been Democratic Sheriff of his county several terms.

"The command lay in camp at Maysville about a month. During

that time I made it too hot for the guerrillas to rest in the Hurricane

Valley. I recaptured my wagon, saddles, Spencer rifles, more than

twice as many revolvers as I lost, and nearly 20 of the gang that had

been bushwhacking through all that region, a number of them being

of the party that captured me. My men lived on the fat of the land,

yet 1 gained the good will of the citizens, for I never allowed them

abused, and I always gave them receipts for what I took for my men.

Quite an amusing incident occurred on my first return to New Market

after my escape. I had shaved off my whiskers, so as to be some-

what disguised should I fall in the hands of those who had had me
prisoner- before ; and had directed my men to call me by my given

name. I called upon the old negress who had advised me to get away

from there,- and asked her about bushwhackers. She told me the

story of my capture, and "spected likely 'nuff dey'd killed dat

Capt'n." I asked her if he looked any like me. She replied, "No,

he was a heap taller and had great black whiskers."

" I now look back upon those scenes, and rough, wild adventures,

with half regretful memory. But often in my reveries, by the lurid

lightning's glare I see the dark roll of the waters of Paint Rock, hear

their mad rush below me, and the hoarse creaking of the iron rails as

they bend at the joints under my weight, and a shudder passes over

me as 1 think of the dear ones at home, and strain my eyes to catch

through the darkness a glimpse of the charred and blackened timbers

'on the other side."

We have spoken of the rain, and something of its volume can be

imagined when we say that there were seven full days and nights

that we had not a dry stiich of clothing on us. We have spoken of

the mud. When we lel't the Tenness;ie River, just three weeks ago,

we were ordered to move light, and consequently left our tents,

knapsacks and blankets. Now, if you know anything of the affinity

of " graybacks " for filth and dirt—and we take it fjr granted you

do from what we have said on previous pages—you can have a slight

idea of how these vermin sported and rioted over us in shoals and

oceans. They were colonized in every seam of our clothing, and

made every loose thread pulsate like an artery of life. They even had

colonies of millions planted in the double soles of our pantaloons,

between us and our saddles, where any other creatures, even wood-
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licks, would have been ground to powder ; but the gra)-backs flour-

ished in that heated seat of action.

We say it rained, but njt all the time; between showers the sun

would come out as hot as midsummer, and set the everlasting gray-

backs canteriiig up and down our backs like a herd of buffalo playing

on the western plains. Then you should have seen our boys,

officers and men— for graybacks, like death, put all on an equality

—

begin to " scrooch " up their shoulders, twist and wriggle, and contort

their faces. Ordinary scratching was nothing. And finally, unable

to stand it any longer, the head of column would halt, ever}' fellow

leap from his horse, throw off coat and vest, draw his hog-hair shirt,

and begin skirmishing for the biggest ones. The skirmish would grow

into a regular battle, with each fellow beating his shirt against a tree

until the sound was almost as terrific as an actual engagement. To
witness such an engagement, the Union forces stripped to the waist,

was very interesting ; to engage in it was quite exciting and satisfac-

tory—indeed, a lu.xury which the itch loving King would have enjoyed.

On the 23d of October our new Chaplain, Rev. Isaac De La Ma-

tyr, joined us. He was a fine old Presbyterian minister from Thorn-

town, Ind. Since thj sad death of Chaplain Eddy at Hoover's Gap
we had been without a Chaplain. We were delighted to find

Chaplain De La Matyr all that a devoted Christian minister should

be, and all that a faithful Chaplain could be. The office of Chaplain,

in a volunteer regiment, is a very delicate and difficult one to fill;

indeed, we may say, it is the most difficult office to fill acceptably'

there is in the regiment. In all the other offices the officer knows

just what his duties are, for they are defined by regulation; the men
of the regiment also look upon all other officers as necessary to the

service^ The moral conduct of officers, as long as they remain faith-

ful and brave in the line of military duty, gives them no incon-

venience by bringing them into contempt. A Chaplain has little of

this definite duty laid down. He is looked upon by nearly all as an

officer who can be dispensed with without injury to the service, and

by many officers and men, in man\' regiments, the Chaplain was

looked upon as a useless, salar)'-absorbing appendage. A Chaplain,

to be of any use to a regiment, and to have a standing amongst

officers and men, must have the best qualities of a man, a soldier and

a Christian. He must be brave; the brave volunteer soldier will

excuse "no one for being a coward—except, perhaps, a mulc-drivcr.

The Chaplain is not expected or asked to go in the fore-front of the

battle; no soldier wants to see a Chaplain or Suigeon in unnecessary

danger; but if, as his regiment marches up to t.ike place before the
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enemy, the Chaplain falls back rapidly as the first shot from the

enemy's battery shrieks over his head, or the first rattling"

musketry is heard on the skirmish, he might just as well send in

his resignation and go home; the men who see him beat a hasty

retreat at the first signal of danger will hold him in lasting contempt,

will doubt his Christianity and his manhood, and will mock at his

prayers and sermons. All the brave soldier expects of a Chaplain

at such a crisis is, that he will fol'ow his regiment far enough into

danger to know where it is stationed, and keep near enough to render

aid to the wounded and dying; and this the}' rightfully expect and

demand of him—as rightfully as they expect the colonel, brigade

and other commanders, to keep near enough to them to know aU

about their manoeuvres and to direct them. To take such a position

often requires the Chaplain to be under fire for a long time, and to

be in a place of exposure throughout a hard-fought battle. With

the display of such quiet bravery on the field a Chaplain lays a solid

foundation for the highest respect; for it is instinctive with men to

believe that a true Christian is a truly brave man when his duty calls

to face danger, and to believe that a coward is no Christian. After

bravery on the field, a Chaplain must be pure in his language and

morals. Others may swear, and be obscene, and behave immorally,

but the Chaplain never; if he does he is in contempt. He must

also be generous, ready to divide all he has with ^ soldier in need

—

or more, ready to give all, if all is necessary. Volunteer soldiers are

the most generous men in the world to both friend and foe;

they hate the least selfishness in man or officer, and detest

it in a Chaplain ; for, again, instinctively they know that a

Christian should be generous, and if a Chaplain is not generous he is

no Christian—he is a craven and a hypocrite, and the most detestable

of men. A Chaplain must be industrious. We speak not of the

number of times he preaches or prays, but of his industry in looking^

after the many wants of the men of his regiment or his brigade (for

Chaplain De La Matyr had a brigade). There are wounded and sick

men who need attentions that the surgeon cannot give. They want

letters written; they want words of cheer or comfort; they want

many delicate attentions which they will gladly accept from a Chap-

lain whom they hold in esteem. With such duties he can employ
his time, do great service for his men and his country, establish for

himself a firm standing in his command, and be as popular as any

officer in the service. The Editor knew a great many Chaplains,

and their fortunes in the service, and will give a few incidents illus-

trating the foregoing remarks:
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A Chaplain came to a certain regiment with the reputation of being

an able orator. He was quite a florid speaker, and at first the men

and officers of his regiment Hked to hear him preach. He held him-

self in high esteem and wished to be solid at headcjuarters, and thither

he repaired daily and spent most of his time in competing with others

who assembled there in telling yarns. The hospitals were full of sick

and d}'ing men, who longed in their sufferings for some good Christian

man to bend o\'er them and speak comforting words to them as they

died, away from their homes and loved ones ; some one who could

hear their last words of faith and love, write them in a letter, and send

them home as a priceless treasure, an unspeakable comfort to mother,

wife and children. Men were sick in company tents whose groans

this professed follower of Him who healed the sick and helped the

afflicted could hear every day; \'et he gave them little attention, but

stuck to his loafing and yarning. In three Aveeks he was in utter

contempt, was called nicknames, was mocked at when he prayed and

preached on Sundays, and soon had to go home as a failure. We
knew another Chaplain, who had a regiment composed of the bravest and

solidest of soldiers. He had two horses—one to ride and one to carry

all his "traps." He had a little negro boy to take care of himself

and horses and do all his chores. He worried along with his regiment

a year, long before the expiration of which he was hated and despised,

and for man)- months neither preached nor prayed. One day his

regiment was marching to take its place in line of battle, moving in

column up a road through a forest. Suddenly a 32-pounder solid shot

dashed through the tree tops, mowing them like a reaper in its flight.

The Chaplain was near the head of column with his little darkey when
the ball sped over. He grew pale, turned his horse squarely about,

and dashed back to the rear with his little darkey following on the

pack-horse, the pans and camp-kettles, on w4iich the darkey rode,

rattling and banging like an old-fashioned cJiarivari. The regiment

set up a yell of derision. \\'hich was taken up by all the soldiers as he

flew down the road, almost running over some. Of course, he never

appeared in official capacity again, and speedily resigned.

We knew many other Chaplains who by pursuing the proper course

gained a high standing. Such a Chaplain was Rev. Isaac De La
Mat\T. Brave, generous, kind, industrious, pious without ostentation,

grave without austerity, genial and social without meanness—he soon

gained and held to the last the confidence and love of every man. He
stuck to us through thick and thin, and was mustered out with the

regiment.

About the 25th of October we sent all our pack-mules up to Steven-
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son for rations, and they returned on the 26th with some crackers,

just 20 days from tlie time we drew three da}'s' rations at Murfrees-

boro. On October 30th Col. Miller, commanding the Lightning

Brigade, received the following order from Gen. Geo. H. Thomas:
" Colo)icl

:

— I have just telegraphed the authorities at Washington

that I would hold Chattanooga or starve. When doing that I allowed

you to protect the right of my line and guard the river from Bridge-

port to Decatur, Alabama. I know your lines will be over a hundred

miles long, and that your horses and men are much fatigued and have

been separated from your wagon train for over a month—all of which I

take into notice. Know^ing your former zeal and integrity,

" I remain yours,

"Geo. H. Thomas, Maj. Gen'l,

"Com'd'g Army of Cumberland."

The events to follow show how wiseK' the confidence of the Great

General was placed in Col. Miller. The country was still full of

bushwhackers, who were constantl}' picking up our men and killing

them after captured, and it was necessary to send out scouting parties

every da}' to punish the desperadoes.

On October 31st our trains came up to us with knapsacks, tents and

blankets. It had been a full month since we had a change of clothes

or a chance to wash the ones we had on. Never did poor, lice-ridden

mortals, enjoy clean clothing more than we did. Our camp at Brown.s-

burg was in a ver)' beautiful place on the Flint River, but was

ill the bottom and liable to be overflowed at any time. As the

order from Gen. Thomas indicated that we might remain in this

vicinity for some time, we removed camp to Maysville, two miles

north of Brownsburg, as soon as our trains came up. Here we
again got a most delightful place for a camp, and immediately

went to work to put up comfortable quarters; we erected neat cabins,

covered them with our tents, built chimneys to them, and fixed them

up quite home-like and comfortable. In such work as this the soldier

who has been on the move for months takes a real delight. Some
members of Company D exxelled all others in building one house of

very large proportions and convenient appointments, and, as preach-

ing and prayer meetings were frequenth' held in it, the boys called it

the Chapel.

From this place our convalescent horses were sent to Nashville.

Those who took them of course had a hard time of it, but a good

deal of fun, too.

After the rebel Gen. Bragg adopted the starving-out strateg}' to

finish the destruction of our army, so well begun at Chicamauga, he
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bej^an to make efforts to get as iiuich live stock, provisions and forage

out of this rich country as lie possibly could, and while we lay at

Krownsburg his men were constantly employed in getting stock and

forage across the Tennessee River. To stop this work of the rebels

a detail from the Seventy-Second was sent on the 12th of November

to destroy all the boats along the river that we could capture. This

detail reached the river at Whitesburg just in time to see the "John-

nies" start across it with a boat load of hogs. As the rebels had got

so far out into the river that it was impossible to get them back, we

fired into the boat until we killed all the hogs, and also did very fatal

work to the rebels. We then moved down the river to Decatur,

taking all the boats we could find with us. At one place we

saw some boats on the other side picketed by some armed rebels.

Without knowing how strong the rebels were, 15 or 20 of our boys

got into boats, went across the river, had a lively skirmish with the

pickets, drove them away, captured the boats, and brought them over

safely. When we reached the mouth of Limestone Creek, below

Mooresville, we had 25 to 30 boats, of all size^ from a skiff to a large

flatboat, all of which had been used to carry forage across to the

rebels. We destroyed them all. Thisexpedition was quite successful.

As long as we lay at Maysville there were parties of rebels in Hunts-

ville—which was i 2 miles west—everyday. A mountain range ran

between the two places. The mountains were close to Huntsville,

to which place we sent scouting parties nearly every day, at whose

approach the rebels would scamper up into the mountains, look down
on our boys until they left the neighborhood, and then come down
and go back into the town and stay until the next Union scouting party

was announced. Several times our men had lively and exciting chases

after these rebels, but as they were real mountain go its the chases

were not often repaid by their capture.

On the 1 2th of November came again the joyful period of being

paid off, and as four months pay was due us, and we got it all, there

must be the usual joy and jubilee in camp, and "squaring up" all

around. The chuckaluck men ran like mills with a fresh head of water

;

but most of the money was used to good purpose, and the longest half

sent home to those who needed it, with letters breathing love and hopes

for the future.

At this time the Government had begun the experiment of making
soldiers of negroes. This made quite a change in the general treat-

ment of negroes by the soldiers of our brigade. From the time our

regiment had landed at Lebanon, Kentucky, negroes had flocked to

our camps wherever we had marched, and upon the least encourage-
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ment would stick to us and do all kinds of labor and drudgery. They
had also been kindly treated by the men of the Seventy-Second. -From

the time we left Frankfort there had always been an average of five

negroes to the company, and while we were not allowed to draw

rations for them we freely shared with them, the best we had, consid-

ering that they paid well for their board and clothes in the many
hardships they relieved us of. We have had occasion to speak of

the very wearisome work of leading pack-mules and horses. The
negroes relieved us of that exhausting work, and also did our cooking

beside. However, our officers always discouraged their coming into

camp, as there were many times when we could not get enough to

eat ourselves, to say nothing of enough for the negroes. More than

once strict orders were issued to keep them out of camp, but the

negroes well understood the cause of the war, most of them had heard

of the Emancipation Proclamation of the President, clearly anticipated

the result of the contest, and they could not be kept out, for they

came in spite of orders. It was as natural for them to flock to the

Stars and Stripes, wherever unfurled, as for children in a storm to run

home to mother and father ; and when they came our officers could

no more find it in their hearts to drive the poor things away than

mother or father could to drive children forth from their home into a

driving storm. When they came they stayed, and managed some

way to live. But now a happy change of policy for the negroes took

place, and they were invited to come into camp.

To illustrate the great change which had taken place in less than a year

in the feelings of many soldiers as to arming the negroes, we relate an

incident that occurred while lying at Murfreesboro, soon after the

Emancipation Proclamation was issued, and at the time the arming of

the negroes was first discussed. A teamster detailed from Co. G
came to the tent of Lieut. Jewell, bowed his head, looked in and said:
'

' Well, Lieutenant, I hear they are gwine to put niggers in the

rig'ment—how 'bout it?" "There is some talk of it," was the reply.

"Well, when that's done I want to go home. I didn't come out to

have myself mixed, up on a eequal't}' with niggers," said the grave

and dignified mule-driver. " Well, you needn't be mixed with them
;

there are lo or [2 men from G on detail duty, and you are one of

them. That's about as many negroes as will be sent to Company G,

and when they come we will order you men back to the company to

take your muskets, and detail the negroes to take the teams you now
have," said the Lieutenant. The stately driver walked slowly towards

his mules in the rear of the regiment, with his head bowed in thought.

Presently he came back, quietly opened the folds of the tent, peered
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in, and said: "See 'ere, Lieutenant; I don't care a cent if nigg-ers is

put in the rig'ment. I'm useter to the mules than I am to the musket,

and I guess I won't resign. Jist give one o' them niggers my gun

when he comes."

This prejudice, so strong in the Union army and amongst Union

people one year ago, was now all gone, and the arming of the negroes

was so popular that it was almost an enthusiasm. It proved an unfor-

tunate move for man}' of us, however, for almost every mess in the

regiment had a faithful negro to whom the men had become attached,

and would as soon have thought of turning out one of their bunk-mates

as one of these faithful fellows. Hut the very first opportunity these

noble black men had they went into the army as soldiers for the Union,

and our sorrow at parting with them was as genuine as their loyalty

and manhood. There were thousands of negroes in Northern Ala-

bama, and as soon as they learned that the Government would accept

them as soldiers they came flocking into our camp, and were delighted

on finding that they would really be enlisted to fight for Uncle Sam and
" Massah Linkum." This readiness of the negroes to become soldiers

exalted their manhood in the estimation of the Union soldiers ; for, as

before said, the volunteer soldier's great and final test of manhood was

bravery -to face the enemy. When a man haci real bravery, whatever

his rank or color, the volunteer soldier respected him.

There were two regiments of negroes gathered up and enlisted by

the Seventy-Second while lying at Maysville, and for these two regi-

ments Indiana ought to have credit, but we think Ohio had a recruit-

ing agent down there with us, and they were credited to that State.

Their camp was near us, and we used to frequently go over and see

them, and we think we saw amongst them more enjoyment to the

square inch in their dances than we ever saw amongst any other

people ; and more fervent dev^otion than was manifest at their prayer

meeting-s and preaching was never exhibited in pulpit or pew. And
their singing—well, it seemed that it might charm the very birds of the

air—so earnest, so pathetic, so weird, and withal so grandly rugged and

yet harmonious. On Sunday the colored women, for miles and miles

around, would come into "dem meetin's, " and on such days there

was one song they used to sing, the chorus of which was

:

" Gwine down in de valley on mv knees for to pray ;"

which was peculiarly impressive and solemn, reaching to and thrilling

the hearts of singers and listeners. It seemed the sweetest, saddest

music, we ever heard, and still rings in our ears as the notes of a solemn

bell just struck and still vibrating. We have seen nearly all denom-
inations worship God, but have seen none who so fervently threw both
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soul and body into it as did those negroes. To them, indeed, the

" Kingdom had come, an' de year ob Jubilo!" 'Tvvas a grand period

when "God was marching on," and with his almighty arm of

justice smiting the oppressor and letting the oppressed go free; a

period which will rank in history with the liberation of the children of

Israel from the bondage of Egypt. It was one of those great epochs

when the groaning slave becomes a citizen and a soldier, and takes up

arms in the name of the God of Justice against his oppressors. The

grand enthusiasm of the transition from bondage to freedom did no

more powerfully thrill and stir the souls of the children of Israel, on

that morning when the sun arose over the surges of the Red Sea and

the billows of that sea rolled over the lifeless forms of Pharaoh and his

hosts—when Miriam took the timbrel and led in that song of triumph :

"Sound, sound the loud timbrel, out o'er the Red Sea,

Jehovah has triumphed, his people are free!"

—than did the same spirit of God and pulsations of new birth thrill the

souls of those men and women who had just crossed the Red Sea of

Bondage. Like the children of Israel, their songs, their prayers, their

very dances, were full of religious enthusiasm— full of effort to express

a new-found and great joy. Those whom God permitted to see those

days and tho.se scenes had before their eyes a splendid testimony of

His being, and of His presence and power in human government to

smite the wrong and help the right. Let the reader note that from

the time the resolution was made to arm the negroes, and firmh'

adhered to, no great disaster befell our arms.

We were near a very large cotton field, and many of us who had

never seen the like had an opportunit\- of seeing the much-heard-of

operation of cotton picking—not by slaves, but by freemen who had

learned the art while slaves at the end of the task-master's whip. It

was really interesting to see how dextrously they emptied the pods of

their contents.
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CHAPTER XXV.

From Xoi'c»ibe>- \6t/i to Ja/iuaiy 28///, 1864

—

Men Sent Home to

Recruit—Success of Lieut. Broivn and Others—Detailed Men all

Come Back—Splendid Health of the Regiment—Extensive Foraging
—Sergt. Sigars Killed—A Fight by Moonlight—Surrounded—A Big

Drove of Hogs, Horses, Sheep, Mules and Negroes— Frotn Mays-

ville to Hujitsville—Big Chapel and Comfortable Quarters— Taking

Prisoners to Chattanooga— Capt. Thomson and Comrades go to the

Battle- Field, Find and Bnry the Bodies of Cain an I Campbell—Move
From Himtsville to Pulaski—March through Rain and Mud— Vex-

ations of Going into Camp i/i Dark/wss and Rain—Start on a Four

Days' Scout in a Fearful Storm— The Four Days Lengthened to

Three Months— Cold Netv Year and Great Suffering— Veter^an Fever

—New Recruits Arriving— We Move Back to Huntsville—Battle

and I'ictory j/ear Flor^ence—Attack on Athens— Gallant Conduct of

Capt. Robinson and the Seventy-Second— Col. Miller Compliments the

Captain, the Seventy-Second and the Nezv Recridts.

On the 16th of November a man from each company in the Seven-

ty-Second was detailed and sent home to recruit for the regiment. It

had gained a good and extensive reputation, and the men were all

successful in recruiting. Each was rewarded by a commission as a

company officer, or as a non-commissioned officer, according to his

success in recruiting. Lieut. -Col. Kirkpatrick went home with this

detail. As most of the recruits made good soldiers, whose service

was highly appreciated by the regiment, we should like to make hon-

orable mention of all those who helped to fill our depleted ranks ; but

want of space compels a single case to be taken as representati\'e of

all. Company K, it will be remembered, when the other companies

of the regiment were mustered, was not full, and remained at Indian-

apolis for two weeks to fill up ; and was finally mustered with 82 men
rank and file, being a less number than was in any other company of

the regiment. Geo. W. Brown, who had just finished a full medical

course, was one of the privates of K. As soon as he arrived at Leb-

anon, Ky. , he was detailed for duty in the hospital, but deserted his

post in the hospital to take part in our first march from that place,

with his gun on his shoulder. He continued on duty with his company
until the regiment got to Erankfort, Ky., where he was detailed by

special order from Gen. Dumont to duty in general hospital at that

place. While in this service he performed -^ post mortem &yjA.\x\n'\2X\ox\,

by order of Surgeon Morrow, in which he received a dissecting wound
resulting in septica'mia and partial loss of the use of his right arm.
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He remained in hospital service until just before the Tullahoma cam-

paign, when he was detailed to the Quartermaster's department, and

assigned to duty with Capt. Preston, where he remained until sent

home as one of the detail above named, to recruit for Company K.

His affable and genial manners made him a favorite with the young

men wherever he went, and in a short time he recruited 76 men for

the regiment. This was, of course, enough to entitle him to a Cap-

tain's commission. He had been previously commissioned as First

Lieutenant, and as soon as there was a vacancy, made by the resigna-

tion of James B. Davis, of K, he was assigned to the place. xAs

soon as relieved of his recruiting duty, Lieut. Brown reported to his

company, and took command in the absence of Capt. Mclntyre, who
was wounded at Chicamauga, and was with it in every move, skir-

mish and battle participated in by the regiment to the close of the

war. On the resignation of Capt. Mclntyre, Lieut. Brown was pro-

moted to the Captaincy of K. As an officer he was brave, and

trusted by his company and superiors ; as a man he was generous and

held in high esteem by all. He was kind and considerate to his men,

and no company in the regiment kept more men ready for duty than

K. From being the last and the least in the regiment, under the

command of Capt. Brown it became one of the best ; and on its last

muster showed, what no other company did, that there were 10 1 men,

rank and file, on the rolls—which was the outside limit allowed by the

regulations—and that there were 12 more men assigned to this com-

pany than could be taken by it.

The result of the work of those sent home from other companies

was: Company A, 33 recruits; B, 34; C, 26; D, 26; E, 30; F, 33;

G, 25 ; H, 14;. I, 29; K, 45 ; and 42 unassigned—that is, it was not

known at the Adjutant General's office which of the companies they

went into, some going into one and some into another ; some did not

reach the regiment at all until it came back to Nashville to be

mustered out, and then they were assigned to the 44th regiment with

the other recruits.

The battery of mountain howitzers has been mentioned, which was

manned by details from the Regiment and attached to the brigade,

under the command of Sergt. Eli W. Anderson, Company I, of the

Seventy-Second. We have also mentioned that " iVIajor " Anderson

was severely wounded at Chicamauga. The result of his wound was

his discharge from the service, and the result of his discharge the dis-

bandment of the battery, the men reporting to their companies while

we lay at Maysville. At Murfreesboro there was also a detail of two

men from each company, to serve with Capt. Lilley's i8th Indiana
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battery ; they were also relieved and reported back at this place. We
have also noticed that Company H joined us at the sanne place, on

November 5th. So all there was left of the regiment was together

once more.

We were encamped in one of the most beautiful places in the

world, and had plenty of wholesome food, gathered from the sur-

rounding rich country—pigs, chickens, onions, potatoes, dried fruit,

etc.; with sugar, coffee and salt, and just enough hard-tack and s. b.

to fall back on, in case of an emergency. Our rations had all to be

hauled in wagons from Stevenson, 35 miles distant, and it was only

intended to keep us in full rations of sugar, coffee and salt, and one-

fourth rations of hard-tack. The men were all in excellent health and

as fat as pigs. We had not heard the sick call since leaving Mur-

freesboro in last June ; and with the exception of a few cases of vario-

loid and small-pox, there was not a sick man in the Lightning Brigade,

and we were all lightning on victuals as well as on the war path.

It is worthy of remark that small-pox was often in the regiment or

brigade, yet we lost few men from it ; while measles were rare, and

yet, when they did attack the soldiers, they died like sheep with the

dry rot.

Gen Thomas' order had made it our duty to guard the Tennessee

River, from Stevenson to Decatur. As the starving process of Gen.

Bragg began to tell on our army at Chattanooga;, Gen. Thomas beg an

repairs on the railroad from Stevenson down into this very rich co untry,

that he might have some of the vast amount of supplies, in which it

abounded, shipped to Chattanooga for his army. As soon as it Avas

repaired as far as Brownsburg, near our camp, we were ordered to go

out at once and gather up all the cattle, sheep, hogs, and negroes too,

that we could find, and bring them in. In obedience to this order,

on the morning of November i8th the Seventy-Second and the 123d

Illinois moved early for Huntsville with orders to press in everything

that could possibly be of any service to the rebels, or that would do

us any good. After passing through Huntsville our command broke

up into squads, the more thoroughly to scour the country, each squad

having orders to camp at Whitesburg, on the river, nine miles south

of Huntsville. Whitesburg is the landing place on the Tennessee for

everything destined for Huntsville, and ever since Bragg had been

driven out of TuUahoma, had been the crossing place for much of the

forage used by his army. That afternoon's scout was a lively one, into

which we all entered with enthusiasm ; it looked more like bitsiucss

than anything we had ever seen before. The men were sure that this

policy would break the back-bone of the rebellion quicker than an}'
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ever before adopted; and, dull as we were, we wondered why it had

not been adopted by the Government long before. Companies F, D,

and I, thoroughly scoured a cove leading from Huntsville south-east

down to the river. No one who has never seen a mountainous coun-

try can imagine the surpassing richness of th ese coves. This one was

eight miles long by a mile wide, a beautiful mountain stream meander-

ing through it. We got after a band of guerrillas in it, and chased

them to the river, but could not catch them. We made a large haul

of stock, however.

On the next morning (19th) a detail was made to drive stock

already collected back to Maysville, and the balance of the two regi-

ments started for Mooresville, 20 miles west, down the river. This

was another lively day, and we enjoyed it very much. We felt sure

this scouting was as effective to put down the rebellion as fighting,

were quite certain it was less risky to life and limb, and more agree-

able every way. We were not half way to Mooresville till we had a

large drove of hogs and sheep, which was constantly being increased

by fresh acquisitions from the sides of the road. The movements of

this drove were necessarily slow and tedious. We knew if the numer-

ous guerrilla bands that infest that country should come upon us in

considerable force while our scouting squads were scattered all over

the country, the guards of the herd might be overcome and the herd

taken or scattered ; so we sent scouts ahead to clear the guerrillas

out of our way. Sergt. R. C. Clark, Co. I, who had been in com-

mand of our scouts since their organization, had been sent home to

recruit, and that day the scouts were under command of Sergt.

Albert Sigars, Co. A. The scouts got to Mooresville about 3 p. m.,

and found the place in possession of a band of guerrillas numbering

about 30. There were but 10 of the scouts, but they never hesitated

a moment to charge any band when the disparity in numbers was no

greater than that, and dashed upon this band like furies, and soon

ran them out of town. Mooresville is four miles north of the river,

on Limestone Creek, quite a large stream, up which boats can come
to Mooresville. At the mouth of the creek the rebels had a ferry.

When our scouts drove the rebels out of town they fled down this

creek towards the river. Our scouts followed, and late in the even-

ing Corporals Kidney, I, and Sigars, A, ran on to them, in

ambush, near the river, and the rebels seemed all to fire at once.

Sigars fell, pierced with a half dozen bullets. Kidney opened upon

them with his Spencer and scattered them ; but he, well knowing

that they would rally as soon as they had time to re-load their mus-

kets, jumped down, secured Sigars' watch and money, remounted.
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and retreated as speedily as possible. It was sundown when we

received the news of the killing of Sigars, and the Seventy-Second

had not aii arrived, but Capt. Thomson hastily gathered all that were

present and started for the river on a run, arriving just before dark.

We found no rebels on this side, but on the opposite was a force,

and we immediately opened on them with our Spencers, and they

promptly replied. The river was a mile wide here, and we had the

ver)' best op,jortunitv of testing the superiority of our Spencers over

the guns used by the rebels. We could heir our bullets cutting the

leaves and limbs on the thither side, and see the rebels dodging,

while the shots fired at us nearly all fell in the water, not one in 20

reaching our side. Wi." secured Sigars' body and returned to Moores-

ville. Capt. Glaze gives an account of a skirmish, which we give in

his own words

:

"Company C had a fight by moonlight on the night of November

22, 1863. The regiment was campetl at the town of Mooresville,

Alabama. We had orders two da\-s before to go to the Tennessee

River and see if the rebels were attempting to cross, a-; we heard

firing in that direction. All we could find out was that scout- and

foragers would fire on straggling bands of guerrillas and bushwliack-

ers. Ab")ut 4 p. m. November 22d I received orders to go to the

river and ascertiin the cause of the firing in that locality. It was

night when we got to the river, where we found about 150 rebels,

wh ) opened on us at a range of about 200 yards. We had been

joined on tne way by about 30 men, a portion of them belonging to

the 123d Illinois, and a few scouts. We disin )unted at once, formed

in line, and returned the fire. It was a bright moon, anJ we could

see them almost as plainly as in daylight while in the roid, but when
they took to a corn field there was no fun in it. We shot at the

corn field about 10 minutes, when we ch irged on them. They t >olc

the road up the river, and wj cha-;_^J thjm about two miles, but

could not catch them. Returning we found the dead body of one of

the scouts—Al. Sigars—who had been struck by three bullets. That

was our only loss. Stretching the body of our dead comrade on a

board, we .placed him across a mule, a man at each side to hold him
on, and commenced our solemn march back to Mooresville, where we
arriv^ed at midnight. Reading the memoranda in my diary that day

1 find these words: 'It was a solemn scene, and one which I hope
I may never witness again.' But oh, how many such scenes, and

how many so much more horrible, did we witness, and how many did

we see meet the fate of poor Al. Sigars! ULstory will not tell, and
the world will never know how many."

30
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On November 20th, Col. Biggs, of the 123d Illinois, in command
of the expedition, made headquarters at Mooresville, and the camp
was not moved

;
our pack mules and captured stock were also left at

that place with enough men to guard them, while the remainder of the

two regiments, scattered in squads and scoured the country towards

Decatur and Athens ; some of Company D going as far down as Decatur,

which is on the south side of the river ; and when they were discovered

the church bells in Decatur were rung, the rebel soldiers flew to their

rifle-pits, and a piece of artillery was turned on the impudent Yankees

and they were given a few shells. We were fairly overwhelmed with

the vast richness and fertility of this part of northern Alabama. The
crops had been good that year all over the South, and here they were

simply immense. There were supplies sufficient here to subsist an

army for some time.

Maysville is 32 miles from Mooresville, and we were just that far

from support. It has been said that rebels, guerrillas and bushwhack-

ers, abounded in that region, and could look down from the mountains

and see all that we were doing, and count our numbers. It doubtless

exa.sperated them beyond endurance to see us gathering up the fat of

the land for the Yankee army, right under their eyes. To check this,

the rebels had thrown many scouting parties across the river last

night, and were still pushing them over to-day; and by the middle of

the afternoon our foragers were meeting and skirmishing with these

rebel bands in every direction, and the foragers began to rally at

camp. At this, Col. Biggs became alarmed for his communications, and

sent Capt. Thomson, with D and I, up the river towards Whitesburg,

to reconnoitre. We started about two hours before sundown and

moved up the river for six miles on a gallop, and seeing nothing,

turned about to return to the Colonel and report. When we had gone

about a mile back towards Mooresville we saw a fresh trail, which

showed that a band had just come up from the river, crossed the road

behind us and gone directly north a short distance and then turned

towards Mooresville. We immediately gave chase. They had moved

just out of sight of the road for two miles, showing themselves well

acquainted with the country, and had stopped to feed their horses.

We could tell, of course, just how many there were of them, and as

their horses' litter was still smoking we knew we were close to them,

and gave our horses spur to utmost speed through thick woods. At
the end of a mile we suddenly pitched into a swamp where the oozy

mud and water was as black as ink, and up to our horses' bellies.

Some of the men pitched over their horses' heads into this black pool,

and such another floundering and flouncing we never saw ! This was
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our first experience in the cane brakes and black swamps of the South.

This one was not more than 200 yards wide, but it took a long time

to get through it, mmy of us h udng to get off and pull our horses

out ; and you can guess we were a muddy set. When we got out not

a sign of a rebel horse track could we find .At this we were surprised

and puzzled, but returned and reported to Col Biggs, who immedi-

ately sent a courier to Maysville to report us surrounded, and asking

that reinforcements be sent at once.

November 21st. There was some picket firing last night, and no

one was allowed to leave camp this morning. Our courier got through

all right, and about 1 1 a. m. a battalion of cavalry came to our relief,

and we started back with all our stock ; and oh ! what a herd ! and

what herders we were! We .started the drove straight for Huntsville;

there were men in the command who had never driven a hog or sheep

in their lives, and we suppose there never was such a drove or drovers.

We had 500 hogs. 550 sheep, 250 cattle, and nearly 1,000 negroes,

counting men women and children, and a lot of horses and mules, of

which there was never any account taken. The hogs waddled along

and grunted ; the sheep tripped along, panted and bleated ; the cattle

dragged along and lowed ; the mules kicked along and brayed ; the

negroes followed, the older ones singing and the babies crying; women
carried babies on their backs and bundles on their heads ; the men
carried the larger children and all sorts of cabin "'traps." As the

motley mass moved along, to us it looked like it had been collected

by a flood of waters, which sees not what it gathers and bears away.

The afternoon was warm, and we made but six or eight miles. When we

went into camp it was funny to see grim soldiers, used to keeping

guard in front of the enemy, set as guards over hogs; sheep, cattle,

mules and negroes.

On November 22d the 123d took the drove directly to Huntsville,

the Seventy-Second scouting, and at night going into camp by com-

panies, some at Huntsville and some where night overtook them

;

Companies T and C camped on a large plantation, four miles south-

west of Huntsville, where they quartered in the barns and had stable

room for 200 horses and mules, and remained there until the 26th.

Company C, on the 22d, found 35 horses and mules hid in a cane-

brake and brought them into camp. Sergt. Magee, of I, in trying to

ride one of these animals, got so badly crippled that he lay in that

barn two weeks, before he was able to turn over, and was off duty six

weeks an account of his injuries.

It became evident that if we kept the rebels out of this rich country

west of Huntsville, we must move into it. On the ist of Novem-
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ber Gen. Sherman, with part of his corps, passed through Maysville

on his way to the rehef of Chattanooga; and on the 25th of Novem-

ber the battle of Missionary Ridge was fought and l^ragg badly

whipped. This victory of the Union armies opened the line of trans-

portation to Chattanooga
;
part of Sherman's army was distributed

along the Memphis railroad, towards our camp at Maysville, and the

Lightning Brigade was ordered to Huntsville. The order came on

the 26th, and we immediately moved and went into camp at Hunts-

ville, on Russell HjU, one mile west of town, in a very beautiful place.

Our quarters at Maysville were largely constructed of boards, and

being the most comfortable we ever had, we hated to leave them.

The teams had little to do, and Col. Miller learning our desires, told

us to take the teams, go to Maysville and bring back w^ith us all that

we wished, and to make ourselves as comfortable as possible. One

can never tell what good such little acts of kindness by officers to men

like this by Col. Miller accomplish. But let one that knows assure

the reader that such kindness paid more than a hundred fold. On
the 27th the teams of the brigade all went back and brought every-

thing of value from our old Maysville camp, which, with what we got

at Huntsville, was sufficient to construct neat and comfortable quarters.

As Company D had the chapel at Maysville, Company I determined

to "go one better " here, and built what was known in the brigade as

the Seventy-Second meeting house ; it was 28 feet long, and the inside

was well supplied with all the modern improvements. We remained

in camp here a month, lacking two days, during which time Chaplain

De La Mater held services in this chapel twice each week, which were

participated in by many of the Seventy-Second and other regiments

in the brigade. These services were earnest, edifying and elevating,

and we still look back with pleasure to the humble part we were per-

mitted to take in them.

We were in camp at Maysville 25 days, and in that time had taken

four scouts of four to six days each. While at Huntsville we had a

more sedentary life than ever before since entering -the service.

Capt. Thomson's Company, D, were provost guards, and of course

had charge of prisoners captured in the department, and at intervals

had to • forward them to Chattanooga. We take pleasure in giving a

few incidents of forwarding prisoners, furnished by Lieut. J as. A.

Mount and Sergt. A. M. Cory :

On December ist, 1863, Capt. Thomson, Sergts. A. M. Cory and

Jas. A. Mount, privates John W. H. Hill, John Ball and Noah

McKinsey, started from Huntsville to Chattanooga, with some prison-

ers. They walked to Brownsburg, which was quite a task for men used
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to riding. At Brownsburg they took cars for Chattanooga ; arriving

at Bridgeport late in the evening they were told they could go no

further on the cars, but must go the balance of the way on a steamboat,

which would not start until morning
;
they were also ordered to cross

the main channel of the river on a pontoon bridge and camp on an

island. They obeyed orders. But what was their surprise and hor-

ror, in the morning, to find that during the night the bridge had been

taken up, that the boat awaited them on the other side, and their only

way to reach it was by walking over the half-completed railroad bridge,

which had nothing but the narrow stringers laid down—no cross-ties

and no friendly board for their feet, or to shut out the head-turning

waters from sight which glided far below. The bridge was over a half

mile long and 60 feet above the water. Cory says he regards walking

over it as the most perilous feat of his life. All got over safely, took

the boat and arrived at Chattanooga without further adventure.

When they had reported their prisoners to Gen. Thomas, Capt.

Thomson asked him for permission to go out on the battle-field of

Chicamauga and find and bury their comrades Cain, of D, and Camp-

bell, of C, killed in that battle, on the 19th of September. Gen.

Thomas .told him it would be extremely hazardous to go out there

with any force smaller than a brigade, as the enemy was camped not

far from the battle-field. Capt. Thomson assured the General that

he had six experienced soldiers, tried and true, armed with Spencer

rifles, and they were able to take care of themselves in any emergency.

The noble General granted the pass to these noble hearted comrades

of the gallant dead, and the little squad started for the gory field on

which they had fought all day September 19th, and left on the morn-

ing of September 20th. The field was reached late in the evening as

the pines cast their weird gloom over the forms of decaying soldiers,

many of whom lay as they had fallen, while others lay in groups

where they had been gathered together as the last act of affection that

could be bestowed by their comrades as they stood in " the jaws o^

death, in the mouth of hell," in that fearful battle. They had not

been buried by the enemy, and the autumn winds had sounded through

the forests, the only requiem that had been wailed over their manly

forms. Capt. Thomson and men stopped for the night in the little

log cabin on the ridge, so often spoken of in our account of the bat-

tle. The rebel surgeons had used it for an amputating hospital during

that action, and many wounded had been carried to it, only to lie

there and die ; and around it at this time lay scores of dead and

decaying bodies, limbs and human bones. It was a ghastly sight, over

which night, in tenderness, spread her sable curtains as Capt. Thom-
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son's party approached. They passed the night not so much in s}eep

as in deep meditation. How broad and deep the contrast between

the stillness of this night and the night of the 19th of September,

after the day of hard battle which baptized the earth with human
blood ! Then, as we lay in line of battle, we heard in front of us the

shrieks and moans of the wounded and dying as they called for water

and help, while in rear and flanks we heard the grum and gruff move-

ments of troops, both friend and foe. Now all is deserted—and so

still! How impossible a battle seems on such a night, in

such a place.

After a long and cheerless night came the morning fu'l of gloom.

The little party passed over the field of battle, and found theii com-

rades just as we had left them on the 19th—buried them and returned

to Chattanooga. This was a brave and manly deed, and well illus-

trates the love and devotion that comrade bore for comrade in those

days of blood and death.

We have remarked that our camp life at Huntsville was very quiet.

We did littl'e picketing, and only gathered what corn our hor.^es ate,

and fed, currie'd and kept them fat. While the guerrillas and bush-

whackers bothered us considerably, it was not possible for us to

follow them into the mountains on horseback, and they could look

down like eagles from their lofty perches, and sweep down on us

when they saw we could be taken at the most disadvantage. Any
soldier who went out foraging alone, or fell behind his party, was

liable to be picked up at any time. The railroad was only repaired

to Brownsburg, and we had to haul our mail, sugar and coffee, from

that place, and the balance of our subsistence we got off the country.

About the 17th of December a party of these mountain-goat guerril-

las swooped down upon our train and came very near capturing it,

but were driven off. Frequent expeditions were sent up into -the

mountains on foot after these guerrillas, and many of them were

killed.

On December 22d we got orders to be ready to move. This, on ordi-

nary occasions, would have been hailed with delight, for as a rule we so

thoroughly hated camp life that we were glad to be on the move.

But here we had such a good camp, our duty had been so light, and

the country and weather so delightful, that we were loth to leave the

place. But on December 24th our whole command, that is, all that

were camped at Huntsville under the command of Gen. Crook, moved

22 miles on the road toward Athens, and went into camp near that

town. The days were delightful, but the nights cold enough to

freeze the ground considerably, which, owing to our having been
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used to sleeping in warm, comfortable houses, made it pretty cold

for us to sleep on the ground.

The i'sth, Christmas, was one of the most delightful days we ever

saw—warm and pleasant as the northern Indian summer. We
passed through Athens and moved straight noith for Pulaski. Our

whole division train was along, and our regiment was rear guard.

From Athens north to Elk River is a dense, flat forest, 20 miles

wide, through which the roads are soft and miry. In a short time

the tiains had them so cut up that it was almost impossible to get

through the mud. The teams soon began to stall, and wagons to

•upset, and in three hours the train was strung out 10 miles long.

Our progress was so slow that when night came we were not more

than 15 miles from Athens, when the advance had gone into camp

at Elk River, 30 miles from Athens. Every half mile we had to

help some wagon out of the mud. Just at night it had clouded up,

and was dark as- pitch. A soldier always wants light, so we set the

woods on fire, and we never saw the leaves burn prettier. Just then

the patience of the boys became exhausted at the slowness of the

train, and a happy thought of a device to hurry the train along

struck them. It was to place some of our metallic cartridges in front

of the burning leaves, so when the fire burned up to them they would

explode and sound like skirmishing, and thus make the teamsters in

front believe that the train was being attacked in the rear. The

scheme worked like a charm, and the teamsters in front got out

of the way as fast as possible, for if there was anything in the

world that would make a teamster get up and dust it was to know
that the "Johnnies" were after him For a mile or two the train

moved off lively. Throwing cartridges in the fire was so much fun

for the boys that they could not quit, and finally one of the officers

became so exasperated that he undertook to make them quit. This

proved a "bigger job than he bargained for," and no sooner did he

ride to one end of the line than "pop! pop! pop!" would go the car-

tridges at the other; then back he would come, swearing like a

trooper. The men became so disgusted to see what a fool he made
o!" himself that they threw a shower of cartridges in the fire all round

him, which so frightened his horse that it ran away with him.

About midnight the train got out to the fields and cultivated

grounds, and soon got so jammed up that it could go no further.

It began to rain, and we abandoned the train and undertook to move
past it and get to our brigade. We wound along through the fields

at the side of the road until i o'clock, when we were yet four miles

from camp, and it was pouring down rain; so we hitched our horses
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to the fence, laid down and slept till morning. When we arose we
still found the train standing in the road, and worse stuck in the n)ud

and jammed than we had ever before seen it.
*

On the 26th of December, as soon as we were up, we moved to

Elk River, and found it so swollen that crossing was dangerous.

The whole division—men, horses, artillery and wagons—were jam-

med up in utter confusion, none seeming to want to venture across.

But finally, about noon, the Seventy-Second went into it, the water

running over thebacks of the large horses ; swimming the smaller ones

and the mules. It was our fortune to be riding a mule, and of course

we got our obverse side wet. There was a little town on the bank

of the river, or had been, called Elktown, and we loitered about here

till all the division got across and passed us. The head of the col-

umn took the pike to Pulaski, and two miles from the river turned

up a hollow or. cove. Our regiment was in the rear of the whole

division, and when we turned up the cove we passed Gen. Crook's

headquarters. This was about 2 or 3 p. m. It had been raining

since noon. The entire division was in front of us, and we could see

that as each regiment had passed headquarters it had gone into

camp. The cove was narrow, and instead of the regiments going

into camp at right angles with the road, as was the usual custom,

they had moved out to the side of the road in line just as they had

been marching, and of course were making a very long line along the

side of the road; the second regiment passing the first, the third

passing the second, and so on, which was precisely reversing the'

order of march, throwing our regiment furthest from headquarters,

and making it the last to get into camp. The hills were high on

both sides of the road, and it was dark almost as soon as we turned

up the valley. It was two hours later before we got into camp at

the top of the cove, nearh- five miles from Gen. Crook's headquarters.

The rain was pouring down in torrents, and as we moved slowly

along in the dark we had ample time for reflection, and to serve our

service in the army all over again. The burden of our reflections was

the contrast of the service and the feelings of the soldiers. All sun-

shine, or midnight darkness; all feast, or famine; all idleness, or

labor most exhausting; all joyous, exhilarating play, or all fast,

fatiguing scouting. We cannot better express our own feelings than by

repeating the following soliloquy of Orderly Sergt. A. W. Lane, Co.

G: "A soldier's life is one of extremes—no middle ground. His

endurance is taxed to the utmost, or he is idling around camp with

nothing to do. He is uneasy from having eaten too much, or suffer-

ing from want of food; It is intense pleasure or despondency."
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On this particular evening- t^ say that we were wet woultl be drawing-

it mildly. Wc had got one end wet in the river and the other one by

a deluge from abore. To say we were mad at having to reverse

the usual order of going into camp would be a tame expres-

sion. Hut go into camp we finally did, and, dark as it was,

wood, water, feed and forage are all to be [provided \'et; and every-

body puts in his positive demurrer to everything that is required

of him. Men in the darkness jam against and stumble over

each other. One comrade who his just pulled his saddle from

his horse attempts to throw it on to a friendly stump, and slaps

it on lo your head and neck as you stoop to pick up your haversack
;

the sudden thump knocks the haversack out of your hand, turns it

inside out, and as you try to free yourself from the dripping, muddy
saddle, you set your foot upon your last cracker, and it "goes to Davy

Jones's," or into the mud a foot deep. A thousand fruitless attempts

are made to light a fire, but everything is so wet it will not burn, and

you are on the point of giving it up, when you raise your head and

see that some one, not far av^ay, has been more successful than your-

self, and you g-o for a light (for a soldier who would not let a comrade

hav'e fire would be court-martialed and hung on the spot, or as near

the spot as possible.) You get just a little bit of a blaze, when the forag-

ers begin to come in, and they, of course, come straight toward your

light, calling- out at the top of their voices, "Company 'G,' 'I,' ' H,'

*A,'" etc. You answer your call, "here." Your forager hears your

answer and come for your little blaze, rides his horse over your saddle,

throws a bundle of corn blades into your frying" pan, in which another

comrade is placing the sow-belly, ready to fry as soon as the fire

is ready for duty; his horse steps on your canteen, and the forager

jumps off his horse, landing with his muddy boots in the middle of

your sleeping blanket, stumbles forward and upsets your kettle of

coffee water. You raise up with curses rising in your throat like an

eruption from Mount Vesuvius, and you are about to deliver yourself

of a thousand concentrated d — s in one word, when the orderly stum-

bles over your little fire, blotting it out forever, and raves out, "Com-
pany G, saddle up and get ready for picket duty immediately. " There

aren't words enough in the English language to give the faintest idea

of the situation at this juncture. Company G, already 36 hours

without coffee, goes on picket, doomed to shiver for 12 hours more

without fire. But the companies left behind on this particular night

get fires started, and by the light see wood and rails in abundance close

by; they find forage in a neighboring corn field, and a straw stack

near our camp. Rousing fires soon begin to make our wet clothes

31
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smoke, the sow-belly to sizzle and the coffee pots to boil. Our gum
blankets are spread on the ground. We stand around with a cup in

one hand and a big piece of stomach-stayer between two crackers in

the other. Supper is ready, and then the grace is:

" O, never mind the vveather,

We've got over double troublt',

And are bound for the happy land of Canaan."

Then it is, when with lighted' pipes we gather around the fire after

supper, that the practical joker does his best, and to the best advan-

tage. The King's fool in his palmiest days never did better service

than these merry fellows did in the army. Next to food and sleep

they smoothed the rough duty of soldier life with merriment and '

' drove

dull cares away." Then the boss gasser (every mess has one) comes

to the front, and sits with his little hatchet, all notched and gapped

with muscular strokes upon harder substance than cherry trees, where

the light beats full upon his brow, and tells his newest, best and

biggest, with as much zest as if any one believed a word he said.

The troubles of the day are forgotten in the intense enjoyment of the

occasion, and the growling, snapping and cursing ot a few hours ago

are buried by jests, yarns, laughter and songs. The rain ceases to

fall ; notes on the sights and .sounds of the day are made and com-

pared ; comments made on the march and its incidents; the military

situation discussed, and finally we call out:

"Mike down the bed, Joe."

Have you never been there? We are just about to lay our weary

bones to rest, while the merriment of the last hour is passing into

more serious thoughts of home and loved ones, which border on prayer

to the God of Battles, and our souls are becoming as calm as an

autumn sunset, when, hark ! away down the valley, at headquarters,

the division band strikes up

:

' We'll rallv round the ti.i^'. bo>s,

Rally once again.

Shouting the buttle cry of Freedom I"

Sitnultaneously the regiment next to headquarters begins to cheer

by companies, three cheers to each company, and such another vol-

ume of sound, cheering and music, echoed by the hills, doubled and

re-echoed, comes rolling up the valley, as we never expect to hear

again ; in an instant every man is on his feet, and as the cheering by

companies draws nearer and nearer, each company waiting its turn,

the excitement is almost enough to take away our breath ; but we

bide our tiine as the sound rolls on, each echo doubled and redoubled,

until it seems to us the rushing o( Niagara would scarcely equal

it. Our regiment is the last up the valley, and when it strikes us we
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give it three of our loudest and best; then our whole regiment give it

one long, loud cheer, which is answered by the regiment next below

us, and b}" the next, until it hnall)' reaches the last one ; when all at

once the v\ hole division break out in such a tremendous, overwhelm-

ing cheer, that the foundations of the hills shake! The music ceases,

the cheering stops ; the stillness of death creeps along the \'alley, and

in 30 minutes every soldier is in the land of dreams.

On the 27th of December we moved four miles and went into camp

at Pulaski. It continued to rain at intervals until late New Years eve,

when it turned cold. While at Pulaski the usual amount of picket-

ing, foraging and scouting was attended to, till December 31st, late

in the evening, when there came an order to prepare and march im-

mediately. Man}' of the boys were out foraging, others were on

picket, and still others sick from the late severe changes in the weather

and exposure. Unexpected and untimely as this order was, we

began with our usual promptness and cheerfulness to prepare to obey

it ; and rattled aw a)' in our lively style, pulling down tents, packing

knapsacks, etc. By the time we got our tents down it began to rain

hard
;
just then we got orders not to take baggage, as we were going

on a four days' scout, that we were to move light and camp would

remain at Pulaski. This order made it necessary for some one to stay

in camp to take care of our effects, and those who didn't care to go,

stayed.

We moved out on the road about 4 p. m. and turned towards

Pulaski. The rain had been coming from the south-west, but just as

we turned down the hill, north towards town, the wind whipped

around towards the north, and the rain and hail, driven by a fierce

hurricane, struck us full in the face, and we suppose that poor soldiers

never faced a worse storm. W'hen we got into Pulaski it was the

fortune of the Historian to be detailed to return and help to take care

of the camp. We did then, and do now, regard tins as an act of Pro\-

idence ; and with heartfelt sympathy and pity for the poor fellows who
had to go, we made our way back to camp. The 300 men and

officers of the Seventy-Second who left camp that evening had untold

hardships, and did not return for nearly three months. We will let

them tell their owai story when they get back. When the writer

returned to camp he found he w^as the ranking officer, and we had

charge of the camp until Capt. Robinson and Lieut. Geiger, of Com-
pany C, returned on the evening of January 3d, with 68 new^ recruits.

Capt. Robinson then took command of the camp, and we were the

ranking Sergeant present for duty. There were left of each company
from [2 to 20 men, and 15 to 20 horses, aggregating 175 men and
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225 horses. That night proved the coldest we experienced in the

service, and the next day is remembered by all soldiers in the service

as the "cold New Year." Several convalescent horses froze to death

right where they stood in the mud, the sudden change being more

severe on them than on the men ; but many soldiers throughout the

armies of the United States froze to death, and numbers were greatly

injured by the cold. For four or five days and nights we suffered

beyond description. We had recently left most comfortable quarters

where we could sleep as warm as if at home, but here we had only

the bare frozen ground to lie on, and nothing to protect us from the

pitiless cold and piercing wind but our .shelter 'tents. We were

camped in a dense woods which sheltered us a little, but there were

no rails near ; so we cut down numbers of trees, built log-heap fires

and passed day and night in roasting one side while the other froze,

until some of the boys said they were getting soft on the outside like

a half roasted apple.

About this time there was a great stir in all the western armies

about going into the "veteran service." Any regiment which had

been in the service two years was offered a furlough home for 60

days, provided its members would re-enlist for three years more,- or

during the war. As very few of the western troops had ever had

furloughs, most of those who had a chance veteranized and availed

themselves of the 60 days furlough ; for they really believed that the

war would be over before their original term of service expired. On
the 2d of January, Col. Wilder, who left us at Chicamauga, returned,

and through his persuasion the 1 7th enlisted in the veteran service and

went home, the Colonel going back with them.

Capt. Robinson, in command of the camp, had a great deal of mil-

itary pride, neatness and order ; by his good management everything

was put into military ship-shape, and kept in good running order.

We carefully gathered up all that our absent comrades left behind, so

not a single knapsack or tent was lost. By the 7th of February the

weather had moderated very much, but the snow on the ground was

three inches deep. It was about this time we got an installment of

recruits, about 150. They were distributed to the different com-

panies. We shall never forget how we received our "fresh fish."

Many of them were from our own homes, and we were glad to see

them on that account, besides a dozen other good reasons we could

mention. Their unsophisticated manners amused us amazingly, and

no doubt they thought us a little bit rude for laughing at them so

much, but we actually could not help it. As most of them served

till the close of the war and made excellently good soldiers, tJiey will
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pardon a little diversion. They had come from Nashville without

rations, and were as hungry as wolves. It was late when they got to

camp ; our rations were out, but we did not expect to get any until

morning and had none to give them. The idea -of going to bed so

hungry was horrible to them and they couldn't stand it at all. It was

our misfortune to be acting commissary, sergeant-major, and a kind of

roustabout generally, for the detachment, and they came to us in a

body demanding rations. VVe told them they could have plenty in

the morning, upon hearing which, their spokesman cried out as if

smitten, " (lood heavens! but we haven't had a bite since daylight."

We told them we were sorry, but couldn't help it ; they then begged

us to see if we " couldn't find them something to eat of some kind,

as they were just starving. " Moved by their entreaties we went to

the commissary, followed by the recruits in a body ; as luck would

have it he had *a few rations left over from the last that were drawn,

and we got three boxes of crackers. When the commissary called

them to get their coffee and sugar, they began to look at each other

and then at us, and finally .said, " we have nothing to carry sugar and

coffee in." This was fun for us, for we had not entirely fotgotten the

first time we ever drew rations, and began to laugh, which made them

think us a fool. After enjoying their discomfiture for a while

we sent them back to get some gum blankets—something we didn't

have when we first went out. The commissary poured their coffee

and sugar on to the blankets, threw a couple of large sides of sow-

belly on to the ground, and told them to " clear out. " Well, the

crackers, sugar and coffee they could carry ; but how were they to

get the meat to their quarters? By this time—besides having some-

thing else to do—we were getting tired of the fun, and cut a hickory

withe, punched holes through the sides of meat with a picket pin,

drew the withe threvv the holes, and started for camp, dragging it

behind us over the snow and frozen ground. One of the recruits said

he was awful hungry, but he'd be d—d if he could eat any of that

meat. Of course every old soldier knows that he soon got bravely

over that. This was their first night at camping out ; to us who were

used to the service it was bad enough, but their sufferings were in-

tense. But it was surprising to see how naturally they took to crack-

ers ; we never .saw so many crackers eaten by so few men as they ate

in the next two weeks ; about every other day we had to make a

special requisition for them.

On January 12th, our entire division, what there was left of it, started

back to Huntsville. The whole of the train went, but as several regiments

had gone in different directions, there were but few soldiers with the
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trains The roads were tolerably good ; we made good time, and the

trains all crossed the river at Elktown that day, and went into camp
on the same ground they occupied on the night of the 25th ult., and

pur detachment stood picket near the same ground we lay upon on

that night. On the morning of the 13th we remained at our post

until the whole train passed us, and then took a road south-east,

straight for Huntsville, our detachment being again rear guard. The
road lay through a forest we have before spoken of, and we traveled

20 miles without seeing a house. Our rear guard duty was about as

disagreeable as any we had ever done before, and we failed to get into

camp that night. We reached Huntsville on the 15th, and went into

camp a half mile north-east of town, in a ver}^ beautiful place. We
were delighted to get back to what seemed to us home and comfort.

Here Capt. Robinson had us put our bunks in regular order, police our

camps, and also put us to drilling recruits. It was "genuine pleasure

to us to see the progress they made.

Few people now-a-days have any idea of the amount of mail matter

that passed back and forth between the soldiers and their friends at

home, and we relate an instance to give some hint of its bulk. Our
camp was near a very large brick house, owned by a gentleman named

Moore. This gentleman had a large India rubber tree which he kept

as a house plant. It was a tropical plant, and a kind of natural curi-

osity. But the late cold weather had frozen it, and he had set it out

of doors. Our boys took leaves from it to send home as souvenirs

— Col. Miller among the rest. He was more lucky than some of us,

as he has one of the leaves at his home in Lebanon, Indiana. They

were large, leathery sort of leaves, and when put in a letter made it

feel like it was full of greenbacks. The day after these leaves were-

mailed for home the mail was captured, and over a hundred of the

letters containing the leaves were cut open. You may imagine that

the rebs, who thought the}' were making a big haul of Yankee green-

backs, swore when they found each promising letter contained but a

leaf. As a further illustration : . The regiment was gone, as before

stated, nearly three months, during which time their mail came to our

camp, and when they returned there were over 400 letters for Corn-

pan I alone, making 4,000 for the regiment, besides what had come

to us who did not go, during that time.

On January 16th Col. Miller came back from home, having been

absent since December 19th. Gen. Crook, who had commanded the

division since the Wheeler raid began, was ordered to Chattanooga,

and Col. Miller, being the senior officer present for duty,- was in

command of the division, and also of the post. Sherman, in his
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Memoirs, vol. i, p. 395, says: "About this time we were much em-

barrassed b)' an order from the War Department promising a 30 days'

furlough to all .soldiers who would "veteranize"— re-enlist for the rest

of the war. This secured the services of a large portion of the men
who had almost completed a three years' enlistment, and were veteran

.soldiers in feeling and habit. Rut to furlough so many of our men at

that instant of time was like di.sbanding an army in the very midst of

a battle."

About this time nearly one-third of the army was at home on vet-

eran furlough, or on other leave of absence, which the rebels of course

kneu' as well as ourselves, and they thought it would be a good time

to cross the river below us, move on to the railroads supplying the

army at Chattanooga, and compel a retreat. Accordingly the enemy
began to mass his cavalry along the river below us. On the 23d of

January Col. Miller received the following despatch :

" Col. A. 0. Miller:—The word here is, through Gen. Dodge,
commanding at Pulaski, Tenn., that a large force is concentrating

at Tuscumbia, Ala., intending to cross at Florence, Ala., and make
a raid on our line of communications with Nashville. Without delay

I want to know the truth of such statements, and prevent the carrying

out of such a scheme. Respectfully,

"George H. Thomas,
" Com'd'g forces at Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Col. a. O. Miller, Com'd'g forces, Huntsville, Ala."

This order cami to Col. Miller at 10 a. m. At 12 m. he started

with all the available forces then at Huntsville. The 17th was still

at home on furlough; part of the 98th were in East Tennessee; most

of our regiment was in Mississippi; the T23d had two days before

moved down to Mooresvi'le, which left but the 92d Illinois and a de-

tachment of the 98th Illinois, and our detachment. The 92d had 400
men, the 98th 125, and the S;venty-S:cond 150

—

\ total of 675 men.

We moved rapidly down toward Athens, and went into camp near

that place. Col. Miller's report to G^n. Thomas explains the bal-

ance, and we insert it entire:

"Headquarters 2d Cavalry Division, 14th A. C, |

"Huntsville, Ala., Jan. 28th, 1864. /
" General:— I received your order of 22d at 10 a. m. of 23d, and

at 12 m. started for Athens with 675 men, all that were available at

that time; camped at Athens, where I learned from Col. Phillips, of

the 9th Illinois Mounted Infantry, tint he had been, down in the

region of Florence a few days before, and had been driven out

of the country b}' a la'-ge force. At the same time he showe

d
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me a letter from some one, that had been dropped at his door the

night before, stating that a force would cross the Tennessee at T.amb's

Ferry, near Rogersville, and would take him in on the morning of the

25th. 'Rut,' said he. ' the idea is ridiculous.' I left the matter

with him, remarking that there might be some truth in it. On the

24th, Sunday, we marched 25 miles and encamped below Rogers-

ville, opposite and near the upper end of Mussel Shoals. On the

25th I sent the detachment of the Seventj'-Second, under Capt.

Robinson, to the river, with orders to destroy all boats and water

craft he could find. The main column moved on down to Shoal

Creek, and just ns my advance got across the bridge it met a force

coming up from Bainbridge's Ferry, a mile south of the bridge across

Shoal Creek, and a sharp skirmish ensued. There were about 200

of the enemy. The 92d being in front scattered them, driving a

part back toward the river, -the balance retreating toward Flor-

ence. Those retreating toward the river were driven behind

the bluff to shelter themselves, but mv men shot their horses

and would have captured the whole force, but a body of the

enemy on yon side, by firing across the river, kept my men
from getting close enough to take them. We captured a iew

prisoners at the bridge, and they told us there was something in the

wind, and that the fun would soon commence—they thinking all the

while that we were Col. Phillips' men. We moved on toward Flor-

ence, skirmishing pretty lively all the way, till about an hour before

sundown, we met a force coming up from Florence, on their way to

Athens. Here those we had been driving before us made a stand,

and a desperate fight took place, the rebels still thinking we were

Phillips' men, whom they had so often run out of there before.

The 92d was all dismounted, and also the detachment of the 98th;

but still the rebels pushed on to us,- being two to our one in num-

bers. Just at this critical juncture the Seventy-Second came up

behind us on the keen run. They had heard the skirmishing when 10

miles away, and had hurried up with all speed in order to take a hand in

in the fight. They dismounted and went in on the right on the run,

and never stopped a moment; for when the rebels heard my men

charge, they broke and run, and my men were on their heels, driving

them like deer for nearly two miles. We killed 25 or 30 of them,

and among the number was the commander of the forces, and from

his pocket we took an order stating that he should load his wagons

with corn and send them across the river, and then go on up the north

side and join the force that would cross at Lamb's Ferry, and in

conjunction with it move on up and capture Athens; and winding
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up with the injunction: 'And let there be no failure on \-our part.'

I was certain that the enein)- we had just fought would give us no

further trouble, and so I determined to go back up the river with

this order a'ld information in my possession, and get in behind the

forces that were to cro^s at Lamb's Ferry. It was now near sun-

down, and I told the citizens who came in aft^-r the fight to gather

up the dead and wounded and care for them. We captured several

prisoners, who again confirmed the story of the letter found by

Phillips. We about-faced and marched till lO o'clock at night,

v,hen we met Phillips and liis regiment, who had followed us. I

told him what I was sure would be the case, that Athens would be

attacked the next morning at daylight. Me treated the information

with contempt. But he fi Tilly agreed to return to Athens and send

Iiis scouts to the crossing, learn the facts, and report. I then asked

if his scouts were reliable, intending to send my own, whom I knew

I could trust. He said they were perfectly reliable, and started

back. I told him I would feed and follow at midnight, and would

follow till I got word from him. W^e were on the road by the time

agreed upon, and marched till 2 o'clock on the morning of the 25th,

when Phillips sent word that his scouts had been to the crossing and

n -> enemy had crossed. On this information we went into camp.

N«xt morning we started back toward Florence, and had hardly got

under way when a courier from Phillips came dashing up and stated

that Athens had been attacked, and requested help. We started with

all speed, hoping to get to Lamb's Ferry in time to cut off their

retreat. After marching 20 miles we got to the ferry just in time to

see the last of them in their boats on the opposite side of the river.

Just about the time they were beginning the attack on Athens, they

got the word that their comrades had been defeated at Florence, when
they broke for their boats, and did not even take time to break open

headquarters nor to clean out the sutlers' tents, of which there were

three there ; but broke for their boats, and got there as above indicated.
'

' General, I have been thus lengthy and particular because I feel

chagrined at the result. Had I not relied upon the statement of Col.

Phillips, or had no word at all from him, I am certain L could have

captured the whole command ; for they were scared and running as

soon as they found we were in their rear. They had more men than

I had, and two pieces of artillery ; but I had no fear as to results in

an engagement. My command arrived here this evening, in good

order. I forward 50 prisoners to morrow. A. O. Miller,

"Com'd'g 2d Cav. Div. 14th A. C, Huntsville, Ala.
*' Maj. Gen. Geo. H. Thom.^.s, Com'd'g forces, Chattanooga, Tenn."

32
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"Headquarters Army of Cumberland,
\

"Chattanooga, Tenn, Jan. 30, 1864. j

" Col. A. 0. Miller

:

—Your report received, and I thank you for

your promptness, fidelity and good judgment. I think you did well

under the circumstances. George H. Thomas, Maj. Gen.,

" Com 'd'g forces, Chattanooga, Tenn

This scout was of such importance to our cause and to the army at

Chattanooga, that at the risk of wearying the reader we will recapit-,

ulate a little. Our army lay at Chattanooga on the east of the Cum-

berland mountains. Its base of supplies was at Nashville, 136 miles

distant, and for nearly 1 00 miles on the west of the Cumberland, the

railroad, over which all our army supplies were transported, ran south-

west to Cowan, and for the whole of this distance was little more than

100 miles from the Tennessee River. Hence the rebels, by throwing

a large force of cavalry across the river at VVhitesburg, Mooresville,

Decatur, Lamb's Ferry, or even as far down as Florence, could, in a

little over two days' march, reach this railroad, and in two hours so

destroy it as to make it practically inadequate to supplying the army

at Chattanooga. There were many natural advantages that would

favor such a movement of the enem)". Along the Tennessee and

Alabama line, between Huntsville and Fayetteville, and between

Decatur and Pulaski, for nearly i 50 miles, there is a dense forest ^ftid

broken country, always full of guerrillas and bushwhackers; and a

large force once in this part of the country could move with ease, and

without much fear of being observed. Of course all the.se things were

as well or better understood by the rebels as by us. But Gen.

Thomas well appreciated the importance of always keeping his single

line of railroad free from molestation, and for this very purpose he

posted our brigade along the river to nip in the bud any movements

the rebels might make against it. This scout showed the superior

judgment of Gen. Thomas in the .selection of his men ; and on our part

it demonstrated that his confidence was not misplaced ; that we were

not only competent to guard a hundred miles of river, but that we
could whip any force—not more than three to one—that the enemy
might send over.

There was another thing demonstrated by this scout. We have

frequently spoken of the vast amount of forage afforded by the coun-

try, and of the desperate attempts the rebels were constantly making

to get as much as possible of it across the river. We found them

still at it; so on the morning of the 24th, after we left Rogersville,

Col. Miller sent the detachment of the Seventy-Second, Capt. Robinson

in command, to follow the river and destroy as many boats as we could
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find. As a matter of course, the rebels would k-eep most of the boats

on their side of the river; but we found 20 boats in all, and at one

j:)lace 10 boats of all sizes, from a large skiff up to a lar^e flat-boat

(there were three of the latter), all of which had been used in getting

forage over the river. We chopped them to pieces. A short distance

further down we found a lot of darkies gathering corn. They told us

the corn was "for de confed'r'ts. " We burned the wagons and took

the mules and horses along with us. Soon after this we heard skir-

mishing north-west of us, and immediately left the river and struck

straight for the shooting. We had a terrible time getting along

through the fields and woods, over ravines and logs, and it was full}'

eight miles to where we came out into the road at the bridge over

Shoal Creek. By this time the fighting had commenced in earnest,

full two miles west of us. We now had a good road, and lit out at

full speed. This was the time to try the courage of our recruits.

There was little time to reason or philosophize on the situation, for

on we went, and when within a half mile of the fighting it broke out

with desperate fury. We had not heard such a popping of Spencers

since the battle of Farmington, and we spurred our horses a little

faster. Just then there came down the road toward us 500 horses

running at the top of their speed, with saddles, blankets, camp-kettles

and coffee-pots flying in the air like fragments from a x'olcano. They

swept past us like a whirlwind, and with the tramp and thunder,

or roar, of a vast herd of stampeding buffalo. We solemnly think we

ne\er saw anything more frig-htful than this charge upon us. It was

enough to make old soldiers feel shaky ; but now, as most of our

numbers were recruits, the matter became a serious one. And right

here we had a fine opportunity of seeing how the words and actions

of a single brave man inspired the whole command. When some of

the men seemed appalled with fright at the terrible noise and confusion,

George Wakeman, private Co. I, called out, "Come on, boys; let the

horses go to h— 1, and w^e'U go for the rebs!" This assured the fallei"

ing ones, and we galloped up so close that the bullets came whistling-

over us. We dismounted and formed line in a field right behind the

98th Illinois, whose brave men were still working with all their might

to check the rebels as they came charging upon them. As soon as

our lines w-ere formed, we started into the woods with a cheer which

electrified the 98th and 92d, who had just all they could do to hold

their own, and they also commenced cheering, which made the rebels

think our line had been reinforced by a thousand men. The rebels

halted, and we poured a galling fire into them. They broke and ran
;

we after them, having never halted since we started into the woods.
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We pursued them for a mile, when most of us were entirely given

out. Wm. Harvey, private Co. I, performed some daring feats of

bravery. After the enemy started to run he followed them faster and

further than any other man in the regiment, and when we halted to

dress up our lines he was a half mile in front, still cheering and shoot-

ing away, and it was necessary to ordej- him back before he would

come. This was the shortest, sharpest and quickest fight we were ever

in, except the battle of Rock Springs, which stands without a parallel.

How many were killed and wounded we never knew certainly, for the

reason already stated in Col. Miller's report. A captured confederate

captain informed Capt. Robinson that there were 28 rebels killed,

including their commanding officer, and many wounded, among the lat-

ter three commissioned officers. We made no effort to gather the dead

and wounded, but right in his own line of march the Historian counted

five dead rebels, all lying in the yard of a little log cabin in the woods.

One rebel was in the agonies of death, who had his revolver in his

hand and the muzzle in his mouth. The gnashing of his teeth on the

revolver, and his terrible writhing and contortion?, were horrible to

behold. Wx suppose that, finding himself mortally wounded, he had

undertaken to end his misery by blowing his brains out, but failed to

get the hammer drawn back. Private James Armstrong, Co. C,

pulled the revolver out of the poor fellow's mouth.

At the lowest calculation we must have killed 30 of the enemy.

Our loss was but one killed and seven wounded. For the timely and

valuable reinforcement received from the men of the Seventy-Second

under Capt. Robinson, who rode like each man was a Sheridan, and

dashed into the battle at the nick of time, and with such admirable

enthusiasm, saving the day. Col. Miller thanked both Capt. Robinson

and his men, and complimented them highly, making special mention

of the recruits, who were under fire for the first time that day, and

behaved with admirable coolness.

It was sundown by the time we got straightened up and ready to

mount. W^e must now tell about the stampeded horses before men-

tioned, and in doing that must do something else, which ought, per-

haps, to have been done before—that is, explain our manner of fight-

ing. Every morning, as each company first forms, it tells off in fours.

Well, now, it is the duty of No. 4 to take care of his own horse, and

also the horses of Nos. i, 2, and 3, as often as they have to dismount.

On approaching an enemy, when it becomes necessary to send forward

skirmishers, No. i always dismounts and moves forward. If the

enemy in front is stubborn and hard to move, Nos. 2 and 3 dismount

and no to the assistance of No. i

.

•
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Now then, with this idea of our method of fiLjhting on foot, we go

back to Shoal Creek bridge, where the g2d first struck the rebels.

No. I was dismounted and drove the rebels toward Florence, which

is four miles below Shoal Creek. After driving them two miles, the

rebels made a stand, and Nos. 2 and 3 were dismounted and hurried

to the front. Just then the rebels were reinforced and came on to the

g2d in overwhelming numbers, and at this instant, as the 98th had not

all got up yet, the Colonel dismounted No. 4 and hurried them also

into the fight, thus leaving all the g2d horses massed in column with-

out anybody holding them. In a few minutes the 98th were in line

and opened on the rebels with their Spencers, which made such a

tremendous popping that it so frightened these loose horses that they

tried to get away from there as fast as they could, and came charging

down the road as before indicated. But after getting some distance

away from the sound, and somewhat tired from running, they turned

into an old field, wound themselves up, and stopped. There was not

a saddle lost. We have spoken of a party of rebs being driven from

the bridge straight south to the river. A detachment of our men
stayed there to watch them ; but when the fight commenced, from some

cause or other the detachment left the river and came to the front,

and as soon as the rebels found the detachment gone they hurried

back to the bridge and chopped holes in the floor. The bridge was

about 100 feet long, and covered tight; darkness had come long

before we got to it, and you better think we had ticklish times get-

ting over those holes.

When the rebels attacked Athens, on the morning of the 25th,

they found but a few pickets, who mounted their horses and got out

of the way. The rebels then charged into the camp of the 9th Illi-

nois, killed a negro boy and captured five soldiers. Just then a

courier came dashing in among them with the information that their

comrades had been defeated at Florence, and that the Yankees

were upon them. W^ithout stopping to clean out the sutlers'

"shebangs," they took to their heels and went away faster than they

came.

Capt. Robinson says: "On the 26th we marched and counter-

marched over that scope of country several times, to give the enemy
to understand we would not permit them on this side of the Tennes-

see. We camped that night at Athens. Next day, January 27th,

our command made the march back to the old camp at Huntsville,

a distance of 40 miles, having accomplished another of those suc-

cessful raids for which the History of the War for the Union gives

the Lightning Brigade due credit."
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CHAPTER XXVI.

I'rovi January 26th to April 3c/, 1864

—

Move Camp from Huiitsvillc

to Lhnc Stone Creek— Tlie Order Not to Forage—Hoiv Things would

Come into Camp and get into Receptacles—Could Hide Just as Well

as Steal—Recruits Tea?' Down a Water Tank to get Boards to Build

Bunks— We Gather 10,000 Bushels of Corn— Rebel Attempt to Burn

Corn Foiled- -Big Snow which Scares the Nati^'cs—A Snoiv-ball Battle

—Rumor that Our Absent Comrades had been in Hard Battle—Home
Sick to Have 7hem Come Back—Delight at the N^ezvs that They

Wejr Coming—Joy and Sorrotv Blended— Tears for the Unreturning

Braves—History of tin- Mississippi Raid—Marching Through Bitter

Cold—Couldnt Frrcse a Gray- Back— Gen. Smith wants Us arid Our
Spencers to Go With Him—MaJ. Carr Consents in Spite of the Pro-

tests of the Ojficcrs— Incidents of Scouts and Skirmishes—Short of
Ammunition—Somebody s Great Blundo — Shooting All Night at

One Horse— BushivJiackcrs Killing Men— Our Slow Movements—
Enemy Concentratirig— 100 Miles Too S/ozc— IVe Ret/rat, the Rebels

Pressing Us—A Stampede Before the Enemy— The Seventy-Second

Fights Every Inch of Gr'ound and Holds the Enemy in Check— Battle

of Okolona, Febriiary 22d, 1 864

—

Result of the Expedition—losses,

Casualties and Incidents— Sher-rnaris Report— Gen. W. S. Smith's

Letter Refuting Falsehoods and Lauding the Seventy- Secorul— Grrat

Joy on Receipt of Order to Join the Old Brigade— On the Way Back
— Bushzv/iacker'S Captured and Shot—Sardtar]) Commission at Miw-

frcesboro Gives Us Clothing and Vegetables— We Join tJie Old Com-

mand— Grrat Rejoicing— ".4 Time for Memory and for Tears.''

Our detachment lay at Huntsville till the i6th of February, with

little of interest outside of the regular routine of camp life. On that

date we were ordered to Mooresville, and as we expected to make the

trip in a day, everything, blankets, etc. , were put into the wagons.

But the wagons had all the baggage of our men who were in Missis-

sippi to haul, which made the loads almost too heavy for the teams

as soft as the roads were, and as a consequence we failed, by four or

five m.iles, to get to Mooresville that day, and had to sleep without

tents or blankets. The contrast and exposure was so great as to give

every man a severe cold, and for several days few were able for duty.

We reached Mooresville on the 17th, and Avent into camp close to the

railroad, on the banks of the Lime Stone Creek. Our camp was in a

beautiful place, and under the efficient discipline of Capt. Robinson

was soon in .splendid order. The Memphis & Chattanooga railroad

had been repaired for some distance west of Huntsville, and Gen.
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riioiiias had determined to secure for his army at Chattanooj^a some

of the vast amount of corn still standin<j in the fields near Mooresville.

We were now under the command of Col. Bii^^s, of the 123d Illinois,

which rci^iment had been here for a month. It will be remembered

that Col. Bigg's was in command of our expedition to this region in

the middle of November, when Sigars was killed ; and our boys

always charged him with being a little too easy and liberal with some

of the rebels who, on that occasion, came to him to get their stock

back; and further charged that,' in some instances, he turned out

more stock to them than they ever had before. We only speak of

this to introduce another matter. If there ever was any weakness in

a man of the Seventy-Second it was his proclivity to forage on the

slightest provocation ; but when we went into camp at Mooresville,

Biggs issued strict orders to the Seventy-Second that foraging should

entirely cease, and any soldier caught in the country foraging, or with

forage in his possession, should surely be punished. Of course our

boys were too good soldiers and too well drilled in dicipline not to

obey; but the first thing they did after getting the order, was to dig

in each bunk a subterranean receptacle for hams, chickens, pigs, flour,

dried fruit, potatoes and molasses, which, somehow or other, would

keep coming into camp and getting into the very places prepared to

receive them. We shall describe our own, because we were m.ore

familiar with its structure than with any others, though we are aware

there were others in camp more elaborate and of better construction

than ours. Then our bunk was a nice little cozy house 6 by 12 feet,

and four feet high, covered with our dog tents. In the end which

was next to the street we had a window and a door; just by the side

of the door we always kept our cracker box, having a lid with leather

hinges and straps to fasten it down. Right under this we dug a hole

the size of the cracker box, and put just such a box as we have

described down into it, so that we had two cracker boxes, the lower

one immediately below the surface. Somehow or other the lower one

was always full of various articles of diet for the soldier, which, we
are led to believe, grew upon some neighboring plantation. We have

known the half of a hog that would weigh 200 pounds to get into

that box, and a quarter of a yearling calf; or a half dozen chickens,

or a bushel of sweet potatoes; or a jug of molasses that would come
into camp and get into that box; and once having a^;;/^' into camp con-

trary to Col. Biggs' orders, why, we felt that the laws of war justified

us in confiscating them. But we hadn't been in camp a week until

oiir reputation for stealing became a little too prominent, and the boys

talked of holding an indignation meeting; but finally concluded to
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let time ( which makes all things even ) vindicate our character. By
the end of the week the citizens, for miles around, began to be seri-

ously exercised over the prospect of losing the last pig and chicken

they had, and began to present their pitiful claims to Col. Biggs. On
each complaint the Colonel would send his Adjutant with the wronged

and complaining butternut over to the camp of the '

' thieving Seventy-

Second," as he was pleased to call it. The adjutant would come and

lay his complaint before Capt. Robinson ; and before the doleful tale

was half told every body in camp knew he was there, and in a twink-

ling had everything snug. Capt. Robinson would listen patiently, and

then very blandly tell them that he certainly didn't think his men
would steal ; but they were welcome to go through the companies,

and if they found anything, why, take it along, of course. As our

bunk was rather pretentious and close to the Captain's headquarters,

they usually began with us. They would come to us and say, "well,

men. there has been some stealing done, and by order of Col. Biggs

we have come to get the articles. Have you got anything?
"

" Reckon not, Captain, but you can go in and see."

In they would go and turn our bunk upside down, shake our

blankets, open our cracker box, scrape the crackers from end to end

;

look into every nook and cornei, then stop and stare each other

vacantly in the face, and then come out ; while all this time we were

out in the street, gawking like an unsophisticated country jake, just

dropped down into a large city. Each bunk in the whole detachment

would undergo this searching scrutiny, and these visits were repeated

about every third day as long as we stayed there. But we never heard

of a single case of an article being found that had ever been on a

southern plantation ; and of course, we felt that the character of the

regiment for truthfulness, uprightness and integrity was most thor-

oughly vindicated, and were very happy over the result. Soon after

we went into camp the 58th Indiana pioneer regiment came to us and

built a bridge over Lime Stone Creek ; the bridge was a long one, and

they were two weeks building it.

Here we got our second installment of recruits. As we had been

in camp about two weeks, of course every board and rail within a

half mile had disappeared. Some of these recruits wanted some
boards to make bunks of. The enterprising Grismar, Company K, came

to their relief ; said he'd fix 'em up ; said he knew they were coming and

had saved some boards on purpose for 'em. So he took them to the

railroad crossing at the creek, three-quarters of a mile from our camp
and showed them the water tank, and said he had reserved that on pur-

pose for 'em. It is needless to say that this water tank w^as about as
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essential to us as the railroad itself, )'ct they went to work and tore it

d(n\n and carried the boards to camp; but before they had their bunks

fixed up the Colonel found it out and made them carry the boards

back.

Our detachment, while lying here, gathered 10,000 bushels of corn,

which kept us bu.sy. B. M. Thompson, sergeant-major of the regi-

ment, was absent on leave, and we were the ranking sergeant, and had

the detailing to do, and remember several times when there were not

men enough in the detachment to fill the details. Our camp was in a

delightful location, the men were all in the best of health, the weather

was grand and our duty light, but we had a great deal of it. As soon

as the bridge across Limestone Creek was completed we began to ship

the corn to Chattanooga. An expedition was prepared at Athens to

cross the river, take possession of Decatur and thus more thoroughly

cover the two roads that formed a junction, just north of Decatur and

four miles south of Athens. One of the roads ran easf to Chatta-

nooga, and the other north to Nashville. About the time the rail-

road began to near completion the rebels began to want to burn our

corn, and we had to keep a strong picket at the pens all the time. On
the night of March 6th our men got safely over the river at Decatur,

and held the place, so that much of the vigilance of the pickets

was relaxed. The rebels knew this, and on the night of March 20th,

a party of them crossed the river and tried to burn the corn, and

would have succeeded had it not been for the promptness of some

men of Company G, and a (ew others. The pens were a mile and a

half from camp, and these men declare to this day that they saddled

up and were at the pens in 20 minutes from the time of getting the

alarm. On the night of the 21st these samie rebels, or others just like

them, actually burned some of our wagons a mile from camp. This

taught us that "eternal vigilance is the price" of corn, especially

rebel corn, cribbed by Yankee soldiers ; and by the Eternal we were

vigilant from that time until the corn was shipped to Chatta-

nooga.

We have again occasion to call attention to the various moods and

feelings of soldiers, as a whole, as frequently exhibited by our regi-

ment. A body of men constantly together are like children at school.

Indeed, they are children grown up. It often occurred after our men
had been lying in camp for a length of time, that they would take

spells of melancholy, and for two or three days would be so quiet you
would think there wasn't any body at home. Men would mope about

or saunter around, and you could scarcely get a word out of them.

And then, again, they would take spells of romping and pla^'ing, and

33
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for several hours would just turn the whole camp upside down and

smash things generally.

The following passage in the history of our regiment fully demon-

strates our observations. The weather through March had been most

delightful, and by the 12th, peach trees were out in full bloom; our

work though not hard was constant, and we had settled down to it as

regularly as ever a farmer did to the gathering of his crops, or to the

plowing of his corn. For 10 days there had been no gossip nor a

single tale of scandal. On the night of the 21st of March it snowed

seven inches deep. Hoo-00-00 ! Bully for the sunny South, A clap

of thunder at noonday from a clear sky could not have alarmed the

natives like this did. Some of them had never seen snow in their

lives, and the wisest of them declared that the "gol-busted Yanks had

turned the world on eend ;" or that we realh' had brought the cold

weather with us. This would have been a big snow for central

Indiana, and we suppose the like really never did occur, before or

since, in Alabama.

This, of course, stopped the corn " shucking," and during the fore-

noon the men lay around in their bunks as blue as defeated candi-

dates after an election. Hut after dinner the sun came out clear and

warm, and the men began to crawl out of their holes, and the very

first impulse was to pick up some of the snow and dab it into the face

of a comrade. The idea was catching and the infection spread, till

pretty soon the skirmishing began in earnest. The first brush began

between Companies 1 and C, but pretty soon nearly the whole regi-

ment was engaged, and in a few minutes the balls were flying over a

row of dog houses as thick as hail.

This fight lasted two hours and a half, and was determined and

desperate in the extreme. You may talk of your prize drills, dress

parades, grand reviews and sham battles; but this one would "lay

over" them all till they would never see daylight again. When the

fight ended there was scarcely enough snow left in camp to make a

snow-ball; they had literally worn it all out. And, strangest of all,

not a single man was seriously hurt, and when it ended everybody

was in the best possible humor.

From the time our regiment left us, up to the ist of March, we

had not heard a single word from tnem, and had no more idea where

they were than the man in the moon. On the 6th of March there

came a r?e7Hor that they had been in a fight and got badly handled;

but where the}' were we could not even guess. We had longed and

wished, and wished and longed, for them to come back, ever since

they went away, and this rumor added fuel to the fl^me of our desire to
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see them. As we sat around our camp-fires after night, the most

constant tlieine of convervation was "the boys;" and the last words

we said to each otiier as we started for our bunks to go to bed were,

"I wish the boys would come home." In every company there

were cases of attachment almost as sacred as between man and wife.

'J'hey had been sealed by blood and danger, and nothing but death

could break them. In every mess these attachments existed, and

like disconsolate lovers the men waited and wondered why their

absent mess-mates did not return. As for our own part there

was many a day we were never more lonesome in our life than when

thinking of our absent bunk-mates. Our case was peculiar. We
believe there was not another mess in the regiment but had two or

more men left behind, but in ours we alone were left. There were

men in our mess we loved as we scarcely ever loved a brother, and

it made us homesick to think that perhaps harm had befallen them.

No family at horn.' ever more earnestly discussed the return of

absent brother, sister, father or mother, than we did the return of

our bunk-mates.

On the 2ist of March another installment of rec^uits came to us;

but better still, some of our old bunk-mates. This wa-; the first

reliable information we had of the whereabouts of the regiment.

They were dismounted and our regiment h\d come to Nashville on

its way back to us, and these had come through on the cars, and

told us that the regiment was on its way marching to join us. We
were almost wild with delight to see them. But what pangs (^f

sorrow shot through our inmost soul when they whispered that some

would never come bnck ! Bitter tears were shed for the unreturninj;

braves as we clasped the returning ones by the hands. It was a

blending of joy and scrow in many messes, such as is rarely expe-

rienced, even in the fortunes of war. We spent most of the night

in telling of all the haps and mishaps that had befallen each other

since we parted; and as this was the first intimation we had received

of where they had been, we will begin here and tell it all:

We have already told how they left us on the evening of the 31st

of December, in that terrible storm of rain, hail, sleet and snow;

and how we left them at Pulaski and turned back to camp. They
turned west on the Lawrenceburg road, moved four miles and went

into camp. Soon after starting the wind began to blow a hurricane.

(Let us say that as this is the story of the regiment, as told by a dozen or

more comrades still living, and in precisely the same words, we
shall use_ the pronoun "we" just as if we were present.) It

soon became too cold to snow, but our clothes were already as wet
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as water could make them. We never saw it turn cold faster in

our own Northern homes than it did then and there, after we had

turned into a woodland and undertook to dismount. Records, of Co.

I, says: "I was literally frozen to the saddle; mud had splashed

against my feet and the stirrups and frozen till I could scarcely

break them loose. My coat tails were also frozen to my saddle

skirts. I succeeded in breaking everything loose but my gun ; this

was frozen to my saddle so solidly that I was forced to lei it remain

till a fire was kindled. A nice fix for a surprise." And this was

the condition of almost all the men. Dr. Cole says: " My saddle

was frozen to my horse so tightly that I could not remove it." We
built huge fires, hallooed and pitched on more rails; yelled and piled

on more rails, and bade defiance to the storm ; but it proved to be the

worst night we had yet experienced in the service. Our camp
ground was encloied by a high rail fence, and it was evident the

order to " take only the top rail " was obeyed to the letter, for when

day came not a top rail was to be seen. Dr. Cole says : "A bright

fire was our only comfort, for we had no shelter." Capt. Thomson
says: "That night was long and sleepless; the day long coming, and

when it came at last, the thermometer indicated four degrees below

zero." It was too cold to move mounted; but a forced march was to be

made, and the frigid atmosphere must be endured, and marching dis-

mounted during the day, and moving the snow to obtain a bed of leaves

for night, was the soldier's lot. Many in the regiment had neither

overcoats nor mittens, and as a consequence numbers were frost-

bitten, and some very severely. Dr. Cole froze one of his toes till

it crippled him for many days. Sergt. Stewart says many had their

ears frozen and also their feet.

Before going any further, it may be well to state that the expe-

dition was under the command of Maj. H. M. Carr, Capt. Adam
Pinkerton acting major, and the destination is Savannah, on the

Tennessee River. But the object was not so dear, as, according to

Dr. Cole, Maj. Carr lost his orders the first night out. We moved

25 miles this terrible day, and camped near Lawrenceburg for the

night.

January 2d proved to be another bitter cold day. We marched

28 miles, and camped near Pointer's Furnace, about six miles from

Waynesboro. We passed through such a miserably poor country

that it was difficult to obtain forage for the horses. Another bitter

cold night.

We have so often called attention to that "everlasting body

guard," gray-back, that we beg pardon, but we find him to-night
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under trying circumstances, and we are moved to tears of sympathy.

The "tail" of his woes is a horrible one, and if it were not for the

fact that all the witiiesses of his " eend " are still living and ready to

substantiate by oath, affirmation, or otherwise, all we are about to

say, \ve would forbear. The names of the parties are Sergt. W. S.

Wakeman, Corpl. A. M. Stanfield, Priv. VVm. Sale, and others, of

Company I. As the regiment was about going into camp, Stanfield

said, "This will be another hard night on the gray-backs." Wake-
man said it wouldn't freeze one. Stanfield allowed it would. Said

Wakeman, "I'll bet you a dollar you may hang one up all night

and it won't hurt it." The bet was taken, and Sale held the stakes.

Wakeman secured a good, healthy one, about the size of a grain of

wheat, tied a thread carefully around his body, and hung him to a

limb. The next morning they took the poor fellow down, warmed

him carefully, and he walked off with the thread, and Wakeman
walked off with the stakes.

We give the following from the Journals of comrades:

January 3d. Soon after passing through Waynesboro it began to

snow, and presently to rain, making marching most disagreeable.

We made 25 miles and camped on Indian Creek, 16 miles from

Savannah. Out of rations.

January 4th. Moved on to Savannah ; considerable rain falling

during the day. So far our regiment, and the .scouts, under Capt.

Kilborn, are all that are with us ; the time we were to be out is ex-

pired and rations are exhausted, and yet it has not tran.spired to us in

ranks what the object of this expedition is.

January 5th, Gen. W. S. Smith, Sherman's chief of cavalry,

under escort of two companies of the 4th East Tennessee Union

Cavalry, arrived at Savannah.

January 6th. A brigade of cavalry arrived, consisting of three Ten-

nessee and one Kentucky regiments, under command of Col. Ray.

On the 7th, the 4th U. S. Cavalry arrived; they had belonged to

Minty's brigade and had been along with us on the Wheeler raid,

recognized us at once, and called us the Wilder men.

Gen. Smith has taken a notion that our battalion of "Spencers"

would be a good body guard for him on a raid he contemplates mak-

ing down into the heart of Mississippi. We have spoken of our regi-

mental drunk at Glasgow, and of Company A's drunk at Rogersville,

and here Company H got on a " High Lonesome " and "cut up jack

generally." These spasmodic drunks occurred at rare intervals, and

were always a big load of fun for the participants.

At Savannah a detail was made to forage for provisions. Among
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the number was Michael Batterall, private Company H, a Dutchman,

a devoted Christian and decidedly opposed to stealing, in the home
acceptation of the term. In due course of time a smoke-liouse was^

found and the men went for the meat, the lady of the house protest-

ing they would be left to starve ; when Michael, with a ham in each

hand, accosted her thus: " Vel now, madams, I neffer did shteals

noddings to home, und I neffer shteals noddings here
;
put now I is

detailed to shteal for de government and must do as I bees ordered,

und you musht excuse me."

January 8th. The troops here commenced crossing to-day in three

transports, which came up last night accompanied by two gunboats.

Dr. Cole says: " Without any regard to the expressed wishes of the

officers to the contrary, and with no remonstrance whatever, as was

his duty on being taken out of the department, Carr crossed the river

with the detachment to follow the fortunes of Gen. Smith, rather than

return to his brigade and regiment at Pulaski, as we conceived to be

his duty. VVe crossed the river on the boats Bluebird and Masonic

Gem, moved up the river and camped a little beyond "Crump's

Landing."

January 9th. The regiment moved through Adamsville and camped

a mile and a half from Corinth. The lothwas spent in camp re-shoe-

ing horses. From the terrible cold and exposure of the last ten days

many are sick, and Corpl. Joseph R. Higinbotham, of Company A,

died. In commenting on this, Stewart, of Compan}' A, says: "Let

some of the feather bed patriots of tlie North, just for one night, go to

bed on the warm side of the frozen ground, with but a single thin

blanket over him, and the wind whistling Yankee Doodle, Hail

Columbia, and Dixie Land, around his pillow, and we imagine that

his patriotism would all leak out before morning."

January i ith. Men and horses were put on cars and shipped to

Middleton, Tenn.. a station on the Memphis and Chattanooga railroad.

January 12th. We took to our saddles and marched to Lavergne,

where we remained one day, drawing a little clothing, four days'

rations and two days' forage.

January 1 4th. On the move again ; to-day we stopped awhile at

Moscow, which is garrisoned exclusively by colored troops. They

have a fort and one piece of artillery. They had recently been

attacked by Forest and suffered considerable loss, but Forest with-

drew, leaving the darkies to claim a \'ictory. We arrived at Colliers-

ville, Tenn., 30 miles east of Memphis, on the Memphis and Chatta-

nooga railroad, having actually traveled 203 miles from Pulaski. As
up to this time we have had no definite idea of what we have been
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brought here for, some explanations may be in order, that our subse-

quent movements may be more intelligible to the general reader. We
quote from Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, vol. 2, pp. 388, 389.

"The rebels still maintained considerable force of infantry and cav-

alr\' in the State of Mississippi, threatening the river, whose navigation

had become to us so delicate and important a matter. I was satisfied

that I could check this by one or two quick moves inland. So about

the 20th of January I reached Memphis, where I found Gen. Hurlburt

and explained to him my purpose to collect from his garrison and

those of McPherson about 20,000 men, with which, in February, to

march out from Vicksburg as far as Meridian, break up the Mobile

and Ohio railroad, and also one leading from Vicksburg to Selma.

Also I instructed him to select two good divisions and be ready with

them, at Memphis, to go along. I found Gen. W. Sooy Smith with

a force of 2,500 cavalry which he had brought across from Middle

Tennessee, to assist in our general purpose, as well as to punish the

rebel Gen. Forest, who had been most active in harrassing our garri-

sons in western Tennessee and Mississippi. A cJiief part of the

enterprise was to destroy the rebel cavalry commanded by Gen. Forest,

who were a constant threat to our railway communications in Middle

Tennessee ; and I committed this task, to Gen. W. Sooy Smith. Gen.

Hurlburt had in his command about 7,500 cavalry. Out of these

and the force Smith had brought with him, we proposed to make up

an "effective" aggregate of 7,000 men. With this force Gen. Smith

was ordered to move from Memphis straight for Meridian, Miss., and

to start by the ist of February. I explained to him personally the

nature of Forest as a man, and of his peculiar force ; told him (Smith)

that in his route he was sure to encounter him, who always attacked

with a vehemence for which he must be prepared, and that after he

had repelled the first attack, he must in turn assume the most deter-

mined offensive, overwhelm him and utterly destroy his whole force.

"I knew that Forest could not have over 4,000 cavalry, and my own
movements would give employment to every other man in the rebel

army not immediately present with him, so that Smith might safely

act upon the hypothesis I have stated."

Gen. Sherman completed all his preparations for the enterprise, and

on the morning of the 3d of February his forces started from Vicks-

burg for Meridian, expecting, of course, that Smith would start

from Memphis by the 1st, in obedience to the above instructions.

But Smith did not start; so we will go back to our regiment and tell

the part it took in this enterprise and then let Sherman explain the

failure.
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On January 19th an order was read to us transferring" us from the

Army of the Cumberland to the Army of the Mississippi, and

assigning us to McCrilHs' Brigade, Grierson's Cavahy Division, i6th

Army Corps. This seemed ahnost like reading a death warrant to

us, but as it did not appear that we had any choice in the matter, all

we could do was to submit and content ourselves as best we could.

Yet we longed to be again in the old Lightning Brigade — a hope we
then expected never to realize. We spent hours and hours talking of

the times we used to have with the old brigade, and then we would

wonder where the old 17th was? and what was the old 98th doing?

and what had become of the 123d? until we would become fairly

home-sick.

The brigade to which we were attached was composed of the 1st

and 2d East Tennessee, 5th Kentucky, 3d Illinois, and our own Sev-

enty-Second.

On January 25th all unserviceable stock was turned over and se-'t

to Memphis by a detail from the Seventy-Second. Sergt. McClure,

Co. H, was in command of part of this detail. After turning over

the horses his squad were quartered in deserted houses on the out-

skirts of the city, got melodiously drunk, and improved their target

practice b,y shooting dogs by moonlight.

On the 28th of January all troops east of Colliersville were moved
to Memphis, also the garrison here. January 30th, anticipating an

attack, we moved inside the fortifications. Capt. Kilborn and his-

scouts went out 12 miles south-east, in the vicinity of Mount Pleas-

ant, stayed over night, and on the morning of the 31st a part of his

boys got into an ambush, and two were captured; and in a subse-

quent encounter Birch Tenery, Co. K., was wounded. The Captain

sent a message back reporting the state of affairs in his field of oper-

ations, which created quite an alarm in camp. We were immediately

called to arms, and remained in a state of readiness for an attack all day.

It happened ihe rebs did not follow Kilborn after he beat off their

second attack; but in this skirmish Wm. Clark, Co. H, who was with

the scouts, was thrown from his horse, and the horse ran into the

rebel lines, taking with it all of Clark's traps except his gun.

Records gives this account of Clark's escape: "After Clark was-

dismounted he got into some high grass in an old field, still keeping

his rifle with him. Presently he observed a rebel hunting for him,

when he got in a ditch partly filled with water and lay down in the

water; but for all that the rebel found him and ordered him ta

surrender, when Clark took a snap shot at him and killed him, and

then ran to a wood near by, and by its shelter made his escape.
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arrivint^- in.camp about inidnii^ht, bare-headed, wet, and muddy, with

his rifl ; and just one cartridge left."

The scouts under Capt. Kilborn were called the division scouts,

and were made up of details from companies of the Seventy-Second.

February 5th. Our camp here is on the south side of Wolf River,

and the country for miles around is thoroughly foraged out; but the

north side is so protected by deep, unfordable streams, that it has

not suffered much, and, being rich and fertile, is well supplied with

provisions and forage. True to their nature and instincts, the Sev-

enty-Second has a wonderful hankering for that side of the river,

and various plans for getting over the stream have been cussed and

discussed; but none adopted until this morning, when Lieut. Cra-

vens, Co. D, took a detail and crossed the river by unsaddling their

horses and swimming them over, and passing the men and saddles

across in an old canoe. The Seventy-Second remained on the south

side as a support for Cravens, but soon waked up to the conviction

that we were about as good as no support at all; for if Cravens

should get into trouble out in the country we could be of no service

to him whatever. He had not been gone long when the men began

to swear that it was time we were fixing some way to get over,

when Major Carr asked, "How can you do it?" "Well, we will

show you, if you will let us." " Go in on it," says the Major. At
this the enlisted men took license and began to discuss their plans,

while the officers stood around with a broad grin on their faces, not

expecting anything to come of it. We had observed that a tree of

ordinary height would reach across the river, though it was quite

deep, with scarcely any current. We soon came to the conclusion

that by cutting down two trees on the south side and letting them
fall across the stream with their tops to the north side, and then

crossing on these, we could fall two trees from the north side so as

to lap on to the top.s" of the first two. Then with a little lapping

down of brush we could take fence rails and complete the job.

" Well," says the Major, " I don't believe your bridge will be worth

a d—n, but you can go ahead and try it." Well, we did; and in a.

few hours had it fixed up so that cavalry and teams could cross it.

On Lieut. Cravens' return he gave a very glowing account of the

prospect for forage; it was truly "a land flowing with milk and

honey." He backed his report with an ox-cart loaded with hams so

savory that old Mars no doubt rejoiced in the sweet odor that

ascended from our camp-fires that night and next morning.

So next day, February 6th, the entire regiment .saddled up early

and struck for the north side of Wolf River, where the companies

34
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were directed to separate and forage for their own as well as their

country's good. All the companies did well, and yet we hope to be able

to report just hozv well each did, but as yet have not the figures. Co.

I realized three wagons, four mules, one horse, five yoke of oxen,

seven barrels of flour, and 2,400 pounds of hams and shoulders.

On the 7th the regiment went north of the river again. This time

another party was upon the ground, and two men of Company C and

one of Company Y got captured by getting a little too far from the

column. Company A, Capt. Andrew J. Klepser, came in contact

with the rebels and repulsed them without hurt to himself or com-

pany. He reported at camp at 7 in the evening, and left again in a

short time with four companies for the north side, where he lay in

ambush till morning, and then surprised a rebel camp, recaptured our

men and made prisoner a rebel captain. Some detachments of the

regiment had not yet reported when Capt. Klepser went out in the

evening, and on going out he fell in with them and they went back.

But those of us who were left in camp had an anxious night of it, for

by some means we got word in camp that there was a large rebel

force over there, and that most if not all our comrades not reporting had

been captured. We suppose it is impossible for people who have

never been disturbed by the immediate presence of an armed foe to

realize the terrible suspense we endured. Some of us had brothers

with those reported captured, and all of us had bunk-mates with them

whom we loved as brothers ; and it was a wonderful relief to us when

Klepser came in again on the 8th. While north of the river Klepser

fell in with a detachment of the 4th Regulars, and these men at once

decided to stay with him, and they did. They had the utmost confi-

dence in the Seventy-Second, and always called our battle-flag
'

' the

Wilder flag," and in every case of difficulty or trouble would always

rally to the " Wilder flag.
"

It was now found that the soldiers of our' battalion were short of

ammunition, and this was the beginning of all our sorrows. A supply

had been ordered from Cincinnati, O., but when it came it was found

that the cartridges would not fit our guns, and they were sent back.

Henry Hoover, Co. B, who was captured on the expedition, says,
'

' We
started with not more than ten rounds to the man." No better

evidence ot mismanagement somewhere than this simple statement

implies need be furnished. Take the bravest and best disciplined

troops in the world, and when the last shot is fired all hope is fled.

We have seen, by "Sherman's Book," that this expedition was to

start by the 1st of February. And now we quote from Dr. Cole's

journal of February 9th: "We are expecting every day when Gen.
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Smitli's expedition into Mississippi will move;" and from Corpl.

Records' notes of the same date we quote: "It now stands forth in

well-developed reality that a caxalr)' raid into the enemy's country is

beini^ organized at this place. Our brigade has been here for several

days, and to-day other troops have arrived, making in all that are

here antl coming, seventeen regiments. To-morrow the expedition is

to start, and, notwithstanding we are so poorly supplied with ammu-

nition, we must go. We could have supplied ourselves well at our

camp at Pulaski, and it doubtless would have been done, notwith-

standing the hurr\' of our leaving, if we had had the faintest idea in

the world that we should not ha\'e been back there inside of four days

from the time of leaxing.

"

We quote again from Dr. Cole's journal of February 10th: "./\t

last we are under wa\' toward the .South ; our detachment is tempora-

rily attached to the 3d brigade, commanded by Col. McCrillis, of

the 3d Illinois caxalrw Three brigades of cavalry compose the com-

mand, which starts to-day for the west center of Mississippi, to divert

attention from Sherman, who is moving toward Meridian from Vicks-

burg, and our little band of less than 300 Spencer rifles iinfortiDiaiely

forms a part of the force moving into Mississippi. We moved across

Cold Water River and camped i 5 miles from CoUiersville. " From Rec-

ords wequote: " Februar}' loth. Set out this morning without drawing

ammunition. On inspection it was found that we had what would

make about 25 rounds to the man, about one-fourth of what we ought to

have had. Went into camp 16 miles from Holly Springs, Compan}-

I on picket. A corporal and private of Company B, 4th East Ten-

nessee cavalry, also on picket, were bushwhacked and killed, two

wounded, and one private of 3d Illinois cavalry wounded." No
wagons were used on this expedition, but pack-mules instead.

h'ebruar}' i I. We didn't move, but buried our men killed by the

bushwhackers. Scouting parties gather in several rebel officers who
are at home on furlough.

On account of bushwhackers, the Tennessee cavalrymen were afraid

to go on picket to-night, and the deficiency was promptly made up

by the Seventy-Second. Sergt. McClure, Co. H, says that during

the day these East Tennesseeans have burned large quantities of prop-

erty in retaliation for murdering their comrades last night, and for that

reason were afraid to go on picket. McClure thus gives his expe-

rience on picket that night: " I had charge of 20 men, and put them

out after dark on a road running south from camp, and on account of

what had happened received strict orders that if anything tried to

approach us from that direction to shoot without halting. In the
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night my pickets heard what they thought to be men galloping up

from the front, and you may be sure that under the circumstances

they were wide awake, and opened fire at once. When the firing

occurred we could hear the horses pass over a fence into an' enclosed

pasture on our left, which lay in an angle between the road running

south and another one running east of our headquarters at the forks

of the road. I had two videttes on each road and one in the pasture

between them. We could hear the accoutrements rattle, as the

horses, as we thought, moved around among the trees. At every

movement our boys would shoot, for we were all anxious, as we
thought the rebels were dismounting in that pasture to slip up on and

bushwhack us. We could get no reply from them when we would

shoot, and my men kept up firing so constantly that Company F
saddled up and came to our support. When daylight came,- behold !

there stood one lone horse that belonged to an Illinois regiment. By
some means he had gotten outside of our lines, and was trying to

come in from the south. He had on him saddle, bridle, carbine,

sabre, canteen, and all the equipments of a cavalryman, attached to

the saddle, and it was the rattling of these that had fooled us.. The

only reason why he was not shot to pieces was that he was in a

hollow, and being put on duty after dark we knew nothing of the

' lay of the land, ' and had been shooting over him. " We have given

this incident as showing the watchfulness of the men of the Seventy-

Second, who were never surprised by the enemy during tJieir zvhole term

of service.

February I2th. The bushwhackers tried it again on some parts

of our lines, and got whacked themselves. They did not seein to

appreciate the Seventy-Second's manner of picketing.

Dr. Cole says, February 12th: "The 4th East Tennessee cavalry

were again unfortunate in having three men killed and four wounded

last night on picket."

Records says, same date: " The command moved at daylight, Co.

B, 4th East Tennessee, in advance. Early in the morning they were

ambushed, and one sergeant and two privates killed."

We arrived at Holly Springs, Mississippi, about 1 1 a. m. After

fooling away two or three hours in swearing old citizens to be loyal

to the United States, the column moved on and got into the Tippar

swamps early in the afternoon, floundered along till night, when we

reached high ground and went into camp. Dr. Cole lost his head-

quarters tent in that swamp.
February 13th. We started early and soon came to the Tippar

River, which was difficult to ford. We had to cross in single file,

which prolonged the column.
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During tlic night some bushwhackers dressed in women's clothes,

came to the picket hne and tried to talk like women ; but our boys

discovered the deception and fired into them, wounding one, which

settled the question of sex beyond a doubt.

February 14th. A drizzly, disagreeable day; in the saddle early,

but matie v^ery slow progress. As the command was crossing the

Tallahatchie River, it was foggy and difficult to distinguish objects.

Some men of the 2d and 3d brigades ran into each other and began

firing, neither brigade knowing that the other was in the country.

Dr. Cole says, a 3d Tennessee man was wounded ; the firing was so

rapid as to cause our brigade to get into line. We made six miles

for the day. Head Genius of the expedition had already developed

a wonderful faculty for killing time.

February 15th. A thunder-storm last night. Two regiments of

our brigade went in the direction of Okolona. The balance of the

division are in camp or out foraging.

Februar)' 16th. Moved eight miles and went into camp 10 miles

from Pontotoc.

Dr. Cole says :

'

' We burned a vast amount of cotton to-day. We
saw a poor boy with the mark of a rope around his neck; he had

been hung up for refusing to tell the wdiereabouts of some deserters

from the rebel army, showing that the leaders of this infernal rebel-

lion are madly determined on its success."

February 17th. Gen. Smith, commanding the expedition, ordered

division scouts, Capt. Kilborn anci Companies C and I, Seventy-

Second, to make a reconnoissance on Okolona.

The command lay in camp till late in the afternoon. Dr. Cole says:

" We seem to be taking things quite cool and rather slow ; am fearful

we are giving the rebels ample time to concentrate their forces and

defeat our object. The only thing we seem to be in dead earnest

about, is foraging, which the men seem to enjoy hugely. We are

the first live Yankees ever seen in these parts, and the citizens express

themselves as well satisfied with the sight, which costs them so much."

After passing Pontotoc the command went into camp eight miles

south of. that place. The enemy is reported as concentrating his

scattered forces in front of us and a few miles south.

February i8th. Cold and snowy. We moved early, taking the

road to Okolona, and camped for the night near that place. The
smoke of burning fences, cotton gins and presses, could now be seen

ascending in' every direction. Reports represent Forest moving south,

not yet having received sufficient force to ju.stify him in attacking us.

The weather cold and ground frozen.
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February 19th. Weather moderating a little. We moved early,

making tolerably good time ; encamped for the night in the edge of

the Chickasaw Plains, a section of country hardly ever equaled and

never surpassed in natural fertility. Immense quantities of corn and

cotton were stored at the different stations along the Mobile and Ohio

railroad, all "of which were burned as fast as we could get access to

them. A 7th Indiana cavalryman, who escaped from Forest, came

in to-day and reports him in strong force at West Point.

February 20th. We moved early and v\'ent into camp near West
Point. We made very little progress before noon ; both brigades in

front of ours, and also the adv^ance, skirmishing with the rebels, and

the rear guard with corn-cribs, cotton gins, presses and fences, all of

which fall before the flames. The destruction of property was fearful

to contemplate. The advance drove the rebels out of West Point,

and in the fight lost a Lieutenant and five men killed. From about

sundown till 11 p. m. we moved pretty rapidly, and just before going

into camp, Henry Nobes, of Company C, got his thigh broken b)'

his horse falling on him. The fracture was adjusted by Dr. Cole ; but

as he could not be moved he was left at a house to fall into the hands

of the rebels. He and several others have furnished most graphic ac-

counts of their capture and imprisonment, and we will let them tell it

themselves in another place. The rebel Gen. Poorest and his forces

camped just south of West Point.

We now turn to Gen. Sherman's book, vol. 2, pages 390 and 392,

to see how the land lies with Sherman and our co-operation. He
says: "On the morning of February 3d, we left Vicksburg in two-

columns of two divisions each, preceded by a light force of cavalry.

We were lightly equipped as to wagons, and marched without deploy-

ment, straight for ivieridian, distant 150 miles. On the 14th we
entered Meridian, the enemy retreating towards Demopolis, Ala.

We stayed in Meridian five days, expecting every hour to hear from

Sooy Smith, but could get no tidings of him whatever."

This brings the time up to our camp, to-night, near West Point,

just 100 miles trom Meridian, where .Sherman expected us to be on

the 14th, or by the time he got there. That is, we are more than lOO

miles behind Sherman's calculation, and it will be seen, soOn, that

this dilatoriness cost us severely in blood and equipage.

February 21st. We quote Dr. Cole: "We countermarched rather

unceremoniously at daylight, the object of our raid reported to have

been accomplished ; but as we afterwards learned, Sherman not having

the co-operation of the cavalry as he expected, was returning from

Meridian to Vicksburg, which, of course, left the enemy free to turn
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liis entire attention to us. The expedition liad been too slow in get-

ting under way, and after starting moved at a snail's paee through the

country." We went into cam}) two miles south of Okolona; the rear

brigade have been skirmishing heavily all day.

Records says this skirmishing began at daylight. Being used to

the tactics of the department of the Cumberland, with such leaders as

Old Rosy, Pap Thomas and Miller, whose motto was to " go for 'em

wherever you can find 'em," we had our minds made up to go for

'em as so(mi as we got our breakfast ; but to our surprise instead of

an advance a retreat was ordered. The retrograde movement began

about sun-up. We moved rapidly, frequently at a gallop, passing

over almost as much ground that day as we had in three days previous.

This evening the inefficiency of the head of the concern manifested

itself by a confusion of orders to the Seventy-Second. We were

ordered to go back eight miles to reinforce Col. Warring, who was

commanding ist brigade. We had about faced and moved the length

of the regiment when we got orders to halt and await further orders.

We waited about an hour, when we got orders to move on to camp,

but before camp was reached we got orders to await further orders.

It was now night; we waited an hour anci a half, when we were

ordered to accompany the 4th Tennessee Cavalry and go at once and

report to Col. Warring; but no sooner were we in motion than that

order was countermanded and then we went into camp, with orders

not to unsaddle for the night.

February 2 2d. This day, memorable as the birthday of Washing-

ton, proved a busy one for us. The rear (2d brigade) was hard pressed

all day yesterday, and lost in killed and wounded 50 men, and it now
becomes our turn to take the rear, nominally, but really the front.

The column began to move about 4 a. m. It was five hours before

tlie balance of the two brigades got out of our way so we could move;

by this time the head of the rebel column was right east of us, on a

road running north, and about a mile east of the one we were on, the

two roads running parallel. The rebels were also in sight in our rear

when we started, and it began to be rather a serious question with us

whether the rebels east of us would not beat us to Okolona, two

miles away. As we neared the town the roads seemed to get closer

to each other, and the flankers from each column were skirmishing,

and the rear guard suffered some. We reached Okolona about 10 a. m.,

finding some very bad roads on the way. W^e observed that the

troops ahead of us had abandoned some ambulances and other vehicles

in the mud; some were burned, and still others intact. At Okolona

the enemy were in sight on several roads, and the head of the rebel
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column just in the edge of town. Our brigade was formed in line of

battle, and we waited an hour for the rebels to come upon us, but

the}' made no attack. Of course the time given enabled them to

close up their forces in the rear. We now got orders to withdraw,

and our brigade commander made a fatal blunder. The country

was open and the enemy could see our every movement, and instead

of withdrawing in line of battle, we began to withdraw in column.

The wily Forest observed this, dashed impetuously upon us and

caused a stampede. The 4th regulars were in the rear, and stood

up manfully against the rebel host that were hurled against them,

repulsing their charges twice in succession. Our regiment dismounted

in order to support the regulars, but just then the regulars were driven

back upon the 2d Tennessee, in some confusion, when the Tennessee

regiment became panic stricken and broke like stampeded buffalo,

and ran like wild horses, pell mell over us, trampling many a brave

soldier under their feet and separating many more from their horses.

The horses, on getting loose, were carried away with the herd. This

stampeded force rushed into the road and forced a battery of howit-

zers into the cotton fields, which were full of gullies, in which the

battery soon got stuck, the artillerymen became panic stricken, cut

loose from their guns and joined in the general flight, leaving their

guns behind. This was one of the most humiliating things we ever

saw. Nothing could exceed the confusion of this stampede, and the

rapid advance o( the rebels allowed no time for rallying them.

On the enemy pressed, riding down our men and separating

them from their horses ( many never saw their horses again

)

so that it was impossible to remount until all the cavalry had passed,

and then it was done under a sharp fire of the enemy, in whose pos-

session the field was left. From that time until late in the after-

noon the Seventy-Second was without organization, when the men
were collected and re-organized in an old field on the Ely farm, many
miles from Okolona, although the fight we had there is called the

Okolona fight. While in this scattered condition almost every mem-
ber of the regiment was the hero of some startling adventure ; and

when we began to get together many reported who had been consid-

ered by their comrades lost. Well do we remember the cheer Corpl.

Brown, Co. I, gave, when he saw Corpl. Records and Wm. Ogborn,

Co: I, come up all right, whom he was sure he had seen go down in

the first collision in the forenoon. But genuine joy as it was to see

each other there alive once more, it was brief, very brief; for before that

day's sun went down some of our comrades went down to death,

some with wounds, and some were captured. In the first effort to
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^cl tlic scattered men together, Adjt. ]^\'rnes, Capt. Thomson, Capt.

Kilborn, aiid some others, were conspicuous. After comparative

quiet was restored, an order was received for the Seventy-Second to

take position across the road, where it followed along a narrow ridge,

and to hold the road at all hazards. We left No. 4's with the horses,

and went on foot to the position assigned us. We found the ridge

cut almost in two by a deep ravine, on the bank of which was a strag-

gling sort of rail fence. Here we formed, our left resting upon the

road, flanked by timber— our right extending along the line of fence

down into an old cotton field. About 700 yards in front of us was a

line of cavalry, already skirmishing with the enemy. Behind us,

about the same distance, was another line of cavalry.

As soon as formed, vve lay down behind the fence. Presently the

line in front "broke" and came back "a-tearin'g." The rebels were

dismounted and moving right up, firing as they came, the balls

dropDin=f about us as thick as hail; but we could not fire till our

cavalry got out of the way. And as our .supply of ammunition was

very light, our officers gave the order, and then frequently repeated

it, "Save your ammunition, men ;" " don't throw a single ball away ;"

"don't shoot until you are sure of your man." Consequently we

reserved our fire until the rebels were on the opposite bank of the

ra\'ine. They did not seem to be aware that any line was there until

we began firing. We were lying so flit on the ground that the old

fence screened us. We never knew the Seventy-Second to do such

slow, deliberate firing, before or since, as they did then. But from

the tumbling constantly going on in the enemy's lines it would seem

that every shot told. The range was short, and both lines lay prin-

cipally in the open field, which made bloody work of it. Had it not

been that the enemy had a column of fresh troops constantly moving

up, we would undoubtedly have repulsed them easily; but as it was

they never suffered their fire to slacken, although unable to advance

on account of the terrrible work of our Spencers. It was at this

place that Col. Forest, the General's brother, was killed. We
thought our left in the timber was covered by cavalry, but it was not.

The enemy took advantage of that blunder and moved a column

through the timber and flanked us. The first thing we knew the

balls were flying through our ranks from three directions. Then it

was the gallant Seventy-Second showed her metal, but it was at

a fearful cost. Our men began to fall all along the line. About that

time we were ordered "to horse." It had been easy enough to

take hold, but it was not so easy to let go. We did not obey the

first order "to horse;" but immediately an officer of Gen. Smith's

35
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staff rode along our lines calling out: "Seventy-Second, Gen.

Smith says to horse! to horse!" We then jumped up and started

to run back to our horses. This move was more disastrous to us

than the fighting had been, for as we ran the rebels peppered ua

from three sides, as we were in an open field ; and notwithstanding

the herculean efforts of the men to save themselves, one-tenth of the

whole regiment was killed, wounded or captured. It would have

required a most desperate effort on the part of every man of the

Seventy-Second to reach his horse, on account of the rebels being

so close on each side of them ; but what made it in many instances

ten times worse, was the fact that the rebels had got close enough

to the lead horses to shoot into them, and the horses were

moved away just in time to leave many a poor fellow, who

thought he was almost safe, to fall into the hands of the rebels.

Everything had now been moved but the last line of cavalry spoken

of heretofore. This was supported by artillery, and as soon as zve

could get out of the way the artillery opened on the advancing

rebels, which caused them to recoil. Capt. Thomson, Co. D, and

quite a number of the Seventy-Second, fell in with the cavalry.

The cavalry seemed to be debating the propriety of making a

charge. We became aware of the fact that the rebels were murder-

in^ our wounded men, and urged the cavalry to make a charge,

promising them that we would go along and help. Capt. Thomson

was very solicitous, as R. W. Sims, his lieutenant, had his thigh

broken, and he was anxious to save him ; others were also just as

anxious, and for like reasons. Finally, just at sundown, the charge

was made, and proved successful, driving the rebels off the field, and

securing all the wounded who had not already fallen into the hands

of the enemy. We cannot stop to give incidents here, but must

hasten on to a safer place. As soon as the Seventy-Second got

mounted it was ordered to go to the front, or head of column, as

quickly as possible, and to form across the road and stop the fugi-

tives who were panic-stricken.

We formed single file, and moved as rapidly as we could through

fields and woods by the side of the road till near midnight, when we

reached the head of column and turned the fugitives into an old.

field near by, which was soon lit up by big fires. The com-

manders of regiments here collected their men and re-organized

them. In a short time the whole column moved on again, before

the rear had near time to catch up. Dr. Cole says the march was

kept up all night. The large number of negro contrabands, 1,500

and the long train of captured stock, horses and mules, 1,500,
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impeded the moveinent considerably. Tiie ambulances also were

heavily loaded with the wounded and sick, contrasting strongly with

the pleasant march southward a few days ago. The whole loss of

the brigade on this day

—

killed, wounded and missing—was 200.

h^ebruary 23. W'e passed through Pontotoc this morning. We
crossed the 'Fallahatchie river at New Albany, and then destroyed

the bridge and felled trees in the ford. Moving on, we arrived at

Hickory Flats at midnight, where we halted, fed our horses, got

supper, and lay down and slept till 4 o'clock. It had been 36 hours

since we had a chance to eat and sleep. The bread we ate on that

occasion tasted sweeter than any we ever had. It was made of flour

mixed with dirty water on a gum blanket, without salt, and baked

by placing it on the flat side of a rail before the fire. We broiled

meat in the fire. on a sharp stick. As soon as we had somewhat

satisfied the gnawings of hunger we abandoned ourselves, with bridle

reins in our hands, to sleep.

February 24th. \Vc were aroused from our slumbers at 4 a. m.

by the sound of the bugle ; crossed the Tippar River, at a different

place from that at which we crossed it in going south, and did not

find the swamp nearly so bad. Just after dinner, when we had formed

to mov^e forward, an alarm was sounded and the entire brigade was

dismounted and formed to fight on foot. We lay in line of battle till

8 p. m. We encamped, as we thought for the night, but about 12

o'clock we were ordered to move forward some two miles, and upon

arriving at the point designated we got a most peremptory order to go

back to where we first stopped, double-quick. There we were told

not to unsaddle, but to hitch our horses and lie down.

F>bruar\' 25th. We got in motion about daylight, passed through

Hudsonville, and on arriving at Mount Pleasant a detail of 50 men
from the Seventy-Second was made, to go foraging for provisions.

Lieut. Cravens, Company D, was in command. We were entirely

out of everything in the shape of food. The detail was to meet the

command at Colliersville. We had first rate success and went to

CoUiersville as ordered, but the command stopped eight miles short of

that point, and as a consequence went to bed supperless.

February 26th. The column came up early in the forenoon, but

witlijDut stopping moved on to Germantown, where we arrived at 12 m.

There the order must have been to cook, and to eat some without

cooking. Thus ended what has always been termed the Mississippi

raid.

As to the result of this expedition, it is proper to .sa\' that we have
never .seen an official report of the raid ; but from numerous reports
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of different individuals who took part in it, we make an average

about this way: Captured 1,500 slaves, 1500 horses and mules

;

destroyed 10,000 bales of cotton, 100,000 bushels of corn"; utterly

destroyed 40 miles of the Mobile and Ohio railroad, and laid waste 150

miles of country to such an extent that the enemy could not possibly

live in it. The loss of the expedition in men and horses was, of

course, heavy, and we shall attempt to give only that of our regiment,

and we are conscious that we shall fail even in that, because there

always is a loss, under such circumstances, that can never be gauged

by so many men, or so many horses.

In Company A, Corpl. Frederic Landis, private W. E. Seagraves,

and George Baily, private, were captured. The last two named died

in Andersonville. They were noble boys and the best of soldiers.

W. H. P. Dimmitt, private, was severely wounded in the right arm.

Company B—John Landers, private, wounded by a spent ball;

Henry Hoover, sergeant, missing; John C. Doss, private, missing;

supposed to be dead.

Company C—Oscar F. Bryant, sergeant, missing ; Phillip Schnepp,

private, missing; Henry Nobes, private, missing.

Company D—C. G. Thomson, captain, wounded by spent ball

;

Robert W. Sims, ist lieutenant, seriously, right thigh broken
; John

Fenton, missing, died in Andersonville—a good soldier ; Robert S.

Green, missing, died in Andersonville—a good soldier.

Company E—Lewis C. Priest, ist lieutenant, killed.

Company G—E. B. Martin, orderly sergeant, part of ear shot off;

Andrew Bryan, private, wounded by spent ball; John W. Wagoner,

private, wounded by spent ball.

Company H—Theodore E. Stow, corporal, wounded severely in

face, and thumb, and neck
;
John Johnson, private, in head, seriously,

and died ; a number one .soldier.

Company I—H. C. Cassel, 2d lieutenant, wounded in right arm

severely; Levi D. Brown, corporal, in face severely; James Drum-

mond, corporal, by spent ball, in eye, severely ; Wm. E. Ogborn,

missing ; died in Andersonville—a good soldier.

Company K—Erasmus M. Choat, corporal, killed—a good soldier;

Alfred McGravv, private, wounded by spent ball.

A total of 27, killed, wounded and missing. Hoover, foi;»years

after getting home, was a wreck in body and mind ; and Nobes, if

possible, suffered a thousand deaths. Both have furnished reminis-

cences of their prison life, which we shall condense for our readers.

But the one thing, above all others, that to-day rankles in the bosoms

of surviving comrades, as it did in the bosoms of those who have died,
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to tlic last da)' they lived, is the thought of ingloriously retreating

before an enemy.

Of course, in such a stampede and melee as the one just given,

there are a thousand incidents of rarest bravery, heroism, and daring,

and we would like to mention all of them, as well as some of the

serio-comic and ridiculous. During the stampede Corpls. Brown and

Records, and others of Company I, were riding through the fields

at the side of the road, when suddenly they found themselves stop-

ped by a big hedge, and to get to the road they would have to go

back some distance. On turning around they saw the rebs were

nearer the end of the hedge than they were, and seeing their predica-

ment, began to close upon them. It was a case so plain as to need no

argument to show that they were in for it ; so they turned their

horses' heads toward the hedge and spurred them into such frenzy

that they dashed through the thorny fence, leaving shreds of the

boys' clothing sticking to every thorn they touched. The rebs yelled

and laughed prodigiously at this feat.

It is hardly possible to conceive the love and veneration soldiers

have for the battle-flag or colors they have carried through many en-

gagements. About the middle of the afternoon Corpls. Tolby, of

Company G, Records, and a few others, came across Corpl. Kent,

who still had the colors, and the thought of collecting their straggling

men together struck them ; so they rode to a high ridge, unfurled the

flag and "waved a rally there," and in a short time, both the

Seventy-Second and the 4th regulars began to rally around it, and

formed in line. By this time the enemy came in sight, and seeing a

line and a flag, they halted and began to deploy, which, of course,

delayed them and gave us more time. Just then Capt. Dalton, of

Company F, came along and took command, and thought best to move
on. We had not gone far till we fell in with Capt. Thomson, of Com-
pany D, who had collected a like squad. He was greatly rejoiced to

see the old flag once more, for he thought Kent and flag were both

gone. Thus our scattered forces were getting together, and Capt.

Thomson proposed that we should give the rebels a brush; but Col.

Thornburg came along and ordered us to move forward.

Lieut. A. W. Lane, of Company G, a most gallant soldier and

accompli.shed gentleman, in speaking of the battle of Okolona, says:

"An incident comes to my mind—an act which falls but little short

of the heroic. During that terrible stampede of the 2d and 3d Ten-

nessee Cavalry, in which we were instantly carried away, and in that

mighty current, during those moments of terrible excitement, when it

was almost certain death to dismount, the rebels pressing us every
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step with pistol and saber, cleaving the heads of those who became

dismounted b}' shot or fallen horses—when you could see, as I did,

men shot from the saddle, their foot catching in the stirrup, dragged to

death by mad hosres in their efforts to keep up \\ith the flying column

—^just then we passed by the battery that had been abandoned, when

Wm. G. Keese, of Company G, (known in the left wing as " Massa-

socker, " from an incident that happened during the Decherd raid, on

top of the Cumberland Mountains ) deliberately dismounted and

undertook to spike the guns with knife blades; but failed for want of

something sufficiently heavy to drive them.

" Scenes of that stampede and fight are indellibly stamped upon my
memory. For four miles it was a race for life, in which '

' devil take

the hindmost!" was the order of march ; horses stumbling and fall-

ing; riders trampled to death; rebels riding promiscuously among us

and cutting men down right and left ; dismounted men running on

foot' and imploring help from their more fortunate companions ; officers

powerless, abandoning sick, wounded and footmen, to the merciless foe.

The retreat of the gallant 200 of the Seventy-Second, after the stand

on that ridge, in the evening, and mounting under that murderous

cross-fire, was by odds the tightest place ever the Seventy-Second got

into. I well remember the faces of " Sooy ".Smith, Grierson, and

McCrillis. At night we parked in the valley, every man to his horse,

not a word to be said, nor a fire to be lighted to cheer the dismal hour.

Tormented by hunger and helpless pity for our famishing horses ; the

rebel signal fires gleaming from mountain-top to crag ; the faces-

of our officers sad with the forebodings for the morrow."

We have already told of the fine battery of little mountain how-

itzers that were lost in the first stampede, early in the morning. The
Captain of this battery was a fine looking fellow, of commanding^

figure, and a good rider; from the time he lost his battery he assumed

the duty of rallying the entire retreating column. Just before Thorn-

burg came along and ordered us to move on, this battery Captain came

up, and with great flourish of sword and flow of word, began to

exhort us to stand" and fight to the death ; and began to point out the

excellency of our position, telling us we could hold it against the

whole Southern confederacy. While he was talking, a rifle ball came

singing close to his ear, and cutting short his discourse, and remem-

bering duties in the rear, he gave his horse the full length of spurs and

sped away with a velocity little short of that of the ball that waked

him up. There is no part of this terrible day's work that deserves

more prominence, and should be spoken- of in more pathetic terms,

than the efforts of our boys to help each other, and to get our wound-
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vd off the field. There has been many a monument erected to hero-

i.sm not half .so great or deserving as this.

Just after the regiment had been ordered "to horse" the last

time, and many had started back, Lieut. Sims, Co. D, started to go,

but had not gone far till a musket ball went crashing through his

right thigh, shattering the bo,ne. After he fell he saw the man who
did it deliberately load his gun and shoot at him again as he lay

upon his back; this time the ball struck him on the side of the

breast, knocking the breath out of him, tearing away part of his

vest and shirt, but fortunatel}' not wounding him severely, though

at the time it was thought to have gone clear through him.

Capt. Thomson started after Sims, and accidentally stumbled upon

him soon after he had been struck the second time, and stopped and

bent over him just as he supposed he was gasping his last. The
bullets were whistling around him from every side. Sims finally told

him for God's sake to hurry on, or he would be killed or captured. The
Captain, seeing he could do nothing for him, with a heart as

heavy as the lead which was raining around him, hastened on,

with a determination that was desperate to return at every haz-

ard and get his lieutenant. Nothing but a special Providence

could possibly have shielded him from the missiles of death filling the

air ever)'where arouad him ; but he finally succeeded in getting

beyond the range of the enemy's guns, when the last of his strength

was exhausted, and here, a second time, he came near being left at

the mercy of the enemy. The Captain's horse had been left in the

hands of a faithful negro boy, and some of the flying fugitives from

the wrath of the rebels thought a horse would help them faster than

their legs, and were just on the point of tearing the Captain's horse

away from the negro, when Pri\'. Joseph M. Brannan, Co. I, rushed

up with Spencer at his face and drove them away. But for the timely

interference of Brannan, the Captain would surely have found his way
to Libby prison. Brannan seized the Captain's horse and rushed

back to meet him just as the last lingering rays of hope had fled. We
have already seen how he, with others, assisted in the cavalry charge

to get Sims from the field. We suppose that very few men ever

endured the excruciating torture Sims did for four days, and survived

it. He was placed upon a horse with his leg dangling like an empty

sleeve, was hurried to the rear and placed in the bottom of an ambu-

lancQ. He was driven over a hundred miles, and was never taken out

or had his wound dressed till arriving at CoUiersville, on the 26th.

There certainly never was a grander exhibition of fortitude than he

displayed. He finall}' got well, and although badly crippled is still
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living, at Frankfort, Indiana, beloved and respected by all who knew
him—a gentleman in every sense of the word.

Soon after the rebels opened on our men at the old fence, in the

afternoon, Corpl. Brown, of Co. I, was shot in the mouth, the

ball knocking out his front teeth passing under his tongue, and

lodging in the back of his neck. He started for the rear, but

had not gone far before he fell exhausted from the loss of

blood. Among the last to leave the fence was Corpl. Records,

of Co. I. He had not gone far till he run upon the prostrate

form of Corpl. Brown. He did not expect to find him alive, but

stopped a moment to see if life was left, when Brown's pitiful appeals

not to be left alone nerved Records to the effort to rescue him. He
could not carry Brown, but by getting Brown's arms around his neck

he succeeded in dragging him about 600 yards. By this time the rebels

were closing in on him and hallooing "halt! halt!" Sergt. Dan.

Moore, of Co. C, seeing their desperate situation, rushed in and

pulled Brown on to his horse behind him, and galloped away. This

left Records alone, but so exhausted as to scarcely be able to raise

the trot
;
yet he determined to go as long and as far as he could. The

rebels were still shooting at him and commanding him to halt, but he

pushed on, and having gone 50 yards further he came up to Buck

Duddleson, of Co. G, who had Simeon Strawn's mule fast on a willow-

bush. Many a man under the circumstances would have abandoned

the "concern," but not so with Buck. He declared his intention to

save the whole outfit, and did succeed in disengaging the mule just

as Records came in calling distance, and turned about in the very

teeth of the enemy and dragged the exhausted Records on to the

mule, and both skinned out ; but not without a rapid parting salute

fired by the rebels. None but a skeptic could fail to see ,the

hand of Providence in saving them. On the first order to dismount

in the morning, and in the stampede that immediately followed, James
M. Starbuck, priv. Co. D, was among the number who found himself

without a horse, and sav\' it no more for three days, losing his saddle,

rations and complete outfit. After running about four miles he was

picked up by Capt. Thomson, who had rallied a squad of men and was

trying to hold the enemy at bay until all the dismounted men should

catch up aiid get mounted. Later in the day Capt. Kilborn had

gathered a similar squad by the side of the road and had the regi-

mental colors unfurled to rally the stragglers to. We Avell remember

the remark he made on looking along the line and seeing how few we
were. He said: "Well, boys, they may kill us, but they can never

capture us."
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Our men always called this the Okolona stampede; but from differ

cnt sources we have learned the rebels ahvays called the last fight in the

evening" the battle of Prairie Mound. This was the tifne Capt. 1'hom

son was severely stunned by a ball which struck him in the breast, and

was stopped by a book in his pocket.

Dr. Cole, in speaking of the retreat, says: " Our brigade skirmished

all day with the advance of the enemy, and we marched all night; and

at one time, when everything seemed to be so thoroughly jammed up

in front that it would be impossible to move any further. I was

a little amused at Gen. Smith's chaplain, who by some unlucky chance

had been caught in the retreating column, not very far from the rear,

and from the terrible jam was unable to extricate himself or to get

forward. He was a great, big, burly German, and a Catholic priest.

Finally his patience became entirely exhausted, and lie exclaimed :

' Oh! dey ,^'o zo ::loiv ! I vondervy r:.cy don' drot ?'
"

On February 25th he says: "Marching hard to-day. We reached

and crossed Tippar river, and our brigade was attacked while crossing.

The men are on short rations, and many have nothing at all to eat. I

have charge of the ambulance train, and as we have no time for foraging,

it is with the greatest difficulty that provisions can be obtained for the

sick and wounded men. The wounded are suffering from the great

distance they have been brought—some of them being seriously

wounded. Lieut. R. M. Sims has a fractured thigh, but bears up

manfully. Marched all night on the 26th
;
passed through Mount

Pleasant to Colliersville. The skirmishing ceased to-day about noon,

having been kept up with little cessation since our retrograde move-

ment from West Point began, on the morning of the 21st. The

horses have never been unsaddled, or scarcely fed during this time.

The wounded were taken out of the ambulances, for the first time,

and their wounds dressed."

Sherman, in summing up the results of the Meridian expedition,

says

:

"The object was to strike the roads inland, so to paralyze the

rebel forces, that we could take from the defense of -the Mississippi

River the equivalent of a corps of 20.000 men, to be used in the next

Georgia campaign, and this was actually done. At the same time I

wanted to destroy Gen. Forest, who with an irregular force of cavalry

was constantly threatening Memphis and the river above, as well as

our routes of supply in Middle Tennessee. In this we utterly failed,

because Gen. W. Sooy Smith did not fulfill his orders. Instead of

starting at date ordered, P'ebruary ist, he did not leave Memphis till

the I ith, and then when he did start he allowed Gen. Poorest to head
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him off, and to defeat him with an inferior force near West Point,

below Okolona. on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. We waited at

Meridian till the 20th to hear from Gen. Smith, but hearing nothing

of him whatever, I ordered Gen. McPherson to move back slowly

toward Canton with Hurlburt's infantry. I turned north to Marion,

and thence to a place called Union, whence I dispatched the cavalry

further to the north to Philadelphia, and as far as Louisville, to feel,

as it were-, for Gen. Smith. On the 26th we all reached Canton, but

we had not heard a vvord from Gen. Smith. I had set so much store

on his part of the project that I was disappointed, and so reported

officially to Gen. Grant. Gen. Smith never regained my confidence

as a soldier, though 1 still regard him as a most accomplished gentle-

man, and skillful engineer.

"

But for the magnificent failure, and terrible disaster attending it, we

want to show that the Seventy-Second is in no way responsible. Had
the balance of the command behaved one-half as gallantly as did the

Seventy-Second, there would have been little to complain of, all of

which is abundantly proven by the following letter to Maj. Carr:

" Headouarteks Chief of Cavalry,
|

"Military Division of Mississippi, March 19, 1864. )

•' II. M. Can , Major comuianrlirif^ Seventy- Second Ind. Monnted Infantrr:

''Dear Sir:—Having learned that certain false rumors regarding

your gallant regiment have been circulated in the State of Indiana, for

the apparent purpose of injuring the splendid reputation it has so

nobly won on the bloody fields of the present war, I ha.sten to do your

regiment justice in the matter.

" I. All reports to the effect that the Seventy-Second Indiana failed

in any case to discharge their duty faithfitlh and completely, in battle

or out of battle, on the recent expedition, are utterly, meanly and

wickedly false, and were originated by none but cowardly stragglers

or by persons who knew nothing of the regiment.

" 2. To the Seventy-Second Indiana Mounted Infantry is justly due

the glory of saving the entire expedition from rout and ruin on the

afternoon of February 2 2d. On that occasion the Seventy-Second

justly established the reputation it has long enjoyed of being one of the

bravest, coolest, and most irresistible regiments in the U. S. Army.

You were run over by four regiments of your brigade in the morning, in

a perfect stampede
;
yet, nothing abashed, you waited to fight rather

than follow those who were retreating. The enemy came upon you

three brigades strong; they were flanking and overwhelming you, yet

not a man moved from his post until Gen. Grierson ordered you to

fall back, when you moved off as orderly as it was possible under the
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circumstances. Your men exhibited no signs of panic, or that excite-

ment which is usually exhibited b>' the best reoiments on such occa-

sions ; but every man appeared perfectly cool and self-possessed, and

even appeared delighted at the prospect of cutting up the enemy when

they should get him on open ground.

"In the engagement in the afternoon, when the enemy was finally

checked for the day, the indomitable heroism of the Seventy-Second In-

diana was gloriously conspicuous. You were assailed in front and on

both flanks by not less than eight regiments of the enemy, yet you

held your position, cutting the enemy down as last as he approached,

until, convinced he never could meet you on equal terms, he moved a

heavy column on either flank, and actually fired two volleys in your

rear; when, disdaining to see so noble a band of men struggling

against such fearful odds and disadvantages, I ordered you to fall

back. Your men obeyed slowly and reluctantly, taking their time to

it, and still keeping up a regular fire upon the enemy until he ceased

to pursue.

" I am, sir, really surprised that any one should credit such slanders

on a regiment which, like the Seventy-Second Indiana, had followed

the flag of Wilder through the bloodiest campaigns of .American

history, and which has never flinched though the enemy met it ten to

one; but has earned a reputation of which its members may be proud

half a century hence.

"I am, sir, very respectfully, &c.,

" W. S. Smith,

" Chief of Cavalry, Military Division of Mississippi."

It there ever was a set of men who richly deserved ri.'st and recre-

ation, it was the Seventy-Second on reaching Germantown, 15 miles

east of Memphis, and Gen. Smith, to show how well he appreciated

their services, ordered a rousing ration of whisky, which, of course,

was taken as a compliment by many of the regiment, who, in drink-

ing to the long life and health of Gen, Snn'th, got a little more of the

" 0-be-joyful " than they could carry right steadily, and they could

carr\' a good deal without a bicker.

Companies C and H took the lead upon this occasion, and got so

supremely happy that, like two spooney lovers, they slobbered all over

each other. While we were at Bowling Green, shortly after going

into service. Company H, one day, had all the company rations of

beef in one large camp kettle, cooking for dinner; just about the time

dinner was ready and the meat all tender and sweet, Dan. Moore, of

Company C, stole the kettle, meat and all. Company H had to go

hungry, but they didn't mind that half so much as they did being
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played off on, without knowing who to pay for it, and up to this time,

" who stole Compan}' H's beef?" was a profound mystery. But

here a Company C man and a Company H man got too full to walk,

and so got astraddle of a log, facing each other, and began to brag,

each on the other's compan)-. F'inalh^ the Company C man said to

the other, " M)' company and yours are bully fellows; we can do

more foraging and fighting than any body ; and then we have always

got along so well together, if we did steal your beef at Bowling

Green." This let the old cat out of the bag, and Company H knew

who to pay, with interest, for the beef affair.

The command lay at Germantown till the 5th of March, by which

time Gen. Sherman had begun to move all available troops toward Chat-

tanooga, in order to engage in the grand, overwhelming expedition,

that was to let the life right out of the rebellion.

The Seventy-Second was once more directed to join- the old brigade.

Our unconditional discharge from the service, just at that time, could,

not have been more pleasant to us.

Our route back lay along the railroad through Colliersville to

Moscow.

On the 6th we camped in the vicinity of New Castle. On the 7th

we passed through Middleburg and Bolivar, struck the Hatchie river

at Bolivar, landing about 11 a. m. This is a navigable stream, and a

bridge had to be built before we could cross. The Seventy-Second

and a battalion of pioneers were set to work. We pulled down some

warehouses and vacant dwelling houses, and b\' 4 p. m. we had the

bridge done, and began to cross. After crossing we entered a large

cane-brake swamp and forded some deep sloughs. We had to go

eight miles before we could get forage. It was night by the time we

got out of the swamp, and just then a most terrific rain storm, with

thunder and lightning, burst upon us. Our road was so crooked, the

night was so dark, and the woods and brush were so thick, that we could

not tell which way we were going. The men will always remember, it

as the night nearly every man in the regiment had his hat knocked off

and lost. The darkness was so intense that we could not see our file

leader, or the man next in front of us, and the only way we could keep

track of each other was by constantly calling to each other. We
went into camp at 10 p. m.

March 8th. Marched early ; crossed the south fork of Deer Creek

and camped for the night near Mt. Pinson. Several prisoners were

picked up during the day, and among the number a bushwhacker by

the name of Bales. He was shot.

March 9th. W'e moved and camped 10 miles south-west of Lex-
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inijton. Two more bushwhackers were captured, one a Lieutenant

b\- the name of Dodds. It was proven that these men belonged to a

band of guerrillas who had captured a squad of the 19th Pennsylvania

Cavalr\' and murdered them one at a time, as the\' seemed to require

some special and devilish amusement. Both of them were shot.

March i ith: Captured a rebel mail to-day and many of the letters

were directed to Gen. Forest and staff, written b\' ladies in this vicin-

it}", confirming all that we had surmised in the above cases. We
were always careful never to do violence to a confederate soldier, and

we never punished a miserable bushwhacker without conclusive evi-

dence that he had murdered a Union soldier. These wretches were

simpl\' murderers and robbers of the bloodiest kind. No one must

infer from the statements about the shooting of such bloody outlaws

that the Sevent\'-Second acted w^antonly and without orders.

On the 1 2th we passed through Clarksburg and Huntington, and

camped within 15 miles of F't. Henry. We started this morning at

2 a. m., and charged into Paris at daylight, expecting to surprise and

capture a rebel band A Captain, Lieutenant and two priv-ates, com-

prised the number captured.

13th. This morning we mo\'ed by the mouth of Big Sandy, on

the Tennessee River, then directed our course to Ft. Hymen, opposite

Ft. Henr}^ but missed the road and got involved in swamps and thick-

ets. While passing through this out-of the-wa)' place, we captured a

lot of prisoners, and among the number was Simeon (ierrard, who

had been recruited by R. C. Clark, Company \, and had been started

to the company. The joke was that no one knew he had ever enlisted

at all, as the regiment had left Pulaski before it knew anything about

any recruits being sent to it ; but most of the men knew him, and

questioned him so closely about what he was doing down there, that

he finally confessed the whole thing. When Maj. Carr heard of it he

told the boys just to shoot him and throw his carcass into the river,

and the boys had their own fun with him for a while, nearly scaring

him to death b\' pietending that the)' were getting ready to do it.

In the evening he was put on a gunboat, along with the rest of the

prisoners, and started up the river for Nashville; but the boys had so

worked upon his fears that he determined never to go to Nashville,

and that night jumped overboard and swam ashore. He kept himself

shady till the war was over, after which he became a kind of free-

booter, or land pirate, and in October, 1881, was in Warren County,

Ind., a terror to every one who thought himself near him. A great

many unsuccessful attempts had been made to capture him, and we
think to-day, (February 1882) be is still at large.
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We crossed the river on the transport BlueDird, the same one

that took us over the river at Savannah in the early part of January.

Our quarters were in cabins deserted by rebels.

On the 14th of March we lay in camp, drew from the transports

five days' rations and two of forage.

March 15th. We reached FortDonelson by noon, passed through

Dover, and camped six miles from that place.

March i6th. Marched to Cumberland Furnace, 43 miles from

Nashville. On the 17th we ctossed Harpeth River and camped 12

miles from Nashville. On the i8th we went into camp just outside

of the city, and stayed there till the 20th, when we went to Lavergne.

For some reason we had not brought forage, and our poor horses

had to go hungry. We got to Murfreesboro on the 21st, drew

forage and got horse-shoeing done. We were in a terribly bad fix

for underclothing, and the Indiana Sanitary Commission [God bless

theTn!) just threw open their doors and told the old Seventy-Second

to help themselves. We got shirts, drawers, socks, and mittens, as

well as a good supply of vegetables.

March 22d. We camped near Shelbyville, on the same ground

we camped the night before the battle of Farmington.

From here on to Mooresville there was but little to note except that

Johnny Greensbury, the regimental bugler, got sick near Fayette-

ville, and was left at a house, but the next day a detail with one

ambulance were sent back for him. He was a universal favorite in

the regiment.

On the 26th Dr. Cole says: " We joined our old command to-day,

and thus ended our almost three months' scout."

And now, comrades and readers, we beg pardon for quoting from

Records, as follows: "We joined that part of the regiment we had

left behind at Pulaski on December 31, 1863, with a lot of recruits

added, making quite a respectable regiment for numbers. Indeed,

this part of the regiment was now larger than our own. Here we
found our mail, which had been accumulating for three months; and

here we found all our baggage that we had left behind—thanks to

Sergeant Magee ; for notwithstanding the regiment had been dragged

about a great deal, he had looked so carefully after the baggage of

each absent one that not a piece was lost. But how sad to see the

knapsacks, with their^ames upon them, of the brave boys we had

left behind !"

Reader, a word of indulgence. It has often been said that tears,

like talk, are cheap, and that women and children weep often, and often

from trivial causes. But when the large-hearted, brave warrior, \^'ho is
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inured to scenes of blood and death, and all hardship, weeps, it is

from a cause far greater than the ordinary cares of the world ; a cause

that reaches and stirs his inmost soul. 13rave men wept at that

meeting—the first reunion of the Seventy-Second—as they looked

upon the relics of their brave, dead comrades. The name on that

knapsack suggests the noble comrade who has shared with you the bunk

and picket-post, forage and mess, march and battle
;
who has been

the brave, generous comrade in all things, from the giving of a cup of

cold water to your fever-parched lips, to touching the elbow on the

held of battle and facing the foe to the last. In the loss of such

men there is a grief which no generous heart can ever bear without

tears. And at this reunion, at the recitations of these losses, and

the viewin;j; of the property of the fallen heroes, there was weeping

— it was truly "a tim^ for memory and for tears." By th^ light of

the camp-fires sat circles of mess-mates who did go out on the expe-

dition, reciting to those who did not go, all the particulars; and

when the story of how a mess-mate met death, gallantly doing his

duty, was reached, the narrator's voice Decame choked with emotion,

and a pause followed. All tne circle sympathized in tears.

Until this dav, when you visit the various reunions, and see the

old soldiers run to meet and grasp their comrades by the hand, you

can hardly realize ths warmth and strength of the friendships which

have been cemented by hardship and blood. At such reunions there

are other long camp-fire talks over the past ; talks of camp, of march,

of battle, of comrades wounded and killed in action ; of comrades who
fell by the wayside, smitten by sickness; of comrades captured

and taken to the prison hells of the Southern confederacy, and who
never returned; of comrades who survived the service and have

yielded to the power of disease or wounds since, and of comrades

living who could not be present. If the affection of old soldiers for

Old soldiers seems a weakness to any who were not soldiers, let such

reflect that we knew each other for years in the heart and heat of

war ; that we saw test after test of the true manhood of each other,

not only for deeds of courage, but also for deeds of generosity and

tenderness which would test the heart of mother or wife; and that

it is natural for men to love aad revere each other for such qualities

when thus brought out. Remember, too, that we had to be to each

other, for love and devotion. Mother, Wife, and Child. Those ten-

der and kind deeds which every comrade would have conferred on

the beloved ones of his family, we had, in a measure, for the very lack

of the presence of these, to confer on our comrades. Hence our

love then, and our love now, for each other.
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While encamped at Mooresville, Capt. Robinson, of Co. C, became
bedfast from the effects of injuries received on the Wheeler raid, and

was taken to the home of a planter near camp, where he remained for

some time under treatment of our surgeons. During the raid, and

when rapidly pursuing Wheeler's command through the streets of

Pulaski, just after dusk on the evening of October 8th, his horse

stumbled over a high stone street crossing, and plunging forward fell

to the ground, and, while struggling to get up, rolled over upon its

prostrate rider, inflicting internal bodily injuries on the Captain, from

which he had been ever since suffering. Our surgeons decided that

Capt. Robinson was unfitted for further field service owing to these

injuries, when he resigned, but shortly afterward re-entered the army
in the invalid corps, when he was commissioned by President Lincoln

as captain and commissary of subsistence,
'

' for meritorious service in

the field." He served in that position at Fort Scott, Kas. , on the

Plains, and at Denver, Col., till September, 1866, when he was mu.s-

tered out with the rank of brevet lieutenant colonel by a WAy Depart-

ment order mustering out all volunteer officers, "their services being

no longer required." Capt. R. was soon afterward commissioned by

President Grant as second lieutenant in the 9th U. S. Cavalry, but

was compelled to decline the honor because of his inability to perform

horseback service, he not having recovered from the effects of the

injuries received by his horse falling upon him. Lieut. John Glaze

succeeded to the captaincy of company C.
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CHAPTKR XXV II.

From April yi to June gt//, 1864

—

Afoi'o to Columbia— Drilliiif^ and

Inspecting the Recruits— Orders to Move xvit/iont Extras—Hidra Cloth-

ing Sent Home—Sherman Running the Machine, and Alloivs No
Foolishness—No Trotting of Horses— Orders to Jfove icu'th 30 Days'

Rations— Constitution of the Division— We Afove to the Front on

April 30//'—A Bad Start through Rain and Mud— Passing Over the

Old Farmington Battle-field— Through Decherd and Over the Moiui-

tains— Pine Knots—Hear Artillery Filing 60 Miles Aioay— Cross

Lookout Mountain— ]Ve are Put into MePhersoiis Corps—[ohnston

has 60,000 and Shcrmxn ha^ I20,030

—

Line of the Summers Cam-

paign—Flanking Movements of Sherman— He Flanks Jo/inston on! of

Buzzard Roost—A Rebel Woman's Opinion of Weuns — Hush!

Those are Wilder s Men— On the Battlefield of Resaca— Completely

Surroundednear Rome— 15/// Corps Comes to Our Relief— 'The Enemy

Bagged— T/ie Bag Open at the / f ^rong Fjid— Terrible Fighting to

get on to Pozvder Springs Road— Horses Dying of Starvation—Hard
Fighting of May 28/// and 2gth— Rebels T/iought We were '

' A'iggers,

and didiit Know We were Each Loafed Seven 'Limes, but Found Out

when They Charged Us, and were Repulsed with Great Loss— Terri-

ble Fighting and Charging in tlie Night—Company f' Gallantly Holds

thp Line All Nii^ht— Killins^ Beeoes that mail Die Before Next

Killing— Using Wheat for Horse Feed— Guarding the Etoivah Bridge

Description of Pontoons—Shennan on the Move Again—Sherman s

Prejudice Against Ga Dairy— We. give one of His Aid 'S Prjof of Our

J^lnck by Taking Himin Sight of fohmton s Annv.

We remained in camp at Mooresville until April 3d, 1864, when

our regiment, 123d Illinois, and Board of Trade Battery, left there, by

the way of Huntsville, Fayetteville, Louisburg and Hurricane for

Columbia. Our whole division train was along, the roads were muddy
and we did not get to Columbia till the 8th. W'e went into camp on

the north side of Duck River, and on the I ith moved back and went

into camp west of Columbia, near the Polk and Pillow farms. The
onl>' incidents of note during this march were, that Brig. Gen. Kenar

Gerrard took command of the division just before leaving Mooresville;

and the day we left Mooresville (April 3d) Capt. Alex A. Rice, A.

A. G. for the brigade, left it with man)' regrets from the men of the

Sevent}'-Second. He resigned and went home. After we got to

Columbia, all those who had gone home to recruit had returned, and

also all the recruits we got that spring had reported for duty, and once

more we had a splendid, large regiment. It was necessary to make
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soldiers out of those recruits as fast as possible ; so the first thing was

to put them on camp guard, then on picket, then give them squad

drill, then company drill, skirmish drill, fatigue duty, etc. Notwith-

standing the country, the weather, the duty and everything, was just

as lovely as it could be, many of the recruits thought we were putting

on a " heap of style." We were also inspected by Gen. Elliot,

Sherman's chief of cavalry, and Gen. Gerrard, our division com-

mander. All this, of course, was necessary for the recruits, and also

to let our commanders see what condition we were in for the summer
campaign.

On the 27th of April, 1864, at 8 p. m., we received orders to get

ready to move, and with these orders we also got orders that no sol-

dier would be allowed to take any extra baggage whatever, either of

blankets nor clothing. This struck our men Jiard. We had always

done about as we pleased about carrying extra blankets and clothes.

The fact is, as we had always done extra duty, we were allowed extra

indulgences, and now almost every man had two sleeping blankets and

two dog tents, and all had their overcoats. But now Gen. Sherman

was "running the machine," and he would allow no "foolishness."

The men were recommended to bo.x their goods and store them, but

they thought that would be equivalent to throwing them away, as they

had boxed and stored effects last spring, on leaving Murfreesboro, and

had never heard of them since, some of the men losing $30 or $40

worth of clothes, our regiment being unfortunate in this respect,

for mo.st of the regiments which stored their extras, got them again.

Hence our boys boxed their extras and overcoats and sent them home,

most of which, we believe, finally got through all right.

Among the specifications of our order to move, was that we should

start with 30 days' rations, which was 1 8 days more than we had ever

started with before. Another specification was, that any soldier,

who, from any cause whatever should become dismounted, should

be sent back permanently to do guard duty in the rear; that is, he

should be transferred to dismounted infantry and never be allowed a

horse again. It is proper to remark that 2X\. goo'l soldiers of our regi-

ment paid especial attention to this order, and kept them.selves

mounted just as long as possible.

Our division was now composed of three brigades, the 1st com-

manded by Col. Long, the 2d by Col. Minty, and the 3d by Col.

Wilder. Minty's brigade was composed of the 4th Michigan, 7th

Pennsylvania, 3d Ohio and 4th United States Regulars, all cavalry.

Our brigade was composed of the 17th and Seventy-Second Indiana,

and the 98th and 123d Illinois, all mounted infantry. Long's brigade was
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not yet fully mounted and was left behind to follow as soon as mounted.

Attached to our division was the Chica<;() Board of Trade Battery.

On the morning ot .April 30th, 1864, our division moved from

Columbia for some point at the " front." VVc got an early start and

passed through Columbia and took the road south-east for Farming-

ton. We made 26 miles and went into camj) on a large stream near

that place. We had 30 days' rations and five days' forage in our

wagons. We were to draw two days rations at a time, and they

were to last us three days. Our regiment had more men mounted,

and they were mounted on better horses, than ever before, and our

officers were more particular about how we took care of our horses

than ever before. In no case were we to ride them out of ranks ; and

if by any chance a soldier should ride his horse faster than a walk he

was promptly dismounted and compelled to lead his horse the balance

of the day. This was the unkindest cut of all, and we noticed luiy

vtanv leading their horses as 'hey went into camp at night.

It had been most beautiful weather while we lay at Columbia, but

shortly after we left there it began to rain, and toward evening poured

down in torrents, and continued all night. The consequence was that

nine miles out from Columbia quite a lot of forage was thrown out of

the wagons to lighten the loads, and notwithstanding all this, the

trains failed to reach camp by six miles, and as a consequence our

horses had to stand all night without a bite to eat. This was making

a bad start.

May 1st. The bugle called us up at 3 a. m., with orders to move

at daylight. But da\'light came, then sun-up, then six o'clock, and

no move. Then a detail was made to go back to the teams for forage

;

and still later another heavy detail was ordered to go clear back after

the sacks that were thrown out of the wagons yesterday. .About

4 p. m. the trains began to come in ; but it was long after night before

the boys got in with the sacks. They had a miserable time of it, too,

and wore some of their horses entirely out. A bad start. Col.

Miller says, "our General (Garrard) does not seem to understand

this western country, having just come from the East."

May 2d. We started this morning at sun-up ; the weather was warm
and beautiful, but we had not gone three miles till there came a reg-

ular "nor'-wester" upon us, with rain, disagreeably cold wind, and

some spitty sno\\'. We passed through Farmington and took the pike

east for Shelbyville
; and as it was right here, and i 2 miles right east

on this road, that our brigade fought Wheeler on the 7th of last Octo-

ber. We noted with deep interest nearh' every foot of the way ; and as

the woods were so well marked with bullets and shells, and grape and
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canister, each soldier could tell exactly the friendl}' stump, tree, or

log, behind which he stood or lay and took deadly aim at a reb, just

so many yards away. Everything looked very familiar, but we were

passing over the road in the opposite direction to the course we
traveled then, and in quite a different manner. Then we fought nearly

every step of the way, but to-day we move very quietly, and each man
has plenty of time to verify or disprove the many ideas he had formed

of the great battle of Farmington. We camped at Shelbyville.

May 3d. We started this morning at sun-up. From Shelbyville

we took the road south-east for Tullahoma, \S miles. We had bad

roads all day—parts of them mountainous and rocky, other parts of

them very swampy. When the campaign opened in June last, Bragg

was driven from Shelbj^ville and the line of Duck River, and fell back

to Tullahoma, and there determined to "die in the last ditch " But

when our brigade struck and entered upon the work of destroying the

railroad in his rear at Decherd, his courage "leaked out," he started

for Dixie, and never stopped till he had crossed the river at Bridge-

port, 100 miles away. We camped to-night se\'en miles south of

Tullahoma. Our train did" not get up till midnight. It always seemed

to us that teamsters had a hard time of it, and that no one would be a

teamster unless he was afraid he " couldn't stand the racket."

May 4th. Left camp early and passed through Decherd long before

noon. Here we lay in the boiling sun for two hours. (The bo3's said

for the officers to " licker " up; this was slander, of course. ) It was a

terrible bore to lie in the sun W^e got dinner, and when the trains

caught up we started up the mountain, and after an hour and a half

hard climbing, leading our horses, went in camp just over the ridge,

close by a mountain spring, and just at the mouth of the railroad

tunnel on the east side of the ridge. (3ur camp was picturesque in

the extreme. The spring was so close to the top of the mountain we

wondered whence the water in it came. It formed a large brook,

which went rolling down the mountain side at a fearful rate, and a half

mile distant was a thousand feet below the fountain head, and forms

the source of Crow Creek, which empties into the Tennessee River 30

miles straight south, and is there a very large stream. While we were

admiring this grand panorama three long trains, one after the other,

came out of the east end of the tunnel, precisely like they had sprung

out of the ground, full of life and animation, and went winding along

down the mountain side like huge serpents, at a fearful height abov^e

the stream. Our rations had been out for 24 hours, and no chance to

draw till our trains came up. It was 10 o'clock before we got our

coffee and were ready for bed.
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Ma\' 5th. St;irtccl this moniinL^ l<"ig before we could see the sun.

Wc pushed down the narrow tlefile through which the stream and

raih'oad made their wa)-, and in three or four miles came to where it

opened into a little valle\'. During- the day we must have crossed the

stream near!}' a hundred times. At night we went into camp a mile

and a half from Ste\'enson, where the creek was three or four rods

wide, and in som::; places very deep. After going into camp seven

long trains, all loaded with soldiers, passed us. All were going to

the front. This looked like business, as soldiers had been passing us

for two days.

May 6th. We la\' in camp till 1 i a. m. for the empty wagons to

fill up with "grub" and forage, and then moved east up the river to

Bridgeport, 12 miles. We then crossed the river and moved up on

the east side eight miles, and did not get into camp until three hours

after night, and our train did not get in at all ; so our horses had. to

stand all night again ^\'ithout a bite to eat.

May 7th. Bugle call before sun-up, as usual, but no train till 10 a.

m. While we were waiting there was a collision on the railroad close

to camp, smashing two engines and killing two men. As soon as

the train came up we drew three days' rations and loaded 25 teams

with forage for our brigade. By 1 1 a. m. our brigade started south-

east up a long cove in the Sand mountain ; Minty's brigade and the

battery going up toward Chattanooga in order to get around the north

end of Lookout mountain, it being too steep for the trains to climb

over—they intending to meet us on the east side of Lookout and

south of Chattanooga. We kept on up the cove and by 10 p. m.

reached the top of the mountain, where we had the most beautiful

roads in the world, through a forest of red oak, chestnut, and pine

trees. We went into camp 25 miles from Shell Moun. Here we had

our first experience in burning pine knots, and are indebted to their

light for a part of these notes. These knots are a curiosity, and we

are satisfied that man)- of our readers do not know, nor ever will know,

much about them ; therefore we will describe them. They are in

shape like a very large and long sweet potato, and in many places

lying around over the ground in greatest abundance. They are all

that is left of an ancient forest, which from their abundance must have

been a large one. Every vestige of the forest has disappeared except

the knots, which, h'om their resinous nature, would never deca}-.

You could not find even a piece of an old log of the former forest,

while the present forest standing there seemed to be i 50 to 200 years old

and in the best of health and vigor. These knots were simpl}- the

limbs which had started from the heart of the tree and g-rown with the
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tree till two or three inches in diameter, then died and broken off; the

tree would grow over the end of the limb which remained upon' it

;

then finally the tree would die, fall down, and all rot away except these

butts of limbs,' which would never decay. When set on fire they

burn rapidly like tar. They made splendid torches, and we used

them for candles, lighting one end and sticking the other in the

ground. After supper we went out beyond the line of camp and

could hear artillery firing away to the east of us. This we afterward

learned was at Buzzard's Roost, in front of Dalton, and more than 60

miles away.

May 8th. VVe got a good start, and in two hours passed down ofiT

the mountain into Lookout valley, at a little town called Trenton, 30

miles south-west of Chattanooga. Here the teams that came along

with us unloaded and started for Chattanooga, and each fellow had to

take three days' forage for his horse, in addition to the loads we already

had to carry, which was rough on th.e horse, although we were never

allowed to ride either up or down a hill. We always had to dismount

and walk. Our camp last night was four miles from Trenton, and

after getting our forage we moved right across Lookout valley and

immediately started up Lookout mountain, which we found the high-

est, steepest, and most rugged, of any we had yet climbed. After

getting on top we found the mountain only seven miles wide and as

level as a floor. The descent was very difficult. The place at which

we crossed is called Johnson's Crook. After getting down off the

mountain we moved six miles east and camped on the Chicamauga,

making 23 miles for the day, and by odds the hardest marching we
had yet done—up one mountain and down two. Company I moved

two miles further, and stood on picket in what last summer we called

Pigeon Gap, but what the citizens called Dug. Gap, in the Pigeon

mountains. Right on this road is where the centre of Rosecrans'

army first ran on to the rebels after they had evacuated Chattanooga,

and in this gap, too, is where Negley's division was repulsed several

days before the battle of Chicamauga, which was fought 15 to 25 miles

north of this.

May 9th. It was long after night when the videttes were sta-

tioned, and our headquarters were in the cove. As the rebels were

supposed to occupy the top of the cove, little sleeping was done on

picket. About 3 o'clock in the morning Company I and one company
of the 123d Illinois were sent forward to take possession of the gap

and secure the pass. The hill was not so very high, long, or steep,

but was well fortified, and from the tortuous direction of the road an

assaulting column could have been raked from both sides, front and
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rear, before reachini^' the top. We never saw a position naturaliy so

.strong as tiiis one, and the rebels had fortified it so well that an

assaulting party would have had rough work getting up. When we

got to the top we found that the Johnnies had gone away ; our troops

coining down from the north on the east side of the ridge had ren-

dered this position useless, and we tell you wc were glad. By 8 a.

m. we had reached LaFayette, the county seat of Walker County,

and went into camp. This is a good-sized town, a^'d before the

battle of Chicainauga was Bragg's headquai ters. It is eight miles

from Rock Springs, where Capt. McMurtry was killed; 20 miles

from Ringgold, and 40 from Chattanooga. We spent the day forag-

ing and scouting on all the roads leading south from LaFayette.

May lOth. We lay in cam.p all day; rations out yesterday, and

little or nothing to eat in the country. Trains came up late in the

evening, but we did not draw rations till the evening of the iith.

We have now come to a point where a few explanations of the

purposes of the campaign, and the part we took in it, are pertinent,

and which given here may save the necessity of repeating at differ-

ent times and places.

After the battle of Chicamauga Rosecrans was superseded by

Thomas, and the Union army was besieged iji Chattanooga. F'our

corps came to Thomas' relief: the 1 ith, Howard's, and the 12th,

Hooker's, from the Army of the Potomac; and the 15th, Logan's,

and the 16th, Blair's, from the Army of the Tennessee.

The battle of Mission Ridge was fought, and Bragg defeated and

driven off He was then superseded by Gen. Joseph E. Johnston,

who took a strong position behind Taylor's Ridge, with his headquar-

ters at Dalton, and at the opening of this campaign, May 5th, had an

army of 65,000 men. Gen. Sherman moved against him with an

aggregate force of 120,000 men (see Sherman's Memoirs, vol. 2, p. 15

and p. 24, ) and 254 guns. Sherman's army was composed of three

departments combined into one grand army, viz : The Army of the

Ohio, commanded by Gen. J. M. Schofield, which constituted the

left wing. The Army of the Cumberland, commanded by Maj-Geh.

George H. Thomas, which constituted the center of the army; and

the Army of the Tennessee, commanded by Maj.-Gen. J. B. McPher-

son, which constituted the right wing of the army ; and to this wing

of the army, the 2d cavalry division, our brigade was attached. And
notwithstanding we were often shifted from one wing to the other, to

front and to rear, our proper place was with McPherson's corps, and

here the loth of May finds us at LaFayette, on the extreme right

of his corps.
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Early on the morning" of May iith our division took the road

east toward Resaca, our regiment being rear guard for the train. Bv
noon our train reached Taylor's Ridge, where we also found a part of

McPherson's train and a lot of beef cattle, and for the first time on

the march, saw some infantry, who apprised us that we were some-

where in the neighborhood of the main army. We could hear heavy

connonading north-east of us. We crossed the ridge at Ship's Gap,

and had great difficulty in getting our trains over. We moved six

miles and went into camp at Vilanan, in the west end of Snake Creek

Gap, and were thoroughly incorporated into the grand army of inva-

sion, having traveled 200 miles in 12 days. The Memphis and Charles-

ton Railroad runs .south-east from Chattanooga through Ringgold,

Dalton, Kingston and Marietta, to Atlanta ; and it was right along this

railroad that the whole summer's campaign was fought. In this con-

nection we explain the flanking movements for which Sherman was

pre-eminently celebrated, as our division akvays had a very promi-

nent part to perform in them. A single description will illustrate all

of them.

On the 5th of May we have Johnston and his army at Dalton, just

behind Rocky Face Ridge ; and the only direct road to get from

Ringgold to Dalton i|-|through a gap called Buzzard Roost. This gap

had been so strongly fortified that perhaps no army in the world

could ever have gotten through it if properly defended. Here, of

course, Sherman stalled. But 1 5 miles south of Buzzard Roost, in

the same impassable mountain, was Snake Creek Gap, through which,

if Sherman could pass his army, he would strike the railroad in the

rear of Dalton and compel Johnston to evacuate Buzzard Roost and

retreat, or fight on ground of Sherman's ojvn choosing. As the art

of war consists largely in one side deceiving the other, Sherman kept

up a bold front at Buzzard Roost and kept hammering away with his

artillery at that point, as though he intended to knock the whole

mountain to pieces and blow it away, while he was at the same time

quietly moving his army by the right flank through Snake Creek Gap,

and was actually astride the railroad at Resaca, in the rear of Dalton,"

before Johnston knew what he was about. A desperate battle was

fought, in which Johnston succeeded in getting across the Oostenaula

River with small loss to himself; but it shows how he was compelled

to run away from his best fortified positions without getting any ben-

efit of them. It was during these operations that we joined the army,

and we lay in camp at Vilanan all day the 12th, while Thomas" corps

passed through the gap. However, we were not idle during the day, as

scouting parties were sent south and south-west, and Company I even
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went clear back to the foot of Lookout Mountain, to see that no

nieddhng' cavahy force should pounce upon our trains from the direc-

tion of Rome. While on our scout we run on to a strange individual

who said he was Gen. Thomas' spy. It would be impossible to

describe this strange medley of horse, alligator and monkey. His

clothes were of variou.s cloth and hues, blue, brown, grey, etc. He
had a pass signed by Gen. Thomas, all right; but to this day we

believe he was a rebel, because we never could tell why he should be

just in that place just at that time if he wasn't.

On the 13th we were still in camp ; we spent the day in grazing our

horses. Last night our old friends, the loth Indiana, camped with us.

On the 14th most of the army had got through the gap, and in the

afternoon at 2 p. m. we started south for Rome, about ^6 miles

distant. Our brigade in the advance made half the distance and went

into camp at 10 p. m. Sherman, in his Memoirs, vol. 2, page 35,

says: " At the same time I dispatched Garrard with his cavalry

division down the Oostenaula, by the Rome road, with orders to cross

over, if possible, and to attack or threaten the railroad at an}' point

below Calhoun and above Kingston." Garrard's division was the one

we were in. .

May 15th.. We moved slowl)' in the direction of Rome, Minty's

brigade in the advance, the cavalry skirmishing in front, killing a rebel

captain, wounding four or five privates and taking a few prisoners.

When we reached the Arimurchee River we found the chances for a

fight first rate, the cavalry having been repulsed. This was about

four miles from Rome ; the enem)' were in force on the south side of

the river, and our skirmishers were already engaged. In the afternoon

we were withdrawn and moved back six or eight miles toward Resaca

and went into camp. Minty's loss for the day was four men wounded.

This was the day the great battle of Resaca was fought, and the

cannonading continued very heavy till late in the night.

May i6th. We I33' in camp grazing our horses, some of the com-

panies scouting. Hornaday relates the following incident, which

transpired with Company F: "Stopping by a farm house, the lady

and her daughter came out to see the soldiers, and, on being-

told we were Yankees, they opened their eyes with astonishment.

After looking awhile, the mother exclaimed: 'I say, Cap'n, our

folks has not told us the truth about you'uns; they told us you'uns

was painted savages, and that you all had horns
; but you'ns is just

like our folks, but I believe you'uns is the best lookin.'" This lady

was of more than ordinary intelligence, which shows the horrid lies

the leaders of this infernal rebellion had told to deceive the masses.

38
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Late in the evening we started north-east toward Resacca, and

away in the night met Davis' division of infantry (See Sherman)

marching as rapidly as they could toward Rome. As foot soldiers

always have the road in preference to mounted ones, and as the roads

were swampy and flanked by thick brush, we had a very rough time

getting past this division. Cavalry and infantry are never on the most

amicable terms. In this division were part of Sheridan's troops who
ran so at Chicamauga, and as we were toiling through the underbrush

at the side of the road it was impossible for us to help crowding

them a little, when they began to pay us the compliments usually

paid cavalrymen. The fact is, in the first part of the war our cav-

alry were in bad repute, and infantry thought they wouldn't fight at

all, and were always making scurrilous remarks regarding their

bravery. So when these fellows met us they began: "Johnnies

ahead, eh? that's right, skin out for the rear; that's the safest place,'"

&c. And, in defense, we began to halloo: " Make way for Sheri-^

dan! make way for Sheridan!" when we could hear them say:

"Hush! hush! that's Wilder's brigade." Thenceforth we had no

difficulty getting past the division.

It was near midnight when we got to Lay's Ferry, four miles south of

Resacca, where we crossed to Oostenaula on a pontoon. This took

us to where much of the hardest fighting had been done on the 15th.

Our army lost on that field 600 men killed and 3.300 wounded. It

was 2 o'clock in the morning before we got across. We went into

camp near our hospitals, and amputated limbs were in piles by the

hundred.

May 17th. We saddled up early apd were ready to move, but

as we did not move till 4 p. m. we had ample time to look over the

battle-field, and see some of the horrid work of war.

At 4 p. m. our division moved down the river on the east side,

toward Rome. We took a direct course through the woods and

fields regardless of roads, going through many swamps and sloughs.

Bivouacked at 9 p. m., 12 miles from Rome.

We moved on the mornihg of May iSth till within eight miles of

Rome, and then changed direction to the bouth-east toward Kmgs-

ton, and eight miles further came to a most beautiful valley, sur-

rounded on three sides by high hills. In this valley lived an English

gentleman by the name of Blanchford. His house was a mansion,

and his plantation embraced the whole valley. This delightful situ-

ation was six miles from Kingston. When we approached this

place Minty's brigade, in the advance, encountered the rebels, a

skirmish ensued, and the pickets were driven in. Most of the Sev-
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enty-Second was thrown out on different roads as pickets, and the

balance of the brigade dismounted and moved forward in line of

battle. As this movement was simply a precautionary one, not at all

unusual, and everything in front perfectly quiet, nothing was thought

of it till presently a sharp volley was heard, followed by a rattling of

rifles, that waked up the echoes of the hills. Immediately our cav-

alry came hurrying back in confusion, a regiment of rebel cavalry at

their heels, yelling like demons; the cavalry passed through our

brigade and the Johnnies came on like a whirlwind, and when within

range of our Spencers we opened on them. If ever cavalry came

suddenly to a halt, it was then and there. The colonel leading the

charge fell dead from his horse within 10 feet of our lines. The 4th

Michigan, of Minty's brigade, had several killed and wounded in this

charge. By the time the charge was repulsed there was picket

firing on every road leading to our position. This place was called

Woodlawn, and was seven miles from Adairsville, on the railroad

north-east of us. Gen. Garrard undertook to send a dispatch over

to McPherson, at that place, but the squad of six men who started

with it were driven back five minutes after passing our picket post.

Company F was sharp!}- attacked on another road and driven in, and

firing was heard in every direction from our position. The sun was

not more than an hour high, and it began to be a serious question

whether we could hold our position till dark. Garrard now started

a battalion of cavalry with orders to carry the dispatch to McPherson,

and to cut their way through at all hazards. Compaiiy I was far-

thest north-east toward the infantry, and we waited with a good deal

of suspense after the battalion passed out. In a few moments we
could hear them begin to shoot and charge, and felt relieved

that they did not come back, as the others had done. At dark the

15th corps came to our relief, and we lay in line all night. Just how
many rebels were opposed to us we never knew, but there never

was a time during the whole service when we were more completely

surrounded.

This being in the middle of a dense forest, the movements of the

enemy were concealed. When the fight began the Englishman

raised his English flag, hoping thereby to save his bacon and beans.

Wilder's adjutant general was so drunk that he rode right into the

rebel lines and was captured.

On May 19th reveille sounded at daylight, and at sun-up the 15th

corps, east of us, began to move, and shelling and skirmishing began.

We moved right back towards Rome till within eight miles of there,

then turned south and about eight miles from our camp struck the
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Rome and Kingston road, and turned east about lo miles from King-

ston and moved toward that place, and when within two miles of it

our whole brigade charged into and through the town, and five miles

south-east, to a bridge across the Etowah. This was a long as well

as a lively chase. We were told that the enemy had been driven into

a bend of the river and that this bridge was their only chance of

escape, and that we were to hold it at all hazards, and against all

comers. For our part we didn't believe a word of it, but most of the

men did ;
they said we had the rebels completely bagged this time,

and no mistake ; so we went to work with a will and before night had

a line of works thrown up from which it would have cost a good

many lives to have driven us. By reference to Sherman's book, you

will see that he really expected a decisive battle to be fought right

here. We lay all night in our trenches and had ample time to dis-

cuss the situation. Although private soldiers are supposed to know
nothing of general movements, it is a little surprising how well posted

the most intelligent were on the situation on that night. Indeed, we

could tell nearly about the exact situation of the two armies just by

the artillery firing we heard during the evening. The subject of bag-

ging rebels was largely discussed by the whole regiment. The truth

is we did have them bagged just like we had at Dalton, Resaca and

other places; but unfortunately for us the mouth of the bag was the

wrong way, and when the Johnnies got ready they simply went out

and took the bag along with them. It was so this time, and before

the morning of the 20th, Johnston's whole army was across the

Etowah, and he had taken position in the Alatoona Mountains. But

to keep up the deception as long as possible, we were compelled to

lay in the trenches all day on the 20th, when we knew as well as we

knew anything that there was not a rebel north of the river, because

we had not heard a single gun fired the whole day.

May 2 [St. We are lying in a beautiful camp, in a most pro-

ductive country, close to a large spring, in the best of health and

spirits. We have made lOO miles of hard driving and fighting in 15

days; and are now catching our breath. This country has never felt

the effects of war before, and there is an abundance of food and

forage in the country, especially south of the river, and we have sent

over numerous scouting parties to-day, which all came back heavily

loaded ; and also report Johnston as being reinforced. His position

south of the river, near Alatoona Pass, is a strong one, and may require

flanking to get him out of it.

May 2 2d. Still in camp with orders to be ready for a 20 days'

march to-morrow morning. Sure enough Sherman has determined to
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cut loose from the railroad and his base of supplies, take 20 days'

rations and forage, to move around the Alatoona Movmtains and com-

pel Johnston to fight somewhere else. We got orders to shoe up all

the horses, to wash our clothes, to have inspection and get every-

thing in good shape for to-morrow, Had inspection early in the

morning, washed up all our clothes, and had glorious fun bathing. In

the evening- we had preaching by our Chaplain, and were never

better fixed for moving.

May 23d. I^arl)' this morning we crossed the river from our camp

at Big Spring bridge, our division in advance, and were immediately

followed by the 15th corps; this corps took straight south-west for

Vanwert, county seat of Polk County, while our division moved

straight south, up the west side of the luihartee River. As our divis-

ion was moved on purpose to mask or cover the movement of the

infantry, we will explain: As fast as our head of column would strike

a road running east a company would move on that road and dash

lip boldly toward the rebel pickets that were strung along up the

Enhartee River, attack them and drive them in. If the Johnnies showed

fight we were to fall back quickly as though we were few in numbers

and did not want to fight. These movements were kept up till the

middle of the afternoon, and the 15th corps had g'ot away off to the

south, near Vanwert, when we moved off rapidly and camped near

that place. We encountered the rebels on every road running east

and some skirmishing" occurred on each occasion, but we were careful

not to aggravate them too much. We passed over the most delight-

ful country we had seen since crossing the Tennessee River, and we do

not recollect to have seen so much growing wheat in any 10 days of

our life. Corn was a foot high, and a great deal of it.

May 24th. Our division moved early, Minty's brigade in the ad-

vance, taking the direct road to Atlanta. As our regiment was in

advance yesterday, we were in rear to-day, and did not get started till

9 a. m., and then the infantry followed close after us. After passing

through Vanwert we turned south-east and began to climb the Alatoo-

na Mountains. These mountains are not very high nor steep, but

the most rugged, rocky and barren of any we have yet seen. The
country is desolate beyond description. We moved along slowly till

the middle of the afternoon, when we came down off the mountains

to quite a large stream, called Pumpkinvine Creek. Here Minty's

brigade ran into the rebels, capturing about 20 of them ; several of

Miaty's men were wounded. He moved two miles forward to Dallas,

or near there, when he met a rebel force coming in from the north,

which Johnston had sent there on a scout. These rebels pitched into
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Minty, and a sharp fight ensued. We suppose this was the first inti-

mation that Johnston had of the real state of the flanking movement.

Minty's cavahy soon gave way, and our brigade was hurried up, dis-

mounted, and immediately made a spirited attack ; our battery was

brought up and began to shell them. We soon found the rebels were

in strong force and position, and as the sun was nearly down we con

eluded not to press them much ; but we kept up a sharp skirmish till

dark, when the rebels and our division fell back a distance. Our
division left a strong picket right where we had the fight. We think

Company C was on this post. The adjutant of the 17th was mortally

wounded in the engagement. We moved back west of the Pumpkin-

vine and bivouacked. McPherson's command camped four miles back

on the mountain, and when Garrard reported to him that the rebels

were in front, he would not believe it.

May 25th. Our men who were on picket last night, where we

fought last evening, had a lively time; firing was kept up all night.

Immediately after breakfast details of 10 men from each company

were sent for forage, all under command of Lieut. Cravens. They
went across the creek and east to our picket post, then turned south,

wandered around over the hills for several miles, finding nothing but a

few blades. Here Lieut. Cravens got discouraged and turned back

toward camp, and Sergt. Magee took a part of the squad and went

further; along with this squad was Capt. Vance's negro. We hadn't

gone far till we ran right into the advance guard of a rebel brigade,

and before we knew it were nearly surrounded ; we are prepared to

say the rebels did some good shoeting too. We had urgent business

toward camp just then, and started accordingly, the Johnnies after us,

hollooing " halt! halt !

" but we didn't halt, and were soon lost to the

sight of the pursuing rebs, and our hats lost from our sight, too, as

the brush was very thick. At the first fire the "nigger" was close

beside us, riding an old convalescent mare that had been abandoned
;

he was barefooted, but wore spurs that would weigh a pound apiece,

the rowels of which were*more than an inch long. He seemed just to

pick his old mare up on his spurs and shake her a few times, and she

went bounding over the brush like a big straw hat over the prairie on

a wTndy day, or like the fabled Pegasus.

About the time the rebels came upon us, they also charged on our

pickets in front of Dallas, and drove them clear back across the creek

and thus were between us and camp. The whole brigade was ordered

into line and held the rebs at bay till the 15 th corps came up and

relieved the brigade. But how to get to camp was bothering us ; the

rebs were between us and camp, and we were between two bodies of
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rebs. The "nigger'' got to camp; how \vc never could tell, neither

could he ;
perhaps he and the old mare flew. He told the Colonel we

were all captured, and Capt. Thomson was sent out with a battalion to

look after us, and you better believe we were glad when we accidentally

stumbled on to him. We got back to camp about 10 a. m., and just

then the infantry came up.

Gen. McPherson, still thinking there was no force of importance

in front, ordered our division to Powder Springs, 12 miles south-east

of Dallas. We saddled and started, but from the terrible fighting we

heard soon after starting, we incline to think McPherson found some-

body in his front ; and the truth is, it was mote than a week before Mc-

Pherson 's army got as close to Dallas as we had been. We were stopped

about six miles from camp, and Sergt. Magee got his hat* We lay

around all day without unsaddling, picketing heavily to the east and

south.

May 26th. Laying in camp all day, ready for any emergency,

we learned more about the terrible fighting McPherson had yester-

day. Col Miller says we are out of corn. Stock suffering, and

horses dying e.very day.

May 27th. We were up and saddled early, and lay in camp till

8 o'clock. Col. Miller says in his notes: "I took my regiment

(Seventy-Second) to support Col. Minty in an effort to put the infan-

try on the Povvder Springs road. This will be remembered by all

who participated as one of the terrible fighting days of the war for

this army, and for our regiment especially. Fighting in Minty's

brigade had begun before we left camp. We had nearly four miles

to go to get to Minty's position, and though we were not long get-

ting there, yet the rebels had swung around on Minty's right and

fired into the lead horses of the 7th Pennsylvania, and had driven in

the skirmishers. We rushed straight into the midst of the fray, and

skirmishing began before we got dismounted. We assure you we
were not long in getting into line behind a fence and in pushing our

skirmishers forward. We had no time to get our line of works

strengthened by logs till the enemy began to shell us furiously, and

for two hours they warmed us up lively by dropping their shells

much too close for comfort. Indeed they had our range and distance

so accurately that they could gauge their shells to burst within four

feet of us nearly every shot. Providentially none burst in front of

our line, and none of us were hurt. It is surprising how close to the

ground a fellow can lie on such an occasion. Our battery took a

position to our right rear, and for two hours the music was lively, if

not so cheerful. About 1 1 a. m. one of our guns was having a
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caisson moved along in the rear of our line and about lOO yards be-

hind us, when a shell went directlv through the two wheel-horses,

just behind the fore legs, cutting off both the stirrup straps of the

driver. About two minutes later they dropped a shell right down
in the middle of our lead horses, three-fourths of a mile in o'ur rear,

scattering them in every direction. About i o'clock the skirmishing in

front of our regiment was severe. Alferd Birt, private of Co. I, had

his right arm shattered to pieces by a sharp-shooter, the same ball

going through his arm twice. He died of exhaustion. He was a

recruit, and an excellent soldier. We lay in line of battle till dark,

but of course did not succeed in getting the infantry on to the Dallas

and Powder Springs road ; indeed, we didn't get within two miles of

it. At dark we went back to our old camp.

May 28th. We quote Dr. Cole :

'

' Moved out again to-day, and

went into line on the right of the infantry ; our left closed up to

McPherson's army. Temporary works were erected, and every pre-

caution taken for suitable defense. The enemy occupied a strong

position in our front. The engagement opened with severe artillery

practice, which after a while slackened, and we could then hear

their savage yells as they charged McPherson on our left.

Failing to move the veterans of the Tennessee, our line was tried

in the same manner, the demons yelling like bloodhounds as they

approached our works, where they were met with leaden hail from

1.500 Spencers, which handsomely repulsed them. Our loss was

slight—one man killed and two* wounded. The rebel loss v^as heavy,

as they had no shelter. A rebel, whose wound I dressed, said that

just before they made the charge on our brigade they were told that

the line was held by colored troops, who would be easily driven back.

"

This night will long be remembered by all who held horses. The

lead horses of the whole brigade were parked a half mile in rear of

our lines, and all under command of Maj. Carr. By some means the

rebs found where our hoVses were, and late in the evening began to

shell them, and they had to be moved ; but still the shells kept drop-

ping among them till after midnight, when Carr moved them back

nearly two miles to get them out of danger. The horses had been four

days without anything to eat, and there was scarcely a vestige of herb-

bage of any kind for miles around
;
and it makes one's shoulders ache to

think of the terrible pulling and jerking the men had to endure to keep

the whole outfit from getting away from them. We always preferred

taking the skirmish line to such work as this.

On the morning of the 29th Dr. Cole says: "The musketry and

artillery practice continued all night, and my position was made pecu-
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liarly unpleasant by the occasional dropping of a leaden messenger

in the immediate vicinity of my humble couch of three rails laid

together on the ground."

Sunday, May 29th. All day our brigade lay in line just where we
fought yesterday, and we spent much of the day throwing up dirt to

strengthen our works, the artillery and skirmishing going on constantly

night and day. The rebels treated our line with a little more respect than

yesterday, having found out that we were not " niggers." Soon after

night our brigade quietly withdrew from the works, audit was the inten-

tion of McPhcrson's army to do likewise ; but just after we fell back

the rebels became aware that some change was being m.ade in the lines

and immediately charged the infantry on our left. We suppose the

infernal regions can furnish nothing so horrible as these night attacks

were, and shall attempt no description of this one, (See Sherman, vol.

2, pp. 43-46,) but close with the words of Dr. Cole, who says, "they

make sad work for surgeons and grave diggers. " Company C had been

on the skirmish line for two days and a night, and when the brigade was

about to fall back Col. Miller told Capt. Glaze that the brigade was

ready to move, and said: "Keep up constant iiring, if you can, till

the brigade is well out of the way." They kept it up till near inid-

night, by which time the rebels were getting nearer and nearer.

Sergt. Dan. Moore was left with a squad to hold the skirmish line

till the company should get mounted. The company waited for him

till capture was imminent, and left without him, taking to thii woods

to get away, and supposed he was certainly captured ; but Dan.

turned up all right the next day, to the joy of his comrades.

As soon as our brigade was relieved it moved back, but as the

horses were so far away, it was 10 o'clock before we reached them
and got mounted. We moved back four miles, to where we struck

the Pumpkinvine on the 24th; crossed it, and then turned north and

moved four miles, then east four miles, and were still but six miles

from where we started; yet it took us nearly the whole night to

make it. Our horses had not had any grain for five days, and scores of

them fell dead in the road that night. The men were so overcome
from exhaustion and want of sleep as to remember this night's march
as one of the most miserable of their lives. About 3 o'clock on the

morning of the 30th we laid down and had an hour and a half of

good sleep—the first we had taken for nearlj- 72 hours.

May 30th. Up at sun-up and ordered to saddle, but at 10 a. m.

we were ordered to unsaddle and send out foragers ; by noon most of

them had come back with nothing but a few small bunches of green

wheat in the bloom, which, in the exhausted state of our horses, was

39
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little better than nothing. These old Alatoona Mountains are the

most God-forsaken country we ever saw ; two whippoorwills could

scarcely get a living on a mile square, and if a third one should come

on a visit, he would have to bring his rations or all three would starve

to death.

Our butcher, Johny Spies, Company F, here killed some beef,

which was the first we had had for a long time. We speak of it be-

cause it was the last he killed for us, for in two days the Johnnies got

him and took him to Andersonville. He was a very clever man, and

is still living at Boswell. Ind, Jordan B. Roberts, private Company

I, who was detailed to drive and herd the beef cattle allotted to our

division, tells in a few words the terrible time the cattle had eating

the scrubby white-oak bru.sh to keep life in them a few days. He
says their orders were to look over the herd carefully, and to pick out

the ones to kill that were sure to die before the next killing; yet in

spite of their best endeavors to fulfill the orders, they would some-

times make mistakes, and the next morning the old bull would be

dead, which was not only a clear loss to the government, but the

soldiers got that much the less beef

May 30th. Saddled up at 5 p. m., and ordered to go to the west

of our train. Moved two or three miles and camped.

May 31st. Lay in camp all day; got a few handfulls of corn for

our horses, the first since the 24th.

June 1st. We moved north eight miles toward Etowah River and

camped near Burnt Hickory. John Spies, private Company F, the

butcher, was captured.

June 2d. We moved 16 miles north and camped on the Etowah

River, neat Cartersville. Our camp was beside a large field of wheat,

15 acres, perhaps; the wheat was ripe, just ready to cut, and would

have made 40 bushels to the acre and as nice as we ever saw. In

three days there was scarcely a stubble of it left three inches long.

This campaign was short but terribly severe. We had lost one-third

of our horses and the men suffered very severely, an idea of which

can be given by stating that we lost 25 pounds in weight, and all our

comrades suffered quite as severely. The object in coming back to

this camp was, ist, to recruit our- horses, 2d, to guard the pioneers

who were building a bridge there, over the Etowah River. The
bridge here which was quite a structure was burned by the retreating

rebels; it was over 100 feet high and 100 yards long. After crossing

the river the railroad runs through the Alatoona Pass, or gap, and it

was this gap Johnston occupied when we began the flank movement
on Dallas. We are picketing pretty strong here as the cars run right
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down to this place, and are piling up rations and forage rapidly.

Vast trains are in the neighborhood, and should a division of rebel

cavalry dash in here, they could make bad work for us.

Our men have already put a wagon bridge and two pontoon bridges

across the river here. These pontoons are curious things and deserve

description. They are simply a light, stout frame of what would

make a boat 14 feet long and four wide ; but instead of boards being

used to cover the frames, stout duck canvas is used. Two men can

easily carry one, and they can be put together and laid down on the

water in five minutes, and taken up as quickly. These boats are

anchored a proper distance apart in the stream and used the same as

bents of a bridge, stringers reaching from one boat to the other,

which are covered with plank for a floor, which completes the bridge.

Very heavily loaded trains can cross on them. They were extensively

used in the army, and those who handled them were organized a.s a

special branch of the service, called pontoon corps.

We lay in this place, picketing and resting our horses, till June 7th,

during which time Sherman had tried to let go his hold near Dallas,

where we found the rebels so well fortified in the hills round about

that they could not be moved. On the ist of June Sherman began to

push forward the left wing of his army and tried to withdraw his right,

but the rebels watched every movement so closely that every motion

was the signal for a fight Dallas is 18 miles from the railroad at Big

Shanty, and Sherman had been trying to push his left wing eastward

far enough to get back on to the railroad again, but up to the 7th it

was still five or six miles from Big Shanty. On the morning of the

8th we crossed the pontoons and took a south-east direction over the

Alatoona Mountains, leaving Alatoona station to our right. We
made 12 miles for that day, and camped two miles east of Ackworth.

As before stated about one-third of our brigade had lost their horses^

and these were left behind to-day, all under command of Col. Kirk-

patrick, and sent back to Columbia, Tenn. , to do guard duty there.

Col. Long, with the 2d brigade, was left at that place when we started

to the front, and brought his brigade up yesterday
; so our division is

about the same in numbers as it was before the dismounted men were

sent back.

June 9th. Up early and were ordered to leave our pack mules in

camp and be ready to move at the sound of the bugle. As before in-

timated, Sherman never seemed very friendly toward cavalry in gen-

eral, and our division in particular; and while he was continually de-

pending on us to do some daring find dangerous service, he never

seemed willing to give us credit for what we did. While, to our
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mind, there never was any good reason for the rule, yet we always

had to go ahead and make reconnoissances and find out for the infantry

where the enemy were. It often occurred that we were nearly

marched to death running from one wing of the army to the other,

hunting the whereabouts of the rebels, while the infantry would be

getting fat lying behind their works, snug as a bug in a rug. While

we were in no sense cavalry, except that we had horses to ride, we
always had to bear the odium attached to that branch of the service.

Sherman had frequently said he never saw a dead cavalryman ; and it

is not surprising that inferior officers and privates should get to

believe that it was so because we never got close enough to the enemy

to be killed. This, however, did not worry us so much, because we
were willing our fighting qualities should go before the world as proven

by the number of rebels we had killed and captured ; what galled us

worse than all else, was to be sent on an important expedition, to

learn some important fact, and after we had got all that had been sought,

and more, to be treated as though the information wasn't of much im-

portance, or that it wasn't reliable. Take, for instance, the battle of

Chicamauga, when Rosecrans actually refused to believe the rebels

were crossing the creek till 10,000 of them, were across. Then at

Pumpkinvine, on the 24th of May, when we had a fight in the evening

and McPherson said it was only a picket post. So this morning, as

usual, we were ordered to make a reconnoissance toward Marietta and

find the enemy. Sherman,, with his usual distrust, sent one of his staff

officers over to go along with us, and to see that we found something.

As we moved out. Wilder was in an ambulance by the side of the

road, and the men began passing the word along the line, "Wilder

has the diarrhoea, to-day, and Miller the brigade ; there is something

up for us to-day." We speak of this because it was the last we ever

saw of Wilder, and further, as a coincidence that whenever the brigade

got into a fight Col.^ Miller was always with it. When about two

miles from Big Shanty we struck the rebel pickets and drove them in
;

but just before getting to the village we saw a long line of rail works

reaching clear across the fields between us and the town. W^e dis-

mounted, and at this juncture it was found the Seventy-Second was

without afield officer; Col. Kirkpatrick had gone back and Maj. Carr

had become very suddenly indisposed. Capt. Thomson, Company

D, senior officer present for duty, took command and moved the reg-

iment to its place in line. The brigade moved forward, and at a single

charge cleared the works at a bound, and sent the rebels flying through

the town, This charge was made without much loss to us. We had

killed a few rebels, wounded more, and captured some, which were
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duly taken to Sherman's staff officer for inspection. That officer

simply remarked, " a cavalry picket. " Our lines were straightened

up in the farther edge of the town, and just down in the edge of the

woods another line of works was visible. Our orders on this occasion

Avere to advance to a certain point, fire four rounds and lie down.

AVhen all was ready we started. This time the rebels were in num-

bers equal to two to one of us, but when we got to the point where

we were to lie down, the rebels opened on us such a volley that we

felt it worse to stop than to go ahead. They peppered us like hail,

but in a minute we were on to them, and as they went flying down

through the woods we poured volley after volley into their backs, and

followed them to an open space where we could see fresh earth

thrown up beyond. We lost several men in the brigade this time,

and captured 30 prisoners ; these, too, were duly paraded before the

doubting staff officer, and Col. Miller told Gen. Garrard that it would

hardly be possible to go farther without having to fight the whole of

Johnston's army, directing his attention to the long line of smoke and

camps not two miles away, at the foot of the Kenesaw. We could

also see a fort to our left, not a mile off. The General asked the staff

officer if he was satisfied ; he said he was himself, but as all the pris-

oners as well as the dead seemed to be cavalry, Sherman would say he

had not gone far enough to know anything certain. Col. Miller then

showed him the long line of breastworks, just across an open space,

in the edge of the woods, behind which with his glass he could see

the men throwing up dirt to complete their works—all of which he

admitted ; it would certainly have satisfied Sherman if he had been

there to see, that the whole of Johnston's army was in his front. Gen.

Garrard said to the officer,
'

' Col. Miller can bring you in some infantry

the next drive he makes, if that is what you want, for you can cer-

tainly .see that the Johnnies behind the works are infantry."

After getting the brigade in good line, and letting the men under-

stand that we had to produce some infantry prisoners before Sher-

man would believe there were any there, we started for their works

across the field. The men knew as well as the officers that this

advance meant business and bloody wo.rk, as they could plainly see

the Johnnies waiting for them. The whole brigade moved forward as

one man, without firing a shot, until within shoit range, and then,

with a cheer, set forward, determined to give the rebels a chance for as

few shots as possible. At this point the flag-bearer was disabled,

when the brave Capt. Thomson, of Co. D, sprung to his rescue,

caught the flag in one hand, and, with sword in the other, he led

the advance of his regiment. He triumphantly bore the banner and
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led the regiment until the third line of defense had been carried, and

the enemy driven back. Though the Captain, in his noble daring,

escaped the missiles of death, the flag of the regiment he so heroi-

cally bore was riddled with balls. The clash of this charge was

terrific, but lasted only a minute. Our men went over the earth-

works, killed a captain and several of his men, and captured a com-

pany, officers and all. We did not attempt to hold this line of

works, and upon bringing off the prisoners they were marched up

to the staff officer with their guns and accoutrements all on.

"Well," said he, "if that does not convince Sherman where John-

ston's army is, he will find out when he occupies the ground we are

now on with his infantry." Garrard then said to Col. Miller: "What
do you say to the way the sharp-shooters are sending their compli-

ments, and the looks of those movements on our left?" Col. Miller

replied: "I think the best for our good will be to get out of here.""

Sherman's staff officer said: "Yes, and that soon, or /will. Those

balls make more noise in the brush than I am used to at headquar-

ters. " The brigade soon got to their horses and made good time get-

ting back from under the fire of the sharp-shooters, feeling we had done

a good day's work. Col. Jordan, of the 17th Indiana, tells of an

incident that day, when he obeyed orders the most cheerfully he

ever did in his life. It was the habit of Maj. Vaii, of that regiinent,

to always go into action on horseback, and, said Jordan, " of course

I also had to, or the men would say I was a coward. After the last

charge, although we had ta!ken their works, the sharp-shooters kept

up a constant buzzing of bullets around our ears. We rode up to

brigade headquarters on the road, when Col. Miller said: ' Get down
off your horses; no sense in sitting there just to be shot at. ' Then 's

when I obeyed orders promptly."

We moved back to our camp, two miles from Ackworth, at 9 p. m..

It is proper here to state that McPherson's army was five full days fight-

ing its way up to 'the point we reached on the 9th. Company A
was not in the engagement, through no fault of the men, as they

would have much preferred to have taken part in battle than to have

been on picket ; but some one had to do picket duty, and the lot fell

to them. Just after starting out of camp, and while the column was in

motion,a detail was made from the regiment and placed under command
of Sergt. Magee to go and hunt beef cattle. This detail fell into an

ambush down on North Noonday Creek, near Little River, and had

one horse killed and Private William H. Clark, of Co. I, captured.

He was a good soldier, and died in Andersonville. In the engage-

ment for the day, Patrick Lellis, of Company H, was severely
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wounded in the shoulder, and as he was being taken to the rear he

hallooed to Sergt. McClure to take care of his horse until he got well

enough to come back. His horse was a great favorite with him, but

he never got able for duty afterward, and was discharged in Novem-
ber following. He was a good soldier. Andrew Fiddler, of Co. C,

was seriously wounded in the right fore-arm. James Schoonover, of

Co. F, thigh and left leg, severely. James McCann, of Co. C, right

arm and elbow, severely. Thomas Haywood, Co. E, while on the

skirmish line, and when holding his gun at a " ready," had a musket

ball pass through the breech of his gun and knock the wind out of

him, but soon recovered, and was able to return with the command
in the evening. Loss in the brigade was 14 wounded—five in our

regiment.

CHAPTER XXVHI.

From June \oth to July a,th, 1864

—

Rain, rain—50,000 Soldiers Cheer

a Locomotive Whistle— Col. Wilder Retires from Service— Out of the

Wilderness— Great Guns Bristling Horribly from the Mountains—
Very Close to the Rebels, and Can Hear Them Talk—Grand Artil-

lery Practice— Terrible Fighting on the igth— The Seventy-Second in a

Close Place in the Rain— Close Call for Capt. Kilborn—Artillery of
Heaven and Farth in Full Play— Casj/alties—Sherman Peremptorily

Orders Garrard Across Noonday Creek—Mintys Brigade Crosses

and is Roughly Handled— The Seventy-Second Comes to the Rescue—
A Rebel Letter, zvith About a Lie to the Word—Andretv Bryant

Captures a Rebel ivilh a Stick—A Rebel Chases Capt. Vance Around

an Old Oak Tree—Description of Kenesaiv Mountain—Assault on

Kcnesaw, and 100,000 Men in Mortal Combat—Camp at Buszard'

s

Paradise—Filth Concentrated—Flies Blow Oiir Clothing and Every-

thing Else—Sherman Flanks Kenesaw—Kenesazv Taken—Rebel

Caricature of Gen. Sherman— Where's Gard ? ivhere's Gard ?—
Skirmish at Rottemvood Creek—-John Barnard Lies in the Creek all

Night— The Fourth of July in Camp.

June loth. We lay in camp till near noon, and then moved north-

east three miles, when we struck a road running south-east toward Mari-

etta. We followed this road six or eight miles, and went into camp six

six miles north of Big Shanty. We found plenty of rebels on the road in

front of us. On our march we passed through a comparatively level

country, densely wooded. We also passed over quite a scope of

country that had once been worked for gold, the long deep trenches

being still open just as the miners had left them, being very dangerous
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pits to fall into. Heavy rain and thunderstorm this afternoon.

June iith. Up and saddled early, ready to move by daylight, but

it began to rain soon and rained all day hard, and we did not move at

all, remaining in camp saddled, expecting every minute to mount, as

Minty's brigade was on the road in front of us, and his pickets kept firing

occasionally all day, and just before night the rebs charged them, and

killed and wounded several. This made quite a racket, and in less

than three minutes our regiment was mounted and on the gallop toward

the firing; but before we got to the posts the rebels had fallen back

and all was quiet, and we went back to camp.

June I2th. It rained all day again, and most of the men put up

their tents, for the first time, we believe, since leaving Columbia,

Tennessee

!

June 13th. Still raining, and the armies are doing nothing. Our
regiment sent out a strong foraging squad under command of Capt.

Thomson. They went north to Noonday Creek, and found plenty

of corn. The country gets better as we gradually get down off the

Alatoona mountains, eastward.

June 14th. We lay in camp all day, and the only thing to note

is the coming up of our train with forage and rations. There is one

thing connected with this campaign that excites our profoundest admi-

ration, and that is, the Avay Sherman keeps up his railroad and our

rations. On the iith the High Tower bridge was completed, and an

engine crossed immediately, put on right down to Big Shanty, and as

it came up to the station and gave its loudest whistle and said, " How
do you do, Gen. Sherman?" the sound was greeted with loud and

prolonged cheers from more than 50,000 soldiers, and a corresponding

growl of displeasure from the rebs. As the engine went screaming on

down the road six miles further, to a water-tank, and got water the

Johnnies greeted it with artillery from their batteries on the Kenesaw
mountain, dropping their shells all around the engine. Nothing

daunted, the brave engineer got his water, and came back amid the

deafening applause of all the army who were near enough to hear,

and we voted him a hero. The coming of this friendly iron horse,

with its shouts which made the mountains and valleys echo and re-echo

in thrilling tones, "Make way for Liberty!" caused more genuine

heart-rejoicings throughout that host of loyal heroes than even though

they had been reinforced by a corps of 20,000 men. Right away the

rations began to pile up at Ackworth, which made every soldier think

he had come to stay, and that our provisions were assured. The sun

came out to-day, the first time for several days. We speak of the

weather, because it has so much to do with army movements.
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On June 15th Col. Wilder retired from the service, and Col. Miller

took permanent command of the brigade. Dr. Cole became our

brigade surgeon, and Dr. G. W. Kirkpatick, broth€!r of Lieut--Col.

Kirkpatrick, became regimental surgeon, and Maj. Carr had command

of the regiment. That day our brigade moved to the right of Long's

brigade, near Big Shanty, to fill a gap between his brigade and the

infantry Our movement provoked the rebels to make an attack on

Long, resulting in a sharp skirmish and the killing and wounding of

]8 of his men. Co.mpany C, of the .Seventy-Second, while scouting,

got on the road in front of Long, and came very near getting into

battle with the entire rebel force. Col. 1 .ong came up behind them,

and expressed great displeasure that they should get in his front.

Capt. Glaze suggested to the Colonel that his brigade' would get

whipped if it went much further ; but the Colonel, Braddock-like, didn't

thank the Captain for his advice, proceeded, and was whipped, with

the loss above stated. Our brigade was fortunate that day, and

suffered no loss. The movement spoken of brought us out of the

forest wilderness. in which we had been ever since we left the Etowah,

into an open and tolerably well cultivated country.

On emerging from this forest we could see, for the first time during

our service, nearl}' the entire field of strife. The panorama was terri-

bly grand and awe-inspiring. Had we the time, and the power of

Homer, we should like to describe it. What was most repugnant to

our feelings, and made us shrink back a little on emerging from the

dark woods, was to see on the north end of Kenesaw^ an eight-gun

battery, of largest calibre, which saemed within a stone's throw of us,

and ready to drop death and destruction amongst us. The battery

was really four miles away, but so clear was the air that the grim

guns seemed very near. The truth is, as we swept our eyes over the

scene, homble with devices and enginery of death, the prospect for a

speedy termination of the conflict was not at all .encouraging. Every

mountain and hill, in front and away to the right, fairly bristled with

artillery and swarmed with rebels. Never before had we seen so

many rebels at one time.

We immediately threw up a line of works and joined them to the

works occupied by the infantry. The rebels were in heavy force just

in our front, and Noonday Creek, another Chickamauga, winds along

between us and the north end of Kenesaw, and we were exactly north

of that mountain. We occupied this position till the 19th, doing

nothing but keeping up a strong skirmish line in front. Our pickets

and those of the enemy were so close together that after night, wlTen

it happened to be still, v/e could hear every word the rebels said when

40
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talking in loud conversation. But during the night, as a rule, we
had more noise than in the day-time, for it seemed that the rebels

took special delight in keeping us awake, and it often appeared to us

that every hill and mountain had suddenly become a volcano, and

from 500 craters were pouring down upon us streams of fire and death.

These artillery duels after night were the most thrill ingly grand exhi-

bitions we ever witnessed. Dr. Cole says, June iSth: "The earth,

as far as eye can reach to the south-west of us, is one vast sea of

breast-works and rifle-pits." Col. Miller says: "Roth sides are wast-

ing a heap of powder, and the story is circulating in c^mp that some

one told Sherman he never could take Kenesavv mountain. He replied

that he would 'take it, or shoot it d—d full of old iron.'
"

June 19th will long be remembered as one of the great battles of

Kenesaw. It is true that some part of our lines had been fighting

every day, and almost every hour, da}^ and night too. But to-day

the zvJiole army was engaged and th'e fighting terrible. During the

night of the i8th the rebel army fell back on both its flanks and short-

ened up its lines so that Sherman thought they had retreated, and

ordered an assault along the whole line. Our division was ordered to

cross the Noonday Creek. We were up and saddled by sun-up.
_

About 8 a. m. we mounted and moved straight to our skirmish line,

then dismounted and formed line facing south-east, and moved for-

ward about a half mile, where we struck the Marietta road, on which

we had picketed so many days. Our brigade swung around to

the right across this road, which here runs due south. The two

cavalry brigades were on our right and left rear to protect our flanks.

We had hardly straightened our line when the rebels opened on us

with a three-gun battery, away across to oar left front, from a lunette

fort, and skirmishing began in front. WemDved forward about a half

mile, driving the rebels before us, when suddenly we came upon a

large, deep stream, which we could not cross, while just on the opposite

bank was a heavy line of works composed of rocks and earth, and

beind these works lay a heavy line of infantry ready to slaughter us.

Before we got to the stream it began to rain in torrents, which pre-

vented us from seeing clearly what was before us, and we were not

aware of our proximity to the creek nor to the rebels on the other

side till we ran fully up to the creek. The bluff on the opposite side

was higher than on ours, and as soon as we reached the creek, and were

thrown into some confusion to know just what to do, the Johnnies

opened on us but fortunately overshot us. As muddy and raining as

it was we dropped upon our bellie.s, and opened fire on them. This

stream was not at any place more than three rods wide and at some
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places not half that width ; but it was very deep and the banks very

steep. This was the first time our brigade had ever met with an obsta-

cle it could not go through or over. But here we were really checked.

Wc could not go forward. We nevei retreated; and so -were " in a

fix." The rain was still pouring down in a deluge and proved a God-

send to us, for once, for in two minutes the smoke was so thick wc

could not see across the creek. The rebel lines and ours at the right

of the regiment were not six rods apart, and at the first volley or two

the rebels had wounded a half dozen men. After the smoke got so

thick neither side could see we had the advantage of them, as we kept

firing at the flash of each other's guns and we could give them about

20 shots for every one they sent us. We soon made them keep their

heads behind their works. P'or a short time we thought they had got

the range remarkably close. Capt. Glaze says of this affair, "Com-

pany C had been on the skirmish line all the night before, and when the

command moved to engage the enemy, left C in the rear. Not wish-

ing to remain there, the hazardous attempt was made to join from the

rear the regiment, which was then under fire as spoken of above.

We were soon aware of our mistake, but having started, determined

to go on. Any one who has never gone to front under fire can form

no idea of the danger. The rebels • were across the creek, upon a

high bluff, too steep to ascend, and the regiment were lying on their

faces in the wood. Firing down, as the enemy did, most all of their,

shots went overhead, and the "high " ones were what made it so hot

for Company G. By jumping from tree to tree, and from one log to

another, we all managed to escape unhurt, but it was a miracle. Capt.

Kilborn had a narrow escape that day. While sitting with a number

of us in a fence corner, a bullet barely missed his head and buried

itself in a rail behind him. It was impossible to protect ourselves, and

it was a wonder our loss was not a heavy one, and we owe it to poor

shooting or good luck that any of us are alive to tell of it."

We have spoken of a lunette fort on the south side of the

creek ; when our line got to the creek we were about even with this

fort, and the enemy opened on us from it with shells, which went

whizzing and sputtering right over our lines from end to end, but

luckily for us they had again cut their fuses too long and the shells

went tearing through the trees and exploded to our right. But we

assure you they made us flatten out on the ground wonderfully.

This continued li^lf an hour, when our Board of Trade Battery got

into position and opened on the fort. The rebs then let us alone and

went to throwing shell at the battery. About the first one they

threw went away over the battery and exploded in Dr. Cole's ambu-
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lance train, scattering them in every direction. It was still raining as

steadily as ever; the excitement had all worn off, and everything had

settled down to business. In about an hour our battery had disabled

the guns in the fort and they quit firing. Our battery then moved

around on to a ridge to the right rear of our regiment in order to get

a position from which to rake the rebel line of works. From the

excessive rains of the past few days their ammunition was bad, and

for a time we were in much more danger from our own battery than

from the rebs, the shells dropping in our rear and exploding behind

us. It was some time before we could get our batterymen to under-

stand what was the matter, and when a shower of grape and canister

came pouring down over us, the most of the right wing of the regi-

ment wanted to get out of there.

We can think of nothing so terribly awful as this battle, except

that Chicamauga approximated it, but was on a smaller scale. Bear

in mind that it was pouring down rain in torrents, the lightning flash-

ing a constant sea of fire from above, and the guns a sea of fire be-

neath
;
peal after peal of deafening thunder, and volley after volley of

more deafening artillery, roiled on earth and in heaven, which made

the ground tremble and shake, and the reverberations and re-echoes

through the mountains made a constant roar more terrific than that

of a thousand Niagaras. All this time, with thunderbolts, shot and

shell, crashing and shrieking above and around us, we were lying flat

on our bellies in the mud. By two o'clock the infantry away up the

creek to our right had succeeded in getting across the stream, pushed

the rebel line back till their position at the creek became untenable

and they let go their hold and retired, leaving but a skirmish line in

their works in our front, which kept up a desultory firing. The rain

had raised the creek to a flood and we did not attempt to cross, but

about an hour by sun fell back a short distance to the rear, threw up

a line of works and lay behind them all night.

After the rain ceased it turned cold and we lay in the mud and slush

all night without fire.

The casualties were as follows : Capt. John Glaze, C, wound in

left leg ; Capt. John C. Scott, H, wound in foot
;
private John I.

Williams, K, compound fracture left arm, severe
;

private Thomas

H.ughes, K, left fore arm
;
private Sandford Bowen, K, contusion of

right hip; private H. S. Kreshere, K, Shoulder; private Michael

McCain, C, forearm.

Sherman, as usual, seemed displeased because we had not succeeded

in getting the whole division across Noonday Creek, (see Sherman,

2, 56). And on the morning of the loth, peremptorily ordered
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"Garrard to cross the creek. We all well knew that the entire force of

rebel cavalry was just across the creek in front of us, and Garrard

mildly suggested that in the present condition of the roads it would be

impossible to move his artillery, and was extremely hazardous to cross

without it. But Sherman's partial failure all along his lines seemed to

exasperate him, and he ordered Garrard to go across at all hazards.

So Gen. Garrard, not even hoping to make a permanent lodgment

on the east side of the creek, concluded to send but a single brigade

across at first, to make a reconnoissance. Col. Miller told him that it

was rather a doubtful move, the force being too large to run, and too

small to fight much, and proposed to take our whole brigade across,

prepared to fight all that might come against it. At this time there

were four companies of the Seventy-Second on picket. Garrard sent

Col. Minty, with the ist brigade, across, about i or 2 p. m., nearly

two miles below where we fought yesterday, and at the .same time

detachments from the other two brigades went scouting to the north

and rear of us. .Vlinty had crossed north-east of our camp and

turned straight south, and when just east of us very suddenly and un-

expectedly found himself attacked on three sides ; he was effectually cut

off from retreating by the way he had advanced, and his only chance

was to fight the best he could. Sergt. Remley, Co. E, in his notes,

says :

'

' From our picket-post, the whole of the battle was in plain

view, and was the hardest cavalry fight I ever saw." This was about

3 p. m., and it began to rain and never ceased till midnight. Minty

could do nothing but fight, which he did with courage and discretion,

his regiments charging the rebs furiously to check them till he could

send for help. Part of our brigade was hurried down to the creek to

help Minty " to let go," as he had such a hold that he couldn't with-

out help. The pioneers were hurried down to the creek to make a

bridge across the nasty stream for our men to cross on, but before

any of our brigade got to the creek the rebels had closed in on Minty

from north, east and south, and with charge after charge were driving

him into the creek, and on the north had taken possession of the

road and actually compelled some of them to jump their horses into

the creek, where they became mired down and the men had to aban-

don them. It seemed but a question of a few moments when the

whole brigade should be swept into the creek. Everything was in a

hurry and roar. Our battery was got into position and began to shell

the woods. Our men dismounted, bravely charged across the creek

Avith cheers, and drove the rebels back; they rallied, came on thicker

and thicker, driving Minty's brigade before them, till they came in

range of the Spencer rifles, when they promptly checked up, and
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Minty's cavalry crossed on a bridge that had been hastily built by the

pioneers. During the progress of the fight those of the Seventy-

Second who were in camp were lying quietly, but we could plainly

hear the terrible conflict going on over the creek, and when the rebels

set up their devilish yells we began to get ready for a fight, and Capt.

Pinkerton and Capt. Thomson began to form the companies. The

infernal yells still coming louder and closer, we started on quick time

for the creek, but as we neared the stream it seemed to us, from the

terrible noise and yells, that the rebels were just gobbling up every-

thing before them, and every man of the Seventy-Second was excited

to the highest pitch. Just then a most terrific thunder storm burst

upon us, and as the lightning's blaze would illumine the heavens with

oceans of fire, and in an instant midnight darkness would follow, we
set up such a cheer, and went down to the creek with such a rush,

that the rebels must have thought a whole division was upon them.

They ceased firing and retired as a hungry lion when armed men rush

upon it, and our cavalry got back over the creek without further-

molestation, barely escaping the red fangs of death or the fate of cap-

ture.

Dr. Cole, in his report of this battle, says: "Col. Minty was ordered

out with the ist brigade, but had- scarcely crossed his command over

the boggy bottom, when he was attacked by a large force and thrown

into confusion, his regiments falling back in disorder. At this time the

3d brigade (ours) was ordered over to his relief, and finally succeeded in

checking the enemy and holding that side till nightfall, when the troops

were all withdrawn. This situation was a desperate one, and we con-

sidered ourselves fortunate to get out of it." Col. Miller, in his notes,

says :

'

' My brigade had three killed and seven wounded. Minty

had 1 1 killed, 40 wounded and several captured."

The rebels left 30 killed on the field, but carried off all their

wounded. Of the two brigades—Minty's and our own—there were

about 2,200 men engaged. Now, this is our side of the story—

a

plain, unvarnished statement of facts—and to show you that one chiv-

alrous Southerner was hardly equal to their oft-boasted task of whipping

three Yankees, we give their side of the story, as published in the

Atlanta Appeal, a paper which we captured on the 3d of July, just

east of Marietta:

"Coirtspo7iclence of Atlanta Appeal.

"SUCCESSFUL G.WALRY EXPEDITION OF WILLIAMS' KY. C.WALRY BRIG.^DE.
'

' Five Miles North of Marietta, Ga.
, Jime 2 1

.

"Editors Appeal:—A brief account of a little expedition, made-

on yesterday by a portion of Wheeler's cavalry, on the flank of the-
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enemy, may prove interesting to the readers of your highly appre-

ciated and popular paper, and also gratifying to Kentuckians, to learn the

gallant part this little brigade acted in a fight that reflects great credit

on our arm of the service. About 12 m. yesterday Gen. Wheeler

learned that the enemy was advancing on the Bell's Ferry road, in the

direction of Marietta, and also that he had a for^e occupying the

Noonday church. He at once decided to move and attack the enemy

and drive him. from the road- and, if possible, to cut him off There-

fore orders were given and the command moved at 2 p. m., this brig-

ade in advance, commanded by Gen. Williams, and followed by the

divisions of Gens, Kelly and Martin, (two divisions and one brigade.)

We moved up by a circuitous route on a road little traveled, which led

into Bell's Ferry road at Noonday church. Upon arriving within 60D

yards of the church. Gen. Williams directed Lieut. -Col. Griffith, com-

manding the 1st Kentucky regiment, to scour the Woods to the left of

the road on which we were moving, and drive the enemy's videttes

and pickets, while Major Lewis, commanding the 2d Kentucky regi-

ment, was ordered to drive the enemy on the north of the road, and,

if possible, gain possession of the Bell's Ferry road north of the

•church, in order to prevent the enemy from moving on us from Wood-
stock or Dr. McAfee's. While these orders were being promptly and

gallantly executed, the 9th Kentucky and 7th Kentucky battery, and

Allison's squadron, were moved to the rear of a hill about 300 yards

from the church, and formed in full view and under the fire of the enemy,

which came from the church and dwelling house, and an old cotton

gin behind which the enemy was strongly posted. Two companies

of the 2d battalion, under the command of Capts. Harris and Hum-
ber, were dismounted, and ordered to drive the enemy from and take

possession of the houses, which they succeeded in doing after about

15 minutes' hard fighting against a greatly superior force. The 9th

Kentucky regiment was formed to charge the enemy in case he was

driven from the houses, and the moment the Yankees began to show

their backs, with a yell, and led by the gallant Col. Breckinridge, the

9th was upon them, and soon began to club them with their guns.

Noonday Creek runs near the church, is a very muddy stream, and almost

impassable except where it is crossed by a ford. About ico of the

Yankees being unable to gain the ford, were cut off and attempted to

cross below, when so many of their horses became mired down as to

almost completely bridge the stream. The frightened Yankees, taking

advantage of their misfortune, abandoned their mired horses and crossed

on the backs of those in their front. Col. Breckinridge, with the quick-

ness of perception, dismounted his men and charged the fleeing Yan-
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kees on foot, crossing many of his men over the same pontoon horse-

bridge made of Yankee horses, while the remainder of his men waded

the stream, waist deep, capturing over 20 prisoners. About this time

were seen large columns of the enemy on the opposite hill, preparing in

turn to charge the two dismounted companies oi the 2d battalion and

the 9th Kentucky regiment, which had already gained the opposite

side of the stream. A battery was also brought in position, and began

to open on us with but little effect.

" All was now excitement, as the enemy adjusted his lines prepara-

tory to the charge. But it was soon over, as but a few moments

elapsed before on he came to meet the same fate as before. A few

well-directed shells from the 9th Kentucky battery completely

checked and routed the column moving on it, while the column

moving on the two companies of the 2d battalion was met by the 3d

confederate regiment, supported by the 5th Georgia regiment. _ Here

for a few minutes a hand-to-hand fight ensued, but Gen. Kelley having

gotten his command into position on our left, and Gen. Martin his

division on Kelley's left, our whole line was ordered to advance, when

we drove the enemy for over a mile, completely routing him from

every position, and driving him pell-mell through the wood. A heavy

rain and night coming on prevented further pursuit. The enemy left

a large number of his killed and wounded upon the field, being so

hotly pursued as to not be able to get them off The forces we fought

were Gen. Wilder's troops, under command of Gen. Garrard, and

were greatly superior to ours, besides having every advantage of

position, but notwithstanding all this he could not resist the impetu-

osity of our men. His loss was not less than 20D, while ours was not

more than 40. The loss in this brigade was 17 killed and wounded.

Our whole cavalry was managed with great skill by Gen. Wheeler."

This, of course, does not quite average a lie to the line, but the

most casual reader will not fail to note the disparity of numbers be-

tween two whole divisions and a full brigade on the part of the rebels,

to much less than two brigades on the part of the Yankees. We
have given our exact loss, as the records will show, and also the.

number of the rebel dead actually counted on the field, to say nothing

of others not found, or mortally wounded and carried off by their

friends.

Night and total darkness came on so suddenly, as before indicatdd,

that rebels and Yankees were all mixed up on the east side of the creek,

and there were many thrilling adventures took place. A great many

of our men stayed all night east of the creek. We only have time

and space for a single incident. Andrew Bryant, private Co. G,
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by some means found himself in the rear of the rebel lines without

horse or gun. After night set in, the first thing he knew he ran into

a long line of cavalr)', and wasn't long in finding out they were John-

nies, but was too close to retreat. Supposing, as a matter of course,

they were facing toward the Yankees, he started through, and when

asked where he was going told them he was going to his regiment.

When asked what regiment, he told them the 5th Georgia, or some

other rebel regiment. Fortune favored him, for they told him that

regiment was on the skirmish line, and he passed on through, but

when away from the main line made up his mind to avoid the skir-

mishers if he could, lie wandered around for some time, when he

ran suddenly upon a reb leaning against a tree, and he quietly picked

up a stick, slipped up to the Johnny and gave him a slight punch with

it, and told him to throw down his gun, which he did. Bryant picked

it up and stood guard over the Johnny till morning, when he marched

him into our camp. One of our men, belonging to the 98th Illinois,

had his thigh broken, and lay out in the rain all night, and was

brought in next morning. He said several times during the night

the rebs came very near him, as they were hunting up our dead

and stripping the clothes off of them. The poor fellow had to have

liis leg taken off, and never rallied after the operation.

June 2 1 St. In camp. Raining all day; we did nothing but care for

the dead and wounded.

June 22d, Still raining. For six days our clothes have never been

dry ; everything seems to be stuck in mud, but the everlasting roar of

artillery goes on all the same. We send out strong scouting parties

every day to our left rear, to see if the Johnnies are not trying to get

around on our hard-tack line.

June 23d. Our camps are just where they have been since the

battle of the 19th, and are simply detestable ; the mud is deep enough

to swamp a horse. To-day we moved south-west, up the creek, to

more comfortable quarters. Just after noon our brigade moved across

the creek in a south-east direction, to help the infantry make a drive,

as we called it ; that is, we protected their left flank while they ad-

vanced their lines. These advances always brought on a fight, and

our brigade had some fighting but had no loss.

VVe had advanced toward the rebel lines and were throwing up tem-

porary works, but before we had got them completed a regiment of

cavalry charged upon us. They came in an oblique direction from

the vVay we were facing, and struck our right in the flank, some of

them coming in behind our line. One fellow, more venturesome than

the rest, got nearly to the centre of the rear of the regiment before
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any one saw him ; the others had disappeared about as suddenly as

they came, but this fellow seeing Capt. Vance, Company I, standing

there doing nothing, went for him, cheese-knife (sabre) in hand and

death in his looks. Vance just then made the best time on record

around an old oak tree, yelling at the top of his voice for some one to

"shoot the d—d rascal." This was a sight of fun for the boys, but

Vance failed to see any in it, as he had nothing but his old frog-sticker

and was no match for a well mounted trooper with revolver, carbine

and sabre. Corpls. Samuel, K, and Huntsinger, A, shot and wounded

the rebel, but his horse carried him out of reach of our lines. Long's

brigade had two men wounded to-day. As soon as the infantr}- got

their lines established we went back to camp north of the creek.

On June 24th there was nothing but scouting and picketing. On the

25th we had the opportunity of passing ov^er the battle-field after the

battle, which is of great value in getting at the facts as to the topo-

graphy, directions, distances and points at which the hardest fighting

had been done. On that day Company I went on picket at the ford

where we had the fight on the 19th, ( other pickets had been there

before us ) and we had a good opportunity to verif}' or correct all our

impressions of the fight. We occupied the rebel works on the south

side of the creek, one-half of the company in the lunette fort and

the other half further south. On the morning of the 26th it was

very foggy and smoky, and the rebels undertook to capture the squad

in the fort by crawling up from the south-east between the two posts,

and were actually within 25 yards of the fort when discovered. Our

bo}'s opened on them, but the Johnnies charged into the fort so

quickly that we hardly knew what we were about. Our boys jumped

over on the outside of the fort and opened fire on them, and our post

further south poured in an oblique fire on the rebels and they left very

suddenly ; the fog and smoke permitted them to get away. Near

noon they tried it again, but were handled more roughly as this time

we could see them before they got so close. The sun came out that

day for the first time in several days, and was hot enough to roast

eggs.

June 26th. This afternoon we moved camp a mile south of the

creek, which brought us close to and just in the rear of the left wing

of the infantry, and also on ground that had long been occupied as a

camp by the rebel cavalry, and certainly the most filthy and detestable

place we ever saw ; but we propose to pay our respects to it another

day. When we went to bed we had grders to be ready to move at

six o'clock.

On June 27th the hardest fighting since the siege of the Kenesaw
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commenced. We were called up early and saddled before daylight,

but at 6 a. m. were ordered to fall in on foot, leaving our horses in

camp. Our brigade moved with a day's rations in hax'ersacks south-

east about two miles and closed up on the infantry ; but before we

had our lines straightened the rebs commenced to shell us, the shells

exploding high in front of us and the pieces passing over us thick and

fast, whistling " VVher-r-r-r-are-re )'ou, wher-r-r-rare-re you ?
" which

made us flatten out for a while, and Dr. Cole says it was fortunate for

us that we were worse scared than hurt. Somehow or other, they

failed to get our range, so we straightened up our lines and threw up

a strong line of works and held our position, with our skirmish lines

300 yards in front all day. Nothing special occurred; the shells kept

coming over us all day, at times in showers, but were very high and

beyond scaring us badly did no harm.

Hitherto we have purposely let the other part of the army take

care of themselves, but we are sure that a little" explanation here \\'ill

be of interest to the general reader. Since the 9th of June the rebel

army has occupied Kenesaw Mountain and the approaches thereto.

Kenesaw itself is a narrow, high and \'ery steep ridge, breaking off

ver}' abruptly at the north end ; very steep and rocky on its north-

western face and tapering off into a long, low ridge, at the north-east

and south-west ; it is three miles long, but the ridge extends south

much further. Sherman's army had gradually driven the rebels f?om

one strong position to another till now they occupied onh' the moun-

tain itself and the ridge extending south.

The rebels had a strong line of works extending from the northern

end of Kenesaw nearly east, and to-day our brigade is facing that line

and about i,ooo yards from it. Sherman had worked his army plump
up against the northern end of Kenesaw and all along the north-west-

ern face, and along the ridge south. It seems impossible to go farther.

The rebels are so strong at every point that they cannot be moved.

There are but two alternatives ; either to assault and go through them,

or pull up and go around them, as had been done at Snake Creek

Gap. This time Sherman chose to assault ; a very sad mistake as the

event proved. So this morning he ordered a strong feint at our end

of the line and also at the other end of the line 20 miles away, in hope
that Johnston might thin out the center till our troops could break

through.

Hy 8 o'clock the fight began along the whole line and was terrible

beyond description. Never before in the history of our war had so

many men been engaged in mortal combat at the same time. It is a

safe calculation that on our side there were at least 60,000 men en-
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gaged, and of the rebels at least 40,000, making 100,000 nnen bent

and determined upon each others' destruction. VVe have no words to

describe this awful day. To us who had but little to do but listen to

the roar of artillery, the hissing of shot, the bursting and shrieking of

shells, the terrific crashing of small arms, the shouts and groans of

the combatants, and see the work of death, the sight was sickening

and might well make one ashamed of his race. The infantry next to

us made a splendid charge and partially took a strong line of works,

but were driven back with terrible slaughter. So the battle raged all

along the west side of the mountain, and so it rolls away down to the

right 10 miles along aline of flame, and smoke, and blood. But on

the extreme right of the army our men are more successful and drive

the rebels back till the extreme right of the army is just about south

of us, while Marietta is between us and them, and Kenesaw is a mile

to our right Our men on the south have taken three lines of the

enemy's works and hold two miles of them, but are driven from the

third with fearful slaughter. This has all occurred before 10 a. m.,

and it has become apparent, even to Sherman, that the assault is a

failure and that it is worse than folly to try further to drive the rebels

from their works. Our men from this hour only aim to hold all they

have gained'; but the rebs are not satisfied with this ground already

taken from them on their right, and make three desperate attempts to

recover it, but are unsuccessful and lose heavily, which in the game

of war partially compensates for onr terrible loss. Near sundown we

are relieved and go back to camp.

June 28th. It has quit raining so steadily, and the weather is so

intolerably hot at midday that we are glad to lay in the shade.

While we lay here we shall pay our respects to our camp, as we

promised to do nearly a year ago. We introduced you to Maggot Hill,

on Duck River, and then thought we had seen all the stinks in the

universe so compounded, concentrated, and intensified, that there

could not be anything beyond, above or beneath it; but we just

confess we had never smelled the "boss" stink till we came here,
*

nor sa.w filth till we saw it here. The truth is, the whole of Gen.

Wheeler's corps, about 10,000 men, had been in camp right on this

ground from the 8th of June till the 19th, and it looks like they tried

to see how much filth and nastiness they could leave behind. W'e

have said before that we never saw a rebel sink. Now, if you can

tell how 10,000 men could void all their excrements for 10 days on a

few acres of ground, without literally covering the whole surface, you

beat us. This of itself would be sufficient reason for the man in the

moon holding his nose while passing over our camp ; but added to
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this were the rotten carcasses of hundreds of dead horses and mules,

and the offal of all the beeves they had killed in that time. But all

this is not what we want to call your attention most particularly to

at present. We spoke of maggots before, and all we said was true,

but here we are struck just in a way we never were before. We
told }-ou several days ago that our clothes had not been dry for a

week. Well, they are more or less wet all the time yet, and the

tormenting flies not only deposit their eggs on the filth spoken of,

but on our clothes, and blankets, and bread, and sugar; and there

isn't anything in this country that we know of but what they do

blow. We have come in off picket or scout with our horses and'

sleeping blankets wet, unsaddled our horses and thrown our blankets

in the sun, and in two minutes thousands of flies would swarm
around them and deposit their eggs on the blankets, and in a few

minutes more maggots would be crawling all over them
; and as we

lay down to sleep these pestiferous vvigglers would get in our shirts

and squirm and twist all ovt^r us. We can compare their plowing

and sucking to nothing but a mole trying to bore a hole in the mid-

dle of a hard road. Of course what we are telling must be repug-

nant to the refined and elegant, but we could not be a true Historian

unless we told the facts just as they were. It was our misfortune to

have a large hole in our arm, eaten there by poisonous vaccination,

and in spite of our every effort to keep clean, the worms would get

into that sore and from that would crawl all over us, and it makes

every fibre of our flesh creep yet as we think how they wiggled and

squirmed, and sucked and plowed their beaks into our creeping

skin. We boiled our clothes every day of the world when we had

time to do it, but so long as we lay in this camp it did but little

good. Just why green flies should blow clean sugar, and black-

berries fresh from the bushes, we never could tell; but they

did do it. The only way we could manage to keep our bread was

to leave it in the boxes, break open a box just at meal-time, and

eat all there was in it at a single meal. The only way we could get

any good of our beef was to kill it in the night and cook and eat it

before morning. Of course "body-guards," in a general way, were

the soldiers' torment; but we had rather have a thousand "body-

guards" than a hundred maggots. W^e dedicated our camp on Duck
River "Maggot Hill." We call this "Buzzards' Paradise."

July 1st and 2d were as hot days as we ever saw, and it rained in

showers both days, and the maggots literally moved us out of camp.

We moved back south-west, on higher ground, where we had a

pleasant camp. As we had nothing to do but to picket and scout,
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we could have enjoyed ourselves hugely but for the intolerable heat.

About this time it began to be whispered that Sherman contempla-

ted soon to begin another one of his flank movements, and com-

pel Johnston by strategy to do what he had failed to make him do

by fighting. His plans were to move his whole army by the right

flank and abandon the siege of the Kenesaw, and were completed

by the evening of the 2d. at which time our division was ordered

back nearly to Big Shanty, and three companies of each regiment in

our brigade were ordered to relieve all the skirmishers along the

north and west of the mountain. Thib was a good plan, as one

company of our regiment could do as much shooting with our

Spencers as a whole regiment could with single shooting guns. As
soon as it was dark three of our companies, D, I, and C, took their

places, and the whole army, except our division and the 15th corps,

with muffled artillery, moved off to the right, and long before day-

light were miles away. The entire absence of skirmishing and

artillerj'firingduringthe nightwasominousfortherebs, and they started

off for Dixie, too. As soon as it began to get a little light, our boys in

front of Kenesaw began to feel their way forward, and by the time

it was fairly daylight our men had reoched the top of the mountain,

and we could see them running along the ridge. Then burst forth

one long, loud and continued cheer, announcing to the rest of the

Union army that at last Kenesaw was ours. Sherman immediately

ordered our division and the 15th corps to pursue with all possible

speed, and by 8 o'clock our signal flag was waving from the top of

Kenesaw, and the 15th corps had got started. But our companies

had to come back to the division, after which the whole division had

to draw rations, which took up considerable time, and it was near 10

a. m. before we got started. We took the road from Big Shanty to

Marietta, which led us around the north end of Kenesaw mountain.

The 15th corps had got started an hour sooner, and went around the

south end. As soon as we got beyond our camp of yesterday, we
began to pass line after line of the most substantial earthworks, which

the enemy must have hated very much to leave, because he was

comparatively safe behind them as long as we persisted in fighting

in front of them. But no sooner did Sherman move his army past

them on the flank than these works became useless to the rebels.

This made the mistake of Sherman, in ordering the assault on the

19th, and again on the 27th., the more glaringly apparent. The
most stupid soldier we had would remark: " Why didn't Billy do

that long ago, and save the 5,000 men he lost in the two assaults?"

To-day the Seventy-Second is in the advance, and Companies A^
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F, D, and I, advance guard. As we passed the north end of Ken-

€savv we encountered a most substantial hne of earthworks running

straight east, and had to follow along it some distance before we

could find a place to get through. After getting through it and

within a mile of Marietta we saw a large board nailed up to a tree,

and painted on it were characters representing " Billy Sherman Hug-

ging g Nigger WencTi," and underneath the pictures were the words:

" Come oil, and we II give you a ivarm reception on the 4th."

This convinced us that the rebels had not hurried away, but had

done it deliberately and on purpose, and the real history of the case

has proven that both armies began to move at the same hour of the

night—Sherman by the right flink, and Johnston to retreat. But

the fact still remained, all the same, that Johnston's constant falling

back from such strong positions was most discouraging and demoral-

izing to his army, and cause of great joy and encouragement to our

own.

The siege of Kenesaw^ had virtually lasted from June loth to July

2d, and was a remarkable one in many respects. Thousands of brave

men lost their lives ; its lessons were learned at tremendous cost, but

were ziv// learned, and had an important bearing upon all the subse-

quent movements of this army ; and, in estimating simply the factors

of war, were worth all they cost.

It was about noon on July 3d, 1864, when the Seventy-Second

entered Marietta from the north, and a few minutes after we got on to

Main street the advance of the 15th corps came in from the west, and

a few minutes later Gen. Sherman came up with his staff, and was as

full of wrath as a steam-chest, and swearing worse than the army in

Flanders. Garrard, our division commander, was back with the head

of column, which was just then coming in from the north. As soon

as Sherman got up to us he began to let off steam about this way:
'

' Where's Gar'd ? where's Gar'd ?" (as he called Garrard. )
'

' Where'n

the h— I's Gar'd?" Pretty soon Garrard came up, when a perfect

storm of abuse broke forth from Sherman, mingled with cursing,

because Garrard hadn't got into Marietta three hours sooner. Gar-

rard very mildly and meekly tried to explain to him that his men had

to come down off the mountain, walk nearly four miles to get to their

regiments, and then to draw' rations before he could start at all, all of

which took time ; but Sherman got madder and madder, and finally

railed out :

" Git out of here, quick !" Garrard asked him which way
we should go. '

' Don't make a d—d bit of difference, so you get out of

here and go for the rebels." So we lit out of there ively, but during

the "parley" the infantry had passed right on through town, taking
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the road straight east to Roswell, and as this was the only road we saw

that would likely give us our proper place on the left, we took it, too,

and in our hurry to get past them got terribly mixed up, and some

cursing was done ; but a half mile east Sherman turned the infantry south

and a mile further sent a staff officer ahead to turn us south-east. In less

than two miles from Marietta we ran on to Wheeler's cavalr}', cover-

ing the retreating army as rear guard. From the time we got. inside

the rebel Avorks we had been picking up many stragglers, who were

entirely worn out with the terrible fatigue of the protracted siege, and

were glad to quit fighting, Skirmishing began immediately, and we

began to push them back. The woods were full of roads leading in

almost every direction except in the direction w^e wanted to go. The
roads had been prepared by the rebels in anticipation of this retreat,

and we had not gone more than four miles from Marietta till we found

our four companies all deployed on as many different roads, and all

skirmishing lively. The rebels seemed to be moving more to the

south than we were. During the skirmishing Company D captured

a couple of Johnnies, who'w^ere taken back by one of the men, and as

the woods were very thick, they both started to run in different direc-

tions. Our man soon brought one of them "to" with his Spencer,

but the other one would have gotten away entirely if he had not run

into another company and got captured again. About 3 o'clock in

the afternoon our regiment got concentrated on a road leading toward

Atlanta, while Minty's and Long's brigades picketed the roads to the

left of us. This road was a mile east of the infantry, that is, we were

both moving in the same direction, but there was a gap of a mile

between us. We commenced to move forward, and the rebels began to

thicken in front of us. Sergt. W. R. Stewart, Co. A, was in charge

of the advance videttes, and after receiving the fire of the enemy
immediately charged upon them and chased them across Rottenwood

Creek. Here the videttes halted till the balance of Company A and

the other four companies came up ; then Orderly Sergt. R. W. Pilling

was ordered to take a part of Company A and move across the

creek. There was a piece of open ground on this side of the creek,

and a high bluff thickly covered with brush on yon side. Company
A rode into the creek and let their horses drink ; all was still as death

beyond, but just as they got out of the creek on yon side a volley was

poured into them. John Hughes, private, was killed ; Stephen Gard,

private, was shot through the lower jaw, shattering the bone ; George

Staley, private, was captured ; and as the company turned to get out

of there Sergt. Samuel T. Stewart's horse pitched him down the bank

into the creek, injuring his back so he could not stand up. John
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Barnard got dismounted and would have been captured had he not

jumped into a drift pile in the creek. Sergt. Barnes' horse was shot

through the jaw, and absolutely refused to go further, and Barnes had

to run across the field on foot, getting many a close call from the rebels

as he did so. The balance of Company A got safely back out of

range of the rebel fire.

John Hughes was a Georgian by birth, and had joined Company A
but a few days before the battle of Chicamauga, and in that battle

fired 54 rounds at the enemy. He was on the Mississippi raid, and

always ready for duty. George Staley, who was captured, was a

good soldier, always cheerful and ready for duty. The poor fellow

died in Andersonville.

As soon as the firing commenced on A, the other Companies, F,

D, I, E, and some others, were hurried up under command of Capt.

Thomson, dismounted and moved up to the support of Company A.

This was about 4 p. m., and from that till sundown the skirmishing

was kept up, at times quite lively and severe. The balance of the

brigade did not come to our help, and we found the rebels so strongly

posted and in such numbers on the opposite side of the creek that we

could not move them, and made no further attempt to cross the creek.

Samuel Stewart, who had been pitched down a bank eight feet high,

and badly injured, dragged himself along down the creek, and w'hen

the firing slackened up a little managed to get close enough to our

lines to be heard by our men, and was rescued, but for many weeks

was a terrible sufferer in the hospital. John Barnard, who got dis-

mounted and jumped into the creek, thought he would just wait there

till the command came up ; but the command did not come, and as

he could not get out without exposing himself to the rebels, he lay

there till dark, expecting to get out then ; but just as soon as we fell

back the rebels placed their pickets along the creek so close to him

that he could hear every word they said, although they only talked in

very low tones. John said he was afraid they would hear his heart

beating, for to save his life he couldn't keep it still. He had not laid

in his uncomfortable position long till he got so chilled and so thor-

oughly miserable that many times during the night he was upon the

point of calling to the rebels to come and. get him; but then he would

think of Andersonville and hold on a little longer. This fully illus-

trates the terrible dread we had for that fearful hell for Yankee prison-

ers. Towards morning the pickets were withdrawn, and John crawled

out, but was so benumbed as not to be able to stand ; finally he got

into camp, all covered with mud, and in the most deplorable plight

you ever saw a man. John was "six feet six" high, and when he

43
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got to his company and finally assured himself he was really not a

candidate for Andersonville, he straightened himself up, and in his

peculiar style and brogue said :
" Well, boys, that was pretty rough,

wasn't it ?
"

After we rescued Stewart we quietly withdrew and fell back a mile

and a half, where we found the balance of the brigade had gone into

camp. Our regim.ent captured 20 prisoners for the da}-. Loss, one

killed, one captured, and two wounded.

July 4th, 1864. Bugle call this morning at 2 o'clock, and orders to

be ready to move at daylight. The division moved out at sun-up,

and as the rebels were still in force about where we left them yester-

day, we left our horses in camp and went on foot. Our brigade formed

line nearly where we lay yesterday evening, and our battery was got

into position and shelled the woods across the creek ; but we found

we were a mile in advance of the infantry on our right, and still

further to the right the infantry were meeting with strong resistance,

and heavy fighting was iji progress. We did not try to advance, but

the heavy firing we heard to our right reminded us of the " finger-

board" we saw north of Marietta, yesterday, which said "come along

and we'll give }'Ou a warm reception on the 4th." About 10 a. m.

the infantry to our right rear began to advance and shell the woods,

their shells dropping right into our lines. An orderly was sent to

tell the infantry to quit shelling in our direction, but no attention was

paid to him and the shells still kept coming. A staff officer was sent

who told them they were throwing their shells right into our rear. The
commander of the infantry brigade said he knew that could not possi-

bly be, as he was very sure no part of the army had advanced farther

than his brigade. Our staff officer told him he was certainly mis-

taken, and if he didn't quit throwing his shells into us we would be

compelled to fall back
;
yet he would not believe we were in front

tnitil he sent one of his own staff officers over to see. This is simply

another exhibition of the contempt the infantry had for the service

rendered by mounted soldiers. It was the middle of the afternoon

before the infantry got their lines up even with us.

Of the vast pile of manuscript now before us, we find that every one

speaks of the manner in which we spent the 4th of July. Col. Miller

says: "We made a heap of noise for the benefit of the enemy." Dr.

Cole says :
" Had hoped to celebrate this day in Atlanta, but may

yet see several long days before reaching that city." Records says:

" Out of rations and o-rations. " Hall, Co. D, "Big dinner, parched

corn and coffee." McClure says: "Short of hard-tack." While

Sergt. Stewart has a reminder of it nearly this way : Capt. Thomson
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and Stewart were pointing;- out to a member of Gen. Garrard's staff

the position of the enemy, when a sharp-shooter sent tliem his com-

phments in the shape of a Minie ball, which went throu<^h the back

of Stewart's coat, also cutting four holes in his shirt and blistering a

road across his back an inch wide and four inches long. Of course

Stewart jumped about a rod; the ball then went through a pine

.sapling and lodged in a horse's foot. In the evening our division

went back to camp, simply leaving a strong picket to keep up our part

of the line of battle. Sergt. Remley says: " Our company was on

picket and we were so close to the rebels that we could hear the

officers giving command, and toward morning could hear the rumbling

of artiller}' as they commenced to fall back."

CHAPTER XXIX.

From July ^tJi to August \6t/i, 1864

—

Feeliug for the ChattaJioocJiie

River— Very Hot Weather— Blaekberries Abundant—-Burning Fac-

tories in Roszvell—Huntingfor Fords on tJie ChattaJioocJiie— IJuilling

Description of Wading the CJiattaliooeJiie iu Front of tJie Enemy, and

Driving tJie Rebels from TJieir Position— " Bully Boys! WJiisky

in tJie Morning

r

—Some Duckings and tJie WJiisJ^y in tJie Morning—
Preaching in JZi>sioell— PorJc Found in a Graveyard— Corn Standi

and BlacJzberries— " Yoiiuns Will 'FlinJc' Around We'uns"— Take

McAfee's Bridge—Ignorance of the Natives—Destroying the Railroad
—Destruction of Stores at Stone Mountain Station— Closing in on At-

lanta—Heavy Fighting— Burn Bridges Across Yelloiv River— Capture

and Burn Trains— Capture Prisoners—Bum Mills and Stores at

Covington and Other Places—Loading Doivn loith Tobacco—A
Scorpion in our Coffee

— '

' Gim-me a CJiaw Tobbakker "

—

Gen. MePJier-

son Killed, and Great Sorrow Over His DeatJi— LigJitning Brigade

Surrounded— Cutting Our Way TJirougJi tJie Rebel Lines—Running

Rebels— SJierman's Explanation—Stoneman's Capture— We are Put

in the TrencJies Before Atlanta—Facts About tJie Siege of Atlanta—
Hard Battles—ApproacJiing tJie Enemy s Works by l^arallels—
" WJierevcr You See a Head SJioot at It''— Scenes Among tJie

Rebel Dead—A Dead Rebel CJiases a Live Yankee— We Leave

tJie TrencJies and Go to Decatur— Figlit with tJie Rebels Near Decatur
—End of Our Second Year's Service— Celebrate the Day WasJiing

and PatcJiinsr.

July 5th, 1864. This morning early our division was relieved

entirely from the front, and we went back four miles toward Mari-

etta, and when within two miles of it turned east on the Roswell road,
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moved four miles and turned into the shade, while scouting parties

were sent south and east to the Chattahoochie River. It was too

fearfully hot to do anything. Late in the evening we moved on and

went into camp four miles from Roswell, in a dense wood. Here we
had three days' rest, and never was rest more needed, or more

enjoyed. The dense shade shielded the burning rays of the sun

from our heads, and the woods were so full of blackberries—such

large and nice ones—that a man in a few minutes could pick as many
as he would want to eat through the day. They were so conducive

to health we almost lived upon them. Our custom was t5 pick for a

mess of eight a gallon of blackberries, cover with a gallon of water

and bring to a boil, and then stir in three pounds of broken crackers

and a pound of sugar, and the gods never ate a better di^h. We
have it down in our notes that these were among the happiest days

of our soldiering; but it must not be inferred that our brigade was

entirely idle during these three days. Col. Miller, in his notes on

the 6th, says: "Visited Roswell to-day. The cotton factory here

is the largest in the South. Five hundred employes are engaged

manufacturing goods for the Southern confederacy. After allow-

ing the employes to take away all they could carry, it was burned."

In his notes of the 7th he says: " All the enemy are across the

Chattahoochie except Hardee's corps."

The Chattahoochie was a wide, and in man}- places a deep, stream.

Where shallow the bottom was of soapstone. and plowed with

thousands of deep narrow trenches, pits and holes, which made it

an ugly stream to cross at any place. Where shallow the water ran

as swiftly as a mill race, and where deep was full of dangerous eddies.

To cross this in the face of a determined enemy was perilous in the

extreme. It was our business to find as many crossing places as

possible, and at the proper time to cross, no matter what opposition

might be brought to bear. Citizens seldom undertook to cross this

river except where bridged, and knew nothing of any fords or places

where it could be forded. Our cavalry drove a party of rebel pickets

out of Roswell on the 5th, and they, after retreating across the only

bridge near here, set fire to it before our men could prevent it. So

for the next few days our scouts were kept constantly busy hunting

for fords and places to cross, and by the 7th had succeeded in find-

ing several places that in an ordinary stage of water could be folded

but for the numerous trenches, pits and holes, previously referred to.

The rains that had continuously poured down all through and up to

the very last days of June, had flooded all the streams in the coun-

try, and the Chattahoochie was still swollen. Besides, on the oppo-
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site banks were steep bluffs, densely wooded, and for miles and

miles were strongly fortified where the rebels had the least idea that

the Yanks would undertake to cross. This gives you, kind reader,

an idea of the perilous work before us, of which we poor soldiers

were purposely kept in the most profound ignorance. And now,

after having nearly 18 years to think over and study about the

matter, we can think of no better reason for keeping our brigade

camped in that dense woods, so far away from the river all this time,

than that we might know nothing of the dangers of the work before

us.

On the 6th of July, Gen. Sherman reported to Gen. Halleck, at

Washington, as follows: "I propose to study the crossings of the

Chattahoochie, and when all is ready to move quickly. As a begin-

ning, I will keep the troops and wagons well back from the river,

and only display to the enemy our picket line, with a few field

batteries along at random. At present the waters are turbid and

swollen from recent rains, but if the present hot weather lasts, the

water will run down very fast. All the regular crossing places are

covered by forts apparently of long standing, but we shall cross in

due time. This is a delicate movement, and must be done with

caution. Our army is in good condition, and full of confidence, but

the weather is intensely hot, and a good many have fallen with sun-

stroke. Of course, I expect every resistance in crossing the Chat-

tahoochie River, and have made. up my mind to feign on the right,

but actually to cross by the left."

Of the places found by scouting parties deemed practicable for

crossing, one was near Roswell, and in regard to the practicability

of this crossing, we quote from Col. Miller's notes, July 8th: " Came
down to the river tc-day to look at the ford where I am to cross the

men of my brigade, under the fire of the enemy, whom I can see

behind the works on the opposite side of the river. I moved the

brigade down to Roswell after dark, and was up all night." From
Dr. Cole we quote: ''By a reconnoisance of the ford a mile from

Roswell, to-day, it was found that the rebels were guarding it in

force, and as we design crossing it, if possible, early to-morrow

morning, at this point, we .nay have some work to do. Conse-

quently I have taken charge of the Presbyterian church, placed the

sick in it, and am prepared for the contest."

Now you have the preliminaries before you, all of which had been

kept profoundly secret from us. Our division began to move imme-

diately after dark, and just before midnight our brigade bivouacked

in the edge of the village of Roswell, a mile from the river, and were
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ordered to keep as quiet as possible, and not build any fires. We
lay down and slept till 3 a. m., when we were very quietly called up

and immediately fell into ranks and moved down to the river on foot.

There was no moon ; it was dark, and along the river very foggy,

which entirely co:icealed our movements. Our brigade was formed

in line of battle up and down the river, though some distance from

it, while two companies of the 17th, and two companies (D and I)

of our regiment, were deployed as skirmishers right along the edge

of the water, and secreted in the brush. These four companies were

under command of Capt. Thomson, Co. D, Seventy-Second. While

these movements were going on, our Board of Trade battery was

quietly got into position on the high hill overlooking the river. Capt.

Thomson, who was in command of the skirmishers, was ordered to

report to Col. Miller as soon as he got the men deployed. After

this work was done, and the Captain was passing along the line,

he heard the men wondering what in the world they were going to

do there. The river was four hundred yards wide, and the fog so

heavy upon the water that the men could not see across, and it

seemed so deep that scarcely a man dreamed they were expected to

cross. Capt. Thomson says he really expected that they had been

deployed for the purpose of protecting the pioneers while they should

lay a pontoon across the river, never suspecting the real work that

was before him.

The Captain, on his way to report to Col. Miller, and when half

way up the hill, turned to view the situation. It was then getting a

little light, and he could see a big white house on yon side of the

river, and a lot of soldiers sleeping on the porch, and the sentinels

at regular intervals along the line of the river, and others passing up

and down the hill in numbers sufficient to convince him that it would

be hazardous to undertake to cross, if, indeed, they were expected

to cross. The rebels seemed all unconscious of an enemy neai; them.

The Captain reported to Col. Miller, and said his men were deployed

and in position. "Well," said the Colonel, "as soon as the artillery

opens, move your men righi across." The Captain for a moment
was struck with astonishment, but immediately replied: " You don't

mean to say that we are expected to wade that river?" " Yes, that

is what we have been sent here for, and we expect to do it."

The Captain says he never realized anything in his life that looked

so extremely perilous as that did, and he ventured to suggest as

much to Col. Miller, but said: "If you order it, we will try it."

Col. Miller says that just at this time he overheard some men in the

main line of battle debating the propriety of crossing, when one of
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the men said: "/By G—d, I'll not believe it till Miller says so!"

When Capt. Thomson got back to his men all of them seemed to

have been discussing the matter, and the first words he heard were :

"We'll never cross it;" and the next were: "If they order us to,

we'll do it; but I don't believe Col. Miller will ever order us to."

Here we wish to record our idea of true bravery. The man who
never sees or never realizes danger is not brave, though he may per-

form never so many foolhardy adventures; but the man who feels

and realizes what danger is, and then goes forward in the discharge

of duty, is brave. Here were men of intelligence, and with two

years' experience in every conceivable phase of war, and none knew
better than they of the danger they were about to face. The water

may be 10 or even 50 feet deep just before them, for aught they

know. The rebels on the opposite side may be ten to one, or even

more. But they have no time for further reflection; for just then

the artillery belches forth a volley of shells, which burst among the

sleeping sentinels with the sound of mighty thunder. Capt. Thom-
son gives the command "forward!" and without a moment's hesi-

tancy the men plunge into the water up to their arm-pits. Not a

faltering one; not a laggard! But with a cheer they rush into the

water and charge for the other shore. Gen. Garrard now rides to the

water's edge and cheers them on, shouting, " Bully boys ! bully boys!

WJiisky in the uiorningr' The whole brigade now rises up, and with

cheer after cheer urges them forward, while the battery men work

away at their guns, determined that the expedition shall not fail for

want of energy on their part. However, it is not all smooth bailing

with our brave men in the water. As the shells burst among the

sleeping rebels on the opposite bank, they start up in the wildest

flight, and realize for the first time that the Yankees are upon them.

They seize their guns and rush to the water's edge and open upon our

men in the river, but, as frightened men usually do, they shoot clear

over their heads, but the men are' having a rough time of it ; the wa-

ter is so deep and the current so swift that they can scarcely stand on

their feet, let alone make any advancement, and as they attempt to

move forward step into the numerous trenches and holes, and go

under. Still on they rush ; the rebels firing volley after volley at

them; and if you could divest your mind for a moment of all

thought of danger, the motion of the line would appear laughably

comical and ridiculous. As the line mpves forward a comrade sud-

denly steps into a hole or trench, and under he "goes, as if dodging

the rebel bullets. By this time our men are half wny across the

stream, and open fire on the rebels in the brush along the shore.
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As our men rush up out of the water and immediately open fire with

their Spencers, the river is all ablaze, the rebels think that pandemo-

nium has broken loose, and all the imps of the lower regions are

now coming for their lawful prey, and they break and run up the

hill, our men shooting them in the back. Now there is a race

who of our brave men shall reach the shore first. The water has

gradually become shallower, and now is scarcely to their hips, and

such another running, shooting, cheering and splashing, was never

witnessed before. Sergt. James A. Mount, Co. D, ever anxious ta

excel, was perhaps the first to reach the shore, and David Frazier,

Co. I, was but little behind him. But where every man of those

four companies did his noble, clean best, and each and every one

got there just as qui-ck as he could, we will not be invidious with

further distinctions. As our men reach the shore they rush for the

top of the hill and capture three or four prisoners as they ascend,

who are blanched and trembling with fright, declaring that our men
had just raised up out of the water and commenced to shoot at them.

From these prisoners we learn that Martin's whole brigade of cavalry

is camped near by as support for the pickets, and we immediately

take to trees, and stumps, and logs, for defense. The whole brigade

now moves across in column, and our skirmishers are peering into

the woods and brush ahead, momentarily expecting Martin's brigade

to move upon them ; but the frightened fugitives had told the Gen-

eral that Wilder's whole brigade was already across, and he thought

discretion was the better part of valor, and contented himself with sim-

ply watching our movements. The whole brigade got across in a few

minutes, moved out to a good position and went to work throwing up

defensive works, and in half an hour could not have been driven from

them by all Johnston's army. Our brigade were the first troops to

cross the Chattahoochie, and although it was effected without the

loss of a man, we cannot help shuddering when we think of the

fearful peril we were in when first ordered to pitch into the water.

We remained in position all day till late in the evening, when

Newton's division of the 4th corps came up from further down the

river, waded across and relieved us, and we waded back and went

into camp where our horses had been all day. The contrast between

our feelings on wading back with what the}' were on going over, was

great as it was agreeable. Many of the men sought to get back

to camp with dry clothes by pulling them off and carrying them on

top of their heads. Capt. Thomson was among the number, and being

a very tall man the plan promised success ; but he had not reached

the middle of the river till he stepped into a luckless hole and fell
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sprawling in the water, going clear to the bottom, and came near

losing his clothes in the bargain. This was more fun than the boys

had seen for many a day, and the whole regiment joinrd in a liearty

laugh at the Captain's expense.

As soon as our men had. secured a lodgment on the east side

of the river, the doctors, chaplain, and non-combatants generally,

came back. I quote from Dr. Cole of July 9th: " I have about 20

of the brigade on hand sick. Cliaplain De LaMatyr, of the Seventy-

Second, preached in the hospital to-day. The pastor of this church,

Rev. Mr. King, was not at all pleased at our polluting his house

with sick and wounded Yankee soldiers, notwithstanding the land of

wooden nutmegs was his early home." I'^'om our own notes we
make this extract: "This morning at 10 o'clock the bugle blew for

preaching, the first time we had heard it f )r many a day. Every

unemployed soldier about camp went to church, aiul notwithstandiiig

the house was very large it was well filled. Our whole brigade was

composed of men who were in the habit of going to church when at

home, and the buyle-call for preaching was never unheeded in the

army. Our Chaplain was universally loved and resj^ected by tvery

one. The services were unusually ini[)ressive. and by contrast with

present surroundings brought to mind other scenes far away; and

could the common people of the South have been permitted to look in

upon our devotions, they must have been convinced thnt we ^'an-

kees were not the vandals their leaders had pictured us to

be."

Sunday, July loth. This is the first time our brigade was ever

camped right in a town ; and this is a most beautiful place of about

2,000 inhabitants, a manufacturing town of vast importance to the

Southern confederacy. In addition to the cotton factory before spoken

of, there was a woolen mill and paper mill, all in the employ of the

confederate government. The town is most beautifully situated at

the mouth of Victory's Creek, which furnished the power for running-

all the machinery. The employes were all women, and there were-

more of them than we had seen since leaving Nashville, and as they

were all from the north, were really good looking; most all the women
we have seen for the past year have been fearfully homely. When
our men first came here, on the 5th, one of the mills hung out the

French flag, and the other one the English colors. The proprietors

belonging respectively to those two governments, and they were in

hopes thereby to .save their property; but as they had cast their lots

with the enemy of course we treated them as enemies. According to

promise, Gen. Garrard, right away after breakfast this morning, sent

43
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around the whisky. This was the second time we ever had drawn,

or ever had, whisky issued to us since we entered the service, and we

think this was a mistake, as the men never needed it, or asked for it,

and always got along just as well without it. The whisky ration was

about a gill, and not enough to hurt any one, provided each one just

drank his own ration ; but there were always in each company some

who would never draw their rations at all, which would just leave that

much more for somebody else, while among those who did draw

their rations there were some who were not content to drink them

alone, but had a way of gambling " drink for drink" till some would

get a pint, or even a quart, and of course got foolishly drunk. Upon
this occasion their delirium took the form of making love to the

women, and before night Col. Miller found it necessary to move the

brigade a mile north of the town.

The 1 6th army corps, Gen. Dodge commanding, came up from the

south, put a pontoon across the river and relieved Newton's division,

which went back to its proper place in the line.

Before leaving town—which, by the way, is a very high toned place,

possessing a most beautiful cemetery, in which were some splendid

family vaults of solid masonry, some of Company G were sauntering

around through the grave yard, and as they were short of sow-belly

had a very sharp scent for meat. One of the boys declared that he

knew there must be meat somewhere close, as he could smell it.

Upon a close examination of the premises a flat rock was found upon

Avhich a piece of meat had evidently been laid. This was near a large

and elaborately constructed vault, and our " scenter " declared he

knew there was meat in there, because he could smell it. A hole was

soon made in the wall, and sure enough, they found a lot of bacon,

hams and molasses, to all of which our boys, without praying the

lief of the dead, began to help themselves ; but before they got away

with their booty the old woman pounced upon them and broke out

about this way: " I've alius hearn tell o' you'uns robbin' the cradle

and the grave to fight we'uns, and now I know you'uns will rob the

grave." Dr. Cole had his headquarters in the church and kept his

horses in some stables near by, and he says, on the i ith, " our darkies

found a large lot of hidden stores in the stable to-day."

Our camp I'^orth of Roswell w^as a most beautiful one. Long years

ago it had been cultivated till naturally worn out and then abandoned.

The ridges and furrows were still plainly visible, and along the ridges

had gi-own numerous pine trees that were now six to eight inches in

diameter and 30 to 40 feet high, making the most delightful shade

imaginable, which we were needing very much during the heat of the
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day, as wc never felt the sun pour down his rays witli such penetrat-

ing power before.

On the I ith, Company 1 was sent over the river to picket in front

of the infantry, and to scout toward Athmta In our rounds we ran

on to a small building full of medical stores, among which were 1,000

pounds of the nicest corn starch we ever saw. It was all done up

nicely in four-pound packages, all of which we strapped to our saddles.

There were bushels of blackberries everywhere, and so long as our

corn starch lasted no Roman emperor ever fared more sumptuously

than we did. A gallon of well cooked blackberries thickened with a

few ounces of corn starch made the most delicate pudding we have

ever tasted.

On the joth. Gen. Johnston succeeded in getting his whole army

across the river and burned all the bridges in his rear.

On July 1 2th Company H was sent about six miles north to a place

called Alpharetta for a load of charcoal for blacksmithing purposes.

While out on picket at that place, private Joseph Price was shot at by

a bushwhacker. He didn't hit Price, but his mare, which was stand-

ing by his side was struck in the stifle joint ; and although they scoured

the woods and brush over and over, they failed to find the rascal who
did the shooting, and lucky for him that they didn't find him. Price

was very much chagrined at having to leave his mare, as he had been

riding her ever since we were mounted at Murfrecsboro, Tenn, , in 1 863.

July 13th. We lay in camp all day without anything of note, and

we "have time to tell a story which we heard several days ago, but

have just been reminded of it again, and we vouch for its truthfulness.

Several days ago some of our boys were passing by a liouse and

saw a woman out in the yard, who seemed to be in a terrible rage.

She was blustering around at a fearful rate. When some one asked

her what was the matter, she roared out: "You ole Yankees are

the meanest folks I ever seed
;
you'uns don't fight we'uns fair; we'll

throw up breastworks and fix a place to fight you'uns behind, and

we'uns expect you'uns to fight us all before it ; instead of that you'uns
' flink ' around and pitch into we'uns' eend. We fixed a place at

Buzzard Roost for you'uns to fight us, and you'uns flinked us, and you

flinked us at Carterville, and flinked us at Dallas, and you flinked us

at Big Shanty, and you flinked us at Kencsaw ; and it 'peers like

you'uns are 'alius' pitchin' into we'uns' eend. And 'tother day Capt.

Hooker flinked around here with his critter company and throwed

cannonades as big as my wash-kittle and jist knocked my ash-hopper

all to pieces"—which was a " joak " on the ash-hopper, surely.

It does begin to look like "Billy" allows to "flink around" this
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way and pitch into "we'uns' eend" from this end of the line, as

McPherson is moving up this way with the balance of his army, the

15th and 17th corps.

July 14th, our division moved about eight miles north-east up the

river and took possession of what is known as McAfee's bridge.

There was a company of rebels on picket there. It was a covered

bridge and they had it stuffed with cotton ready to fire it quickly if

the Yanks should come near it and undertake to cross. Our men
slipped up and drove them away so quickly that they didn't have time

to fire it. We left a strong picket at the bridge and then moved back

four m'iles due west 0/ the bridge and went into camp at a village not

down on the maps, which was called Newton, and consisted of a house

and cross roads. Our line of battle is now over 40 miles long, extend-

ing from this bridge clear down to Campbelltown, below Sandtown,

which leaves the line "thin" in places. Our object here is to secure

the bridge and then to cover all the approaches to Marietta so as to

keep the rebel cavalry from getting back into our rear and breaking

our hard-tack line. There has been less fighting done in the last 10

days than took place on any single day for two months previous ; but

the army is not idle. The infantry are constantly throwing up works

in front and strengthening their defences in the rear, so that the whole

Southern confederacy could not drive them from ground once captured;

while the cavalry are just as busy scouting in the rear to see that no

force of meddlesome cavalry or lawless guerrillas tear up the railroad

;

and also moving out to the front and hanging on the flanks of the

enemy to ascertain their exact position and strength.

July 15th. This morning at five o'clock our regiment and the 123d

Illinois, all under command of Lieut. -Col. Biggs, 123d Illinois, left

camp and moved straight for the river at McAfee's Bridge, crossed it

and turned directly south for Atlanta. After going 12 miles we struck

the rebels in force at Crosskeys, formed line of battle and skirmished

Avith them for two or three hours, capturing a few prisoners without

loss to ourselves. Near here we saw marks of ignorance that, up to

this time, we had supposed were hardly possible in a free country.

On our way we passed a log cabin ; standing at the fence was a man

whose looks indicated him to be four score years old. We asked how
far it was to Atlanta. He said he had never been there but -guessed it

was about 16 miles. " How long have you lived here ? " he was asked,

"Ever sense I kin ric'leck, " he replied. " How far is it to Crosfkeys?
"

"I don't know," he replied; and yet this man was not a fool. Soon

after passing his house we saw by the side of the road a large chest-

nut tree. It had been peeled on the side next to the road and two
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large crossed keys cut in the wood, and under them were cut three

notches ; all of which we rightly interpreted, three miles to Crosskeys,

Near the place we saw a large guide board with the letters Roswell

painted upon it, and on the post under it were eight deeply cut notches,

which, of course, meant eight miles to Roswell. We saw many such

signs afterwards. Crosskeys is 13 miles from Atlanta, and our recon-

noissance was a bold and ri.sky one, as there was a large cavalry force

of the enemy above McAfee's Bridge on the east side of the river,

which might have easily cut off our return. We got back to camp just

at sundown. Wheat and oats were ripe and in abundance on the east

side of the river ; apples were ripe and plenty.

July 1 6th. Squads of deserters coming in every day; we suppose

our position on the flanks enables us to see most of these.

July 17th. Our division crossed the river at the bridge and moved
two miles north-west of Crosskeys, where we struck the left wing of

our army, which is now all east of the river. McPherson, with the

15th, 1 6th and 17th corps, is on the left, and we took our place in line

of battle and went into camp. Crosskeys is 13 miles north of Atlanta

and 14 miles north-west of Stone Mountain.

July i'8th. As soon as w^e could, our brigade and Minty's started

for Stone Mountain, a brigade of infantry following us. We moved
north-east four or five miles, so as to avoid the enemy at Crosskeys,

and then turned south-east and moved straight for Stone Mountain.

Just before we turned south-east our regiment halted by a large plan-

tation where there were scores of negroes, all of whom very naturally

came out "to see dem Yankees." Among the number was the

funniest creature of the human species we ever saw. She was just

about as thick as she was high, and the laughing surface of her face

was simply extensive. She would weigh 300 pounds, and cams wad-

dling right out into the road, frightening our horses, and began imme-

diately to talk and chatter like a parrot: " Where all you'uns gwine

to?" We told her we were going down here to tear up the railroad.

" What yu'uns want to tar up de railroad fo' ? " " To keep the rebels

from using it." This puzzled her, and for a second she was silent,

when some one told her we were Yankees. She was the very picture

of astonishment, and said, " No! " We told her we were, for a fact;

when she raised her hands and said, "Dey dun tole us you all had

horns !

"

When within about four miles of Stone Mountain our scouts struck

the rebel pickets and commenced to skirmish with them ; but as there

was no heavy force of rebels in our front we moved right on till within

two miles of the railroad, when we dismounted, took a bee line across
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the woods and fields straight for it, on the double quick. When we
got to the road we were told that a heavy force of the enemy were near

and that we should destroy as much as possible before they came upon

us. This was new business to us, and we did not know just how to

go at it. Gen. Garrard told us to build fires on the ends of the rails.

We could not see just what good or harm that would do, but we went

to work. There was a good board fence on each side of the track,

and in an incredibly short time there w^ere a hundred fires burning

along a mile of the track, and we were curious to see what effect it

would have. In a. few minutes the rails were red-hot and quivering

like leaves in the wind, and we could see they were expanding ; in a

few minutes more there would be a sudden lurch, and the ties would

fly up, or spring out sidewise, and the rails would be bent in almost

every conceivable shape, some of them in nearly the exact shape of a

letter S. Notwithstanding the great heat of the fires was added to

the great heat of the sun, it was fun for us, and we worked nearly hard

enough to kill ourselves. We struck the railroad about half way be-

tween Stone Mountain and Decatur, at noon, and- our brigade worked

east toward Stone Mountain. In about an hour later a brigade of infantry

came up and began to destroy the road toward Decatur. They pur-

sued a different method from what we did. They would march up by

the side of the track in single file, front face, lay down their guns,

take hold of the rail next to them the whole length of the regiment,

and just turn the track, ties and all, up side down ; then tear the ties

loose from the iron, pile them in huge heaps, then pile the iron rails

across the tops of the ties and set fire to the ties—everything was dry

as poVder—soon the rails would be almost melting hot and were taken

off and bent in every conceivable shape. We considered our method

just as effectual, as none of the rails could be used till re-rolled, and

it was vastly easier and so much more speedy. We destroyed about

three miles of the track, and in the evening fell back about three miles

and went into camp, the whole of McPherson's army camping near us.

July 19th. This forenoon most of our brigade were scouting to

the north of us, while several companies of our regiment were

on picket, but at noon all had got in, and the brigade mounted

and moved out on the same road we were on yesterday, and

at the same place as yesterday struck the rebels— this time

in vastly increased numbers. Our regiment dismounted and

drove them back, but by the time we had driven them

to the point up to which we had burned the railroad yesterday,

they were in such numbers that the whole brigade was dismounted

and moved forward, and the artillery brought up— our regiment stil
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in the advance—^and we drove the rebels to the edge of the town of

•Gibraltar, or Stone Mountain Station. Here the rebels took refuge

in the houses, and behind them, and annoyed us considerobly.

Especially was there a sharp Hre poured upon us from a two-story

house. Col. Miller had a piece of artillery brought up, and opened

on the house. The first shell struck six inches above the first floor,

and passed clear through the house without bursting, knocking the

chair from under the proprietor without injuring him. He was,

however, fully awakened to a sense of his condition, and the rebels

got out of that house quick. We then charged ttie rebels, driving

them through the town ; not, however, until they had set fire to the

depot. Col. Miller, in his notes of this affair, says: "With my
brigade I drove two brigades of rebels out of Stone Mountain Sta-

tion. They burned the depot and 200 bales of cotton. My boys

did some splendid skirmishing." We captured one car, a lot of corn

and tobacco, killed a few rebels, made prisoners of several, and burned

the railroad as far as we went. The citizens took refuge upon Stone

Mountain, which is one of the grandest natural curiosities we have

•ever seen. It is simply a huge bowlder, which Dr. Cole says is 600

feet high, and Sergt. McClure says is 2,200 feet above the level of

the sea. It is of the same species of granite that we have here on the

Grand Prairie, and call gray-stone, or "nigger-heads." It is nearly

black in color, and may be seen for 60 miles, the country for nearly

that distance in every direction being flat and level. The only emi-

nence near it ' is Kenesaw, 30 miles north-west. It is entirely desti-

tute of vegetation of any kind, except a few stunted laurels and cedars

in the ctevices near its base; but what is most remarkable about it is

a fissure from top to bottom, running clear through it from north to

south. This crack may be seen a distance of 15 or 20 miles. What
a thunder-bolt was that which split this monster in twain ! Do you

grasp the idea?

July 19. Gen. Sherman sent general orders to all parts of the

army that Gen. Joseph E. Johnston had relinquisRed command of the

rebel army, and that Gen. J. B. Hood had succeeded him, and that

Gen. Johnston's retreating policy was distasteful to the confederate

government, and that the change meant fight, and that renewed

caution and \vatchfuln.ess should be exercised by every branch of the

service.

During the fight to-day Lieut. -Col. Kirkpatrick came to the front from

Columbia, Tenn., where he had been in command of the dismounted

men of the brigade; but when Maj. Carr resigned and went home
Kirkpatrick was ordered "front." During the interval Capt. Adam
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Pinkerton had been in command of the regiment. Col. Kirkpatrick

came up ju.st when we were in the thickest of the fight, and we cheered

him loud and long and went for the rebels bold and strong.

July 20th. The whole army to-day is closing in on Atlanta.

Hooker, with the 20th corps, is on the extreme right, moving down

the river, and near where the railroad crosses the Chattahoochie.

The 14th corps is next, also facing south, and its left reached to

Buckhead, on the Roswell and Atlanta road, and six miles from th^

river. The 4th corps, Gen. O. O. Howard, is still east of the 14th

corps, facing a little to the south-west. Gen. Schofield, with the 23d

corps, has his left wing near Decatur, and facing south-west toward

Atlanta, while McPherson is at Decatur, seven miles north-east of At-

lanta. At daylight all these armies begin to move toward Atlanta.

The morning is bright, beautiful, calm and still, and we can plainly

hear a rifle shot five miles away, and a six-pound cannon shot 20 miles

away. Skirmishing begins at dayligfht, and we can tell by the firing

that our whole army is driving the rebels before it. All of McPher-

son's trains are on the road between our camp and Decatur, and our

division is deployed on the east side of the road so as to cover the

trains, and our regiment is rear guard for the trains. About 9 o'clock

cannonading begins all along the lines, and toward noon increases in

volume. Shortly after noon the continuous roar of artillery, away
over to the south-west from us, and fully 20 miles away, warns us that

a terrible battle is being fought in that direction. The trains in front

of us have not all got strung out on the road, and our regiment is still

in camp, expecting every minute to move. It is these hours of sus-

pense, when the soldier is conscious of some desperate conflict near

him, that wear him out faster than all the activities of his life. About
2 p. m. all the trains get to moving and we mount and move on slowly

after them. After following them five or six miles we ride past them

to Decatur, getting there late in the evening and go into camp where

we found the balance of our brigade, a half mile south of the town,

which is a most beautiful place, seven miles north-east of Atlanta, the

county seat of DeKalb County. The town is situated on high, roll-

ing ground, well shaded (an item of vast importance in southern

cities) and has 1,000 inhabitants. The advance of McPherson's

army reached this place late yesterday evening, causing" the rebels to

burn a train of their own wagons and ambulances, and also the depot.

The whole army to-night is within three miles of Atlanta, and on the

east, north and north-west, lapping around it in a semi-circle. Not-

withstanding that the length of the line of battle of this great army

averages 20 miles all the time, news travels from one end to the other
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in a very short time, and to-ni^ht we learn that a terrible battle has been

fought about six miles north-west of Atlanta, along the Peach-tree Creek.

The rebels under Gen. Hood moved out of their works and attacked fnu'

men. This, for the second da}' Hood has been in command, does

pretty well, and shows that a change has come over the spirit of their

dreams. About the time the war broke out there was an expression

ver_\' glibly used, and oft repeated b\' the Southern leaders, that they

would "die in the last ditch" before the_\' would submit to the

"Lincoln Government." On this campaign we were first told that

the last ditch was at Buzzard Roost ; but at that place few of them

felt like
'

' shuffling off this mortal coil, " and '

' ran away that they might

live to fight another day." At Resaca, at Cartersville, at Dallas, at

Kenesaw, and at Chattahoochie, they said the}' would be " blowed " if

the}' ran another step further. Yet ever}' time when zvc thought the

supreme, opportune moment had come, for them to do their dying

t/ien and t/icn\ tJicy seemed to have urgent business somewhere else.

But to-da}^'s work begins to look like the}' mean business, and makes

us begin to think the "last ditch" is somewhere n(~>t far from this

place.

We ha\'e spoken of the rapidit}' witli wiiich news traxeled from one

end of the line to the other ; and we may as well here as an}' where

tell the reader that as soon as Gen. Sherman establishes his headquar-

ters for the night, there is immediateh' run from hi'^- lieadquarters to

each corps headquarters telegraph wires, and these are put up and

taken down so rapidly that communication between the army com-

manders is very rapid and certain ; but they do not care to let the

private soldiers know anything at all if the}' can help it, never com-

municating anything themselves nor suffering their inferior officers to

do so. Yet in spite of every precaution we would get the news some-

how, not always correctly nor reliable, but by tlie time we were ready

to go to bed each night we had a pretty correct statement of the

day's doings and would go to bed -discussing our chances for to-mor-

row.

July 2 1st. Late this evening, our pack mules, which we left in camp
on the morning of the i8th, came into camp, and we had orders to be

ready to move immediately with four days' rations in our haversacks,

and all the salt we had. We had lain quietly in camp all day, picket-

ing to the south and east of Decatur, while the fighting around Atlanta

had been severe. About 4 p. m. our whole division. Gen. Garrard

commanding, moved north on the road we came in on yesterday. We
quote from Miller's notes: " We start off on a raid of .some days.

We have orders to destroy the Augusta railroad up as far as Yellow

44
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River, and the depot at Covington, county seat of Newton County

and 45 miles east of Atlanta."

After passing the camp we occupied while tearing up the railroad

at Stone Mountain, we turned north-east, leaving the mountain several

miles to our right, giving it a wide berth for fear of observation by

sentries on its summit. We moved .seven or eight miles and then

turned south-east and traveled steadily till midnight, having made 25

miles, and bivouacked on Yellow River ; turning into the thick pine

woods we were ordered to lay down without building fires.

July 22d. This morning at 3 o'clock we were quietly called up by

our officers, and by daylight were mounted and on the road. Up to

this time we had not been told what we were going to do, but it now
leaked out that we were going to a large town called Covington, 25

miles away, and that we were to destroy as much railroad and other

property as possible. As soon as we got across the river, two com-

panies of the 98th Illinois were started down the river for the railroad

five or six miles to our right. When they got to the railroad they

found a very long wooden bridge across the river, a magnificent

.structure, guarded by a company of rebels. Our men drove them

away, killing a soldier whose hair was white as snow ; he must have

been 80 years old. We set fire to the bridge, and while it was burn-

ing heard a train of cars coming from the west, and went back down

the road toward Stone Mountain some distance and secreted ourselves

and let the train run up near the burning bridge, and then closed in

behind and captured it. There was a Colonel, a Captain and 1 5 private

soldiers on the train, which consisted of an engine and 15 cars, all heavily

laden with cotton, molasses, and other valuable property, all of

which was burned. There was another train still behind, which, of

course, was cut off and could not get away. A heavy column of

rebels coming from toward Atlanta admonished us to be going, and

our column moved rapidly forward on a road parallel with the railroad,

and five or six miles from it. There were a great many streams cross-

ing our road, all running south, and of course must cross the railroad

also, and at every stream of considerable size a detail would be sent

down to burn the bridge.

On our march this forenoon we overtook numerous refugees from

the vicinity of Atlanta. The men seemed to have no mercy on this

class of people, and made free with horses, mules, and everything else

that seemed to strike their fancy ; and it was sometimes distressing to

see their blank, vacant stare, as they would be left with their wagons

in the road minus horses or mules, when they hadn't thought there

was a Yankee nearer them than Decatur. We made good time, and
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by 1 1 o'clock the division was halted to close up. This was five miles

from Covington. Here the division was divided, Long's brigade

taking a road that led to the east of Covington, where he burned two

bridges, one across Crawfish Creek, and another across the Ulcofau-

hatchee River, eight miles east of Covington. Our brigade and

Minty's moved directly on the city, striking a little town two miles

north of Covington called Oxford at 12 m. Here the .Seventy-Second

was turned to the right, striking the railroad two miles west of Cov-

ington. We immediately began to burn the railroad culverts, bridges

and track, getting to the city at 2 p. m. Here we set fire to a very

large mill containing 8,oog bushels of corn and a large quantity of

flour; also a very large warehouse filled with various articles of sup-

plies for the confederate government. Tliis made the largest single

fire we ever saw ; we are satisfied the blaze reached 100 feet high.

We next burned a train of cars. It was now 3 p. m. and our regiment

had not been in the city, the railroad only running through the suburbs.

But the other regiments began to come in from the east, Iiaving

destroyed the railroad for seven miles out. We mounted our horses

and rode slowly through the city, going north to Oxford, which we

found still intact. Here we burned three large warehouses and at

least 2,000 bales of cotton ; we broke open another large \\ arehouse

that we did not burn. It was full of shoes and tobacco. You ought

to have seen our boys go for the tobacco. We had not seen our sut-

tler for more than a month, and we suppose there had not been a

chew of tobacco in the regiment for weeks, and all v/ho used it felt

that they were nearly dead for tobacco. Here it was, more than our

whole division could carry off, and oh ! what a chew the boys did take ;

and then you would have smiled to see them load themselves down
with it; every pocket, and haversack, and saddle-bags, crammed to

their utmost capacity, and yet some of them not satisfied, would,

after mounting, have their comrades to hand them up " another box."

Though there were shoes enough to supply the whole division, it was

only after they found they could not possibly carry any more tobacco

that they thought of taking the shoes ; and then we saw men take a

box of shoes on before them and hand them out to the men after we
began to move. The cotton we burned was all in one pile and made
the hottest fire we ever saw; as we urged our horses along the street

past it, it was so hot as to scorch our clothes and .singe the hair on

our horses.

This wound up the work for the ddy, so far as our regiment was

concerned, and we shall speak of a few personal incidents. When we
struck Oxford the rebels were taken completely by surprise, and many
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of the officers and soldiers secreted themselves in the houses. A
detail from company D, Sergt. J. A. Mount in command, went to a

stately mansion and told the ladies they had orders to search the

house. "What for?" said the ladies. "For rebel .soldiers, " was

the prompt reply.
'

' Do you suppose we would harbor rebel soldiers

in our private parlors?" was the indignant rejoinder. The sergeant

responded, " Rebel soldiers are not so unpopular in Georgia as to be

deprived of the privacy of your parlors in which to harbor when

Union soldiers are in town." " Vou must not enter our house.

"

"My order is imperative." "There are no rebels in our house."

" Ladies, without further controversy, I shall soon settle the question."

The sergeant says : "I entered the house and passed rapidly up stairs,

and my attention was attracted by the closing of a door; I immedi-

ately opened it, and Maj. Vaughn, of the 5th Tennessee, and a brother

of Gen. Vaughn, and a rebel captain, immediately surrendered to me."

As our scouts dashed into Covington there were 75 mounted men in

the place, who fled very precipitately ; but shortly afterward two of

the scouts were shot by citizens and died within two hours. Neither

of the citizens lived long after their treachery, but were shot to pieces

in a minute. These two men were our only loss on the entire expe-

dition. Dr. Cole says: -^ '> -'^ " We captured large quantities of

tobacco. The last nimsJ article was very acceptable to our men, and

they supplied "themselves well, not forgetting their infantry brethren

behind the works near Atlanta. * ''^ ''' When the work of destruc-

tion on the railroad commenced Gen. Garrard sent me to examine

patients in the hospital, and select such as would be able to travel.

I had 40 "play offs " inarched out who were soon in compan\' with

350 other prisoners marching toward Atlanta." There were three

large hospitals full of sick and wounded soldiers, all of whom (150)
were paroled. In addition to the burning our regiment had done,

the rest of our division had burned another train of cars, 30 stand of

arms, several kegs of powder, besides getting all the bacon and salt

they wanted to carry ; and also burned the depot and several manu-

facturing establishments.

It was near sundown when all the division gathered at Oxford,

when we moved out straight north, and as long as it was light enough

for us to see the road was strewed full of plunder, principally

tobacco and shoes. There must have been thousancis of dollars' worth

of each scattered along the road. First tobacco, then shoes ; next

shoes and then tobacco ; then tobacco and shoes mixed. We either

missed the road we wished to go, or else our officers anticipated we

should be followed, or something was the matter, as we doubled on

I
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our track, and once in the nig'ht went square across a road we had

traveled on an hour before, and it was near midnight when we went

into camp, Dr. Cole says, eight miles from Covington. This day was

one long to be remembered by us as being full of peculiar and lively

interest. We still had a very vivid recollection of the Wheeler raid,

and how we had kept his rear closed upon him in his hurried march

of 400 miles across the state of Tennessee, and we thought it jjossible

zee might have our rear closed upon us just as promptly. J3esides,

about 1 1 a. m. we could distinctly hear heavy and prolonged artillery

firing in the direction of Atlanta, and we well knew another terrible

battle was being fought. The ominous sounds increased in force and

frequency as the day advanced ; larger guns were being used, and at

times the earth would tremble as if shaken by an earthquake. Al-

though we were well pleased with our day's work, and entered into it

with a spirit and zeal never excelled, those fearful sounds promptly

checked any demonstration of delight or applause, and we never knew

our regiment to move so noiselessly as it did to-night. The men
scarcely spoke at all, and when they did it was in subdued to.nes.

There was no moon, but the burning fires behind us made it as light

as a full moon would have done. Of course we were tired and hungry,

and sadly needed our cofiee, as that above every thing else was a

panacea for all our ills ; but we had to lie down without it, not even

unsaddling our horses, and were soon sleeping the sleep of the inno-

cent.

July 23d. We were called up very quietly at 3 o'clock, and with-

out breakfast or feeding, mounted immediately and moved nearly

north, passing through a little place called Walnut Hill, where we

burned a lot more cotton; from here we turned north-west and stop-

ped for feeding and dinner at Lawrenceville, 20 miles from where we

started this morning. In the afternoon we moved steadily south-west,

picking up a great many horses. Late in the afternoon we struck

Yellow River several miles higher up than where we crossed it yester-

day, at a place called Rock Bridge. Three miles south of this we

struck the road we were on yesterday and found that a large force of

rebels had passed along this morning going after us toward Covington.

They had burned the bridge in their rear across Yellow River in hopes

of cutting us off; but Yankee like we had moved too far north and

come around behind them, very neatly. Three miles further west we

went into camp, and unsaddled for the first time since leaving Decatur,

having made 40 miles for the day. Here Sergt. Magee and his mess

had an odd experience. This was the first time he had made cofiee,

and we enjoyed it hugeK\ Knowing that we would be likely to move
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at daylight, we determined, if possible, to have coffee for breakfast ; so-

the last thing before going to bed we filled up our large tin coffee

pot with water and set it where it would be ready to put on the fife

by the first one who should get up. We were camped in a thick

woods where the leaves were four inches deep, and among these leaves

were numerous scorpions, reptiles which were not so terribly danger-

ous, but for whi^ch we had no very pleasant feelings. We went to

bed with orders to move at daylight, but officers and privates, horses

and mules, were so overcome with fatigue that the sun was up before

anybody woke up, and when the men began to stir we jumped up, and

seeing how late it was, thought our chances for coffee were slim, slap-

ped our pot on the fire and then fed and began to saddle. By the

time we were saddled the water was boiling and we slapped our coffee

in. In two minutes more we were eating our breakfast, but somehow
the coffee didn't taste just right, and we tried to make up in quantity

what the coffee lacked in quality. We drained the pot of the last

drop, which of course would make the grounds hard to throw out.

Just then we were ordered to mount, and in our efforts to get the

grounds out of the pot found a large scorpion which had crawled into

it during the night and had been boiled with the coffee. No serious

results followed, but you may well believe there was a deal of spitting

done during the day.

We were now thought to be out of reach of the enemy, and

some details were sent out for forage towards noon, and among
them private Simon Y. E. Dixon, of Company H. The details

had got some miles from the column, and Simon far enough

ahead of his comrades to be entirely out of sight, when he came to a

cabin near which stood a rebel. He brought his Spencer to bear on

Mf. Reb. and called for him to surrender, which he did, and came to

the road and stood near Dixon's horse. But Simon forgot one im-

portant matter, and that was to search his man for arms. Simon took

down his gun and turned in his saddle to look for his comrades, but

lo ! when Simon took the next look at his man the tables had turned,

for Mr. Reb. had a revolver pointed in his face and demanded his

gun, which he very reluctantly gave up, and as the rest of the squad

was now in hearing the rebel took to the woods and made his escape,

leaving Dixon minus a gun. We reached Decatur shortly after noon

of the 24th of July. We had left our pack train here and nearly the

whole of McPherson's wagon train ; but what was our surprise on

approaching the town to find it occupied by rebels. This called to

mind the terrible fighting we heard two days before, and we began to

surmise that may be the rebels had found the " last ditch" for a fact.
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There were evidences of a terrible battle having been fought here,

and for aught we knew our army had been driven back across the

Chattahoochie. There was not a single Union soldier, team or mule,

to be seen, and in the direction of Atlanta everything was ciuiet. Our

scouts drove the pickets in and our brigade dismounted and moved in

line of battle to the center of the town, where we halted and sent for-

ward skirmishers, who soon developed the fact that the rebels were in

force not far away. While lying there in line of battle, close to the

Court-house, Gen. Garrard and his staff, and Col. Miller, came and

sat down on the Court-house steps, and the General made out his

report of our expedition ; and as it was our fortune to be close enough

to hear ever}/ word of it, we will repeat a part of it for the benefit of

our readers: " We destroyed 3,000 bales of cotton, 14,000 pounds
.

•of bacon, 8.000 bushels of corn, two locomotives arrd three trains of

cars, a depot and 10 miles of track; burned three long bridges,

numerous mills, warehouses, and other manufacturing establishments

;

captured 450 prisoners, 300 of whom we brought in, paroling the

balance, and captured 2,000 horses and mules. Our entire loss was

two killed " Late in the evening we got orders to abandon Decatur,

which we did, going into camp two miles north-west of the place,

where our pack train joined us. Our position brought us in the rear

of the left wing of the army, and by some means it soon became

known to the infantry that Wilder's brigade had been on a raid and

had got back, and between that and morning it seemed like nearly-

half of the army visited us. Every hour of the night could be heard

some one calling out : "Is this Wilder's brigade?" " Give me a

chew of tobacco."

July 25th. We lay in camp till late in the evening, and as we have

nothing special to do, we will write up some of the events that have

taken place while we were gone, simply because all our pack train,

and the boys with it, are especially interested in the facts. On the

morning of the 22d, after we had left Decatur, Hood, with nearly his

whole army, had moved out of Atlanta to the south-east three or four

miles, and then turned straight north and attacked McPherson's army

in the left flank. A fearful battle was fought, in which McPherson was

killed. This was one of the most desperate battles of the war,

and .lasted nearly the entire day. In the morning the whole of

McPherson's trains Avere parked at Decatur, and so also was our pack

train. I quote from Sherman's book, vol. 2, page 79 : "At the same

time Hood had sent Wheeler's division of cavalry against the trains

parked at Decatur. Unluckily for us, I had sent away the whole of

Garrard's division of cavalry during the night of the 21st, with orders
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to proceed to Covington, 40 miles east, to burn two important bridges

across Ulcofauhatchee and Yellow Rivers, to tear up the railroad and

to damage it as much as possible from Stone Mountain eastward, and

to be gone four clays ; so that McPherson had no cavalry in hand to

guard that flank. The trains at Decatur were guarded by a brigade

of infantry commanded by Col. Sprague, of the 63d Ohio." About

10 a. m., Wheeler charged into Decatur, drove the brigade of infantry

back through the town and captured several wagons. Our boys with

the pack mailes were used to moving quick, and so gathered up and

got out of the way without loss, but they were terribly scared, and

said they did wish our brigade had been there. The infantry rallied,

and as soon as our boys got the pack mules out of the way, all that

could be spared rushed to the rescue, and by their help the infantry

' were enabled to drive the rebels back through the town ; but they

were in turn reinforced by such numbers as to drive our men back

again ; but they fell back slowly, and by this time the trains were

all hitched up and moved rapidly to the west. This fight, for the

numbers engaged, was just as desperate as on any part of the lines,

and there is not the least bit of doubt that but for the boys of our brigade

the rebels would have gobbled the whole outfit. Sergt. Stewart, of

Company A, speaks thus of Henry Heiney, private of the same com-

pany, which simply illustrates what was done by numbers of others

:

"He went through the whole of the engagement, firing nearly 100

rounds of ammunition. His Spencer rifle was a great curiosity to-

the infantry regiment he fell in with ; he knew they were hard pressed

and needed his help, and as he had plenty of ammunition and there

were plenty of rebels to shoot, he entirely satisfied their curiosity."

We have more than once had occasion to speak of the distrust with

which Gen. Sherman treated our division ; but the fight at Decatur

fully demonstrated that he thought we were of some account after all.

We want now to drop a tear of sorrow and regret for the death of

McPherson. On more than one occasion when Sherman had been

harsh with us had McPherson interposed in our behalf, and we hon-

ored *and loved him. W^e are very sure there never was a General

killed in any war who was so sincerely mourned by so many soldiers.

Strong men wept like children when they heard of his death. Late-

at night our division, which had been saddled up all day, moved south

and joined on to the left of the infantry, going into camp at midnight.

July 26th was spent in shoeing up and getting ready for a fight or

hard marching. The pack train was sent west to the rear of the

center of the army.

July 27th. Our division moved at 4 o'clock, going east, and got
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to Decatur just after suii-up. Here we halted and Gen. Stoneman'.s

division of cavalry filed past us, taking" the dirt road for Covington.

Our division followed, and \ve learned that our destination was

the Macon Railroad. We moved off briskly for 1 2 or 15 miles,

nearly south-east, till we came to a place called Lattimers, when we

turned due south-west, Stoneman still going straight on the road

toward Covington. Up to this time we had not seen any rebels, but

our advance had captured six or eight teams and two or three ambu-

lances, besides a drove of sheep, goats and cattle, 100 in all. We
moved on this road south six or eight miles, which brought us to South

River, at a place called Flat Rock, or South River Sho;ds. This was

between i and 2 o'clock, and we bivouacked without unsaddling.

Col. Miller, in his notes of Jul)' 27th, says: "Started this morning

on a raid. Stoneman is on our left ; we are to do the fighting and he

is to do the raiding and tear up the railroad." Late in the evening it

began to rain, and rained till after dark. About the time it quit rain-

ing we unsaddled, and just as we had our suppers over and dog-tents

stretched read}' for bed, the rebels attacked our pickets in our rear,

on the road on which we had been moving. We saddled up as quickly

as we could and reinforcements were sent to the pickets. This was

at 10 p. m.; the rebels still kept crowding on the pickets, and by

1 1 p. m. our whole brigade was in line of battle stretched across the

road to support the pickets. It turned cold and we suffered from that

till morning. Our camp was within 13 miles of the Macon Railroad,

and as this was the hard-tack line for the rebel army in Atlanta, they

felt a little sensitive about our getting so close to it, and were making

every preparation to capture us. Atlanta, 12 or 15 miles away, was

nearly between us and our army, and the whole of the rebel army

might reach us in three or four hours, so that the gravity of the situa-

tion becomes apparent.

At daylight on the 28th, we found the rebels had placed a camp
guard clear around us, and before sun-up all our videttes and pickets

on the north and west had been driven in and two of our men severely

wounded. Soon afteu Long's brigade on the east received similar

attention, and the rebel bullets from both north and south were cutting

through the trees over our heads. A pretty fix for the bold raiders;

right in the rear of the rebel army and entirely surrounded. ' A flag

of truce now brings in a demand for our immediate surrender, and as

if to make the demand more impressive a few shells from rebel bat-

teries came tearing through our camp. Gen. Garrard .sends back

word, " If they want us to come and get us." Our brigade now
hastil)- throw up a line of defensive rail works to the west and north,

45
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and we settle ourselves for the conflict. It is 8 o'clock and we can

.see the rebel lines are being constantly augmented by fresh troops

from Atlanta; their skirmishers are still crawling up closer and closer

;

the lowering clouds of war are growing darker and darker, the bullets

are now whistling over our heads in chorus, and the bursting shells

roar above us more frequently. It leaked out among the soldiers that

Stoneman had ordered Garrard to hold this crossing till noon at all

hazards, and thus cover his rear till he should get so far away that the

rebel cavalry could not overtake him. But can we do it? It is now

lo o'clock and yet the rebels do not attack ; they are still strengthening

their lines. A prisoner just captured tells us ihey already have seven

brigades in position, while of us there are but three. We now begin

to discuss the chances of the rebel infantry coming from Atlanta

before we get out of here. Dr. Cole says: "A council of our

General and his chief officers determined that every additional mo-

ment spent here increased our danger materially ; it would therefore

be prudent to move out." After this decision it was determined that

our brigade should make the effort to clear the way. Prepartaory to

this, two pieces of artillery ( Board of Trade ) were run down to

Long's position on the river and opened on the rebels vigorously on

the east and south. They replied, and for a time the music was lively.

Col. Miller came along our lines and told us frankly, and in his usual

friendly way, that we were surrounded by a greatly superior force
;

that it was determined that we should cut our way out, and that he

had selected our regiment to break the lines first ; that he had selected

us because he knew just what sort of stuff we were made of, that he

had confidence in us, and that he knew we could go right through

anything the rebels could bring against us. After giving us particular

instructions just what he wanted us to do, he left us to see about the

lead horses and artillery. The lead horses were now brought close

up to our rear with orders to follow as soon as the rebels should give

way. The balance of the artillery was brought up and two pieces

unlimbered and put in position, and when everything was ready the

artillery opened out. We jumped over our works and without utter-

ing a word started on a keen run. We struck the rebel skirmish line

200 yards out before they knew we were coming. We opened on them

with our Spencers, killed a few and captured others. They were

taken so completely by surprise that many of them never even fired a

single round, but skinned out for Atlanta as fast as their legs could

carry them. We now raised the cheer and charged right into the

main line along with their own skirmishers. Never was surprise more

complete. We are sure that not half of the main line ev^er fired a shot.
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and those who did were so badly scared that scarcely a shot took effect.

The last mother's son of them ran away with such earnestness that

you would have thought the " last ditch " was far away from there
;

we never saw men make better time. Had our cavalry been there

mounted and read)' to follow us we could have captured the whole

force of rebels in front of us ; but the cavalry were engaged in the

rear, and by the time we had run 600 }'ards we were all given out,

and were still 600 yards from the rebel lead horses ; the best we could

do was for our battery to throw shells into them as they were mount-

ing. This, we suppose, .materially aided them to mount, for in less

than 20 minutes from the time we jumped over our works the last

rebel horseman was sailing away in the direction of Atlanta "flying

light." We never saw such a dust kicked up before. Our lead

horses had kept well closed up behind us, and we mounted and moved

off slowly, the balance of the division following in good order. The

rebels, contenting themselves with skirmishing with the rear guard,

followed us a (ew miles. We moved back to the Covington road and

then turned east and went four miles and went into camp at Lithonia,

on the Augusta railroad. Our onl}^ loss in the engagement was

private John Boyd, of Company A, who was accidentally shot by one

of Company F's boys, and died the next day. Fie was a noble boy,

a good soldier, and sadly missed by his comrades. Peace to his ashes.

Capt. Hart, of the 123d Illinois, was wounded, and two men of the

same regiment mortally wounded in the fight, who with the two men
wounded last night comprised our loss. What the rebel loss was we
never stopped to find out ; we think it was not heavy, but we saw two

dead rebels in our line of march just after we struck the skirmishers,

and about the same time we saw a most ridiculous incident. The
rebel skirmish line in front of us was near a house, where there were

a lot of bees
; and just before we struck the skirmish line a rebel sol-

dier had turned a stand over and was helping himself to the honey.

The bees lit all over him and began to sting him furiously and without

mercy ; about the time we began to shoot at him he began to slap

himself, jump up and down, lie down and roll over, and was going

through the wildest contortions when we came upon him. For a time

we thought he was trying to dodge our bullets; but we soon got close

enough to see what was the matter withjaim, and left him still fight-

ing the bees. After he got the bees off of him he was taken in charge

by the men with the lead horses. ^-

Just before we made the charge, when we had come to the con-

clusion that our chances fof' ^ndersonville were at least favorable,

Adjutant Byrns came along and as usual was the butt of jest and re-
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mark. You see the boys had been discussing the order that we were

to tear up the Macon raih'oad, and had finally come to the conclusion

that may be we wouldn't do much of it this time ; so some one asked

Byrns how far it was to the Macon River, and another how far it was

to Macon road, when Corpl. James Daugherty, Company B, seriously

asked him how far it was to Macon our escape. We have no idea

where Stoneman expects to strike the Macon Railroad.

July 29th. Lay in camp all day at Lithonia, and as it is said the

object of our keeping the rebels back has been accomplished, we
seem to be taking things very coolly. We wonder why the rebels

do not pay us their respects to-day, as we are only 10 miles from

where they surrounded us yesterday. Scouting parties were sent

out in various directions toward Covington ; among these was a

squad under command of Sergt. Plunkett, Company E. Passing by

a house they saw a little bo}' on the fence and Plunkett said: " Bub,

where does this road go to?" He replied like the Arkansas Trav-

eler, "'It don't go anywhere, and never has went anywhere since

I've been here." There was a laugh at Plunkett's expense. We
cannot better explain our movement yesterday than to quote from

Sherman, vol. 2, pages 85, 88, 92, who says: "About this time I

was advised by Gen. Grdnt, then investing Richmond, that the rebel

government at Richmond had become aroused to the critical condi-

tion of things about Atlanta, and that I must look out for Hood
being greatly reinforced. I therefore resolved to push matters, and

at once ordered all the cavaliy to be ready to pass around Atlanta

on both flanks, to break up the Macon road so'as to cut off all sup-

plies to the rebel army inside, and thus to force it to evacuate or

come out and fight us on equal terms. The cavalry was assembled

in two strong divisions. That of McCook numbered about 3,500

effective cavalry, and was posted to our right rear at Turner's Ferry

;

and to our left rear at and about Decatur were the two cavalry divi-

sions of Stoneman 2,500 and Garrard 4,000, united for the time

and occasion under the command of Maj.-Gen. George Stoneman, a

cavalry officer of high repute. My plan of action was to move the

Army of the Tennessee to the right rapidly and boldly against the

railroad below Atlanta, and at the same time to send all the cavalry

around by the right and left to make a lodgment on the Macon road

about Jonesboro. All orders were given, and the morning of the

27th was fixed for commencing the movement. On the 26th I re-

ceived a note from Gen. Stoneman asking permission (after having

accomplished his orders to break up the railroad at Jonesboro) to go

on to Macon to rescue our prisoners of war known to be held there,
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and then to push on to Andersonville, where was the great depot of

Union prisoners, in which were penned at one time as many as

23,000 of our men, badly fed and harshly treated. I wrote him an

answer substantially consenting to his proposition, only modifying it

by requiring him to send back Gen. Garrard's division to its position

on our left flank after he had broken up the railroad at Jonesboro.

Promptly on time all got off." We shall now get our division back

to Atlanta and quote again from §herman to show some of the

results.

July 30th. Although we knew nothing of the co-operating forces

with, us, or of the real service we had performed in helping tJieni, we

felt that our expedition was rather a failure. We hadheard nothing

of Stoneman, -and so this morning early our division moved north

through Lithonia and made a wide circuit around Stone Mountain

and went into camp near Crosskeys, 14 miles west of Stone Mountain,

having marched 40 miles. Out of forage and rations.

July 31st. Moved straight south toward Atlanta and bivouacked

just after crossing Peach-tree Creek, five miles north of Atlanta and

close to Gen. Sherman's headquarters. No word from Stoneman.

Gen. Sherman says: "Gen. Garrard's division returned to-day and

reported that Gen. Stoneman had posted him at Flat Rock, while

Stoneman went on to Macon. '^ * * On the 3d of August Gen.

McCook came in and reported the actual results of his cavalry ex-

pedition. He had crossed the Chattahoochie below Campbellton,

had then marched rapidly across to the Macon Railroad at Lovejoy's

Station, where he had reason to expect Gen. Stoneman, but not

hearing of him he set to work, tore up two miles of the track,

burned two trains of cars, and cut away five miles of telegraph wire.

He also found the wagon train belonging to the rebel army in

Atlanta, burned 500 wagons, killed 800 mules, and captured 72

ofificers and 350 men. Finding his progress eastward, toward

McDonough, barred by a superior force, he turned back to Newnan,
where he found himself completely surrounded by infantry and cav-

alry. He had to drop his prisoners and fight his way out, losing

600 men killed and captured. In the meantime rumors came that

Stoneinan was down about Macon, on the east bank of the Ocmulgee.

"On the 4th of August Col. Adams got to Marietta with his

small brigade of 900 belonging to Stoneman's cavalry, reporting, as

usual, all the r^st lost, and this was partially confirmed by a report

which came to me all the way around by Gen. Grant's headquarters

before Richmond. A few days later Col. Capron also got in with

another small brigade, perfectly demoralized, and confirmed the re-
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port that Gen. Stoneman had covered the escape of these two

brigades, himself standing with a reserve of 700 men, with which he

surrendered. Thus another of my cavalry divisions was badly dam-

aged. Stoneman had not obeyed his orders to attack the railroad

first before going to Macon and Andersonville, but had crossed the

Ocmulgee River high up at Covington, and gone down that river

on the east bank. He reached Clinton and sent out detachments,

which struck the railroad leading from Macon to Savannah at Gris-

wold Station, where they destroyed 17 locomotives, and over 100

cars, and burned the bridge across the Oconee, and re-united the

division before Macon. Stoneman shelled the town across the river

but could not cross over, and returned to Clinton, where he found

his retreat obstructed, as he supposed, by a superior force, became
bewildered and sacrificed himself for the safety of his command.
Of course I was disturbed by the losses in these two divisions

(Stoneman's and McCook's) of cavalry, and made all possible prep-

arations to strengthen our guards along the railroad to the rear,

upon the theory that the force of cavalry that defeated McCook
would at once be upon the railroad about Marietta. I now became

satisfied that cavalry could not or would not make sufficient lodg-

ment upon the railroad below Atlanta, and that nothing would suffice

but for us to reach it with the main army, and to Schofield ( 23d ) corps

was committed the charge of this special object. At the same time

Garrard was ordered to occupy the trenches on our left, while

Schofield's whole army moved to the extreme right."

Now, gentle reader, you have a much better idea of the situation

than we had when on the ist of August, 1864, we moved camp to

within three miles north of Atlanta, dismounted and left all our

horses, pack mules, camp and garrison equipage, except what we

could carry, and late in the evening marched two miles south-east

till we struck the lines of the 23d army corps, which we relieved,

and took their places in the trenches, Minty's brigade joining on

to the left of the 20th corps, which occupied the line right north of

the city; and the position occupied by Minty's brigade extended

nearly due east for half a mile, while our brigade took up the line

to the left of Minty, and running around in a semi-circle nearly a

mile to the east and north-east. These two brigades were dis-

mounted, while Long's brigade kept up a chain of outposts or

pickets on horseback from our left clear around to the Chatta-

hoochie, a distance of 12 or 15 miles. Up to this time we had not

staid two days in a place since crossing the Chattahoochie

River, but we staid here just two weeks to a day, and had plenty
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of time to write up several things of interest to the general reader.

It was midnight before the 23d corps all got moved out of the

trenches and our brigade took their places. Our whole regiment

went on to the skirmish line. The movement was so well conducted

that the rebels never noticed the change and our pickets were able

to do enough shooting on the skirmish line to answer for the whole

corps that had just left.

August 2d. This morning, for the first time, we beheld the

spires in Atlanta, being just a mile from the city. Last night to our

right there was heavy shelling from both sides, while this morning

there is nothing but <he usual lively skirmishing from the rifle-pits.

A regimental history is supposed to simply narrate what the regi

uient did in the war of the rebellion ; but our children want to know
some of the grand results we helped to attain ; and we think every

comrade of the regiment will be pleased to see left upon record some

of the grand achievements of the war in which our regiment took so

honorable and conspicuous a part. We have passed over the siege

of Kenesaw Mountain and told exactly the part that was taken by

our regiment in that memorable siege, and yet upon reading it over

we are conscious that the general reader will form a very meagre

idea of the meaning of the word. We propose therefore to use a

few pages in describing the siege of Atlanta, as we took part in it,

and in doing this we shall tell many things which it has never been

our fortune to read or see in any book. We have already spoken of

the great battle that occurred along the line of the Peach-tree Creek,

five miles north-west of Atlanta, on July 20th. This took place

just after Hood took command of the rebel army, and outside the

outer defensive works surrounding the city. Sherman's army was

their scattered and Hood expected to whip each portion of it in

detail. In this first attempt he failed. The battle was terrible and

losses about equal on both sides. On the 21st of July Sherman's

entire army moved forward toward Atlanta, thus bringing its parts

closer together. On the 22d the investment or siege really began,

and we have the whole army in the positions as follows

:

1, Beginning on the extreme left, the i6th corps strung along

the railroad and between Atlanta and Decatur, and facing south.

2, The 17th corps three miles east of Atlanta, its right wing

resting on the railroad, and the corps facing west.

3, The 15th corps a little nearer Atlanta, its left wing resting on

the railroad, and facing nearly west.

4, The 23d corps north-east of the city, and facing south-west.

5, The 20th corps north of the city, and facing south.
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. 6, The 4th corps north-west of the city and facing south-east.

7, The 14th corps west of the city and facing east.

Thus the Union army lay in the shape of a reaping hook and
invested about one-half of the city.

On the morning of July 22d, Hood made a second attempt to

whip a part of Sherman's army, by moving out of Atlanta, south-

east; and attacking McPherson's army in theleft rear; and had not

the 1 6th corps been just in the position it was, Hood, no doubt,

would have been successful. This was the most desperate battle,

in open field, without works, of the whole campaign, and as

before stated, McPherson was killed. •

On the night of July 27th the 15th, i6th and 17th corps, under

command of Maj.-Gen. O. O. Howard, moved from the extreme

left of the army around in the rear of the other corps and took

position on the right of the 14th corps and south-west of Atlanta.

Hood detected this movement, and on the morning of July 28th

attacked these three corps before they had got in position. Another

dreadful battle ensued. Both sides lost heavily, but the loss of the

rebels was simply fearful to contemplate, as oui men, after repuls"

ing the first charge of the enemy, hast'ily threw up breastworks be'

hind which they fought the balance of the day ; and to show you of

how much importance this simple precaution was we quote from

Dr. Killen, of the loth Indiana, who was over the battle-field early

next morning : "In front of one of our regiments I -counted 58 dead

rebels all in line just as they had been killed by a single volley. This

of course threw the rebels into confusion and they fell back, re-

formed and came on the second time ; but this time our men did

not wait so long and a second volley killed 52 of them, all in line,

just as the others were. The next day after this battle we captCired

a rebel, and of course asked him a great many questions, among the

rest, how many men Hood had. He replied, ' Well, about enough

for two more killings if you don't make them too large.'
"

On the 29th Howard's army moved forward on a general left

wheel, hoping to lap around far enough on the south side of the

city to get on to the Macon Railroad. But after getting his

lines all dressed up facing east he found he was still a mile from the

railroad
; so the next move was to relieve the 23d corps and send

it to the right to protect the right flank of Howard's army. This

brings us up to the time of our going into the trenches vacated by

the 23d corps. Sherman now made an effort to get on to the rail-

road by regular siege, parallel after parallel. You ask what this

means and how it is done. Well, we have never seen any descrip-
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tion of the process in any book, and of course cannot <^ivc a scien-

tific explanition, and shall only attempt to tell it just as we saw it

done, and th"it, too, in our owi homely wav. When our army was

approaching" a heavy line of rebel works we sometimes sent forward

our skirmishers in the day time and sometimes in the night. In the

daytime it almost always brought on a fight, and sometimes a heavy

battle. After getting our main line of battle in a position we thought

we would be able to hold, and then wishing to establish a line close

up to and parallel with the rebel line, a skirmish line would be

started forward with gun and spade in hand. A soldier would crawl

flat of his belly as close to the enemy's lines as he dare go, lay his

gun beside him and with his spade begin to make a hole in front of

him, throwing the dirt forward. Of course if the rebel pickets are

vigilant they soon see this and begin to send him their compliments.

He has no time to pay any attention to this, but must dig for life.

In a (ew moments he has enough dirt thrown up in front of hiin to

protect his head, but must be careful to keep it very low and his

legs straight behind him. In a few moments more he has a hole

big enough to sit down in, when he works his feet around to the

front and puts them in the hole, but does not yet dare to raise his

head. His feet now aid him in thrusting in his spade, and in a few

minutes more he can raise upon his knees, and of course works

faster, as he is less cramped. Directly he stands on his feet, but

never raises his head until the dirt in front of him is high enough to

entirely hide him from the rebels. All this has been done perhaps

insi5e of 20 minutes. He now breathes freer and commences to

enlarge the hole and to shape it up, and in one hour from the time

he began to dig he is ready to lay down his spade and take up his gun.

But even then his feelings cannot always be the most pleasant. He
well knows he cannot get out of that hole till night ; six or eight rods

from him on either side is a comrade in just the same fix, and as they

lay aside their spades and begin to shoot it brings down upon the

fresh piles of earth all the concentrated wrath of the rebels in their

front ; the sharpshooters begin on them and the grape and canister

are rained all over them. As they lie there in the broiling sun, per-

haps wounded and dying, they may wish in vain for a friendly voice

to cheer them. It would simply be sacrificing another life to go to

their relief Night comes and the poor fellows are each relieved by-

two others who spend most of their time digging toward their com-

rades on the right and left, well knowing that when the day dawns
the rebels may be so exasperated by the increased size of the piles of

dirt as to charge on them and kill or capture them. This frequently

46
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occurred, as the rebels well knew that they would never be able to

drive our men out of their pits after the third night's work. Another

anxious day is passed, and at night these two are relieved by four or

six, and during the third night the trenches are dug into one continu-

ous line, and on the third day, or fourth at farthest, the whole line of

battle is ready to move up, and the works are made so strong that no

army could drive our men from behind them, and we are ready for

another advance. Both armies used the same kind of skirmish pits

and the same kind of earthworks, but the rebels always had theirs'

prepared in advance and just fell back from one position to another,

while our men always had to prepare theirs under fire, and that, too.

just as hot as the rebels could make it. From the experience of our

men in front of Kenesaw and Atlanta I suppose they became the

most expert skirmishers and diggers in the world. After we had lain

in the trenches a few days the everlasting skirmishing and incessant

roar of artillery became monotonous, and we began to look about for

amusement. Some of the boys nailed cleats to a large pine tree,

clear up to the top, and used it for an observatory. It afforded a view

of a grand panorama, especially after night, when both lines were put-

ting in their best licks shelling each other ; but the position was not

so pleasant when the , rebels threw their 64-pound shells at the tree.

A few of us one day took a stroll down along the works to the right

as far as the right of the 4th corps. Some places the rebel sharp-

shooters had got the range of our works so accurately that our men
dare not stick their heads above the works at all. For the benefit of

those who might grow careless, or who might not know where these

places were, large guide boards were stuck up with something like

this: " Keep doivn here." "Do not stand on the zvorks.'^ At other

places we were cautioned not to "bunch up," two or three men in a

place, or we would be promptly scattered by a shell. Many places

we could get a tolerable view of the city through the openings of the

trees, while at one particular point we got a splendid view of the rebel

works and our own rifle pits for nearly a mile down the line. For

half an hour we watched our sharpshooters in the skirmish pits shoot-

ing at the rebels. We observed that the rebels didn't shoot very

much. But whenever there would be a puff of smoke curl up from

the rebel pits we could see a like puff from a dozen of our skirmish

pits, sometimes for nearly a half mile up and down our lines, and then

we could see the dirt fly up around the luckless Johnny's head as the

bullets came at it from so many directions. There were times when

our skirmishers had orders to fire their 80 rounds every 24 hours, and

from two weeks' constant practice like this, our soldiers became the
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best marksmen in the world. Their orders were in no case to let a

rebel stick his head above their vvorks.

We have spoken of the 23d corps going to the right to help get on

to the railroad south of Macon. After it got in position it was found

that the rebels still had heav\' works between them and the railroad,

and Sherman found he would still need more men to enable him to

get on to the road. His next move was to take his whole army south,

much like a fish worm crawls on the ground ; that is by the "stretch-

ing process." This was accomplished by working the 20th and 4th

corps as close up to the rebel works as they could be got, thus very

materially shortening their lines, and then making their works so

strong that they could be held by fewer men ; then these two corps

were stretched out so as to relieve three divisions of the 14th corps,

which were moved to the right of the 23d corps. But Hood Avas

equal to the emergency, and it was found that he could stretch as fast as

Sherman could, and at whatever place our men would come up toward

the railroad they would still find a heavy line of works between them

and the road. Sherman telegraphed to Gen. Halleck, at Washington,

August 7th :
" We keep hammering away all the time, and there is

no peace inside or outside of Atlanta. Gen. Schofield yesterday

drove the enemy behind his main breastworks, which cover the rail-

road from Atlanta to Macon at East Point, and captured a good many
of the skirmishers, who are his best troops, for the militia hug the

breastworks close. I do not deem it prudent to extend any more to

the right, but will push forward daily by parallels and make the inside

of Atlanta too hot to be endured. I have sent back to Chattanooga

for two 32-pound Parrotts, with which we can pick out almost any

house in town. I am too impatient for a siege, and don't know but

this is as good a place to fight it out on as further inland. One thing

is certain, whether we get into Atlanta or not, it will be a used-up

community when we are done with it."

Our every move was vigilantly w^atched and resisted to the death,

consequently heavy and severe fighting was going on all the time, day

in and day out, from morn till night and from night till morn ; from

one week's end till the next the constant roar of musketry and artillery

was kept up. Indeed, the roar was so incessant that a lull of a single

minute was noticed and remarked ; and if a silence of 20 or 30 min-

utes came at any time we all began to wonder, for these instances were

ominous, so often being the precursors of a terrible storm ; they almost

always occurred just before one side or the other would make a charge.

We got so accustomed to these things that whenever there would be

a lull in the firing we would ask each other, "which side is going to
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try it this time?" Wc could always tell which side was making the

charge by the hearty cheering of our men, or by the devilish yells of

the rebels. The rebels did not fire regularly all along their works, but

would break out now and then at different points on the line. On the

night of the 5th they gave us a pretty thorough .shaking up. From

our lines the firing was regular and .systematic. We suppose that

Sherman had o\'er 100 guns in position bearing on the city, and there

were many days at a time when every gun had orders to fire a shell

every five minutes. Day and night the incessant roar goes on. The

line of our works reaches fully 10 miles, and it often happens that the

firing will commence on the extreme left and run clear around to the

extreme right, very much like dragging a log chain regularly over a

rail; by the time the sound dies away on the right it begins again on

the left, and round after round wears the night away.

This is becoming monotonous, but do not get the idea that we are

idle spectators. Our pickets were attacked almost every day and the

rebels shelled us almost every night, and on the night of the 13th

gave us a terrible round, killing a number of horses, and shot off the

leg of a 7th Pennsylvania cavalryman right, in our quarters. We have

time for but a few incidents. Our horses were left in camp three

miles west of our position in line, and close to the battlefield of Peach-

tree Creek, and we had ample opportunity of rambling over it. Near

our camp was a trench in which 75 of our men were buried, and buried

we suppose as well as could be done under the circumstances ; but we
noticed a horrid stench rising from the ground, and the flies and

worms working in the loose earth. Further down to the west, in the

woods, we saw a hundred or more rebels that had only been partially

buried, just as they had been shot down, some of them with but a

few shovelfuUs of dirt thrown over them. Of course our own dead

were buried first, and it was two days before our men came on to the

ground where these rebels lay, and then the weather was so hot and they

had so far decayed that it was impossible to bury them. Joab Moffit,

private Company I, was with us, and as we passed around among the

dead his remarks were anything but complimentary to the Johnnies.

One fellow's haversack lay close to his head, as if he needed his rations

on his journey to the happy hunting grounds. The haversack had a

piece of pork in it. The meat was all sound but the Johnny wasn't.

Finally we came to one that had but a few shovelfuUs of dirt thrown

over his body, while hi? head, arms and legs, were without any dirt

over them at all. Joab accidentally stumbled over one of his feet,

and the body was so far decayed that the foot came off and rolled

away. "There," says Joab, " Just as I expected—sock and all."
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Such scenes as these, and many that were worse, were so common as

to breed contempt. While we were in the trenches the surgeon of

the pStli got leave of absence and went home, and wanted to take a

rebel skull with him in the interests of science, and also as a sort of

reminder of what he had seen ; and he agreed to give Grismar, of

Company K, Seventy-Second, ;^5.oo if he would bring him a skull.

We suppose Grismar did not care to be seen carrying the skull in

broad daylight, so he reported to the Doctor's quarters about sundown,

and the Doctor gave him an old dull spade and told him he should

not fail. Grismar had about a mile to go to get to where the rebels

were unburied, and it was getting dark when he got there. He
wasn't long in finding what he supposed was a proper subject, but

from some cause or other it proved to be not so much decayed as

some of the others. He stepped astride the body and raised the

spade to chop the head off. After a lick or two he thought to look

down and see how he was getting along ; but not timing his motions

right he looked just as he brought the spade down upon the man's

neck, when to his horror the Johnny opened his mouth and his teeth

gleamed in the fading light ; he lifted the spade and the man's mouth

went to with a snap. Grismar threw the spade as far as he could

send it and started for camp, and as he started he thought he could

see the Johnny start up behind him. Fear lent wings to his feet, and

as he ran he was sure he could feel the Johnny clutching at his coat-

tails. He flew over the distance from there to camp with the speed

of the wind. He arrivedat his quarters out of breath and speechless.

Fortunately for him his comrades had gone to bed, and he never told

of the circumstance till the war was over.

All through July the weather had been extremely hot, but dry,

and our constant movements kept us in good health. After going

into the trenches it turned wet and just as hot as ever, and the health

of the brigade failed wonderfully in the two weeks we were there.

The constant watchfulness of our skirmishers was wearing on us.

W'e were covering such an extended line that it kept us on duty six

days out of seven
; at least that was the case with your humble servant.

We have a story furnished by Remley, showing the constant watch-

fulness of our men. Calvin E. Swindler, private Company E, entered

the service when but a boy, but made a No. i soldier, a good shot

and remarkably cool in time of danger. One night while on picket

to the north-east of Atlanta he heard something coming up the

by-road on which he was standing, and sang out " Halt ! Who comes
there?" No response, and the sound comes moving rapidl}' towards

him. In an instant "whang!" goes his trusty Spencer. The
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sergeant of the guard hastens out to see what is the matter. He
found Cal. at his post, and pointing to a dark object just in front of

him said "there it is." A mule had come running up the road

toward him, and not being hght enough for him to see whether there

was any one on it, he had fired, and the mule came stumbling on and

fell dead at his feet. There was no fun in standing the long lonely

two hours alone. Besides, no one was sure when he went out to his

post that he would ever get back alive. We here insert a rebel letter

written to a man's wife just at this time, aS showing the terrible straits

to which the rebels were reduced and the sore privations which they

must have endured. Our condition was bad enough, but we would

hardly be willing to exchange with them. This letter was picked up

by Sergt. A. W. Lane, of Company G, a few days after written

:

" In the Trenches before Atlanta, August 15th, 1864.

My Dear Wife :

Your war-worn husband takes his pen in hand, in a strange land,

on a foreign strand. My ink is pale, I have no ale. My paper is

poor ; so is my grub. Our quarters in camp are passable, but quar-

ters in my pocket are not. Last night I had a wagon bolster for a

"piller, " while I was covered with a sheet of water. I long for

more biscuits and less bullets. How I wish you were here. The
farther I get from you the better I like you. So that you may know
how we work in spite of the cussed Yanks, I send you a diary of

daily labor. 5 o'clock, called up by a roll of the drum, from a roll in

the mud
; no rolls of bread. 6 to 7, shoulder spades. Throw up the

earth, also my yesterday's rations. 7:30, another roll of the drum,

and we roll logs. Filing off into line, as well as defiling my breeches

with the sacred soil of Georgia ; drawing ramrods but no pay ; no

shelling out by the government, but a cussed sight by the Yanks.

9 a.' m. More drilling, but not of the cotton kind, wherewith to in-

crease my present supply of one shirt. 10 :oo More spadular researches

into the geological formation of the earth. 1 1 :oo Corps takes a chew
of tobacco. 1 2 :oo See signs of dinner. Skippers throwing up works

on a hog's jowl to resist the attack of the captain's cook. My eyes

are sunk so far into my head that I can look down my windpipe into

my restaurant department. I would make a first class telescope,

I have three glasses"

Here a Spencer ball put a quietus to his further soliloquizing.

But the reader would like to get away from Atlanta, and so would

w'e
;
yet the siege is scarcely half over, and we hear that Wheeler

has got on to our railroad away up about Dalton and Tunnel Hill.

August 14th. We quote from Dr. Cole: "Late this evening we
were relieved and moved back to our horses very well satisfied to be
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out of the ditches. The health of the command became poor while

confined to the trenches." Col. Miller says : " Shelled the enemy all

night from our whole lines. The word is that Wheeler is in our rear;

I was ordered to be ready to move at daylight. for Dalton. " We got

a good night's rest and were up long before daylight on August 15th,

and ready to move out by sun-up, supposing that we would go back to

the rear to see about Wheeler. But instead of that we moved out at

8 a. m., going to Decatur, 10 miles from bur camp. This place was

abandoned by us more than two weeks ago since, which time it has

been in the hands of the rebels. When our advance got there they

found it occupied by the rebels and our scouts captured two of their

videttes. After getting to the town the brigade was sent out in

detachments on different roads, the Seventy-Second taking a road

running south, which we followed a mile and a half, ran out to the rebel

picket-posts and drove them back a mile further, where we stirred up

the whole nest, and they came on to us by the thousand. As there

were none of our brigade near us we concluded discretion was the bet-

ter part of valor, and fell back, the rebels closing up on our rear

guard lively ; some members of Company D showing great coolness

and courage in keeping back the rebels. The rebels were not only

following us but pushing ahead on another road trying to cut us off

from Decatur. After getting back past the intersection of the roads

we stopped and formed line of battle on a high ridge, half a mile south

of town, and dared the rebels to come on. It began to rain just as we
commenced to fall back, and by the time we got our line of battle

formed it poured down in torrents, and continued so till night. We
had a good position, with an open field for a mile in front of us, slop-

ing from our line nearly two-thirds of the way across it. The rebels

were saucy and formed their line of battle in the open field in front of

us and in plain view, and sent forward their skirmishers, who began to

fire upon us when about half way across the field, their shots falling

short 50 to 1 00 yards. Then we began to laugh at them and tell them

to come closer ; that their guns were no account; to come and get a

piece of corn bread ; and a hundred like expressions. They raised their

accustomed yell and started, but a volley from our Spencers flattened

them out on the ground in a minute. Then we had the laugh on them
again and kept hallooing at them to get up out of the mud. This exas-

perated them so they made a second attempt, but a few shots from our

lines sent them to grass again. The railroad from Decatur to Atlanta
'

ran from the right of our position in the woods through a deep cut

for more than a half mile to the south-west, and by some means we
were made aware of the rebels coming up through that cut to our right
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rear, and Company G, with some skirmishers from Company D, was

sent over on the railroad. This move was none too soon, as they had

scarcely gone a quarter of a mile till the rebels opened on them,

wounding George Passale, private Company G, severely in the chest;

but our men had the advantage of the timber and the railroad bank

and held the rebels at bay. Just as the firing began on our right the

rebels made another attempt to advance in our front, and although it

was still raining as hard as it could pour we could see them so plainly

and our men opened on them with such deliberation that they scarcely

got a dozen rods till they were all flat on their bellies again. They

then tried shooting at us from their positions on the ground, A few

shots went over our heads, and a few struck the fence in front of us,

but most of them dropped far short of their mark ; no rebel dare .stick

up his head for a second but he was glad to get it down again. All

this time we were keeping up a lively conversation with the rebels,

doing mo.st of the talking ourselves, however. We held our position

till it began to get dark, when we fell back slowly to town, mounted

our horses and moved slowly to camp, getting in just at midnight.

August i6, 1864. Two years ago to-day we were mustered into the

service, and whether we had any orders on the subject or not we never

could tell, but somehow or other, by intuition, instinct, or some other

method, we got the idea that we would have a day's rest, an article

we were sadly in need of, as we had not had one since crossing the

Chattahoochee. By common consent we all improved the time bath-

ing in the Peach-tree Creek, washing and mending our clothes—

a

very much needed exercise. By evening we had cleaned up and

mended up till we had things in tolerable "shipshape, " and at

night had a general jollification and some speech making by the offi-

cers. We feel wonderfully inclined right here to let ourselves out on

"Patriotism," but forbear.
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CHAPTER XXX.

From Aiujiixt \~tth t<> Scjitciiih'r IHth.—Hinnji'ii Chlhlrcn— Miiityx and Lonc/^

Bri'jadi'i Roiujldii HaivUed—Shenuaii Italic < tJie Siege and Move.s South af Atlan-

ta—Sleepiiui Intlir Saddle—The Trains at Sa/i'J Town—A .yfad .Dutch Sutler—
Sherman. Slqi/ied Off' and the ReheU did not Find it Out until Morning— 21ie

EeheU thinl: Sherman !< in Full Retreat and Rejoice—How the Trains of a Great

Army Move—Hood p'nd.i out what Sherman ii uji to after Sherman Cutn the Rehcl

Railroads— Tliomai and Schojield Cut the Rehel Army in ttco—ReheU Whijjped and

Hose 3,000 Priioner.i-Thi'i Finishes the Atlanta Cam2jaign— Oetting Jloney and

Whipping Rebeli—Scooping in Vidette-i—Montgomery's Strategy— (len. Slocum

Marches into Atlanta—Slierman Announces that " Atlanta li Our.-t, and Fairly

Won''—100,000 Soldier.-! Wild with Joy ocer the Victorious Ending of the Cani-

paign—Congratulations from the Patriotic North, from Gen.s. Shtrman and

Grant and Preddrnt Lincoln,— ^-1 Sea-ion of Reit—Pay Promised—Womh Full of

Rehel Stragglers—Re4, Service, Sanitary SuppUei and. Getting Well—In Cam})

near Cress Keys— Get the Papers and. Read up— The Preddential Contest— Col.

Miller TelU us to Yote—We Organize and Vote 3.52 Majority for Uncle Ahe, 400

Majority for 0. P. Morton, and Hail the Reiult with Cheers—Speeches which

Scorch Cop>per Heads— Viewing the Siege Guns and. Fortifcations at Atlanta—
City and Fortifications Described—Sherman and Hood Excha/ige 2,000 Prisoners

— Sherman Orders All Citizens to Evacuate Atlanta, and the Reliels Howl with

Indignation—S ^'etch (f Major Adam Pinl-erton.

August 17th. Spent the day lying around loose, expecting every

minute to get orders to move, but got no orders. till nearly night,

when our brigade was ordered to relieve Long's brigade, which for

more than two weeks had been picketing from the left of the infantry

clear around back to the river close to Rosvvell. When relieved,

Minty's and Long's brigades moved down to Sandtown to assist

Kilpatrick's division to make another attempt on the Macon Railroad.

August 1 8th. Our regiment was on picket till late in the evening,

and from Miller's notes we have this :
" The word is that the enemy

are moving on our left. We have no forage and half the brigade is

on picket." It appears that Wheeler did really get on to the railroad

by making a wide circuit around our left, and struck the railroad away
up above Kesaca, tore up a few miles of the track and captured

1,000 head of our beef cattle. See Sherman, vol. 2, p. 103. On
the i6th another detachment passing around our right flank struck the

railroad about the Etowa, and tore irp the road there, and for several

days our horses were without forage. When we got to camp we had

orders to be ready to move at 2 a. m. to-morrow morning.

August 19th. Moved this morning promptly at 2 o'clock, taking

the road to Decatur, and got there by the time the sun was an hour

high, killing two rebel videttes and capturing two others. We re-

mained in town all day foraging on all the roads in every direction for

47
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two miles and a half from it. Just at noon most of our brigade were

in town feeding their horses on roasting-ears brought in from the

country. A part of our regiment fed their horses on the north side

of the square next the side-walk ; as the men began to scatter and

move off we noticed three little children come out on the side-walk

who were the very picture of distress. After looking at our horses

in astonishment for a while, the little boy, about three years old,

happened to see the cobs where our horses had eaten, and immedi-

ately ran and picked up one of the cobs and began to gnaw and suck

it as if his life depended upon it. The little girl noticed him and

begged him to let her have some, but he could not be persuaded to

part with it. She then asked him where he got it. Without stopping

he motioned his head to the edge of the side-walk. She ran to the

gutter and immediately uttered an exclamation of surprise, jumped

down among the cobs and began to gather up her hands full, but see-

ing one with about half the corn left on she grabbed it up and ex-

claimed :

'

' Oh bubby ! bubby ! Lookey here what a great big nice

one! " Bubby threw down his cob and made a desperate effort to

take the corn away from her, and perhaps would have succeeded but

she threw him off his guard by saying: " Oh bubby, less give it to

the baby, and we'll get more. " The little fellow's wrath was appeased

in a moment. They gave the corn to the baby a year and a half old,

and set about hunting among the cobs for any chance one that might

have a few grains upon it. Just a month ago our advance entered this

town, killing a few rebel soldiers, and among the number was the

father of these children. He had fallen, fighting as he supposed for

his country, and now for more than three weeks this place had been

inside the rebel lines. Yet his comrades were so base that they could

see this wretched woman and her children starve, without making a

single effort to help them. We acquainted our Colonel, who was

one of the kindest hearted men in the world, with the circumstances,

and he immediately sent for an ambulance and had the widow and her

children sent north, where it is to be hoped the children have grown

up to love their country. Such little touches of human nature as this

make the world akin

Late in the evening our brigade moved two miles north-west of

Decatur and went into camp. Just as we left camp this morning, and

two hours before daylight, a ferocious cannonading began all along

the lines, and in a short time we could see vast volumes of smoke

and flame rise from Atlanta, showing that our shells were making it

warm for the good people inside.

August 20th. This morning we were up and back to Decatur by
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dayli<^ht. Forag;ed all the forenoon for our horses, without seeing any

rebels. After dinner we went back to our old camp on Peach-tree,

reached it b\' the middle of the afternoon and <^ot a ^ood night's

sleep and rest which we were needing badly.

August 2 I St. We begin to realize that it is not- much fun to have

our railroad cut, as in this wooded country forage is scarce at best,

and after our army has swept over a strip of it 50 miles wide we find

it quite a task to find forage enough to keep our horses from starving.

It is 12 miles from our camp to the edge of this strip, and we cannot

carry enough on our horses to last any time ; and to-day we have sent

out our wagons for forage. Company H went along as guards for

this train. They \\'ent away up near McAfee's Bridge and were very

successful, getting all the wagons full of corn and blades.

August 22d. On picket again, and we quote from Dr. Cole's jour-

nal: "This evening the Kilpatrick raiders returned. The two brig-

ades, Minty's and Long's, belonging to our division, have been roughly

handled. The loss in killed and \\'ounded in ist brigade is 113, and

in the 2d 90. The .surgeons and assistants of my brigade rendered

ever}' assistance to the wounded. The two brigades from our divi-

sion suffered comparatively more than any other part of Kilpatrick's

command, from the fact that when surrounded they led the charge

out through the enemy's lines. They tore up the railroad at Jones-

boro and burned some government property, and on returning made

the entire circuit of Atlanta ; but the work accomplished failed to pay

the cost."

August 23d. Sherman says: "We saw trains coming in from

the south to-day, showing that the cavalr}^ could not or would not

work hard enough to disable a railroad properly, and I therefore re-

solved at once to proceed to put into execution my original plan of

raising the siege and moving boldl}' to some point on the Macon Rail-

road below East Point." So, on the morning of August 24th, our

brigade mounted at daylight and as usual moved out to Decatur.

There were yet about four miles of the Augusta Railroad, between

Decatur and Stone Mountain, that had not been torn up, and we
worked hard all day, destroying it entirely. There were heav\' fires

in Atlanta all day, and it seems to us there will be little of it left to

fight about in a week longer.

August 25th. Our brigade 4n camp all day anxiously expecting

something to turn up. Just at night the Seventy-Second mounted
and rode up as close to the rear of the 20th corps as we dare go without

attracting the attention of the rebels, and then dismounted and took

our places -along in the trenches of that corps, and just after dark,
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with artillery all muffled, the corps left the trenches and very quietly

moved back across the Chattahoochie. About loat night we quietly

called in our skirmishers and pickets and followed the infantry,

getting across the river at Vining's Station about i o'clock a. m. of

the 26th. During our march in the night our regiment was in the

rear of the brigade, and it seems after we got started the brigade

moved off pretty lively and got into camp by midnight, but we noticed

after we had moved two or three miles that our regiment kept going

slower and slower and finally stopped still. We sent a man forward

to see what was the matter, not wishing to make much noise. When
our man reached the head of column he found the captain, who was

at its head, sitting there on his horse sound asleep ; and in fact nearly

every man in the whole regiment was sound asleep. We had moved

so much after night, and had become so accustomed to sleeping on

horseback, that we could sleep about as well that way as any other,

and our horses would keep their places all the same whether we were

asleep or awake. But somehow the captain's horse got stopped, and

if somebody had not waked the captain we might have remained there

till morning. When the captain was waked up he was so confused

he did not know which end of the road to take, and had it not been

for the men he would ha\'e gone right straight back to Atlanta, and it

took a good deal of parleying to get him to move forward. We got

across the river an hour after the balance of the regiment and brigade

had been in camp, and a half mile from the ri\'er met Col. Miller,

who had put the rest in camp, got impatient and had started to look

for us. When we met him he was about as mad a man as you ev^er

saw He pitched into the captain, and for once used language more

forcible than elegant. By this time the men began to jeer and make

remarks which partially explained the situation, so that the longer

Miller talked the madder he got, and finally, telling the captain he

might get into camp the best way he could, turned off and left him.

This and our laughing so exasperated the captain that he told us ive

might get into camp the best way we could. Of course one place

suited us quite as well as another, and every fellow went for the

nearest tree, hitched his horse, and in five minutes was sleeping the

sleep of the just.

August 26th. When we woke up this morning the sun was up,

and we found our brigade was camped a half mile away and our whole

division train near us. We diew rations and the train began to move

early, taking the road to Sand Town, 20 miles south-west, down the

river. After they all got strung out on the road we mounted and

moved on slowly after them all day without stopping, and near sun-
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down went into camp four miles north of Sand Town. The move
last night was a perfect success. At the same time the 20th corps

moved out of the trenches the 4th corps also left and moved down
toward Sand Town, on the east side of the river, and all so quietly

that the rebels never missed them till morning, and then they thought

our whole army had begun to retreat. A dispatch from Gen.

Sherman to Gen. Halleck explains the present move :

'

' August 24th.

Heavy fires in Atlanta all day caused by our artillery. I will be

all ready and commence the movement around Atlanta by the south

to morrow night, and for some time you will hear little of us. I will

keep open a courier line back to the Chattahoochie bridge by way of

Sand Town. The 20th corps will hold the railroad bridge, and I will

move with the balance of the army provisioned for 20 days."

August 27th. We started this morning at sun-up and moved on

past the trains and got to the river by 8 or 9 o'clock, crossed over on

a good wagon bridge, and when we got into Sand Town we found the

whole army had abandoned the siege and mbved south, and all the

trains of the army were coming into Sand Town, in obedience to

orders as fast as they could. It had been a long time since we had

seen sucli a rush and jam of trains. It is no small job to manage

three or four thousand trains under the most favorable circumstances,

and in the present instance the confusion was simply fearful. Sand

Town is 1 5 miles south-west of Atlanta. All the trains belonging to

the army were scattered along in the rear of the brigades to w^hich

they belonged, and covered an extent of country several miles long.

All were coming in on different roads and had got here about the

same time, and it took more than the remainder of the day to get

them all started out on different roads to the south-east. The fact is,

all the trains did not get into Sand Town to-day ; but about noon our

division moved out on the road they were coming in on from toward

Atlanta
;
and late in the afternoon found the rear of them six or seven

miles from Sand Town, and then we went into camp near Eutaw Post-

office. After getting our coffee and dinner Companies D and I were sent

on picket, going toward Atlanta two miles further. On our way out we
met a Dutch sutler coming in bare-headed and bare-footed, and with-

out any coat. He was as mad as wrath, and had a terrible tale of woe
to tell. As a rule wagon masters do not care much to be bothered

with sutlers, and do not take much pains to give them orders when
and where to move. So the trains had moved off in the night and
left the Dutch sutler in entire ignorance of when and where tliey

were going. This morning when he woke up he found the Johnnies

all around him, and it didn't take them long to clean him out. They
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took every thing he had—a good mule team and wagon, a large wall

tent well filled with goods, his hat, coat and boots, and then kicked

him because he hadn't more. As he was' not a soldier they kicked

and cuffed him around a while and then let him go. He was the maddest

man we ever saw. They had taken $5,000 worth of stuff from him,

and he was so Dutchy that it would make the oldest man in the world

laugh to hear him tell it. About sundown the rear guard (about 200

infantry
)
passed and told us to look sharp, as the rebs would be on to

us before morning. The night passed off quietly, but just at daylight

our videttes commenced shooting and we thought the Johnnies were

on to us sure enough. But when it got light enough, we could see

they were our ovvn men who had straggled from their commands and

got lost. We never could have any patience with such vaga-

bonds as these, and should not have cared had some of them got

killed.

August 28th. We were called in at 9 o'clock this morning, went

to where the brigade had camped and then took a road running south,

went three miles and caught up with the trains, which during the

night had all got started o.ut in a south-east direction, and now our

business for several days is to guard these trains. This is a bold ven-

ture, and Sherman has but 20 days' rations in his wagons and can-

not afford to lose one of them ; hence we are required to exercise the

utmost caution and vigilance. Of all the duty we ever did this is the

most tedious.

The movement thus far has been a grand success. Up to the pres-

ent time there have only been a half dozen wagons lost, and, as above

indicated, more than half of them belonged to suttlers. We moved
on slowly after the trains all the afternoon, and at 7 p. m. went into

camp near Mt. Gilead Church, having made but six miles for the day.

We have already given the movement of the 20th and 4th corps and

our division on the night of the 25th, and have spoken of its success. On
the night of the 26th Sherman moved the balance of his army back

south-west toward Sand Town, so tliat the Johnnies really thought he'

was retreating and intended to cross at that place. The news was

telegraphed all over the South that the Yanks were in full retreat, and

there was great jo}^ in Atlanta. Yesterday morning there were sev-

eral trains of cars came up from Macon loaded with ladies and the

elite of the South to help celebrate Hood's grpat victory ; but to-day

we think they are beginning to find out their mistake, for they have

been feeling out in this direction with all the cavalry they have, to

find out our exact whereabouts, and picket firing is going on all the

time.
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August 29th. We did not unsaddle at all last night, and were

ready to move early, but did not move till 10 o'clock, and then only

three miles during the day, camping on the south side of Camp
Creek ; that is to say, our camp is only three miles from where it

was last night, but some portion of the division are constantly

moving back and forth all the time, the object being to keep up as

big a show of troops between our trains and Atlanta as possible.

As we have nowhere given the reader an idea of how the trains of

a vast army move across the country, we will, in a few words,

describe the method. In the first place, then, there are now in this

vast train 3,000 army wagons, besides the artillery caissons, forges,

ambulances, sutler wagons, &c., and not less than 20,000 horses and

mules (see Sherman's book), and were they all strung out on one

road, closed up as closely as possible, the column would be 50 miles

long. As the object is to keep the trains belonging to each brigade

or division as near as possible to the rear of the infantry to which

they belong, you can see it is impossible for all the trains to move
upon one road, or even a dozen, because if they did the infantry

would not get to see their trains from one week's end to another, -and

some of them would never get to see them at all. As our army
sweeps across the country in a line of battle from 10 to 40 miles

long, and from time to time wheeling upon the right or left flank like

a huge and ponderous gate swinging upon its hinges, this vast train

of wagons sweeps over the country after it; and notwithstanding this

is a heavily wooded country, thinly inhabited, and in a manner no

roads at all, this train of wagons sweeps over the country like a vast

herd of buffalo, always heading after their respective commands. You
would be surprised to see with what ease and how noiselessly they slip

along through the woods. Of course where the woods are too thick for

them to get through they have to be cut awny, but there is no noise

or fuss made about it ; slowly and steadily they move forward in the

direction indicated. As ail the wagons are provided with bows and

canvas covers, it would be a novel and interesting sight to be up high

enough to see them all moving at once. This grand sight the mem-
bers of the signal corps often witncbsed from their elevations upon
hill-tops, tree-tops or mountain peaks, with their glasses that swept

the country for many miles in all directions. This the more excites

our wonder and admiration, as it is something entirely new in the

history of military tactics for a very large army to cut loose from a

base of supplies and push boldly out into an enemy's country, with

only 20 days' rations in wagons
; and there is a heated controversy

going on all the time among the men about the propriety of the
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move ; about half of the men shaking their heads and declaring—to

say the least of it—that it is verv risky, while the other half declare

that in 20 days Sherman can move this army clear around Atlanta

and back to the place he started from
;
and if Hood wants to come

out of his works and attack us, let him do it, for we can whip

him in an open field fight so quick he will never want to try it but

once.

From the time we crossed the river at Sand Town up to the evening

of September 2d, our duties day after dav were just the same, always

keeping between our trains and Atlanta, while the army had swept

around over the country on a general left wheel from Sind Town on

the south-west to Jonesboro on the south-east, and for the work

performed each day we refer you to Sherman's book, only noting

just so much of it as will make our own work as plain and conspicu-

ous as it should be.

On the 28th the whole army was on the Montgomery railroad, from

East Point to Red Oak and Faii-burn, a distance of 20 miles south-

west, thoroughly destroying it. On the 31st the entire army was on

the Macon railroad from Rough-and-Ready to below Jonesboro,

south-east, a distance of 20 miles. It was not till the 28th that Hood
found out that Sherman had not retreated but was going for his rail-

road, and on the 29th and 30th Hood sent two of his veteran corps,

his own old corps and Hardee's, to Jonesboro to meet Howard's

army, which was now moving straight for that place. On the even-

ing of the 30th Hood attacked Howard and a severe battle was

fought, Hood being driven back into his works. On the evening of

the 31st Schofield and Thomas had pushed across the Macon railroad

far enough to cut the rebel armv in two, two divisions—conscripts and

state militia—still being in Atlanta. On the ist of September Scho-

field and Thomas pushed down along the railroad to Jonesboro, and in

the evening lapped around to the north and norfh-east, and another bat-

tle ensued, in which the rebels lost 3,000 prisoners, two batteries of ten

guns, and h^Kl not night come on so soon would have lost nearly the

whole of those two corps. What was left retreated during the night

to Lovejoy's station, six miles south of Jonesboro. This was really

the finishing stroke of the campaign. On the ist of September our

division crossed the Macon railroad and went into camp seven miles

from Jonesboro, Company D on picket near Rough-and-Ready. A
squad went to a neighboring house where there were lots of bees,

secured a large wash-pan, and went for the honey, but just about the

time they had the pan full a party of rebs charged upon them.

They set the pan down and went to work on the rebs with their
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Spencers, and soon drove them away and carried off the honey in

triumph.

September ist. List night Company K was on picket east of

Jonesboro, near the rebel lines, and this morning made preparations

to take in the rebel videttes on the saine road close to them There

was a dense wood between the two outposts which favored the move"

ment. Captain Kilborn hadd)uoled the outposts and [)reparations

were made for them to charge the rebel-; just as it beg n t) get light.

Tnis WAS done in a most gallant style and was entirely successful,

bringing in the entire squad with:)ut miking any fuss aboit it. The

rebels soon found out their videttes had been captured and at

once put out others in their places, who were immediately taken in

in the same way. On this charge private George W. Montgomery

bore down upon the rebel vidette and fired, and when he attempted
"

to re-load found the cartridge shell was fast in his gun. He was so

close that retreat was out of the question, so he just charged right up

to the rebel and presented his empty gun ; the rebel was so frightened

that he gave up his gun, which was loaded. Montgomery marched

him back to headquarters, then took out his knife and picked out the

shell, the rebel watching him, and when he had got it out he said,

" Now she's all right, " and threw another load in. The rebel said,

" Well that beats h— 1.
" "What beats h— 1 "^

" said Sergt. Wilhite.

" \Vhy, I surrendered to a man with an empty gun, and mine was

loaded." He was a Mississippian, and had once before been a pris-

oner at Indianapolis ; and he said, " I don't mind being beat fair, but

d—n a man that will surrender to another with an empty gun ; but I

thought you fellows could just shoot all the time, and his first shot

came so close to me I was afraid to let him shoot again." These two

charges had been so successful that Sergt. Plunkett and some more of

the boys thought they would try it again. A member of the 123d

Illinois volunteered to go along with them, but by this time the rebels

had got the hang of it, and as our boys charged down upon the rebel

videttes they ran right into a pocket formed by the rebels on each

side of the road. They discovered their misfortune in time for all of

them to get out but the 123d man, who was captured.

September 2d. Went into camp two miles eastof Jonesboro. We
cjuote from Dr. Cole: "The 14th corps gained a complete and

decisive victory over the rebels at Jonesboro yesterday evening. * * *

The wounded fell into our hands to be provided for. Our loss was

also severe, as the rebels were entrenched and our men were com-

pelled to drive them out at the point of the bayonet. The woods are

full of wounded rebels, and I have had my ambulance engaged in pick-
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ing them up and bringing them to hospital." Our regiment went on

a scout north-east of the railroad for several miles till we came near

the Atlanta and McDonough road. Here we found the rebel army

that had been left in Atlanta. It was making good time to catch up

with Hood. We skirmished with them awhile and then went into

camp with the brigade near Jonesboro. Last night about midnight

continued and heavy reports of fire-arms came from the direction of

Atlanta, and we suppo.sed a battle was going on. We were i 5 miles

from Atlanta, but could hear the firing distinctly. The 20th corps,

Gen. Slocum in command, which had been left at the Chattahoochie,

had orders to watch the rebels in Atlanta very closely and attack them

on the slightest appearance of their giving way. Gen. Slocum had

heard these reports the same as we had, and this morning had moved
forward to Atlanta and found the city entirely deserted and entered it

unobstructed. About 9 or 10 o'clock rumors began to come to us

that the rebels had retreated from Atlanta, and the column we saw

later in the day confirmed the reports. As Slocum entered Atlanta

an engine followed him into the city, and he sent the engine on down

the Macon Railroad with a despatch to Sherman. The engine came

on down to Rough and Ready till it struck the place torn up by our

arm)'. From there the courier made his way down the railroad on

foot till he reached our division, and then the dispatch was sent on

down to Sherman, who, with most of the army, was away below

Jonesboro.

September 3d. 1 ying in camp to-day. As soon as Sherman got

the dispatch yesterday, he called a halt of all the army and went into

camp, and to-day sent circulars to all parts of the army announcing

that " Atlanta is ours and fairly won," and further that he had accom-

plished all he had in view, and declared the campaign ended. We
suppose there never were 100,000 soldiers in the history of the world

who, all at the .same time, enjoyed this stupendous victory as we did.

There never were before such cheering and joyful exclamations as now

came from the throats of these 100,000 soldiers simultaneously and

continuously through the whole day. For four months this army had

not known rest, and although we had not suffered defeat, there were

man}' times whan success seemed doubtful. It was all over now, and

oh! how good we felt. No people could realize this great victory just

as we could. We knew just what it had cost us. From the begin-

ning of the war up to the present there had been man)- more dark

days than bright ones, but now we felt assured that a new and brighter

day had dawned upon us, and that the beams of peace would soon

brighten the' whole land ; for we all regarded the fall of Atlanta as
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the death knell of the Southern confederac)\ The day has been a

miserable, wet, drizzly one; just such a day as, upon ordinary occa-

sions, we would like to lie in onr do^' tents, feel gruni and scold. Our

feeling-s have been in broad contrast with the weather, and we have

not even thought of putting- up our tents, but have spent the day

moving about, visiting, talking and laughing, and having a regular

holiday joHification. From early dawn till late at night the congratu-

lati(^ns of the whole North have poured upon us, and the cheering still

goes on. Late in the evening we were called up in line to hear read

Gen. Sherman's order of congratulation on our success in capturing

Atlanta, and also the thanks of the President, Abraham Lincoln, and

Gen. Grant. The order also stated that the army would now grac^ually

fall back to Last Point, Atlanta and Decatur, and enjoy a season of

rest and recuperation.

In the afternoon we visited one of the rebel hospitals near our

camp. It had been established here several days ago and there were

250 wounded soldiers in it, and we should say that one-half of them

had a hand, arm, foot, or leg, taken off—a pretty hard sight. Out-

side of the building was a huge pile of hands, feet, arms and legs,

that had been taken off and thrown out to rot, or be devoured by

dogs or crows. There had been no supplies of any kind left b\- the

rebels for this hospital, and for two days the wounded soldiers had

been without anything to eat

September 4th. The whole army started for Atlanta, and as our

division was camped upon the road the infantr\' would use, we moved

north-east four miles, to get out of their way ; the trains in this case

reversing the usual order of march and going before, while we

were left in the rear of the infantiy to keep the rebels off of them.

Still raining.

On the 5th and 6th, we did not move more than two or three miles,

but changed camp every day, just as we have done ex^er since we

crossed the river at Sand Town. This was done to mask the mo\'e-

ments of the infantry and to cover the trains. We have spoken of

the rebels retreating from Atlanta to McDonough. These were con-

scripts and State militia, and just as soon as they got out of the

trenches and into the woods they began to scatter in every direction.

We quote from Miller's notes, September 5th :
" The woods are full

of stragglers, and my brigade has captured over 100 prisoners in the

last three days." By the 6th most of the infantry had got past us,

and the rebels began to feel of our lines to see if there was any chance of

cutting off any of our trains, and our pickets were attacked frequently

through the day. Company E had a very lively time of it, and had
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one of their \adettes captured, and in turn charged the rebels and cap-

tured five prisoners. It rained both the 5th and 6th, and the ground

is getting so soft that a few trains passing over the roads render them

ahnost impassable.

On the 7th of September we began to fall back slowly toward

Decatur, going right north, our division train being immediately in

front of us, and the last of the 23d corps just ahead of the train. We
passed a little place to-day called Shakerag, which reminded us very

much of a little town we passed through in Kentucky called Dogwalk.

We went into camp on the McDonough road about the middle of the

afternoon. The rebels followed us closely all day, capturing two men
of Company K, Albert W^eeks and Wm. M. Spencer. Weeks was

shot through the body and was exchanged. Spencer suffered many
hardships and finally made his escape, and has furnished a narrative of

his prison life, which we shall take great pleasure in publishing.

September 8th. It rained again today, and we moved slowly back

to Decatur and went into camp south of the town and in front of the

infantry, the whole of the 23d corps being camped in regular order at

that place. We lay in camp all day the 9th, without anything of note

transpiring except a kind of general lassitude or laziness pervaded

the division, the result of relaxation after great mental strain, anxious

watching, and care.

September loth. Moved 10 miles back north-west from Decatur

and went into camp on a high, sandy ridge, near Crosskeys, in a most

beautiful place for a cavalry camp. It was heavily timbered and the

location dry and healthy. The waters of the Peach-tree Creek ran

on three sides, of our camp and were comparativel}' pure. We got to

this place about noon and went into camp in regular order, and before

night had our quarters cleaned up and e\'erything as nice as a pin.

This was the first time we had gone into regular camp since leaving

Columbia, Tenn., the last of April, and our officers told us we should

stay here long enough to get a good rest, to fix up our papers and

be paid off So we began right away to fix up our quarters and

make them as home-like as possible, and by the end of three days had

everything in splendid order, including a swing, gymnasium, tight

rope, cross-beams, etc.

On the 13th we built a large and splendid bower by setting posts in

the ground and putting poles across and covering it thickly with ever-

greens. We tore down a log house and made very comfortable seats.

This was a most delightful place for reading and reflection. On the

14th this bower was dedicated to the worship of Almighty God, our

Chaplain, Rev. De La Matyr, officiating ; and as long as we remained
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at this camp, regular social and preaching services were kxpt up, and

it is still the source of profound gratification to know that in the

Seventy-Second the ratio of staunch, loyal Christian men, of stamina

and fixed determination in the service of God, was just as large, if not

larger, tiian in the best and most orderly communities of to-day.

During the Jonesboro campaign we were in the rain almost constantly,

and our duty required us much of the time to be in the black gum
-swamps of the head waters of the Cotton River, where the water

was never clearer than muddy coffee, and often black as the Styx ;

arid fully one-third of the regiment contracted chills, which stuck to

us like burrs to a sheep. When we got to camp scurvy in mild form

was manifesting itself in numerous cases. Your hun^ble servant

was one of the x'ictims. Just at this time we met with a God-send in

the shape of a lot of sanitary stores, sent to us by the Christian Com-

mission. God bless them. This was the first favor of the kind we

had ever received. Somehow or other we had gotten the idea that

the people up North in God's country didn't think the Army of the

Cumberland amounted to much, and we often felt that we were neg-

lected. But the capture of Atlanta, the Gate City of the South, had

waked up the people of the North to the fact that we were at least

doing our share of the hard work, for here we were, now, right in the

heart of the Southern confederacy, and had fought every step of the

way to get here ; and of course had inflicted incalculable loss upon

the enemy. So they began to appreciate us and sent us a good sup-

pi}" of sanitary stores, which, to say the least, we were sadly in need

of Among these stores were a lot of dry onions, and a large barrel

of pickled onions to each company. To say they were appreciated

would ^be rather mild. They seemed to be life itself to us. As
long as blackberries lasted we managed to keep in good health, but

they were gone now, and as before intimated dyspepsia and scurv}'

had manifested themselves. But in three days these onions set us up all

right again. \Ve cannot better illustrate the general feeling of thank-

fulness in the regiment for the onions than to relate an incident.

About the third day after we got the onions we were enjoying a good

dinner, when our bunk mate, Bestana Munson, seemed rapt in pro-

found meditation. We always called him "Yank;" he had been

suffering*with chills and scurvy. Finally " Yank " raised up and very

deliberately remarked: " Well, when I get home I'm going -to pray

twice for the man who sent us the onions." " Hadn't you better do

.some of your praying now, Yank ? " "Well, I am not .so sure that I'll

ever get home, and in that case the onions won't do me so much good

after all." This was bad philosophy, but it shows that with many
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there was always an uncertainty of feeling in regard to their living to

get home. We never had such a feeling, but can easily imagine that

to be constantly haunted with it would be anything but pleasant.

We never before had such good rations, and had lighter duty to do,

and were resting in the fullest sense of the word. Who says we had

not earned the right to rest? For four months we had not known
rest, and almost every single day of that time we heard the strife of

deadly conflict going on, and were frequently in battle. Now for a

whole week we had not heard a single artillcr}' report, and oh, how
quiet everything seemed.

On the 13th we got mail, the first we had received for three weeks,'

wc also ha,^ a chance to read the papers and to inform ourselves as to-

how things were going on in the other armies, and also at home. No
part of a soldier's life is more prized than the privilege of writing and

reading, and we can yet recall to mind that upon more than one

occasion orders came around, "two hours for writing letters," or

"the mail will go out in an hour and a half" The thousands of

letters, all over the North, that are yet preserved as sacred mementoes,

attest how well those few moments were improved. Next to this

privilege of writing was the privilege of reading ; and soldiers read

everything they could get hold of, good, bad and indifferent And
here we read that about the time we started on this campaign. Gen.

Grant had, with a most powerful army, started from Culpepper for

Richmond ; that soon after starting he had some terrible battles with

Gen, Lee, and had finally run up against the defensive works around

Petersburg, near Richmond, and had been hammering away there all

summer ; and that along the sea coast we had not been very success-

ful, and with the exception of Mobile we had not captured a single place

of importance
; which, by contrast, made our work the more conspic-

uous. We also found the most exciting political campaign that our

country had ever experienced was now going on, and at its hight.

One party in this contest was headed by Gen. George B. McClellan,

as a candidate for the Presidency, who in the beginning of the war

was thought to be loyal, was tolerably successful as a General, and

was given the command of the Army of the Potomac, but with that

grand and noble army made such a failure that he was superseded,

which " soured " him. The party that nominated him was composed

principally of old line Democrats, and the principal plank in their

platform was the one declaring that '

' after years of failure by the

experiment of war, * * * hat timmediate efforts be made for a

cessation of hostilities, with a view to the ultimate convention of the

States, or other peaceable means, to the end that, at the earliest prac-
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tic.'iblo moment, peace may be restored, on the basis of the federal

union of the States. " Some of the advocates of this platform and of

Cien. McClellan's election, who were CongTessmen, had gone to the

extreme of declaring" that they were opposed to voting another man
or another dollar for putting down the rebellion. The soldiers re-

trarded such men as at heart rebels, and we had a great deal more

respect for the rebels who w^ere bold enough and honest enough to

meet us, arms in hand, on the battle-field, and fight us in front, than

for those in our rear who were stabbing us in the back, prolonging

the war, and giving aid and comfort to the enemies of the country.

The proposition for a cessation of hostilities and a conference of

States was particularly unpopular with the soldiers

:

1

.

Because they believed that the rebellion was almost crushed,

and a few more blows would finish the work.

2. Because they knew the time of the armistice would be spent

by the rebels in strengthening their works and recruiting their wasted

strength.

3. That inactivity would destroy as many of the Union troops

as war.

4. And most powerful, because to ask and accept such an armis-

tice would be saying to the rebels, and to the world, "We can't whip

them; we must beg them to come to terms; we stack our arms

after many splendid victories, and give up the effort."

Every noble soldier felt certain in his heart that we could whip

them, could crush the rebellion, disperse the rebel government, and

force the rebel armies to an unconditional surrender, and by the help

of (jod, and to our own glory and honor, WE did.

O^jposed to M:Clellan stood Abraham Lincoln, at the head of

all the loyal, country-loving citizens of the North, and of all the

soldiers of the Union armies in the South ; and it was with the most

painful feelings of s jlicitude that we regarded the contest as doubtful.

Soldiers were not allowed to vote—not being citizens—and nearly one-,

half of all the men who voted for Lincoln the first time he ran for

the presidency were now in the army, which made us tremble for the

results of the election. To avoid this fearful calamity many of the

loyal Republican States of the Norch had passed laws that would en-

able their soldiers to vote in the field. The legislature of Indiana

was democratic and refused to pass such a law, and thus 100,000 of

her best citizens were disfranchised. Of course our regiment was

very indignant, and indignation meetings in all Indiana regiments and

batteries were in order. We determined to speak so loud on the sub-

ject as to be heard at home. So on the evening of the i8th,
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about an hour before sundown, our Colonel came around and

told each company to proceed, without fear, favor, or affection,

to cast our votes for President of the United States and for

Governor of the State of Indiana, and to hand our votes in at

tattoo roll call. As there was but one hour to do all in, of course

there was no time for electioneering ; but nobody wanted to election-

eer. Our minds were already made up, and we proceeded at once to

organize a board of judges in each company, and proceeded to vote,

and just as we were finishing up the count a big siege gun, a rebel

gun in a rebel fort, in Atlanta, belched forth a volume of sound that

went rolling over hill and plain and mountain. This was the first gun

we had heard since the fight at Jonesboro, on the 2d, and it told us

the hour for evening roll call had come. We had not had a single roll

call since leaving Columbia. Our camp was 10 miles from Decatur,

14 from Atlanta, and 25 from the extreme right of the army at East

Point ; but the evening was still, and no sooner had the report of the

gun ^rolled away in the distance than there came rolling up the valley

of the Peach-tree such a volume of sound, and cheering, the like of

which we had heard but twice before in our life. It was such inci-

dents as these that made this army one grand unit, moved and actuated

by the same impulses, and all governed by the same master spirit.

Inside the next 10 minutes the roll of 75,000 soldiers was called and

it requires no stretch of imagination to think we hear them every one

answer "here!" But what vivid recollections the sound of those

evening guns calls up ! ! A joyful supper and political gossip ensues.

When the bugle blows " tattoo, " with, cheering and joyful "hurrahs

for Lincoln" the regiment en viassc makes its way to the Colonel's

headquarters, and amid almost breathless silence the vote is canvassed

and the result announced :

For President—Abraham Lincoln, 380; George B. McClellan, 27;

John C. Fremont, i. Majority for Lincoln, 352.

Three cheers alaniilitairc were given, and with a will, too, and a

" tiger " to boot.

For Governor—O. P. Morton, 404; Joseph E. McDonald, 4.

Majority for Morton, 400.

This time, three times three were given, and we almost imagined

we were at home and really voting for President. We then had a

half dozen really good speeches, in which copperheads and peace

sneaks were handled without gloves. We guess if our Democratic

legislature could have heard us they would have thought we had some

rights they were bound to respect.

Right away, as soon as we went into camp here, there was an
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official permit of three from each company, each day, to go to the

city to see the fortifications, big siege guns, &c. The men gladly

availed themselves of this opportunity, and we make a few extracts

from the \'ari(His manuscripts before us. Dr. Cole .sa}'s :
" I found

many of the buildings knocked to pieces by our shells. I also learned

that many of the citizens w^ere killed. A 'bomb-proof in every

}-ard gave evidence of the terror the inhabitants must have felt during

those many long days of our bombardment. The long wreck of cars

on the Augusta railroad attracted my attention. Seven locomotives

and over 80 cars loaded with shot and shell were blown up on that

dreadful night of the evacuation." From our own notes we make

this: " We passed by a house that stood a half mile outside the

rebel works, that was just literally honeycombed by bullets It had

been used by bath sides alternately as a skirmish post. The east and

south sides of the city were in good preservation, but the north and

west were all knocked to pieces, and in many places south and east of

the city were houses that had been knocked to pieces by our shells,

which could not have been less than four miles from our batteries. In

the rebel works there were yet i 1 big 64-pounder siege guns in posi-

tion, ready for use. On the north side of the city we found the works

much more formidable than on the east, and they certainly could ne\'er

have been taken by assault. Just inside the rebel skirmish pits all the

timber had been cut down and the tops turned toward our lines, all the

limbs carefully trimmed and pointed sharp.

These trees lay so closely together, and the limbs stuck up so thickly

that on looking at them from the outside nothing could be seen but

the countless sharp stakes sticking right towards us. We don't see

how men could possibly ever get through them. The name of this

kind of works is abattis. Inside of this abattis were two lines of

chcvaiix dcfrisc ( shevo de freeze ) a curious defense which we used to

call "sheep-racks." They were made by taking the trunks of small

trees, and as long ones as could be got, and boring two rows of holes

through them at right angles and 10 or 12 inches apart. The stakes,

four to six feet long, with points sharpened, were put through the

holes, half of each stake sticking out on either side ; when completed

they look as much like sheep racks as anything we can thing of.

The}^ were an ugly thing for a person to climb over, as they would

keep rolling and keep the sharp points of the stakes sticking right up

in one's face, and the more one would climb the farther one would get

away. The only way we coulc| get through them at all w^as to take

hold of them and swing them around like a gate. We noticed many
horses that were riddled with bullets that were a full mile from our

49
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skirmish pits, which shovved that our army was armed with the very-

best shooting guns.

When we went into camp here we expected to be paid off inside of

a week, and I make this extract from Dr. Cole's journal :
" Septem-

ber 19th. Anniversary of the battle of Chicamauga, and will ever be

remembered by us; it is also the anniversary of the battle of Contre-

ras, in Mexico, in- which I was a participant.
"

Now for some items to keep up connections. When Sherman fell

back from Jonesboro to Atlanta, Hood again occupied Jonesboro, and

a correspondence sprung up between the two generals about an ex-

change of prisoners, and about the removal of the entire civil popula-

tion from Atlanta. Hood proposed an exchange of prisoners, and

2,000 were exchanged, but when it came to moving the citizens out

of Atlanta, zve tell you there was a howl from Hood, '^from the citizens

themselves, and from the whole Southern confederacy generally. Rut

Sherman was inexorable and told them they had to "git ;*' that he

had captured the place by a fair fight, that he needed all the houses

that were left standing for purely military purposes, that he expected

to convert the whole place into a militar}- fortress for stores, and that

it would be no suitable place for women and children, and the very

best thing they could do would be to go at once.

SKETCH OF .MAJOR AD.\M PINKERTON.

We very much desired to give a sketch of Maj. Adam Pinkerton

at the time he began to discharge the duties of Major, but being in

the midst of the stirring Atlanta campaign the column could not be

halted. It is proper to state that he had been discharging the duties

of the office for some time previous to his muster in on September 1 5th,

1864. From the following sketch by Capt. John Nivin, President of

the First National Bank, Thorntown, Ind., M^ho sailed with him on the

high seas as a fellow officer, one can learn much of the sterling char-

acter of Maj. Pinkerton. Capt. Nivin says :

" In the month of July, 1841, I was then chief officer of the ship

Ramsay, moored off the Chandpool Ghant, in the Hoojhly River, at

Calcutta; and while in the harbor we learned that a junior officer

belonging to our owners was detained at the port as witness in the

case of a Bengali carpenter who was drowned from the ship in which

he was second officer. We requested him to make his home with us

until the sailing of our ship ; and then for the first time I became

personally acquainted with Adam Pinkerton, whose record I am about

to make. He was then a fine, muscular fellow^ ruddy cheeked, and

seemed as if nothing terrestrial ever gave him the slightest concern.

Being about the same age, and temperaments alike, during the few
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days he was aboard our ship he endeared himself much, not only to

myself, but all the officers on board ; and our Captain was extremely

anxious that he should become one of the crew. We stated to him

that we were on a trading voyas^e, and on our passage to Maalmain via

the Mauritius, so that he could make his arrangements after the trial

was over to join us. We parted ; and to me it was a genuine sorrow;

but sailor-like, once more sailing over the ocean, other matters occu-

pied my attention, and our good ship anchored in the delightful haven

of Port Louis, after a tempestuous passage, on the 1st of October,

1 84 1. Our passengers. Dr. A. Judson, wife an'd children, disem-

barked, and we commenced unloading our cargo of teak timber.

After unloading we took in a promiscuous cargo for Maalmain.

"On the last Sunday of October I received a little note purporting

to come from the ship Barbara, a little Irish Barque lying in the har-

bor, just arrived from Calcutta, stating that Adam Pinkerton ^\'as on

board and was some degrees from happiness. Our Captain, at my
request, repaired on board to see, and learned whilst there that he

was barbarously used, that he desired to leave the ship, but his com-

mander valued him too much as a sailor to permit him either to leave

or be exchanged When the facts were communicated, I determined

upon a course of action ; and sent a message to Pinkerton to have his

cable clear, and tunnage stowed, for it might be possible before cock-

crow the next morning an angel of deliverance would come to his

relief

That night, about the witching hour, any one in that little sheet of

water might have discovereci a tiny craft, propelled by si.x stout

Lascars with muffled oars ; and as no noise was emitted, only the

phosphorescent wake could have revealed that anything was moving

on the face of the waters. \\\ due time we dropped our boat under

the bows of the Barbara, and had the satisfaction of conveying our

persecuted friend to the " Ramsay ;" and whilst he was stowing him-

self in the sail locker, I asked him why he had not communicated

with us earlier. He soon set my mind at rest by telling me that his

officer had used the brief authority with which he was clothed to

insult him ; and knowing that no arrests would be made on Sunday,

and that the Captain and crew would be ashore, he made it a Sunday's

exercise to give the miserable rascal a tremendous hammering, which

the same he was capable of doing, being active as a cat. I don't

believe Pinkerton ever knew fear. However, to proceed. Having
Pinkerton stowed away, we awaited further developments. The
next morning a bevy of officers, armed with a warrant, came on board

of our ship. I received them very graciously and led them aft, to
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where he was snugly tucked under the sails, they the while express-

ing doubts of finding him near the officers' quarters. Suffice it to say

they did not find him, and the next morning, with all sails set, we

bade adieu to Port Louis; and calling the crew to the quarterdeck

announced to them that fi'om that time they were to acknowledge and

treat Adam Pinkerton as boatswain of the ship, and to obey him as

such. As we had no longer any interest in the Barbara we thought

no more of her, as her hull disappeared from our sight. With a

spanking breeze we steered for our port of Maalmain. In his posi-

tion as the direct medium between the iquarter-deck and forecastle,

Pinkerton was every inch an officer, always reliable and at his post.

When we arrived at our port, my Captain, in a discussion with me as

to his capabilities, came to the conclusion that he was wasting his

energies in the subordinate position he held, and jointly we procured

him a berth as chief officer in a ship employed as a transport during

the Chinese war. We parted and did not meet again until 1846,

when I found him exercising his talents as chief officer of a large ship

bound for Calcutta. Again we diverged and sailed on traverse courses

until 1852, when we spoke on the streets of LaFayette, Indiana, he

in the role of a pedagogue in a district school ; a-nd his record, is it

not faithfully held in the hearts and minds of many distinguished

citizens of all the regions watered by .the fierce Wild Cat and undu-

lating Wea Creeks ?

'

' At the commencement of the unpleasant fraternal relations be-

tween ourselves and the Southern denizens, true to his loyal instinct

he left his home and family, and as a high pri\'ate in the gallant Sev-

enty-Second he went to the front. Of his conduct there I will let

others speak, as I am of the genus shellback and class marine, and

know little of soldiering. My next meeting with Adam Pinkerton

was'in Wisconsin, where, in the dual position of granger and preacher,

he won much favor and affection as a citizen, foremost in aiding the

weak and the struggling. Whilst in the pulpit a perfect Boanerges,

yet he was gentle as a child. I never shall forget the kaleidoscopic

fancies that rushed through my mind as I sat in the humble kirk in a

village of Wisconsin. ' Can it be this man who is entreating these

humble villagers to flee from the wrath to come is the same man whom
I have seen, with persuasive eloquence aided by a stalwart arm and

rugged fist, demonstrate to a wayward mariner that the way of the

transgressor is hard ? ' Yes, he whom I had heard, with clarion voice,

singing out, 'all hands save ship !.Jump up!' rendered almost im-

perative by sundry epithets strictly nautical, minus piety—there he

was ; and in an humble and contrite voice he meekly addressed his
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congregation: ' Li^t us unite in prayer to the all seeing, wise God,

.and our blessed Father.' Had I space, and I thought it would be

interesting, I could fill a big tome describing this admirable character

of the sundown of the nineteenth century. But a care for other folks'

feelings who are not so much interested in the man leads me to

desist."

Adam Finkerton, born in Berwickshire, Scotland, educated at the

Edinburgh High School and University; designed by his parents to

be a Presb)'terian minister ; but before finishing his regular collegiate

course left home and weiit to sea, and for some 13 years, m various

capacities, and on almost every sea, lived a sailor's life.

In 185 I, being about 30 years of age, he came west, not with the

intention of remaining in this country; but being taken sick in LaFay-

ette, Indiana, he concluded to remain in America. In the fall of the

same year he taught school on Wild Cat Prairie, and continued to live in

that neighborhood, farming a little and teaching school, until the break-

ing out of the war of the rebellion. In the summer of 186 1 he assisted in

organizing a volunteer military company, which met in Dayton for

weekly drills. A majority of that company enlisted in the fall, and

became Company A, of the 40th Indiana, but owing to the severe

sickness of his wife he was compelled to remain at home. F'or the

next nine or ten months he taught the Dayton High School, and on

the 15th of July, 1862, enlisted in LaF'ayette. Receiving from Col.

Chris. Miller authority to enlist men for the Seventy-Second Indiana,

in connection with Col. S. C. Kirkpatrick he raised a full company,

which on the organization of the regiment became Company G. By
a vote of the company he was elected Captain, and continued to serve

as such until after the fall of Atlanta, when, on September 15th, 1864,

"for faithful service in the field," he was promoted to Major. He
resigned November 28th, 1864, on account of a serious injury in the

left hip and groin, received by a fall, while in the line of duty near

Hartsville, Tenn., December 7th, 1862, full particulars of which have

been given, from which he had at times suffered severely. He acted

as major during the Mississippi raid, and after the resignation of Maj.

Carr, and in the absence of Lieut. -Col. Kirkpatrick, commanded the

regiment during a part of the Atlanta campaign.

He has been thrice married, has seven living children and /w^^'r^w^-

children, has lived in Wisconsin since November, 1865, engaged in

preaching, and is at present Pastor of the Arena Congregational

Church.

Major Pinkerton is held in high esteem by his church and people as

an exponent of the gospel, and a faithful, laborious pastor.
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In a recent letter to the editor he says: "T shall never march

again." We confess that, like My Uncle Toby, when Trim told him

LaFever should never march again, we felt very much like insisting

that he should march, while our heart swelled with emotion and tears

filled our eyes.

March again in this life or not, Major Adam Pinkerton has the sort

of soul that will forever " 20 marchine on."

CHAPTER XXXI.

From Jtily \xf to Odohrr Hth, IS64--—Hood's Attcnqit t<' Floiik Siu nnan— Oross-

Ing the (JhattaJioorhie on HorHeluicl'— (!ro<t'^inij on. Pontoonx— S/icnncn/ Finds

Out Hood\i Real Design—He /•>' " Gninij Fur our Groh'"— Figlitinri at Ken-

emin Again— BeheU in Our Old Worlx and We in Their old Worls— Ca2)t.

Glaze in a Tight Place—SJierniaii'.f Alarm—Alatoona SnrrounJed and Gen.

('orse Drnianded to Surrender in Five Minuter— Gen. Corners Bold Reply—
Sherman Watcher from the Mountain Top the Fight Raging at Alatoona—
''Hold the Fort, for I am Coming''''—""Minus a ('heel- Bone and an Ear, hitt

Able to Whip) all Hell Yet''''—The ReheU Defeated and Beaten—Repairing tlie

Railroad—Particulars of the Bloody Battle of Alatoona—We Stick in the Mud
and- the ReheU Escape—Capture the Rehel Gen. Young— Gen. Sherman Con-

gratulates Gen. Corse and Hi-i Coutmand.

On the 2 1 St of September, Hood moved his army from Jonesboro

over to Palmetto Station, on the Montgomery railroad, 35 miles west

and south of Atlanta. This move was effected very quietly, and we
think took Sherman by surprise, although it proved to be just what

Sherman wanted, as he had already tliought of marching to the sea,

and Hood had now simply stepped out of his way. The fact still re-

mained that Hood and his army had to be disposed of in some way,

before Sherman could carry out any such a scheme. As no one in

our division knew at the time anything of Sherman s plans, we shall

speak of every transaction just as it seemed to us at the time. Hood's

move, was preceded by all the cavalry then with him, which on the

20th began to cross the Chattahoochie, and rumors began to come to

us that they were swinging around on both our flanks and making for

our hard-tack line. This news broke in on our quietude sadly, for

there were as yet no signs of our being paid off, and we well knew if

these rumors were true we would soon have to get out of this.

We had been over 10 months without pay and were needing money
badly; but such are the uncertain chances of war.

September 20th. Rained hard all day, and on the morning of the

2 I.St the bugle blowed very early, and at roll call we got orders to

move at daylight. This was a bitter pill. It was raining hard and it
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is always harder i,^etting started after lying in camp a short time than

when we move every day. We got off tolerably early, but moved
slowl)-, taking the road to Atlanta, and after getting there the column

moved in such a way as to give the men a chance to see the fortifica-

tions and siege guns. We went into camp just outside the rebel

works. It rained hard all day and all night, and we had a miserable

night of it.

September 22d. It rained the whole day
; we moved slowly and

steadily till we got to Sand Town, where we bivouacked. This town is

rather an oddit}- in its way, having neither streets nor stores. There

were some good houses in it, but they were scattered about at random,

and what the people ever did for a living we never could tell, as there

were no evidences of business of any kind in the place. The countr}-

around it seemed to be a wilderness, sandy and poor.

September 23d. We crossed the river and went down 10 miles on

a reconnoissance. The rain drenched us in showers most of the day.

We found the rebel infantry had already begun to cross'the river, and

that three brigades of mounted troops were already across and had

gone north toward Marietta. We came back and went into camp
opposite Sand Town. On the 24th we started after the mounted

force that had gone for our railroad ; we took the road toward Dallas,

made 22 miles and camped near Powder Springs; still raining. Here

we learned from the citizens that the rebels passed here yesterday and

that they had got on to our railroad and played smash generally.

September 25th. We moved early, passing through Powder

Springs. We saw some mounted rebels off to our left, apparently

watching us : we turned north and passed over Lost Mountain and

Pine Mountain, places of much interest the middle of last June, and

had some splendid views of the battle-fields west of KenesaAv. We
got to .Ackworth just at night and bivouacked, having made 30 miles

for the day, and for a wonder it did not rain. We found the rebels

had struck the railroad at this place the evening before, just as there

were five trains going down to Atlanta, and succeeded in capturing

the hindmost one, 60 prisoners, and five of the guard who were on

guard dut)' at the station. They then tore up three or four hundred

yards of the track, burned the train, and " lit out, " going in the direc-

tion of Dallas. This was about all the damage they did. On the

next day the damage was all repaired and trains running as usual.

On the 26th our regiment lay in camp Avhile some of the other regi-

ments went on a scout toward Dallas, but found no rebels.

September 27th. We moved north-east toward Canton and crossed

Noonday Creek at the point where Sergt. Magee and his squad were
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bush\\'hacked on the 9th of June, and private W. H. Clark, Company
I, was captured. The skeleton of .Clark's horse was. still lying there.

Thus in our rambling around over the country we pass over sections

often enough to get thoroughly acquainted. From this place we kept

on north-east across Little River and bivouacked near Hickory Flats,

making 25 miles for the day. This was 10 miles north-east of where

any Yankees had ever been. We found the country rich and forage

abundant. Citizens report a brigade at Hickory Flats, and during the

night our pickets were bushwhacked, but the whackers got the worst

of it as we certainly killed one man, because we saw him afterwards^

and think we killed or crippled others. Company I was on picke .

September 28th. We turned our heads s )uth-east toward Roswell,

passing north of Sweat's Mountain ; we found the woods full of bush-

whackers and guerrillas, and our scouts had some lively chases after

them during the day, but the woods were so thick that they did not

succeed in catching any of them. At one time during the day we
began to think we were going to get into a fight as there were rebels

firing on us from every side. Since the Atlanta campaign a part of

Minty's brigade had been stationed at Roswell as garrison, and yester-

day afternoon a party of rebs charged in on them and drove them

clear out of town ; but soon put off" north-west, and we suppose it

was these same fellows that had been bothering us. It rained on us

this afternoon, and when we got to Roswell we found the Chattahoo-

chie River swollen, but we put into it. The water ran so very swiftly

and the bottom was so slick and full of holes that our horses could

scarcely keep their feet. Several men in the brigade came near being

lost, but we shall give but the experience of one man in our own com-

pany, as illustrating the peril of all. When about half way across a

horse belonging to a man in Company I stepped into a hole and fell

;

his rider went under and the horse went rolling over and over like a

log, the water running so swiftly that he could not get on to his feet

;

but after rolling down for 15 or 20 rods he managed to strike some
obstruction and regained his standing, and was so frightened that it

would hav^e made you laugh to see him take a step at. a time and then'

study a while before taking the next one. He finally got out. The
man was being washed down iust as rapidly, and certainly must have

been lost had he not managed to catch another horse by the tail, and

was dragged to shore. This was the third time we had crossed this

river at this .place, but we thought this ti.ne was about the most

ticklish business we ever did. We went into camp just as soon as we
got across, as wet as rats, and had neither forage nor rations. A miser-

able night for man and beast.
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September 29th. Were up early, and as we had no feeding to do

or breakfast to get we soon got off moving straight for our old camp

near Crosskeys, a distance of nine miles, arriving at 9 o'clock ; and

when we got to camp Col. Miller told us now we would get to rest and

be paid off So we set to work getting our breakfast and putting up

our dog-tents; but had not got our tents up till there came an order

to be ready to move to-morrow morning at 6 o'clock. After a nine

days' march and traveling 150 miles, nearly the whole of it in the rain,

we are not to have a single day's rest. Such is war. The rumor now

is that Hood, with his whole army, has crossed the river below Sand

Town and is now going for the railroad with all speed. if this is so

we will not get to rest for a month.

The last day of September and the 1st of October we were still in

camp, but all the time in a most aggravating state of suspense. P^\'ery

morning snd ever}' night, and several times through the da}', we
would get orders to be ready to move in a icw minutes. It seemed

to us that Hood's movements were bothering Sherman ; for being con-

ducted very quietlyjt was very difficult for him to find out what Hood
realh' intended to do. He first supposed that Hood only intended to

move his army over on the Montgomery Railroad in order to get his

supplies from the south-west ; but he soon found Hood was not stop-

ping at the railroad but pushed on square across it and immediatel}^

began to cross the Chattahoochie below Campbellton. Sherman sa}'s :

( vol. 2, p. 144.) " There was great difficulty in obtaining correct infor-

mation about Hood's movements from Palmetto Station. I could not

get spies to penetrate his camps; but on the ist of October I was

satisfied that the bulk of his infantry was at and across the Chattahoo-

chie River, near Campbellton, and that his cavalry was on the west

side of Powder Springs." Had he believed us he might have known
this a week sooner. Sherman now begins to send back troops to be

distributed along the railroad at the most vital points ; one division to

Rome, and another to Chattanooga. On the 29th he sent Cien.

Thomas back to Chattanooga, supposing that if Hood attempted to

get on to the railroad at all it would be somewhere away up there ;

but we shall see.- It continued to rain right straight along on the

29th, 30th, 1st and 2d, and it seemed impossible for an army to move
at all while it was so wet and muddy, t^specially on the night of the

30th was there a terrible rain storm, flooding the tents till the men
had to abandon them.

On the morning of October. 2d, 1864, our whole division, trains

and all, pulled out from Crosskeys, and we have it in our journal:

"We do hope we will never come back to this place again ;" and. we

50
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•never did. We took the road toward Atlanta after crossing the

Peach-tree and our old camp there, turned to the right and passed

over most of the battle-field of Jul}- 20th, and kept on south west for

three or four miles, as if we were going to Sand Town. We think we
got different orders, as we turned north toward the railroad bridge

across the Chattahoochie, and when we got there found the river at

its highest and the bridge washed away. We then turned up the

river, crossed the creek again, and when we got to the main road lead-

ing from Atlanta to Marietta found it full of troops and trains, and it

was with difficulty we made our way past them. When we got to

the river we found the hills for miles around were covered with trains.

There was a single pontoon bridge across the river, and it required all

the skill at the command of the pontoon brigade to keep it in its

place. We never saw anything more fearful than crossing this bridge;

the water was so high and ran so swiftly, and it was so full of drift-

wood. Whenever there would come down a big log on to the bridge

it would go right through it knocking boats stringers and boards

into the water for a rod or more, and they would be gone in a minute.

No matter if horses, mules, or men happened to be on it, they went

into the water, and the chances were ten to one against their getting

out. We went into camp near one of the large rebel forts that was

built here to keep our m^n from crossing the river. We moved 22

miles to-day and are now only 10 miles from Crosskeys.

October 3d. This morning earh' our division secured the right of-

way across the bridge, but it was 10 o'clock before we all got over.

As soon as we had all crossed we moved south-west toward Sand Town
for six miles, and then turned north west toward Powder Springs.

We found that the 3d cavalry division, Kilpatrick's, had been skirmish-

ing all da}' yesterday with the rebels, and had been driven back, and

this morning we could hear an occasional cannon-shot, which told us

they were still at it. Gen. F!lliott is chief of cavalry for this army,

but has never taken the field in person till to-day, when he came up

to us ; his staff are all with him, which makes us think there is consid-

erable importance attached to this move. Minty's brigade was ahead

of us to-day, and about the middle of the afternoon ran on to the

rebels. Kilpatrick was still to our left and front skirmishing with the

rebels, and Minty kept crowding them to the west. We moved on

straight north-west till within four miles of Powder Springs, where

we bivouacked on the same ground occupied by us on the night of the

24th of September. Gen. Elliott is still with us, and we have just

heard a good joke on him. We have before spoken of the fact that

we had never seen him before, and that he had never taken the field
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in person to command a sin<;ic cxi)ctlition, and to iis he always seemed

a kind of figure head on Gen. Sherman's staff. The weather always

seemed to have a great effect on Gen. Sherman, and just at this time he

seemed out of humor and out of patience with everybody, and this

morning he pitched into Elliott about this way: " Elliott, why in the

h— I don't you do something? D— n it, get out and do something. If

you can't do nothing else, get out and hunt up an old wagon that is

stuck i:i the mud
;
^ci that and bring it in." \Vc l<ni)\\' this story to

be true. This, of course, made Elliott mad, and {nv tliu balance of

the campaign he stuck right to us.

Just before we went into camp t'lis e\'ening Cjcx\. h^liiott sent back

a ciispatch to Gen. Sherman, by one of his Lieutenants and two

orderlies, and they had not got (Hit of gun shot from our regiment till

the\' were bushwhaclced and the Lieutenant killed and one of the

orderlies wounded. Both the orderlies succeeded in getting back to

our column. We only moved 18 miles for the day; the main column

of rebels is at Dallas, 15 miles north-\^'est of us. It rained again in

the afternoon and the nigiit was wet.

October 4th. This ninriiing we were up early, and moved north-

east to Marietta, passing over the grnuiid occupied by the rebels

during the siege of Ivenesaw, and when we gf)t due south of Mari-

etta, and at least two miles in the rear of the rebel works, \\e saw a

solid shot sti&king in a tree, abou"" thirty feet from the ground, that

had been fired by one of our Parrott guns, at Last three miles away

to the west. These shots were 10 inches long and thre: inches in diam-

eter, and this one had passed cleai through a tree two feet in diameter,

and lull eight inches of it was sticking out on the other -ide. It looked

ju>t like a dead limb stickin;:^- out of the tree, and was remarked by the

whole regiment. When we got to Marietta we foun'd there had been a

tremendous scare the evening before among the citizens and what

few troops there were stationed there, as it was repoited that two

corps of rebels were moving on that place. This was about the first

intiination Sherman seemed to have of Hood's real intentions, as

on the 1st of October he telegraphed to Gen. Grant: " Hood is evi-

dently across the Chattahoochee below Sweetwater. If he attempts

to get .on our road this side the Etowa I will attack him ; but if he

goes to the Selma and Talladega road, why will it not do to leave

Tennessee to the forces with Thomas, and for me to destroy Atlanta

and march across Georgia to Savannah or Charleston?" We see

from this that Sherman just now very much wants Hood out of his

way, that he may march to the sea, and this wish was perhaps

lather to the thought that Hood would move over on to the Talli-
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dega railroad. This morning our signal station from the top of Ken-

esaw reported the whole country west of Kenesaw and toward

Dallas full of rebels moving north toward our railroad, and on the

3d Sherman writes :
" My first impressions were that Hood would

go for the Talladega railroad, but the indications now are that he

will strike our road near us, viz : about Kingston or Marietta. Or-

ders were at once given for the 20th corps, Gen. Slocum command-

ing, to hold Atlanta and the bridges of the Chattahoochee, and the

other corps, 4th, 14th, 15th, 17th and 23d, were put in motion for

Marietta. The army had undergone many changes since the cip-

ture of Atlanta. Gen. Schofield had gone to Knoxville, from the

23d corps. Gen. Thomas had gone to Chattanooga, and taken one

division from the 4th corps, and one from the 14th. Gen. Dodge,

of the i6th corps, had been wounded, and his corps been divided

up and put into the 15th and 17th corps, and these corps had been

reduced very much in strength by detachments and discharges ; so

that foi the purpose of fighting Hood I had only about 60,000 in-

fantry and artillery and two small divisions (Ki! Patrick's and Gar-

rard's) of cavalry. ''^ * ^ I had little fear of the enemy's

cavalry damaging our roads seriously, for they rarely made a break

that we could not repair in h few days Bat it was absolutely nec-

essary to keep Hood's infantry off our main route of communication

and supplies.

"

But here were the rebels already in a manner on the railroad, and

Sherman and his army stuck in the mud on the banks of the Chat-

tahoochee. We shall now quote from Miller's notes, for three days

in succession, to show the real situation and the real feeling of our

whole brigade on this move :

" October 3d. Moved to near Powder Springs. The enemy are

moving for the railroad in force. At least two corps are over the

Chattahoochee and camped at Lost Mountain lat^t night. They are

going for us, certain. Our hard-tack will be cut off for a tact. Oc-

tober 4th—Marched to Kenesaw Mountain. The enemy are in force

on the railroad at Big Shanty. Took prisoners from both Lee's and

Stewart's corps to-day. They are going for our grub. October 5th

—Moved out near Lost Mountain. We had some skirmishing with

the enemy, who occupy a line from Powder Springs to AUatoona

Mountain. The scene looks dark."

When we got to Marietta this morning, our brigade took the road

running west to Dallas, passing over the south end of Kenesaw

Mountain. By the time we got on to the ridge we heard cannonad-

ing at the north end of Kenesaw, where the railroad passes between
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Kenesavv and Bald Ridge, or Bald Knob. Our regiment was in ad-

vance, and just a.s we had passed the Hne of works occupied by the

lOth Indiana, on the 23d of June last, the firing up north was re-

sumed, and (jcn. Elliott, who was still with us, called a halt, and a

council with Miller and Garrard was held, and it was determined to

send scouting parties up in that direction to see what was the

matter. Accordingly, A, F, and D, of our regiment, were sent on

different roads, and we awaited the result. In about an hour they

sent back word that, sure enough, the rebels were in heavy force all

along our railroad between Kenesaw and Big Shanty, and some of

the garrison from Marietta had taken possession of the old rebel

works on the north end of Kenesaw and were shelling the rebels

who were occupying our old works in front of Kenesaw. Was there

ever such a change as this? You have heard of the great general

who marched his men up the hill and then marched them down
again, but in this case we had driven the rebels down the hill and

were now trying to drive them up. As soon as Gen. Elliott found

the real state of affairs, he ordered our division up on the west of

Kenesaw, to connect with the infantry on the north, and to stretch

out west toward Lost Mountain. In doing this we occupied the old

line of rebel works, occupied by them on the gth of June. While this

was being done, Companies I and C, of our regiment, were ordered

on a reconnoissance further to the we^t toward Lost Mountain. We
had nofgone a mile till we ran on to a strong force of rebels. Capt.

Glaze, Company C, being the ranking officer present, was riding at

the head of Company I, and we here insert an incident just as he

has furnished it

:

He says : "I think the greatest danger I was ever in, and the only

time I was really afraid, was when I was ordered to take my company

and Company I and follow a slough to which I was directed, and find

a place where the division could cross. ( This was the head waters

of OUey's Creek, and very swampy. ) As soon as the slough was

reached I joined the advance guard, and as we rode along the bank

would direct the men to ride in, now and then, to test the bottom.

We had been engaged this way for half an hour, and were so occu-

pied in the work in hand that the fact of our being alone and in the

vicinit}' of the eneni}' entirely escaped our minds. I was sitting on

my horse, so near a large tree that my knee touched it, when I was

brought to a sense of my danger by a sharp report and the spat of a

bullet into the tree along side of my head. On turning to the left I-

saw a long row of heads over a line of our old works, not 10 rods

away. I turned to go, and as I did so I leaned over to the side of my
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horse as much as I could. My efforts to get away were seconded by

another shot which fortunately missed. In leaning over, my gold

braid band slid off my hat. It had been sent to me by my wife and I

was determined to have it. I slipped off my horse and stooped to

pick it up, when a third shot whisked through the grass under my
hand, and that's the last I ever saw of the hat-band. I was soon

down the bank and running for life. I was badly scared and mad
besides. In a few minutes our companies were making it lively for

that row of heads. We had all dismounted and \\ere occupying an

old line of rebel works about 200 yards away, and in a few minutes

not a head was to be seen, and for some time all was quiet on their

side. We interpreted this as a sho^v of weakness on their part in

order to get us to charge them, and some of our boys were really in

favor of doing it ; but we were too old to be caught that way. We
were close enough to hear them talk ; besides, at the first onset we had

seen a great many more of them than there were of us. So a couple-

of our boys crawled up to a strip of woods to our left and got into,

a

position to see behind the works occupied by the rebels, and on

returning reported the rebels still there as thic'c as thieves, and we
made up our minds just to stay right there with them. Just then the

General sent his orderly to tell us not to fight, as they were not pre-

pared for an engagement. In a few minutes we were ordered to draw

off, and we mounted and went on a scout to the south-west, and

found the rebels on all the roads in that direction. Late in the even-

ing we returned and found the division going into camp not far from

where we had left it. So this movement of Hood has demonstrated

the fact that the lesson in flank movements which Sherman has been

te iching him has been well learned, and also that what is sauce for

the goose may possibly be eaten by the gander. This movement
"bangs" anything we ever heard of, as our army now occupies

almost the exact position the rebels did three months ago, and they

exactly occupy ours; and they are making just as thorough work

destroying our railroad as we ever did in destroying theirs. Our hard-

tack line is broken, for a fact, and we may have to go hungry ; but

there is one consolation about the matter which is being thoroughly

discussed by our men, and that is, Hood has now no base of supplies

at all for his army, and he cannot possibly haul more than six days'

supplies with him, and we have come to the conclusion that we can

stand it about as well as he can.

October 5th. Early this morning Gen. Sherman sent to our brig-

ade for a regiment to report to him. Capt. Thomson, Company D,

being the ranking officer of the Seventy-Second present for duty,
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reported. When Capt. Thomson reported, and after making hnnself

known, the General said to him: "Take your regiment and go out

there and see what the rebels are doing, and be gone all day. Find

•out all you can and come back to-morrow morning. May-be I'll want

you and your regiment to-morrow." This was rattier curious, and the

orders rather indefinite, and left the Captain in rather a doubtful state

of mind. He wanted very much for Mr. Sherman to be a little more

explicit and was too bashful to say so. But he came back and imme-

diately we moved west from camp four or five miles and found the

rebels in strong force, dismounted, threw up a line of works and lay

in line of battle all day, with heavy picket firing and skirmi.shing at

times. This was close to Lost Mountain. During the greater part

of the day we could hear heavy artillery firing away to the north of

us, and we supposed that our infantry had followed up the railroad

from Marietta and overtaken the rebels, and that a battle ensued.

We have left Sherman and his Army stuck in the muci on the banks

of the Chattahoochie, and have now arrived at a point where the ex-

citement and interest of every soldier in both armies were at their

highest pitch, and we are satisfied that everybody will be pleased to

have the situation made plain. We have already intimated that

Hood's move had taken Sherman by surprise. That is, Sherman ex-

pected Hood to move his army over on to the Talladega railroad, or if

he attempted to get on to our railroad at all it would be away up

about Resaca, Dalton or Tunnel Hill. As e\'idence of this we have

seen that Sherman had sent Thomas and two or three divisions back

to Rome and Chattanooga. As a further evidence of the surprise we
point to the fact that Sherman could have very easily prevented Hood's

getting on to the railroad at all if he Ind suspected he was going to

make the attempt. In moving his army from Jonesboro to Big Shanty

Hood had to move in a circle of 1 00 miles, and it took him two weeks

to do it ; whereas, from Atlanta, where Sherman laid, to Big Shanty,

was not more than twenty-five miles, and Sherman could have made

the distance in two days' easy marching. But Hood got clear past

Atlanta and as near to Big Shanty as Sherman was before Sherman

began to move at all, and then it began to rain so intolerably that he

could scarcely move his artillery and trains at all, and as Hood had

but few trains to bother him of course he beat Sherman in the race

more than half way, and we certainly think Sherman never realized his

danger till the morning of the 4th, when the signal officer on the top

of Kenesaw signaled to Sherman, then at Vining's Station, that north

of the Chattahoochie the whole country west of Kenesaw was full

of rebels, and that they were mov^ing rapidly north and would be on
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the railroad in a few hours. We imagine we can hear Sherman ex-

claim, "Good heavens, and so close as that !" He mounts his horse

and immediately starts for Kenesaw, but we will let him tell it :
" We

crossed the Chattahoochee during the 3d and 4th of October, rendez-

voused at the old battle-field of Smyrnia camp. The telegraph wires

had been cut above Marietta, and learning that heavy masses of in-

fantry, artillery and cavalry, had been seen from Kenesaw (marching

north) I inferred that Allatoona was their objective point, and on the

4th of October I signaled from Vining's Station to Kenesaw and from

Kenesaw to Allatoona, over the heads of the enemy, a message ^or

Gen. Corse at Rome, to hurry back to the assistance of the garrison

at Allatoona. Allatoona was held by a-small brigade commanded by

Lieut. Col. Tourtellotte. He had two small redoubts on either side of

the railroad, overlooking the village of Allatoona and the warehouses

in which were stored over a million rations of bread." Here was

Hood in a manner already on the railroad at Big Shanty and Sherman

two days' march behind him—present roads considered—and he well

knew he could never catch him, and he also knew that for anything he

or his army could do the vast store-houses of rations at Allatoona

would be gobbled by the enemy. And he further knew that just at

this time Hood's army was sadly needing those very rations, and

would surely make a most desperate effort to get them ; and unless

the garrison at Allatoona was speedily reinforced from the north all

was hopelessly lost, as nothing in the world could hinder Hood from

tearing the railroad up clear to the Etowa and burning the high tower

bridge, and Sherman would of course be compelled to begin a disas-

trous retreat.

The interest of the whole, army now centers in Allatoona, and the

night of the 4th was one of dreadful suspense to the garrison at that

place, as well as to Sherman himself The garrison consi.^ted of 890

men, all told, and from their elevated position they could see the

railroad clear to Kenesaw, and as the rebels advanced, burning^the

railroad, it looked- to them like a huge serpent of fire gradually

crawling up to swallow them, aiid they knew unless they were

reinforced they would be swallowed at a gulp. They had got

Gen. She] man's order to send for Gen. Corse all right, and had sent

the dispatch to Rome by telegraph. But could Corse get there in

time to do any good? He was 35 miles away, and unless he could

get cars, and everything should favor him, they felt that their case

was hopeless. What terrible suspense ! We can think of no sus-

pense so fearful as the certainty of meeting death just a little way
ahead, and yet not to know just how soon. The huge serpent of
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fire still crawls nearer and nearer. This night to them was one of

the longest of their lives, and to many—yes, to very many of them

—it was the last. Gall.mt Corse has got the word, and is doing all

that mortal can do to get to their relief. He sends immediately to

Kingston, 18 miles distant, for cars, and a train, of 30 is started for

Rome. . One-third of them get orf the track and cause delay, and

only 20 of them finally reach Rome, arriving at 7 o'clock P. M. In

one hour he has i.ODO men on board, and starts for AUatoona. The

track is in a wretched condition, and it is i o'clock A. M. of the 5th

'before these few men arrive. By this time the serpent has reached

the place, and is opening wide his jaws to swallow them. Favored

by the darkness, the serpent gradually crawls around on either side,

and by daylight has this devoted little band entirely within its folds,

and demands its surrender in these words:

"Around Allatoon.-x, October 5th, 1864.
" Commanding Officer United States Forces, AUatoona

:

. "I have placed the forces under my command in such position

that you are surrounded, and to avoid a needless effusion of blood,

I call on you to surrender y-our forces it once, and unconditionally.

Five minutes will be allowed you to decide. Should you accede to

this you will be treated in the most honorable manner as prisoners of

war. I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours,

S. G. FRENCH,
Major General Commanding Forces Confederate States.

General Corse answered immediately :

Headquarters 4th Division 15TH Army Corps. \

AUatoona, Georgia. 8:30 a.m., October 5th, 1864. J

Major General S. G. Fr.ench, Confederate States, etc.:

Your communication demanding surrender of my command I

acknowledge receipt of, and respectfully reply that we are prepared for

the "needless effusion of blood " whenever it is agreeable to you.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN M. CORSE,
Brigadier General Commanding forces United States.

Of course the attack imme"diately began.

We now go back to Sherman and his army at Vining's Station.

The night of the 4th was a sleepless one for Sherman, and at first peep

of dawn he starts his army for Marietta, mounts his horse and as soon

as possible rides to Kenesaw. We suppose he got there about the time

we did. He immediately goes to the top of Kenesaw and inquires of

his signal officer, " What from AUatoona?" The officer shakes his

head and says, " Nothing." The morning is bright and beautiful, and
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with his glass he can see the whole country for 50 miles to the south
;

and the whole range of the Allatoona mountains from Dallas clear up

to Allatoona, and the intervening space seems immediately under his

feet, although 18 miles wide. The panorama is one of grandeur rare-

ly excelled in the world, but to Sherman's practiced eye the scene is

not one of brightest prospect. He realizes that this is a critical

moment, and that at this stage of the game of war the chances are

against him. The heavy smoke of camp-fires off to the south-west,

just in front of our position and toward Dallas, tells him the bulk of

Hood's army is there, while the line of fire up to the north-west tells

him his railroad is entirely destroyed. But see ! the smoke that is

so rapidly curling up about Allatoona is not that of camp-fires, nor

yet of the burning railroad. And hark ! The heavy reverberations

of musketry and artillery as they come rolling over the plain, also teU

him that a fearful battle is raging there. As yet he knew not that

Corse had got his orders to come to the relief of Allatoona ; but he

well knew that if Corse Jiad not come, from what he could hear and

see, the garrison there could not possibly hold out till relieved by

forces from his army, then toiling along through the mud and swamps

below Marietta, in the head-waters of Soaps creek and Rottenwood.

Again he inquires of the signal officer, who is still peering with his

glass in the direction of Allatoona, " Is there any word from Alla-

toona?" The officer answers, " There is nothing. " Then what can

be done to make up for this terrible loss—loss that may never be re-

paired? Sherman' sees that his only chance of taking any advantage

of this desperate state of affairs is to push a strong head of column in

between Hood's main army at Dallas and the force on his railroad, 'and

capture the assaulting column at Allatoona before a junction could be

made with Hood ; hence he immediately ordered the 23d corps to

move due west from Marietta on the Burnt Hickory road, and to burn

houses or piles of brush, or anything that would make a smoke, as it

progressed, to indicate to him the position of the head of the column,

and our regiment was sent out as an advance guard to feel the way,

while our brigade followed as a support, ^\•hile the balance of the army

was ordered to march straight on Allatoona. On moving out, as we
have before said, for four or five miles we found the rebels had antici-

pated just such a move as this, and had purposely put a whole divis-

ion" of infantry on the Burnt Hickory road to prevent it. Of course

we could not attack this division without bringing on a fight, and we

thought it not best to do that with the 23d corps still 10 miles away;

we accordingly lay in line of battle all day, only skirmishing. Sher-

man now divides his time between watching the progress of the battle
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and the smoke made b>' head of column of the 23d corps. He says :

" I watched, with painful suspense, the indications of the battle raging

there, and was dreadfully impatient at the slow progress of the reliev-

ing column, whose advance was marked b}' the smokes which were

made according to order. " The smoke of the burning railroad and

of the battle raging at Allatoona so obscured the vision that Sherman's

signal officer for many hours fiiils to catch a sight of the flag at that

place. The generars patience is exhausted and his anxiety at its high-

est pitch, when a gentle breeze from the south-west sweeps over the

plain and bends the smoke out of the way, and the officer once more

catches a glimpse of the tell-tale flag, and slowly begins to read :

' C. R. S. E. H. K. R.—Corse IS HEKE

—

Where in the hell is

Sherman ?"

A loud, long cheer, goes up from the group of officers gathered

around the signal station, and Sherman immediately sends back

word :

"Hi>LD ox, I'm co.ming !" and again the smoke curls up and stops

all communication, h'rom these memorable words has been written

he popular song, " Hold the Fort, for I am Coming." This is the

first intimation Shermin has had that Allatoona is adequatel)' garri-

soned, and he now bends all his energies toward capturing the assault-

ing column, and urges the 23d corps forward with all speed. Yet it

seemed to him a snail might move as fast; indeed, it only made 12

miles that day and went into camp when it reached the rear of our

brigade, and was still four miles from the road leading from Allatoona

to Dallas. Sherman is still on top of Kenesaw, and still keeps his

glass turned in the direction of Allatoona, and by 3 o'clock he

observes that the smoke of battle is growing less, and he knows that

one side or the other is almost exhausted ; which side he does not

know, and his anxiety again increases. About 4 p. m. the smoke be-

gins to lift, and Sherman and his officers once more eagerly gather

around the signal officer and wait in breathless silence as he slowly

catches a glimpse of the flag once more and reads this characteristic

dispatch from Gen. Corse: ''Minus a check hone and an car, but able

to iv/u'p all hell yet.

Another prolonged and deafening cheer is given, and Sherman turns

the army he had sent up the railroad to the south-west, towards

Dallas, still in hopes of cutting off the rebels that had made such

dreadful havoc with his raih'oad, and had well nigh made the glory of.

the great Atlanta campaign a hiss and a by-word. We think he

might have succeeded in capturing these, but at 2 o'clock on the

morning of the 6th it began to rain, and rained as it only does rain in
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the South, one sheet of water after another, till 2 o'clock in the after-

noon, when the face of the country was one vast flood of water and

the whole army swamped in the mud.

October 6th, 1864. Our rations and forage are out and our train

still away back near the Chattahoochee, and we know it will be utterly

impossible for them to get here through the mud ; we also know it

will be quite as impossible for the army to move, as the artillery would

be all swamped the first lOO yards after starting. So early this morn-

ing our division was ordered to send the pack mules back to Marietta,

eight miles, for rations, and Capt. Thomson again reported to Gen.

Sherman with the Seventy-Second, who ordered us to go over on to

the railroad and follow it up as far as the rebels had gone and see how

much damage they had done. We moved north-east from our camp

six miles and struck the railroad at a point just where the rebels had,

half-way between Kenesaw and Big Shanty and three miles below

that place. Here the rebels had captured a train loaded with hard-

tack and coffee, and we suppose for once in their lives they had a good

square meal. There were bushels of coffee scattered over the ground

in every direction. The train consisted of 12 or 15 cars, which they

had burned, together with the rations they could not carry with them.

Here we found 500 hands already on the road fixing it up. We
moved on up the road to Ackworth, eight miles above Big Shanty,

and found the rebels had done a splendid job, burning nearly every

tie and bending and twisting all the rails. When we got to Ackworth

we saw where the rebels had burned three or four of our cars that

were full of beef cattle ; they had set fire to the cars without killing

the cattle and burned them alive. An eye witness to this horrible

deed says that the terrible writhing, bellowing and contortions of the

cattle was the most distressing sight he ever saw. We also learned

the full particulars of the terrible battle that was fought yesterday,

and as it was one of such vast importance to Sherman's army and

the country, and was one of the most bloody of the war ; and as

Gen. Sherman made it the subject of a general order, which was read

to every company in the whole army, wo shall make a brief review.

Allatoona is a small village at a pass in the mountains through

which the railroad runs, and is six or seven miles south of the Etowa,

or Hightower bridge. It was defended by 1,890 men all told. It

was attacked at daylight by a full division of rebels 5,000 strong,

•under command of Gen. French. The battle lasted till 4 p. m., and

was never excelled by earnestness and perseverence of attack nor by

dogged stubborness of resistance, and finally resulted in the most

signal and disastrous repulse of the rebels with a loss of 2,000 men,
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or two-fifths of the attacking division. While the Union loss was,

killed, wounded and missing 707, which is also nearly two-fifths of

the whole number of Union soldiers engaged. Our men also captured

411 prisoners, three regimental colors and 800 muskets.

We found that the rebels immediately after abandoning the attack-

began to retreat towards Dallas. They had struck our railroad a

heavy blow, burning every tie and bending the rails for eight miles.

So that the estimate for repairs called for 35,000 new ties and

six miles of iron; 10,000 men were distributed along the break to

replace the ties and to repair the road bed, while the regular repair

party under Col. W. W. Wright, came down from Chattanooga with

iron, spikes etc. Within seven days the whole break was repaired

and the road all right again. It was by such acts of extraordinary

energy as these that the rebels were discouraged. They felt it was a

waste of time and labor for them to march hurriedly on wide circuits

day and night to burn a bridge or tear up a mile or so of track when

they knew we could replace them so quickly. They supposed we
always kept on hand distributed along the road duplicates of every

bridge and culvert of any importance, and we have a good story illus-

trating this. During our advance on Kenesaw, before the middle of

June, a group of rebels, one hot day, were laying in the shade on top

of Kenesaw, overlooking our camps at Big Shanty. One soldier

remarked to his fellows: " Well, the Yanks will have to get up and

get now, for I heard Gen. Johnston himself say that Gen. Wheeler

had blown up the tunnel near Dalton, and that the Yanks would have

to retreat because they could get no more rations." "Oh, hell!"

said a listener, " Don't you know that Gen. Sherman carries a dupli-

cate tunnel along?" And while we are at it we will relate another,

as related by Gen. Johnston himself. He says :
" that our feats at

bridge building and repairs of roads had excited his profoundest

admiration. Along in June while we were on Kenesaw, an officer of

Wheeler's cavalry had reported to me in person, that he had come

from Gen. Wheeler who had made a bad break in Sherman's road,

about Tilton Station, which he said would take at least a fortnight

to repair ; and while we were talking, a train was seen coming down

the road which had passed that very break, and had reached us at Big

Shanty, as soon as the fleet horseman had reached me at Kenesaw\"

After learning all we could about Ackworth, Allafoona, etc., we
turned about and went back to Big Shanty and started southwest to

go to our camp, near Lost Mountain. As before stated, it had

rained until 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and it was night when we

left Big Shanty. Our road led us through the head waters and
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swamps of the Noonday Creek. The night was dark and there was

water most of the way, in many places belly deep to our horses, and

we had a miserable time getting- back to camp. It was lO o'clock

before we got in. We found our pack mules had got back from

Marietta with three days' rations and forage, and we did our best to

put one-third of them where the rain would not spoil them. We
traveled 28 miles that day, and found that the whole army had

£^ot into position in line of battle west of our camp, and still three

miles east of the Allatoona road, and was so completely mud-bound

that it couid do nothing but stand there and see the best troops of

Hood's armv march uimiolested in front of them, without even being

able to give them a passing salute. We hid heird a wonderful sight

all along, during the war, about bagging rebels, and yesterday we
were really in hopes that we surely would catch the two divisions

that had been on our railroad, but now our hopes are vanishing.

October 7th. We were up early, and shortly after 6 o'clock we
moved out. The 4th, 14th, 15th, and 17th corps inoved southwest

toward Dallas, but our brigade moved west, went about four miles

and struck the Dallas and Allatoona road running south. Here we
found a division of the 23d corps, which we have already stated

moved west fiom Kenesaw on the 5th and struck this road last night

soon after the rebels had passed south from Alialoona, and that's the

way we bagged the rebels this time. Our division here turned south,

and went about four miles toward Dallas, when we ran into the

Company of the rear guard of the retreating rebels. A fight ensued

in which we captured Brigadier General Young, a Lieutenant-Colonel,

an ambulance and four privates. This rebel general had been

wounded at Allatoona. He formerly belonged to the United States

service, and was a quartermaster of the 4th regulars belonging to

Minty's brigade of our division, and was at once recognizediDy them.

He had deserted the service of the government, cast his lot with the

rebels, and deserved a rebel fate. Gen. Sherman, in his " Memoirs,"

page 150, Vol. n, gives the credit of capturing this famous general

to the forces at Allatoona, but we all know he is mistaken, because

we were right here to-day and saw it done two days after that battle.

In this fight our brigade drove the rebels fully two miles, which

brought us to New Hope church. This church is the place where

there was such desperate fighting from the 25th to the 30th of May
last, and our infantry always called it "Hell Hole," on account of

the terrible fighting here. We have never seen any place where

the trees are so shot to pieces with bullets as here. Our division

went into camp a half mile back, and Company I was left on picket.
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We had our headquarters by the church, and slept in the house at

night, putting out our videttes toward Dallas. Here the rebel works

•and our own are not more than 50 yards apart, and the church .stands

right between them. We do not now remember of ever seeing any

place where the two opposing lines of works were so close together as

these. They are so close together that neither side could, or did,

use artillerv, but the trees are just literally shot to pieces with bullets.

October 8th. Our division lay in camp to-day. Sherman has

.abandoned the pursuit of Hood in this direction. The 98th Illinois,

of our brigade, went on a scout to learn the whereabouts of the rebels.

They went out past us at the church and about a mile this side of

Dallas came up to the rebel videttes and charged them pell-mell right

through headquarters of the pickets, but owing to an unfortunate

blunder only captured four of them. They then went on through

Dallas and ascertained that the tw-o brigades which composed Hood's

rear guard camped last night on Pumpkinvine, four miles west of

Dallas, at the place where we camped on the night of the 24th of

May last. They also learned that Hood was shoving for Rome as

fast as possible, nearly to days' march ahead of Sherman. We have

no means of knowing how many troops there are at Rome, but if

Hood should capture that place the whole valley of Oostenaula would

be open before him and nothing in the world to hinder him from get-

ting on to the railroad again, and burning it from Resaca up to Tun-

nel Hill. Early this morning we went on a reconnoitering scout down

the Sand Town road. Hood's army came up to this place on this

road and we wanted to see if any luckless wagon or ambulance was

left sticking in the mud. W^e found that Hood had but few trains

with him, but Avhat few he had must have had a terrible time getting

through the mud as the deep'ruts all over the country plainly indica-

ted. The whole train had been parked in a field just south-east of

the church, and we could come very near telling how many trains he

had. We think his artillery and ambulances amounted to half of the

whole. Late in the evening the 98th came back and reported Hood's

rations entirely exhausted and the men living on cane stalks. We
don't know how true this is, but we do know that every road they

have traveled upon, we have found strewn full of the "cuds" of

chewed cane stMks. When we were relieved and went back to camp
we had this congratulatory order read to us :

"The General commanding avails himself of the opportunity, in

the handsome defense of Allatoona, to illu.strate the most important

principle in war, that fortified posts should be defended to the last

reeardless of the relative numbers of the attackinsf and attacked.
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The thanks of this army are due and are hereby accorded to Gen.

Corse, Col. Tourtellotte, Col. Rowette, officers and men for their

determined and gallant defense of AUatoona, and it is made an example

to illustrate the importance of preparing in time, and meeting the

danger when present, boldly, manfully and well.

Commanders and garrisons of the posts along our railroad are here-

by instructed that they must hold their posts to the last minute, sure

that the time gained is valuable and necessary to their comrades at

the front.

By order of Maj.-Gen. W. T. Shekman.

L. M. Dayton, Aide de-camp.

And thus this terrible battle and heroic defense, and splendid vic-

tory passed into history. It quit raining on the 6th and the la.st two

nights have been very cold, the wind coming down off the AUatoona

Mountains cold enouo-h to freeze.

CHAPTER XXXn.

From October 9th to October 21th, 1864.

—

Hood Across the AUatoona Mountains—
Rebels Mahing Shoes of Beef Hides and Eating Corn Stalks—We Follow the

Rebeh—Marching to Rome—Expecting Hood to Attack the Place—Sherman
Puzzled About the "'Whole Batch of Devils Turned Tawsc Without Home''''—
Telegraphs to Grant and Gen. Thomas— Rebels Attack us near Rome—The
Lightning Brigade's Bold and Successful Charge and Chase of the Rebels—
Charging Through the Forest—Shell Dodging Drill, ''' Do'wn^^ 'Uj) and For-

ward '-

—

A Splendid Charge, Cavturing a Battery—Pretty Fighting—Comj)U-

ments from Gen. Cox to the Seventy-Second Regiment— Casualties of the Battle
—Sherman Gives the Credit to Gen. Corse, tohen it Justly Belongs to Gen.

Garrard and Col. Miller— Gathering the Old Englishman''s Onions and Pota-

toes—Carrying Bee Hives from under the GeneraVs Nose—We Start Bach
Towards Rome—Skirmishing with and Driving the Rebels—Battle of Blue Pond
Gen. Garrard DonH Want to Fight on Sunday—The Rebel Trap Set for Us—
Gen. Beauregard .'Takes Command of the Rebels—Rebel Army Moving North—
Heavy Rains— Gen. Wilson Takes Command of the Cavalry—Why We Don't Go
to Jacksonville—Lost from Camp.

October 9th. Sunday, and our division is lying in camp, and all

quiet. We have sent out heavy details scouting, and they have taken

two days' rations. We suppose the object is to find the exact

whereabouts of Hood, for as yet Sherman seems in dcTubt as to Hood's

real intentions, and so long as Hood stays in the neighborhood of-Dal-

las, Sherman can do nothing but stay M'here he is and watch him, as

from this point he can threaten either Rome, Kingston or Atlanta.

October loth. Last Jiight, after dark, the scouts we sent out yes-

terday morning returned and reported the whole of Hood's army
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across the Allatoona mountains beyond Vanwert. This morning our

division was up long before dayhght and moved at sun-up, going due

west and leaving Dallas three miles to our left, we passed over the

void that a part of Hood's army had passed over, and observed that

the road still was strewn full of chewed canestalks, and when we came

t<5 their camps on the Pumpkinvine. we were led to believe the rebel

soldiers were sadly in need of shoes, as we saw where there had been

at least a hundred beef cattle killed and their hides taken to make

moccasins of, and worn out shoes of the same kind were left scattered

about their camps. After crossing the Pumpkinvine creek we struck

the Cartersville road near Burnt Hickory, where we were in camp the

last of May after the Pumpkinvine campaign ; there we turned north

and went to the Etowa and then turned down the river four miles and

bivouacked near Stilesborough, hax'ing made 24 miles for the day.

We quote from Col. Miller's notes, Monday, October loth: *'March-

ed all day. Passed over the Allatoona range and down the Etowa

valley towards Rome. The news is that the enemy are on the west

side qf the CoDsa river and we are ordered to be there by daylight

;

have 26 miles to march to-night." Soon after we had gone into camp

Gen. Garrard got orders to report to i\ome by daylight, as the rebels

had already made their appearance south of Rome. The distance

from our camp to Rome, the shortest route was 20 miles, and we were

ordered to feed and curry our horses as good as we could, and get

ready to move by 8 p. m.; but from some cause or other we did not

get off till just midnight. We still kept on down the river till we

passed through a village called Snydersville, and then took a road run-

ning due west which led us away from the river several miles, the

river running to the north-west. We had made 20 miles, and just as

it began to get daylight our scouts run on to the rebel pickets, cap-

tured one of the videttes and drove in the pickets. Here our regi-

ment and the 123d difinounted and a sharp fight ensued, in which

private D. W. Laverty, of Co. D, Seventy-Second, was killed. He was

a noble comrade and faithful soldier. This lasted about an hour, when

we charged them and drove them about a mile, capturing a lot of

guns, saddles, saddle-bags, haversacks, hats and camp equipments.

We do not know whether we killed any of them or not, but the

amount of bloocf we saw, indicated that a great many were severely

wounded. This was our second attempt to get to Rome. We had

tried it from the north on the 14th and 15th of May last, and got

within five miles of the place and had to back out ; and here we were

again, 10 miles right south of Rome with Armstead's division and an-

other mounted brigade of rebels between us and that place. During
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the fight the balan'ce of our division had come up and gone into camp

at the place where we ran on to the rebel pickets. After we had

driven the rebels about as far as we could without bringing on a gen-

eral engagement, we left six companies, the left of our regiment, on

the skirmish line, fell back to our division and got breakfast. While

we were eating, the commanders, Gens. Garrard, Miller and others,

were in consultation about the situation. They were close enough for

us to hear what was said. The General was determined to go through

at all hazards. Said he, "I could go through right on the road we

are on, but it would cost me the lives of 15 or 20 men ; besides there

is another road leading to Rome and there is no necessity for fighting

now, as we would gain nothing by it." You may hardly realize how
much such expressions as these endeared that man, Gen. Garrard, to us.

The fight took place near Cave Springs. So after breakfast, about

10 o'clock a. m. of the i ith of October, we turned square east and

moved about a mile and then turned north again, thus leaving the

rebels two miles to the west of us, and leaving our pickets in front

of them until the column had gotten well out of the wa)', thus rtnask-

iiig our movements completely. Companies D and I were advance

guards, and we moved very slowly and cautiously, picketing all the

roads leading to the west, until the column had moved five or six

miles. We expected the rebels would attack us, but they did not.

Along in the afternoon we psssed several miles through one of the

most beautiful pine forests in the world. The pine was of the long

leaved species, and was used as a turpentine orchard

—

Pinna Syh'es-

iris. The trees were all large, 18 inches to four feet in diameter,

and towering a hundred feet high. There was scarcely a shrub or

bush to be seen. The ground was sandy, and without a spear of

grass upon it, but it was covered with the l^^aves that had accumu-

lated from year to year, till now there was tfee softest carpet, three

to four inches deep, imaginable. As wc were moving along in per-

fect silence, and having .slept none the night before, we longed to

tumble off our horses and go to sleep ;
but on we went, slowly and

silently, till about 4 o'clock p. m., whe.i we came out into an open

country, and more than two miles away, north to the front of us, we
caught sight of a sentry. He was on one of the many high knobs

surrounding Rome, and was so far that we could not make out

whether he was friend or foe. We had our ^ag with us and un-

furled it to the breeze. In an instant he knew that we were friends,

he seeing the old, familiar stars and stripes, and did not long leave

us in doubt, but caught the inspiration, and at once gathered up a

flag and unfurled the stars and stripes also, and waived us a hearty
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welcome. This was the signal for a long and hearty cheer from our

column. We had emerged suddenly into a valley, and our cheering

called others to the scene, and in a minute we could see the whole

company hastily forming on the hill, as if falling i^' for a fight
;

but

the next minute we could see their hats flying high in the air, and

three cheers and a tiger came rolling down the valley toward us.

We had heard during the day that the rebels had got possession of

Rome, and you may guess that these cheering tokens of the false-

hood sent the blood galloping through our veins. We quickened

our pace and in hilt an hour came up to the outposts. There was

a high knob to our right from which we had observed the signal,

and another high lidge to our left, with a valley between them, lead-

ing due north to Rome, two miles distant. Just as we got to the

pickets we heard rapid firing over the ridge, to the northwest of us.

Our scouts immediately struck out around the north end of the

ridge and down on the west side, and we .followed in hot haste. We
have before spoken of the 9th Illinois mounted infantry, and they

were here on picket, and a squad of rebel cavalry had charged them,

and might have damaged them considerably but for our coming on

to the field just in time. The rebels were feeling of the position of

our forces at Rome with, a view of attacking the place from the

south. Our scouts charged them and drove them for several miles

down the valley of the Coosa river, killing two of them and captur-

ing two others; but our two companies, D and I, only went out as

far as the picket post and stopped, while the division had moved
quietly in and went into camp a mile south-west of Rome. We
waited until our scouts came back and reported that the rebels were

not likely to bother us any more on that road during the night, and

then went into camp at the north end of the ridge, while the six

companies we left on picket in the morning were coming in.

On the morning of the loth the advance of Hood's army began

to cross the Coosa river at Cedar Bluffs, 12 miles below Rome, and

all day to-day the country west of Rome has been full of rebels, and

the troops stationed here were expecting every minute to be at-

tacked, and they knew, too, that Sherman's army was still away

about AUatoona and could do them no good ; and they also knew
that if Hood would attack them with his whole army it would go

hard with them, as there was but one division, Gen. Corse's, here

that had come back immediately after the battle of AUatoona. No
doubt it was a great relief to the sentinel on the hill when he first

saw our column coming in from the south, and it was just as great a

relief to us to see him, because, ever since the 7th, we have been
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too far from the rest of the army for them to do us any good in case

we should get into a fi^ht ; and we never expected to get to Rome
without a tight. The prisoners we had captured told us Hood said

he would take Rome or sacrifice his whole army, and the citizens we

saw this morning told us he had already taken the place. We tell.

you it did us good when we got to the picket line and saw the stee-

ples of the town and our old fla^^ still waiving over them. But the

fact still remained that just across the river, not a mile from us, was

a large part of Hood's army, seemingly making preparations for an

attack on Rome in the morning, and we went to bed thinking on

the morrow.

October I2th, 1864. The first, thing we have to do this morning is

to give you a short description of Rome and surroundings, that you

may have a clear idea of our subsequent movements. Rome stands,

or sits, right on a high point of" land, formed by the junction of the

Oostenaula and Etowa Rivers. The Oostenaula comes down from a

httle east of north, and the Etowa comes from a little south of east,

and the two form the Coosa, which runs south-west from here. The
whole country is mountainous and extremely rough, covered with

dense forests, so that it is impossible to tell anything about the move-

ments of an army, except by the smoke of the camp-fires as seen

from the hills. There are numerous very high knobs and hills around

Rome which were well fortified by the rebels last winter, and these

have been strengthened by our own forces during the summer. Yes-

terday morning, on looking out from these forts, our men discovered

the whole valley opposite Rome full of rebels. The smoke from the

numerous camp-fires indicating that all of Hood's army was there.

They were close enough for our men to have dropped shells right

down among them, but they were afraid of bringing on a general en-

gagement, and .so laid still all day, as did also the rebels, or moved

on up the valley, toward our railroad so quietly that the forces still in

Rome did not detect their movements, and still believe they are there.

There is certainly nothing to hinder Hood from getting on to the rail-

road again if he wanted to. This was another surprise for Sherman,

and as our hard-tack line was of such vast importance to us, we shall

again quote a few paragraphs from his book, to keep the reader posted

oft the general movements of both armies, and to illustrate some

points of " strategy." Sherman says : "In person I reached Alla-

toona on the 9th of October, still in doubt as to Hood's immediate

intentions. Our cavalry could do little against his infantry in the

rough and wooded country about Dallas, which masked the enemies

movements. But Gen. Corse, at Rome, with Spencer's ist Alabama
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Cavalry and a mounted regiment of (9th) Illinois mounted infantry,

could feel the country south of Rome, about Cedartovvn and Villa

Rica, and reported the enemy to be in force at both places ; and o n

the sanie day I telegraphed to Gen. Grant: 'It will be impossible to

protect the roads now that Hood, Forest, Wheeler and the whole

batch of Devils are turned loose without home or habitation. I think

Hood's movements indicate a diversion to the end of the Selma and

Talledago road at Blue Mountain, about 60 miles south-west of Rome,
from which he will threaten Kingston, Bridgeport, and Decatur, Ala-

bama. By attempting to hold the roads we will lose a thousand men
each month and will gain no results.* On the loth of October the

enemy appeared south of the Etowa River, at Rome, when I ordered

all the armies to march to Kingston and telegraphed to Gen. Thomas :

' It looks to me as though Hood was bound for Tuscumbia. He is

now crossing the Coosa River below Rome, looking west. ' On the

iith I rode to Kingston and learned by telegraph from Gen. Corse, at

Rome, that Hood's army had disappeared but in what direction he

was -Still in doubt." We are of the opinion he will not be left in

doubt long. l-5ut we return to our own narrative.

We were up early this morning, and immediately sent our pack

mules ahead into Rome to draw rations, and Long's brigade followed,

crossing the Etowa on a pontoon bridge just at the mouth of the

river. Minty's brigade followed closely, and by the time the sun was

two hours high, our brigade was closing up on to the rear of Minty's,

at the river. Our regiment was advance guard yesterday and of

course we were in the rear to-day, and just about the time Long's and

Minty's brigades were all across the river, and while we were moving

out on to the road and yet a mile back on the bluffs, we heard picket-

firing off to the west of town, and could plainly see the rebels form-

ing their lines behind a ridge that ran parallel with the river. They
were out of sight from the town but in full view from our elevated

position. We were hurried forward with all speed and the ist brigade

( Long's ) immediately began to cross the Oostenaula on a pontoon

bridge, a half mile above its mouth. By this time we could plainly

see the rebels driving our infantry pickets back on to the ridge toward

town. We could see nearly a mile of our skirmish line, and on some

parts of it they were falling back in some confusion, while on other

parts they were falling back more deliberately, and were fighting man-

fully. There was no mistaking the fact that the whole line was being

driven back, which told to us as plainly as anything could tell us, that

the rebel line was a long one, By the time we got across the Etowa,

Long's brigade had got across the Oostenaula and advanced skirmish-
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ers on horseback on the road leading west from town, while most of

his brigade was massed in column to the left of the road, and just at

the foot of the ridge. Minty began to mass his brigade as fast as

they got across the river, just at the right of the road. I-ong now
formed line of battle on horseback, to the left of the road aTid tried

to advance his skirmishers, and we think it was intended that Minty

should do the same thing on the right of the road, but just as soon as-

Eong's skirmishers reached the brow of the ridge they were drix'en

back in haste, and the infantry to the right of the road, and

still further north up the river, came falling back in confusion.

During this time our brigade had got across the Etowa, and as-

we had about three-fourths of a mile to go around through town to

get to the pontoon on the Oostenaula, we found our pack mules with

our rations along the sides of the streets, and the orderly sergeants

were there ready to issue our rations to us. The column was not al-

lowed to halt a moment but kept moving right along as fast as the

advance could cross the pontoon, and we had to issue the rations to

the men while the column was moving. We suppose thee was about

a half hour during this time that the houses concealed from our view

what was going on west of the river ; by the time we got to where

we could see again, the infantry, on the extreme right, had been

driven clear back into the Oostenaula and the}^ came pouring down

along the river under cover of the bank like frightened deer, and some

of them never stopped till they ran across the pontoon and got into

the town ; it became necessary to place a guard at the farther end of

the pontoon to stop them. By the time we got to the river things

began to look desperate, and we wondered why the rebels did not im-

mediately take Long's and Minty's brigades. From the river to the

foot of the ridge was three-fourths of a mile, bare of trees, and the

rebels didn't seem to want to leave the timber just yet; but we could

see them still thickening upon the brow of the hill, as if getting ready

for a charge. Long's and Minty's brigades did not seem to be doing

anything but standing there, waiting for us. We had to dismount to

lead our horses across the bridge, and as fast as we got over, the horses

of our brigade were massed in column behind Minty's, and the men
prepared to fight on foot. Without ever stopping at all we marched

past Minty's in column, and then formed line of battle with two regi-

ments on the right of the road and two on the left, facing west ; our

regiment was on the extreme right, and as soon as we got our lines

straightened we moved forward till near the foot of the hill where the

rebel skirmishers were, and charged them, never stopping till we got

nearl)' to the brow of the hill, making a mile the first drive. This
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brought us within range of the main Hne of rebels and they opened on

us heavy, using artillery. Indeed, some of our men got clear to the

top of the ridge and had to fall back. We lay down here and rested

half an hour, the shells passing right over us all the time, and burst-

ing as close as 20 feet behind us. During this time the other two

brigades were formed in line to our right and left rear, and prepara-

tions made to have them follow up our movement and take advantage

of a stampede of the rebels, if we should be so fortunate as to move

them again. After we had got a good rest and supposed everything

was ready in the rear, we straightened our lines and went for them

again. We struck the main line about 300 yards from where we

started, and we tell }'ou our Spencers made some lively music for five

or ten minutes,, when the rebels broke and run like sheep. The artil-

lery never fired but one round after we started, but limbered up and

skipped out, taking a road that run south-west. The infantry also fell

back in that direction. Our brigade, on a general left wheel, charged

•on after them. W^e drove them a mile this time, when we found our

brigade in wheeling to the left had become so scattered, that there was

hardly any two men of the same company near each other, but every

fellow had struck out for himself in the direction he had seen the last

rebel, and had run as fast and as long as he could. We never saw

our brigade so mi.xed up before. It took nearly an hour to get our

lines straightened up again. How many rebels we killed in this

charge we never went back to see, but suppose 50 would be a fair

estimate, as we counted five dead rebels in our own line of march.

Had the other two brigades come up promptl}' after we got the rebels

to running, we might have captured their artillery and most of their

lead horses ; but as it was they were half an hour too late, and then

Long's brigade charged over the hill to our left, and came out into the

road in front of our line of battle, after the rebels had all got mounted

and out of the way, while Minty charged straight west from where he

started, and never got near the rebels we were fighting. We were

now two miles from Rome, south-west. Here we rested three or four

hours, while Long straighted his brigade, and scouted to our front and

found the rebels were still in force a mile in front of us. Company
D was left on picket, and here we fell back and went into camp a mile

west of Rome. It seems now that Hood's army, except Armstead's

division of Texas rangers, which we have been fighting to-day, have

moved up the Oostenaula toward Resaca, to destroy our railroad. We
suppose this division was left here on purpose to threaten Rome in

such a way as to deceive Sherman. Our move to-day has cut this

division off from Hood. Sherman says : " On October 12th I went
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to Rome, where the news came that Hood had made his appearance

at Resaca, and had demanded the surrender of the place. He had

evidently marched with rapidity up the Chattanooga valley by Sum-

merville, Lafayette, Ships Gap and Snake Creek, and had with him

his whole army except a small force left behind to watch Rome." So

that Sherman was undeceived now as to Hood's intentions, but not in

time to save his railroad. He further says: " I turned all the heads

of columns for Resaca. where they got during the night of the i 2th,

and on the morning of the 13th I learned that Hood's whole army

had passed up the valley toward Dalton, burning the railroad and

doing all the damage possible, destroying the railroad clear up to Tun-

nel Hill, 20 miles, and capturing a regiment of colored troops at

Dalton."

October 13th. On going to bed last night, we had orders to be

ready to move at 6 o'clock. We had heavy picket firing all night.

Company D was close enough to hear the rebel pickets talking. We
were up before daylight and' moved at sun up, taking the road we
were on yesterday. This road runs down the valley of the Coosa

south-west, two or three miles from the river.

Two miles from, camp we came to the picket post of Company D,

who had most effectu illy barricaded the road, and told us the rebels

were just across the field Our brigade was dismounted and pre-

pared to fight on foot. By this time the rebels had begun to ad-

vance oil us, and before we got our lines formed, they were so close

that their bullets were whistHng over our heads. We formed our

lines the same as on yesterday, two regiments on either side of the

road, ours being on the extreme right. We had hardly got our

lines straightened, when the rebels opened on us with a piece of ar-

tillery, and the shells went tearing through the trees to our left, near

the road. Our line was on the north side of a field 200 yards wide,

while in the woods on the south side, the rebels were pretty thick,

and their skirmishers were along the fence, peppering us the best

they could. In less time than it has taken to write it, we had our

line formed and our skirmishers started. They went across that

field with a yell, anJ in two minutes reached the opposite side, and

a sharp fight ensued at the fence. We followed our skirmishers closely

and by the time we got half way across the field, we opened on the

woods, and the rebels broke and ran, we after them. The nrtillery

limbered up and put out for the rear. A half hour ago they were

advancing to attack us—now they think they have urgent business

somewhere else. The road we were on ran right along the west

side of the ridge we spoke of yesterday. This ridge ran parallel
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with the river, while from a half mile to a mile west of the river ran

quite a large stream, and it also ran nearly south, parallel with the

road. The whole country was densely wooded on both sides of the

road, except in a few places where the valley, or bottom land, reached

out to the road. This bottom land was cultivated ail along the

stream, and of course was bare of trees, except a few dead ones.

In the timber there was the densest undergrowth of little pine trees

we ever saw anywhere. In many places they were so thick it was

impossible to get through them at all. The fact is, they grew so

close together you could scarcel)' .'-tick your finger between them.

We never saw hazel-brush grow half as close to-gether. There were

also hundreds of old pine trees blown down among the brush in

every conceivable direction, which made marching in line of battle

out of the question ;
yet we did our best to'push through the woods,

and had not gone a hundred yards til' we found ourselves completely

swamped in the brush. Here our line quite broke u[), and each fel-

low for himself, pushed ahead as fast as possible. We are free to

confess that we never went into a fight with such 'eelings of dread,

as we did into this one. We had not gone far till we forgot all

about it, and were wonderfully amused at seeing the men trying to

hurry through the brush. Many times we absolutely stuck fai-t and

had to back out and go around. It was a common thing to see 20

or 30 men march square up to a big log so high, and in the brush so

thick, that they could not get over it. and then to see them file to

the right or left and run around the end of it like a gang of turkeys.

It was funny. All this time we were pushing ahead as fast as pos-

sible, and the Johnnies kept banging away at us just enough to let

us know which way to go. We pushed ahead in this manner for

full a mile and a half, while our scouts, at the commencement of the

action, had moved over west to the creek and were driving a squad

of rebels down before them, and at several points had some sharp

firing, killing some rebel horses and capturing several ethers. At

the end of a mile and a half the valley and the road come so near

together, that it threw our regiment into the open field, and we were

done with the pine brush for awhile. Here we stopped and rested

a half hour. During this march the rebels had continued to throw

shells, but most o( them went tearing through the trees, along the

road, and through the center of the brigade. They would fire a

few shots, then limber up, fall back a short distance, and then open

on us again. When we came out into the valley and rested, every-

thing was quiet in front, and we didn't know but the rebels were

gone, but directly they opened on us again. This time we could
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see them plainly. About two miles ahead of us, the stream and val-

ley turned squarely to the left across the road, and beyond the creek

the bluff was high and steep. The rebels had fallen back to this

position and formed a line of battle along on the bluff, where they

could see our every movement; and the fact that we could just as

plainly see that battery no doubt saved many of our lives, as we
shall presently explain. While we were lying here resting, our

skirmishers kept on working their way down the creek toward the

battery, and the rebs gave them a few rounds. This whole valley

had been in wheat, and after harvest, rag weeds had grown up about

two feet high, and as thick as they could grow. The rebels soon

found they could do nothing with the skirmishers, and turned their

attention to us. Just then we had no thanks for special favors. The
first shell they threw, went whizzing over our heads fully 300 feet

high, and must have gone a mile to our rear. Just then the word
" Forward !

'' came to us, and we started again. This time we had

nothing to bother us, and we* moved off lively, and in the prettiest

line we ever saw. We were in single rank, four to six feet apart.

In less than ten minutes, Col. Miller, who was on the road behind

the center of the brigade, sent his orderly over to halt us ; he could

not get through the brush to come to us on horseback, and had to

come afoot, and by this time we were nearly a half mile ahead of the

other three regiments, which were struggling along through the pine

brush. We halted and lay down again. W^e could now see plainly

that there were but two pieces of artillery firing. One of them

kept throwing shells along the road through the wood to the left of

us, the other one kept working away at us, and we could tell by

every shot that went over us, that they were trying to lower their

pieces, and to get the range
;
yet the shells still went as high as the

tree-tops.

As we had never seen the road since cro'ssing the little field on

starting, we had to guess at the distance and keep closed up to the

regiment on our left, by feeling for it ; and when we got out into the

open field, we] found many places where the strips of woods between

the road and the field were wider than the length of the regiment

next to us, and the Colonel would keep commanding "close up to

the left;" but we had had enough of the brush in ours and preferred

to stay out in the open field, even if it did give the Johnnies a better

chance at us. It took 15 or 20 minutes for the balance of the brigade

to get even with us, and we beg; to move forward again as soon as

they came up ; this time they trice lO get us to move as slowly as the

other regiments, but it was no use. When those shells came scream-
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ing over us the boys wanted to be going ahead and did go ahead in

spite of all the efforts of the officers to keep them from it. We would

move up one or two hundred yards and then lie down and wait.

During all this time the battery was playing away on us as fast as they

could load and shoot, and by the time we had gone a mile they had

lowered their guns, till a shell struck a large dead tree about 30 feet

from the ground, cutting the tree right in two and exploding 100

yards behind us, while the whole top of the tree came down with a

thundering crash a few feet from us. This waked us up, and we con-

fess frightened us terribly, and from that on the game became quite

interesting. VVe started forward again, and both pieces opened on our

regiment and as they would fire alternately we hadn't much time for

gawking about. Besides they lowered their pieces till the shells

would nip the weeds as they would pass over us.

Now came the grandest sight the military man or drill master ever

beheld. It more than realized all that-we had ever imagined in regard

to the skirmish drill, or evolutions of the battalion under fire. Noth-

ing we had ever witnessed on the drill ground would begin to compare

with this, and we went through it all with scarcely a word of com-

mand. We were about a mile from the battery and could see them

plainly. Every time the smoke would spirt up from the touch-hole

some one would call out "Down!" and in a twinkling every man
in the regiment was flat on the ground ; not a man to be seen. No
one needed to be told the second time to get down, for in an instant

the shell would come over, nipping the weeds, hissing and whizzing

and saying wher-r-r-are-you, wher-r-r-are-you ? and then with a deafen-

pop, burst behind us. Lucky too, that every one of them did burst

just behind us. No sooner had the shell burst than the word

"forward !

" rang out, and every man was up again moving on. But

now the shells come so thick and fast, that we are on the ground half

the time, and as we get closer to the guns they give us less time from

the time the smoke spirts up from the touch-hole till the shell is upon

us, so that we have to mind our " P's " and "Q's." But we still

keep our line perfectly straight, and can compare our ups and downs

to nothing more like a revolving hay rake. We are now about a half

mile from the guns and rest a few minutes for the other three regi-

ments to catch up ; by this time our skirmishers have got within 400
yards of the main line of rebels, and for the first we can hear the

skirmishers from the other three regiments, begin to fire. They have

just got to the edge of the woods, along the bottom, where it turned

square to the left across the road. Those from our regiment have

been engaged constantly from the start; this increased firing from the
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left front adds very materially to the interest of the occasion, for we
have scarcely heard a single gun on our left from the time we struck

the open field, and we had about come to the conclusion that all the

rebels were in our immediate front ; but this firing seemed to arouse

the other regiments, for when we start again they move off- more

lively, and with our very many "downs" and " ups " we had to

move on quick time to keep even with them. This time we move on

without halting, and are within 6oo yards of the guns when we hear

the boys begin to say, " we'll have 'em." " we'll have 'em. " But

just now there comes such a screaming, and whistling, and whizzing,

and tearing through the air as we never heard. They had opened on

us with grape and canister. Good heavens ! the air seems fairly blue

and thick with the devilish missiles. We are laying flat, and most of

them go over us. Again we start ; this time on the double-quick,

determined to give them time for as few such kind regards as possible.

We have made 200 yards and see the smoke spirt up again from both

guns at once. Heavens and earth ! Of all the lively screaming we
ever heard this is the liveliest. By this time we have got so close to

the guns that they cannot depress them enough to touch us, and with-

out a word of command from anyone we raise the yell and go for the

guns like a tornado. Just then the other three regiments get out of

the brush into the bottom and do their best to beat us running and

hallooing. The main line of rebels now open on us with musketry

and it seems to us the seven thunders have all broke loose at once.

On we go, and in less time than it takes to tell it, we are across the

bottom and stake the creek, which is in many places more than waist

deep ; but right through it we go. A short desperate fight and the

guns are ours ! We raised the yell, the artillerymen limber up and

start off on the gallop, but we go over the 400 yards in time to save

them, by shooting a horse belonging to each gun after they get started.

Now comes the crowing act of the day. iVIinty, at the head of his

brigade, has followed our line closely, and his whole brigade closes up

in column of "4's, " and just as we are getting on top of the hill we

hear another tremendous cheer to our left, and here comes the cavalry

on the full run. The next minute they are charging across an open

field in front of us, and the next minute have disappeared down the

road and through the woods, and the rapid firing tells us plainly that

they mean business. We still charge on across the open field, but by

the time we reach the woods the firing begins to die away in the

distance, and we halt, dress up our lines, and rest.

If there is anything pretty in war, this was one of the prettiest fights

in the world. In a short time we went to the road and moved down
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it in column for about three miles, when we began to meet squads of

cavalry coming back. Here we halted and rested about an hour,

when Gen. Cox, then commanding the 23d corps, came up to our reg-

iment and made us a speech. Said he had come out from Rome this

morning with two divisions of infantry, to help us clean the rebels out

of the valley, and. that he had got up to the rear of our line just in

time to witness the whole of our movements, and during the whole

war he hid not seen such a splendid charge. That no troops in the

world could have beaten it. We gave him three cheers. We were

now 10 miles from Rome. Most of the cavalry had came back, the

infantry had come up to our rear and were eating their dinner. At
this time a cavalryman came up with a battle flag that he had captured

five or six miles down the road. We think it belonged to Terrell's

*' Texas Rangers." Our cavalry followed the rebels eight or nine

miles down the valley, keeping after them as long as they could keep

in sight of an}- of them.

Now for results: The two guns we captured (and the credit for

this belongs to our regiment because ive shot the horses so they could

not get away), Avere a part of a six-gun battery that the rebs had cap-

tured from our men at Murfreesboro in the fall of 1862, when Buell

fell back from Tennessee to Louisville ; the other four having been

captured back before this. We had killed and wounded 150 and cap-

tured as msny more, and broken up the whole division, for this is the

last we ever heard of Armstead's division. And strange as it may
seem we only had two men killed and lO wounded in the whole divis-

ion. So much for generalship, discipline, drill, and Spencer rifles
;

and this battle was a fair representation of the superiority of Spencer

rifles over single shooting guns. In our description of this battle we
have only related just what 011?' regiment did, but it must not be sup-

posed this is all there was of it. Indeed the heaviest firing that was

clone after the charge began was, done by the other three regiments,

and the line of rebels on the hill in front of them seemed to be the

strongest, and they had woods behind them and held their position

longest, after those in front c5f us began to run ; and had those in front

of us had heavy woods to fall back upon, it might have gone worse

with us. On the top of the hill close by the guns there was a log

cabin and four or five acres of cleared land to the south-west of it;

when we got the rebels started from the brow of the hill they had to

fall back over this field, and here is where we killed the most of them.

There were many points during the progress of the battle that were

as grand as ever we saw. It will be remembered that on the 14th of

last May, while the army was passing through Snake Creek Gap,
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Sherman sent our division down the Chattannoga valley toward Rome
with orders to cross the Oostenaula, take the place and threaten the

railroad at Adairsville, &c. Well, when we got to the Armurchee we
found it so strongly defended, and Minty's brigade was so badly

handled while trying to cross, that we gave it up. This seemed to

irritate Sherman wonderfully, and from that on it always seemed to us

that he was never willing to give us credit for what we really did do

;

and in his book he makes no effort to conceal the fact that he did not

like Garrard, our division commander, while our whole division just

revered him. And now Sherman, with his usual partiality, in his

" memoirs," gives all the credit of capturing these two guns, and in

fact the success of the whole affair, to Gen. Corse, commanding, a

division of the 15th Corps, when the fact is, that Gen. Corse, nor a

man of the 15th Corps, was not within eight miles of the battle-field.

Neither Gen. Corse nor any part of the 15th Corps had a thing to do

with it. As before stated. Gen. Cox and two divisions of the 23d

Corps did come down to help us, but the men never fired a gun, and

were not within a half mile of the battle-field till it was all over. So

the credit of the whole thing, so far as generalship is concerned, be-

longs to Gen. Garrard, and the credit of doing the work all belongs to

Col. Miller and his trusty regiments, and two regiments of Minty's

cavalry.

As already stated this morning, as soon as we got to our picket-

post, we dismounted and prepared to fight on foot, and our lead

horses were taken back to camp ; so here we were at least nine miles

from our horses, and as we had not marched any for 18 months, the

thoughts of having to walk back went smartly against the grain ; but

our grand success made us cheerful, and we gathered our command
together and moved slowly back, getting to camp by 4 p. m.

October 14th. Moved early this morning and went back through

Rome, where we passed our wagon train. This is the first time we
have seen our train since leaving Crosskeys, on the 2d. Here we got

some mail, which was a great treat, as we observed that since Hood &
Co. had been operating our railroads, the postal department had been

rather irregular. From Rome we took the road east for Kingston.

We found all the army had passed up north toward Resaca, and the

whole army train and beef cattle were massed in the rear, and moving-

up in that direction too ; it was the business of our division to form a

chain picket or guard in the rear of the train. We moved seven

miles toward Kingston and turned north toward Adairsville, keeping

a mile or two in the rear of the train. Just after noon we come to a

place that looked very familiar ; it was Woodlawn or Blanchfield's
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plantation, the place where our division was surrounded on the i8th

of May, and where the adjutant of the brigade was captured. It

seemed to us that we had always been acquainted with the place, and

as we were now simply guarding the train we had ample time to look-

around. During the fight here last spring, the old gentleman who is

an Englishman, raised the British flag in hopes thereby of saving his

bacon and beans, and we observed that his property had not been

molested much ;
but to-day, while most of the officers of our brigade

were in the house enjoying the old gentleman's hospitality, zve were

in his garden digging his potatoes and pulling his onions. We lay

here two hours, and when we pulled out our haversacks were all well

filled. We went into camp early, half way between Woodlawn and

Adairsville, having made 20 miles for the day. Soon after going into

camp, Sergeant W^illhide, Company E, went to a house to get some

water, and saw Gen. Garrard and his adjutant standing in front of a

wagon, and the wagon in front of the smoke-house, as a kind of safe-

guard for the smoke-house ; as it was thought soldiers would hardly

try to take anything out when "headquarters " Avere so close. Will-

hide saw three stands of bees by the smoke-house, and unobserved by

the general and his staff, picked up the heaviest one and made off

through the orchard with it. In a short time he had returned to camp
with his bucket full of honey instead of water. This excited the envy

of his comrades, and they determined to have some honey too. So

quite a number of them started for it, but when they got there they

found they were too late. The General had missed the honey, and

had placed a guard over the other two stands, and he was amused at

the chagrin the boys manifested at their failure. A few days after

this some rebel sharpshooters were annoying our column. They were

in and around a house ; the General turned to Company E, and said,

"Now, boys, you wanted honey the other day; there's just dead

loads of honey up at that house, and you can go and get all you want

of it." The boys got the honey.

October 15th. Moved at sun up, going directly to Adairsville.

This is a small station on the railroad, and has 50 or 75 houses. W^e

didn't see any white folks about the place, but plenty of negroes.

When our army passed through here last May, the white folks "gone

and runned away," leaving the negroes in undisputed posession. As
we passed through they swarmed out to see us. We noticed one

little fellow about four years old, who didn't seem to care whether

school kept or not ; he was lying on a long, hewn log, sunning him-

self, and was as naked as when he was born. He reminded us of

an alligator we saw down on the Ocmulgee, that had crawled out of
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the water to sun itself. The "nigger" didn't seem to notice us at

all, although the whole regiment was passing within two rods of him.

He looked so very "cute" that our whole regiment involuntarily

got to laughing and yelling at him, but still he paid no attention to^

it. Finally one of our boys turned his horse out as though he in-

tended to ride over him, and yelled out, " you little rascal, get out

out of this! " This roused the little fellow up, and he slid off the

log in a twinkling, and he took to his heels, with the fellow after

him, yelling every jump Lke an Indian. We never saw anything

run like that negro did, and in less than a minute he had disappeared

around a corner of a square. This caused more merriment than

anything we had seen for a fortnight, and served to keep us all in a

good humor the balance of the day. Aft^r we got through Adairs-

ville we turned east and moved three or four miles, till we struck

the main road from Carterville to Resacca ; this road runs r.early

north and parallel with the railroad, while west of the railroad was
another road on which our trains were movin[^ Our regiment was

farthest to the east, while other portions of our division were on

the railroad, and still further to the west, in the rear of the train,

companies I and D, advance guard. We were moving slowly along

east of where any of our troops had been, and found an abundance

of forage for man and bea^t. We bivouacked late in the evening,

four miles south east of Resacca, having made 25 miles for the day.

October i6th. Moved this mornifig at sun up, going straight to

Resacca, and when we got there, found the army train, beef-cattle

and all. We crossed the Oostenaula on a pontoon, and lay in town

three or four hours, for the trains to get across, and then we drew

five days' rations and moved out, down the liver, without any road,

and had almost the worst time we ever experienced, getting across

a miserable little quick-sand stream. When across, we turned north-

west again, and went into camp two miles from Resacca.

October 17th. It took the trains all day yesterday and all of last

night to get out of Resacca. They took the road through Snake

Creek gap, and this morning, an hour by sun, we moved after them

five or six miles, which took us well up into Snake Creek gap.

Hood, by this time, had completely destroyed the railroad up to

Tunnel Hill, and then turned south, going down on the east side of

Taylor's Ridge, crossed the ridge at Ship Gap, and was now near

Lafayette. Sherman was at Valanan. The valley of the Chattooga

was open before Hood, and nothing to hinder him from going di-

rectly back down to Rome, if he wanted to. When we got the

train safe into Snake Creek gap, we turned back and went down
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toward Rome, on the east side of the Chattooga Mountain, passed

its southern end, and went into camp, having made 30 miles for the

day. The mountain scenery is superbly grand. The valleys ar

immensely rich, and forage in abundance.

October i8th. Moved early this morning, going directly west

across John's Creek. We struck the road th^t leads from Valanan

to Rome, near Floyd's Springs, where we camped on the 15th of

May last, when we tried to get to Rome, but didn't. It adds won-

derfully to the interest of our tramping around, to so frequently

come upon places we are familiar with. At this point we turned

south, went about four miles, and struck the road leading noith-west

from Rome to Summerville. This was 1 1 miles from Rome. Here
we found a battallion of the ist Alabama (Union) cavalry. They
had just come out from Rome, and had a sharp skirmish with the

rebs at this point, which looked like the rebels were really feeling

their way back toward Rome. The rebels fell back toward Sum-
merville, and we followed after them, crossing the Big Armurchee
Creek and a little further on crossed the Little Armurchee, and

turned up this stream, going nearly north. We moved on steadily

but slowlv, as the rebels had obstructed the roads in numerous
places, and in some places entirely blockaded it, so that our advance

had t ) use axes to get the logs and trees out of the way. We
passed two large mills on the creek, and bivouacked at sun down in

the mouth of White's Gap, near a plac-' called Dirt Town. Dirt

Town consists of two large, fine houses, and a mill, and White's Gap
is in Taylor's Ridge, which extends from here up to Ringgold.

Have made 30 miles to-day.

October 19th. We moved this morning at sun up, turning west

into the mouth of White's Gap, and after going up gradually for two

miles we passed a division of the 23d corps in camp. Four miles

from camp we got on top of the ridge and found a heavy line of earth-

works which the rebels had thrown up on the night of the 17th.

After starting down the ridge, in about two miles we passed another

division of the 23d corps, and shortly afterward crossed quite a large

stream called Chattooga River, and soon after we got to Summerville,

where we found Gen. Sherman's headquarters and also most of the

army. The Chattooga River heads away up about LaFayette and

runs straight south to the Coosa River at Cedar Bluffs, 30 miles below

Rome. We turned south down this river—Long's brigade just ahead

of ours. We had gone 10 miles from Summerville when he ran into

the rebels, and a running fight was kept up for three or four miles
;

this brought us into the State of Alabama by night, but not finding a

5*
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good place to camp we fell back and camped in Georgia. Made 25

miles for the day.

October 20th. Moved this morning promptly at sun-up, and found

the rebels had stood picket right where we left them yesterday even-

ing, which shows they are determined -to dispute every foot of ground

and delay us as much as possible. We moved slowly and steadily till

near noon, when we ran on to their rear guard again, 'this was at a

little town called Galesville ; at this point the river runs very close to a

mountain. The rebels had cut down trees and rolled the road full of

logs and made some resistance ; but a few shots from our advance

frightened them away and we drove them like sheep through Gales-

ville. They took a road leading south-west to Blue Pond, and we still

pushed on after them till we got near another large stream called

Little River, or Little Chattooga ; here the rebels made another stand.

Their cavalry was drawn up across the road with infantry behind them,

but our men charged them so furiously that they drove the cavalry

right through the infantry and scattered them in every direction, cap-

turing quite a number of the in''antry. This was about the middle of

the afternoon, and most of the rebels managed to get across the river.

This was a deep and difficult stream to cross, and the rebels had

obstructed all the fords by felling trees into them. Just on the oppo-

site bank was a strong line of earthworks, and the whole of Hardee's

corps there ready to slaughter us if we should attempt to cross. This

brought us promptly to a halt. We skirmished with them across the

river till dark and then went into camp near the river. The prisoners

we captured say Hood intends to make a stand and fight at Blue Pond,

three miles from here. This is at the southern end of Missionary

Ridge, or rather where the ridge breaks off into numerous very high

knobs, and one of these, just across the river, is occupied by the

rebels, who can look right down into our camp and tell exactly how
many there are of us.

October 21st. It has been a month to-day since Hood crossed the

Chattahoochee at Campbelltown, below Atlanta, and the month has

been one of deep interest to both armies, and a busy one for our

division. Some time during the night the rebels fell back from the

river, and this morning there are none to be seen. We were up early,

and shortly after sun-up our division and one brigade of Kilpatrick's

division were sent across Little river on a reconnoissance; while the 1 5th

corps, which had come down the valley of the Little river on our

right, moved up to the river and began to fortify, as though Sherman

expected Hood would fight. Our division took the road south-west

for Blue Pond, and about two miles from the river came on to a heavy
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line of earthworks nearly a mile long, which must have been thrown

up yesterday, which shows that Hood either intended to fight here,

or that he has a tremendous heavy rear guard, as it would have taken

10,000 men five or six hours to build such a line of works ; but the

rebels had abandoned them and we pushed on after them. Minty's

brigade was in the advance, and a half mile beyond this line of works

we passed through a straggling little village of a few houses ;
this was

Blue Pond. Here the main road ran straight west to a place called

Collinsville, 15 or 20 miles distant, on the west side of Lookout moun-

tain. A half mile west of Blue Pond our advance ran into the rear of

the rebs and skirmishing began. The rebels soon gave way, but in-

stead of going west on the main road, they turned south-west on a

road leading down the Coosa valley to Double Springs, at the south

end of Lookout mountain. Our division turned off after them, and a

mile from this came to a good-sized stream of water running between

two of those high knobs spoken of before. Here the rebels were so

strongly posted and in such numbers that Minty's brigade could not

move them. Our brigade was dismounted and moved around one of

those knobs to the right, and when we got even with the rebels they

let go their hold at the creek and fell back, and our men pushed on

after them, and here Sergt. Stewart says : "We captured a train of 30

wagons which the rebels had just set on fire to keep them from falling

into our hands." As Minty followed the rebels they kept thickening

up and falling back slowly until they greatly outnumbered his brigade.

About five miles south-west of Blue Pond we found the rebels in good

position behind strong works, waiting for us. As usual our brigade

was hurried forward and dismounted, and formed line of battle in the

usual order ; and as usual we went for them on the charge. Davis, of

Company D, says there were two divisions of them, and we could

plainly see the " gray buggers " and their muskets lying on their works

in front of them. " Drive them from their works," called out Capt.

Thomson, in command of the Seventy-Second ; but the rebels were

so strongly posted and there were so many of them that they didn't

want to drive. The rebels held their fire as we came upon them, and

when within a few rods of their works Capt. Thomson sang out,

" Lie down." A sheet of flame burst over us and the thuncier of that

volley made the earth tremble ! We sprang to our feet and went over

their works in a twinkling, a desperate fight ensued, and for a moment
it seemed the force of superior numbers would crush us. It was but

for a moment. They broke and ran, and we at their heels. At this

juncture Col. Miller rides up and calls out, " Halt! Halt!" It was no

trouble to get us started, but not. so easy to get us stopped. Over on
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our right we saw our cavalry falling back before superior numbers of

the enemy in great confusion. After strenuous efforts on the part of

the officers our brigade was stopped and re-formed at the works, and

as heavy masses of infantry were still just in front of us we thought

best not to push them further. So we gathered up our dead and

wounded and fell back. This was always called the battle of Blue

Pond, though it took place five miles south-west of that place. We
never knew what damage we inflicted on the rebels, but as they

fought behind works and we did not pursue them (on account of

the cavalry giving way), their loss could not have been so terribly

severe as it might have been had we pursued them further.

The loss of our brigade was 12 men killed and wounded. There

was but one man killed in our regiment, and as usual that man
belonged to Company D. Granville Edwards, private, of D, was

also wounded. It was now nearly four o'clock in the afternoon.

Loading our dead and wounded into ambulances we moved slowly

back to our old camp at Little river, and buried our dead on

the banks of the stream. Captain Thomson says of private Milton

Millikan, Company D : "Sadly, in that far off land, did we bury

our noble and beloved comrade. But the ground was consecrated

ground, and his death, with that of others, gained the victories that

preserved a Nation that will ever mourn the memory of its fallen

heroes.

It seems a little strange that we do so much fighting and use so lit-

tle artillery.. But the fact is our brigade hardly ever gives our own
battery time to get up to the front before we have the rebels running

like sheep, and ever since the battle of Rome the rebels are a little

careful about leaving tJieir artillery anywhere near the rear for fear it

might accidentally get gobbled. There is not another brigade in the

whole army so well known all over the Southern Confederacy as our

Lightning Brigade ; and whenever we open on the rebels with our

Spencers they know who we are in a minute, and unless they are more

than twice our number, and very strongly posted, they soon start "on

for Dixie," and this very fact, no doubt, has saved many of our

lives.

October 22d. Yesterday, while we were gone, the 15th corps

came up to the river and went into camp ; a regiment went across

and dug a line of rifle-pits, covering the ford, and this morning, soon

after sun-up, we moved across the river, and our brigade massed in

column by companies, right in the very thickest pine brush,

just beyond the line of rifle-pits, and lay there till 8 or 9 o'clock,

when the whole of the 15th corps came across the river, and formed
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a .line of battle immediately outside of our position. At 10

a. m. an order came around that we should hive an hour for letter

writing. As it had been a month and a day since we had such an

opportunity, we improved it to the fullest extent. It wasn't 10 min-

utes before nearly every man in the regiment had out his writing

material, and with his paper on his knee, was scribbling away. The
vast consequences of that one hour will never be known this side of

eternity. Very many of the important points in this history were

noted down in that hour, and it was many a day before we had such

another opportunity. A hasty dinner, and we moved at 2 p. m.

over the same road we were on yesterday, going into camp on the

'battlefield, just at the last line of works from which we drove the

rebels. We are close to Lookout Mountain, and 10 miles south of

here the Coosa river runs very close to its southern end. Our whole

division is here, and one brigade of Kilpatrick's division. Gen.

Elliott is also with us.

October 23d. Moved this morning at sun-up, taking the road

south-west; o;jr brigade and our regiment in advance, A, F. D, and

I, advance guard. We had not gone a half mile outside of our

pickets till we ran on to the rebel videttes. Skirmishing began im-

mediately, and at times grew pretty warm, as we drove them back.

The Seventy-Second scout.s were ahead of us, and dismounted as

soon as we struck the rebels, and as the firing would grow rapid in

front, the men of our companies would jump off their horses and

run forward to take a hand, and would keep driving ahead till they

would get quite tired, and then fall back to tlieir horses, and others

would take their places. We never before saw men so keen to go on

to the skirmish line. Thus we drove them slowly but steadily back

for two miles and a half, when Col. Watkins' brigade of Kilpatrick's

division came in on a road to our left, and ahead of us, and relieved

us. Tills was across ro id, and called King's Hill ; here the rebels

had another line of works, but Watkins' cavalry charged right over

it, scattering the rebels in every direction. From this point, one

road ran straight wxst over Lookout Mountain, and the 123d Illi-

nois moved out on this, while we kept on south after Watkins' brig-

ade, which continued to drive the rebels on down the valley, charging

them twice and driving them -three miles from King's Hill, which

brought them to the narrow pass we have spoken of between the

Coosa and Lookout. This pass is very narrow and easily defended.

Here we found a heavy body of the enemy behind a line of works

that extended clear across the valley, from the river to the mountain,

and they had artillery in position, but masked so as to deceive us.
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The rebels tried various plans to get the cavalry to charge on to these

works in order to ambush them and take them in, but the cavalry failecF

to go in, and our three regiments were dismounted and moved to the

front. Just then the rebels found they could not get the cavalry

within their grasp, and so opened on them with their artillery, and the

shells did some damage, wounding several and driving the rest back

in confusion. We now sent forward our skirmishers and waited their

developments. The rebels still kept up their shelling. To the left of

the road was an open field for half a mile, and beyond the field dense

woods, and the rebels were so concealed in these we could not tell

their number ; but while the cavalry were skirmishing some of our

boys ( as before remarked ) were so very keen to get into a fight that

they had jumped off their horses and actually crawled up to the line

of rebel works and saw just how the matter stood, and came back

and reported to Gen. Garrard, and to Miller.

During all this time Elliott was near us watching the skirmishers,

and Garrard and Miller were close enough for us to hear them talk.

Finally Elliott said he did not believe it would be hard to drive them

out of that, and asked Miller and Garrard what they thought about it.

They told him they wanted to see further before putting their men
into it. So together they rode out east on to one of the numerous-

high knobs, and with their field-glasses examined the rebel works for

an hour. During this time our line of battle broke up completely,

and officers and men set about reconnoitering ; many more of our

boys crawled up close to the works, and every one who did so would

come back and shake his head. One of them remarked, "We'll get

hell if we try it." By this time the rebels had quit shelling and there

were no signs of life in front ; but Garrard and Miller had ascertained

that there were more of the enemy than of us ; they had a dozen

pieces of artillery and every advantage which a good position well for-

tified could give them. When they came back to the road Miller

said to Elliott: " You may do just as you please, but I don't want

to take my men in there and have them slaughtered." Gen. Garrard

then said to Elliott : "I believe I could move them out of that if it

was necessary, but I don't believe in fighting for fight's sake ; we have

enough of it to do when.it is necessary. Besides this is Sunday, and I do

not want to fight to-day ; and further if we let them alone they will

be gone by to-morrow anyhow. " With a full knowledge that we have

^uch commanders as these^over us, we always feel perfectly willing to

undertake anything they ask us to do. Gen. Elliott then ordered us

to go into camp. We called in our skirmishers and rode back to

King's Hill and have to wait quite awhile for the 123d to return, and
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while we wait we will give some further details of what seemed to be

the general plan of the rebels to .capture our division. It must be

borne in mind that the rebs possess at least a hundred advantages to

our one in knowing exactly our every movement, number and posi-

tion, while we had all the time to be guessing at theirs. They were

thoroughly acquainted with the country, and had their spies and sen-

tries on every hill, while we were always in the valleys. When the

ii23d left King's Hill they went about five miles and met a column of

rebels marching east to get into our rear. Thus, you see, they had

a complete trap set for us. Had we become engaged with those in

front we certainly would have had all we could attend to, and had this

force then attacked us in the rear, owing to the extreme narrowness

•of the valley our escape would have been difficult. But the 123d

attacked this column so vigorously that the enemy thought the regi-

ment was our whole division, and fell back promptly. The 123d fol-

lowed briskly, and when they got on top of the mountain they could

look over to the south and west and see nearly the whole of Hood's

army with nothing but the mountain, five or six miles wide, between

tis. They also captured a circular which announced that Gen. Beau-

regard had assumed command of the rebel army in this department.

They further learned that the rebel army was heading for Decatur, on

the Tennessee River. We Avent into camp where we were last night.

October 24th. The sun was an hour high when we mounted and

rode back to Little river and went into camp a mile above the ford,

on the west side of the river, just afternoon. As we went into camp
our trains came up to us. • We were very glad to see them, for many
reasons. In the first place, we always considered that when we would

go into camp and our trains were with us we were at home. In the

next place our rations had been out for two days ; and in the third

place we had not had a change of clothes, or a chance to change, for

22 days, and the}' were getting entirely ''too mmiy of us." We
hoped we might now have a chance to wash ourselves and put on a

clean shirt. We got dinner, drew rations, and immediately got orders

to be ready to move at five p. m., but the whole brigade made a

break for the river. We were determined to have a wash and a clean

shirt at all hazards, and we think we saw more men swimming than

we ever saw at any time in our lives. Almost everybody washed

their clothes and spent a good part of the night drying them. We
did not move that night, but were called up at two o'clock in the

morning of October 25th, and moved in one hour. We got back to

our old camp of the 23d just at sun-up, and found that the 15th corps

had camped there and had moved on down the valley at daylight. We
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followed them, and when we got to King's Hill we heard heavy skir-

mishing, with some artillery firing, down at the place where we were

checked yesterday. The firing did not last long, and when we came to

where we were day before yesterday we found, sure enough, that the

rebels had evacuated their works, just as Gen. Garrard said they

would, simply leaving a small rear guard with which the infantry had

been skirmishing. It was now found, too, that we did well not to

attack the rebels at this place, as all of Hardee's corps were lying

behind the works, and had their artillery so planted as to rake nearly

every foot of the whole valley in front of their works. The 15th

corps went into camp at the works, and sent one division on around

the southern end of the mountain to see which direction the rebels

had taken. Our division bivouacked and spent the day foraging, Com-
pany I on picket at King's Hill. Plenty of forage for man and beast.

October 26th. Moved back to Little River at daylight, taking a

road to the right of one we had run back and forth on so often. This

road led us past quite extensive iron works, and a little village called

Round Mountain Town ; both the works and the village had been

burned. Everything indicated that a large business had been done

there. We got back to camp at noon and found the mail had come
in, making only four days' mail in six weeks. After dinner we sent

out strong foraging parties. We supposed we would now get to rest,

as it was generally well understood that all further pursuit of Hood
was abandoned for the present It began to rain in the evening and

rained hard and steadily all night.

October 27th. We were called up this morning at 3 o'clock. We
had had 20 days without a drop of rain, and the nicest of weather

;

but when it rains in the South it rains, and now it seemed to be trying

to make up for lost time, and we had the worst time getting our coffee

boiled we had had for many a day. We forgot to state, in its proper

place, that Minty's brigade had run so nearly out of horses that they

turned all they had over to our brigade and started on foot for Chatta-

nooga yesterday. It was a bitter pill getting started this morning,

but we got off long before daylight ; we crossed the Little River to

the east, or north side, and went right down it seven miles till we
struck the Chattooga, which we found so swollen by the rain last night

that we could not cross it, hence we turned north up the stream four

miles, to where the 23d corps had a pontoon, crossed, and went six

miles to Cedar Bluffs, where we found the 23d corps camped on both

sides of the Coosa river, and a good pontoon, over which we crossed.

This is said to be the point at which Gen. Jackson once crossed this

river on one of his expeditions against the Indians.
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Here Maj.-Gen. Wilson came to us. He had been sent out here

from the Army of the Potomac by Gen. Grant, to take command of

all the cavalry in the West. He is said to be the best cavalry gen-

eral in the army and has just relieved Gen. Elliott. Garrard and

Wilson are both with us. None of our division are on this expedition

except our brigade and the 3d Ohio, of Long's brigade, which is tem-

porarily attached to our brigade, the balance of Long's brigade having

turned over their horses and gone to the rear to re-mount. After

crossing the Coosa we w^ent nearly due south 1 i miles, which brought

us to a large, deep stream, called Terrapin Creek; we crossed it about

the middle of the afternoon, and the 3d Ohio, 98th and 123d Illinois,

bivouacked, or at least got dinner, but the 17th was ordered to go to

Leediga, while Capt. Thomson, Co. D, Seventy-Second, was ordered

to take our regiment and go to Jacksonville, 20 miles distant, nearly

south from where we then were Gen. Wilson told him it v\as re-

ported that there were some rebels out there acl to go out and see.

This was rather indefinite instructions, but wc started. Three miles

south-east of where we left the command we passed through a little

towii called Coloma, where there was quite a large flouring mill.

From here we took straight south, up one branch of Terrapin Creek,

and went three miles further, when the. advance guard, one-half mile

ahead, on the top of a hill, were seen to come suddenly to a halt.

Capt. Thomson halted the column and sent forward to see what was

the matter. From the top of the hill where the advance guard were

could be seen a long line of works and an army of men behind them,

a little more than a mile away. This was at a little town called

Goshen, and here were two divisions of rebels. Capt Thomson sent

back a courier to Gen, Wilson to tell him he thought we had better

not go to Jacksonville. But pretty soon skirmishing began, and it

was soon found that we had got such a good hold we could not let

go, and, to say ti^e least of it, we felt a little bit cheap, as we were at

least eight miles from any support, and the rebels were pressing our

skirmishers pretty closely, trying to find out how many of us there

were. We were well satisfied, from the number already seen, that if

we should undertake to fall back, or show any signs of weakness at

all, they would capture us. So we firmly held our ground and kept

up the boldest kind of a front till after sundown. This made the

Johnnies think we had come to stay. The courier from Gen. Wilson

returned and told us he didn't think we had better go to Jacksonville
;

but how to get away from there had been botherings us for two hours.

Company C, Capt. Glaze, was put on rear guard, and we mounted as

quietly as we could and " lit out " lively, though very quietly. We

55
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got back to Colmoa just as it began to grow a little dark. Here we
got all the flour we needed, and had orders to get forage between that

and camp. About a mile from the mill a squad from Company I

turned off to the left after forage. We had gone but a little way and

were moving on quietly, when a mounted rebel dashed up to us and

was within 20 feet of us before we had time to halt him ; when halted

he wheeled his horse and was lost in the darkness in a minute. We
at once concluded he was on his way to burn the bridge and thus

cut off our retreat. A mile from the road we found plenty of corn,

and while some Avere filling the forage sacks others killed a hog that

weighed 203 pounds, and in a few minutes we were mounted and

started for camp. It was now dark as pitch.

We must get Company C away from the rebels, and shall do it in

Capt. Glaze's own words: " The rebels pursued us closely. How
to keep them off and get our forage ( which nmst be had ) was the

problem. The balance of the regiment was soon out of sight, and if

we were to have any forage we must fight for it. The company was

divided into three squads; one was rear guard, one was kept in readiness

to fight when the rear was pursued too closel}^ and the remainder got

the grub. It was a hard afternoon ( or night, rather ) on the boys of

Compan)^ C, but we got to cqjnp safe and sound, although followed in-

side the picket line. It was long after dark when we got to camj)."

When the squad from company [started for camp they had already

ridden 38 miles during the day, and they and their horses had been 16

hours without a bite to eat. Their horses were now so heavily laden

with forage, and they were so jaded alread}', that they c^uld scarcely

raise the trot. We were yet three miles from where we left the

command at the bridge, and our regiment had broken up in squads

of from four to a dozen each, and gone for forage. We were, sure the

rebels were following us, and wasted no time in getting back to the

bridge. It was 9 o'clock when we got there, a;^ to our surprise

and disgust not a man was to be found. While we were gone, the

commind had gone back over the bridge, an J camped four miles up

the creek, and, so far as we could then see, had left no trace of their

ever having been there, and we could only guess at the direction

they had gone. We thought of camping at once, but we knew the

rebels would be on us in a few minutes, and that our comrades were

needing the provisions we had with us; hence we concluded to make

an effort to find camp. But everything was so still ! Not even the

braying of a hungry mule to indicate that camp was within 10 miles

of us, and we mark down that night as being the worst experience

of our lives in finding camp. It was midnight when we got in.
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The 17th Indiana had a h'vely scout, as well as our regiment.

They took a road up the creek two or three miles to the east of the

one we were on, and went about nine miles. The road they were

on led to a little town called Leediga, three miles east of Goshen.

They were more fortunate and successful than we were. They en-

countered a squad of rebels, captured 13 of them, and 20 of their

horses, besides picking up 10 or 12 horses on the road ; had one

man wounded, and got b.ick to camp in good time.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Front (h-hibcr -ISth t<> Dci-embcr Inf. 1864.— IT^^ Fliul as Maibij ilduU as den.. Wil-

son Wants to See—Jfoin we Let Go— Gen. T Itantas to Take Care of Hood ami

Sherman Turn^ Baek Totrards Atlanta—All Go Foraying and Cmnc Bark in.

Haste and Safe a Train from Captttre—Shoot in;/ Hogs and Searing the Bar-

kie^—Exeitement About Being Biwioanted—Order to Torn Over Hor-ws, Sad-

dles and Bridlei—T he Order Not Reeeiced 'icith Applause— niriden'ts of Turn-

ing Over the Horse-i—Big Bundlei and Hard Marrhing—Jiations of Whisky

and a lialny Night—Severe Mareking in tlie Bain and Wind— Trying to Go

North on the Train^t —Capt. Thomson Precent,i an K-fplosion— Get to C h.atta-

nooga— Taking Wood from the Provost Gnard —Going to Glean the Guards Ont

—Siekne'f^inthe C hattanooga- Mud Hole— Going to Nashrille—A Narrow E-<eape

Bark to Loni-icille— Camp at Oakland— Looking over Into God\ Land—Suffering

for Wood—'-f Want My Money ^^--Making Out Pay Rolh^Gor. Morton Sets

About ReUecing oar Sufferings—Our Indiana Friends Flork In.— We Get On.e

Year'.t Pay— T hankigii)iiig Dinner—Soldiers Going Home—Exchanging Clotlring

iritJi Citizen Friends—Pre<enting a Sirord to Col. Miller—Addresses.

October 28th. We were up by 4 o'clock this morning and moved

at daylight ; taking the road the 17th were on yesterday we went up

one branch of Terrapin creek, in a south-east direction, for eight miles,

and then crossed to the south side of the creek by a very large grist-

mill. After going up the creek a short distance, the column was

halted and the 17th and 123d sent forward to feel for the rebels.

They had not gone a mile till they were \'ery successful in finding

them. Two companies of the 17th were advance guard, and the first

thing they knew were entirely surrounded, had two men killed and

two wounded, and five captured, and had they not fought manfull}',

and the balance of the regiment charged promptly, the whole of the

two companies would have been gobbled beyond a peradventure.

But they charged right into the thickest of them, and thus saved the

two companies. The whole regiment now found itself in just the

same fix the two companies had been. The rebels were shooting in-

to them from every side, front and rear. The 123d Illinois and 3d

Ohio hurried up and cleared the way in the rear of the 17th, but they
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soon found there were at least four brigades of Gen. Jackson's cavalry

against the three regiments. They were posted for a fight and pre-

pared for it, and had our men given back the least bit, or shown any

weakness, the rebels no doubt would have charged upon them ; but

our men stood their ground manfully, and began to fall back slowly.

It began to be a serious question how we were going to let go our

hold, or get away from there. Gen. Wilson's orders to the 17th were

to capture a prisoner if they had to take him out of the column. It

was a plain case now that he was getting to see all the rebels he

wanted to. We did not go there for a fight, were not expecting it,

nor were we prepared for it. But something had to be done, and that

quickly, too. So the Seventy-Second and 98th were hastily dismounted

and all the lead horses sent back across the creek, and the two regi-

ments formed a line of battle just behind the other three, and let them

fall back slowly through our ranks, and we held the rebels in check

till they in turn Ind re-formed their line in ^//rrear, when we all began

to fall back slowly, skirmishing all the way. Our horses vvere now
brought back and so arranged that the men could mount without

delay, and after much difficulty all got safely across the creek, burning

the mill as we fell back. Col. Miller, in his notes of this affair, says:

"Near Leediga had an engagement with the rebel Gen. Jackson's cav-

alry. • Lost 10 men killed and wounded." We moved back 10 miles

toward Cedar Bluff, the rebels following us for six miles, closing up the

rear guard on to the main column, at times quite lively, and skirmish-

ing all the time. As we moved north-west the whole country south

of us seemed to be full of rebels, and several times they came into the

road between our rear guard and the main column. Company E, of

our regiment, was rear guard, 'and Sergeant Wilhite in his manu
script, says: "The rebels followed and pressed us all the afternoon.

We took the advantage of every field and opening by riding fast as

we could across them, and then would halt behind the fence and await

tlie rebels and fire on them as they would attempt to cross the open

space ; but the rebels would soon move around on both sides and

flank us, and we would have to skin out for the next position." There

is no disguising the fact that we made pretty good time, and went in-

to camp seven miles from Cedar Bluffs. The whole of the 23d corps

were in camp close to us. The main part of Hood's army had

appeared at Decatur, a hundred miles from where we skirmished with

them on the .23d. Hood had left all the cavalry he then had with

him, under the command of Gen. Jackson, at Gadsen, on the Coosa

river, 10 miles south of where we last met them, and when Sherman

abandoned the pursuit of Hood and began to move his army towards
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Atlanta, the cavalry had moved straight east to Goshen and Leediga,

and we were sent out to feel of these fellows, and in turn got felt of

ourselves.

October 29th. Gen. Sherman has now sent back to Chattanooga

the 4t,h corps to aid Gen. Thomas to keep Hood out of Tennessee,

while he (Sherman) is now moving back to Atlanta with the balance

of the army. The 23d corps moved early this morning, goingsouth

to a road leading toward Atlanta, called the old Alabama road, three

miles south of our camp. They moved on the road leading to

Leediga; at the crossing of these two roads is the Spring Creek post

office, and about 1 1 a. m. we mounted and m.oved out to this cross

roads, as a guard for the train, and bivouacked north of the old Ala-

bama road, our regiment on the east side of the Leediga road, and

the balance of the brigade on the west side. In the north-east angle

of the cross roads stood a house (post office), and north-east of the

house a field of eight or ten acres, and our regiment was camped at

the north-east corner of this field, a quarter of a mile from the cross

roads. Just on going into camp we got orders to send out foragers.

As the order was given in such a general way, nearly every man in

the brigade thought that meant him, and in less than 20 minutes

there was not one-third of the different regiments, including lead-

horses, pack-mules, niggers, and all, left in camp. All the balance

had struck out south, toward Leediga and the valley of the Terrapin

Creek, for forage, and of course, just literally swarmed all over the

whole country, two to ten men in a squad. In less than an hour

some of them had got five or six miles from camp, and some of

them soon ran foul of the rebels, and four or five got captured,

and many others terribly frightened, and in a short time came rush-

ing into camp, scattering the alarm, like fire, in every direction,

stating that our foragers were being all gobbled up, and that the

rebels would be on us in a few minutes. The rapid firing we heard

away over south of us, gave a rich, glowing color to the story.

There wasn't a commissioned officer of the Seventy-Second present

in^^camp, but Sergeant Magee gathered his gun and hallooed: "Come
on, every man of you !" and started as hard as he could run for the

cross roads. We got there just as Capt. Thomson did, with four

others from other regiments. There was a long train of wagons

passing along the road to the east, and we hastened to the south

side of the road ; by this time the foragers were coming in from the

south like a whirlwind, the forage flying in every direction, the firing

a mile out, lively, and coming closer. There had been no orders

given, because there had been no officers present to give orders.
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But in less than five minutes from the time the alarm was given,

_
every fellow in camp had instinctively gathered his gun and struck

out for the point of danger. In less than ten minutes mere, about

200 out of the brigade had formed a line of battle on the south side

of the road, and up to this time there were not half a dozen officers

present from the whole brigade, but every fellow felt the importance

of being on time, and the men had fallen in line just as fast as they

had come up. regardless of regiment or company. By this time

Col. Miller was on hand, and his presence encouraged us. VVe had

a strong picket out on the road south, and Col. Miller sent his orderly

out to see if they were all at their post-. The fi^ragers were still

pouring in, and the firing still coming closer, and we were getting

ready to move forward, when the orderly returned and said the pickets

were all right, had a strong line of works thrown up across the road,

and enough foragers had stopped there to whip a whole brigade.

By this time the rebels had got up to the picket post, and were

soon driven off, which was quite a relief to us. The wagon train

had also got past, and the rear guard, a regiment of infantr}', came

along, and the colonel, seeing us there in line of battle, asked what

was the matter. It was explained to him that if it had not been for

us, the rebels, in all probability, would have got his train. He
tnanked us very kindly, and turned to a full brigade band and said:

"Give 'em a tune." They played us some splendid music, and we
gave them three cheers, and Col. Miller dismissed us.

There were about 100 of the Seventy-Second present, and we all

started in a bunch, just east of the house, north-east towards our camp,

when one of the most ridiculous scenes occurred we had yet seen.

Just then a party of foragers that belonged to the infantry with the

train, drove a bunch of 20 or 30 nice hogs into the field, at the north-

west corner, for the purpose of catching them. The hogs started to

run right along in front of us toward the south-east corner. Our regi-

ment deliberately deployed in single rank and made a grand charge

on those hogs, and such another hallooing and shooting we never

heard. In less than two minutes we simply cleaned that bunch of

hogs out. We don't think one of them escaped; and furthermore we
do not think the infantry got a single hog. But the fun of it is still to

come. The center of the field was higher than where we were, so

that every shot we fired struck the ground and glanced ( ricocheted )

up and went whistling through the trees right over our camp. Most

of the foragers had got in, and while unsaddling their horses were

telling the negroes how near the Johnnies came to getting them. The
pack mules were unsaddled and the negroes were getting dinner ; when
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we raised the yell and began to shoot, and the bullets to whistle

through the trees, and as they could ncft see us they supposed the

Johnnies were right on to them. It scared the negroes, and some of

the men too, nearly to death, and such another saddling up and get-

ting out of that you never did see. Some of the niggers took to the

M^oods and didn't get back for an hour ; but we were into camp before

the men had time to think what they were about; and then to see

them jerk off their saddles and pretend they weren't scared, was the

most ridiculous thing we ever saw ; but it Avas no use. It was too

plain a case, and we think we never heard such laughing as we had at

their expense.

October 30th. La.st night five or six hundred wagons parked in

the little field south of our camp, and about midnight those that

came in first began to pull out east toward Atlanta, and by sun-up

about half of them had got out on to the road. At this time we .

mounted and put out on the road. We found the teams were kept

well closed up, and as the roads were good they were moving fast.

There was a line of infantry in single file and eight or ten paces apart

marching right along on the south side of the road. We moved as

fast as we could, also on the south side of the road, over logs and

through the brush, and as fast as we would come to a road leading

south would leave a half company to picket it, for a half mile to the

south, as we anticipated the rebels would attack the train. These

pickets would stay out until the train and rear guard had passed them,

and then fall in behind. It was 20 miles from Spring Creek Postofifice

to Cave Springs, and at night, when Capt. Thomson got through, he

had but one company and the half of another ; the balance of the'

regiment had been put on picket on the various roads leading south,

and it wasn't much of a country for roads either. The rebels did not

molest us through the day ( reason : we were prepared ) and the train

got through all right, which was a big drive for so large a train. The

rebs were still watching every movement and were on all the roads

south of us. Before going into camp, a squad from Co. E bethought

themselves that they needed some fresh pork to help them forget hunger;

but not a hog had they seen during the day. Over south of them

they saw a house tlfat indicated plenty. There were plenty Johnnies

there, too, but the demands of the occasion seemed to be imperative.

Sd Sergt. Wilhite, Thos. HayA^ooI, Mason, and three others, charged

up to the house, shooting, yelling and making as much noise as a

young brigade. The Johnnies "lit" out, and Haywood " lit" in to

the hog-pen. The old lady rushed out and said :
" Don't you take

that hog." Haywood told her they Jiad to Jiave some pork. The old
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lady said :

'

' Never mind, the confedrits will be back here directly and

give you h—1 !
" The boys^didn't stop to argue the case, but took the

hog, all the same. They were also fortunate in finding a patch of

potatoes that had been planted under straw, and they had nothing to

do but to kick the straw away and pick up the potatoes. John B.

Davis, Co. D, was also fortunate late in the evening in laying in a

good supply of meat for his company. We had marched all day

through dense woods and a poor country, but to-night we were camped

in a most beautiful place called Grand- Valley, and there is here, or

has been, a most delightful little village called Lordstown. It is here

where the rebels were camped when we ran on to their rear guard on

the morning of the [ith, and had a man in Co. D killed, three

miles east of this. We do not wonder now that Hood could get along

very well without any base of supplies, since we have seen the many
immensely rich valleys through which he has passed. This valley has

afforded an abundance of supplies for the confederate army, but "woe-

is war," the Yanks will leave but little for the rebels to boast or be
proud of The most of the army are camped here to-night, and

to-morrow this beautiful land will be a desolate waste.

October 31st. Bugle-call this morning at 3, and we moved at 5,

taking the road north for Rome, the 23d corps and all t'^s trains

moving, just as we moved yesterday, and the 29th Illinois picketing

the roads to the east as we did to the south. They were fired on

some during the day, but no damage done. The 23d corps is going

back to Chattanooga to help " Pap " Thomas manage Hood. VVe

got to our old camp of the i ith, a mile and a half south-west of Rome,

by the middle of the afternoon. We found our .wagon train and pack

mules here ; they had come straight across from Galesville and hsd

been here for a couple of days. The only thing of interest that trans-

pired was the long discussion, participated in by most of the regiment,

about Sherman going on a 60 days' raid, and about our turning over

horses. As these were mere rumors, and nobody knew anything

about it, we did not get the matter fixed up in any definite shape.

November f^t, 1S64. For the first ti'rne since we can remember

we had no bugle call this morning, but the idea was so prevalent ia

the brigade that some very radical change in our" status" was going'

to take place, that most of the men were up early. Nearly every one

by this time had made up his mind that we wde going to be dis-

mounted, and it was bothering the men wonderfully to know what

would become of us if we should be. It must not be forgotten

that we were sworn into the service as foot infantry, and it struck us

itS probable, if we should turn over our horses, that we might never
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get any inore, and the idea of having to march and carry a knapsack

was not pleasant, to s;iy the least of it. Breakfast was not over un-

til the wildest excitement prevailed in all our camps, and rumors were

flying thick and fast We had never seen the whole brigade so ex-

cited before. About the first thing the men began to do after break-

fast was to overhaul their knapsacks and see what things they could

best afford to throw away in case they should be dismounted. Not

more than one-third of the men had knapsacks at all, and most of

these had been cut to pieces and remodeled so as to strap them on the

saddle, and were entirely unfitted to carry on the back. Besides,

-since we were mounted we had carried everything we wanted,

" general orders " and " punishments," to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, and every man of us had twice as much clothing and blankets as

foot-infantry ever carried, and ivhal should ivc do with theui / The

fact is, we had so long been used to so many luxuries that we were

entirely spoiled and unfitted for foot-infantry, and so the question was

answered by each fellow for himself determining to take all he had

along with him, cost what it would. The excitement still increased

until about 9 a. m., when commanders of companies came into the

men's quarters and told them to get their horses, saddles and bridles,

ready to turn over immediatel}' The order was not received with

any demonstrations of applause, nor yet with cursing, as we had seen

orders received many times before. But the men were not in a hurry

to obey. A moment's reflection took all the excitement out of them,

and for the first time some of them seemed to realize that they were

about to part with something that was dear to them, and a sullen in-

difference seemed to settle down over them, and the order had to be

repeated several times before any attempt was made to obey. Dur-

ing these few minutes <:i{ comparative silence a thousand reflections

rushed through their minds. It was the parting of old friends ; the

assuming of new relations; and the ponderous thought of " how in

the world will I carry all my clothes and blankets?" But we must

quit generalizing, and give our own individual experience, and ven-

ture the assertion that it will answer for nine out of every ten private

soldiers in the brigade. Since we had left the hospital in July, 16

months ago, we had.not had our knapsack strapped to our back, and

had never carried it. We had cut it to pieces and remodeled it so

as to fit closely and compactly to the cannel of our saddle ; our

haversack we had never carried, and it was fastened to the near side

of the pommel ; our canteen was hung to the other side of the pom-
mel, as was also a good hatchet. When on a march our cartridge

box was swung loosely to the pommel, and if we had five days' ra-

se
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tions, it hung on the ri<^^ht side, and if our rations were out it hung
on the left, but was never fast, so that any moment we could dis-

mount and sling it over our shoulder. The muzzle of our gun, up

to the first band, was stuck into a boot at the right side, by the sad-

dle girth, and a strap around our shoulder held it up by our side

when riding, and this was the only article strapped or fastened to

us. Under our saddle we carried two good sleeping blankets, a

"dog-tent," and a gum blanket. In our cartridge box we carried

40 rounds of metallic cartridges, and in our saddle pockets 40 to 60

rounds more, an extra horse shoe, some nails, etc. In our knapsack

were a shirt, pair of socks, pair of drawers, a portfolio (our children

will some day be proud of that old portfolio, as this history owes all

its value to that,) paper, envelopes, thread, buttons, and a Bible (we

have it yet,) and other useful articles. Bear in mind that a cavalry

man and his horse live together, and we never slept a night, except

when laying in camp, but our saddle was under our head, or near it;

and day or night we could just lay our hand on any single article we
wanted. But what should we do with all these things now ? We
had been so long together that each piece seemed a part of ourself.

At the pommel of our saddles were three stout leather straps, w4th

buckles, and at the stern were three more, with which we could

strap anything fast, from a spring chicken to a yearling calf.

Well, after repeated orders, the men reluctantly went to their sad-

dles and stripped everything off that belonged to the "soldier, " knap-

sacks, tents, blankets, &c., rolled them up, and then deliberately took

off the straps and buckled around them. This was against positive

orders, as the straps belonged to the saddles, and the saddles didiit

belong to the men. But the men sat down on their things and said,

" Now, if you want these straps, come and get them." But now (to

us) came the most painful part of the whole business, and we doubt

not very many others felt it as keenly as we did. We were ordered to

lead out our horses. We are a man of most powerful attachments.

Anything that we do love, we love as life itself, and wo friend ever had

occasion to reproach us with a want of attachment. The reflection

is a happy one with us, that we had not an enemy in the regiment.

All had treated us with the most profound respect, and to many we

were more strongly attached than to a brother, because our attach-

ment had been sealed by blood and danger. To none were we more

firmly attached than to our horse, "Stumbler. " Upon more than

one occasion, by his sagacity, had he saved our life, and how coidd

we part with him ? There is only one step from the sublime to the

ridiculous, and just now we have witnessed that step. The horses of
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our brigade are to go to Kilpatrick's division, and his Inspector Gen-

eral stands on a high stump with a long whip in his hand, and as the

horses are led past him a motion of the whip to the right or left in-

dicates whether the horse is received or rejected. Well, we have

the order that all horses that are rejected are to be ridden through to

Chattanooga, along with our wagon train, and the officers' horses,

which belong to them, and the disinounted men, are to go through

on the cars ; and it is funny to see the stratagems used by the men
to get the horses to pass muster. Company H has just had three

horses rejected, and yet the men keep whipping around and fall in

line and try it again, and finally succeed in getting them off their

hands. While there was scarcely a horse in the whole brigade (or

but few at least) that had started from Columbia, Tennessee, with us,

ours was yet strong, hearty, and in good condition, and we believe

we could have used him till the end of the war. But we were or-

dered to lead him out, and he had to go. You may call us a fool,

but we felt just like we were parting with our best friend. We had

eaten together and slept together till he seemed a part of ourself.

Each company led out their horses and turned them over to another

cotnpanx', drawn up in line to receive them, and as our horse was

about the best in the company, he fell to the lot of an orderly ser-

geant. We gave him a short history of the horse, told him he had

saved our life, that he was good, faithful and kind, and begged him

to take good care of him, and sorrowfully hastened away. We went

back to where we had left our things, but what desolation ! Horses,

saddles and bridles, all gone. It didn't look like cainp at all, and

it wasn't camp, either. All discipline was gone, and nothing but a

perfect mob was left. But let the curtain fall—the campaign is

ended.

By noon everything but our guns and accoutrements and our indi-

vidual "traps" was turned over to Kilpatrick's division, and we now
know that Sherman is going on a 60 days' raid, and that we are going

back somewhere in the rear to be re mounted. But just where we are

going to, or how we are going to get there, we cannot tell. The fact

is, we hardly know how to get our dinners. The men are now trying

to arrange their enormous loads so as to carry them, and we think

that David dressed up in Saul's armor could not have felt more

awkward than we do.* As our wagons are going back we don't see

why they might not haul our extra cartridges, at least—but no ! Red
tape says we shall carry them. This may do for discipline, but it is

hard on the poor soldier. From the time we began to write this book

we have dreaded this chapter. From the time we turned over our
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horses till we were re-mounted "woe betide us." It is a tale of suffer-

ing and hardship. But we must begin. So about 4 p. m. we were

all called up into line, old infantry style, ready for a march of 24 miles,

nearly north, to Calhoun, on the railroad, and 10 or 12 miles south of

Resaca. And we'll bet you a quart of soap you never saw such

bundles for men to undertake to carry, in your life. Our bundles on

first going into the service, at Indianapolis, were nowhere in compari-

son. We used to say we could tell a recruit or a new regiment just

by the loads they carried, but we now discounted any set of recruits

we ever saw. We think Col. Miller fully comprehended the situation,

and he came around to each of the regiments and in his usual good

natured way explained to us just what he vv^anted us to do. He told

us that we were expected to make the trip to Calhoun by to-morrow

night; that he well knew we were in no condition to march, and the

trip would be a hard one, but the more we made of it this evening

the less we would have to do to-morrow, and that if we all should do

our best and behave as well as we always had, he would give us a

dram of whisky. These little speeches always did us a great deal of

good ; we gave him three cheers and started—our hearts a great deal

lighter than our loads. We crossed the Etowa on a pontoon, pas?ed

through Rome, and we never saw such marching but once before,

and that was 'our run from Salt River to Louisville, two years ago.

With whoop and halloo, we were on the run nearly half of the time,

but we kept together and well closed up, and went into camp old

infantry style, in an old corn field, just at dark, six miles from. Rome,

Company F! on picket. The march was not long, but oh! it was

terrible. Sure enough the whisk)' was forthcoming by the time we

had supper over, and each man got over half a pint—more than twice

the usual ration. We have written what would make over four pages

of this book, trying to describe what followed, but just give it up.

We can't do the subject justice and so shall leave out the whole of it,

and confine ourselves to a few common-place remarks. Suffice it to

say that those who, by expjrience, had a right to know, said it was

good whisky ; but every one was so very tired, and the terrible excite-

ment of the last two days had worn so heavily upon the nervous sys-

tem, that what nearly every man needed more than anything else was

to He down and sleep, and almost every one did so as soon as he got
'

his supper. But there are always some fools in every crowd, and our

regiment was no exception to the rule. Well, some of these fellows

commenced to drink as soon as the)' got their whisky, and by mid-

night were melodiously drunk. Webb Reed, of Co. F, fell in the

fire and would have burned up if Kendall had not pulled him out, and
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he has never been known to drink a drop since. But hold on, we'll

not tell on an}' more. There had been no tents put up ; the men just

tumbled down in the corn furrows, and in a few minutes were sleeping^

as only a tired soldier can sleep. Just about 9 o'clock it began to

rain, an easy, good natured rain, without any bluster or fuss about it,

and kept it up so steadily that by i o'clock the corn furrows were full

•of water. About that time some " cuss " stumbled over us and waked

us up. As long as we lay still the water warmed up about as fast as it

fell and we didn't feel it, but when the fellow put his foot right where

we put our last night's rations, of course we moved a little. " Thun-

<der and Blixun !

" VVe were in water four inches deep, and to say

we "yelled," hardly conveys the idea. VVe made noise enough to

wake up somebody else, and of course he yelled too, being just as

•deep in the water as we were ; and like a hundred mules feeding at the

same trough, the "kick" went round, and in less than 10 minutes

every man in the regiment was up, yelling like an Indian. VVe never

heard just such hallooing but once before. Everyman in the regiment

was wet as he could be, and for the next half hour kept up the yelling

as tf his life depended upon it. Vou must mind it was November

and the water was cold enough to make a fellow halloo whether lie

wanted to or not, and b)- common consent it was agreed that there

would be no more .sleeping that night. Those who had not drank

their whisky before going to bed, thought a little would be good now,

but we promised not to tell it. The next hard work was to build fires,

and notwithstanding the rain was now pouring down in torrents, in a

short time there were a hundred piles of rails "blazing high."

November 2d. As already stated, we were up at one o'clock, not

from choice, but because some drunken v^agabond happened to set his

foot—well, I'll say from the force of circumstances. While we were

standing around our fire trying to dry one side as fast as the other got

wet, we got cur breakfast, and were all ready to move an hour before

daylight. It kept on raining harder and harder, and our officers

didn't like to move. Just as it began to get a little light we fell in and

moved out on the road. Col. Miller came around again and told us

he would not ask us to march in ranks or to keep closed up. Every

man might take his time to it and march as he pleased, so he made

the trip to-day ; that we would take the cars as soon as we got to

Calhoun. •One thing we must not do, we must not get off the road

or straggle off through the countiy, nor even stop at the houses, as the

country was full of bushwhackers and he would be sorry to lose a sin-

gle man of us. Nothing but the profoundest love and respect for an

officer would promj:>t men to obe\' such an order as that
;
yet, sir.
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every fellow did his v^ery best to get to Calhoun in the shortest possi-

ble time, and it took some of them three days to make it. This beat

all the marching" we ever saw a soldier do. After Col. Miller made
us his little speech we cheered him and struck out. The rain had

raised all the little streams till many we had to wade were knee-deep.

The mud was two inches deep and very sticky and heavy. We
hadn't marched more than a half mile till some of them began to

think we were going too fast and others thought we were going too

slow, and from that we broke ranks and began to scatter. At the

end of three miles wc sat down on a fence and looked ahead and be-

hind to see how we were getting along. VVe never saw such a mob
in our life. Some were two miles ahead of us and some about that

far behind ; some were just about drunk enough to lie down and go

to sleep, and others had taken just enough to make them feel as

strong as bamson and lively as crickets ; some were mad as hares and

cursing till everything was fairly blue ; others were singing like night-

ingales. For our own part we felt it was goijig to take all our strength,

all our energies and utmost exertions, to make the " riffle," so we
started on at a slower pace and rested every three miles, and at >ihe

end of 12 miles had plenty of company ; but from that time did most

of our marching alone, and for two hours at a time there was no one

close enough to speak to. Some of the men got through the i8

miles by noon, but the sun was not an hour high when we got there,

a perfectly used-up man. We think we never suffered more from

marching, and this is saying a good deal. We could not step over a

rail three inches high. Not one-third of the regiment had got in yet.

It had rained on us nearly all day. We went to bed at dark and

never got up until the sun was an hour high, and some did not get up

till noon, and had we been required to move the next day not one in

ten would have been able to move at all. Men came staggering into

camp every hour of the night, and when morning came a hundred

men were still missing. Col. Miller says, in his notes, "The men are

suffering from cold and wet."

November 3d. Our camp last night was on a hill half a mile north

of the railroad depot and the village, and at 9 a. m. we moved down

to the railroad ready to take the cars for Chattanooga. A few trains

came along going north, but the train-men declared their trains were

so heavily laden they could not haul us, and refused to let us on them,

and we had to lie there by the railroad in the sun till noon, when we
deliberately took possession of the abandoned houses, and declared

we would stay there a dry month before we would put ourselves to

any further trouble to get to the rear. If we were needed at any
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given point let those in authority make a way for us to get there. In

this we reckoned a Httle bit without our host, as we had started from

Rome with but five days' rations, and two days were already out, and

there was no depot of rations near us. We had the most comfortable

quarters, and weren't in a hurry to leave them. There were about a

hundred houses in the town, and but tliree or four families, including

the negroes. The balance had all " started on for Dixie " when Gen.

Johnson abandoned Resaca last spring. Of course all who had gone

were rebels and we felt we had a right to all the benefits and privileges

•of the place, and felt perfectly at home. The 23d corps had left

Rome the day before we did, marched back to Resaca and there

taken the cars and gone to the rear ; their camp and garrison equi-

page was now going back on the cars. While there were a score of

trains going south all empty, those going back were all heavy. We
think one regiment did get away by climbing on top of a train, 15 or 20

to the car. We had ridden on top of cars before and it wasn't a bit funny,

and so waited. But we did have some fun during the day neverthe-

less. We have already intimated that yesterday morning, about the

time we left camp, some of the men got a little too much " tangle-

foot " and had finally laid down and gone to sleep. Many others

got crippled in the will, while others actually couldn't make the trip.

All these had just naturally lain down and gone to sleep one or two in

a place, just where they happened to be. To-day by 9 or 10 o'clock

they began to come in one at a time, then two, three, six or ten, and at

every fresh arrival the regiment would fall out and cheer them. Many
of the stragglers had not forgotten their predilection for picking up

things, had wandered around over the country till they found an old

convalescent horse or mule, made halters out of withes and strings,

strapped all their " traps," guns and accoutrements on to them, and

came moving into camp with all the dignity of a market-gardner ped-

dling " truck." Some of the cases were provokingly amusing. Late

in the evening, about the last to come in were four fellows who had

pressed in an old cow, that looked as though she might have been one

that Daniel Boone had lost on his way from North Carolina up into

Kentucky. Citizens say he passed right by here. They had strapped

all their things on to her, which made a bundle about as big as a hay

cock. One had her by the horns, another by the tail, and one on

each side, just to keep her straight, you know. The whole regiment

fell into line and gave them three and a tiger. It rained in the even-

ing and almost all night.

November 4th. We had a good night's rest, sleeping on the floor,

and we enjoyed it hugely, and this morning began to feel like fight-
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ing-cocks again. Another regiment got off by climbing on top the

cars. Still we waited. Col. Miller began to get afraid we would

get out of rations, and also took the cars and went ahead to see if

he could make any arrangements for us. His train got as far as Dal-

ton, ran off the track, had to lie over night, and the next day, the

5th, went clear around by Cleveland nnd got to Chattanooga after

night. While we are waiting, we will tell a little story of Davis, com-

pany D, and some of his comrades. From our present prospect of

getting transportation, they began to think a " shortage" of rations

probable, and as both armies had passed over this country, there

was little left that could crow or squeal. But after considerable re-

connoissance they found a nice hog in a close pen, and a Springfield

rifle in the hands of a soldier belonging to an Illinois regiment stand-

ing beside it. The night was dark ; a charge was made on the sen-

try, his gun taken away from him, the hog killed and carried in

triumph to camp, and the fellow's gun lelt to guard the pen. It

may be proper here to say that Sherman, in making preparations for

his march to the sea, had 3,000 car loads of military stores he did

not want to take along with him. This would require 200 trains to

move back as soon as he wanted it done, and just now these 200

trains were on their way to Atlanta, all going down, but none com-

ing up. There are no telegraph stations along the road now, and of

course the trains all have to go one way at a time, or else there

would be innumerable collisions. It was getting late in the evening,

and we were getting a little shaky, our rations were nearly out, and we
knew we would have to go one way or the other, or starve. So we
determined to climb on the next train going north, at a venture.

For about an hour, late in the evening, the trains ceased going south,

and then just one came up from that direction, and we went for it.

The train men didn't want to let us on, but we told them it was no

use, we were going. The train was so short that we did not have

two cars to the compmy. They were all box cars, and all as full as

they could be crammed ; hence we had to take the top, or stay.

We thought this might be our last chance, and climbed on. We got

to Resaca just after dark ; here we met some more trains, and as

trains going to the front had the right of way, ours had to turn out.

It would take a long chapter to tell of the concentrated miseries we
endured as we lay on that train of carb during that long, cold night.

The trains kept coming all night, not in a regular stream, but by fits

and starts, sometimes two and then a half dozen in quick succession
;

sometimes ro minutes between trains, sometimes an hour. There

was no telegraph, and our train men were afraid to start. We were
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afraid to get off and build fires lest the train might pull out and leave

us, and so we piled Up on top the cars, more like hogs than men,

and wore our hip bones and the night out. This was one of the

longest nights we ever put through. Morning came at last, but with

it no hope. More trains kept coming, and we noticed our train men

were getting about as anxious as we were, and they began to halloo

at the men going down and ask them how many trains were behind.

As there was but little time for compliments, they would answer by

holding up a finger, meaning one train, or two fingers, meaning two

trains. The train men coming down seemed to realize our situation

and to sympathize with us, and always answered correctly, some-

times ho'ding up one hand, all the fingers and thumb spread out, and

one finger on the other, and sure enough, along would come the six

trains. Late in the afternrjon there came along a train that had a

brak<-man on the rear car who must have been considerable of a wag,

for when our. men asked him the usual question, he seemed to take

in the whole situation in a minute, and immediately held up both

hands with thumbs stuck out, and then stuck up both feet. Then

our train men began to offer some damns, and sure enough, there

were a dozen came right along in a string, as close together as they

dare run. After they got by, our train men had grown so desper-

ate that they concluded to risk it, and pulled out. It was now sun-

down, and we made good time till we got within a mile of Da'ton,

when all at once our engine began to whistle, and scream, and squeal

vociferously, and came very suddenly to a stop. Here transpired

an incident showing that presence of mind is one of the most valu-

able qualities. One of the cars, on which Capt. Thomson and his

men were riding, was loaded with fixed ammunition, powder, shot,

and immense shells used by the siege guns in bombarding Atlanta.

The additional weight of the men to the alreadv heavy load of am-

munition had so heated up a box as to cause it to blaze up and set

fire to the car. The fire soon would reach the ammunition, when

an explosion that can be contemplated but with horror must take

place. Men who had been calm in the face of an enemy with mus-

ketry and artillery, were now pale with fear. Their trusty Spencers

were of no avail now. Brave men were almost panic-stricken.

There was necessity o{ presence ofmind in a commanding officer, as

well as courage, and Capt. Thomson rushed to the tender of the en-

gine, and with pails carried water and subdued the flames that in a

moment's delay would have been so surely disastrous. This was

about 9 p. m. Just then we could hear the most terrific whistling

and screaming ahead of us we had ever heard. It seemed like a

5T
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hundred engines all at once were trying to scare something off the

track ; while our own engine kept squealing out three short toots at

a time every minute for nearly an hour.

We had met another batch of 15 or 20 trains, and several of them

had already got past Dalton when they met our train,, and they didn't

want to back out, but insisted on our train backing out. The diffi-

culty was a serious one, and had there not been another road at this

place branching off to Knoxville, we do not see but we would have

had to back out. After whistling and squalling and cursing for

nearly an hour, the trains just in front of us backed up the Knoxville

road and we pulled slowly into Dalton, "side tracked," and waited

for the balance of the trains to pull out. We never heard so much
noise of the kind before ; 20 engines all ringing their bells and whist-

ling at once can make a " heap " of noise. Finally they all got off

for Atlanta and we got started again. It was now 1 1 p. m. Our

train was short but much too heavily loaded for the engine. The
country was mountainous, and the road in a wretched condition, and

we stalled many times, and while going down the grades the train

would go so fast as to make the men's hair whistle, and many of them

lost their knapsacks, blankets and hats. Altogether' it was the most

miserable night's ride we ever took. We reached Chattanooga shortly

after sun-up on the morning of November 6th, having made 54 miles

from Resaca.

Ever since the war commenced Chattanooga had been a military

post of some importance to either army, and at times had been occu-

pied by as many as 100,000 troops, and immense quantities of ammu-
nition, quartermasters' and commissary stores, were stored here. The

ground was rich and loose, and every vestige of sod or grass had long

since disappeared, and when it was wet the whole place soon became

a perfect quagmire. The place was under the rfiost strict military dis-

cipline and police regulations ; of these by actual experience we knew

nothing, having always been at the front and never where we were

under such regulations ; had always been where we could go and come

when we wanted to. So when we got to the city and got off the cars

some officious, pompous fellow, belonging to the provost guard, told us

we might go into camp " there." The spot indicated was a vacant

spot of about an acre near the railroad, was very low and flat and

looked as though subject to repeated overflows. There had been no

rain for two or three days, yet the ground was still muddy. We
never had camped in such a place, and the men declared they never

would. The mutinous spirit was spreading and would soon have

caused trouble, but just then Col. Miller came around and made us
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one of his little speeches. He told us we were only going to stay

there tilU there would be a train going back to Nashville; that he

wanted us close to the railroad so there would be no trouble in get-

ting on to the first train that should go north; that we only wanted

to stop and draw rations and then go on. Well, whatever Miller said,

that we'd do. no matter what it was ; so our officers tried to get us

into something like a regiment camp, in columns by companies, but it

wasn't any use. Just as soon as they left us we picked up our traps

and moved to the highest ground on the lot, and fixed up our dog-

tents just as our fancy or convenience dictated No one company

was all camped together, but the companies were all mixed through

each other promiscuously. Since the morning of the 3d we had not

a chance to get a regular meal ; that is, we hadn't made coffee, and

we never called it a meal without coffee ; so as soon as we got our

bunks up we determined to have some coffee, and as there was a long

pile of wood corded up close at hand, the men just took what they

wanted. Some of the officers of the provost guard observed this and

pretty soon there was a guard standing by the wood, watching it.

Along in the afternoon we drew some rations, and when supper-time

came we wanted more wood, and very naturally went for it, but the

guard tried to prevent us from taking it. Our men paid no attention

to him, except to curse him a little, and continued to carry off the

wood. The guard then hallooed for the "Corporal of the guard."

and pretty soon he came with a squad of men and undertook to arrest

some of the boys, but they wouldn't arrest worth a cent, but broke

for their quarters, got their Spencers, and swore they would just natur-

ally clean the whole d—d provost guard right out, saying they needed

the wood and were going to have it. They would certainly have made
their words good, but just in the nick of time Col. Miller came on to

the ground, and by a half dozen words made everything quiet. He
told them they should have all the wood they needed, but so long as

we were compelled to stay in this nasty hole we would have to obey

orders ; that we would get out of here just as soon as we could ; and

further, that our orderly sergeant should draw our wood, just as he

drew our rations, and if we didn't get as much as we needed, let him

know and he would make it all right. With this our men were per-

fectly satisfied and came back and put up their guns ; but before doing

so they took occasion to inform the guards that they should never

cross our path, and as long as we stayed there we just went all over

that town and did as we pleased. And we pleased to do a great

many things we ought not to have done.

As soon as the guards would find out where we belonged they
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would let us pass. We have already spoken of the vast number of

trains required to haul back from Atlanta the surplus stores there

that Sherman did not want to take with him. There are just 200

engines now engaged in this business, and until all that stuff is

brought back to this point there will be no trains go north of this.

It took till the loth to get all the trains ready to start back, and

on that day some trains started for Nashville, but they were loaded

with sick and wounded soldiers and hospital stores. On the i ith

some more trains went north, but still loaded with hospital stores,

sick, wounded, &c. It began to rain the day we got to Chattanooga,

and rained almost constantly all the time we were there ; our camp

was a most horrible mud hole, and we suffered intensely, men taking

sick and dying in a few days of diarrhoea who had not been sick at

all during their service. About 4 p. m. of November 12th, there

were three trains started for Nashville
; the first one was loaded with

hospital stores, sick, wounded, &c., and our division and brigade offi-

cers were in the hindmost coach of this train. The next one was

of box cars, and the Seventy-Second was put on top of this one,

and we were more crowded than we were on the trip from Calhoun.

The road before us was the most tortuous, over a country the most

mountainous, and the scenery the grandest ; but we weren't in a humor

to appreciate the scenery. We had ridden over all the country, and

over some of it two or three times, and were familiar with it, and

weren't caring a fig for high mountains, deep valleys or grand scenery.

We had scarcely ever ridden a mile in the service without suffering and

torture, and the trip before us wasn't very pleasant to contemplate.

We made pretty good time till about sundown, when our train very

unceremoniously came to a halt. Twenty-six miles from Chattanooga

there is a stream cutting through the Sand mountains to the north-

west, called "W^hiteside creek. There is a bridge 126 feet high over it.

This bridge is not a straight one, but semi -circular in shape. Just as

the train ahead of us was approaching this bridge, and about 100

yards from the bridge, the hindmost car flew the track. The train

kept right ahead, and at the end of 50 yards the trucks were knocked

from under the car, at least the hindmost ones were, while the for-

ward trucks had been driven right up through the bottom of the car

at the front end, piling the officers rather promiscuously up in the rear

of the car. Still the train pulled on, dragging the car along on the

rails to the middle of the bridge, and as the bridge was all the time

bending to the right* so all the time was the car being dragged nearer

and nearer the edge of the bridge, and by the time the cars reached

the middle it was so nearly tumbling over that it looked like twenty
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pounds on the outside corner would tip it off. Just then the coupling

broke and the car stopped. We went down into that creek and look-

ed up at that car, and never saw anything look so fearful. It seemed

to us the car would surely tumble over on us; it made us shiver to look

up. For a moment after the car broke loose all inside was still. The

officers had been so bumped and jammed together at the rear that for

a time they could not get the door open. They raised the window.s

and looked out, but drew back in terror. Finally they got the door

open and began to crawl out on their hands and knees, one at a time,

and strange to say, not a single one of them was hurt. Our old Gen-

eral was about the last to get out, and after he had got out on the

•bridge it was so high he was scared worse than he had yet been ; but

he finally succeeded in crawling to the end of the bridge. When he

^ot on to his feet once more he turned around and looked a while at

the bridge, then at the car, then away down into the abyss, and as he

turned around said, "Those who ride must pay the driver." We
pas-sed another miserable night, part of the time on the ground and

a part of the time on the cars, not getting to sleep any either place.

The night was cold and our sufferings intense. There were several

trains in our gang, but all lay still till morning, when it was found

necessary to send back to Chattanooga for a wrecking train before the

car could be got off the bridge and out of the way. All this took

time, and it was noon before an effort was made to get the car off the

bridge, and the middle of the afternoon before we got started on

again. Thus we had been 24 hours making 26 miles. After passing

through the tunnel at the top of the Cumberland mountains, it is three

or four miles down to Cowan and we weren't long in going that dis-

tance ; but half way down the train broke in two and the front end

ran clear on to Decherd, 10 miles, before the engineer missed us, and

then he had to come back, and it was 1 1 o'clock before he got hitched

on to us again Our part of the train ran two miles past Cowan be-

fore stopping. You .see we were having another miserable night of

it, as it rained on us almost all night. We will not weary you with

further details of our misfortunes. We got to Nashville on the 14th

by 9 or 10 o'clock, and were told we could not get horses there, but

would have to go back to Louisville. We moved on, getting to

Louisville on the evening of the 15th of November, having been five

days and nights on top of the cars from the time we left Calhoun till

we got to Louisville. We were the worst used up set of fellows you

ever saw. We quote from Tvliller's notes: "Arrived at Louisville

and went into camp once more ; I am tired of moving on the railroad

;

I would much rather be at the front and on a campaign than go to the
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rear." So say we all, as the five days have been the most disagreea-

ble ones we have ever passed in succession. Our brigade moved back

on the railroad and went into camp at the Oakland house, on the oppo-

site side of the railroad from our first camp on Southern soil, on

August i8th, 1862.

We had a beautiful place for a camp, a rolling, grassy common,

large enough to accommodate the whole brigade without crowding.

As we well understood we were to stay here till we got horses, we
felt the importance of putting our dog tents up in regular order, and

in such a way as to keep us as warm as possible, because we were

nearly 500 miles north of where we had been at Jonesb^ro. on the

1st of September, and winter was upon us. We were sure we would

suffer with cold, do the very best we could. In undertaking to do

this we found ourselves very much embarra.ssed right in the >tart.

We had always been at the front ;
always occupied ground from

which we had driven the rebels, and always felt that we had a per-

fect right to appropriate to our own use anything we needed for our

comfort or convenience. On going into winter quarters, we would

collect boards to make the walls of our houses, and cover them with

our dog tents or gum blankets, -thus making ourselves very comfort-

able so far as quarters were concerned Here were plenty of board

fences, and old abandoned houses, all around u-, and we could have

made ourselves comfortable in half a da\', but we were now told

we were in the loyal .st.ate of Kentucky, and we mu.stn't touch a

thing except what belonged to the government. So here we were,

perfectly helpless, because we hadn't a thing to do with. We could

not put up our tents, nor even get our supper. We lay in camp
here just six weeks, and during that whole time suffered more from

cold and other inconveniences than ever before. The great distance

in latitude over which we had traveled was sufficient to make a vast

difference in the weather, and besides, on the third day after going

into camp it rained and then turned severely cold, even for this

country, freezing solid ice, three inches thick. In the next place we

had not had a chance to draw clothes for five months, and were all

of us nearly naked. In the next place we had no straw to sleep on,

and no more wood than would barely cook our meals. This seemed

to us "the unkindest cut of all." We had many times before seen

the weather so cold we could not sleep, but under such circumstances

could build huge fires and keep ourselves warm ; but here we had

nothing to keep ourselves comfortable any way, no straw ! no wood 1

no clothes. It doesn't take long, under such circumstances, for dis-

content to manifest itself among the best disciplined troops in the
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world. Illustrative of this feeling we have a story from Hornada, of

Company F : A Dutchman came along one of those cold days and

stopped at the guard line with a load of wood which he proposed to

sell to Company F. As we had not been paid for 13 months we
thought that was adding insult to injury ; besides we were not furnish-

ing* wood. "Grand Pap," (well known in the regiment) went out

and was going to take a few sticks, but the Dutchman objected.

Grand Pap just stretched out one of his arms in the direction of the

Dutchman's head and he went to sleep for a few minutes, and by the

time he woke up his wood was all gone, and he didn't think he had

any business further down town, but went back home for more wood.

But he didn't come to Company F to sell it.

A better one from Davis, of Company D, is this :
' * The weather

being cold we had need of considerable wood, and the amount daily

issued to us would last only till 10 a. m., thus leaving us to shiver the

balance of the day. We laid our complaint before the proper officer

and were politely told it was all we could get, and that we would cer-

tainly be punished if we ' cabbaged ' any. Wood was what we
wanted and were going to have. We sent to each company in the

regiment and told them Co. D's resolution. A certain rail fence was

grinning at us across the guard line. We proposed to walk it over

into camp. 'AH right, ' said they, 'We'll share in the fun.' The

regiment fell into line, and swinging our hats in the air, and with a yell

that would cause even Loyal Kentucky to tremble, we charged upon

the rail fence and marched it into camp." To show that none of our

own officers were responsible tor our suffering we quote from Col.

Miller's notes: " November i6th. Tried hard all day to get things

for the brigade. * * * Hope to get the men fixed up soon. Novem-

ber 1 8th. Still raining ; have a great deal of trouble in getting the

command in living order. November 20th. Clear for once. The men
feel better over the weather, for which I feel grateful. November 21st.

Very cold. The men are suffering much; got ncvv clothes for most of

them. November 22d. Still cold and freezing. I don't care how soon

we start for the front where we can get wood." There was a combina-

tion of circumstances that heightened and intensified our feelings of

discontent. In the first place we had not been paid since the 12th of

November last year at Maysville, and that payment was up to Octo-

ber 31st, 1863. In the next place our camp was on ground suffi-

ciently high to enable us to see clear over the city and our own Indi-

ana hills for miles and miles beyond. This was God's country, and

after being so far away made us feel like we were almost at home ; so

near that the thoughts of home constantly haunted us, while at the
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front these thoughts never brought longing or anxiety with them ; but

now those hills were a constant invitation to " come over," an invita-

tion which many of our boys found it impossible to resist. We had

been promised a furlough of 30 days for each year's service (which is

according to the .regulations), and as yet but four or five out of each

company had ever got furloughs at all, and these only for 20 deys

apiece, and we had but nine months of our three years yet to

serve, and every man of us well knew that when we left this place for

the front again we would not see Indiana till the war was over or our

time out. We were well satisfied we would stay here a month at

least. Then why not let us go home ; we could certainly get back

long before we would be ready for the front again. But one thing

checked the thought in the start, and no doubt saved many from the

disgrace of "Absent ivithoiit leave''—that was, the means oi getting

home. It is true there was a strong provost guard in the

city, at the river and upon the ferry-boats, to prevent just what a great

many worst of all wanted to do, and no soldier was allowed to go to-

the "city or to cross the river without being armed with the necessar)'"

pass. This of itself would not have kept our men from going, as was af-

terwards fully demonstrated. Our men could(and afterwards did)procure

citizens' clothes and pass by the guards with impunity. So it was

soon found necessary to stop all crossing at the river unless persons

had passes signed by the Provost Marshal. This order was promulgated

on purpose to keep the men of our brigade from going home without

leave. While this was hard on the citizens, it didn't amount to a snap

with our soldiers. Our men were too old for that. No provost guard,

no camp guard, nor any other kind of a guard, could keep them from

going just where they pleased whenever they took a notion. Many
times during our service had there been the most positive orders issued

by Major Generals for our officers to keep their men in camp, and

that, too, under threats of cashiering and dismissal upon their failure

to do it, and our officers, in obedience to these orders, had tried every

plan they could think of to keep us in, yet to no purpose, and finally

gave it up in disgust ; for the last 18 months they had never attempted

to keep on guards of any kind unless ordered to by their superior offi-

cers, and then the thing was so well understood between officers and

men—so well understood all around—that guard duty was not kept up

as a restraint of any kind, but simply to keep up appearances. Col.

Miller soon learned to trust to our honesty and intelligence for any-

thing he wanted done, and he never failed to get us to do anything

by appealing to our reason, and we in turn felt that his slightest wish

was our strongest command, because he had ahvavs been honest and
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straightforward with us, and had never asked us to do anything un-

reasonable; and on going into camp at Louisville had he told his men

they might all go home provided they would come back at the end of

three weeks, we verily believe 49 out of 50 would have done it. But

we commenced to tell why our whole regiment didn't make a general

stampede for the north side of the river the third day after going into

camp, for we had never seen such wide-spread dissatisfaction in our

regiment. The great ciesideratum was money. More than a whole

year without pay, and we doubt if there was ten dollars in the whole

regiment, and we were sure that if we did not get our pay while we
were here we would not get it till the war was over ; so we could

do nothing but sit down and wait and growl, and growl and vvait.

Not because we wmted the money so badly, becau-se we still had

faith in Uncle Sam's ability to pay, and we were sure we would get it

some time ; but then we wanted to go home so badly and could not

go without the money. While at the front suclj, thoughts never

haunted us, and a thousand times we had reason to curse the day we

started to the rear, and a thousand times Ave wished we were at the

front again. Just now money was what we wanted, and we insert

here an actual occurrence in the regiment, as showing the intensity of

feeling sometimes manifested by our regiment. During the long and

bitter cold nights just after we went into camp, when it was too cold

to sleep, when we had no fire, or wood to make a fire with, we would

be standing and shivering over a few smoking embers, and the men
cursing (not very loud, but very deep) their ill luck, and thinking over

their hard service and poor pay, some poor fellow, with feelings over-

come, would at the top of his voice, and in doleful refrain, yell out

:

^^ I want my money!'' The sound would be taken up and run from

man to man, " I tvant my money !" and from company to company
still roll on, " I want my money ! !

" And from regiment to regiment

the echo would roll across the city and be reverberated back by the

hills beyond, '' I want my moiny ! !
!

'' For a week there was not a

single hour, day or night, but what the doleful sound might be heard,

" I zvant my money." These were no uncertain sounds, either, uttered

for pastime or amusement. Sometimes during our service we had

been without rations, and then, when tired and hungry, and our

patience exhausted, our cry was ''Soiubellyf '' SowbellyT "Soiubellyr

and it is no fancy sketch to think we see our commissary going to bed

after listening to this most euphonious expression for 24 hours, and as

he sleeps he sees a thousand demons, with blood-red eyes, fleshless

limbs, bristling hair, grinning teeth and forked tongues, spitting fire,

rush upon him, hurl him into the bottomless pit, and with forks toss

58
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huge chunks of meat after him, and yell in his ears, " Sozi.'bclly !"

"Soiiibelly!" "' Soivhclly !'^ We tell you, if rations could be got

for love or money, they would be got the next morning. Again, when

we had served till the middle of December—the first year we went

out—with scant clothing, and less than half enough blankets to the

regiment, the ground was frozen and tovcred with snow, (we were

then marching from Frankfort, Ky., to the Cumberland River) and

when we thought we could stand it no longer, we commenced,

every time we would see our quartermaster, to halloo "Overcoats,"

"Overcoats " He didn't stand it long till he hurried to Nashville

and got them. We are very sure that our officers now got but

very little undisturbed sleep for listening to the doleful sound " I want

my money r' But from the quotations already made from Col. Miller's

notes we are very sure our own officers were responsible for the long

delay in our getting our money, but they began right away to make
out pay rolls, ^his always took three days, always having to be

made out in duplicate. And there were not more than three men in

each company (on an average) that could make them out at all—our

education and habits at home were altogether on a different line. In

this case our officers had not made out pay-rolls for so long that they

had forgotten how, or else they did their work too hurriedly, or the

paymaster was more particular than common, for after they had been

made out in the whole brigade they were handed to the paymaster

for inspection, and that august personage sent every one of them back

and said there was not a single pay-roll in the whole brigade made

out right. So there was nothing- left to do but to go to work and

make them out over again. And while they are doing it we will

write up other parts of this wonderful machine.

When we came here the ist division was already here, and Minty's

and Long's brigades of our division also, so that there were at least 20

regiments here waiting for horses ; and strange as it may seem, so far

as our observation went, there was no regular depot of supplies ; and

as already stated, we had no wood, no straw, no clothes, and suffered

severely with cold, and had scarcely ever been so meagerly supplied.

In a few days Gov. Morton found out we were here, and immediately

our State Sanitary Commission set about relieving our wants. They

first brought us a lot of onions, potatoes and dried fruit, and in a few

days we had nothing to complain of as to rations. Then after some

very vigorous expostulations, in which a great deal of bad language

was used, they began to issue more wood to us, so that we could have

a little more fire and thus keep ourselves more comfortable. Then as

soon as a requisition could be made for clothing, and they could be
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shipped from Cincinnati, New York, Washington, or somewhere else,

we drew all the clothes we wanted, overcoats included. Then the

weather moderated a little, so that all around we began to feel in a lit-

tle better humor. What, above everything else, made us forget our

hardships, was the fact that within four or five days all the friends of

the Seventy-Second knew we were here, and they began to come

down in squads and droves, and by the end of ten days there were

nearly as many citizens in our camp as there were soldiers. Next to

going right home is the pleasure of seeing your best friend right from

home ; and every fresh arrival was greeted with the wildest demonstra-

tions of delight and cheering. Of course the greetings were mutual.

A separation of nearly two years and a half adds wonderfully to our

appreciation of friends and friendships. Among the numerous arrivals

were many soldiers' wives and their children. This was the happiest

sight of all. To see a lot of nice, pretty, well-dressed women and chil-

dren come into camp and hunt their husbands and fathers, would make
most anybody feel a peculiar sensation in the throat and a little moist

about the eyes. Many of them came, too, before our new clothes got

to us, while we were ragged and dirty, and it was sometimes amusing

to see .a great big, burly, stout soldier, who had never flinched in the

hour of battle, become so timid and shaky in the presence of ladies.

For our own part, we felt so awkward we did not know what to do ;

we had no thought of dirt and rags before, and heartily wished oui"-

self back to the front again, as rags and dirt were at no discount there.

Among the " recruits," as we called them, were a number of preach-

ers come to see us, and several of them preached for us just as though

they thought we were heathen, had been away from religious min-

istrations for over two years, and of course were bad fellows. Among
the number was a very noted character at home, and also in Ken-

tucky, Rev. Evan Stevenson, who had a son, Hiram, in Company I.

He preached a time or two for us, and we shall never forget an anec-

dote he told to us, privately, of course. He went out as a chaplain'

of the 15th Ind., and while in Western Virginia, he was one day

preaching to his regiment. It may not generally be known that just

as the war broke out the word "bully " began to be used, in the sense

of very good or ve;-y great, and like all other slang words, was used

by everybody upon every conceivable occasion, and of course often in

a most ridiculous sense. He said that with all his power and elo-

quence he was doing his best to exalt the character of Jesus Christ in

the minds of his hearers. He noticed a great big, burly Irishman

standing two feet in front of them all, absorbed in the subject and all

attention. As he warmed up with the subject, the old man took
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occasion to refer to Gen. Sherman, Gen. Burnside, Gen. Meade. Gen.

Grant, and others, remarking that they were all the greatest Generals

the world ever saw; but, said he, Jesus Christ, as the great captain

of the plan of our salvation, was a greater General than them all.

The big Irishman looked up in his face, and with all the simplicity of

his soul said, " Bully for Jesus !" The preacher said he had nothing

further to add, but just dismissed the regiment.

November 23d. At last our pay rolls were all fixed up in such

shape that red tape could find no fault with them, and to-day we got

one year's pay. How many young men now in the country would

engage to work for Uncle Sam, or any body else, for a whole year,

at $13 a month, and not get a cent of it till a month after all the ser-

vice had been rendered ?

November 24th was Thanksgiving, and the Sanitary Commission

and the citizens of Louisville made us a Thanksgiving dinner. Horn-

aday, of company F, says he will remember this dinner as long as

he lives, as while carving the turkey he cut his finger, and took ery-

sipelas in it right away, which came very near putting an end to his

further soldiering. Now we want to show you that soldiers are

subject to greater extremes of feeling than any other class of people

in the world. We have spoken of our extreme suffering after goin^

into camp, and how we grumbled. But more wood made us feel

better; potatoes and onions made us feel better; new clothes made

us feel better still. When Uncle Samuel's paymaster doled out to

us a year's rations of "Lincoln Skins,'' (greenbacks,) we thought

the climax of feeling was about reached. That thanksgiving dinner,

however, made us feel "aivfitl good." We blessed the Sanitary

Commission, Governor Morton, Old Abe, everybody else, and his

wife, too.

Some how or other, we have always had the idea that pandemo-

nium was a kind of a noisy place, but for a few days after our regi-

ment was paid off we think it could just discount anything in the

universe for noise, and we have an idea that the council chamber of

imps would be comparatively quiet by the side of our camp.

Everybody who was in the habit of taking " suthin," took it; then

" friendly set-tos " in the regiment were numerous, and many old

scores were settled on the square after numerous rounds. We have

spoken of the universal desire of the soldiers to go home, and we

are hazarding nothing when we say that Col. Miller, Capt. Thomson,

and others in the command, would have been willing to take each

man's individual promise to be back on a certain day, and told them

to go home, if they dared to do it. But they were subject to mili-
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tary law, just the same as we were, and of course could neither give

or take an)' such promises. But it often happened this way : Capt.

Thomson says to John B. Davis :
" Now John, if you are here when

the regiment moves, I will stand between you and all danger."

Well, as soon as the men were paid off, they began to skin out for

home. No one could get a furlough to go home, and of course, all

who did so were deserters in the eyes of the law, and of envious of-

ficers also ; but many of them went, nevertheless, and this was

called taking a " French furlough," or going on an " India rubber

pass." Very few of the men sneaked off, or slipped off unknown to

the company officers ; they just told the officers plainly that they

were going, and that they would be back on a certain day, and we
think all who did this made their words good—came back when they

agreed to, and nothing was ever said about it ; while many others

had friends come down, just for the fun of the thing, and to gratify

the soldiers, changed clothes with them, and answered to their names

till they came back.

We have spoken of Provost Marshal's papers. Our men had seen

a great many of them, and it didn't take long to make one, and we
hazard nothing in saying that many went home and came back with-

out their company officers knowing anything about it.

We have a hundred times before this had occasion to speak of the

love and respect that all of the regiment had for our Colonel, A. O.

Miller, and as this confidence between us and him seemed to be

mutual, we determined, after we got our pay, to give him some sub-

stantial evidence of our esteem. So the matter was talked over pri-

vately among the " non-commish " and privates and a plan soon

matured. The result was the appointment of a committee of one

from each company to solicit subscriptions for the purpose of buying

a sword, sash and belt, to be presented to the Colonel. Subscriptions

were limited to one dollar for each soldier, and no one was to be urged

to contribute. In less than twenty-four hours after the thing was first

mooted ^400 was secured, and the sword, sash and belt bought. They

were all enclosed in the finest ro.sewood case we ever saw, and every

article was much the finest of the kind we had ever seen. They were

simply splendid. After the articles were brought to camp arrange-

ments were privately made for a public presentation. The other three

regiments were privately notified, and the companies and regiments all

fell in quietly and marched up to the Colonel's headquarters and

formed in solid column by regiments doubled on the centre, right in

front of the Colonel's " marquee." A table was then placed before

the tent and the articles laid upon it. All this was done so quietly
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the Colonel seemed to know nothing at all about it. Just then he came

out of his tent as if going on some business, and we shall never forget

his look of bewilderment and surprise on beholding his whole brigade

right in front of him. He uttered an exclamation of surprise which

brought his wife to the door, who had just come down to see him.

She looked like she was really frightened, but on seeing we had no

guns soon became re-assured. But the Colonel seemed dumbfounded

and began to inquire " What does all this mean?" A sergeant from

each company, headed by the Sergeant-Major, B. M. Thompson,

advanced to the table, and the Sergeant-Major spoke as follows

:

" Fellow-soldiers of the Seventy-Second Indiana volunteers: Vou are

met to present to Col. A. O. Miller a sword in appreciation of his

gallant conduct on so many fields of slaughter. In this there can be

no mistake, for he won your unwavering confidence in the battle of

Hoover's Gap, and his unprecedented coolness and skill at Chicka-

mauga, Chattanooga, McMinnville, Shelbyville, Farmington, Sweet-

water, Dallas, Big Shanty, Kenesaw Mountain, Noonday Creek,

Chattahoochee, Stone Mountain, Decatur, F"lat Shoals, Atlanta, Rome,

Blue Pond, and in many other engagements, gave you a confidence in

his courage, abilities and patriotism, that can never be shaken. The
old 17th Indiana veteran volunteers, the r23d Illinois and 98th Illinois,

together with our regiment, have under his leadership always gone

just where they pleased in the face and in spite of the enemy." Here

Colonel Miller stepped forward, and two orderly sergeants. Perry

Toms, Company H, and Aisel Derby, Company C, arranged the sash

and belt on him, saluted the Colonel and retired. Thompson contin-

ued :
" Colonel, your regiment—brave boys as ever lived, or fought,

or died, and who have never faltered in the execution of your com-

mands, however perilou.s—are met to present you a sword in apprecia-

tion of your courage, your skill and your kindness. They, with you,

have passed through the perils of nearly three years, during which

time your tears over their dying comrades on the battle-field, and your

words and deeds of kindness to the sick and wounded, together with

the respect you have shown them on every occasion, have won for

you a very enviable place in their affections, while three years re-

plete with successful' engagements with the enemy, under your leader-

ship, have won their full confidence. Here, then Colonel, is the sword.

It is a testimonial of their respect. Please receive it as such. Of
itself it is inadequate ; but coming as it does from your own brave

boys, from your own dear regiment, upon whose tattered flag no

stigma shall ever rest, may they not hope. Colonel, that you will

very highly appreciate it
?"
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To which Col.* Miller responded:

" Members of the Seventy-Second Indiana volunteers : I thank you

for this magnificent sword. It is a costly present, and in appreciation

of it I shall never forget from whose hands it came. You have been

toiling" and fighting nearly three years. The enemy has never been

able to present a line of battle but what you have repulsed. No pri-

vations, however great, have ever caused you to murmur. You have

always been ready to cheerfully execute the most difficult and hazard-

ous commands. Many of your comrades have fallen. They fell by your

:sides in battle doing their duty as true patriots to their country. The
colors under which they fell shall never be disgraced

;
you have done

your whole duty most nobly and skillfully. I have always been proud

of you. I am proud of this magnificent sword, and I will again

tender you my thanks for it. But in this happy hour of my life, I

cannot forget that man may to-day be wafted by the kind breezes of

fortune, and to-morrow sink into oblivion. Not so with the regiment

;

that is to live in history."

Before the Colonel got through with his speech the tears began t

come, and the sleeve of many a " round-about " was drawn across the

faces of the men before him. His wife came to his sideand took the

sword and seemed the happiest woman we ever saw; although she

never .said a word she turned to the men with such a sweet look of

thankfulness that the men interpreted it as thanks more eloquent than

words could have spoken. The whole brigade now gave the Colonel

three cheers, and oh, such hearty cheers, too, and then as quietly

went to their quarters as they had come, feeling that a most proper

thing had been done in a most proper way. This was on the 1st day

of December.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.
From December \it^ 1864, to January Qth, 1S65—Charles Town Aixidentully Shot—

Resignation of Major Pinlcerton—Promotion of Gapt. Thomson to the Lieutenant-

(lolonelcy, and Capt. Kilhorn to the Majority of the Regiment— CJol. Thomson^
first attempt at Dress Parade— Sketches of Lieutenant-Colond Thommn awl Major
Kilhorn—Duties of Dismounted Men—ReheU Destroying our Communication—
Adventures of Sergt. Records, and others—Records Cajjtures Two Men with hin

empty Gun—Capturing Reliel Pickets—Orders to Press Horses in the City of
Louisville—Sheruian Marclies for the Sea and Hood for Nashville—The Bloody

Battle of Franklin—Rood. Lo»e< 6,000 Men—Hood Advances to Nashville— Thomaif

Preparing to attack Hood—Bitter Complaint if IViomas, and Logan sent to

Relieve Him—Thom,as attacks Hood, Whips LJim in- a. Two Days'' Fight, and

Utterly Annihilates Hood's Army—Drawing Horses, and Difficulties if Distrib-

uting T^heni— Firsi^ Drill with the new Hor<ci— Trying to get them into Review—

-

Rain, and Fearful Mud— Getting Ready to Mori: in the Bitter Cold— Wild Horsei

Rant and Rear, and Wild Pack Mules Run Away with the Camp Kettles— Twenty

Miles the First Day Toward the Front—Plenty if " LoyaV Lientucl-y Raih
Again—Dr. Sherk aiul Capt. McC rmick Murdered hy Guerrillas— Lncidents of
the March Southward to the Front, through Bitter Cidd, Mad artd. Snow—Five

Foragers Brutally Murdered— We go out and Capture and Kill 14^ of the Bush-

whaekers—The whole Divinon once tn/tre Together— Sketc.hei of Lieut-Cid. Kirk-

patrick, Lieut. -Col. Thomson, and Maj. Kilhorn.

We think it was on November 22d that a most melancholy accident

occurred in Company H. Private Charles Town, a good soldier, who
had been with the regiment from its organization, received a gun-shot

wound in the head which resulted in his death a few days afterward.

The gun was in the hands of private James A. Halstead, of the same

company, a recruit who had only been in service about a month. It

was supposed that the accident occurred on account of his inexperi^

ence with the fixed ammunition of our Spencer rifles.

On the 28th of November, Maj. Adam Pinkerton, the old Scotch

war-horse, whose sterling integrity and moral worth as well as bravery

and good sense were the admiration of all who knew him, resigned on

account of the injury received on the race to Hartsville, December

7th, 1862, which has been stated, from which for two years he had

suffered very seriously, but still stuck to the service, while many a

man would have thought himself unable to walk. But the gallant

Major never complained, and let the duty be never so hard he was

always ready for it. P'inally he found his injury was fast dragging

him down to the grave, and he was compelled to resign. He was a

man [o( powerful religious convictions, and went into the war from a

sense of justice and right. The men of the regiment will long remem-

ber his- wise counsels and faithful admonitions. He was universally

liked in the regiment, and his resignation left us without a field officer.

Col. Miller being in command of the brigade.
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On December 6th, Capt. Chester G. Thomson, of Co. D, was mus-

tered as Lieutenant-Colonel of the regiment, and Capt. Lawson S.

Kilborn, of Co. E, was mustered Major of the regiment. These offi-

cers, by their many acts of bravery, faithfulness, good judgment and

integrity, had well won their promotion, which was looked upon by

the whole regiment as a matter of course. We have so frequently

referred to the many acts of gallantry by Col. Thomson that it is not

necessary to further specify them here, except to say that the privates

all liked him very much and always treated him with profound respect,

e.Kcept o:ice, and then the circumstuices w^re peculiar. When the

Colonel got the silver leaf on his shoulder for the first time, and his

" bran new clothes " on, he no doubt felt a little elated, as he had a

perfect right to, not because he had new clothes, nor yet because he

had a silver leaf on his shoulder, but because it was fairly merited.

Well, the Colonel's friends were down to see him, and he was feeling

so comfortable that of course he thought everybody else felt so. So

the next Sunday afternoon, the iithof December, after he was mus-

tered as Lieutenant-Colonel of the regiment, it was, warm and bright,

and everything was lovely, and the Colonel proposed to show his

friends that he was Colonel, and that he commanded one of the best

regiments in the service ; and as dress parade afforded the best oppor-

tunity of anything else at hand (they could have done much better on

the skirmish line) he concluded to have that. Somehow or other the

men of the Seventy-Second always did despise everything that was

done for mere show. As long as they considered any duty necessary,

or thought it would add to their efficiency as soldiers, they would do

it cheerfully and to the best of their ability ; but whenever anything

was attempted for "style," or for mere show, they went through with

it just for the sake of obeying orders, and cared little or nothing about

the manner in which that duty was done. It was upon this occasion

the men, as soon as they f{ot the orders for dress parade, began to

remark to each other in undertones that the Colonel wanted to put on

some "style ;" so they weren't in much of a hurry getting ready, and

after they were ready they presented the most "devil-may-care"

appearance imaginable. The truth is, we had then about 250 recruits

who had scarcely ever seen a dress parade, and none of them knew

viucJi about the manual of arms, and many of them nothing ; and as

we had not had dress parade for nine months, and in fact but very few

times while we were in the service, many of the old soldiers had for-

gotten all about the modus operandi of the affair. All of this the

Colonel must have forgotten or didn't think of ; consequently when

we got out into line, it was the worst one we had ever seen, and when

59
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we came to going through the manual of arms it was such a complete

failure that we think the Colonel was so thoroughly disgusted with it

that he resolved never to attempt it again ; and he never did. Accord-

ing to our best recollection we never had dress parade afterwards.

Our regiment was the best exemplification in the world of the' fact

that men might become most excellent soldiers and not know anything

at all about a great many things that were called, and went to make up,

the soldier's drill. Put us on the skirmish line and we could crawl up

to an enemy as quickly, and do as much execution, as any regiment in

the service. Put us in front of artillery and we would march up to it

as boldly, and with as little loss, as an}^ zouave regiment in the world
;

and we would defy the world to beat us on a charge. Native good

sense is about as good drill in actual combat as can be laid down in

the books. VVe do not despise drill by any means; we believe the

more of it the better, if of the right kind, but we should never spend

an hour in teaching soldiers anything but what would be of actual use

to them in front of an enemy.

We spoke about the order we got at Columbia, Tenn., on the last of

April, on leaving that place for the front, in regard to all soldiers

who for any cause should become dismounted. The order stated

that all who should become dismounted should be sent to the rear to

do guard duty, and that they should serve as foof-infantry. The ob-

ject of this order was two-fold: ist, To induce the men to take good

care of thiir horses ; they had been mounted long enough to know

that riding was often preferable to walking, and if anything would in-

duce them to take care of their horses, it would be the certainty of

having to walk the balance of their time out. 2d, To secure the

services of every man in the army. Two years of war, with all its

cost of life and treasure, with so little accomplished, had more than

demonstrated the necessity of using every available means of putting

down the rebellion, and of bringing every power to bear for the accom-

plishment of the work in hand. There must be no more foolishness

in the matter. Every man in the service must either skin or hold a

leg while others .skinned. Hitherto, dismounted cavalrymen, to say

the least of it, were unprofitable servants
; the custom always had been

to send all dismounted cavalrymen to the train to which they belonged,

where they spent their time in idleness and consuming the rations of

those who were doing the fighting ; but now new hands had taken

command ; men who were terribly in earnest in putting down the re-

bellion. The order worked well ; men who had been in the habit of

playing out a good horse in three days after being furnished with

one, now took care of them, and the trains were not burtliened by a
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lot of vaij^abonds ready to filch everything they could lay their hands

upon. Yet notwithstanding the best efforts of the best, soldiers to

take care of their horses, many of them literally starved to death,

and many more were being killed almost every day, and at the end of

the first month of Sherman's Atlanta campaign one-fourth of all his

mounted troops found themselves without horses. As Sherman's

army advanced further into the heart of the Southern confederacy, of

course his line of communications with his base of supplies at Nash-

ville became longer and required more guards for its protection, and

these dismounted men could profitably be used as such guards. As
the line grew longer of course the temptation for the rebels to de.stroy

it became stronger, and it was absolutely necessary to use every pre-

caution against it. As before stated, after the Dallas campaign, it was

determined to send all the dismounted men of our di\ision back to

Columbia, Tenn., to do guard-duty at that point, because, as we have

frequently shown, our railroad in middle Tennessee was our weak

point and most likely to be attacked. On the 6th of June, while we

were in camp on the Etowa river, near Cartersville, Ga.., Col. Sipes,

of the 7th Pennsylvania cavalry, was detailed to take connnand of all

dismounted men of the 2d cavalry division, Lieut. Col. S. C. Kirk-

patrick, of the Seventy-Second Indiana, second in command, and

Lieut. R. C. Clark, Company D, Seventy-Second, in command of

those from the Seventy-Second Indiana, and Surgeon Elias B. Ster-

ling, of the Seventy-Second, to accompany the detachment as sur-

geon. On June 8th the detachment rendezvoused at Cartersville

for a short time, until transportation could be supplied, when they were

transported by railroad to Columbia, Tenn., and were organized into

companies and battalions.

After the battles around Atlanta, in which Hood got worsted

every time, and when he found Sherman had got such a hold

that he could not shake him off, he determined to try the method of

cutting off his supplies, and thus compel him to let go that way.

Accordingly, nearly the whole of the cavalry force then with him

was turned loose upon the railroads in our rear; besides, all the cav-

alry in the'department of the Mississippi, under Gen. Forrest, were

ordered into the same field, which made lively work for the gu-irds

all along the railroads, in all of which the detachment from our

division bore a very conspicuous part. We have before spoken of

Wheeler getting on to our railroad at Tilton Station, above Resaca,

the first part of August, and capturing 1,000 head of our beef cattle.

From there he moved north via Cleveland, crossed the Tennessee

River above Chattanooga, and made for our railroads about Shelby-
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ville and Columbia, Tennessee. We have been furnished with a few

most thriUing adventures, in which members of the Seventy-Second

bore a prominent part, and we give them as specimens of the work
performed by the detachment. On getting back to Columbia they

were given some horses, and a portion of the command, including

the scouts, were mounted. By Col. Sipes' orders, E. S. Records,

private of Company I, Seventy-Second Indiana, was made acting

sergeant, and placed in command of si.x privates of the Seventy-

Second, to act as scouts. A like number of the 17th Indiana were

commanded by Corporal Brown, a veteran of the 15th Indiana, and

the whole commanded by Sergeant McDonald, also a veteran of the

15th. It is proper to state that all the soldiers of the 15th who
went into the veteran service were transferred to the 17th Indiana.

On the 26th of August the above command, together with five men
of the 3d Ohio cavalry, snd five from the 4th Ohio cav-

alry, (all of our division,) were ordered from Columbia to

scout to Farmington, and then from there to Fayetteville, Ten-

nessee, and thence return. The sergeants were each armed with

a Spencer rifle and two navy revolvers
; the men were armed with

a Burnside carbine, two revolvers, and a sabre each, and were war-

riors who were tried and true. They left camp about 2 o'clock in

the afternoon of the 27th. They were marching two abreast, the

sergeants in front with their rifles in readiness to fire at the first note

of alarm. They were drawing near to Ball's blacksmith shop, which

is at the intersection of the Columbia and Farmington and Lewis-

burg and Farmington roads. The angle between the Columbia and

Lewisburg roads is covered with a dense growth of cedars, which

prevents a view of one road from the other. Just as they were

turning the angle they met the advance of a rebel column. It would

seem that the Union scouts were the first to take in the situation,

for they were the first to fire, sending a withering charge into the very

face of the foe. The rebels proved to be no novices at the business,

but stood their ground, and in the twinkling of an eye was flash

answered by flash, and the rifles' sharp crash by muskets' louder

report. "Men advance carbine!" the Federal sergeant cried.

"Stand your ground!" the rebel captain replied. The Federals

rushed up to the front beside their leaders, emptying their rifles and

carbines into the enemy's ranks, when the half of their horses fell

wounded, dying and dead. Perceiving that the enemy were only

armed with a single shooting gun, a musket, the sergeant then

ordered, "close in on them!" and, dropping their guns, they drew

their revolvers and went in upon them, some on horseback, some
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on foot. The rebels had mostly emptied their guns, and had not

had time to reload, yet they clubbed our men with their guns, and

actually stood at bay until as many of them were dead and dying as

there were in the entire squad of Federals, before they gave way.

But when they started they all seemed to go at once, and left the

Federals victors. The first thing was to ascertain our own loss,

which proved to be two men slightly wounded and five horses killed

or disabled. On looking to see what evidence of loss the enemy
sustained, the}' found nine dead and five wounded, some of them

dying. They got nine good horses, out of which enough were

selected to remount the dismounted. From the wounded rebels it

was ascertained that their force consisted of a company of 100 picked

men. A brief consultation was held, deciding they had not seen

enough of the enemy, and that they would proceed to Fayetteville.

Stopping at night, they arrived at Fayetteville about 2 o'clock in the

afternoon of the 28th. Fayetteville is situated on the north side of

Elk River. The stream is spanned by a stone bridge. There is a

very large hill on the north side of town. Soon after entering the

town the sergeant sent one of the men to the bridge, and almost

simultaneously with his arrival at the bridge he saw a force of rebels

approaching from the south side. He took shelter behind the wall

of the bridge and began to operate on them with his Spencer.

Although he emptied some of their saddles, they came on, getting

so near that if he did not run he would be killed—so he preferred to

run. The firing had attracted the rest of the squad, and on his

retreat he met them coming. Knowing that with such a large force

in pursuit they would stand no show on the main road, they went at

once to the hill and scrambled up that as fast as possible. On
arriving at its summit they formed and began to fire. The enemy

flanked them, which compelled them to retreat in haste, and in

doing so Records' horse fell and caught him underneath the back of

the .saddle, which scraped the skin off his back and bedded itself in

his hip. The rebs were pressing hard, and no time was to be spared

;

but in the face of all this McDonald turned about, and calling to his

men, said, "For God's sake, let us not leave Records," and they

actually fought the rebels off till they got his horse up and put him

on it. For miles in the direction of Columbia the country is very

rough and covered with cedars. At every hill-top they reached they

formed and gave battle, and as many times did the enemy flank

them out of their position, until a road was reached that went through

a pass in some cliffs of rocks, where a successful stand was made and

the enemy retired, leaving eight of their number dead. Concluding
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by that time they had seen enough of the enemy, they took a straight

course for Columbia, where they arrived at 3 o'clock on the morning

of the 30th of August.

We here make an extract from a letter by Corpl. J. Frank Tolby,

of Co. G, and a color-guard for the regiment. It was written to Sergt.

A. W. Lane, of the same company, then at the front, and is dated

just after Wheeler had made a break in the railroad :

"Fkiend Gus. : As the railroad was completed yesterday, and all

breaks made in it by ' Mr. Wheeler ' made good, I suppose you

have all the news. We are all well and having a gav and festive time.

Money, and newspapers, and clothing, tobacco, whisky, &c., Sic, &c.,

plentiful, and good news every day. But my purpose is not to tanta-

lize you boys at the front in regard to the enjoyments of life, for I

assure you I had rather be with you than, to be here. Gen. Wheeler

has come and gone, and at Columbia nobody is hurt. He intended

to attack us, but quietly marched by us on the. right. The reason i<>

obvious—we were too well prepared. However, at Culldoka, i i miles

south of here, less than 100 of us had a trial of strength with him

which resulted favorably for us. After Columbia had been deemed

safe, about 100 of the detachment from our brigade, commanded by

Capt. Henley, of the 17th Indiana, were ordered to Culldoka for the

security of the long trestle bridge at that place. We reached there

on the afternoon of the 3d of August, and everything remaining

quiet until next morning about 7 o'clock, we had just mounted the

train to return to this place, when information reached us that the

enemy were approaching. We immediately dismounted from the

train, when I was sent out in command of a small party to check the

advance of the enemy on the main road, while the command sought

an advantageous position. I was soon attacked by the rebel 3d Ala-

bama, but held our position 'at all hazards.' I had formed my line

in the rear of the crest of a hill, so that the Johnnies shot over us,

while we tumbled them right briskly. Finally they came upon us in

such numbers, and seeing that if they ever got my small party from

under cover they would riddle us at a single volley, I ordered the line

to the rear of a fence 100 yards further back, which we had gained

by the time the Johnnies gained the crest of the hill. Here finding

ourselves under the fire of the main line of our force, we fell back to

the line formed by Capt. Henley. Here the conflict commenced ear-

nestly and lasted with varying success until 3 p. m., when the enemy
withdrew. The party attacking us were the 3d and 4th Alabama regi-

ments of cavalry. During a lull in the engagement Jack Yeoman,

of the 1 7th Indiana, and myself, were sent out to ascertain the enemy's
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position and strenfrth. We went around their left flank and came up

in their rear—ascertained their numbers, &c. , and had a conversation

with an old man and his darkies, within a few rods of their line of

battle—and returned without observation, except by one of our own

men, who fired on us, thinking we were rebels. Everything went off

well till next morning, when Aaron Patton accidentally shot himself

and died instantly. We brought him to this place and buried him with

the honors of war. We have a great deal of duty to do here, but not

more than we are able for. I have been acting as sergeant while at

this post. I do not wish to remain idle here while everybody else is so

busy at the front. Joe. Vance is still orderly for Col. Sipes, com-

manding post; Robert Bull orderly at brigade headquarters, and

Corpl. Riddle is acting as hospital steward, and fills his responsible

position with much dignity. Sergt. Stearns, of Co. F, is in the pro-

vost marshal's office, and the truth is most every position of trust

and profit is filled by somebody belonging to the Seventy-Second.

Yours truly, J. Frank Tolbv.
"

E. S. Records, as before stated, had been detailed as sergeant in

command of six men of the Seventy-Second, to act as scouts, and

furnishes this account of his adventure :

'

' On the morning of September 4th, 1 874, Capt. Garrett, of the 7th

Pennsylvania cavalry, and 45 men, and Capt. Lamson, of the 17th

Indiana, and Lieut. Clark, of the Seventy-Second Indiana, and the

scouts, were ordered out on a scouting expedition. Fifteen of the

45 men were members of the Seventy Second. They arrived at Mt.

Pleasant at ir a. m., where a force of about 150 rebel cavalry

appeared to be mightily interested in getting something to eat, and

did not observe our approach. Capt. Garrett ordered us to charge,

which we did, and sent them flying from the place by every route it

was possible for them to take. I, with my squad, took after about

40 that were running away on the Screamerville road. Governed in

the order in which we pursued only by the speed and power of our

horses, sometimes one was ahead, and sometimes another. Finally

in the long run my hor^e outstripped them all, took the lead and

kept it. 1 soon caught one fellow, and leaving him in charge of one

of my men, I rushed on. After running them about three miles,

three of them made a stand. As I came up I demanded a surren-

der, but as it was not promptly obeyed, I fired upon the one nearest,

and he fell, crying, "Oh! I'm killed! I'm a dead man! I ought

to have surrendered." I threw down the lever of my Spencer rifle

to re-load, when, to my horror, I found I had used the last cartridge.

But I did not lose my wits. I instantly cocked and aimed the empty
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gun at them, and again ordered them to surrender, which thej^ did

at once. After they had thrown down their arms, I forced one of

them, at the muzzle of my empty gun, to hand me, ' stock fore-

most,' a Smith & Wesson six-shooter. As soon as I got it in my
hands I dropped my empty gun and presented the pistol, lor it was

loaded all around. Then, as one of them afterward expressed it,

'they realized that they had given themselves awav. ' This occurred

in the timber, entirely out of sight of my squad, and the work was

done, and I had started toward the command with my prisoners,

before any one came up. That made three prisoners and one killed

for my part of that dav's job. Capt. Lamson and Lieut. Clark com-

plimented me. I got three pairs of revolvers. The man killed was

a Capt. Steele, A. A. G. of Gen. Wheeler's staff. One of the

prisoners was a ist lieutenant of the 9th Georgia. We remained at

Mt. Pleasant that night, and did not return to Columbia until the

6th. We put in the time scouting and picking up stragglers from

the rebel cavalry. Soon after the affair at Mt. Pleasant, rebel cav-

alry again made their appearance in the vicinity of Columbia."

On the nth of September, 1864, Capt. Lamson with 40 men, set

out in pursuit of a small force of rebels. They marched until mid-

night, when they came to Swan creek, at a point about five miles

from Newburgh, Hickman county, Tenn. E. S. Records, Company
I, Seventy-Second, was in the advance. We will now let him relate

the balance of the story. He says : "I think I was about one hun-

dred yards ahead of the column, with Corpl. Brown, of the 17th,

about twenty yards behind me, with Hooten and James Ross, of the

Seventy-Second, about fifty yards behind him. Just as my horse

stepped into the stream I stopped him to let him drink, when a voice

from the opposite side called out, 'Halt! who comes thar?' 'A
friend to Wheeler,' I answered. Said he, ' if you are a friend to

Wheeler you are all right.' I then challenged him by saying, ' Who
are you?' Answer: ' A friend to Marl.' I replied by .saying, ' If

you are a friend to Marl you are all right.' While this was going on,

Corpl. Brown came up. The rebel then said, ' Did you fetch our

horses ?' Said I, ' No, they are where you left them ; one of you had

better go and get them. ' After a moment's talk among themselves,

one of them started and came towards us, which suggested to me the

probability that we were between them and their camp, which proved

to be the fact, and accounted for the easy manner in which they were

duped. Brown and I managed to let him pass between us, then

thrusting our revolvers suddenly into his face, we whispered the word,

' SuHRENDER !' Then whispering the order, ' Keep still, or you are a
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dead man,' we moved on to the other two men that remained. In-

.stantly covering them with our pistols we ordered them to surrender.

But so certain were they that we were some of their own command
that they thoui^ht it was all a joke ; but Ross and Hooten came up,

and Ross said, 'Records, what have you got there?' ' Rebs,' I

answered, when they instantly realized the situation, and surrendered

at once. By that time the captain with his command was up. After

complimenting us for the neat and quiet manner in which we had

secured the pickets, he proceeded to invest the camp. We found it

in the creek valley, at the base of an inaccessible cliff The captain

deployed us upon three sides, leaving the cliff to hold the fourth side.

We then waited until daylight, when we opened fire upon them.

Never were men more completely taken by surprise. They sprang

from their beds and beg m to make frantic efforts to escape. But

turn what way they would they would meet a Spencer rifle. After a

few moments' peppering with rifle balls they surrendered. We
took 42 prisoners and 45 horses. Our line was so close to

them that when they began to waken we could hear their conversa-

tion. I heard a couple discussing the breakfast question. As soon

as this job was accomplished we set out for Columbia, where we

arrived late in the evening of September 12th, without the loss of a

single man. About one-third of the expedition were members of

the Seventy-Second.

Whim Sherman abandoned the pursuit of Hood at Galesville, on

the 2 1st of October, he began to make selections of the forces he

intended to take with him on his march to the sea ; and, as before

stated, his cavalry had become so reduced by being dismounted that

he ordered McCook's division and Minty and Long's brigades of our

division to turn over their horses to Kilpatrick's division, and at that

time intended to take our brigade along with him ; but after we got

to Rome he changed his notion, as a great many men of Kilpatrick's

division were still without horses, and we had to go to the rear.

At the above date, when he thought he would t ike us along, all of

the dismounted men of our brigade, then at Columbia, were ordered

to the front. On the 19th of September our brigade surgeon. Dr.

Cole, got leave of absence and went home, and on his return got

to Chattanooga in time to find Hood's army between him and our

division We will let him tell how the dismounted men got to the

command. While lying in Chattanooga he became very iinpatient

at the prospect of getting to the front, and says: "I took a train

going north, but at Bridgeport meeting our dismounted detachment

under charge of Col. Biggs, of the 123d Illinois, coming south, I
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returned with them. On the 27th we left Chattanooga for Rome,

in search of the command. We got to Rome on the evening of the

29th, vvhere we expected our divi.sion to meet us. We found them

therCj and they have been with us ever since." Sergeant McClure

says:' "Louisville, November 16th, Our companies are novv nearly

all together once more, and we are in tine spirits."

On November 25th Brig. Gen. Garrard—Old Pap Garrard, as we

called him—was relieved, and the division reorganized. Our brigade

is now the first brigade; Brig. Gen. P^li Long, of Long's brigade,

now commands the division, and Col. Miller still commands our

brigade, which is not changed in its formation. We quote from Dr.

Cole's journal of November 24th: "The men are getting tired of

camp life, and long to go on the war path again." We have spoken

of there being 20 regiments here waiting for horses, and it began to

look to us. as though we might wait till our time was out. So on De-

cember Qth the Government issued orders for our men to press horses

in the City of Louisville. This was no new business for our men,

and they went at it in a very systematic way. Men were stationed

all over the city, and just when business was at its highest and the
_

streets full of horses, at a given signal they brought everything to a

stand-still by taking every horse that would at all do for the cavalry

service. The famous army of Fianders never did half of the swear-

ing that was done in Louisville that da^^ Of course there were

many amusing incidents occurred. A very common occurrence vvas

to see a lot of fashionable ladies in a carriage drawn by a spanking

team, driven by a son of Plam dark as the ace of spades, brought very

suddenly to a halt, and in a twinkling the horses would be stripped

from the carriage and the women left sitting there as helpless as

infants. Long before night the streets were full of vehicles of all

kinds, with no horses to be seen near them.

All through this last summer's campaign Gen. Sherman has been

such a central figure, and the operations of ourselves and our division

so mixed up and mingled with the grand achievements of his pow-

erful army, that we novv propose to occupy a page in taking our

final leave of Sherman and his army. When the pursuit of Hood
ended at the south end of Lookout Mountain, near Gadsden, on the

Coosa River, Sherman was at Galesville with his arm}', on Little

River, west of Rome.

We have told how the 4th and 23d corps came back to Chattanooga

while Sherman, with the r4th, 15th and 17th corps, moved leisurely

back to Atlanta, where the 20th corps had remained all the time we

were after Hood. On the i6th of November Sherman, with these
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four corps, started for Savannah, and accomplished his glorious inarch

to the sea, which will live in history as one of the grandest military-

achievements which perhaps the world has ever witnessed.

I ixj mediately after we left Hood, at Gadsden, on the Coosa River,

he moved directly north to Decatur, on the Tennessee River. Here

we had a small division of negro troops, commanded by Gen. R, S.

Granger; but as they were tolerably well fortified Hood only besieged

the place for a few days and then moved his army on down the river,

west, to Florence and TuscQmbia, and drew his supplies from Corinth

and Selma. Gen. Sherman sent Gen. Thomas back from .Atlanta to

Chattanooga and Nashville, anticipating that Hood would try to go

into Tennessee. As Hood had an army of at least 45,000 men, and

Thomas but the 4th and 23d corps, tliat he could depend upon, to

meet him, it looked like Sherman had left a big job on Thomas' hands.

These two corps numbered about 20,000 fighting men. Besides

Thomas had raked and scraped together about 10,000 good cav-

alry, under the command of Gen. Wilson ; making altogether

30,000 men, which he immediately placed north of the Tennessee

River, opposite Florence, the cavalry being near Florence, and the

infantry at Pulaski, Tenn. The day after Sherman started for Savannah,

Hood crossed the river and started immediately for Nashville, He
moved to Waynesboro, west of Pulaski, thus flanking Gen. Schofield,

in command at Pulaski. Schofield fell back to Columbia, Hood follow-

ing him closely, Hood only aime i to hold him at that place while

he immediately commenced crossing the Duck River below and west

of the town. Thus Schofield was again compelled to fall back to

Franklin, on the south side of Harpeth River, and 18 miles right

south of Nashville; which he reached on the 30th of November On
the same day Hood attacked him in position, and the battle of F"rank-

lin was fought, which was one of the most fearful slaughters of the

war, in which Hood lo.st 6,000 men; our loss was also heavy. The

rebels were so .severely punished that they let Schofield fall back the

next day to the defenses of Nashville without molesting him. On
the 2d day of December Hood moved on to Nashville, immediately

invested the place, began to fortify and to advance by regular

approaches. Ever since Thomas had come back to Nashville he had

been busily engaged organizing the quartermaster employees and dis-

mounted cavalrymen into a division, and putting them into the forts

and defenses of Nashville. He had raked and scraped up about

10,000 of these
;

yet, all told, he had but about 40,000 men, and a

part of them indifferent troops, to cope with Hood's army of veterans,

and he still had to act on the defensive. During the first lo days of
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December the weather was bitter cold and both armies suffered

severely, especially the rebels, as they were so poorly supplied with

clothes, shoes and blankets, and not at all used to such cold weather.

At this crisis there was the most terrible howl raised all over the

North against Gen. Thomas, because he did not, with his indfferent

troops, immediately attack Hood's veterans. So bitter became the

complaint against him that Gen. Grant actually dispatched Gen.

Logan to supersede Gen. Thomas. But Thomas knew his business,

and kept steadily at work, paying no attention to the howling. He
knew he was not yet strong enough to fight Hood on ground of

Hood's ow^n choosing. He also knew there were two divisions of the

1 6th corps which had been ordered to report to him from Missouri,

and they were on their way, but had not yet reported, but reached

Nashville just the day before Logan got there, were already in posi-

tion, and Thomas was ready to fight, and attacked Hood without

hesitation On the 15th and i6th of December, 1864, was fought

the great battle of Nashville, in which Hood's whole army was anni-

hilated, broken up and demoralized, and it was never heard of after-

wards. There never was a more complete victory than the grand old'

Rock of Chicamauga achieved in that battle.

Our trains, officers, horses and convalescent stock, left Rome when

we did, and came all the way by land to Nashville, and got there on

the 20th of November, went into camp at Edgefield, on the north

side of the river, and the men did picket duty. True to their instincts,

to always take a hand in every fight near them, they deserted their

post, put across the river and pitched into the thickest of the fight,

and helped to achieve the grand result by "lifting a little." We
could mention some names, but where all did so nobly it would be

mean to speak of the/^w.

We had now been at Louisville just a month, and everything was

becoming irksome and monotonous in the extreme. The great battle

of Nashville had been fought, Hood's army had been defeated and bro-

ken up, all his artillery captured, and we all regretted that we had not

been there to help achieve the glorious result. We were still waiting

for horses, and as we had but eight months to serve, we wanted to be

somewhere where time would fly faster than it was now doing. It

would take about 10,000 horses and mules to re-mount our division,

and we wondered where they were to come from. On the 17th the

other two brigades began to draw their horses, which gave us some

encouragement, the 1st division having already drawn their horses

and started for the front. On the 1 8th our brigade drew horses.

The order was for each company to draw as many horses as there
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were men in the company, and an extra horse for each commissioned

officer, and four pack mules for the company. The horses were in

tolerably ^ood condition as regards flesh. Some of them were really

good ones, and some were just as bad as they well could be. It used

to be a t?Listom among farmers at the North if they had a horse they

could do nothing at all with, to sell him to the government for the

army. Of course every one was anxious to get a good horse, and

those who had to take a bad one felt that they were imposed upon,

and the feeling among some of the men amounted almost to mutiny.

As this "draw " struck us in an entirely new place, it may be interest-

ing to note some of the methods adopted by the company officers to

get the horses c/^' their hands without getting a fuss 0/7. Hitherto we

had got our horses in rather an irregular way, often a few at a time,

and never before had the whole companies a chance to draw horses at

once; and had all the horses been equally good, there would have

been no trouble about it; but the difference was so great that the dif-

ficulty of making an honest distribution was a serious one. In some

cases commanders of companies took upon themselves the privilege of

giving to each soldier just such a horse as he thought the soldier

deserved, and of course gave a good horse to a good soldier and a bad

one to a bad soldier. This worked badly, and showed favoritism .so

plainly that no commander could stand the storm that such a course

brought upon him. In all such cases the captains were obliged to

take the horses all back and adopt some other method of distribution.

In some cases companies had three different trials of it, and then,

after all, there was the most serious dissatisfaction. Of all the arti-

cles we had ever drawn from the government before there had been

such a slight difference in quality tliat the men just took things as they

were given them, without saying a word about it ; but now it was a

month before they became reconciled to the situation. The mules we
drew were large enough, but were only two years old, were not broke

to lead, and were wild as deers. As soon as we got our horses we

began actively to make preparations to get "off to the war again;"

however, we had so much to do that it took more than a week to get

ready. We had to draw new .saddles, bridles, halters, blankets, spurs,

picket-ropes and pins, and also a new set of cooking utensils, tents

and garrison equipage. And as all these things were drawn sepa-

rately, and separate rolls made out for each article which all had to be

signed by the men as they were distributed, it took up much time and

kept all the men busy signing rolls and the officers very busy making

them out. By the 25th (Christmas) we were nearly ready to move;

the weather had got warmer and it set in wet. On the 26th every-
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thing had been fixed up, and we were ordered to get ready for review

by to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock. The weather was still wet, and

all night it continued to rain, and the ground, which had been hard

frozen, had now got as soft as mush.

December 27th. Still raining ; but in anticipation of our grand re-

view we were up early. We had seen all the infantry drill, from

squad drill up to company, battalion, brigade and division drill, and

were familiar with them all; we had studied them theoretically and

practically, and had also seen all the "reviews," from company inspec-

tion every Sunday morning up to the regimental, brigade and division,

so far as the infantry were concerned ; but had never seen a division on

horseback reviewed, and we were all anxious to see the display; but

when we got up and saw it still ra'ning, and how deep the mud was,

our hopes for the success of the review were considerably dampened.

Yet we cheerfully set about getting read}% and when at 8 o'clock the

bugle at headquarters blowed "boots and saddles" we greeted it with

loud and prolonged cheers. It was the first time we had heard it for

two months, and it sounded like the voice of a familiar friend. We
had often heard it when it meant far different work to what it did now.

We had always observed that somehow or other the "saddle call
"

was always obeyed more promptly than any other of the many we

had 10 obey, and our camp just now presented a scene of the liveliest

confusion imaginable. Everything was new, the horses were wild and

unbroken, and we have often thought if the rebels had been right on

to us, as they were at Chicamauga, how easily they could have taken

us in. We had observed that as a rule the horses would learn the'

drill much quicker than the men. A thousand times we had thought

of Job's description of the war-harse, and had verified it, but just

now, unpoetic as we were, we thought as applied to this particular

set of horses that the picture was a little overdrawn. After saddling

the first thing was to get the horses all in a line side by side with a

soldier at the right side of each horse's head, and left hand hold of

the bridle close to the bits; next number the men by " 2's ;" next

"prepare to mount," at which number "
1
" was to lead forward four

paces. Here is where the fun began. None of them were used to

the military curb-bit, and many of them wouldn't lead any way but

backward, and in less than a minute the horses were in every conceiv-

able shape except in two ranks as they ought to have been. So after

trying several times and failing to get all the horses in the notion of

doing the same thing at the same time, it was given up, and the men
told to mount the best they could. We began to think it would be a

funny review. The next move was to get the horses in column by
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twos, faced to the right ; we were a little more successful in this, but

some of the horses could not be kept in ranks at all, but persisted in

going about where they pleased, and finally had to be left in camp.

Even after we got the regiment formed and started to move down in

to the city, some of the men had to be dismissed and sent back to

camp, for fear their horses would be so unmanageable as to spoil the

review. 1

The review took place on Broadway, which is said to be one of the

finest streets in the world. Most of the streets in Louisville are nar-

row and unattractive, but this one is seven miles long, and people

who have seen both say this one is a finer street than Broadway,

New York. It afforded plenty of room for the review. It must have

been 10 o'clock when we got to our position on the street and got our

lines dressed up ready to be looked at, yet our brigade was an hour

ahead of time, or else the other two brigades were an hour behind,

and. we had to sit there that long in the rain, and wait for them.

They came at last, and took up their position on our left, as we faced

to the south, and when all was ready and we opened ranks, we pre-

sented one of the finest views we had ever beheld. There were two

lines of blue overcoats reaching as far as we could see. There were

at least a third more men in each of the brigades than has been in the

ranks at one time since we had been mounted, and this was the first

time that we had ever seen more than two-thirds of our division at

one view. The fact is, during the whole of our service there had

been but few occasions where a person could get to see more than a

brigade and a half at one view ; but here we were all mounted and

. strung out in two ranks, and reaching more than two miles. It was

about noon when Gens. Boyle and Long, and Cols. Miller and Minty

started at the right of our lines and rode along in front of us to the

extreme left, and then rode back in the rear of us to the extreme

right, and the review proper was over. The regiments now closed

ranks and faced to the right, and countermarched by the left, just

in front of the other regiments, and just in the same manner as the

reviewing ofificers had done, until the head of column had passed

the extreme left of column, and then countermarched by the left

again. Thus the soldiers all passed each other twice, giving us a fair

chance to see each other and exchange friendly salutations. Had the

weather been warm and bright this would have been a most pleasant

and enjoyable affair, but it rained hard the whole day, and being the

27th of December of course the rain was very cold ; and as we had to

wait an hour in- the rain before the review began, we all got mad; our

horses got mad, too, and very restless, and the wonder to us was
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that the whole thing was not entirely spoiled. Wnen we began to

move and to recognize old familiar faces, and talk to each other, and

of the happy prospect of getting back to the front once more, much
of our discontent was forgotten. It was 2 o'clock and still raining

when we got back to camp, wet. hungry as wolves and cross as bears.

Our fires were all out, and mud in our camps a foot deep. By the time

we got our fires built and dinner over it was dark, and a miserable

night it proved to be. Late in the evening we received orders to

move at daylight to-morrow morning. When we cime in from review

our horses sank to their knees in the mud almost an\'vvhcre in our

camp. We never saw horses suffer so in our lives as ours did that night.

Each company had a long picket rope stretched chjse to its quarters,

and all the horses and pack-mules belonging to the company were

tied to this rope very closely side by side. In a short time they would

have the ground tramped into thin mortar a foot deep, atid there was

no chance to feed them or get them out of the mud. From cold and

hunger they soon became very restless, and kept rearing, kicking and

stamping about, which only made the mud deeper, and still added

more to their misery. It kept four men cojistanly on duty in eich

company, the whole night through, guarding the horses, le^t some of

them .should get down in the mud and get trampled clear under and

perish, or perhaps some might get loose and wander off and get lost,

and to add to the horrors of the situation, about midnight the wind

whipped around to the north-west, and the weather, from being toler-

ably warm, got as cold as Greenland; so cold, indeed, that by day-

light the ground was frozen hard enough to bear the horses up. Now
if you can imagine what our horses must have suffered during this

sudden transition, you can beat us. By morning they were all nearly

chilled to death. The mud was frozen all over their bellies and leg.s,

and their tails were solid frozen rolls of mud five or six inches in

diameter, and of enormous weight. The only redeeming feature

about the situation was that we now had a chance to feed them.

It is always, and under any circumstances, a difficult job to

get ready to move after laying in camp for a time, and a worse

time cannot be imagined than this one. We had been here six

weeks. All our camp and garrison equipage was entirely new.

Our horses and pack-mules were wild and unbroken, and everything

about our camps in the worst possible shape to move at all. Our

pack-saddles had never been fitted to our mules, and our personal

traps had never been fitted to our saddles. Nevertheless, at 4
o'clock on the morning of December 28th, the bugle blowed reveille,

and we rolled out of our dog-tents immediately. No sooner had
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we stuck our noses out than we began to smell frost, a very bitt-er

pill. The wind seemed to blow right through us, and to freeze the

very marrow of our bones. Indeed, the wind blew so hard that it

was difficult to get our fires to burn sufficiently to get our breakfast,

and we were not half through when the bugle warned us to "strike

tents." We thought this was crowding the sea^^on a little, yet when

a few minutes later it sounded for " boot-s' and saddles," the men

began to swear. The scene of confusion that ensued can hardly be

imagined, much less described. Everything had been wet, *and was

now frozen stiff and hard. Our dog-tents were frozen stiff enough

to break when we attempted to bend them, and had to be thawed

and dried before we could put them on our horses All our saddles

and bridles were new, wet, and frozen so stiff that we could not move

a buckle, and they had to be thawed, too. It was just beginning to

get daylight when the bugle blowed to " fall in." Not one-third of

the men were ready yet, and we are safe in saying, headquarters

excepted, not an officer in the brigade was ready. But Col. Miller

wasn't anything if he wasn't /w;////, and when he got orders to move
his brigade at a certain hour, the brigade had to move precisely at

that hour, or a good reason be given for it. There are in every body

of men always some who have a chronic disposition to be not quite

ready, and we have observed that these same men were alwa\s in

trouble, no matter how easy it might have been for them to fill the

requirements of the order. But on this occasion, where it required

all the efforts, and pluck and perseverance of the most determined

and energetic to get ready in time, it is not surprising that when the

bugle blowed for the companies to " fall in," there were some tents

still standing; nor that there was a deal of most horrid cursing from

those who were behind. It was just sun up when we saw Col.

Miller mount his horse and order his bugler to blow "mount."
Aside from Col. Thomson, scarcely an officer was ready, and the

men were still running about in the wildest confusion. All the con-

fusion, and cursing and swearing, that had taken place up to this

time, was Sabbath stillness and quiet in comparison with what now
followed. Wild and unbroken as the horses were, when the men
would mount them they might be seen rearing, plunging and charg-

ing about in any dirccti<jn but the one desired. The pack-mules

were as wild as deer, having never had a pack-saddle or anything

else on them, and when the saddles were strapped upon their backs,

and then a lot of camp-kettles and cooking utensils fastened on to

them, they invariably tried to get away from there as fast as they

could. On an average, there were about four men to each mule, to
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keep it in the right direction, but in spite of all their efforts many of

the mules broke entirely away, and, as they ran, the way the camp-

kettles and pack-saddles went flying in every direction was more than

ridiculous.

We had seen pack mules (a few of them at a time) run with camp
kettles tied to them before this, and it was always fun for us, and we
enjoyed it hugely. Here was the most fun we ever saw in so small a

space. Every sweet has its bitter and every rose its thorn, and our un-

bounded" delight was a little bit spoiled by the fact that we were the

head of Mess No. 3, and that Mess No. 3 had a pack mule too, and

that said mule was by no means as gentle as a lamb, nor as steady as

a well broken plow-horse. True, it was hardly as lively as a cricket, nor

did its feelings seem to get the better of it and break out in the wild

exuberance of joy that characterized others which broke loose and ran

with all their might, just for the fun of hearing the camp kettles rattle.

But its disease took on the mild form of fixed determination not to

leave camp at all. As we were the head of the mess, and the mule

had all our cooking utensils on it, and as we felt a little bit concerned for

the proper preparation of our sowbelly and coffee for the future,

of course we were interested in seeing that mule walk out of camp

with dignity and propriety. So we got two men before it to pull and

two behind to whip, and with these mild and gentle persuasions and

coaxing we got the thing started. By this time the whole brigade,

from a set of cursing troopers had settled down to a well developed

and thoroughly organized mob, organized in this, that no two men

wanted to do the same thing in the same way and at the same time.

Col. Miller had moved out on the Bardstown pike, but instead of

the brigade moving out after him by companies and regiments, as

orderly soldiers should do, every fellow considered himself a commit-

tee of one to look after his own business, and as fast as he got

mounted made a rush for the Bardstown pike. All this noise and

confusion came to an end at last, not at once, but gradually, as squad

after squad would get ready to move off. It was the middle of the

afternoon before the column settled down to the usual order of march-

ing, and even then there were several refractory horses and mules to

each company which made trouble all day. There was a horse in

Company I which kept up his rearing and charging during the whole

day. He seemed determined to die game, and he did, too, for next

morning he was too stiff to get up and never got up again.

We moved very slowly and steadily all day, and just at sundown

went into camp near a place called Mount Washington, 20 miles from

Louisville. It was a miserable cold and hard march on us, and when
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we saw the head of column turn off the road to go into camp we

greeted it with cheers. We bivouacked on a high ridge in a wood-

lawn that was well fenced. As we turned into camp Col. Thomson
stationed himself by the side of the road and reminded us that we

were still in the ''loyal State of Kentucky,'" and there must be no for-

aging or destruction of property of any kind ; but as it was very cold

and we were likely to suffer, we might take the "top" rail off the

fence. We have stated that our camp was well fenced. This con-

veys a poor idea of the facts in the case. A well fenced farm in Ken-

tucky is quite a different thing from a well fenced farm in Indiana or

Illinois. The farm we went into camp upon was cut up into five to

20 acre fields and all the fences 10 big rails high and staked and

ridered, so that there was a vast amount of rails on a small farm.

But the next morning there wasn't a rail within a quarter of a mile of

our camp.

We have spoken of " loyal Kentucky,'' and as no history gives the

facts just as they are, it may be of some benefit to our children to tell

what we mean by "loyal Kentucky." When the war broke out all

the " slave States " except Kentucky, and a few others, seceded from

the Union, and formed what they called a Southern confederacy. At
that time Magoffin was Governor of Kentucky, a bitter traitor at

heart, and tried to get his State to secede from the Union too ; but a

majority of the State Legislature was loyal to the Union and refused

to pass an " ordinance" of secession. The people of the State were

very nearly evenly divided; thit is, in som2 parts of the State

nearly all were for the Union, and in other parts nearly all " secesh."

When Magoffin found he could not get his State to secede he tried

the next best thing to help the rebel cause, and that was to declare

the State neutral in the war, and by some means got the General Gov-

ernment to pay some respect to the neutrality of Kentucky in the

war, and for a time few Union soldiers were allowed to enter Ken-

tucky. During all this time Magoffin had been doing all he could to

help the confederate cause. He had appointed Simon B. Buckner

Major General of all the Kentucky militia, and that gentleman had

been hard at work organizing and arming them as fast as he could,

and thus had got possession of all the arms in the State, and the very

first opportunity turned the whole outfit, arms, troops and all, over to

the Southern confederacy. This, and the fact that every part of the

State that we had operated in had been most thoroughly rebel, had

bred within us the most thorough contempt for the loyalty of any

part of Kentucky. Indeed, if there was any State we thoroughly

hated, that State was Kentucky, and if you could have seen the
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enormous piles of rails in our quarters that night, and the rousing fires

by which we ate our suppers and lay down to sleep, you would have

thought our hatred was taking a practical shape. It was cold and the

wind whistled over that ridge in furious blasts ; but we didn't suffer

much from cold ;
we always thought that big poplar Kentucky rails

made a nice fire.

December 29th. Bugle call before daylight, and by sun-up we
were out on the road ; the weather was still very cold and we had not

gone far till we struck a region of country covered with three inches

of snow. We made 20 miles and went into camp near Bardstown,

an hour by sun. As the night promised to be a cold one the rail

question was one of importance. They were not so plenty as they

were last night, and just as soon as the head of column began to go

into camp it began to gather in rails, and by the time our regiment

—

which was in the rear—got to camp, there were few rails left, and a

quarrel sprung up between Co. C and Co. I about the rails, which

had to be settled by the Colonel.

Minty's brigade was in the advance to-day, and went into camp at

Bardstown by the middle of the afternoon, and soon after it had gone

into camp, Dr. Sherk, of the 7th Pennsylvania, and Capt. McClamrock,

brigade inspector, went out to a Union house where they were

acquainted, and were murdered by guerrillas.

December 30th. Up at daylight, as usual. As we had fewer rails

last night than night before we felt the cold more keenly. We pulled

out at sun-up, going through Bardstown for the third time, and trav-

eled the same road we did over two years a^o, took the road to

New Haven, and soon got out of the region of snow and it began to

eet much warmer, thawed a little, and about the middle of the after-

noon began to rain. Went into camp two miles south of New Haven

and it immediately began to snow. Our camp was in a flat beech

woods, where the leaves were four inches deep, and had they been dry

would have made as good a bed as a soldier wants. We* raked them

in piles and slept on them anyhow.

December 31st. Bugle call at 4 a. m., and when we rolled out

found the snow four inches deep and the weather turning cold rapidly

had a serious time getting fires. To shake the snow off our tents and

dry them consumed all the time we had, and all our patience, too.

When it came daylight we found the air was full of frost, and as the

day advanced the wind increased in fury, and at times during the day

the frost was flying so thickly we could scarcely see. We pulled out

a little before sun-up, and we tell you there were a great many "ah's"

and "oh's, " from those who did not swear, and a great many damns
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and oaths from those who did. VVe took the road for Elizabethtown,

distant, the way we went, 35 miles. The ground was hard frozen

and the roughest we had traveled. As we made the distance by a

little after sundown, we had to keep moving very steadily all day. It

was so desperately cold we could not stand to ride over a mile or two

till we would have to jump off and run to keep warm. This was by

all odds the "hardest day's marching we had done since we were

mounted. Our horses were yet unbroken and would not keep their

places like our old horses would, so that one-half had to walk at a

time and the others take care of the horses. It finally got so cold and

we got so tired and hungry and so completely chilled through that we
could not stand it to ride but a few minutes at a time. We had to

walk and lead our horses, and there were many times during the day

when there would be but two or three men riding in the regiment.

This is the only da}' we can now call to mind that we moved steadily

all day long without stopping a single moment. It was so desperately

cold we had to keep moving to keep from freezing. From Miller's

notes, December 31st: "Cold as Greenland to-day ; froze one of my
feet." We went into camp a little north of Elizabethtown in a dense

woods, which kepts ome of the wind off of us. We managed to find a

little .straw, and by scraping away the snow, and staking our tents very

close to the ground, and sleeping six in a bunk, managed to get

through the night without freezing. This was by far the coldest night

we passed while in the service.

January 1st, 1865. The coldest morning we saw while in the ser-

vice. Dr. Cole says : "Ground covered with snow and very cold;

some of the men were frosted and one man's hands and feet badly

frozen. " On going 400 yards to water our horse we frosted one foot

and one ear badly, and we went as quickly as we could. No bugle

call this morning, but as it was too cold to sleep the men were up

early. It was so intolerably cold we just supposed we would not try

to move at all, but about 8 o'clock the bugle blowed "strike tents,"

and we pulled out at 9, going directly south. It was still very cold,

but the wind did not blow so hard. We passed through Nolan and

bivouacked near a little place called Sonora, in the thickest brush we
had ever camped in, which aided materially in keeping us warm. We
fared tolerably well, as we were beginning to get a little used to the

cold and settling down to a regular campaign life again. We observe

that things which used to interest us wonderfully on first entering the

service are but little noticed now.

January 2d. Moved at sun-up, 20 miles straight south, which

brought us to Green river, by noon at Mumfordsville. By this time
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it had got warm enough to rain, which it immediately commenced to

do. When we got to the river we found it at flood tide, and no means

of crossing it except a small flat-boat that would not hold more than

lO horses at a time, and not a single thing to propel it across back and

forth. The water was too deep to use poles to push it, and ran too

swiftly to use oars to paddle it aeross, so the prospect looked favorable

for us to have to stay there till the water ran down, and as it was now
raining as hard as it could, it looked as though we might get hungry

before the water got much lower. At the end of two hours we got a

picket rope stretched across the river and tied to trees on either side.

A half-dozen soldiers placing themselves in the upper side of the boat

and taking hold of the rope could pull the, boat across and back in

about five minutes, thus crossing two companies in about an hour.

Our regiment was in the advance, and the first to cross, and it was

long after dark before we all got across. We went into camp about

two miles south of the river, while the balance of the division went

into carnp on the north side.

January 3d. The men in our regiment slept this morning till they

got hungry. The fore part of the day was foggy and miserable, the

frost coming out of the ground. We did but little except to sit

around the fire and try to dry our clothes and keep warm ; we were

glad to have a day's rest. It took nearly the whole day for the

balance of the division to get across the river.

January 4th. Bugle call at daylight, as usual, and our march was

resumed at sun-up. The weather had got comfortably warm, and for

two days was dry and pleasant, and our march, though very monoto-

nous, was much pleasanter than laying in camp. We had already

passed over this part of the road three times, and felt very little inter-

est in it. We made 25 miles and camped at Rocky Hill station.

January 5th. Moved at sun-up, and another slow but steady march

of 30 miles brought us to our old camping ground west of Bowling

Green, where we camped the fall of '62.

January 6th. Up at daylight, and in one hour out on the road

ready to move ; but the time is so short that almost invariably there

are some from every company in the division who are not just ready

to move for an hour after the division starts, if there was no one to

hurry them up, because when the company officers go off and leave a

fellow in camp, he thinks there is no one to bother him, and he will

take his time to it. So the division commander has found it necessary

to detail a company for rear guard each day, and it is the business of

this company to hunt up all stragglers and get them out to the road

and start them on after the command. When we got up this morn-
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ing it was raining, and continued to rain hard all day. This was the

most monotonous and lonesome day's march we ever made. For

hours together scarcely a single word was uttered by any one, the

steady pattering rain keeping time to our horses' feet on the hard

pike. Passed through Franklin and bore to the right a little, and left

the railroad and main road to Gallatin to our left, or east of us. Late

in the evening it began to snow, and by the time we got into camp
was snowing for all that was out. We went into camp right in thick-

woods, a long ways from a house or fence, and four miles west of

Mitchellsville, the prospect for a miserable night certainly most flatter-

ing. Scraping away the snow we laid down on the mud to sleep.

January 7th. Called up this morning as usual before daylight. We
found it very cold and the snow four inches deep. There was not a

fire in the whole camp and no possible chance of building one, and

for the first and only time during our service we began the day's

march without coffee, that is, when we had the coffee to make and

the time to make it. We thought it would be impossible for us to

move at all. Our tents were covered with snow, which had frozen to

them so tightly we could not shake it oflf, and the tents were so stiff

as to break when bent. Our horses' tails were full of snow and mud,

and frozen in rolls four or five inches thick. Our bridles and saddles

were covered with ice and frozen fast to anything they might be

touching. As our forage was nearly out and our rations ditto, and

we were two full days' march yet from Nashville, or any place else to

get supplies, it was absolutely necessary we should move. But how
to get started was the question bothering us above all others. It was

hard to start from Louisville, but there we had fire ; it was harder to

start from New Haven, but there we had fire. But here we were in

a worse fix than at either of those places, and no fire at all. If we
had been disgusted and bewildered then, how much greater was our

astonishment when just a few minutes after getting up the bugle

biowed "strike tents." We have been studying over the matter for

18 years trying to find some words or way to describe what followed,

but we give it up. In just 10 minutes more the bugle blowed the

"saddle call," and a few minutes later to "mount." Scarcely a tent

was down yet, nor a horse saddled. If the infernal regions can get

up a scene that would beat the noise and confusion Ave had there, we
never want to hear it. When the bugle blowed "forward," the head

of the regiment began to move, that is. Col. Thomson did, and a

captain or two, and a few straggling soldiers. It was the middle of

the forenoon before the majority of them got to their places in the

column, and we know of some who never caught up during the whole
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day, and as long as a soldier of the Seventy-Second lives he will

always remember our camp on the night of the 6th of January.

The division moved rapidly and without stopping. 20 miles, and went

into camp by the middle of the afternoon, near Tyree Springs ; camp-

in a very pleasant place on an old abandoned plantation. The sun

came out bright and warm and the men had a chance to rest and dry

their things, and recuperate generally; all of which was very highly

appreciated by the poor soldiers, especially the sensible ones. There

are always some fools in every crowd of men, and some of these, not

satisfied with getting a good rest and a good supper, must indulge

their old propensity for foraging. So they saddled up and put out

into the country, and six of them, belonging to the 17th Indiana, were

gobbled up by a lot of bushwhackers and deliberately murdered —that

is, five of them were, and the other one shot through the shoulder

and feigned to be dead, but afterwards showed signs of life, and they

came back to him, struck him over the head and kicked him several

times, and piled all his dead companions across him and left him. He
was gritty, and finall}' crawled out and made his way to our camp
near Nashville on the evening of next day. It seems there had been

a company of bushwhackers following us and hovering around our

-

flanks ever since we left Louisville. At Bardstown they got two offi-

cers, as already indicated. As .soon as the poor fellow reported to

camp 150 of our men went out right away and succeeded in putting

a quietus to 14 of the bushwhackers, and their further uncivilized war-

fare.

Januar}' 8th. We had a good night's rest and resumed our march,

but not quite so early as usual. Forage and rations both out. We
had a beautiful, nice warm day. for marching ; by noon the snow had

all disappeared, and as we got down on to the limestone regions

north of Nashville, the roads were tolerably good ; we made good

time and went into camp three miles north-east of Nashville, near

Edgefield, an hour by sun. We quote from Dr. Cole's journal : "This

evening a soldier of the 17th Indiana came in, wounded severely in

the shoulder. He and five other .soldiers of our brigade were cap-

tured last evening near Tyree Springs, while out foraging, by guerril-

las, taken several miles from camp, tied two and two, then seated on

a log side by side and fired into, killing all but this man, who by
feigning death escaped after the desperadoes had robbed the bodies

and left. " When we got to Edgefield we found our division train, which

had marched all the way from Rom'e and had been here since the

20th of November, and thus our whole command was together once

more. Our long march for the present was ended, and we had got
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back to our old fighting ground. We had been in Tennessee so long

and all over it so often, it seemed like we had just got back home.

We had made 30 miles for the day, and 240 for the trip. While it is

only 185 miles from Louisville to Nashville, we had come very much

out of a direct line and increased the distance considerably.

January 9th. All our trains, ambulances, artillery and men, re-

ported to their respective commands this morning, bringing us forage

and rations. As they drove into camp we cheered them lustily. It

was like the meeting of long-separated members of the same family.

We had been separated two months, which had been full of hardship

and adventure to all of us, and it took a great many log-heap chats to

tell each other all that had happened. It rained all night last night

and kept it up more or less while we remained at Nashville. We
were now told we could have a few days rest, which we were in a

condition to appreciate, if the weather had been favorable.

SKETCH OF LIEUT. COL. SAMUEL C. KIRKPATKJCK.

A man among men, a patriot of the truest type and unflagging

energy, was Col. Kirkpatrick. We feel humiliated that we have not

at our command more data from which to compile a sketch of this

sterling man and brave soldier. From all we can learn he kept no

notes of his field service, and such facts as we desired could not be had.

Perhaps they are not needed, as every soldier who served with him

will bear record to the fact that there was no man braver on the field,

no officer in the service more generous and attentive to all the wants

of the soldier in all the vicissitudes of the service. No soldier was

ever more resolute and determined to conquer in every action, and no

soldier was ever more considerate and even tender to a fallen foe. His

name was the synonym of bravery, honor and generosity.

The following from the La Fayette Daily Journal, of May 4th,

1874, is so replete with fact, and so just to the character of our be-

loved dead comrade, that we give it in full :

" Death of Colonel Samuel C. Kikkpatkick.— It is with feelings

of sorrow that we announce this morning the death of Col. S. C. Kirkr

patrick, which sad event took place at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon,

at his residence near Culver's station, in this county. He had long

been a sufferer from that fell disease, consumption, and his death was

not unlooked for. Indeed, it seemed almost a wonder that he lived

as long as he did, and had it not been for his indomitable will and

iron-like constitution, he would have gone several weeks ago. He re-

tained his mental faculties to the last, and an hour before death bade

his friends good-bye, saying that he was going the way all must go.

and that it was but a question of time. Deceased was born in Picka-

«3
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way County, Ohio, December 23d, 1824. His father emigrated to

Indiana in the year 1827, and settled upon the farm where the Colo-

nel's family now reside, in Sheffield Township, Tippecanoe County.

This finely improved county was then indeed a wilderness, and the

red men were not uncommon visitors to the settler of that day. The
Colonel from childhood to manhood was reared a farmer. After his

marriage with Louisa Heaton, daughter of William Heaton, who sur-

vives him, which took place in 1847, he bought the old homestead

and was a successful farmer for more than ten years. When the re-

bellion broke out, in 1861, he took strong grounds for the Union. No
one in his locality worked harder or spent more time or means to pro-

cure volunteers than Col. S. C. Kirkpatrick ; and his noble, generous

nature, gave him an influence that few possess. When the 40th regi-

ment was raised Company A was almost exclusively enlisted in his

immediate neighborhood, and he, together with a few friends, did

much to fill up that gallant company;

When the dark days of 1862 came the Colonel, though actively

engaged in business, left all and volunteered, and raised Company G
of the Seventy-Second. The regiment was mustered into the service

August 16th, 1862, at Indianapolis, and the next day went to the

field. After some months' service, the regiment was mounted on

horses and given the Spencer rifle, and put in the famous Wilder'*;

Lightning Brigade, with A. O. Miller as Colonel and S. C. Kirkpat-

rick as Lieut. Colonel, and Col. Miller during the most of the ser-

vice was brigade commander, which left Col. Kirkpatrick in command
of the regiment. The boj^s of the Seventy-Second loved the Colonel.

His bravery, his kind and generous treatment, endeared him to them,

as the moistened eyes of some of the boys who may chance to read

the.se lines, we believe will testify. If he had a fault it was the off-

spring of a too generous nature. That he was a man of noble im-

pulses and integrity was stamped upon every act with his fellow-man.

He died an honored and respected member of the Christian church.

The deceased was honored most by those who knew him best. He
leaves a void among his friends none can fill. Dishonor's breath can

never stain the name he leaves behind him.

" During the fall of 1864, when the rebellion was on the wane, his

health becoming impaired, he resigned and came home, where he

found in his absence he had been elected to the office of county treas-

urer, which position he filled with fidelity for one term. The Colonel

always took an active interest in the politics of the county, and his

talents and ability gave him much prominence and influence. But it

was in social life, with his neighbors and friends, where he deserved
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and received the meed of praise from all. His warm heart, open,

generous nature, rnade all who came in contact his friend.

"The deceased was a member of Wea Grange Patrons of Hus-

bandry, under the auspices of which the remains will be interred

according to the beautiful ritual of the order, at 1 1 o'clock to-

morrow.

"

In February, 1864, Col. Kirkpatrick was detailed b}' order of Gov.

Morton to recruit, and came home for a few months for that work.

His wide influence as a man and a soldier, and the splendid reputation

of the regiment he commanded, aided him to fill the depleted ranks

of the Seventy-Second very rapidly.

After his resignation nnd assumption of the duties of Treasurer of

Tippecanoe county, lie was so deeply i:iterested in the welfare of

the soldiers at the front, whose suffering and needs he had learned

fully by actual service, that he accepted a commission as Special

Agent from the Sanitary Commission, and visited Annapolis and

other points to supervise the distribution of supplies to Indiana sick

and wounded soldiers. The commission is signed by Gov. O. P.

Morton, at whose solicitation Col. Kirkpatrick accepted the trust,

and discharged its exacting duties for three months, as long as he

was able to do so, without a cent of pay. When his health and

business would allow him to remain in this noble service no longer,

he was released by the following letter :

" Office of the Indiana Military A(;eni:y,
\

" 332 F St., corner 10th St., Washington, March U, 1865.
i"

"Col. S. C. Kirkpatrick, Special Ao:t. Iiid. San. Com.:

''Dear Sir:—I regret very much the necessity that will call you

away, as I think, in the midst of so important a work
; yet, from

the circumstances under which you came, I feel that I have no right

to expect you to remain longer than your convenience. Therefore,

whenever you deem your engagement with Mr. Hannaman filled,

feel entirely at liberty to return. I trustwe shall be able to supply

your place so that the noble work, which you have so well begun,

shall not be suspended.

"Allow me to express the hope that }-our labors, though given

gratuitously, may not be barren of reward—that you may feel, at

least, the blessedness of giving. With sentiments of esteem,

" I am yours truly,

" W. H. De Motte,

"Ind. Mil. Agt."

With feelings of deep regret, and profound respect, we must close

this sketch. The Editor was personally and well acquainted with
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Col. Kirkpatrick, as a neighbor and as a soldier. We remember

how deep and constant was his sympathy for all in distress. He sat

up with every man who was sick enough to need nursing for miles

around his home. His motto as a neighbor was :
" I'll lend every-

thing on my farm but my wife." His motto as a man was : "Be
honorable." His motto as a soldier was :

" Go for 'em !"

He is the only field ofificer of the Seventy-Second who has paid the

great debt. He was not stout when he enteied the service. The
death of his brother James, lieutenant-colonel of the 40th Indiana,

who was drowned in the service, fell upon him with crushing weight,

and other sorrows by death added their sting. He left his wife and

four sons, most of them small when he entered the service,, and

despite all his efforts his affectionate heart ached for care of them all

the time while gone. He was not rich—such a man cannot be rich

—and the care for those he so fondly loved weighed heavily upon

him. He left the service with health utterly shattered, and a speedy

death certain.

The name of Col. Kirkpatrick will always be precious to every

surviving comrade, and his memory honorable and green.

SKETCH OF LIEUT. -COL. C. G THOMSOX.

We have been commanded by Col. Thomson to say little or

nothing about himself, as he prefers the pages of the book shall be

devoted to the history of the regiment. We cannot quite comply,

but will be as brief as possible :

C. G. Thomson was born near the present site of Shannondale,

Montgomery County, Indiana, May 8th, 1833. His father, James

A. Thomson, emigrated from Nicholas County, Kentucky, in 1830,

and settled in the then wilderness of Indiana. Born in poverty,

brought up to industry and frugality, as was necessary for the hardy

pioneers of early times, he was well prepared for the hardships of

army life. He inherited from both parents a patriotic love of coun-

try, and hatred for the institution of slavery, which was the cause of

the war. His service in the army was conscientious service, an

important auxiliary to true courage. The primitive log school house

afforded a very limited opportunity for an education, but the three

months' winter school was highly appreciated when it could be

obtained. When twenty-one years old, he spent one year at Wabash

College, and subsequently took a course in Bacon's Mercantile Col-

lege, Cincinnati.

He went west in 1856 to Omaha, Nebraska, but the panic of 1857

made it impossible to find remunerative employment in that new

country. In the fall of 1858 he went to Brunswick, Missouri, and
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engaged successfully in teaching until the beginning of the war,

where he had an opportunity of knowing what it was to be a

true Union man among Southern chivalry. Returning to Craw-

fordsville, young Thomson was among the first to enlist for the

Seventy-Second Regiment, and, on going to Thorntown, was urged

strongly to make up a company and accept the command of it ; but

not desiring so responsible a position, consented to assist in organ-

izing a company if Capt. LaFollette would take the command. The
company was very soon organized, and LaFollette elected captain and

Thomson first lieutenanr. LaFollette's health failed him in a few

months, and Thomson succeeded to the command of the company,

and the future of his service is well known. The object was

faithful service rather than the seeking of promotion, and the

promotions that followed were evidences that faithful service was

appreciated. After having been in command of the regiment for

almost a year, on reporting to Gov. Morton with the regiment for

discharge, the Governor complimented him with having obtained the

several commissions without personal solicitation or the influence of

civilian friends ; something very unusual in the volunteer service,

and a compliment received with great satisfaction. During the three

years of service of unprecedented activity, the regiment never made

a inarcJi, or engaged in a battle or skinnish, that Col. Thomson was

not with it.

He had chosen the law for a profession, and was studying with

that in view when interrupted by the war. The loss of four years'

time, and injury to health, made it necessary to give up a professional

life and engage in other business.

After the capture of Jeff. Davis, Capt. Henri Wirz, and others who
had perpetrated diabolical cruelties upon Union prisoners of war while

in the prison pens of the South, Gen. Wilson appointed. a court

martial to try these prisoners, so distinguished for their high position,

brutality, and zeal for the rebel cause. Col. Thomson was not only

made a member of the court martial, but its president, which mark of

confidence showed that he was held in highest esteem by his General

officer and fellow officers, not. only as a soldier, but also as a man of

ability and justice. However, before Col, Thomson's court martial

had an opportunity to try the cruel traitors, the prisoners were ordered

to Washington. It is hardly probable that this court would have

passed sentence of death on W^irz, the miserable tool of Jeff. Davis,

and permitted the author and arch traitor to escape the' same fate ; it

would not have given him life and liberty that he might live to boast

of his deeds, and be lionized by traitors for years to come. We must
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express sorrow that the court martial was not permitted to dispose of

the whole group ; the duty would have been well discharged.

After Col. Thomson left the service he went into the business of

pork and beef packing, and the firm of "Thomson & Horn, LaFayette.

Ind., curers of choice sugar cured hams, breakfast bacon, dried "beef,

etc." is known all over the country as one of the most reliable.

Col. Thomson is quietly but firmly religious; he took his Chris-

tianity into the army with him and it never failed him. No comrade

can say that on any occasion he ever heard a word, or knew of a deed,

by Col. Thomson, that in the least degree trenched upon his Christian

profession. He was a most staunch support to the Chaplain, and a

very strong stay to the religious sentiment and steadfostness of the

regiment. All this, too, without a whit of officiousness or parade.

He has a fine, commanding physic|ue, a large head, and a broad,

open countenance, indioating at once kindness, frankness, purpose

and invincible resolution. He is cordial in his manners, but neither

loquacious nor demonstrative; slow and e.xact in his speech, and cau-

tious in his statements, never exaggerating or using florid expressions.

B)^ all who know him he is esteemed a model man, loved, honored

and trusted. His heart is very warm, his sympathies very keen, and

his efforts to relieve the sufferings of others have never ceased.

We have told of his bravery on many a field, and his bravery was

no more conspicuous than his kindness to his men as Captain and

Colonel. Their needs were always looked after first, his own after-

wards. The best that could be had he would have for them. He
followed them to the hospital, and looked after their wants when sick

or wounded, as long as they were in his reach. He knew every man
in the regiment, and could call most of them by name.

Were we selecting a model regimental officer for powers of endur-

ance, persoanl appearance, presence, ability to command, quiet dignity,

bravery, constant presence of mind and prudence in action, kindness

to his men, orderliness in camp and on the march, elevation of char-

acter and evenness of temper, we would select Col. C. G. Thomson,

of the Seventy-Second Indiana.

We can say the above because it is true, and because he is at this

date (August 3d, 1882) away in the wheat fields of Dakota, reaping

the golden grain, and cannot see, and erase, what we say. May long

life be his lot. His comrades love him, and he knows it. He is

worthy of their love, and they know it. One of God's noblemen is

Lieut. -Col. C. G. Thomson.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Fnna Jmiaary I2fh to March 20th, 1865— Getting Started Again— Viewing Hood's

old Worbt about Nashville— 7'he Colored Trooiis Fought Bravely—'Dead Men a.iid

Severed Lj.mhs in Our Quarters—Hoto Hood's Army Fought and Retreated—Bat-
tle Field at Franklin—Felling a Tree on Horses—Reacli ColumUa—Bishop FoWs
House— March to Gravelly Springs through Mud, Snow, and Wilderness, to Join

Gen. W:iho7i—We Report to Him 29 Bays after leaving Louisville—Gamp at

Gravelly Springs— Gen. Wilson's Kindness to the Horses and Cruelty to the Men—
Did Some One Ehe Get- Our Rations ^—Almost Starved—We Eat Horse Feed—
H^ingry to Starvation— The Historians Experience—Stealing Corn from the

Horses—A little Pickled Fork Issued—Adventure oj Stealing a Box of Ha'^d

Tach—Scaring Cavalry nutil they Drop their Meal Sachs—What Oar Comrades

Say, and How they Got Something to Eat— Gen. Wilson's Numerous Orders—
Bugle Calls—Building Stables—6.000,000 Clapboards—New Drill—''Hooking " the

Sutler s Money -with a Tarred Ramrod— Grand Review by Gen. Wilson-—Splendid

Results of Drill— We Move without Regret—Crossing the Tennessee—Forage

Spoiled by High Water—Stealing a Barrel of Meat, which turns out to be Coal Tar
— E-.vchanging Ariicles on Our Ou-n Motion

When we began the sketches of the field "officers, we
!eft the connmand resting a day or two at Edgefield, three miles

north east of Nashville. We now return and resume the thread

of the History of the Seventy-Second. On January [2th

we started for Eastport Landing, on the Tennessee river, just below

the Alabama line and in the edge of Mississippi. About 9 o'clock

we saddled and began to pull out in the direction of Nashville ; the

steady rains had flooded the country with water and the roads were

so intolerably muddy that it was noon by the time we crossed the river

into the city, and by 2 o'clock we had only got to Hood's line of

breastworks with which he invested the city. These were very sub-

stantial works, well built of wood, logs and stone, with earth thrown

up in front of them, and were about three miles fi'om the heart of the

city, in easy shelling distance of most of the town. We went into

camp at these works. In coming out we crossed the ridge over which

Gen. Steadman's brigade of negro troops charged so lustily. When
the question of making soldiers out of the negroes was first 'discussed

there were thousands in the North opposed to it, as it would be inhu-

man to array the negroes against their former masters. The friends

of the measure argued that the negro could stop a rebel bullet ju.st as

well as a white man, and do it just as effectually ; and that it would be

quite as well to have them do it and save that many white soldiers.

But the strongest argument was that it would be folly to arm the

negroes, as they wouldn't fight. The ground we passed over to-day

more than demonstrated that they would fight. The marks of the ter-
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rible conflict were plain and plenty. Hundreds of rebel graves

attested the valor and efficiency of the negro troops. Soon after going"

into camp the sun, which we had not seen for four days, came out

bright and beautiful, and we had ample time to look over the battle-

field. As usual, where men are buried very hurriedly, many of the

graves were quite shallow. There were some rebels even in our

quarters whose arms and legs were not covered at all. There was a

man's leg lying there just as it had been cut off by a shell. The trees

were torn to pieces by shot and shell, and everything indicated that

the rebels had not been scared away from their works, but had stuck

to them till the last moment. However, from here to Columbia every

foot of the way showed plainly the great haste and confusion in which

the rebels had retreated, as the entire way was lined with dead horses,

dead m.ules, dead cattle, and dead men too, as we passed numerous

graves. The way was strewn full of every kind of plunder belonging"

to an army ; broken wagons, caissons, ambulances, artillery wagons,

&c. We never saw such evidences of defeat and disaster. It had

now been three months since our division trains and all had moved

together, and it took all the first day for us to get straightened out

rightly on the road. Our brigade was in the advance and we went in-

to camp not long after noon, but it was night before all the trains got

in. From here on to Columbia our march was slow and very irregu-

lar. Although the weather was cold it was dry and pleasant. We
always moved early, made 10 or 14 miles and then went into camp.

This made it pleasant for us and enabled the teams to keep up with

us all the time, and as long as the weather kept dry we enjoyed ourselves

very well, a thousand times better than lying in camp. Both armies

had passed over this part of the country a half dozen times, and there

was not a single rail, or any wood, scarcely a house or anything else,

left within a half mile of the main road." Everything that would burn

had been burned, and had we been in just the same fix for marching

as when we left Louisville we might have fared badly; but our trains

were now with us, besides we carried plenty of axes with with we cut

down tre^ and built huge log heaps that served to keep us warm
during the long, cold nights. After supper each evening we had un-

bounded fun sitting around those same heaps playing our tricks and

spinning our long yarns. When the weather was good we certainly

had more fun than any set of men in the world.

January 13th. Our brigade laid in camp while Minty's brigade

moved on.

January r4th. Passed through Brentwood and camped south of

Franklin, near the famous battle-ground at that place. Nearly the
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whole brigade took a stroll over the field. A desire seemed to pos-

sess every one to see the ground on which one of the most desperate

conflicts of the war took place.

January 15th. Marched through Thompson's station and camped

three miles south of Spring Hill, getting into camp a little after noon.

The first thing on going into camp is to stretch a long two-inch rope,

which we called a picket-rope ; to this the horses were tied, and then

the ne.xt thing would be to chop down trees to build a fire. Well, to-

day, when all the ropes had been stretched and all the horses tied in

their places, one of the companies commenced to chop down a tree

to make their accustomed log-heap. The tree was hickory and much
taller than the men calculated it to be, and when it fell it just reached

to the centre of one of the picket-ropes, and although there wasn't a

limb thicker than your thumb that struck any of the horses, five of

the horses were knocked down and three of them never kicked; the

other two got up after a while and didn't seem to be much hurt.

This caused a terrible quarrel and hard feeling between the two com-

panies, which we think was finally settled by paying for the horses.

Last night, at Franklin, another man belonging to our brigade was

killed by bushwhackers.

January i6th. We got to Duck River, opposite Columbia, and

went into camp three miles from that place. Minty's brigade had

been here for two days. All bridges had been destroyed by the

retreating rebels, and no way to cross until one could be made, which

took all day the 17th. During these two days we were without rations.

January i8th. We got across the river this morning and passed

through Columbia, took the road south-west, passed our old camp of

last April, and bivouacked five miles from Columbia, on the Polk &
Pillow farm. Our camp was in a most beautiful place, and notwith-

standing so many soldiers of both armies had been through here, we
found some forage, and rations, too. The country along the Duck-

River is very rich.

January 19th. . We lay in camp waiting" on the commissary. At
Columbia we drew six days' rations, which were to last us until we
got to the Tennessee River.

January 20th. Early this morning we moved on the Mount Pleas-

ant road, and soon after passed the large mansion of the Right Rev.

Maj.-Gen. Bishop Polk, a rebel general who was killed in front of

Kenesaw, the 14th of June last. This was the grandest country resi-

dence we had yet seen. A half mile to the left we saw quite an ex-

tensive village, which proved to be the negro quarters of the Southern

divine. A few steps south a church, and opposite the church the

63
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residence of the Bishop's negro driver. We marched through Mount
Pleasant, crossed Buffalo Creek, through Henryville, and camped a

few miles south of that place. . The roads after leaving the pike were

simply horrible.

January 21st. The rain poured down in torrents all day, and the

roads were so miserable that we only made 12 miles.

January 22d. Dr. Cole says: " Passed through Waynesboro and

camped three miles south of that place ; made 15 miles. The ambu-

lances are fast filling up with sick and disabled soldiers." We were

now just 10 miles from the Tennessee River at Clifton. We had

started for Eastport, and up to this time our direction from Columbia

had been straight south-west. Here we got orders to report to Grav-

elly Springs, 50 miles distant and east of south. So on the 23d we
changed our course and traveled a whole day through the woods in an

easterly direction, without seeing any houses or signs of life. It

snowed last night and we had a bad job getting started, and a lone-

some day's march. Made 20 miles and camped in the woods late at

niglit, and far away from anybody or any place that had a name.

The small stream we were on was the head waters of Cyprus Creek,

which empties into the Tennessee River not far from Florence. The

day was very cold.

January 24th. Minty's brigade moved toward Gravelly Springs,

and all the division train, except brigade ambulances and headquar-

ters wagons, went on with him, while our brigade lay in camp—just

what for will forever remain the most profound mystery to the' private

soldiers, as both rations and forage were out, and we were full 25

miles from any supplies, and in this God-forsaken country there wasn't

enough food to make a square meal for a whippoorwill. It was

another cold day and about as cheerless' as could be imagined. We
sent out strong foraging parties from each company, but as the whole

country was a vast wilderness of course they got nothing. The
ground was frozen hard, and this lying over proved to be very unfortu-

nate, especially to our horses, as they still had a hard day's march

before them and had to do it after fasting all day.

January 25th. Moved bright and early for Gravelly Springs.

Snow on the ground and the ground frozen just hard enough not to

bear. We had 25 miles to go and it took till sundown to make it.

At the battle of Nashville Gen. Wilson was in command' of all the

cavalry in this department, and he followed the retreating rebels until

they crossed the Tennessee River, and then camped near Gravelly

Springs and had his headquarters two or three miles east of that place.

We reported to him about sundown and he sent us to camp five or
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six miles west of where he was. It took us long after night to get

there, and it was after 9 o'clock when we went into camp, on a bleak,

cold hill, and very tired and hungry.

We had been just 29 days making the trip from Louisville to Grav-

elly Springs, and had traveled over 400 miles. This trip had been

harder on us than our whole campaign last summer, when we had to

fight nearly every day. During this march there were many things

took place that once would have possessed a deep interest, but such

events as are constantly being repeated, and will be the same while the

war lasts, and have long since ceased to attract attention. It must be

a very startling event if we think of it 10 minutes after it occurs.

or the dozen manuscripts now before us, we find that none of

them have a daily record of events for our camp at Gravelly Springs.

The reason is obvious. Unless some very extraordinary event

occurs, one day in camp is just like another. It is the same old

story of " wash, iron, scrub, bake—wash, iron, scrub, bake." So we

shall just proceed to write up the camp, without exact dates

—

naming, of course, the day particular events took place, when the

date is known.

The first question, then, from the general reader, is, why we came

here at all? There are now about 35,000 troops near here, mostly

cavalry, and the wonder is, what for? Dj not become frightened,

now; we are not going to write the history of the rebellion, but

going to give you, in few words, an intelligent idea why the Seven-

ty-Second Indiana has marched over 400 miles and gone into camp
in this vast region of desolation.

Then, at the risk of repetition, we say again that just at the time

Hood began his raid on our railroad at Big Shantv. Gen. Grant,

then in command of all the armies, had become dissatisfied with the

management of the cavalry in this department, and sent one of his

cavalry officers from the Army of the Potomac to take command of

all the cavalry in the West, to organize them into one grand army
of invasion to march triumphantly through the Southern confederacy

and destroy everything that would be of any value to the rebel

cause. This officer was Maj. Gen. James H. Wilson, who had

achieved a very enviable reputation by his raids around Richmond.

We have before explained when and where he came to us. When
the first and second divisions went back to Louisville to re-mopnt,

Gen. Wilson went to Nashville to assist Gen. Thomas in the defense

of that place. He began immediately to organize all the cavalry in

the Department of the Cumberland for that purpose, and at the

great battle fought there our cavalry played a very important part.
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actually capturing from the rebels some of their strongest forts and

earthworks, and more artillery in proportion to numbers than any

other branch of the service. When the rebels began to retreat, the

cavalry followed them up with such impetuosity as to entirely break

up Hood's army, so that we never heard of Hood's army afterwards.

Much of the credit for all this is due to the energy and perseverance

of Gen. Wilson. Had the first and second divisions been re-mounted

in time to take a part in the pursuit, we have no doubt but that the

whole army might have been captured. After Wilson had chased

all the scattered rebels across the Tennessee, he camped his army

along the river from Florence to Eastport, so as to cover all the

approaches into Tennessee, and then ordered his army to go into

winter quarters.

Now comes the question of supplies, pre-eminently the most

important one of all others. Where were the supplies to come from ?

They must come by way of the rivers from Nashville, Louisville, or

St. Louis, a trip consuming lO days. Now, suppose thathe started

after Hood with lo days' rations, and in five days reached the river,

and that within 24 hours after he reaches the river rationd were started

to him,—his men must be without rations for five days before

they get there. Which was just exactly the case, causing great

suffering. There was one trait of Gen. Wilson's. character that, as

Jong as we lay in camp, made the whole army despise him. He
swore that the horses had to be well taken care of, if the men
starved; and to prove and enforce just what he said, from the very

first arrival of the transports full rations of oats were issued to the

horses, but the poor soldiers had to eke out a miserable existence on

scant half rations for full five days more. All this took place with

Wilson and his army before we joined him, and as the boats had

been running regularly for three weeks, and the horses were getting

fat on full rations of oats, it might reasonably be supposed that by

the time we gpt here there would have been rations enough ahead

to let us have a little, at least. But, no ; not a bit of rations did we

get for full five days after we got here. We will tell you all about

it after awhile. The next morning after we arrived, and from that

date, our horses had all the oats they could eat. This was a little

too much for frail humanity to endure quietly. While it was food

for reflection, it didn't fill our empty stomachs a bit. We did not

object to having the horses well fed, but we did object to doing

without ourselves. Of course, when an intelligent man .enlists in

the army and becomes a soldier, he loses his identity and becomes a

horse, or a mere machine; but we have known horses that we
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thought could reason a little, and dumb as private soldiers are sup-

posed to be we could not help reasoning that the same line of

transports which brought such an abundance of forage could just as

well have brought us a little rations. Besides, Uncle Sam had a plenti-

ful supply of rations for us, and we were most sure that somebody got

those five days' rations which were intended for us. Now, suppose

that there were 30,000 troops here after our division arrived, and

that the whole of them were full five days without any rntions at all,

and five more with scant half rations, and we have seven-and a-half

days. Now count each ration at 35 cents a day, and we have 225,-

000 rations, worth $']%,'] ^o. Quite a respectable fortune for some-

body; and it would take a great deal of most profound reasoning to

make us believe the Government did not pay for that many rations

which were intended for us, and which we never got, but which

somebody else did ^^/.

As before stated, we got into camp about 9 o'clock at night, on the

25th of January, 1865, five miles below Gravelly Springs, Alabama.

We don't know how much gravel there is at or near the springs in

order to give them their name, but we do know that the ridge or knob

on which we were camped that night seemed to be composed almost

entirely of gravel stones from the size of hickory-nuts and walnuts to

goose-eggs. It was entirely bare of herbage of any kind, and the

trees were low and stunted. The day had been tolerably pleasant,

but the night set in cold and the wind came whistling over that ridge

in gusts that pierced us to the very bones ; but we had got somewhat

used to the cold, and under ordinary circumstances should not have

cared a whit. The weather was dry, and if we could only have had

our suppers, and plenty of strong coffee, we should have forgotten all

our troubles in less than two hours ; but hungry as we were the wind

seemed to blow right through us. Wood was so scarce we could not

keep our fires burning all night, and the sleep we got did us no good,

and in the morning we were the most haggard and woe-begone set of

looking fellows you ever saw.

January 26th. No bugle call this morning, but the men were up

by daylight and began to hunt around for wood and built huge fires,

crowded around them, and spent the time growling and cursing, and

wondering why we did not draw rations. We drew feed for our

horses, and everybody expected we would draw rations soon, but the

morning wore slowly away, and about 9 o'clock we were ordered to

saddle up, which we very slowly and complainingly did. About 1

1

a. m. we mounted and moved about a mile north on the same ridge,

had orders to go into camp in regular order and to put our bunks up
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so as to make ourselves comfortable as possible. It .was after noon

before we got our camp staked off, our picket-ropes stretched and our

horses tied. The sun came out bright and warm, and if we could have

had plenty of sowbelly, crackers and coffee, we would have been a

jolly set of fellows. As it was we were cross as bears, and never

jostled each other without growling, and finally, when we got our

horses tied and fed, we threw our saddles, guns and accoutrements,

dog-tents and camp equipage, into piles, and just "lolled " around in

sullen silence, not making a single effort to clean up our quarters or to

put up our bunks, while ordinarily we would' have had our quarters

cleaned up before night and our camp in good condition.

January 27th. No bugle call this morning, but the men were up

early and went moping about as though they were looking for some-

thing, they hardly knew what. As there was nothing to cook, there

were no fires built. When the men came to feed the horses they

broke out into the most bitter cursing, damning Gen. Wilson," the

Commissary General, the transports, and everybody and everything

that had anything to do with our rations, swearing if they could just

eat oats the horses would get damned little o(t/iat{eed. The men spent

the day straggling around over the country, and from regiment to reg-

iment, in hopes of finding something to eat, but all in vain. We
found a mill about a mile and a half from our camp, but not a grain

of corn or wheat in it. Indeed, there were no plantations near it, and

we wondered what use there could be for a mill in this wooden coun

try. There were no efforts made toward putting up our bunks or

cleaning our quarters. In the evening, when the companies drew

their horse-feed, it was found there was about one-fifth corn mixed

with the oats, but the corn was badly damaged, not more than one

grain in three being sound, the balance being quite rotten. However,

the men picked out the sound grains, parched and ate them, making

a small handful for each man. This was the first we had eaten for

three days, and instead of allaying our hunger, only aggravated it.

Again we went to bed in a mood the farthest from amiable. Although

we were not bothered with nightmare, our dreams were not pleasant.

Huge piles of hard-tack and sowbelly were almost within our reach,

but a chasm a thousand fathoms deep separated us from it.

January 28th. The men were up early as usual ; this was the

fourth day without rations, and the case had become so desperate

that they gathered around in knots, and were engaged in the most

earnest discussions in regard to procuring food at all hazards. . Many
desperate remedies were proposed but immediately abandoned,

because there was no food within 50 miles of the place, and it was no^
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use laying plans to get food when there was none to get. Many
expedients were tried to find food ; some going away back into the

forest through which we had come on moving down here, to hunt, and

some few deer were killed, but most of these enterprises were entire

failures. , Some tried hunting for forage in different directions, and in

rare cases were successful ; we shall speak of the successful ones pres-

tently. No efforts had yet been made to put up our bunks or police

the quarters. About 8 o'clock the sergeant-major came around with

orders from the Colonel to put up bunks and police the quarters.

Some of the men swore they would not do it. If they had to stan'c

they could do it without bunks or quarters either, and that they did

not intend to do a thing till they got something to eat. As above

ihtimated some few were successful in finding something, but nine out

of every 10 were starving. Before us now are piles of manuscript

corroborating every word we say, and we would like to publish all,

but not one of them tells the whole story all the way through ; and

as there are so many of them it would consume pages so fast to

undertake to w'rite them all up, that we have, after much hesitancy, con-

cluded to give our own experience, well knowing that it will answer

for nine-tenths of the regiment ; anci we further feel satisfied that our

comrades will pardon the egotism in just this once dropping the plural

"we," and using the singular "I." There is only one thing that prompts

me to this course, and that is I can tell my own experience in fewer

words than I can tell a dozen others. At the time the sergeant-major

came aronnd with orders to put up bunks, half of the regiment were

out in the country hunting food. As I had always tried to obey

every legitimate order I and a few bunk-mates set about building a

bunk. There was plenty of timber close at hand, and we cut poles 16

feet long and intended to build a bunk of that length, six feet wide,

and cover it with our dog-tents. Six or eight of us went to work,

and by resting each other every few minutes succeeded in cutting

enough by the middle of the afternoon, and lest some of the other

companies should steal them during the night we concluded to try and

carry them to camp. They were six to 10 inches in diameter, and

had I been eating plenty I could have carried one of them myself;

but when we undertook to carry one of them we found it was all that

six of us could do to lift it by getting hand-spikes under it, and before

we got it half way to the place I
'• stubbed " my toe, staggered and

fell; this threw more weight on the- others and they all went down
together. There was neither laughing nor cursing, but a hollow look

of despair depicted in each one's countenance, and we lay there some

minutes without saying a word, w^hen I told the boys I shoujd neve
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do another lick of work till I got something to eat. Just then the

sergeant-major came into our company quarters for a detail of a ser-

geant and eight men to go as guards for a train that was going to the

landing for rations. Every soldier who heard this announcement

greeted it with cheers, and the orderly found no difficulty in finding-

men willing to go. It happened to be my turn in regular order, and

the orderly told me I would have to go, but I felt so weak I could

hardly walk without staggering and did not see how I possibly could

go. My bunk-mates all urged me to go, in hopes that I might get

something a little sooner than we would get in the regular way. It

was about an hour by sun when we got the detail, and we were to report

on horseback to brigade headquarters, a mile from our camp. ' It was

nearly sundown when we got there, and when I reported to the quar-

termaster, behold ! he had entirely forgotten that he had ever sent for

the detail at all. This is a fair exhibition of the care some officers

have for their men. He finally told us he guessed he would send for the

rations any how, but we would have to wait till he sent for the teams.

Well, by the time the detail was made, the teams hitched up, and reported

to headquarters, it was getting dark. As the sun had shone very warm
during the day the weather was warm and pleasant, and as we knew,

the landing was only two miles from our camp we expected to get

back in two hours, and none of us had thought of taking our over-

coats along; but as soon as the sun went down it got bitter cold.

About dark we got started, and instead of going to the landing near-

est to our camp we went away up the river to another landing fully

nine miles, and it was after 9 o'clock before we got there. We were

too weak to walk or to climb on and off our horses without great

effort, and so suffered terribly with the cold before we reached the

landing. When we got to the river everything was still as death.

There was a steamboat anchored in the middle of the river 400 yards

from the shore, from which our loudest hallooing failed to elicit any

response. The commissary sergeant was along with the teams, and

he now rode off in the direction of Gen. Wilson's headquarters, to

see if he could find any one who could tell us anything about our

rations. While he was gone we built a fire and tried to warm our-

selves. Up to this time we had been groping around in the dark.

When we got the fire built we found there was an old building not

very far from us, and we went for it in hopes of finding something to

eat, or that we might carry back to camp We had all brought our

haversacks along, determined to break open the first box of crackers

we got our hands on ; but what was our wrath when we got to the

building to find nothing but a few barrels of pickled pork. This
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seemed like mockery to us. Had it been sowbelly (smoked side

meat) we could have eaten it without cookinj^-, or further ceremony.

We looked upon this salt meat as an aggravation that would not pay

for bursting the barrels. In about an hour the commissary came back

and the teamsters rolled the barrels into the wagons and we started

back. It was long after midnight when we got back to camp. I

was so stiff with cold and .so thoroughly exhausted that I could not

carry my saddle, but just jerked it off and let it lay. The men in m\'

compan)' were awake, anxiously awaiting our return in hopes we

would have our haversacks well filled with hard-tack. Blasted hopes!

W'e knew that in the course of time we would get some of the salt

pork, bu.t that was not the kind of food we needed ; besides, the

amount would be so small that it would do us but little good.

January 29tli. This was our fifth day without rations, and this

morning, for the firs^ time, we drew shelled corn for our horses instead

of oats, under threats of dire punishment from the officers if A\e

should appropriate a grain of it to our own use. We managed to

get about one-third of our horses' rations into our pockets while feed-

ing them. Many of the boys had managed to steal some corn from

the quartermaster the night before in hopes of getting to grind it at

the mill already spoken of, but the cjuartermaster had already taken

possession of the mill, and would permit no grinding for private sol-

diers. It could only grind about as fast as all the officers in the bri-

gade could eat, and shoulder-straps had to be served first. Then what

to do with the corn was the cjuestion. Various methods of fixing it

up to make it palatable were resorted to. Some parched and ate it at

once, while others boiled it in a.shes, washed the hull off and cooked

it till a little soft. By any method it was a slow process of relieving

hunger. The truth is, it was simply an^ aggravation. Late in the

afternoon the pickled pork-was issued to the companies, and on divid-

ing it among the men each one got a piece not larger than two b)'

three inches square, and that is the first bite we had for five full days,

except the little bit of corn just referred to. During the 30th the

men managed to steal more corn and put in the day trying to appease

hunger on it. You ask why, when men were starving, it was neces-

sary to steal it ? Just because, as I have before told you, " General

Starvation," as we called Gen. Wilson, had issued the most positive

orders that the horses should have all they could eat if the men
starved, and there was only a feed at a time issued to us, so that we
were compelled to steal it if we got it. During all this time we heard

but little complaint from the officers. We knew the quartermaster

had taken possession of the mill, and that the officers would get the
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benefit of that, so far as it went ; but we began to very strongly sus-

pect that they were getting rations from some source or other that we
knew not of So in the afternoon I determined to make a tour of inspec-

tion over the various camps near us to see w^hat discoveries I could

make. Two others went with me. and late in the afternoon we
strolled around by the brigade commissary's quarters, and sure

enough, there was a pile of about 50 boxes of hard tack right in

front of his tent, and piled up so closely that there was barely room

for a guard to pass between the boxes and the tent door. We
observed, too. a guard pacing his beat there. As all the officers had

to buy their rations from the government, we knew they would be

served first from any supplies that might come to our camps, and that

all the brigade headquarters, including the Colonel, Quartermaster

and Commissary, with all their orderlies, teamsters, blacksmiths, sur-

geons, stewards, and all the different regimental headquarters, includ-

ing the Colonel's quartermaster, commissary, ordnance sergeants,

sergeant-majors, adjutants, majors, surgeons, captains and lieutenants

of companies, had to be supplied out of that pile before the private

soldier could get a bite. We do not want you to infer that just now
these officers were faring sumptuously ; the}' were not, but they

always got the first cut at everything, and we knew that in the regu-

lar round of red-tape it would be twenty-four hours before those crack-

ers would be distributed to the companies; and as there were but about

50 boxes altogether, or about a day's rations for the private soldiers of

the brigade, and that after all the commissioned officers were supplied

our chances would be slim indeed, we resolvedto take time by the

forelock and have some of those crackers along with the commissioned

officers, or before, if we could get them. We went back to camp

and said nothing about our discovery, but lounged around till after

the bugle blowed for lights out, and the* camp had settled down to

stillness ; then we started. There were some camps between ours and

the commissary, which was a mile' away, but w.e avoided the camps

by taking down the hollow which ran down on the west side of the

ridge on which we were camped. All the lights were out in the camp

till we came to the commissary's. There we found the lights burning,

and we saw by the shadows as we passed by the tent that there were

several persons in there, that the guard in pacing his beat would fre-

quently stop and look into the tent door. We moved past the tent

without attracting attention, and a short distance down the ridge held

a council of war, and made, as we thought, provision for every pos-

sible contingency, From the bottom of the hollow to the top of the

ridge where the tent stood was 200 yards, and very steep. Ouf plan
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was for " Yank " to go up and stop the guard at the tent door behind

the pile of crackers from us, and engage him there in conversation

till E. S. Records should slip up behind the pile, get a box and make

off down the hill with it, in a south-west direction. The rest of us

were to station ourselves along the proposed line of retreat, about 50

yards apart, in order to relieve each other of the load, as in our pres-

ent famished condition we were a little doubtful of our ability to carry

a 50-pound box of crackers ; and in case the guard should detect us

and halt us, after getting started with the crackers, we were to pay no

attention to him, but just keep right on and run the risk of getting hit

if he should shoot, but in no case to let go of the crackers.

Everything being arranged, Yank and Records went up behind the

pile ; ^"ank walked boldly up to the tent door and asked the guard

what those fellows were doing in there. He told him they were

gambling. Yank says, "Let's go and see them." So they both

went to the door and looked in. There a half dozen officers and

orderlies were very deeply engaged in a game of "draw poker."

Records now got a box on his shoulder, and thus far our plans had

worked well ; but the box was so heavy for him that he almost had to

run to carry it at all, and I suppose there was something hurrying

him, too. At any rate he started down the hill at a pretty lively

gait, and had not gone more than 25 yards when he stubbed his toe

and pitched 10 feet, headlong down the hill. The box flew out of

his grasp and went bounding down the hill at a fearful rate, making

as much noise as an empty wagon. Records regained his feet in an

instant and pitched on down the hill after the box, and at the end of

10 rods caught up with it and threw himself upon it in hopes of stop-

ping it, or at least stopping the thundering noise. Hut the two to-

gether by this time had gained such momentum that stopping was

out of the question, and they both went bounding dow'n the hill with

the velocity of a whirlwind, Records holding on to it manfully, and

like the Irishman and the sawlog, was a full match for it, being on

top half the time. Instead of going down the line we intended, it

took straight down the hill square to the west, and we all made a ru.sh

for it. " Billygoat " being nearest, caught up first, and as he ran

jerked off his overcoat and threw it over the fast revolving bodies,

hoping at least to deaden the sound. This proved to be the happiest

stroke of policy, as it not only deadened the sound but acted as a

brake, and when near the bottom we all pitched in a pile together on

the box. Divest this exploit of the danger there was in it, and it

was the funniest thing I ever saw. As long as the war lasted it served

us for a good laugh as often as we thought of it. The serious part
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of it is yet to relate. When the box started down the hill with such

a thundering noise " Yank " said he thought the "jig was up." He
realized the situation in a moment. The guard turned quickly to

listen, but "Yank" caught him by the arm and called his attention to

some particular phase of the game that just then happened to trans-

pire, and said, "J^et's step in here where we can see better," at

which he parted the curtains a little and they both stepped in, unob-

served by the players, and stood there till the noise died away, and

he knew we were safe. He then slipped out and followed, leaving

the guard in the mo.st blissful ignorance of what had taken place.

I thought Records would have been pounded to a jelly, yet I didn't

.stop to inquire about it much then, but gathered up the box and ran

up the hollow 50 yards with it, when I was completely exhausted.

This took us out of danger, and we gathered up our forces and moved
slowly back to camp, getting there about 1 1 o'clock. You who have

never been hungry in your lives, can never tell how good those

crackers tasted. We ate what we wanted, divided the rest out among
our friends, burned the box, and went to bed in the best humor we

had been for a week.

January 31st. On the i8th of this month, at Columbia, Tenn
,

we drew six days' rations
; and about the middle of this afternoon a

few boxes of crackers were distributed to the companies and we got

just three crackers apiece. From this date for the next fiv^e days

we drew only a few crackers each day—^just enough to keep us fear-

ful hungry the whole time. When our soldiers who were prisoners in

Andersonville speak of their terrible, gnawing, distressed hunger, we

believe every word they say, and more too. Now these are the facts

in regard to our five whole days without food, as far as the regiment

was concerned, as a whole. We have numerous stories before us of

•those who fa/ed better, and shall make extracts from them just to

show they were exceptional cases. The first is from A. VV. Lane,

Co. G: "You remember how distressingly short of grub we were

at Qravelly Springs. Two or three of our boys undertook a foraging

expedition in spite of strict orders and the extreme destitution of the

country. After going 20 miles on foot and finding absolutely nothing

they were returning to camp, in no very enviable frame of mind,

when a small squad of cavalrymen were seen at a distance, approach-

ing. On close examination they proved to be pretty well loaded

with sowbelly and meal. Our boys quickly deployed as skirmishers

in the dense woods, and when they came up began firing at them,

and calling on them to halt; taking care to keep themselves con-

cealed in the brush. The cavalry began drawing their pistols, and in
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their endeavors to control their horses lost their grip on the meal-

sacks. By this time our boys made such a noise that the cavalry

thought the woods were full of rebels and lit out, throwing away the

meat. Our boys gathered up their plunder and skipped out for camp,

happy at the success of their harmless ruse.

We now make an extract from the journal of S. B. Johnson, ser-

geant Co. D.

:

" Friday, January 27th. Still very cold and no grub and no pros-

pect of any. Saturday, January 28th. Still cold and nothing to eat.

Sunday, January 29th. Drew a pint of meal and a very small piece

of meat to each man, for two days' rations. Monday, January 30th.

Weather more pleasant, but no hard-tack yet.

" Here we had more bad weather and less to eat than during any

other portion of our service. Sometimes we had hard-tack, but

oftener none, and scarcely ever saw meat. Semi-occasionally we drew

something called fish, which had about as much substance in them as

saw-dust. We called them sand-sharks. Perhaps among a better

class of people than we were they would be called cod-fish. There

were six days in this camp in which we had nothing in the world to

eat but a little corn. Steamboats landed almost every day, loaded

with hay, corn and oats, for the horses, but no rations. Who was to

blame for this state of things ? I do not know. Surely some one

was. We had to take extra care of our horses and were forbidden to

take one out of camp. But getting desperate hungry some six or

seven of us fed early and hitched our horses out until after roll-call,

when we moun.ted and away we went in cjuest of something to

appease hunger. We returned that evening with what would have

been two hogs, had they been confined in a corn-field for two months

with plenty of water ; but the meat was just as good to us as the best

steak would be now, if not more so. For this disobedience of orders

these brave boys were given five days' extra duty in carrying stone

off the parade ground."

The next is from John B. Davis, also of Co, D : "Thousands of

bushels of oats were piled up for our horses, but nothing for us.

Scant three days' rations were issued to us to do five days, and for

nearly two weeks after this we were forced to live on parched corn.

Bunk No. 2, of Co. D, however, fared a little better. A special

friend of mine, David Sands, Co. B, was running a country mill close

by. We resolved on some desperate effort to get some meal. After

dark A. B. Tucker and myself paid a flying visit to a neighboring

corn pile, and unnoticed by the guards carried off two sacks of corn.

Early the following morning I slipped my horse past the horse guards
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and down the hill-side into the valley, and returned to camp to await

day-break. At early dawn, with a bushel and a half of corn astride

my horse, I wended my way to the mill, where I arrived before sun-

up. " Dave " was at work. " Well," says he, " John, a man was

just turned off by the Quartermaster because he had ground for a sol-

dier, but you shall have it," and sooner than you could say " Jack

Robinson " he had dumped my corn out and filled up my sack with

meal, and I was off for camp. But no salt, nor grease, nor soda

!

We put our wits to work to see if there was any remedy. I went to

the brigade commissary and saw a few barrels of meat, one of them

some distance from the others. I said to myself " Mister barrel, if

you're there to-night I'll dump you down the hill." After dark, with

others, I went to the place, but the lone barrel, with the others, had

been rolled up near the tent door, and two guards were sitting on the

barrels. Foiled in this, we went to our regimental quartermaster's

tent. Two candles were burning in the tent and two darkies lying

asleep. We noticed a suspicious-looking box in the back part of the

tent. Lifting the tent and raising the lid of the box, lo, the object of

our search ! About sixty pounds. Result : Fat pickled pork and

greasy corn-cakes for breakfast.

The next is an extract from the experience of Basil Lamb, Com-
pany B: " We had not been in camp long till we found there was

something wrong in the commissary department. We had nothing to

eat and no chance to forage for anything. Our command always

lived well when the country afforded anything. If the citizens were

loyal they could afford to give. If they were not, they ought to give.

After being in camp three or four days, our company held an indigna-

tion meeting to decide what was best to be done. We knew of a

grist-mill about 20 miles from camp, that we had passed on the road

down to this place, and there were some wheat, corn and hogs there,

but it was also true that there was a band of 90 bushwhackers in the

vicinity, and that it was dangerous to go there. However, necessity

knows no law, and with starvation staring us in the face, we thought what

we could not do by force we might do by strategy. So Hugh Myers,

Jacob Ristine, Joseph Narlock, James Doherty, James Sellers, Solo-

mon Sellers, John Weeks, myself and Thornton Van Buskirk, who was

a miller by trade, and a few others, concluded we would take the

chances and go to that mill. We arrived there about noon the first

day, and took possession of the mill and what stuff there was in it.

On our arrival the man who was tending the mill began to knock out

the wedges so as to render the mill useless, but we soon stopped that

part of the job and dismissed him. We sent out squads into the coun-
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try to get sweet potatoes and molasses, and in a short time we had a

feast that a king might desire. At this point a woman came to the

mill whose husband was in the Union army, and told us that every

man in the country around was a rebel and a bushwhacker, and that

they were making arrangements to take us by surprise. We told her

we were prepared for this, that there were more men close by, and

the impudence with which we foraged around over the country lent

some assurance to our words. They sent in a spy in the evening and

we told him we had taken possession of the mill to run it a hundred

days, and that there were plenty of men close by. We kept up a

bold front for two nights and a day, and then concluded we had better

get out of that, which we did, taking all the meal, flour and molasses,

we could carry.

Gen. Wilson came to us from the Army of the Potomac, and

brought with him much of the "grand review" style of that army;

that of itself was sufficient to prejudice all Western soldiers against

him; for if there was anything Western troops did hate, it was any-

thing that was done for mere style, without a corresponding benefit.

But added to this love of show, he seemed to study just how to keep

every soldier in his whole army on duty every day. We hadn't

drawn a single ration yet till we had general orders read to us from

Gen. Wilson every morning, and upon almost every conceivable

subject. Telling us first just how we should take care of our horses,

he said the horses i/mst be taken care of first, and then if there was

anything left the soldier might have it. Next he told us how to put

up our bunks and police our quarters, just as though we had been

in the service almost three years and yet did not know how to make

ourselves comfortable and keep clean. He next told us how to conduct

ourselves in order to be good soldiers. In this order was a command
to keep on camp guard constantly, day and night. This was the most

detestable order of the batch, for we well knew camp guard was only

intended for appearance, and never did one bit of good, and was

never obeyed only in obedience to orders from headquarters, and

then only in the day time ; for just as soon as the lights were blown

out every camp guard would deliberately go to his quarters and go

to bed. But the idea of keeping 60 to 100 men on camp guard even

in the day time was very repugnant to us. He also issued an order

about digging sinks, just as though we naturally loved filth and were

in the habit of stabling our horses in our bunks. We had not all

got our bunks up till he ordered us to build stables for our horses.

We were not through with this till he ordered us to drill so many
hours each day. For two or three weeks every man was on duty
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every day, and it frequently happened that there were not men
enough in the companies to fill the details. All this might have

served to keep lazy soldiers in good health, yet all zve asked on that

score was just to get enough to eat. But after all was said and done,

when we broke camp in the spring we were no better prepared for

the campaign than when wc went into camp. Extravagant u.se of

authority always reverts on the author. As we did everything by

the bugle call, we will enumerate them, so you may know how much
we had to learn and to obey each day, and to show you that this

bugling was no small matter we state that at each division headquar-

ters there was a chief bugler, whose call governed all buglers in the

division. At each brigade headquarters there was a bugler, and hi.s

call governed all the regimental buglers in the brigade. Then at

each regimental headquarters there was a bugler, and his call gov-

erned all the company buglers, and each company had a bugler,

whose business it was to repeat every call blown by the regimental

bugler. The order of blowing was this way: first, the division

bugler would blow a call, which was repeated in concert by all the

brigade buglers ; next by the regimental buglers in concert, and

lastly by each coinpany bugler in concert. In our army of 30,000

men there would be about 300 buglers blowing all at the same time,

which would make about as much noise as you would care to listen

to. The order of the calls was about in this way: first, in the morn-

ing, about 5 o'clock in winter and 4 in summer, was the musicians',

or buglers' call, at which every bugler in the army had to turn

out and get ready to blow; second, the "orderly's call," at which

every orderly sergeant had to turn out and get ready to call the roll
;

third, "roll call," at which every soldier in the army had to turn

out and be ready to answer to his name by the time the bugle was

done sounding. This opened the duties of the day. The fourth

was feed call ; fifth, breakfast call ; sixth, curry horses; seventh, police

quarters; eighth, sick call; ninth, guard mount; tenth, fatigue duty;

eleventh, water horses; twelfth, squad drill; thirteenth, dinner call;

fourteenth, companydrill; fifteenth, battalion drill; sixteenth, water

call; seventeenth, feed your horses; eighteenth, supper; nineteenth,

evening roll call— this always blew just at sundown ; twentieth, tat-

too roll call ; 21st, taps, or lights out, at 9 p. m.; when all the lights

had to be put out and all go to bed. Besides all these, our every

movement in squad, company, or battalion drill, were all governed

by the bugle, making 20 or 30 more calls. Our horses would learn

these quicker than the men. We once had a little nigger in Com-
pany D, of our regiment, who made a rhyme for almost all of the
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calls, so that the words would just apply to the notes, and he would

sinj;;; them just as the buglers would play. We remember only his

rhvme for the feed call, which was, "Come all you that are able,

and go to the stable, and feed your horses hay, oats and corn. Or

if you don't, de colonel will know it, and put you in de guard house,

sure as you are born."

We hnve spoken of building stables for our horses, and you may want

to know how we did it. Well, there was certainly plenty ot timber

handy to do it with, as we were camped in a forest that extended

from the river 20 to 50 miles north of us, with very few inhabitants.

There were no saw mills, however, to cut the trees up into lumber,

or the work would have been easy. We had to do ail the work

with the ax, the cross-cut saw, and the froe. Our first work was to

set three rows of posts in the ground, 12 feet apart, and the rows

just as long as we wanted our stables to be. Now, suppose the

horses stood in two rows, with their he ids together in the middle,

and that four feet were allowed to each horse, and that there were

80 horses and pack-mules in the company, and we must have a stable

160 feet long to accommodate them, which was just the length of

the one in Company I. It took io,o::o clapboards to cover the

stable of each company of the regiment. Multiply this by 600,

about the number of companies in this army, and we have the enor-

mous sum of 6.000,000 clapboards, which we made in about two

weeks. You see what a vast amount of work we did. When done,

the stables were just as comfortable as any horse need stand in.

There had been some change made in the drill and movements for

the cavalry, and before we were done with the stables we were

ordered to go to drilling on horseback in order to learn the new
tactics. So we had squad and company drill every day, battalion

drill twice a week, and brigade and division drill once a week.

Hence we never saw an idle day as long as we lay in camp. About

the second day after we went into camp, two deer came running

along on the ridge on which we were camped, passing through the

17th, then through our regiment, then through the 123d, and then

on south through other regiments. There were a thousand shots

fired at them, and one of them was killed about two miles south of

us, while the other one kept on south, and finally got to the river,

swam across, and thus saved his hide. There were numbers of them

killed in the forest north of us afterwards, and in our starving con-

dition deer meat was considered quite a treat. This brings us to

one of the thousands of jokes that were played off while here.

Lieut. Clark, of Company I, was acting c^uartermaster of the regi-

es
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ment, and about a week after we went into camp he distributed a lot

of shoes. Nearly all the men of Company C wore y's. The supply

of 7'.s was soon exhausted, and yet Company C was not half sup-

plied. After the distribution was made, Clark found he had left on

his hands a pair of number 14's, which nobody wanted. So he sent

for " Aise " Derby, orderly sergeant of Company C, stating that he

had two ys left, and to come down and get them. Derby started off

in a great hurry, for fear somebody would be ahead of him, suppos-

ing, of course, that there were two pairs of 7's. When he got there

he wanted to know where those two pairs of shoes were. Clark

then threw down the pair of 14's, which looked like young gunboats.

Derby said his men were not in the habit of going with both fett in

one shoe, and he guessed he wouldn't take them. The laugh was

on Derby. A da}- or two alter this, Derby went down to Clark's

tent, and in a very unconcerned way got to talking about the boys

cfolne hunting, and remarked that one of them had killed a deer.

Clark became interested at once, and said he'd like to have some.

Derb}^ said he had no doubt he could get some if he would go before it

was all gone. Clark hurried off to Company C's quarters to find

the mm Avho killed the deer. After inquiring at ever},' bunk in the

vain ;ittempt, he stopped and began to think there must have been

some mistake, when Derby stuck his head out of the captain's tent

and shouted, "Here's your two 7's!" Clark put back to his quar-

ters, feeling like he had let a bird go.

There is so very little that is pleasant to contemplate about our

camp at Gravelly Springs, that we shall purposely skip over numer-

ous incidents of deep interest to all who participated in them, in

order to get away from the place as soon as possible. In the first

place, this seemed to be the most God-forsaken country we had ever

been in—poor beyond description. In the next place, the idea of

"ixnuter quarters was repulsive. We wanted to be going, and to think

we would have to stay there so long detracted very much from any

sport or pleasure we usually enjoyed. We had always been where

we could get mail at intervals, and knew what was going on at home,

and in the different departments of the army, and so felt we were

still a part and parcel of God's creation ; but here we only got mail

two or three times, and then always nearly a month behind the

times . On looking back over the whole period of our service, we can

think of no place where we lay in camp any length of time but we

had some special arrangements for amusement and pleasure of some

kind. Sometimes we would have one thing and sometimes another,

but always something. Here, however, we were so constantly kept
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on duty of one kind or another, that a general plan of amusement

was out of the question, and one had to look out for his own amuse-

ment. We give you the method adopted upon one occasion by Com-

pany K's " forager," to amuse himself, and also to get even with the

sutler. Kverybod}' remembers the crowds of soldiers that would

gather around the sutler's "chebang" just after getting" on a fresh load

of "truck." At just such a time, when the boys were about six or

eight deep, all struggling around the front of the tent to get a chance

to buy something, the sutler very busy handing ant pickled j^ig's-feet,

canned peaches, and a two-inch square plug of tobacco for a dollar,

and just as hw~,y taking />/ the shinplasters, (fractional currency), the

box containing .said shinplasters was of course left where it would be

handy to make change, our "forager" was quietly standing by. He
had the ramrod of an old "Springfield," the hollow end of which

was filled with tar, and whenever the sutler's back was turned he

would give his ramrod a "job" in his box of "fractional," and with

easy dexterity take up such denominations as he wished and pass them

out to the boys, who could well afford to keep still.

It was a common occurrence for the officers t> lie down on their

bunks or cots and go to sleep in the day time. This was always fun

for the privates. We had picket-ropes 30 feet long, ancl used to tie or

picket our horses out to grass ; we had also iron pins i8 inches long,

with a ring in the end, and by sticking the pin in the ground we could

tie our horses out anywhere. Well, the boys would take one of these

ropes and tie the officer to his bunk in such a way that he could

neither get up nor untie himself, and go off and leave him. We
would almost always hear from the fellow shortly after he would wake

up. At other times they would tie the officer's legs together and then

torment him till he would jump up and start after them, and of course

get a good fall. We saw a lieutenant come down to the company

c]uarters one day and. loll around a while, and finally lie down on one

of the boys' beds and go to sleep. This was too good a chance for

fun to be lost. The fellow took his picket-rope, tied one end around

his leg and the other to a stump ; he then got a long, slender stick or

switch and tied a long thread to the little end; then he caught a large

bug and tied the thread to it and placed himself out of sight and let

the bug drop heavily in the lieutenant's face. This roused him up,

and seeing the bug he began to strike at it violently, but the fellow

kept the bug out of his reach, yet kept " dabbing " him in the face.

You never saw a fellow fight bumble-bees harder than the lieutenant

fought that bug. Finally, becoming alarmed, he started up in the

wildest fright, fighting the bug for dear life. This was too much for
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the boys to see and not laugh. This assured the Heutenant he had

been given away, and also directed his attention to the fellow who

was holding the pole. With hades in his thoughts and blood in his eye

he bounded to his feet and took after the fellow with the pole. The

fellow took down hill with the lieutenant clutching at his coat-tails.

He was a big, long-legged fellow, and half a dozen strides brought

him to the end of the picket-rope, and he pitched headlong down the

hill, with a crash that shook the ground like a young earthquake. It

nearly jolted the life out of him, and for a few minutes he could not

tell whether he had been shot out of a cannon or dropped down from

the moon. At any rate he was almost sure he had heard something

"drap. " He finally gathered himself up, untied the rope and put

off to his quarters, and was never known to go to sleep in the company
quarters afterwards.

We guess almost everybody is good for something, but it has

bothered us wonderfully sometimes to tell ju.st what some people

are good for. We are acquainted with a fellow, whom we shall call

Bob, for two reasons—first, because it is handy, and second, because

that isn't his name. Bob was just the poorest .stick for a soldier we
ever knew ; he was just too " ornery " to keep the lice offof him, but

he was a good forager. During all the time we were so starving

hungry Bob always had plenty to eat. This, too, he found somewhere

in this God-forsaken country, We never could tell how nor where,

but he got it, and was so supremely selfish with everything he would

capture that if his me.ss or bunkmates ever got anything from him

they had to steal it, which was hard to do, because he always carried

his haversack with him. One day he came in with his haversack

plumb full "of meat, bread, and even coffee—enough for his whole

mess—but not a bite would he give them. Well, some of the other

boys of his mess had been out in the country and found a house

where there were a couple of hogs in a pen close by the house, but

there was a soldier stationed there to guard the hogs. They reported

to Bob and he said he could get the hogs, guard or no guard. So

three or four of the boys went along with him. The pig-pen was

close by the porch, and there happened to a girl about the house that

the guard seemed to very much interested in, and the girl seemed to

be just as sweet on him ; the two sat there on the porch till the boys'

patience was exhausted and they had to give it up. While they were

gone the boys unloaded Bob's haversack, (which, for a wonder, he

had not taken with him), and as he was not a very early riser, the

boys had everything cleaned up before he was up. After a while Bob

came around smelling of the fire places and chimneys to see if he
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could i^et a scent of meat. He was too late ; the scent had all passed

off, but it was fearful the way he did cuss.

On the rith of March Gen. Wilson reviewed our division. This

was the grandest display we ever saw, and left a lasting" impression on

our minds. Along in the first part of the war Gen. McClellan, in

command of the Army of the Potomac, indulged in so many of these

grand reviews and so little fighting that the loyal people of the North

became disgusted with it, and finally caused McClellan to be super-

seded, and western troops were prejudiced against them. You may
know that these grand reviews were not very common, as while we

were at Murfreesboro our division (Gen. Reynolds,) was reviewed once;

and our division (2d cavalry) was reviewed at Louisville. These are

all the division reviews we had ever seen. Western troops were not

much for display, but a great deal for business. We began to tell you

about our grand review. It took place on an old plantation near Gen.

Wilson's headquarters, about four miles from our camp. The ground

was a plain of three or four hundred acres in extent, and so nearly

level that we could see the whole division at once, which had only

occurred twice before during our service ; this time very much
plainer than the others. The review was to take place at i o'clock

;

our regiment left camp at 11, and the movements of all the regi-

ments in the division were so well timed that all arrived on the ground

at the same time and took up the positions assigned them, without

waiting or delay. As there was not room for the whole division to

be formed in one single straight line, we were formed in two lines

100 yards apart, facing to the east, and each line was a mile and a

half long—the Colonels 50 yards in front of the front line, opposite

the center of their respective regiments; each brigade commander

100 yards in front of the center of his brigade; while Gen. Long,

our division commander, was 50 yards in front of the line of brigade

commanders, and opposite the center of the division, making him

250 yards in front of the rear line of soldiers. Our regiment was in

the rear line, which gave us the better chance to see all the move-

ments, as we were not allowed to "gawk" about or change our posi-

tion. Gen. Wilson's headquarters were at a big white house, on an

eminence, a half mile in front of us, and we could see every move-

ment very plainly. There were quite a lot of ladies there to witness

the spectacle, and also two or three hundred officers belonging to

the other divisions. The day was one of the most beautiful we ever

saw and contrasted very strongly with the day of our review at Louis-

ville. When we had all taken our places and straightened our lines

they were so straight that a person in the ranks on looking either way
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could only see the man next to him, and on bending backward or for-

ward he could just see one continued line of blue, but not a single

man in the whole line. We never saw any regiment on dress parade

make a better line—we had drilled so much that our horses were com-

pletely broken and understood every movement as well as the soldiers

themselves. When Gen. Wilson, from his headquarters, saw that our

lines were formed, he and his staff mounted and rode directly to Gen.

Long, saluted him and pas.sed the time of day; then ordered him to

have his division to open ranks. Gen. Long then turned his horse

and gave command

:

"Attention Battalions! Open ranks. Ten paces Forward,

March !

"

Every company, alzvays, on falling in to march or move any where,

is numbered off by "4's, " and in opening ranks numbers 1 and 3

always move forward, numbers 2 and 4 standing fast ; and in this case

the odd numbers moved out so promptl)' and kept so well dressed

that when they halted the line was as well dressed and ju.st as .straight

as when they started. We never saw a single battalion execute this

movement better in our lives. W^hen this movement was executed

Gen. Wilson, with Gen. Long to his right, wheeled their horses to

the right and on a quick gallop started around the entire division, and

in passing clear around made a circuit of four miles,, which completely

played out many of the staff officers' horses, some of them before

getting half way around. Every regiment had all its flags, banners and

guidons flying, and when the officers would reach the heads of regi-

ments the regiment would "dip" its colors and present arms, and

remain perfectly motionless till they were past, then come to a

shoulder again. As the officers would reach the head of each brigade

the brigade commander would take his place by the side of Gen.

W^ilson, and as they galloped along would give him the name and

number of each regiment, and answer such questions about the effi-

ciency, equipment and drill, as might be asked him, and after passing

the brigade take his place again. The programme of this review

would have required the General to pass both in the front and in the

rear of each line, which would have made a heat of eight miles ; but

he found the horses would not stand it, so they only passed in the

front of our line and in the rear of the ether. But every thing passed

off so well and the General was so well pleased with our appearance,

that when he reached the "front and center," where they started

from, he ordered Gen. Long to hold his division in readiness to move
at a minute's notice. Gen. Long now turned to the division and gave

command, '' Attention Battalions ! Close order, March!''' When we
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closed Lip lie drew his sword, and with it saluted the divisions, and

our colors ac^ain went down. He then gave command, '^Parade is

dismissed." Brigade commanders then turned to their brigades and

gave command :
' 'Attention battalions! By fours, Right turn, For-

ivard. Left turn, Mare/i !
" and we started to our camps, perfectly

delighted with the grand success of our review. There had not been

a single blunder or mistake, and had we gone through these move-

ments every day for a nionth we could not possibly have executed

them better. That evening at roll call we had orders read to us from

Gen. Wilson to be ready to move right away, at a minute's notice.

It rarely happens that an event of such magnitude as this passes

off without some ridiculous thing happening, and William Grismar,

private Co. K, tells this: " I had made up my mind to go foraging

that day, and when the captain came around in the morning and told

us to get ready to go on review, I told him I didn't want to go.

Said he, "You have to- go." Well, just before we started I took

out my knife and ripped my coat from the tail to the collar, and when

ray belt was on it gaped open like the back of a young locust. I

went on the review and happened to be in the rear hne, and when the

General was just opposite me he stopped very suddenly and hallooed

out, "Captain, send that man to his quarters." You bet 1 went,

and as soon as I was out of sight struck out foraging. The only

thing I could find w^as a little bit of a pig which I cooked in the

coffee pot, so you can bet I was hungry."

We believe the Tennessee River is larger than the Ohio. Some
time after we had gone into camp here the river rose to its highest

notch, and as we were not so very far below' the Muscle shoals, and

numerous rapids, the water came rushing down in the most fearful

commotion we ever witnessed. The river was four miles wide and

perfectly frightful to look upon. The waves seemed to roll 20 feet

high. While it was at its highest some transports came up and

landed in an old field not far from our camp, but more than a mile

from the landing at an ordinary stage of water. These were the

spring floods. The rise was very rapid and caused a loss of fully

1^250,000 worth of forage and material belonging to this army.

March 13th, 1865. Last night at midnight the second (Minty'.s)

brigade of our division began to move. They took the road down
the river for Waterloo, 12 miles below us, getting there at daylight,

and immediately began to cross the river, the fifth cavalry division

having crossed a few days before, and went into camp at Eastport,

Mississippi.

We were ordered last night to be ready this morning to move at
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sun-up. This order was received with pleasure. There was much
less discussion and speculation as to where we were going than com-

mon. The men didn't seem to care much where we went so we got

out of this miserable country. All along through our service we

had scarcely ever moved camp but what the men had fixed up

in their minds just where we were going to, but this time we heard

very little of that. VVe now had but five months to serve, and we
believe nine out of every ten would rather put the whole of that time

in active campaigning than to lie in camp ; especial!}' if we had to

pass the time as we had spent it here. This morning we were up

bright and early, and in a good humor—in broad contrast with our

condition on going into camp here. We began right away cheerfully

to pack our traps ready to move. There was no hurrying, fussing,

or confusion; but when the bugle blowed "strike tents" everybody

was ready. We pulled out about 7 o'clock, taking a last look at our

stables, and the vast amount of work we had done, without regret.

The river is at flood-tide again, and before we get to Waterloo

we strike a large bayou, and have to make a ciicuit of five milts

to get around it. It was noon when we got to Waterloo, unsaddled,

fed and got dinner, and from that till midnight had nothing to do but

lie down and sleep, or stroll around over the country. The whole

country for miles around looked just like the place we had left; that

is, large bodies of troops had been camped here, their stables and

winter quarters still standing, but the troops were gone. They had

been crossing here for the last three days and nights. Minty's

brigade- began to cross early this morning, and the last of it did not

get over till after sundown. They crossed on two large transports,

or steamboats, and each transport had aflat-bottomed boat lashed to

it, which would hold about 60 or 100 horses. The boats had to go

down the river two miles to get to the landing on yonder side, and it

took two full hours to make the trip across and back. About 1

1

o'clock at night we were ordered to saddle up, and just at midnight

we got on board "The Swallow " and the barge, holding about one-

third of our regiment. It was half-past I o'clock when we landed at

Chickasaw. This is simply a little village of a few houses, nearly on

the line between Mississippi and Alabama. We went out about

three-fourths of a mile south-east and went into camp between a

large bayou, or swamp, and the bluff Owing to the darkness and

thick brush, we had a terrible time getting into camp.

March 14th. It took the whole night for our brigade to get

across. We had no bugle call, but as usual when going into a new
place, the men were up early, looking around to see where we were.
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and what the chances were to get something fresh. We found the

country out from the river very much like the country we left at

Gravelly Springs—very rough, hilly, and miserably poor —and aside

from the few houses right at the landing, uninhabited. -The only

place of interest any where for miles around was at the river, and

aside from the vast militar}^ preparations, there was nothing else

tiiere. Our teams were got across to-day. VVe have not spoken of

what troops have been camped along the river. When our division

reached Gravelly Springs there were the first, second, fourth, fifth

and seventh cavalry, and at Waterloo were two divisions of the six-

teenth corps, A. J. Smith commanding. On the iith of February

the seventh division and the infantry embarked tor New Orleans.

A person who has never seen an.y military preparations at all can

form no idea of the vast amount of everything that it takes to keep

up an army even as small as 30,000 cavalry. We will mention the

simple item of forage, to help you to guess at other things. We
suppose from the time W^ilson's great raid was determined upon, that

this point was selected as the most practicable from which the expedi-

tion could start, and as soon as he got forage and rations enough up

to keep us going, he commenced to pile up forage here, and just

before the first flood of the river, three or four weeks ago, he had

500,000 bushels of oats here all in one pile, and as he supposed clear

above high water mark. This was about 60 days' rations for all the

horses in our armies here, and the pile was larger than any ware-

house we ever saw. When the river got up to its highest, it ran

several feet over the top of the pile, and spoiled every bushel. The

weather was warm after the water ran down, and the oats heated up

so hot as to nearly burn them to ashes. They were all in sacks, and

of course swelled so as to burst all the sacks, and yet when we got

there they were so hot as to be uncomfortable to walk over. We
heard a camp follower say he would give five cents a bushel for the

privilege of emptying the sacks. We don't know what he really

did pay, but a day or two afterwards we saw him emptying the

sacks and baling them up. He said he allowed to take them to Cm-
cinnati, where the\' would bring him 20 cents each.

March 15th. Gen. Wilson and staff came across to-day. During

the time we laid here the landing was a busy place. We frequently

counted as high as 14 transports and five gunboats in one day. As
,

there were numerous bands of guerrillas and bushwhackers all along

the river all the boats had to go in fleets, and the gun-boats had to go

along with them for protection. Just below the landing and inside the

Mississippi line was a redoubt— a strong earth work—that was said to

66
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• have been built by Andrew Jackson, on one of his expeditions against

the Indians. It looked old enough, but we should guess it was built

by the rebels about the time of the Fort Donelson campaign, the

first year of the war. Eastport was two miles below this, on the

south side of the river.

March i6th. The 4th division got across to-day. While we

stayed at the landing the hour of our departure was often fixed and as

often postponed on account of not being readj-. Of course we had

the stereotyped and usual orders in regard to leaving behind us all

surplus clothing, blankets, overcoats, dog-tents, camp and garrison

equipage, and all officers' tents of every description ; but this order

further indicated that we were to move much lighter than ever before.

We had seen so little meat of any kind since we came to Gravelly

Springs that the men have finally concluded that the supply left over

from the Mexican war is about exhausted, and that henceforth they

will have to depend upon their own resources: for all the meat they

cret. With this understanding of the case we insert an expedition of

Co. D, as related by John B. Davis: " We now had plenty of hard-

tack but no meat. When any of our brigade was on picket or patrol

duty we could pass by them apparently unnoticed. To remedy this

matter Gen. Wilson put none but his cavalry on out-post duty ; but

we were so ravenously hungry for meat that we determined to run all

risks and have some meat if there was any in rebeldom. Six or eight

of us, guns in hands, left camp at an early hour; our journey lay over

the hills and hollows for full 10 miles before finding what we wanted.

After securing it we pressed in an old " hoss " to carry it, but he

refused to do duty in the Union cause, and broke away from us and

came near taking our meat with him ; so we had to carry it ourselves.

We pulled slowly for camp, and when we came near the pickets took

around through the woods to avoid them ; but when nearly past them

they spied us and tried to arrest us. Luckily for us we had put a

verv deep hollow between us and them and so we laughed at their

threats to shoot. When near our camp Dr. Kirkpatrick kindly warned

us to be careful or we would be caught, and for a long ways we had

to crawl on our bellies to get past headquarters unobserved ; but the

meat tasted all the sweeter when -we got to camp." John M, Riddle,

corporal of Co. G, tells this in regard to their efforts to get meat

:

"In our meanderings along the landing we passed by the commis-

sary department, and lo ! to the delight of our astonished eyes we

beheld some barrels of pickled pork once more. As our chances of

drawing any of that delectable article in the ' regular way ' were

very slim, we concluded to tr}' the irregular way. So after the bugle
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blowod for lii^hti^ out, myself. John Yeager and Dennis P. Rowland

sallied forth. Arriving; at the commissar)''s I walked boldly up to the

g-Liard and engaged him in conversation ; Howland and Yeager slipped

a barrel out from under the back side of the tent and quieth' rolled it

away. When about 400 3-ards from the tent I joined them. From

here to a place of safety we had several deep ravines and numerous

logs to cross, and an\' amount of low hazel brush and briars to go

through, and it required our utmost strength to get it out of sight of

headquarters ; but finally, near midnight, we succeeded in getting it to

a place where we thought we would be safe. Howland took up a

big rock and said, ' now for some meat. ' Down went the rock with a

crasii, in went the head, and so did our hands- up to the elbows—when,

oh! horror! It was coal tar, and wc spent the balance of the night

trying to wash it off!

On the 19th our division trains and pontoon train pulled out from

the landing, taking the road southward, and we expected to follow on

the morrow, but when the 20th came we were seemingly no nearer

read}- than we were the day after we crossed the river. There were

yet six or seven transports at the river laden with forage and commis-

sary stores, and they all had to be unloaded and the stuff put into the

train wagons.

On the 2 1 St Minty's brigade moved out, taking the same road

southward as the trains had done. We have spoken about all extra

stuff of all kinds ordered to be left behind, and we spent much of the

day at the landing watching all this stuff come in from the camps. It

was all thrown into one pile, and that pile was huge and heteroge-

neous, composed of everything that an army has any use for, and as

we very well knew the men would not part with anything they really

needed, we wondered where all the stuff came from. While viewing

this huge pile a happ)' thought struck us. Here, now, was a chance

for a little sharp practice for the privates—the only chance we had

ever had, and wc determined to avail ourselves of it. You see private

soldiers had to receipt for everything they drew, and if we lost any-

thing belonging to the Government we had to pay for it. Receipting

for any article of camp or garrison equigage did not make it ours ; it

still belonged to the Government, and the only way we could get rid

of paying for an article that might be lost, was to have the brigade

inspector inspect it, and when worn out, or out of repair, he would

condemn it, and then we might lose it without paying for it. But

here was a chance to "draw" without giving the customary receipt.

So we went back to camp and turned over our dog-tents, &c.
,
pre-

tending that we allowed to move without them ; but we afterwards
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went down to the pile and picked out just such things as we wanted.

Our excuse for this was that we could get a better article of the same
kind than we had, and, as a fair exchange was no robbery, we argued

that Uncle Sam would lose nothing by the transaction.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

J^Wm March 2lxt to Aiwil 2(/, 1865.— We F iiiaUy More—Order cf March— Going

to TiiHcunibia— To Suhmt of the Country and Destroy All that may he of U^e to

the Enemy— Lightnin'j Brigade in its Glory Again—Capturing Prixoners—Soon

Strike a Better Country and Find Abundance of Forage and Frovidon^—Crossing

Great Swamps— Cro'^-iiiig the BlarL Warrior River—Many Thrilling Incidents—

Crox.iing Five- Mile Creek—Burning the Bed Mountain Iron Work>i— ReheU Try
to Cut our Army ill Tiro— We Lead our HorscH Over a Railroad Bridge on- the

Ties—A Fearful Bridge 100 Feet High—Over Safe—Scouting, Foraging and

Burning— The Whole Country a Sheet of Flame or Cloud of Smoke—We Reach

Montevallo—Forest, at Sehua,Hear< of Our Advance—We Begin to Skirmish irith

F\ire^fs Troops—The Reheh Running as if the De'il were After Them— Gen.

Fore-it Just in Front of Ih—Skirmish Line Driving Bark a Whole Rehel Column
— Gen. Dick 'Taylor Almost Captured and His Forage Train Taken in— Cayt.

Taylor Wounds Gen. Forei<t in the Arm trith hin Saber and Forest Shoots Him
—Frrest Defeated and DemoraUzed at the Battle of Ehmfzer Church—Bravery

"f Sergeant Murphy and Hi't Squad

.

On the 2 1st we got orders to move to-morrow morning, and as usual

we were down to the river and heard the commander go around to

each boat and give the order to clean up immediately, and to take on

the loads assigned them right away, as ever}' boat had to move out

of the river before to-morrow night—and we kne^\ that the time of

our departure was at hand. We were ordered to take five days'

rations in haversacks, and five days' forage on horses, and the train

was to haul five days' rations of hard-tack, and 45 of salt, sugar and

coffee, and each man was to take lOO rounds of cartridges.

March 22d, 1865. This morning, just at sun-up, we pulled out

from the river, taking the road for Tuscumbia, which for eight miles led

us over a miserable, rough, hilly and poor country, in a south-east

direction. It was hills and ravines the whole way. We then came

to a most beautiful plain of several miles in extent, which contained

several thousand acres of the finest land in the world, and at one day

it must have been the garden spot of Alabama, but now ail is deso-

late. The deserted mansion, the old and decrepit, white and black,

and those too young or too old for war, are all that are left. Buell's

army passed over this ground in 1862, Sherman's in 1863, and the

rebel army two or three times, and all together had stripped this

beautiful plain of everything that would render living in it possible.
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Here we turned straight south, and at the end of eight miles struck

the Memphis & Charleston Railroad at Cherokee Station. Here we

passed the First Division, McCook's ; nine miles south of this we
went into camp in a gorge or deep hollow, on Rock Creek, a stream

that comes down off the lower end of the Sand Mountains. About

an hour by sun we passed the pontoon train, and after we had gone

into camp we found our train Avas just two miles ahead of us. They
had been three days making 27 miles. The recent rains had made
the roads soft clear down, and the last nine miles we traveled seemed

to have no bottom at all. We made 25 miles for the day, which we
regarded as a good beginning. During the day, by a general order,

it v.'as made known to us how many troops there were going along

with us, and also the order of march. There had been five divisions

camped on the river and all of them had moved ; two of them had

taken different directions in order to mask our movement nnd our

real object. So there were, then, after all of our winter's prepara-

tion, but three divisions of us, less than 15,000 men all told. They
were the ist division, commanded by Gen. McCook, the 2d (our

own), commanded by Gen. Long, and the 4th, commanded by Gen.

Upton. The order of march was Gen. McCook on the right. Gen.

I^ong in the center, and Gen. Upton on the left, the pontoon train

moving with the centre. Detachments were to be sent out each day

on all tne roads so as to distract the enemy. Dr. Cole says : "The
men are expected to subsist off the country through which we pass.

The hospital department transport nothing but tent flies and one wall

tent to a division. Two wagons for brigade headquarters and the

ambulance train comprise the brigade train."

But not a v\/ord or hint did we get as to the objective point or aim

of our expedition. Our instructions were to get our living and for-

age off the country, and to take with us or destroy everything that

would be of any service to the rebel cause. This looks like business,

and we went to bed with happy hearts, because we knew the end

could not be far off. Our regiment and brigade was in its glory again

and felt once more at home.

March 23d. Bugle call at 2 a. m. and moved at daylight, passing

our train at sun-up. It has now got on high ground. After we had

gone five miles we stopped for three hours for the pontoon train to

catch up. Bivouacked soon after noon at a little village called Frank-

fort, the county seat of F^ranklin county, 1 5 miles south of Tuscum-

bia, making only 15 miles for the day. Roads good and trains all

well closed up. Our regiment in advance. Captured some prisoners

to-day, including a rebel major and some of Rhoddy's scouts.
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Marcli 24th. Our division moved out early, but as our regiment

was in the advance yesterday we had to take the rear to-day; so we
lay in camp to let our own train and the pontoon train pass us. It

took them till near noon. Owing to the negligence of our officers or

some other cause we lay in camp, too long, let the train all pass by

and the ist division, being right behind it, about half oPit got past us

when we began to move, and then we had to ride fast and file past it.

This is always quite a job even when the roads are good and the

country open, but to-day our roads were but by-paths, miserably bad,

and the brush very thick, and we thought sometimes we would not

make it, as we would always lose a little every time we would come

to where the brush was very thick. Nine miles from camp we came to

Russellville, the ist division halted and we got past them without

further trouble. Here the 4th division had come in from the north

by the way of Tuscumbia. This was the first we had seen of them

since leaving the landing at Cherokee. They took a road leading due

east and we saw them no more for five or six days.

To this place our road had led o\'er a succession of ridges and

ravines, and a miserable poor country, in a north-east direction, and

we began t^ think that if all the country we had to pass over was

hke this our " living off of the country " would be rather slim. It

w^as the middle of the afternoon when we got to Russellville, where

we turned straight south, still keeping behind the pontoon train till we
went into camp. The country became level and withal very rich, and

for the first time in many long months the whole command got some

fresh provisions. Evidences of wealth were numerous, and just before

sundown we passed Gen. Wilson's headquarters at a big white house,

(the rebels called him " Dandy Wilson,") and this was the first we
had seen of him since our grand review. We went into camp long

after night on Cedar Creek, six miles south of Russellville, making 15

miles for the day. Our division and the balance of the brigade got to

camp by noon, but we were so late, and it got so dark, we really did

not get into camp at all, but just stopped in a lane as we were march-

ing along, hitched our horses in the fence corners on one side of the

road and used the fence on the other side for fires. It had been so long

since we had eaten an3^thing fresh that our appetite for chicken and

pig was simply marvelous, and it is not surprising that a great many
over-did the thing and paid the penalty by a lively tussle with the

" Tennessee quick step."

March 25th. On stopping last night we had orders to send out

foragers at daylight to get forage for our horses and meat to last us

two days, as there was supposed to be some more barren country just
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ahead o( us. This detail consisted of about 20 from each company,

(no trouble to get men to go in this detail,) or 200 from the regiment,

all under command of Lieut. Clark, Co. I, acting quartermaster for

the regiment. We found an abundance of everything we needed for

man and beast, and had a lively skirmish with some rebels, capturing

a horse and a full rig, including gun and accoutrements, a Johnny and

his hat—all but the Johnny. The first division began to move past

us just as we started, but the sun Avas two hours high before it all got

past, when we moved right after it, rapidly, and about the middle of

the forenoon passed through a little place called Mountain Spring.

About the middle of the afternoon we crossed Big Bear Creek, at

Allen's Factor^^ This stream runs north-west and empties into the

Tennessee River at Eastport, close to where we started. We moved
five miles after crossing Bear Creek and bivouacked near a place

called Thornhill, on a little mountain stream that runs south into the

Buttahachee River. After leaving the Big Bear Creek our road lay

over a mountain ridge and was very good, but the country was unin-

habited and entirel)' too poor for any body to live in. Made 20 miles

to-day.

March 26th. Since leaving Russellville we have been on a road

leading straight south to Tuscaloosa, and this morning the ist division

kept straight on that road, and we saw no more of it for several days.

Our division turned square east, the pontoon and all the other division

trains along with us. Our road almost all day lay along the top of a

mountain ridge, very sandy and covered with a species of "bitter

oak" entirely new to us, chestnut and sassafras, some of the latter

two feet in diameter, much the largest we had ever seen ; roads moit

excellent and the trains all keeping well closed up. Our division is

now by itself; Upton's away off to the north-east of us, and McCook's

to the south-west. Late in the afternoon we came to the edge of the

mountainous country or high table-lands, and could look for many
miles to the east and south of us, and could see what appeared to be

a large water course or huge swamp. Just at this time our brigade

got on the wrong road and traveled three or four miles out of the

M'ay, and by the time we got back into the road we found the trains,

which had kept straight ahead, had got down off the table-lands and the

advanced trains had stuck fast in a huge swamp. Minty's brigade

was ahead of us, and just at sundown began to try to flounder through

it, while the train commenced parking on this side and our brigade

massed in column by regiments. A detail of 10 men from each com-

pany in the brigade, 400 in all, was made to bridge the swamp. As

the swamp was nearly a mile wide, thiswas no small job. 1 his was
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the Sipsey's fork of the Black Warrior. The men went to work

earnestly and cheerfully, while the rest of us fooled around till 9
o'clock at night, and then got orders to feed and get supper, and by

the time this was over the bridge was completed and our regiment

began to cross. VVe assure you this was a fearful job, full of danger and

startling incidents ; yet 17 years afterwards it makes us shiver to think

of it. The night was very dark and the swamp itself just like all

other swamps on the low lands of the South, a vast sea of mud, grow-

ing full of trees, vines and thick underbrush, with a large quantity of

water sluggishly making its way through ; a paradise for miasma, bull-

frogs, serpents, and alligators. VVe got across without serious mis-

haps, went a mile and a half and came to another swamp just like the

one we had crossed. This was Warrior creek. Here we were com-

pelled to go into camp. It was just midnight, and before the column

turned off the road to go into camp another detail of 10 men from

each company in the brigade was made to bridge this swamp. It

was our fortune to be in command of the detail from Company I,

while the whole detail was under the command of Major Kilborn, of

our regiment, who before this had been in cominand of a company of

pioneers, and had abundant experience in this soi"t of work. We
pitched into the swamp, which was full three-fourths of a mile wide,

and the water in many places three feet deep. There is many a slip

between cup and lip. and so there was many a slip from tussock and

root that night, and we doubt if there was a man of the whole 40a

who did not go under, many of them several times. But the many
tricks we played on each other and the many ridiculous incidents con-

stantly occurring, kept us in good humor, and by 2 o'clock in the

morning we had our bridge done. You may be a little curious to

know how we could build so long a bridge in so short a time. There

was not much water except in a few places, and we just cut poles 10

feet long, laid them side by side and piled fine brush on them to keep

the horses' feet from going, through, and laid long poles on the ends of

the brush to hold it down, leaving a way six feet wide in the middle

for the horses to pass. Where the water was sufficiently deep to float

our poles we had to cut down long trees and lay them lengthwise of

the road and then lay our poles on top of them. There was one place

like' this just at the further side of the swamp, 75 yards wide. Here

most of the water in the swamp seemed to be running and wa.s.

deep, and had we been obliged to cut poles it would have taken

us till daylight to build it ; but just across the swamp was a well

fenced plantation, and we went for the rails. By each taking two or

three rails we could carry a thousand rails at a load, and we should
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guess we*-put near lo.ooo rails into that swamp. When we got back

across the swamp another trouble met us—where was our camp ?

After we left the command it had turned out of the road into the

dense woods. The men had eaten their suppers, and as there was no

occasion for building tires, had just tumbled off of their horses and

gone to sleep. Had the pack mules been hungry their braying would

have guided us with unerring certainty ; but they had been fed, were

very tired and were now sleeping the sleep of the innocent. Every

thing save the hooting of the owls and the whistle of the whippoor-

wills was still as the grave. Even the frogs had gone to sleep. If we

had our blankets we could lie down anywhere and go to sleep ; but

wet and cold as we were, we needed our blankets, and must find

camp. After stumbling around through the dense woods for near an

hour we ran upon it, and never before or afterwards did we see the

whole camp, man and beast, so sound asleep. We had made 25

miles for the' day. Dr. Cole says of the 26th: "Moved out early

this morning and traveled hard all day ; did not get into camp till late

at night. Crossed one branch of Black Warrior. The fording was

difficult and dangerous. The pontoon train moves with great diffi-

culty."

March 27th. Bugle blowed this morning at 4 o'clock, and the

bridge-builders got very "little sleep. We moved this morning at sun-

up, and immediately plunged into the swamp, and found that not-

withstanding the darkness of last night, and the many disadv^antages

under which we had labored, we had made a tolerably passable

bridge, and we got across the swamp without much difficulty. Here

we found Minty's brigade just eating breakfast ; the last of it man-

aged to get through the swamp about midnight. After waiting an

hour for Minty's brigade to move and our own to get across the

swamp, we moved on south over a low, sandy ridge of table-land, for

12 miles, and the roads just splendid, except that they were the

crookedest things in the world. This ridge was entirely uninhabited,

and we did not pass a house. This had one day been a dense forest,

but about two years before this a most fearful tornado had swept over

and felled nearly every tree. It would be impossible to compute the

vast destruction of timber. About every hundred yards we had to

turn out of the road to pass around the butt or top of a fallen tree,

thus doubling the distance. About noon we came to a stream of con-

siderable size called Lost Creek, and like most of the streams of the

South it was lined on either side by fearful swamps Here we found

Minty's brigade massed in column, and we rested an hour and started

on, but soon after starting we struck a road running straight east to

67
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Jasper, and about the time our brigade got to it the head of the 1st

Division came in from the west and cut us off, thus cutting our divis-

ion in two. This was another blunder, and shows that smart men
will sometimes do some very foolish things. We want to remark here

that any two different commands undertaking to move on the same

narrow road through the woods, in the same direction and at the same

time,, are bound to get into difficulty, and in this case it came very

near resulting in a fight. The rigJit of way certainly belonged to us,

as more than half of our division was in the road before the ist

Division came up and cut it off We tried for a long time to get to

our places in the division, and were getting just about mad enough to

clean the cavalry out, and there certainly would have been a fight, for

McCook of the 1st out-ranked Long of the 2d Division, and it looked

to us that McCook, in a very arbitrary and insulting manner, was try-

ing to crowd us out of the road just to show his authority, and we

felt bound to resent the insult, as we felt quite sure if the Johnnies had

been in force in front we could have had the road without any trouble.

Just then we got orders from Gen. Wilson to halt and wait till the

whole train had pulled past us and then to come in behind it. This*

w^s shortly after noon, and it took the ist Division an hour to file past

us ; then came the division trains, all of them, and then the pontoon

train. While we were waiting for the trains to pass we sent out foragers.

About the middle of the afternoon it began to rain and rained for

three or four days without stopping. Ths struck us in ju.st the worst

time possible. Had it rained on us while in the mountains it would

not have been so bad, but to commence just as we had fairly got in-

to the swamps made fearful nasty work. It was getting dark when

the rear of the train passed us and we pulled in after it. We had not

gone far till we came to a large stream with steep and high banks,

which had been piled full of rails, and might have been fair crossing

at noon, but the rain had swollen the stream till the rails were all float-

ing, and had there not been considerable timber just below the cross-

ing they would have floated off Our brigade had to cross this stream

on the floating rails, which was about as difficult business as we ever

did. We were now going down Lost Creek, and had not gone a mile

until we found the whole train hopelessly stuck in the swamp. It

seemed that every team had stuck fast in the mud at once. We
dallied along till after lo o'clock in a vain attempt to close up the

train, and then went into camp not more than two miles from where

we struck the Jasper road. We had made but 15 miles for the day,

and it was now dark as Egypt and raining in torrents. It was mid-

night before we got to lie down, which we thought a little rough on
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the poor*soldier.s, especially those that built bridges the night before.

Sergeant Stewart, Company A, says of the foragers who were sent

out after noon :

'

' Owing to a scarcity of forage the party got so far

away from the road they got lost in the darkness and lay out all

night."

March 28th. Bugle call this morning at 4 o'clock, as usual. We
moved out just as it was getting light. Still raining hard. For six

miles we had a fearful time passing the train. Every wagon was

stuck in the mud, and it looked as though they might stay there till

next August. Our regiment was in the advance, and just as we got

past the trains we met Gen. Long coming back to see about the train.

We have intimated before that Gen. Wilson, from the start, held our

division responsible for the train. We have also stated that the train

had started from the landing with five days' rations of hard-tack for

the command, and that we also started with five days' rations in our

haversacks. These would have been out on the 26th, but when we

passed through Russellville and the rich countr)' on Big Bear Creek

we filled up till we still had plenty of rations. Gen. Long ordered

us to send back details and draw the five days' rations of crackers out

of the wagons, and thus, by shifting the loads, so lighten them that

the teams might possibly be able to pull them out of the swamp.

This we did and moved on to Jasper, county seat of Walker county.

We had heard of this place for several days and expected to find a

smart little village, at least, but were never so disappointed in our lives,

as it was the poorest excuse for a town we ever did see. It once had

a log jail and was surrounded by a half dozen log cabins, but a short

time before this the jail had been burned, down by Union citizens,

which left the cabins alone in their glory. Dr. Cole says: "The
woods through which we have passed to-day are horrible in the ex-

treme, and the country poor beyond conjecture. It has been raining

hard for the last 12. hours." When we got to Jasper we found the 1st

division in camp south-west of the town, and the 4th division had just

come in from the north, by way of Mount Hope, Cedar Falls, &c.,

and the whole command was together once more. Our division

moved out nearly east for five miles and went into camp. The other

divisions drew their rations, the whole train was got out of the swamp,

and all went into camp three to five miles from Sanders' Ferry, on the

Black Warrior River. W^e made 1 5 miles for the day.

March 29th. Reveille this morning, at 2 a. m., and we moved at

4» going directly to the river, and found the first and fourth divisions

already across, and the whole train all parked close to it, ready

to cross. We were surprised on seeing such a river as the Black
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Warrior. All the streams that we had yet passed, since coming

down off the table lands, had been vast swamps, with the water

making its way slowly through them ; but here was a river over lOO

yards wide, with high and steep bluffs, and the water running as

swift as a mill-race. Strangest of all, it had a solid rock bottom, and,

would be extremely dangerous to ford when the water was low. It

had rained all night last night, and was yet raining, and the river

was up. The fourth division had four men drowned while crossing

here. Their horses would stumble, or slip, and fall—and the

water ran so swiftly as to keep them rolling over and over, till

drowned; and, as no man could stand in the current, of course the

men were also drowned. A half mile below the crossing we saw a

horse belonging to the fourth division, standing in the middle of the

river, where he had been some time. He had been washed up

against a large pile of rocks, and had thus been enablec^ to get on

to his feet, but feared to move, as the water would take him duwn.

He had a good new saddle and bridle on him, and under any ordi-

nary circumstances would have been brought out, but it was worth a

man's life to undertake it. The horse was groaning most piteously,

but we had to leave him to his fate. The water was of a dark blue

color, and looked extremely fearful. We always had a peculiar

feeling in going into battle—more of dread than fear. Here the two

were pretty evenly divided, and an abundance of both. We confess

our courage was barely up to the sticking point, but we put into it.

The water was two to four feet deep, and we had a fearful time of it.

In Co. H three horses went down, and the riders would certainly

have made food for the fishes, had not each one managed to catch

hold of a horse's tail, and been dragged to shore. In Co. I three

horses also went down, but two of them were caught by the bridle,

by some one who happened to be below them, and helped to regain

their feet, and their riders helped on to them. The third one went

rolling over and over like a log, for 200 yards down the stream, and

we all said, " Good-bye, Davy," and we were sure his rider was going

to. follow him ; but luckily he too caught a horse by the tail and was

dragged out. Strangest of all, the horse finally washed out to where

the water was only about two feet deep, and managed to get on his

feet. It wasn't funny to the horse, but it was amusing to us to see

that horse walk out of there. He seemed to be frightened nearly to

death and trembled like a leaf; he would take a short step and then

stop and study about it awhile before taking another, but he finally

made the riffle and returned genuine horse thanks in a loud neigh.

George Eaton, of Company K, was riding a small mule, and just
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when he came to where, the water was the deepest the mule very

suddenly disappeared and so did George. The mule went to Davy
Jones's, and George wasn't far behind him, when he very suddenly

found himself thrown upon a huge boulder. The river at this point

was full of them, and George undertook the very perilous feat of

jumping from one to another, but soon found himself in the water

again being whirled and dashed about most fearfully. A second

time he managed to climb on to a rock about 40 feet from the shore,

where Capt. G. W. Brown, Company K, succeeded in getting a

grape-vine to him and dragged him in to shore. Our regiment was

the last of our division to cross, and although there were numerous

hair breadth escapes we all got out without loss, and if there ever

was a time in our lives when we felt real well it was just when we

got out of that stream. We moved on straight east 10 miles and

came to Locust fork of the Black Warrior. This stream was not

more than half so wide or swift as the other, yet deeper, but had

good gravelly bottom. Dr. Cole says :
" A member of the 17th

Indiana was unfortunately drowned while crossing this stream, and

I also came very near losing our ambulance loaded with sick men.

It floated down the river quite a distance, but we finally succeeded

in getting all out safely." Here we turned south and moved five

miles and went into camp, making 20 miles for the day; still raining.

One of the men who got into the water to-day was Michael Batter-

all, of Company H, whom we have before spoken of as being

" detailed " to steal, (or shteal would be better) on the Mississippi raid.

Michael was a Dutchman, a good soldier and a very devoted Christian,

but to-day he got his testament wet; this grieved Michael very much; ho

thought he was ruined and went on at a terrible rate. This reminds us of

another occasion when Company H was on picket, and at daylight the

videttes were fired upon. At headquarters the horses were saddled

up ready for an emergency, but when the firing began Lieut. H. H.

Stafford ordered the company to fall in on foot to support the

videttes. All complied in haste except Michael, who was engaged

in trying to tie his skillet and other traps on his saddle. The lieu-

tenant soon gave Michael to understand that he was in earnest, when
Mike sang out, "Veil, now lieutenant, schust you vait till I ties my,

shkiliet on and den I's cum."

March 30th. We had a bad night of it last night, and were called

up at 3 o'clock, and owing to the extreme wet had a serious time get-

ting breakfast and getting started. We pulled out just as it was get-

ting light. Seven miles from camp we came to a narrow, deep stream,

called Five-mile River. Here the rebels had made extensive prepara-
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tions to receive us by obstructing the ford, building a stockade fort on

the furtlier side, and digging nearly a mile of rifle-pits along the bluff,

but as usual ran away and left them, and nobody was hurt. We had

to go down the river a half mile before we could get across, and the

water was so deep as to run over the backs of the horses and swim

the mules. After we got across the bluff v.^as the steepest we had

ever undertaken to climb, and just on top of it were the rifle-pits,

which were fearfully ugly to cross, and there was many a slip and

tumble before we were all over them. We moved on briskly for 13

miles straight south, where we came to a most beautiful valley with

quite a large stream running to the north-west; the stream was name-

less. This was the first fertile spot we had seen since leaving the

vicinity of Russellville, on the 24th, and this was not very rich, but

most beautiful. Here we passed the ist division and turned east, and

about 2 p. m. came to a miserable little town called Elyton. We had

heard of this place for the last four days and expected to see a town

that zuas a town, but alas! for human hopes. The country was pretty,

dry and sandy, and the roads most excellent, but the country was not

rich. Elyton is 100 miles south of Decatur, Ala., and 90 miles north

of Selma. Here the ist division took the road south-west for Tus-

caloosa, and we took a road south-east and five miles from. Elyton.

We passed by the smouldering ruins of what two days ago were the

most extensive iron furnaces in the State, called the Red Mountain

Iron Works. The out-buildings were still burning. 1 hey were set

on fire by our scouts. The Southern confederacy had 450 negroes

employed at these furnaces, about half of which they succeeded in

running off just in advance of our scouts. The rest were still loiter-

ing around the burning buildings utterly lost and dumbfounded.

Like bees without a hive they did not know where to go or what to do.

We moved on five miles further and camped on Shades Creek, mak-

ing 37 miles for the day; a hard day's work, but full of interest. We
started in the morning before it was light, and it was getting dark

when we went into camp ; but the sky was red for miles around,

caused by fires burning cotton-gins, mills, factories, &c., by our

scouts and the 4th division, which were just ahead of us.

March 31st. We were called up at 3 a. m. and moved before it

was light, and moved three miles by sun-up and struck the Cahawba.

This river is 75 yards wide and very deep ; the bluffs are very high

and steep, and the rebels supposed they had cut our army in two by

slipping in behind the 4th Division and burning the wagon bridge

after it had got across and before our division reached it ; but they

forgot we were Yankees. You see there is a railroad laid out from
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Selma to I^lyton and graded all the way, and a wooden track laid down

as far as the iron works which we passed yesterday evening, and over

this track the iron made in this vicinity was hauled to Selma and

worked up into war material. Of course this railroad had to get

across the river, which necessitated a bridge, but poor deluded John-

ny Reb never once dreamed that the Yankees could get across on the

railroad bridge. However, we just led our horses over on the ties !

Of course you smile, but that is just what we did. We tore the track

up on our side of the river and carried the ties on to the bridge and

laid them down as closely together as we could, and we assure you it

was a fearful bridge after it was done. It was 300 feet long and 100

feet high ; a trestle, with plates 10 feet long on top of each bent, and

stringers two feet thick reaching from one bent to the other, and so

on clear across the river. These stringers were laid six feet apart, so

that when the bridge was completed and you stood upon it and looked

down you could see nothing but the water a hundred feet below. To
stand at the end and look across, it appeared to be suspended in the

air, as you could not see that there was a thing supporting it. The
ties were 8 feet long, 10 to 12 inches in diameter, and flattened just a

little on two sides. As they were not very straight there were

numerous cracks where a horse's foot would drop through. Now, if

Ave have been sufficiently clear in our description, you begin to realize

what a fearful thing it was, yet you can never realize it just as we did.

Indeed, it was so fearful that our horses started back from it in the

wildest fright, and it was with the utmost difficulty that we got them

started across it. Col. Miller comprehended this and ordered the

brigade to dismount and close the horses up in two ranks just as

closely as they could be jammed, the riders to free themselves from

all incumbrances, and to keep close to the side of their horses' heads,

and in no case to let the horses stop for a moment, nor let a vacant

space occur between them, lest there should be a balk and the whole

column tumbled off into the river. All fully realized the importance

of these precautions, as we had some experience of this kind in

getting our horses on the transports at Waterloo, where it was neces-

sary to blind-fold the lead korses and keep the rest closed up so.

closely they could not see where they were going nor have time to

realize the danger. This by all odds was the most dangerous feat we
had ever undertaken, or that we ever heard of Allow three feet for

the width occupied by each horse, and you see the men had to walk

on the ends of the ties and also on the outside of the stringers under

them. Now suppose the column had got started across all right and

was being kept closed up just as well as it could be, and then suppose
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a horse should drop a leg through a crack and stick fast. In his

efforts to free himself he would either tumble off himself and carry his

rider with him, or push the horse by his side off the other way, make
a balk in the column and play smash generally. Or suppose that both

horses should at the same time " shy " a little, how easy it would be

to push a man off! We want to tell you there were times while cross-

ing that bridge when we drew our breath very short, and thanked

God when we were over. We got across without loss or accident, and

immediately afterwards there were heavy details made from all the

companies to scour the country in search of forage, rations, horses,

and mules, and to burn everything that might be of any use to the

rebels. In three hours the whole country for miles around was cov-

ered with dense black smoke from burning factories, foundries, fur-

naces, forage, mills and commissary stores. The country was tolerably

rich and seemed to be full of factories of one kind or another, and all

busily at work for the confederate government. The day was beauti-

fully bright and perfectly still, and the smoke from a burning factory

or mill would rise straight into the air 500 feet high, and as the coun-

try was comparatively level we could see all of these from the col-

umn, and 20 of these vast domes of smoke might have been counted

at a single view, some of them. 20 miles away. This, to us, looked

like business, and made us feel that the end could not be far away.

Had this policy been pursued from the very first year of the war the

rebellion would not have lasted 18 months.

We crossed the Cahawba at Bridgetown, where large quantities of

coal were set on fire. We traveled east two miles and came to a large

stream called Buck creek, where we burned Davis' grist mill, the Cen-

tral Iron Works, and a large rolling mill. W^e now turned a little

west of south and passed over a most beautiful valley, perfectly level,

sandy, but not very rich ; roads most excellent. About the middle

of the afternoon we came to a very respectable town called Monte-

vallo, where we ran on to the rear of the 4th Division. The advance

of this division entered this place yesterday evening, more than 24

hours ahead of us, had a severe skirmish in which several of Rhoddy's

men were killed and others captured ; they had been skirmishing all

day with the rebels and only succeeded in driving them a few miles.

This is the first time we have met any rebels to amount to anything.

We moved on slowly south after the 4th Division and camped three

miles from Montevallo, at sundown, on quite a large stream called the

Little Cahawba, not far from King's iron works, which we burned ; we
also burned the depot buildings, shops and two cars. Notwithstand-

ing the country does not seem to be very rich, the plantations we pass
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indicate that the planters are very rich. Many of the houses are

stately and most elegant. Tuscaloosa lies 40 miles west of this and

Talladega the same distance north-east, and there is a railroad coming

down from Rome through Talladega to this place, which runs straight

south to Selma, 50 miles distant. The rebel Gen. Dick Taylor is in

command of this department and has his headquarters at Selma
;

Gen. Forest is in command of all the cavalry in this department and

is also at Selma. The first intimation that Forest had that Wilson was

heading toward Selma was last night when Upton's advance came to

this place. Forest immediately set out with all the forces he could

scrape up to meet Wilson, sending one division by way of Tuscaloosa

with orders to burn our train, which had gone in that direction along

with the 1st Division. We shall speak of this division of rebels when

we get to Selma. So to-night the situation is thus : Our division

three miles south of Montevallo, the 4th Division a few miles south of

us, the 1st Division off to the west of us in the direction of Tusca-

loosa, and Forest's advance at Randolph, 14 miles south of us.

With the exception of the division he sent toward Tuscaloosa, Forest

is now concentrating his forces immediately in front of us, and to-

morrow we are likely to have a fight, and may not have time to tell

about our foragers of to-day, and had better do it now. W^ith the

exception of the detail from Company A, we believe every one of

them were eminently successful, and the recording angel alone may
be able to tell the amount of property destroyed, horses, mules and

forage captured, and the extent of damage done to the southern con-

federacy. Sergeant Stewart says that "Company A was singularly

unfortunate, not even getting a single mule." Sergeant Wilhite

reports abundance of success for Companies E and B, and tells a pleas-

ant story besides, which we are sorry space forbids inserting. Cor-

poral Riddell, Company G, also relates an amusing incident where

Companies C and G, at a mill, mistook each other for rebels, and it is

hard telling which was the worst scared. Among the many animals

captured by Company I, was one by Captain Vance, supposed to be

the finest stable-horse in the South. The foragers did not all get in

till long after midnight.

April 1st, 1865. Up to this time we have not been called upon

to take the advance. Our brigade has been treated as though it was

ornamental rather than useful, * except we seemed to come very

handy to bridge swamps* and pull the trains out of the mud. But

where there was no obstruction in front, what forage was left in the

country after the balance of the army had passed over it was con-

sidered plenty good for us. To-day, however, we were offered the

6S
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advance as soon as we could reach it. We nnoved just at daylight,

our regioient in the advance. We had not gone far till we began to

pass dead horses and dead rebels lying by the side of the road, indi-

cating that the skirmishing yesterday evening had been pretty severe,

and we learned that the 4th division had three m.en killed and 10

wounded. The rebels loss, of course, was much greater, as we had

seen that many by the road side. We moved off briskly and by 10

a. m. had made 14 miles. This brought us to the little town of

Randolph, a small station on the railroad. Here we ran on to the

rear of the 4th division again. They had been skirmishing with the

reebels ail morning, and had finally succeeded in driving them out

of the town; but in retreating the rebels had fallen back on two

different roads, part of them taking the road to Maplesville, 10 miles

south of Randolph, and the larger part of them taking the road

directly south toward Plantersville. These two roads came together

12 miles south of Randolph. The 4th division took the left hand

road and our brigade took the right. A, F, D and I, of our regi-

ment, were sent forward as advance guard. We had not gone a

mile till we ran on to the rebels and skirmishing began immediately.

Here Company A dismounted and advanced as skirmishers, with

Lieut. Barnes in command, Gen. Wilson telling him to march right

ahead, as the rebels were not worth minding, and to march right

over them; and running fights immediately commenced. Company
A drove them about as fast as they could walk for about a mile,

and by this time most of the men were nearly exhausted. The

other three companies were keeping close up to the skirmish line.

Company A fell back to their horses and company F dismounted

and pushed on after the rebels, who would take advantage of every

fence corner and turn in the road, fire s volley at us and retreat to

the next corner and turn, thus giving us a volley about every five

minutes, while our shooting at them was more constant and regular,

as we kept them moving so constantly that we could see some of

them nearly all the time. During this drive the rebels kept about

300 yards ahead of us, and if our shooting at them was as wild as

theirs was at us we did not hurt them much
;
yet we certainly fright-

ened them terribly, as they never stopped to fire a second shot, but

each time would fire and then "skin out " for the rear as fast as

their horses could carry them. They were afraid to dismount or ive

would have gobbled them sure. About this time James Riggs, pri-

vate of Company F, was wounded. In the morning before leaving

camp he said he was afraid the war would soon be over and he

would have to go home without a scratch. Although pretty badly
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hurt, he was as happy as a "big sunflower." At this point Com-

panv C was thrown forward as flankers on the left, toward the rail-

road, which runs from Randolph toward Selma. Sergt. Dan. Moore,

Company C, says: " Our orders were to stay out there till ordered

or driven in. We soon had all the fun we wanted ;
mile after mile

we drove the rebels before us, occasionally charging them, till near

Plantersville, when we were ordered to join th-^ regiment." At the

end of two miles Company F were quite exhausted and fell back to

their horses. Our orders were to push them, but we found it was

no use trying to keep up with them on foot; so Company F
mounted and we closed up ready for a charge on horseback. This

was iievv to us as a regiment or brigade
; companies had frequently

chii'ged the enemy; but we w^re si nply infa itry mounteJ, and had

always done our fighting on foot, and we had neither sabres nor

revolvers, and up to this time hid nit thought of su:h a thing as a

whole battalion charging on horseback, yet we knew just how to do

it on foot. VVe had not been more than a half hour driving them

two miles, aid the ordsr was to keep them moving. So we tightened

up our saddles and made everything snug, and started. All this

preparation had taken up as much as 15 minutes. This gave the

rebels time to fall back a half mile, gather up their scattered forces

and to form in stronger force and position than we had yet met them.

As we lit out we raised our accustomed cheering and in three minutes

came upon the rebels. Some of them fired, some of them didn't,

but broke through the woods like the devil was after them. Up to

the time we struck the rebels our four companies had kept closed up

in good order ; we were moving at a quick gallop and the noise of our

horses' feet and our cheering swept through the woods like a tornado,

and we haven't the least doubt but some of the Johnnies thought

their time was about up, for they just threw away their guns, blankets,

shot-pouches, haversacks, and everything they could, to lighten their

loads, and made a last desperate effort to get away. As soon as we

got in sight of them every fellow spurred his horse to its utmost speed,

and in two minutes more there were scarcely two of us together. We
think this was the most ridiculous thingwe ever saw, and we laughed

till we could scarcely sit on our horse. Col. Thomson and Maj. Kil-

born were both with us, had good horses and no loads to carry in

comparison with the privates, and kept at the head of the column.

At the end of a mile they both checked up a little and found they

had but five or six men with them. Our horse was a good one and

we pushed ahead and passed them in a second. They both hallooed

with all their might, "Close up." The rattling of the horses' feet
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and the cheering of the men assured them that every fellow was doing

his clean best, so they " lit out " again. At the end of another mile

we came to a long lane, and the rebels were just going out at the far-

ther end of it, and in a moment disappeared over a ridge. Here we

got the word to halt. There were but four men ahead of us—our horses

were out of wind and nearly exhausted. We dismounted, and for a

few minutes had not time to think of the danger we might be in, for

laughing at the many funny incidents we had seen. One poor fellow

especially tickled us nearly to death. As he was going through the

lane his saddle-girth broke and let him off, but he managed to hold

on to the rein, checked up his horse and mounted again ; then to see

him lay his head down behind his horse's neck and dig his heels into

its flanks would have made the oldest man in the world laugh. The

whole way had been strewn full of everything a rebel soldier used,

even to the everlasting Johnny-cake and corn dodger. It was several

minutes before our four companies got closed up. We were highly

elated over our grand charge. We rested a few minutes and moved on

again ; but had not gone a half mile till we ran on to the rebels once

more, and could tell in a minute they had been reinforced. Company
D now dismounted and began to push them, but they gave back

more slowly and resisted every step of the way. The firing now
became pretty severe and more regular, and many of the boys in

Company D received very close calls, and at the end of a mile were

exhausted and fell back to their horses. Just as they had mounted

Capt. Cravens, of D, was struck square on the belt-buckle, and as his

heels flew up and he went over backwards he exclaimed, " I'm killed."

He was quite sick for a short time, but fortunately not seriously hurt.

This same ball, with three others, had been fired at John B. Davis,

who had charged upon three rebels who were behind a tree. We
were now passing through thick woods and the rebels had every

advantage and seemed determined to make the most of it. As
Company D stopped to mount the rebels were emboldened to make

a more determined stand. Here Company I was dismounted, one-

half on each side of the road. We moved out lOO yards from the

road and deployed forward as skirmishers. This enabled us to flank

" the rebels and they gave way, and we pushed on after them in double-

quick time, but had not gone a half mile till they made another stand.

Here Gen. Long caught up with the skirmish line—we had not seen

him for several days. He told us to push them, and again we spread

out on their flanks and poured in a cross-fire on to them, and again

they started " on for Dixie." Our company drove them over a mile

in this way, when we came to a cleared place with a house on one
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side of the road, a stable on the other, and ^ lane between them, a

cleared field beyond them, and then thick woods again. This was a strong

position for the rebels, and we now found they had been doing their

best to retard our movements till they should make it still stronger b)-

throwing up logs and rails on the further side of the field, next to the

woods. For the last half mile our road had run east, the writer on

the north side of the road ; this brought the house between us and the

rebel position. VVe could not see just as well as we thought we

might on the south side of the road, and so started across. Just then

we heard a volley, and more than a dozen bullets came tearing down

the road, and we lost no time in getting out of that, and as we ran felt

a heavy lick, and a sharp stinging pain just above the right knee. A
ball had torn through our pants and cut a crease three inches long.

We crawled up behind the house, stable, fence, ti'ee, log and stump

as closely as we could to the rebel position, and went to work on

them. For 15 or 20 minutes the firing on both sides was lively, but

we soon found it would be foolish for our company alone to try to

move them further. Here Company C was ordered in from the left

front to report to the regiment, and on coming up got between the

two fires, and Dan. Moore says, " It was warm about them times and

we hunted corners like ducks taking to water." During the firing two

or three of us were just north of the stable behind a stump, and a half

dozen were in the stable shooting out at the cracks. Presently we

heard a bullet strike one of the logs "thud," and Wm. Sale, private.

Company I, began to halloo till you might have heard him a mile

away. The bullet had glanced through a crack, struck him in the

abdomen, and doubled him up quicker than you could snap your

finger, but had so flattened out on striking the log that it did not go

through his clothes, and at the end of three days he was all right

again. We were now watching each other like hawks, and every

move on either side was the signal for a shot, and every shot was

meant to kill. It was about noon when the rebels halted us. We
were eight miles from Randolph, and had made that distance in a little

over two hours, had skirmished the whole way, and had got so far

ahead of the balance of the division that it took them till nearly 2

o'clock to all get closed up as closely as they dared to come. During

this time our regiment had dismounted and formed along with the

skirmish line, and four companies of the 17th had formed in our rear

ready to make a charge on horseback. When we were re-mounted

at Louisville a battalion of this regiment drew sabres. Up to this

time they had had no use for them, and seemed very anxious to try

them. Before these preparations were completed the rebel firing had
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ceased, and we soon afterward found they had fallen back a half mile

through the thick woods and formed a new line, had planted three

pieces of artillery, one of them right in the road, and had their lines

all straightened up to receive us. Gen. Forest being right there in per-

son directing movements. The balance of our brigade, except the

four companies, had also dismounted and got in line, and we were

ordered to move forward. We went '"across the open field in steady

time, and when near the woods we looked back and saw the four com-

panies coming, but the rebels falling back from the edge of the woods

had deceived our officers, and the 17th had charged too soon, for just

as we struck the woods the four companies raised the cheer, put down
the road in column of 4's and were out of sight in a minute. We
pushed on through the woods after them, and in another minute heard

the artillery belch forth, and the grape and cannister came tearing up

the road through our regiment. We pushed on, and in a few minutes

more were even with the artillery, and the rebs were flying through

the woods in every direction, completely demoralized. Just then we
heard a tremendous cheer and very rapid musketry firing over east of

us ; this was the first we knew of Upton's division coming up in the

rear of the rebels. We now changed our direction to the right and

pushed on through the woods as rapidly as we could, in hopes of in-

tercepting some of the fleeing rebels, but it was no use, they were all

gone and the 4th Division sailing after them.

We must now stop to tell you that next day, at Selma, we cap-

tured nearly all these fellows who were fighting us to-day, and they

told us that this morning when our four companies began to drive

the rebels so fast Irom Randolph, Gen. Forest telegraphed to Gen.

Dick Taylor, at Selma, to send 5,000 reinforcements right awa}\

Said he: "It's no use to fight them with what men I have, as their

skirmish line is just driving back my whole column." Taylor sent

back Avord to fight, and he would come immediately with all the

troops he had. So he loaded up a lot of corn for Forest's horses,

and started it ahead, and followed himself on another train, and got

up just in time to see Forest's troops flying past him like birds, the

fourth division at their heels. We heard the engine whistle just

after the 17th made the charge, and, without getting off the cars,

Taylor hurried back to Selma ; but the train load of corn was not so

fortunate, and for once we got plenty of corn without having to run

all over the country to get it.

We have no official report of this battle, but quote from some of

the manuscript before us. Sergt. Dan. Moore, Co. C, says: "The
official report of this- action says, ' We fought Forest, who had about
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4,000 men, defeated him, killing and wounding about 100 men, and

captured 300 prisoners and three pieces of artillery.'" Dr. Cole

says: "Our loss was pkilled and 20 wounded, mostly of the 17th

Indiana." Terrell's report says of the 17th Indiana: " Losing eight

killed, II wounded, and five missing." This first sabre charge was

unfortunate for the 17th Indiana. As before stated, it charged too

soon. The plan was for us to charge first, and get the rebels started,

and then for them to follow ; but the rebels having fallen back from

the edge of the woods deceived the four companies, and they, sup-

posing the rebels were retreating, charged, and had got within a few

yards of the artillery when the rebels discharged it, killing six or

eight horses all in a pile, dismounting the men right among the

rebels, who of course were captured. The balance of the men
charged on through the lines and killed quite a number of rebels.

Capt. James D. M. Taylor, at the head of our troops, dashed up to

Gen. Forest and staff, and with his sabre wounded the General in

the arm, and Forest drew his revolver, shot and killed Taylor.

Those of our men who were killed were immediately stripped of

everything but their shirts and drawers, and by the time we got up

to them the woods were on fire all around them. Whether the

rebels had set the woods on fire to cover up their meanness, or they

had taken fire from the artillery, we could never tell ; but you can

scarcely imagine the feelings of indignation in our brigade at this

barbarity. The men swore they would have revenge. The fight

did not last more than 20 minutes after the lines were straightened

up, but it decided the future of the whole campaign. Forest's army

was the only army in this department that amounted to anything,

and we had met and defeated it, and we now felt that we could just

go where we pleased, and do anything Uncle Sam wanted us to do.

On the other hand, it so demoralized the rebels that they felt it was

useless to try to oppose us. At the poiat where the road Upton's

division was on, and the road we were on, came together, there was

a church. This was on Rogue's Creek, and the church was called

Ebenezer, and the battle was always called the battle of Ebenezer

church. To this church our surgeons carried our wounded, and

used it for a hospital. Our dead were also gathered together and

buried near it. It was 4 o'clock by the time our lead horses caught

up with us, when we mounted and moved on after the fourth division.

We moved four miles and camped at Flantersvilie, 25 miles from

Selma, having made 30 miles for the day, which, all things consid-

ered, was a terrible hard day's work, and we were very tired.

April 2d, 1865. Dr. Cole says: "In the charge of the ist Brigade
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yesterday, four companies of the 17th Indiana, armed with sabres, led

the charge and engaged the rebel artillerymen in a hand-to-hand con-

flict. Capt. Taylor sabered Gen. Forest in the shoulder and was shot

with a pistol ball by Gen. Forest. I accompanied these four com-

panies on the charge, and dismounting under fire devoted my atten-

tion to the wounded, among whom was Len. Edwards, one of our

best scouts. Leaving our wounded of yesterday at Plantersville in

charge of Dr. Dome, of the 17th Indiana, and nurses detailed from

our own regiment, we moved at daylight." There was also a detail

of 10 men from Company A, Seventy-Second, to accompany S. G.

Pilling, hospital steward, back to the wagon train, for the purpose of

getting medical stores for the men wounded yesterday. This detail

consisted of Sergt. F. M. Murphy, Corpl. W. H. P. Dimmett, pri-

vates Samuel Foughty, Samuel Foust, John Foust, George Foust,

John Montgomery, John Nyce, Daniel Sinks, Ira Creps, Daniel

O'Rader, all of Company A. They proceeded back as far as Ran-

dolph and stopped to feed their horses ; about the time the horses

were done eating and they were getting ready to start on. Pilling and

three others had gone to a different part of the town, when suddenly

61 rebels charged upon Murphy and the seven men that were with

him. Pilling, before this, had been surprised and quietly captured by

a lieutenant and another rebel. When the three men heard the firing

they started to go to Murphy's assistance, but were also surprised and

captured by the two rebels that had Pilling. Here, now, were two

rebels who had four Yankees. Murphy was brave, and so were his

men, and when he saw the rebels coming, formed his men across the

street and they went to work on the rebels with their invincible Spen-

cers, killing one, wounding two others, and put the rest to flight.

When the two rebels with the four Yankees saw their comrades

retreating, they also began to fall back, the lieutenant leading the

horse on which Pilling was riding. While the lieutenant was watch-

ing the fight Pilling clinched him, and they both caitie off their horses

together. Pilling on top, making a desperate effort to take the lieu-

tenant's revolver away from him ; but the lieutenant was too strong

for him, and succeeded in shooting Pilling in the right side, but did

not entirely disable him, and he started to run. The lieutenant's com-

rade ordered him to halt, and not obeying, he fired and shot Pilling

in the left thigh ; but nothing daunted he continued on his way to lib-

erty, and succeeded in reaching Murphy's squad just as they were

beginning to retreat. A running fight now began. John Montgom-
ery was soon captured, shot after he had surrendered, and left for

dead, but fortunately our wagon train came up the next day and
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picked him up. He is still living to tell the adventure better than any-

one else Sergt. Murphy was wounded in the leg and captured. Pill-

ing and all but four others were captured again and taken to Tallei-

daga. Here Murphy and Pilling, being wounded, were left, and fell

into the hands of Gen. Croxton's brigade of the ist Division, and

finally got with the regiment at Macon after the war was over. The
rest of the squad that were captured were taken to Jacksonville, Flor-

ida, and got home about the time we were mustered out. Corporal

Dimmett killed the major in command of the rebels, and he and Dan-

iel Sinks and Daniel Rader succeeded in getting away from the rebels.

John F. Nyce lost his horse and his gun, and was making his way

back to the command, traveling by night and lying by in the day

time. One night, while quite hungry, he started to go to a light he

saw in the distance. Approaching it cautiously, he found a squad of

rebels quartered in an old hay-stack, and stole quietly away. At an-

other time he saw a rebel coming and secreted himself by the road-

side till the rebel came near, and then halted him and ordered him to

surrender. The rebel, not knowing how many were near, threw down
his gun ; Nyce then ordered him to skin out for home and stay there,

and proceeded to destroy the old musket. In a few days he got in

to Selma all right, and is still living.

69
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CHAPTER XXXVn.

From April 2d to April 8th. ISQo. —Approachinrj Selma—The Strong Works
Must be Stormed—Gen. Wilson Selects the Lightning Brigade to do this Fearful

Work—The Gallant Col. Miller says We Can go into the City—A Look into Selina

and iti Befen-.ei Before the B%^tle—Its Poicerfid Works—Determination of Rebel

Soldiers ani C itizem to Dsfeni Their Lout Stronghold to tlie Bitter End—Lt is

Sunday, the Church. Bells Ring, the People Crowd the Churches, ani the Rebel

Preachers Exhort them to Fight to the Death Against the Lincoln Hirelings—
Mayor and Preachers, Young and Old, Take Muskets and go into the Trenches—
Preparing for the Attack—A Heavy Force of Relets Rrported Approaching, and
Nine Companies of the Seventy- Second Sent to fyjok After Them— Thrilling

Details of Skirmishers—'''Come Over and Take Our Artillery''''—We Prepare to dn

So—Col. Milleis Advice—The Gallant Little Band Advances Against thos£

Formidable Works^The Rebels Opten a Terrible Fire— Gen. Long Falls Badly

Wounded— Col. Miller is Also Severely Wounded, and Disabled—Col. Biggs Also

Falls inthe Furious Storm of Battle— Gen. Wilson in the Thickest of the Fight—
Col. VaiVs Gallant Comluct—Selma is Soon Ours, with 3,000 Prisoners and All its

Rich Store's—Wild Cheers and Sincere Thanks—Sergt. Mount's Graphic Account—
The Lightning Brigade, Again Victorious, Carry Both Lines of Defences and

Plant Their Colors Over Selma—The Rebels Flee in Consternation—^,OdO Prison-

ers, 97 Pieces of Artillery, Machine Shops, Etc., Etc.— Gen<. Forest, Taxjlor and
Some Rebels Eicape—Operations of Seventy-Second in Holding Gen. Chalmers—
Historian''s Description of the Battle—Gen. Wilson^s Charge— Gen. Wilson to the

Lightning Brigade: ''''Men! L Now See Hoic it is You have got sach a Hell of a

Name''—Great Fire from the Burning of Saltpeter Works—Dr. Cole on Carnal-

ties— Chalmers Held at Bay by the SeventySecond—We go Inside the Works and

Sleep Among Dead Men—A Close Inspection of the Strong Works—How Coidd

Oar Men Get Through—Rebel Lns Heavier thcin Our Own, and Their Wounds

Worse—A, F, D and To,n Provost Duty in the City—Special Enumeration of the

vast, numbers of Guns, Wagons, Amounts of Ammunition, Machine Shops, Machin-

ery., Locomotives, Engines, Etc., Etc.—All of which we Proceed to Smash vp,

Blow up and Burn—Chalmers Retreats—Releasing Union Prisoners at Cahaba—
How the Rebels Made Cannon—Burying the Dead with Honors of Wai—Forest

Robbing and Killing Prisoners—Burning of the Great Arsenal—Forming a Negro

Regiment— The Citizens Greet the Negro Parade icith Hisses— Putting a Negro

Woman into a Barrel of Molasses—The Yankee Cavalier Newspaper—Congratu-

latory Order of Gen. Wilson—Farewell Order of Gen. Long.

April 2d. We were not done eating our breakfast when the

advance of Minty's brigade began to pass us, and our bugle blew the

saddle call. As our regiment was in the advance yesterday, we had

to " go foot " to-day. We pulled out just at daylight, and moved

off steadily till near noon, when we were ordered to send out for-

agers. These foragers were ordered to report back to the column

just as soon as they should get what food and forage they needed for

a day's rations. To-day we are passing over a country more level

^ open than any we have yet seen, and often during the day could
an
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see for miles over what appeared to be extensive plains. Although

once heavily wooded, this country has been in cultivation so long

that the forests have almost entirely disappeared, and the gin-houses,

30 feet high, standing on every plantation, and waiting for the crop

already planted, or about to be planted, and the smoke stacks of the

sugar-furnaces, factories and mills, pointing high toward heaven, may

be seen for miles around. After our toragers had been out an

hour, vast domes of smoke, reaching a hundred times higher, could

also b2 seen in every direction, marking the place where fire was

devouring and licking up these same gins, furnaces, mills and factor-

ies, and also vast piles of cotton, commissary and quartermaster's

stores—showing that the other branch of the work of putting down

the rebellion was also going on. We had now got down on to

the lowlands of the south, and as we passed down along a stream by

which our road led us, there were numerous places where we could see

the century plant 10 to 15 feet high. Col. Miller, in his report of

the day's work, says: "About noon Gen. Wilson sent for me to

come to him at the rear of our brigade. He stated what he wanted

done: that my brigade would have to make the assault on the works

at Selma; that they w^ere very strong, but that he had confidence I

could take my brigade over them. He further stated that Gen.

Upton would make an attack on another road at the same time, but

he had no hope of Upton carrying his point. The matter was left to

me whether I would make the attempt across an open field, or try

and pass through an open place where a small stream and the rail-

road passed through the works. I told him the open ground would

be my preference, as it would enable us to move more rapidly. The

General now made the statement that if we would take the place it

would be among the big things of the war—that Sherman had started

twice tor that place and failed. Sturgiss lost all his forces in a sim-

ilar effort. Forest had cleaned him out, horse, foot and dragoon
;

and that in less than six hours from now his (Wilson's) fate would

be decided, whether his long preparation would be a success or fail-

ure." By 3 o'clock most of our foragers had got in, and the head

of our division had reached a large deep stream, two and a half miles

north-west of Selma. We had been moving right south down this

stream all day, on the west side, while Upton's division had moved
on the east side. About three miles north of Selma the stream broke

square off to the west, and ran in a circle on three sides of the city,

and emptied into the Alabama River a rnile below it. The road we
were on led into the city from the north-west. As soon as our

division got across the bridge it began to mass in column by regi-
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merits behind a ridge that entirely hid our movements from the

rebels

.

Gentle reader, before we further enter upon a brief description of

one of the most desperate battles and most gallant charges of the

war, will you go with us into one of the strongest fortified cities of the

South and there learn something of the spirit and animus of the peo-

ple who are hourly expecting the Yankee hordes from the North to

sweep down upon them ? They have learned of the defeat of Forest

yesterday. It is now the hour of 10 a. m., and already Forest's

defeated army has begun to enter the city, and when once inside those

impregnable defences their courage revives. The citizens turn out en

masse and cheer them as they enter, and a firm and fixed determina-

tion now seizes every soldier and citizen to defend this stronghold to

the bitter end. The church bells ring out merril}^ upon the stillness

uf the quiet Sabbath morning. Hundreds who, in a common way,

cared little for the sanctuary, now flocked to the churches, as if

impelled by some irresistible impulse. Everybody was all alive to the

gravity of the situation, and as we learned next day from the best cit-

izens of the place, none were more fully aroused to the vast import-

ance of the work before them than the ministers of the various

churches, who spent the hour in haranguing their hearers upon the

dearest rights of the South, upon the bravery and chivalry of her sol-

diers, upon the cruelty and tyranny of the North, upon the cowardice

of the Lincoln hirelings, winding up their fiascos by saying, " The

Yankee vandals are upon you, and it is your duty, every mother's son

of you, to go out and fight them to the death," and to enforce their

words and to encourage every one to fight, each of the ministers, and

the mayor too, buckled on a cartridge box, shouldered a musket, and

went into the trenches alongside of their parishioners. And so the

whole population, men and boys, young and old, turned out to fight

the hated Yankees, and we shall hear from some of them again.

It was 3 p. m. by the time the head of column of our division

beean to cross the large stream above referred to. A half mile south

of the creek was a high sandy ridge concealing all our movements

from the enemy, and behind this ridger our division massed in column

by regiments as fast as they came up and dismounted. It was 4 p. m.

before the whole division and the Board of Trade battery were across

the bridge. As before remarked, the Seventy-Second was in the

rear, and the left, wing of the regiment was rear-guard for the train,

and about the time the advance of our regiment got across the bridge

it was ascertained that a heavy force of rebels were coming in from

the north-west on the Marion or Summerfield road. Company A had
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been detailed to support the battery m front of the works, and the

other companies of the right wing of the regiment, as fast as they

came up, were started scouting and picketing in the direction of the

rebels approaching from the north-west. Company A was soon

relieved and also sent to picket in the rear, and Company D took the

place of A, and was the only full company of our regiment in the

battle. During this time Gen. Long and Cols. Miller and Minty were

on the ridge with their glasses examining the works and selecting a

place to make a charge upon them, and we shall give Col. Miller's

report of the operations of the brigade further on, but just now the

rebels in our rear are claiming our undivided attention. Companies

A, F and I, and part of Company C, were dismounted and sent back

across the creek to where the road we came in on from the north-east

was intersected by one coming in from the north-west. The road led

to Marion, and we moved out on it about a quarter of a mile from the

bridge, when we came to a ridge reaching across the road from north

to south. Our orders were to ''hold this road at all hazards."

While we were all talking about the position and debating the propri-

ety of forming a line of battle along on the ridge, a party of rebels

fired on us, and their bullets whistled over our heads just a little too

close to be amusing, and we lost no time in stringing out on the lee

side of that ridge without any regard to the order of companies.

Col. Thomson was with us, and his presence encouraged and inspired

us. Every one present seemed to fully understand the gravity of the

situation. We sent forward skirmishers and began to pile rails for

all that was out. Our skirmishers soon encountered the rebels in force,

and Corporal Records, Company I, who was out there in charge of

those from Company I, says, "The rebels dismounted their men and

went to work on us with an energy rather unusual for confederate cav-

alry." Our pack train had just then reached the bridge, and we sent

word for it to hurry across the bridge with all speed, and for a short

time the darkies, pack mules and camp kettles, went rolling over the

bridge with the noise of a tornado. At this juncture. Records says :

" A company of about 50 rebels made a mounted charge on us.

They came with drawn sabers, which glistening in the setting sun

made a formidable appearance." From our position where we were

piling rails we could now see that our skirmishers, some of them, had

advanced so far on the left that they were likely to be cut off, and

Corporal Stanfield and two men of Company I, on horseback, were

sent to order them back. Records further says: "Just then a rat-

tling fusilade of musketry and Spencer rifles struck up to our right

rear, and we began to pile up a lunette of fence rails, when who should
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we see but Stanfield and two men of Company I coming to us on foot.

He brought orders for us to fall back at once. Brave man ! He had

been sent out to us on horseback, but finding it impossible to get to

us that way, had dismounted and forced his way to us and thus saved

the whole of us from capture."

We were not a minute too soon in getting our line of rails piled

along on the ridge, for just then the rebels opened on us and the

bullets rattled on our rails like hail. Half of the train was now across

the bridge and the rear closed up promptly without further orders.

We opened on the now advancing rebels with our Spencers, and in two

minutes sent them flying back much faster than th^y came on. Just

then Gen. Wilson and his staff came to the bridge ; he had been on

the east side of the creek with Gen. Upton's division, and after seeing

the lines of that division well formed for an attack, had started to

come across to our division, but had to go back a mile or two before

he could get across the creek. When he came up to us he inquired

what was the matter out there. We told him we had just been

attacked sharply by a heavy force of rebels, and that they were still

out there. "All right," said he, "just keep them there." He
seemed to be wonderfully pleased, and just at that time we could not

tell why. He socked his spurs into his horse and galloped across the

bridge. We now sent across the bridge for some of our horses, and

a mounted picket was sent out on to a ridge north of us, and between

the two roads, for fear the rebels might send a force across on to the

road we came in on and capture a part of our trains and some of our

foragers who had not yet got in. This also proved to be a stitch just

in time, because wdien our mounted men got out on to the ridge they

found the rebels already preparing to do just what we supposed they

would do, and so we blocked their little game again. By this time

our ambulance and pack train had got across the creek, and as fast as

the companies of the left wing of the regiment came up they were

deployed along the creek to the south of the bridge. We now began

to feel a little easy and to think that we were able to hold at bay any

force the rebels might bring against us.

During this time all the preparations for the assault on the formid-

able defences of the city had been completed. Col. Miller says : "On
our arrival in front of the works the rebels commenced shelling us,

waving their flags at us, and calling at us to come over and take their

artillery as we did yesterday. After Gens. Wilson and Long, Col.

Minty and myself, had selected the place where the charge was to

be made, I asked Gens. Wilson and Long who were to relieve the

Seventy-Second—who were then in our rear and right holding a bridge
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the enemy were trying to get control of— I wanted all of the brigade

to make the charge. Wilson said no one would ; I might have

Minty's brigade of cavalry, but he must have a force m our rear and

right that wouldJight and hold the ground. He said that Forest had a

much larger force than ours, and as soon as we made the assault he

would have Chalmers attack and stampede our rear, just as he had

served Smith and Sturgis on similar occasions, which was one of

Forest's old games. I tried to reason him out of keeping one of my
regiments out of the charge. I told him if I succeeded in carrying

the works and should have a desperate struggle to hold them I could

not depend on the cavalry sticking right to us. But the General

would not consent to a change, and said that a stampede in our rear

would be as fatal as a repulse in front, and that I should have all

needed help after getting inside the works. Said he, 'The 4th Regu-

lars with me at their head can follow wherever you go, and I will

J7iake the balance do the same.' He kept his word. About an hour

before the setting of the sun we commenced forming the line, under

cover of the ridge before referred to, the 17th Indiana on the extreme

right, the 123d Illinois next, Company D, of the Seventy-Second

Indiana, with all the balance of the other companies that had left the

regiment in the rear and who had come up to see the fun, next, and

the g8th Illinois on the left of our brigade. Minty was to form his

brigade on our left. In doing this he got the 4th Ohio in our front

and caused some delay in getting them out, and on our left in line.

After the lines were formed I went to each regimental commander.

Col. Vail, of the 17th, Col. Biggs, of the 123d, and Col. Kitchel, of

the 98th, and showed them the works and told them it was ex-

pected of us to carry them. They all remarked, ' they are certainly

very strong.' I admitted it, but told them we had never made a

charge that had not been attended with success. At this Col. Biggs

said, ' I will go in or die. ' Vail and Kitchel both said, ' Good

for Biggs ! We can keep up our ends of the line with our regiments.

'

With the advice that each one of them should see their line officers

I left them, and the arrangements were completed."

Before this devoted little band start on that fearful road of death,

let us tell you just what they are expected to do. Our description

is no hearsay, but from actual observation and measurement. The
defenses of Selma were the most formidable we had ever seen, con-

sisting of three lines of works as strong as engineering skill could

make them. The outer line was an abattis 200 yards wide, and the

outer edge 400 yards from the main line of works. This consisted

of trees dragged in as closely together as they could be laid side by
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side, limbs all left on and sharpened at the point—the butts of trees

on the inside, and the sharpened ends sticking out toward our line

like the bristling quills of thousands of huge porcupine?. We have

nowhere else seen any abattis anything near as formidable as

these, except right in front of Atlanta. Inside this abattis, and 200

yards from the main line, was a row of chcvaux de frisc (sheep-racks,

we called them,) which have before been described. Inside of this

were several rows of low stakes driven in the ground, and wires

stretched across from stake to stake, at a proper height to trip our

men as they ran. Inside this wire, and 75 yards from the main line,

was a row of fence rails planted in the ground close together, the

tops sharpened and set at an angle to strike our men about the belt.

Fifty yards outside the main line was a row of pickets or stockade,

made of little pine trees, 6 to 10 inches in diameter, cut 10 feet

long, and set in the ground two feet deep, and very closely together,

making a solid wall six to eight feet high, and all sharpened at the

tops.

Now comes the main line of earthworks. A ditch eight feet wide

and eight feet deep, with a row of sharpened rails as before described

planted in the bottom of the ditch at the opposite or inner side. The
outer slope of the earthworks or embankment was 16 feet, and so

steep that to climb it was almost impossible, even if not opposed.

Thi? embankment was eight feet high on the inside, and built- with a

berme on the inside of a proper height for the men to stand upon.

About every 300 yards along this line of works were lunette forts,

containing three gun batteries. These lines of works extended from

the Alabama River, a mile below the city on the south, clear around

on the west, north and north-east, to the river again, and were over

six miles in length.

And these are the works our men are expected to charge and

capture ; and these works are defended by 32 guns and 7,000 veteran

soldiers, under the daring, wily, and intrepid, Gen. Forest, all burn-

ing to avenge the defeat of yesterday, and citizens filled with malig-

nant hate for the despised Yankees.

We wish to say, by way of parenthesis, that we have been very

kindly furnished with a diagram of Selma and its fortifications, pub

lished by the War Department, giving directions, roads, distances,

&c., which enables us to give full and reliable details, and for which

we are under obligations.

Our little band of 1,550 officers and men are ready to charge these

formidable works, and we again quote from Col. Miller: "A short

time before the sun went down, the advance was made over an open
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plain. When we were about a half nnile frona the works the enemy

opened out on the Hne with increased. firing of both large and snnall

arms. Gen. Long was soon cut down by a musket ball, receiving a

dangerous wound in the head. I was shot and disabled within 100

yards of the works. Col. Biggs fell at the entrance of the road

leading through the works. Gen. Wilson, as promised, was on hand

with his 4th Regulars. Col. Vail now had charge of the brigade,

and soon arranged for the further advance, and in a short time Selma

was ours, with 3,000 prisoners."

We have now given you the official and authentic account of the

battle of Selma, but we have been furnished with a very graphic

description of the battle, by Sergt. J as. A. Mount, Company D,

which, with corrections to correspond with official data, we insert as

giving the reader a better idea of the terrible conflict than anything

yet published.

Sergt. Mount says: "The divisions of Gens. Long and L^pton,

of Gen. Wilson's cavalry corps, arrived in front of the defences o*

Selma, Ala., April 2d, 1865, at 4 p. m. Gen. Upton's division was

formed on the range line road, his line being confronted by swamps

and marshes, rendering his cavalry ineffective. Gen. Wilson directed

Upton to dismount a regiment of his picked men, penetrate the

swamps, and if possible turn the right of the confederate line. A
single gun from Kodney's battery was to announce the result and be

the signal for Gen. Long's assault on the main line. Gen. Long's

men had defeated Forest the day before and were anxious to renew

their achievements before Selma." We have already given the dispo-

sition of the division, except that the 4th U. S. Cavalry, and the 7th

Pennsylvania cavalry, of Minty's brigade, Avere in reserve, mounted.

When Gen. Long heard the battle open up between a part of the

Seventy-Second Lidiana and Gen. Chalmers' division, he at once

realized his perilous position, attacked as he was by a heavy force in

rear, and confronted by a greatly superior force in strong fortifications

lined with citizens and soldiers who waved the confederate flag and

beckoned us to come over. At this critical moment Gen. Long
detided not to await the development of Gen. Upton, but to move
at once upon the works. The brave Col. Miller rode hastily along

the famous Lightning Brigade, before whose valor and Spencer

rifles^ no confederate line had yet been able to stand, and thus

addressed the boys : "If any of you are afraid to face the cannon

in those forts, or the bayonets behind the parapets, let him go to the

rear." Cheer after cheer went up, but no man went to the rear.

The command to advance was given. The line, led by Gen. Long,

70
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Cols. Miller and Minty, swept forward with the swiftness of horses

eager for the conflict. From the forts the cannon pealed forth in

thunder tones their volleys of fire and death. From the entire line of

defense flashed the musketry till all was shrouded in the smoke of bat-

tle, and only the red blaze of musketry and artillery could be seen.

Under this murderous fire of musketry, shot and shell, swiftly moved

the assaulting line, until in quick succession the Spencer rifles sent

their missiles of death in reply to rebel musketry and artillery.

Though the gallant leaders, Long and Miller, had fallen wounded, and

many other brave officers and men were swept down by the storm of

leaden hail, yet with undaunted courage and unswerving rapidity the

line swept on, leaping a barricade six feet high, through a ditch six

feet deep, up the steep side of a parapet eight feet high, and hand to

hand in mortal conflict Northern valor and Southern chivalry engaged.

The wonderful rapidity with which the Lightning Brigade poured in

volley after volley from the Spencer rifles, and the fearful havoc pro-

duced, sent terror and consternation through the confederate ranks.

Hundreds surrendered, while many fled to the next line of defense.

This was quickly carried by a second assault, and the victory was com-

plete. The confederate loss in killed and wounded was heavy. Cap-

tain Cravens, of the confederate army, told the writer that almost his

entire company were killed or wounded in half a minute after our line

had scaled the fortifications. A man in citizen's dress, gun in hand,

called out to Captain Herron, Company B, (acting major of the Sev-

enty-Second), saying, "I am a minister, don't kill me." Captain

Herron replied, "Do you preach with that gun ?" Before he could

reply or throw down his gun, he fell, pierced with Spencer balls.

Lieut. Gen. Dick Taylor, Gens. Forest, Armstrong. Rhoddy and

Adams, escaped with remnants of their commands. Among the

fruits of victory were 3,000 prisoners,and 32 pieces of artillery mounted

in the works. The capture of Selma was of vast importance, and the

defences considered very strong by the chief officers of our govern-

ment, as we are led to infer from the communications of Gen. Thomas

to Gen. Wilson. Under date of March 6th, 1865, Gen. Thomas com-

municated to Gen. Wilson that Gen. Grant had ordered Gen. Canby,

with a heavy force of infantry from Mobile, to co-operate with him in

the capture of Selma. Again, under date of March 14th, he says:

"Gen. Canby will move from Mobile with over 40,000 infantry to co-

operate with you; this will insure success in the capture of Selma."

Gen. Canby failed to reach Selma, and Gen. Long with his division

carried the works that were expected to require such a large force of

infantry to capture.
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In conclusion, it may be safely asserted that in the annals of war

there are to be found on record but few instances of such daring intre-

pidity, crowned with such grand results, as the battle of Selma—an

assaulting line of 1,550 strong, exposed to the enemy's fire while

charging 600 yards, through open field, carrying formidable fortifica-

tions defended by more than four times their number, and more than

two pifeces of artillery to every lOO of the assaulting column. The

battle of Selma stands in the front rank among the brilliant achieve-

ments of loyal valor, and each regiment participating in the engage-

ment is worthy of unfading laurels and lasting honor.

There are many things connected with the battle of Selma yet

untold, and we again turn to the Seventy-Second, as it is now deployed

along the creek watching Gen. Chalmers' division as a hawk watches

its prey, while the terrible conflict still goes on in our rear. After the

first determined assault of the rebels had been repulsed by the right

wing of our regiment they made no further attack, but still lay in line

of battle anxiously waiting for us to leave some point unguarded, or

manifest some show of weakness that they might pounce upon us.

We fully realized that should our assaulting column fail to gain the

works, the rebels inside the works, emboldened by their success, in

all probability would sally forth, and our division, would be crushed

between those in the works and those in the rear as grain is ground

between the upper and nether millstone. While we felt competent to

hold in check the whole division of Gen. Chalmers, we were by no

means so sure that our men would ever live to get inside of the rebel

stronghold, and while we steadily kept our eyes to the front our ears

were turned to the ominous sounds of the rear. We still kept shoot-

ing at the rebels in our front as long as we could see, and manifested

every possible show of strength. VVe cannot forbear recording our

feelings just as they occurred that momentous evening. We have

before given you a description of the abattis 2CO yards wide, circling

the defenses of the city. This was a horrid ugly thing for a line of

battle to get through. But after our skirmishers once got to it, it

afforded them some protection, as they could crawl into it and secrete

themselves under the logs and limbs. This they did, and for an hour

made it lively for the gunners in the forts, picking them off whenever

they attempted to fire their pieces
; and during all this time we were

engaged repelling the attack of Chalmers' division. The rattle of

these skirmishers was constant and lively.

After Gen. Wilson left us at the bridge he rode on to the ridge,

where he could see most of his own lines, and nearly the whole line

of rebel works, and waited there till he was sure everything was
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ready. Just as the sun is going down, his staff officers ride up to

him from every part of the field and tell him everything is ready.

He takes off his hat, and from where we are, north of the creek, we
plainly hear him sing out, "All right!" The bugles blow "For-
ward!" and simultaneously our whole lines move toward the rebel

works on quick time. We, across the creek, almost hold our breath.

In five minutes our lines reach the outer edge of the abattis, and the

batteries from all the forts open on them. Here our men lie down
for a few minutes, to get their breath; for two or three minutes an

ominous silence follows. Except an occasional shot from our skir-

mishers, all is still. You cannot conceive with what suspense we
listened, but we had not long to wait. Again the bugles sound

—

this time a charge. Again we hold our breath, as our men raise the

accustomed cheer, and start through the abattis. Now is the moment
of triumph or defeat for the rebels. Every gun from their forts and

batteries belches forth volumes of grape and canister. Seven thousand

fiends rise up from behind their works and pour into our ranks volley

after volley of leaden hail. We tremble! Is it possible that any

line of battle on earth can stand such a hell as this ? But see ! Gen.

I.ong goes down, shot in the head. Col. Miller goes next, shot

through the thigh., Heavens and earth ! can our men ever get

through that abattis? Again we hear our men cheering, as one by

one, and in squads, they emerge from the abattis, seize hold of the

chevaiix dc /rise, swing them around like gates, and rush on for the

main works. They stumble and tumble over the wires stretched

across their way, but are up again in an instant, and our Spencers

begin to rattle. We catch our breath as the men catch hold of the

stakes and twist them out of the wa}- ; they go through them, and

again our Spencers play such a tune as makes our blood gallop

through our veins. We raise the cheer—but stop ! Another lull.

Col. Edgerton, of the 4th Ohio, is killed. Our men have reached

the stockade, and again the rebel musketry and artillery belch forth

volumes of death. The sun goes down and hides his face from the

scene. Good heavens ! and must our men all be murdered there,

and so close to the works, too? No ! No ! They seize hold of the

pickets, and with giant strength break them off, twist them out of

the way, or pull them out of the ground ; while at other points they

hoist each other over them, or bend down and let their comrades

mount upon their backs, and thus leap over them. Another volley

of death from the rebels! It is their last. But in that volley, at a

single point an officer and four men of the 17th are killed, almost in a

heap, as they try to tear out the stockade, and all along the line our men
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have fallen by scores. Undaunted our men leap over the stockade

in numbers, and rush through the gaps in squads, and again open

out with their Spencers ; and again our blood rushes through our

veins. Our men again raise the cheer and rush for the ditch, and

the rebels begin to fly

!

During all this time Gen. Wilson has intently watched his whole

line; his two regiments of mounted men are ready and eager for the

fray. His body-guard and staff officers are by his side ; his two

blood-red battle-flags are flying at either side of him. He sees this

is the supreme moment of triumph. He and his officers raise the

"cheer!" The bugles from every side sound the "charge!" and

with the swiftness of the wind he and his flying squadrons rush for

the city—and we again catch our breath. We know that the victory

will be OHJ'S ! One by one our men reach the top of the parapet, and

the flag of the 17th is already waving over the works; but many of

them are shot down and roll back into the ditch, or fall forward

among the rebels. Col. Biggs is shot down as he attempts to pass

where the road goes through the works; and our brigade is nearly

without officers. But still our men rush up the slope, gain the top

in numbers, and the rebels fly for the city, a mile away, and are

shot in the back as they run. Our men, remembering the charge

of the 17th yesterday, and the mutilation and robbing of the dead,

now make no effort to capture any prisoners.

Just where the 17th strike the main line of works is a fort that must

be manned by veterans, as here the struggle is long and fearful in the

extreme. Here five of our men were killed after they got inside the

fort. The gunners stuck to their guns to the very last, and from the

piles of dead laying under the wheels of the guns and behind the lim-

bers we should judge that few of them made their escape, or even

cared to. Gen. Wilson, with his blood red battle flags still flying at

the head of his column of 4th Regulars and 7th Pennsylvania cavalry,

now rushes through the works, and the victory is complete. As the

men of the Lightning Brigade begin to form inside of the works he

rides up to them, takes off his hat, and says: " Men, I now see how
it is you have gotten such a hell of a name! " This rough compli-

ment was properly appreciated by the men, and they greeted it with

rounds of applause. It is now dark, but see ! \ A tongue of flame

shoots 2,000 feet into the sky and lights up the country for miles

around. Just on the outskirts of the city, at the north-west, were

saltpeter works covering five acres of ground. These the rebels set

on fire ; what for we never could tell, unless it was to make a light for

them to see to run away by. The burning was the most terribly
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grand of anything we had ever seen. We were full two miles away,

but it made it as litght as if there had been a full moon shining, and

the most terrific explosions followed each other in quick succession,

shaking the ground like an earthquake, hurling blaze and brands hun-

dreds of feet high. After our lines had been re-formed our division

closed in on the city, and as there was but a small gap along up the

Alabama River to the north-east of the city for the rebs to escape

through, most of them were captured.

Dr. Cole, in speaking of this battle, siys : "The 4th division took

position on the north side of the city, but at the signal fir the assault

was not ready to move, and to the unsurpassed charge of the 2d cav-

alry division belongs the honor of capturing this rebel stronghold of

Selma, at the terrible cost of 29 killed and 140 wounded in Miller's

brigade; 15 killed and 85 wounded in Minty's brigade, of our division;

and 3 killed and 10 wounded in the 4th division, which did not get up

till after the works were carried. Making a total loss in the whole

command engaged at Selma, of 282."

We now want to pay our parting respects to Chalmers' division,

and then our regiment is also ready to move down into the city. We
have told you that at Elyton, on the 30th of March, the ist division, or

a part of it, turned off to the south-w^est toward Tuscaloosa, and our

pontoon train, by way of diversion, went along with this command.

About the same time Gen. Forest matured his plans for meeting us,

and sent Chalmers' division via Tuscaloosa, with orders to get into

our rear and burn our train if possible. This division met the ist

division somicwhere north-west of this place, yesterday, got defeated

and put back for Selma, and had our division been two hours later

getting to Selma, our men would then have had this division to fight

in addition to those already inside of the works ; and we suppose that

it was this fact that so pleased Gen. W^ilson when he found we had

cut them off, and although our regiment had not been in the charge

upon the works in front of Selma, we felt well pleased and satisfied

with Qur share of the work. Our regiment and four companies of

the 17th had done all the fighting which was done by our division

yesterday, in the battle of Ebenezer church, and to day nine com-

panies of our regiment had kept at bay a whole division of rebels, and

thus assured the success of our whole army at Selma. The fact is,

our regiment had made success possible, because there was a time

when it seemed our men nmst fail or all be killed, and had there been

an additional division of rebels inside of the works, who can tell but

the assault might have been a failure.

About two hours after night our trains all got across the bridge,
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and the right wing of the regiment was reHeved, and the left wing

left on picket. We moved inside the works and went into camp just

north of where the Summerfield or Marion road passes through, and

laid down in the woods close to the works, at the point where the left

of our brigade struck them.

Lieut. Barnes, of Company A, says: "We camped just inside the

works, and were surrounded by the dead on all sides. The city

mayor, who with many other citizens had been taking an active part

in defending the city, lay within a few feet of Company A's headquar-

ters. 'For superstitious men our proximity to the dead would not

have been very enviable. We had very few such men in the regi-

ment. " All our men held the doctrine of Nasby, "a dead rebel

makes a sweet corpse," and weren't at all afraid of them.

April 3, 1865. The writer was up shortly before daylight, and

without taking time to eat, or feed our horse, started to look over

the battle-field. Close to where we slept was one of the biggest

men we ever saw, a rebel, shot square in the forehead. We climbed

up on top of the works, and moved along south on the top of them,

where we could plainly see every foot of the ground over which our

division had advanced. The dead were all lying just as they had

fallen. As we looked over the ground we were filled with wonder

and astonishment. How in the world did our men succeed in reach-

ing the main line at all? It seemed to us that if a single line of our

brigade had been behind this embankment we could have literally

annihilated any army in the world that had attempted to storm the

works as our men had done. We went down 'south to the farthest

point, where there were many dead on either side, and then get

down into the ditch, climbed out on the outside, and went to the

pickets, or stockades, and tried to climb over them, and found it

required all our strength and skill to do so. We then went on out

to the c/iez>a2ix de/rise and ah-dttis, and wondered, again and again,

how could our men get through? We then went back to the pick-

ets, and noted with what superhuman efforts our men had torn them

them out or hoisted each other over them. We went to the ditch

and tried to jump across it, and to climb up the slope. This again

•we found required our utmost exertions, without a single thing to

impede or encumber us. As we move north again, along on top of

the works to the farthest point, where the works bent to the east,

and as far as there were any dead, we began to estimate the number

of dead, and to our utter astonishment found them about equal on

both sides of the works. The sun was an hour high when we

got back to our horses, and as there had been no bugle call most of
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the men were still asleep. After feeding, and eating our breakfast,

we again extended our observations, and found we were a mile from

the city, and that west and north of the city were dense woods, while

outside of the works, and entirely around them, the land was bare

of trees from a half mile to a mile out. We have seen Louisville,

Nashville, Murfreesboro, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Macon, and nearly

all the fortified places in the South, but we pronounce Selma the

strongest of them all Murfreesboro had more well built forts, but

no field works at all. Dr. Cole says: " I had our wounded all taken

to the city, and appropriated the most aristocratic and best venti-

lated mansions for their use
;
glad that I could do anything for the

comfort of such brave fellows as they have proven themselves to be.

All last night the ambulances were kept running, and by daylight'

the wounded were all under shelter. The rebel loss in killed and

wounded is heavier than our own, and their wounds also much more

^ serious. Have spent all day with the wounded, who are receiving

every possible attention."

About the middle of the forenoon, A, F, D and I, were ordered

to report to Gen. Wilson, in the city, for provost guard duty. We
had a terrible time getting our men to get ready to move. There

was scarcely a man in camp, and there was so much to be seen that

it took us two hours to get even a majority of them together, and it

was noon when we got into town and got our orders. A and F went

into churches, D into the Masonic hall, and I into a large school

building. We hitched our horses to the fence inside the yard. We
found the city one of the most beautiful places we had ever seen,

and our quarters everything we could ask or expect; and we were a

very well pleased set of fellows. The balance of the regiment went

into camp in the north-eastern part of the town, close to the river.

Immediately after dinner Companies D and I were ordered to press

in all the darkies they could, and proceed at once to the machine shops

and foundries and break up everything that would not burn. This

gave us a chance to learn something ot the vastness of our conquest.

We supposed last nig4it that the capture of this place was the grand-

est achievement of the war ; but to-day, as we move about over the

city, and trophy after trophy presents itself to us, we are lost in

astonishment. Our first thought of all this greatness was nothings

in comparison with the reality. In addition to the guns captured in

the works, and already spoken of, we found 65 others at the foun-

dries, completed and in course of construction, besides avast number

of old abandoned and bursted ones that had been sent here to be

remoulded and remounted.
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We counted 250 bran new wagons, that had never been used,

besides scores of old ones that had been brought in for repairs.

There were hundreds of caissons, h'mbers, blacksmith forges, and

ambulances.

Tlie arsenal covered six acres of ground, the largest in the South,

and was plump -full of every article that an army could have any use

for, from a percussion cap to the 700-pound shell, and from a pack-

saddle to the heaviest gun-carriage. At the foundries we found

evervthing in full blast, just as the men had left them yesterday and

hurried out to the works to fight the hated Yankees. Here was

everything that could be melted or moulded, from the smallest how-

itzer up to the 700-pounder siege gun. In the machine shops we

found all these things in the course of finishing, from the boring of a

6-pounder to the turning of trunnions for guns of the largest calibre.

Talk about the resources of the South being exhausted ! The truth

is, they were just getting ready for war, and, so far as resources are

concerned, were never in a better fix than just now. The foundries

were simply stupendous; we shall speak of them .igain. VVe found

two locomotive engines and numerous stationary ones, six or seveji

railroad cars, and extensive shops for making others. We found the

fire from the saltpetre works had spread to the city and was still

burning. We went back to our quarter? for supper, wondering what

ne.xt?

An expedition was sent out this morning to look after Chalmers,

whose force attacked us on picket yesterday evening. It was ascer-

tained that as soon as he found he could not get into the city, nor

attack us with any reasonable show of success, he retreated toward

Meridian, Mississippi. The expedition went down to Cahawbri,

at the mouth of Cahawba River, 10 miles below here, and released

some of our starving prisoners who were kept there. We saw some

of the poor fellows, who looked like living skeletons. Quite a num-

ber of our regiment nad passed through that rebel prison. Just

north of the city is a large stockade fort, covering three or four acres

of ground. This the rebels used to keep the Yankee prisoners in,

but to-night we have it so full of rebels that they can scarcely get

around each other. This makes us feel pretty well, because

we know that in that very bull-pen they have treated our men with

untold cruelty, and we love to twit them about getting into their own
trap. Citizens now tell us that Gen. Forest, with a few of his men,

made his escape last night by going north-east, up the river, through

a small gap between Upton's left and the river, and that Gen. Dick

Taylor jumped his horse into the river and swam across. It seems

Tl
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that almost every house in the town is full of some kind of ammuni-

tion, because as the fire still keeps burning explosions are constantly

going on. Our quarters are in a school for young ladies, and up

stairs there are four pianos and organs, and as we lie down' to sleep on

the desks some of the boys are pounding away on them, and we go to

sleep amid a medley of discordant sounds, above all of which come

the report of explosions from the fire still burning.

April 4th. No bugle call this morning, and we slept till we got

ready to get up, and found desks were harder to sleep upon than

the ground. After breakfast we again went to our work of breaking

up the foundries and machine shops and rolling ammunition into the

river. We now had 400 negroes at the work, and it surprised us a little

to see how cheerfully they went at it. At the arsenal they fixed up a

spout on an inclined plane that led down to the river; 15 or 20 feet

below the spout t].iey fixed a platform, and when the shells would roll

down the spout they would gain such velocity that on striking the

platform they would bounce 50 feet out into the river. This ticTcled

the darkies wonderfully, and for two days they just kept the river

boiling.

It was our fortune to superintend the destruction of the foundry,

locomotives and machine shops. We went to the shops and got a lot

of hammers and set a gang of street boys to knocking the locomo-

tives to pieces. Just then came along a fellow who had worked in the

shops. He was a rebel, and we wondered afterward why he was not

in the bull-pen. He ordered the boys to stop. The boys referred

him to us and kept on hammering away. He came up in a whining

but insolent way, and told us to make those boys quit, or, said he,
_

"They will spoil it." "That is exactly what we want," said we;
" we intend to make you people of the South feel the effects of war."

" That will do no good ; we can build other locomotives," replied le.

" Very good ; we are going to fix you so you can't build them," we
said. " You can never whip us, and it's no use trying," he whined.

"Very good," said we again ;
" \^ou think one confederate can whip

three Yankees, but we've got the three Yankees, and more besides,

and are going to wear you out if we can't whip you, and the sooner

your people understand this the better." He left us a sadder if not

a wiser man, and in a few minutes the locomotive was knocked out of

time ; even the steam whistle was so mashed that it would never whis-

tle again.

We now went into the foundry, but here we were puzzled. Every-

thing was of such vast dimensions and strength that breaking was

out of the question with an\' means that we had at our command.
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Think of luii^'C iron cranes of sufficient strength to lift thousands of

tons, and of chains the Hnks of which were made of round bars of

iron over two inches In diameter. Not much breaking there. How-

ever, we could knock the furnaces to pieces, and the engines that

moved these ponderous levers, but it took us two days to do it. Up
to this time we had been ignorant of the method of making artillery

guns ; but here every kind of artillery was in process of manufacture,

and we had plenty of time to study the methods. It may be interest-

ing to our children to know how big guns are made, as well as how
used, and we will try to tell what we saw. Almost all of the guns

made at this foundry were of the Rodman and Parrott patterns, and

were made of cast iron with huge hoops of steel driven on to the

breech. The way they were cast was to dig a hole in the ground two

to four and somtimes six feet in diameter, and three times as deep as

the desired length of the gun, so that a gun four feet long would re-

quire a hole twelve feet deep ; and one we saw finished 17 feet long

must have taken a hole over 50 feet deep and seven feet in diameter.

These holes were dug inside the foundry building, and then filled up

with a clay mold in the centre, as near the desired shape of the gun as

possible. These molds were now filled up with melted iron and let

stand until cool, the largest size taking three weeks to cool. The clay

mold was then dug from around them, the huge cranes swung around

over the hole, and the ponderous chains made fast to them. Then, if

you can tell how much power it would take to lift a mass of iron five

feet in diameter and 50 feet long out of one of those holes, you can

beat us ; zuf couldn't give an intelligent guess. The object of making

them so long was this : The butt of the gun being cast downwards,

the immense weight on top would make them more dense and harder

to burst. After these huge masses were lifted out of the holes they

were placed on trucks and rolled into the machine shops, where they

'\vere placed in lathes, cut off the proper length, turned smoothly on

the outside, and lastly bored out to the proper calibre. In the shops

were guns undergoing all these processes, the chisels and drills all

just in the positions they happened to be when the machinery was

stopped and the men hurried out to the defense of the city against

the Yankee hordes.

We were astonished at the apparent ease with which all this seemed

to be done. We saw one chisel that had been cutting a shaving one-

half inch thick, three fourths inch wide and over 20 feet long off the

outside of a gun. We saw other shavings as thin as knife blades, and

still others as fine as the finest wire. One thing more and we are

done. The huge steel hoops that are placed around the heaviest siege
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guns are often four inches thick and six inches wide, and we ahvays

wondered how they were made and put on. Here we saw the whole

process. They were first welded together as nearly as possible of the

proper diameter, and then were put in lathes and turned to the exact

size desired, both inside and out, then heated and driven on to the

guns.

After breaking everything we could break on the inside of the build-

ing we went on the outside, and there lay a brand-new gun, just finished

and ready to mount—a monster in size and splendid in workmanship.

As it lay flat on the ground the butt just came up even with the

writer's eyes, it being over five feet in diameter. The trimmings

were eight inches in diameter, and we had nothing heavy enough to

knock them off. It was over 17 feet long, and as we stuck our head

into the muzzle we found we could easily crawl into it. . We wear a

No. 40 dress coat, and you can guess at the rest as well as we can

tell it. Competent persons say it would throw a conical shot of 703

pounds weight, and was made for the forts at Mobile, but was too

late ready, as the Yankees had taken the place before it was done.

In the afternoon the 4th Ohio cavalry buried their colonel, a captain,

a sergeant, a corporal, and four privates, with the honors of war.

This was truly a most solemn service. The 4th regulars also buried

their dead with honors ; among the dead were a lieutenant and a ser-

geant. The general-in-chief and his staff joined in the procession. This

was one of the most solemnly grand funerals we ever saw, the

bands playing the most solemn chants we ever heard. Brave men
were they, fallen in one of the most daring and successful charges ever

made by troops. Of the sorrow and honor of their comrades they

were worthy.

April 5th. Large working gangs of negroes are very busy to-day

gathering up wagons, ambulances, caissons, limber-chests, black-

smith's forges, and artillery wagons, and piling them into the arsenal,

preparatory to burning them. That part of the regiment not on duty

in town, a part of our brigade, and a part of .Minty's, went on a scout

up the Alabama River for the purpose of picking up horses, mules,

negroes, &c. Sergt. Stephen Aiken, Company K, says of this expedi-

tion :
'' Col. Minty was in command of this expedition, and we

went after some horses supposed to be secreted on an island ; traveled

all night. April 6th, stopped at daylight and fed and made coffee,

and then moved on across swamps and through thickets to where the

plunder was supposed to be. On arriving at the place, Minty's brigade

went across to the island and got the horses and mules, and our

brigade picketed." It rained furiously, and Aiken, McClure, Remley
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and others, speak of this as a most miserable trip, in which almost

every body got lost in the swamps, darkness and rain.

April 6th. Hundreds of negroes still at work rolling shells out of

the arsenal and piling rebel property, generally in the arsenal. This

is now the fourth day they have been at that one thing. About 10

o'clock a part of the ist division, and the pontoon train, and also our

division train, got in. We were glad to see them, especially those of

our own company and regiment. The train got in all right without

loss, but from Elyton clear on down was constantly harassed by

small roving bands of guerrillas and bushwhackers, who near Monte-

vallo had barricaded the road, and for two or three hours stopped the

train ; but there happened to be a few Spencer rifles along with the

train, and Peter P. Johnson, of Company I, a brave man who used to

belong to the scouts, and a few other blacksmiths and teamsters, soon

cleared the road. From them we learned that Poorest, with a few of

his men, after he made his escape on the night of the 2d, went right

back up the road that we had come down on, to Plantersville, and

paroUed our wounded men and the nurses left with them, and also

robbed them, taking Dr. Dome's horse, and also killed some of the

17th Indiana. Late this evening the negroes got through with their

work of rolling shells out, and piling government plunder of all kinds

into the arsenal, and just at sundown it began to rain and rained all

night. Ju.st at dark Gen. Wilson ordered the arsenal set on fire.

As before stated it covered six acres of ground, and all the wood-

work was of pitch pine and burned fiercely. It was set in 50 differ-

ent places at once, and in 20 minutes afterwards, the rattle of ex

ploding rifle and musket cartridges was deafening ; we have not heard

such a constant roar since the battle of Chicamauga. The negroes had

been cautioned to get all the artillery shells out, but in half an hour

they began to explode, throwing fire and old iron 1,000 feet high.

This made every fellow hunt his hole and crawl into it, too. The

scene was hideous and unearthly beyond anything we had ever imag-

ined. The explosions continued for three hours, much louder than

any we had ever heard, and of sufficient violence to shake the earth

for miles around, making the whole city a perfect pandemonium.

Had it not been for the constant and heavy rain nothing could have

prevented the whole city from burning up. This frightened the citi-

zens nearly to death. What must have been the humiliation of

Gens. Forest and Taylor as they heard these tell-tale explosions and

saw the firey serpent of flame writhing in the sky over Selma, the

mighty, strong and rich city!

April 7th. The excessix^e rain last night prevented the destruction
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of a lot of wagons, ambulances, caissons, artillery wagons, &c., but

the destruction of the building proper was complete, and this morning

nothing but ashes is left of what five days ago was said to be the

largest establishment of the kind in the world. For two or three

days parties have been engaged in gathering up all the able bodied

negroes in the country for the purpose of forming them into a

negro regiment, and this evening the darkies paraded the streets 900

strong. We have never been in any place where the whole populace

seemed to have such a bitter hatred for the Union as they do here.

The negro procession made the natives open their eyes. They greeted

it with scowls and hisses, but it made them think the Yanks had

come to stay. The pontoon men commenced laying their bridge

across the river to-day. This was a most difficult and dangerous job,

owing to the great length of the bridge, 870 feet, the swiftness of

the stream, and the smooth, solid rock bottom, entirely forbidding

the use of anchors.

April 8th. This morning a heavy d<'tail from our division was

sent out south-west into the country for forage, and we have this

story of Sergt. Dan. Moore, Company C. He was an inveterate

forager, and never missed an opportunit}" to gratify his propensity

if half a chance presented itself Last night he heard of this train

going out, and before daylight this morning he and three of his com-

rades were up and saddled. They moved out wirh the train till,

passing the picket line, they turned into a by-road and lit out.

About four miles out they came to a large plantation where there

were lots of negro quarters, and everything betokened wealth and '

plenty. Dan. and his comrades made a dive for the smoke-house.

Among the many articles they saw there that makes a soldier's mouth
water to contemplate, was a large barrel, or rather open hogshead,

of moiasses. They proceeded at once to fill their canteens ; but

just then in came a negro wench about three feet and a hall high

and about as thick as she was high. She held in her hands a large

. oak paddle three feet long, used in the South as a kind of washing •

machine for beating clothes. With this she began belaboring the

boys, most unmercifully, yelling vociferously, "Git out o' dar, dees

our lasses ! Git out o' dar, dees our lasses!" Every time she'd

halloo down would come the paddle, and it was all the boys could

do to keep her from seriously hurting them while they filled their

canteens. However, they paid no attention to her further than to

keep her from hurting them ; but she still kept whacking away and

yelling at the top of her voice, "Git out o' dar, dees our lasses."

Just as they had got their canteens full she managed to deal Dan.
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over the head such a blow as to almost floor him. This so enraged

Dan. that he roared out, "Roys, let's put the old thing into that

molasses." It was no sooner said than the four strong men seized

her and in a twinkling up she went and down she came "slap!"

feet foremost into the barrel of molasses. The molasses flew to the

rafters. They seized her again, and up she wentand down she came

onto the floor, in much less time than it takes you to read this. Out

of the door she darted and made a straight shoot for the negro quar-

ters, the molasses streaming out behind as she ran. She was the

sweetest nigger you ever saw. After the boys had got all the hams,

etc., they wanted, they started out. Just then the advance guard of

the forage train (which happened to be the 98th Illinois) came in

sight, and the boys beckened them to come there. About 20 of them

came on a full gallop, and as the boys mounted their horses

they carelessly remarked that there was some molasses in there,

and to this day each one of the four solemnly declare the 98th

boys drained the barrel to the last drop.

The river at this point is 300 yards wide, and the citizens say 50

feet deep, and most difficult to lay a bridge across. Owing to the

smooth rock bottom the pontooniers cannot anchor a boat so as to

hold the bridge steady; the current is very swift and a vast number
of logs are floating in it, supposed to be thrown in by the rebels.

The following paper explains itself:

THE YANKEE CAVALIER.
Vol. I. St.LMA, April 8th, 1865.

' No. I.

Capt, vV. W. Van Antwerp and Theo. T. Scribner. Editors.

Salutatory :—The American Eagle having soared above the rat-

tlesnake and pelican, and planted himself firmly upon the inside of the

fortifications of Selma, the votaries of that noble bird have concluded

to present their compliments to the citizens in the form of the Yankee

Cavalier; and in the true Yankee vernacular they say, •' How are ye,

secesh ?"

It must be a source of gratification to those Union men who have

been pressed into the arsenal and other public service of the confed-

eracy, to know their friends have arrived, scaled the fortifications of

Selma, and planted the old flag once more above their heads. Those

who have been so long held in the hot embrace of his satanic majesty,

and submitted willingly to the menial service he has required of them,

we have only to remind of the biblical injunction, that " the wages of

sin is death," and "the way of the transgressor is hard." Apropos

of those clerical gentlemen who were found in the trenches, one of
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whom said he hoped in his heart that God would permit Lee to anni-

hilate Grant and Sherman with their armies.

We would inform the " people of this benighted region that the

Union still exists, and that unless they "repent and believe" very soon

they will forever be damned. Subjugation is as sure to follow the

track of Uncle Samuel's victorious armies as daylight is sure to follow

the course of "Old Sol," unless in fact the people throw down their

arms and fling themselves into the arms of "Old Uncle Abe," who
takes repentant sinners to his bosom as Abraham of old did the poor,

despised Lazarus.

The people of Selma, as well as the denizens of other nooks and

corners of the confederacy, should understand that the old humbug
of making the soldiers believe that " ^"anks won't fight," is played

out, vide the recent fight at Selma, where 1,500 Yankees took your

breastworks, defended by 7,000 men, under one of your best gener-

als, viz : N. B. Forest. Don't fool yourselves into the belief that Lee

is to whip Sherman or Grant, or the confederacy has a single hope of

recognition. In supporting the war you are simply supporting a few

pothouse politicians in offices of luxury, while you, the simple dupes

of their machinations, suffer the consequences and rot in the stock-

ades erected for our soldiers. We look upon you with compassion,

and we feel deep pity in our hearts when we see you blindly rushing

on to destruction ; for you are as sure of death as was Caesar when he

entered the fatal senate chamber of Rome, if you hold out in your

blind fanaticism.

The Union is what we are fighting for, and what we ivill fight for

until you are subjugated, unless you surrender.

Having said this much to rebels, we now propose to congratulate

our soldiers upon their valor and perseverance. Soldiers of the

Union army: God is on your side, and although your brothers are

killed upon every battle-field, you have the consolation of

knowing that they died in a glorious cause. May their souls rest in

peace ! Soldiers, the day is not far distant when the Union will be

restored, and then we will all go home to our fathers, relatives, and

friends, and enjoy the happy blessings of peace, with the glorious

consciousness that our strong arms helped to achieve the brilliant vic-

tory that led to the munificent consummation. Take our paper, "free

gratis," read, ponder, and reflect. May it lead many erring ones back

to their ^allegiance, and inspire our soldiers to fight on as they have

fought, until the achievement of the final victory."

Here follows General Wilson's congratulatory order, No. 16

:
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PiEADOUAKTEKS CaVALKY CoKPS, M. D. M, \

Selma, Ala., April 7th, 1865. /

Special Field Orders, No. 16.

The Brevet Major General commanding" congratulates the officers

and men of the "Cavalry Corps upon their late signal victory. After a

march of nearly 300 miles, over bad roads, through a sterile and

mountainous country, crossing wide and rapid rivers, you, in 12 days,

found yourselves in front of Selma, with its arsenals, foundries and

workshops, the most important city in the southwest. The enemy

attempted to delay your march at Ebenezer Church and paid the pen-

alty of his temerity by leaving three guns and 200 prisoners in your

hands. Selma lay befone you surrounded by two lines of intrench-

ments, the outer one continuous, flanked by impenetrable swamps,

covered by stockades and defended by 7,000 troops under the com-

mand of Lieut. Gen. Forest. Like an avakmche the intrepid sol-

diers of the Second Cavalry Division swept over the defences on the

Summerfield road, while the 4th carried those on the Plantersville

road. The enemy, astonished and disheartened, broke from their

strong works, and Selma was fairly won. The enemy under Chal-

mers attempted to drive in the 2d (iivision's picket line during the bat-

tle, and go to the rescue of the rebel garrison, but their efforts wfere

futile, and they were compe'led to retreat rapidly beyond the Cahaw-

ba. The ist division, in the meantime, was making hard marches,

harrassing in front and rear the bewildered rebels under Jackson. The

wagon train had been left behind that your march might not be im-

peded, but has arrived in safety, its guards having, frustrated all

attempts of the enemy to delay its progress.

Soldiers, you have been called upon to perform long marches, and

endure many privations, but your General relied upon and believed in

your capacity and courage to undergo every task imposed upon you.

Trusting in your valor, discipline, and armament, he did not hesitate

to attack entrenchments believed by the rebel leaders to be impregna-

ble, and which might well have caused double your number of veter-

an infantry to hesitate. You have fully justified his opinions and may
justly regard yourselves invincible. Your achievements will be con-

sidered among the most remarkable in the annals of cavalry. The
fruits of your victory are numerous and important

;
31 field pieces and

one 30 pound Parrot captured on the field of battle, and over 70 pieces

of heavy ordnance in the arsenal and foundry, 3,000 prisoners, and a

number of battle flags, the naval foundry and machine shops, the

extensive arsenal filled with eveiy variety of military munitions, and

large quantities of commissary and quartermaster stores in depots.
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During your march you have destroyed seven iron works and foun-

dries, several factories and colleries, many raih^oad bridges and trestle

works, and large quantities of cotton.

While you exult in the success which has crowned your arms, do

not forget the memory of those who died that you might conquer.

By command of Brevet Major-Gen. J. H. Wilson.

E. B. Beaumont, Major and A. A. General.

Capture of the Chattanooga Rebel.—The type upon which the

Cavalier is printed is a portion of the material of the office of the

Chattanooga Rebel, which paper was originally printed in Chattanoo-

ga, Tenn. From there the office was removed to Marietta, Ga. , and

when our army approached that place it was taken to Atlanta, where

a few numbers were issued. At the evacuation of that city by the

rebel army, the office was removed to Griffin, Ga. But when Gen.

Sherman moved around Atlanta to Jonesboro, the Rebel again pulled

up stakes and came to this city, where it has since been published

unmolested until the arrival of Wilson's Cavalry, which was so unex-

pected that the indomitable proprietors did not have time to remove

tjieir material, and it fell into the hands of the Yankee vandals.

Destroyed By Fire.—The offices of the Daily Dispatch and Daily

Reporter were destroyed by fire on Sunday night, the 2d instant,

the building which contained them having been set on fire by
drunken (rebel) soldiers,

general long's farewell address.

Headquarters Second Cavalry division. M. D. M.
\

Macon, Ga., April 25th, 1865. /
General Orders No. 15.

Officers and soldiers of the 2d division, cavalry corps. Military

Division of the Mississippi: According to the advice of the surgeon

I leave you for a time—how long lam not able to say. I do not

feel like separating myself from you, possibly forever, without in a

few parting words expressing my entire and heartfelt gratification at

your gallant and soldierly conduct since I have had the honor and

good fortune to command you; but particularly so in the present

campaign. During the first portion of the march unfortunate cir-

cumstances placed you in the rear of the corps, thus rendering your

labors extremely arduous, by having to travel roads originally bad

but rendered miserably bad by the passage of other troops in your

advance. By your untiring energy and h-ird work you have ever

overcome these difficulties, and arrived in front of Salma, garrisoned

by a strong force under command of Gen. Forest, in time to admin-

ister to him and to his command, behind almost impregnable works,
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one of the most complete and severe castigations received by any

command during the war. Of the circumstances and details of this

fight, with which you are all familiar, it is unnecessary for me to

speak. It was, however, the turning point, the decisive fight, of the

camf)aign. The nature of the works, and the numbers, which, accord-

ing to the admission of their commander. Gen. Forest himself, under

flag of truce, far exceeded your own ; and the number of pieces of

artillery in position, are facts which show beyond controversy that

this feat has been equaled by none accomplished by cavalry during

this war, and excelled but in a few instances by infantry. Having

naturally no love for war, and if it should be my fortune, as I hope

it may be, never again to hear the fire of a gun in battle, I shall

consider that it is honor enough to last me the remainder of my life

to have had the honor to command you on that occasion. Whether

or not all, or any portion of us, may meet again, I shall watch your

career with interest, and my prayer shall be for your welfare and

happiness. To all and each of you, for the time at least, I bid an

affectionate farewell. Eli Long,

Brigadier General U. S. Vols. Com'd'g.

The command of our division now devolved upon R. G. Minty,

Colonel of the 4th Michigan cavalry, he being the ranking officer of

the division, and Col. Vail, of the 17th Indiana, is the ranking ofifi-

cer in our brigade and takes command. Our division began to cross

the river to-day at 3 p. m., but had not all crossed until the bridge

broke in the middle, and one of Gen. McCook's staff ofificers and a

soldier were drowned. For several days there has been a set of offi-

cers busily engaged paroling the rebel soldiers now in the stockade.

Since the fight there have been numbers of rebel soldiers found

secreted in cellars, smoke-houses, and other places, and taken to the

bull pen, as we call it. We quote from Dr. Cole: " The sick and

wounded who are in a condition to be taken along, will be moved
out at 6 a. m. to-morrow. Some of the citizens, now that we are

preparing to leave, begin to show ill feeling, and I fear for our poor

fellows who are to be left behind."
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CHAPTER XXXVni.

From AjJi'll 9t7i to A}))'U 29th, \865.—Leaving Selma—The Historian at a Negro

Dance Helping a Colored Lady ^'' Cut de Pigin^n Wing''''—He F Indu Out all

About the Pecidiar Odor— Leave Most of Our Prisoners—Col. Miller and Gen.

Long trith Column, in Very Fine Carriages—Swamps, Poor Country and Hard

Tackout—News th(ft Gen. Grant has TaTcen Richmond' Reaches Us and We Be-

come TJproarous—We also Learn that the Rebels have Evacuated Montgomery

and Surrendered Without a Fight— The Confederacy Falling to Pieces—
.Negroes Coming to Us hy Hundreds Wanting to he Soldiers— We Pass Through

Montgomery—Col. Miller Left Behind at Montgomery on Account of His

Wounds—Order to Organize and Arm all Negroes uith Us—Not a Wagon in

the Brigade—Burning Bridges, TearUig Hotrn Telegraph Wire, Tearing Up

Railroad Track, and Tearing up Reheldoin in General—A Negro Camp—Caj)-

ture of Columbus and Burning of Forts and Arsenals, Steamboats, Locomotives,

Cars, Cotton, etc., etc.—The Capture of Columbus a Grand Victory— Vast

Amounts of War Material—So Many Prisoners ice BonUt Know What to do

With Them—We March Through Columbus to the Tune of '' Hail Columbia"—
A Little Drunk Again— We Make a Swift March for Macon—Pass iOO Demor-

alized Rebels, but Pay no Attention to Them—A Rebel Officer Capjtured says

Reports of Lee's Surrender are Current—Capture of Rebel Mail and Papers at

Thomaston, tchich Say that Lee has Surrendered to Grant—Approaching Maco)i,

—A Rebel General's Armistice Projjosition " Too Thin "— We go Lnto 3Iacon

with a Dash and a Whoop—Were We in a 7'rap .^—Dovbts of Lee's Surrender and

the Situation— Wake up in the Midst of Heary Forts and Grinning Guns—Meet-

ing a Johnny at the Well who Knew Nothing of what had Occurred—An Armis-

tice bettceen Sherman and Johnston—Our Soldiers say " D——« the Armistice "

—

Gen. Cobb Surprised and Lndignant at Gen. Wilion, and Wilson ready to Thrash

Cobb in any Manner the Gruff Rebel Might Suggest—Conditions of Surrender—
Works Around the City—All the Rebels Surrender—Smpjense and Uncertainty—
F.ij'loding the Ammunition—Blotting up> a Little Darkey—Peace is Dawning—
Gen. Wilsons Peace Order—Thanki to Almighty God for Peace—The Shocking

News of the Assassination of President Lincoln—Profound Grief and Tndigna-

tion—Our Last Lnsitertio/i.

Sunday, April 9th, 1865. A week ago to-day we entered Selraa,

and the purpose is to get away to-day. It took till the middle of the

forenoon to get the pontoon joined again, when the 4th division began

to cross very rapidly, and at noon the provost guards, A, F, D and I,

were ordered to saddle, but about the middle of the afternoon the

bridge gave way again, and we unsaddled, fed and got supper, ex-

pecting to stay over night. Just at dark the bridge was fixed once

more, and we saddled again and bade good bye to our commodious

quarters. Just then it began to rain, and by the time we reached the

bridge it was as dark as Egypt. As soldiers always like to see what

they are doing, the foundry and machine shops were set on fire, and

we could not help remarking the coincidence of our coming in and

going out of this place. Exactly one week ago to-night, we came in
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by the light of the burning sahpetre works, and the same hour of the

night we go out by the light of other burning buildings. What a

change in one short week has taken place in this beautiful city ! There

is very little of its greatness left. The people have treated us with

snarls and contempt, and while we have not set fire to or destroyed

any private property, we had very little heart to put out what the

rebels had set. It was 9 o'clock when we got across the river, and

immediately started to go to our regiment, which was camped six miles

out ; owing to extreme darkness, bad roads, and swamps, we did not

get to the regiment at all, but went into camp at midnight four miles

from Selma. Dr. Cole says : "I did not get Col. Miller across until

midnight, and it was near daylight when we reached camp six miles

from the river." Not more than half the prisoners have been paroled,

and they, too, are being moved along.

April loth. As soon as it was light we went to the regiment and

went into camp to wait for all the trains to cross and close up. After

dinner the writer was scouting around and ran on to some negro quar-

ters where they were having a regfular plantation dance. This amused

us wonderfully. We had seen a great many negro dances, but they

had been what we called stag dances ; that is, they had all been of the

male persuasion. Here they were male and female about equally

divided—50 of them in a log cabin about 16 feet square—all jumping

up and down, clapping their hands (patting juber), puffing and blow-

ing like steam engines, and sweating like race horses. There were so

many of them that you could hardly stick your finger between them.

They had a fiddle, tambourine, banjo, and a man rattling the bones.

There was a bed in the room, and we never could tell how many there

were under it, but all the musicians were on it. We had heard a

great deal before the war about the peculiar arom.a of the " nigger,"

and we determined to see if there really was anything in it. So we
squeezed ourself into the middle of the room, where w^e found our fur-

ther progress cut square off by the buxom form of a wench that would

weigh 200 pounds. She was "cutting the pigeon wing " in a most

lively manner. We never could dance, but jammed up against her, as

we were compelled to keep time whether we wanted to or not. From
this fact alone, we suppose, she wasn't long in getting to think we were

paying special attention to her, and thinking, no doubt, it was quite

an honor to dance with a Yankee soldier, she faced about, began to

jump up and down on our toes, scrape our shins, blow her slobbers

and perspiration into our face, and throw her arms about in the wildest

ecstasy, every now and then giving a " yoop " that satisfied us she

was feeling first rate. There was but one door, and it was kept con-
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stantly shut in order to have more room. There was but one window,

two feet square, and low down, and we are well prepared to say there

was a peculiar odor ; but whether they all smell just that way we

don't know, and presume we never will ; furthermore, our curiosity is

entirely satisfied.

About 3 o'clock in the afternoon, Companies H and E, and two

companies of the 17th Ind., under command of a staff ofificer, started

for Pleasant Hill, 20 miles south, to see if there were any rebels in

that vicinity. They reached it at midnight and then moved to Ben-

ton, getting there just at daylight, to find the command on the move,

and so got no supper, neither sleep nor breakfast. By 3 p. m. of the

lOth the whole command was across the Alabama river, the pontoon

taken up and the train well closed. We had to leave most of our

wounded behind. There are more than a thousand negroes going

along with us. The Johnnys came into Selma before the pontoon was

taken up, but fortunately did not fire on our men. It was found

necessary to burn some of the pontoons and destroy some of the

wagons in order to lighten our train, as we are now so far away from

our friends and God's country that everything must be kept constantly

closed up snug and ready for battle at any time. At 3 p. m, we
moved on, taking the road east for Montgomery, our regiment in

advance of our division. We bivouacked at 1 1 p. m. near Benton,

20 miles from Selma, but part of our division did not get in till day-

light. Gen. Long and Col. Miller are being brought along in very

fine carriages.

April iith. We pulled out this morning about an hour by sun,

so that a part of our division did not get to sleep a wink. After

going five or six miles we ran into a vast swamp with a large ugly

stream running through it, which Dr. Cole says was called Letaha-

chee, but we always called it Swamp Creek. Here we stalled; the

1st and 4th divisions had so cut it up that it was impossible for us

and the trains to get through it. So we backed out and went two or

three miles further north down the creek. We ran into the swamp
again and then had to wait for the pontoon train to come up and lay

a bridge across the creek before we could get across. While they

were doing it we got supper, and had nothing to eat but sweet

potatoes, coffee and meat. This brings us back to speak of our

hard-tack again. We have told you that on March 28th we drew

our last five days' rations of hard-tack, and the time for these to be

out was on the ist of April, the day before we got to Selma; but

the country had afforded us an abundance of food up to the last two

days, since which time we could get nothing at all but sweet potatoes,
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and to-day the last hard tack disappeared, and the Lord only knows

when we'll see another one. The pontoon was not completed until

1 o'clock in the morning, and it was 2 before we got across the

creek. About the time we got across we received the word that

Gen. Grant had taken Richmond, and from that on to camp we were

a little noisy. It has been nearly a year since he began the siege of

that place. We traveled until 3 o'clock in the morning and went

into camp 12 miles from where we camped last night, having trav-

eled 16 miles in nearly 24 hours. Dr. Cole says : "The road lies

through a swamp and is terrible. Col. Miller suffers severely and

I almost regret having started with him."

April 1 2th. We did not get to sleep more than an hour this

morning. Dr. Cole says: "We moved at daylight this morning, cross-

ing the Pintetella and Catoma Creeks, and camped within three

miles of Montgomery." We traveled steadily all day over miserable

and swampy roads. The country is very level and tolerably rich.

We saw over 100 large houses full of cotton and all "a-fire." We
are certain we burned 10,000 bales to-day. About noon we got the

word that the rebels had evacuated Montgomery and surrendered

the city without a fight. This gratifying intelligence seemed a little

strange to us, that they should give up the first capital of the South-

ern confederacy without at least a show of spunk. Here is where

the first confederate congress met and swore they would be free and

independent of the United States, and all along we expected to have

a fight to get into the city. We traveled 25 miles for the day, and

hundreds of negroes came to us, all anxious to leave "de old plan-

tation," and become soldiers or do anything for the Yankees. They
are fearfully ignorant, but it is surprising how well they understand

the cause of the war and the meaning of Lincoln's proclamation.

At Selma we saw the only native African negro we ever did see.

He was somewhat blacker than the natives, head low and flat, but

of more intelligence than his looks indicated. He remembered yet,

very distinctly, how he was stolen from Africa and brought to this

country. He didn't look to be over 50 years of age, but had no

idea how old he was. As soon as we go into camp at night the

paroling officers go to work, and every morning a lot of prisoners

are paroled and turned loose.

April 13th. Rained hard the most of last night, and this morning

we awoke tu find ourselves lying around promiscuously in puddles

of water two to four inches deep. We went foraging and found

thousands of bushels of corn, and food of all kinds in greatest abund-

ance. The sun was two hours high when we started, and two miles
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from camp we came to the defences of the city of Montgomery.

These consisted of a series of forrs entirely around the city, some of

them large ones, well built, and from the nature of the ground easily

defended. They \vere connectrd by lines of earthworks; but there

were no abattis, stockades or ditches, as at S -Ima. There was a large

fort on the road on which we were moving, and two fine pieces of

artillery in it, but their wheels had bsen cut down. Half way from

this line of works to the city we passed another very fine brass

i2-pounder, the wheels cut down also. It appears thit the governor

would not let the rebels hght us here, as he had no hope of their

making a successful resistance, and was afraid we would burn the

town down if we had to fight. We passed through the city very

slowly, giving us time to see nearly every thing of note. There was

a broad contrast between the way the people treated us here and at

Selma. They all appeared to welcome the Yankee raiders, and

many pretty girls and women were upon the streets. The rebels on

retreating had taken the road east toward Columbus, Ga., and we
moved out on the same road, and four miles out passed the ist divi-

sion in camp, and seven and a halt miles from Montgomery went

into camp on a large plantation, our regiment camping in a young

orchard and tying our horses to the trees, which was a joke on the

trees. The plantation residence was very fine and stately, and all

the outbuildings and negro quarters indicated opulence. _The negroes

seemed very much afraid of their master, and said he would skin

them if he knew they should give us anything to eat,- but we found

no difficulty in getting what we wanted to eat by going around to

the kitchen, some of the negroes staying up all night to cook for us.

This was near a station on the Atlanta & Montgomery Railroad,

called Meigs. After night some members of Company G went to a

plantation for something to eat, and found some molasses in asmoke-

house. One of the boys, Sirgt. Bolen, had no canteen with him,

or anything else to get molasses in, and stirted out to get something.

Just outside he found the crock bench; it was quite dark and he was

in a hurry, for fear the rest of the boys should get all and he get

none, and he jerked up the first crock he came to, filled it and lit

out for camp. He and his mess had a fine supper of "flapjacks and

'lasses." After supper they carefully set the remainder away for

breakfast. When daylight came the next morning and they went

for their molasses they found the vessel to be one that well regulated

families usually keep under the bed.

April 14th. As a new feature of the programme, orders were

issued that all sick and wounded who could not stand a march of 30
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miles a day were to be left ; hence Col. Miller, our brave commander,

was left behind. Dr. Cole says :

'

' The sick and wounded were left

'

in Montgomery with Dr. Dome, of the 17th, in charge. Col. Mil-

ler's wound having become so painful, and threatening gangrene, we

left him at Col. Siebold's. Gen. Long is .still being taken along."

One large steamboat and three steam ferry boats were burned, also

several machine shops, a large amount of commissary and quarter-

master's stores, and vast piles of cotton—all that could be burned

without setting fire to the town. Private property was not molested.

There had been so many negroes pressed to follow us, and so many

had voluntarily attached themselves to the different commands, that

there were nearly as many negroes in each regiment as there were sol-

diers, and the negro element was likely to become an elephant on our

hands. They were so many non-combatants, likely to encumber our

movements in case of battle ; so to-day we got strict orders that

every negro found in the companies should at once be taken and or-

ganized into companies, and, together with those previously organized,

should be armed and prepared to take care of themselves. This order

caused considerable confusion and dissatisfaction in some of the com-

panies, as nearly every company had about four good, faithful negroes,

who had been with us a long time. They had always led our pack

mules for us and helped about the cooking, and very materially light-

ened our labors, and we determined not to give them up. The negroes

had become very much attached to us, and had been with us long-

enough to know that their present position suited them much better

than soldiering, and they begged us not to let them be taken away.

It was amusing to see the stratagems resorted to by us and them to

keep them from being taken away from us. Those that were organ-

ized into companies were armed with arms taken from the arsenal in

Montgomery, in which there were a vast number of Austrian rifles,

that had never been unboxed since shipped from England. They
were brought from there by blockade runners. The whole corps,

except the brigade of first division which left us at Elyton, camped
near here last night, and by noon to-day all had gone, going east to-

ward Columbus, and at one o'clock our regiment went directly north

to the Atlanta railroad. As soon as we got to the railroad we began

immediately to destroy the telegraph, burn the track, and all culverts

and bridges. This business was not new to us, and we knew exactly

how to go at it, and when night came we had completely destroyed

12 miles of track, burned at least 40 bridges and culverts, and done

more damage than the southern confederacy could repair in a month.

This was the one weakness of the rebel government. They seemed
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to have plenty of all kinds of war material, but their means of repair-

ing damaged railroads were very limited. Their greatest difficulty was

in procuring the rails. We went into camp on Line Creek, near the

Coosa River, on a very large plantation, where we had abundance for

man and beast. In addition to the damage done the railroad, we had

also burned several station houses and cars, and a vast amount of corn

and cotton, and when night came were fearfully tired, having worked

about as hard as we ever did, and we felt pretty well satisfied with our

havoc. Sergt. Wilhite, Co. E, says of this day's work: " Lieut.

Wise was badly hurt by his horse falling through a bridge, but as we

could get no conveyance he was obliged to ride his horse and suffered

severely. Charles Haines, Nathaniel Hamilton, and John C. Bible,

took a scout on their own hook, captured a lot of rebels, who wanted

to know what they were going to do with them. Haines dismounted,

took their guns and broke them around a tree, and told them to go

home and stay there. As the boys rode off the rebels hallooed after

them, 'Goodbye, boys; that's much better than we expected. ' They

next ran on to an old army surgeon riding in a carriage, and took from

him a sword branded 1777. They next captured a couple of Texas

rangers and a bugle, and got into camp without loss." Dr. Cole

says: " I burned my medical wagon to-day on account of its break-

ing down, and so there is not a wagon in the whole brigade." Think

of this, ye who soldiered the first year of the war. Capt. Glaze, Co.

C, says: "We burned all the bridges and station houses, and

pulled down the telegraph for 20 miles. I applied the torch t > the

last bridge for the night. It was a substantial, fine trestle, over L.ine

Creek, 400 feet long."

' April 15th. Moved this morning at sun-up, but as we could not

cross Line Creek anywhere near the railroad we had to go south to

get on to the road the division and trains were moving on. In doing

this we ran into the worst swamp we ever saw men ride through;

many of the horses mired down entirely and had to be stripped and

pulled out by hand, one of the muddiest jobs we ever had. When
we got to the road we found it full of trains, negroes, &c. , and also

met a lot of paroled prisoners making their way back to Montgomery

and Selma. There were 150 of them, that being about the usual

number turned loose ever}' morning. After crossing the creek we

went immediately back to the railroad and followed it till sundown.

During the day we burned numerous culverts, bridges, depots and

cars. The bridge across the Cubehachee was 38 bents long. About

the middle of the afternoon we sent out foragers from each company,

and it began to rain and rained as hard as we ever saw it. This put
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an end to burning track, makiner the boards and rails so wet we could

not build fires readily, and as we had no time to lose we confined

our^^elves to burning- culverts, bridges, buildings, cotton and corn.

Late in the evening we came to a very extensive lumbering establish-

ment, consisting of saw-mills, planing mills, shingle mills and cooper

establishment, all of which were working for the rebel government.

We set them on fire, and as there were vast piles of shingles and

lumber of all kinds, it made a tremendous fire. We had now totally

destroyed 40 miles of the road. Here a detail of 100 men from the

regiment (30 from Co. I) was made to go up the railroad eight or ten

miles further and burn a long bridge across the Cheehaw. Here the

regiment left the road and bore off to the right to go to the brigade.

It was now getting dark and raining, and proved to be one of the

darkest of nights. The Historian's horse fell down with him and.

mashed his leg in a horrible manner, and for several days he was on

the "lift." VVe bivouacked not far from a station on the railroad

called Cheehaw, six miles from Tuskegee, having made 35 miles for

the day. Our foragers and detailed men did not get to camp at all.

Capt. Glaze says: "To-day's work was a repetition of yesterday's,

except that we had to work in the rain. Company C had all the

meat and flour it could take care of, and 10 dozen eggs for Easter."

Owing to the excessive rain we had to go to bed without coffee, and

as we were scarcely ever more tired, we thought this a hard "slam"

on the poor soldier.

Sunday, (Easter) April i6th, 1865. There was a great deal of

picket firing during the night, and as we were four miles from the

main column, and nearly all of our men were out foraging and on

detail, we wanted to be ready for any emergency, and were up and

saddled by daylight. We found we had slept near a large pitch pine

stump, which burns equal to a tar barrel, and in a few minutes had

our coffee. Hard-tack had always been the staff of life to us, but

coffee was life itself We moved early, and four miles from camp
came out into the main road the column had moved on. We found

the column had moved faster thsn we had, and we came out light in

the camp of the negroes, which all the time moves in the rear of

the trains. This negro camp "banged " anything in the way of a

camp we ever saw or ever expect to see. They were just getting

ready to move. There were negro men, women and children, on

horse-back, ass-back, mule-back, cow-back; in carts, wagons, wheel-

barrows, and every other way you could think. They seemed to

have plenty to eat, and were perfectly happy, thinking, no doubt,

that the "year of jubilo " had come. Two miles further on we
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came to a large town called Tuskeegee, the county seat of Macon
County, a niost beautiful place, containing a court-house, a college,

several churches, and some of the finest evergreens and gardens we
ever saw. Two miles further on we came to where our brigade had

camped, and our foragers and detailed inen caught up with us. We
also met another batch of paroled prisoners. About the middle of

the afternoon we stopped to feed at a place called Sida-hill, (marked

on the map Society Mill ) While we were eating our dinner the

whole train moved past us, which shows that everything is being

kept carefully closed up. We moved on steadily again till 10 o'clock

at night, passing through a town called Crawford, and went into

camp 10 miles from Columbus, Ga., making 40 miles for the day,

the farthest we had traveled any day yet. Dr. Coir says: " At 6

a. m. we were again in motion. The 2d brigade, of the ist division,

under command of Gen. McCook, moved out along the railroad

toward West Point, while the 4th division in the advance, and 2d

division next, moved on Columbus. By the kindness of Col. Vail

I obtained a company from the 123d Illinois to accompany me on a

scout over the country. Went in the direction of Auburn, on the

West Point Railroad, and returned to the Columbus road in the

evening and joined the command at midnight, just as it went into

camp, near Crawford. We captured 40 horses and mules."

April 17. Our trains all closed up on to us last night, and this

morning the left wing of the regiment fell in behind them as train

guard. The right wing moved early, but instead of taking the direct

road to Columbus, took a road leading south and to the right of it,

which made the distance 15 miles, instead of 10 by the direct road.

We had not gone far till we heard heavy and continued firing east of

us. The 1st and 4th divisions had been ahead of us ever since we

left Selma, and we, supposing they were having a hard fight at Colum-

bus, hurried forward In the course of an hour we got the word that

our forces had captured the place last night at 1 1 p. m., and we felt

relieved. The heavy artillery firing still continued, and we supposed

there must be some mistake, and hurried on again. Pretty soon we

could see vast volumes of smoke, black and sulphurous, rising a

thousand feet into the air, and we were sure there was a terrible bat-

tle raging. By 10 o'clock we were close enough to the city to see

that the smoke was not the smoke of battle, but was from burning

forts, arsenals, machine shops, steamboats, locomotives, cars, cotton,

commissary stores, 8zc. Columbus is a fiine city on the cast side of

the Chattahoochee river, and on the west side is a station on the rail-

road called Girard. These two places were connected by three fine
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covered bridges, two of which the rebels burned yesterday, thinking

they could defend one better than they could three. Extensive prepara-

toins had been made to give the Yanks a warm reception. The remaining

bridge had been tlioroughly stuffed with cotton, well saturated with

turpentine, and a bristling piece of artillery planted in the eastern end

ready to blow to atoms any thoughtless Yankee who should set his

foot upon it. There were some forts west of the river well filled with

artillery and well manned with rebel soldiers, and this bridge was left

for them to retreat upon, should they, by any possible chance or mis-

fortune, be driven out of them. Lucky provision ! Last night our

forces arrived in front of the. place about 9 o'clock, formed their lines

so quietly that the rebels knew nothing of it until our men began to

charge, and as our men paid no attention to the forts, charging right on

past them, made a grand rush for- the bridge and got there as soon as

the rebels did ; and charged right on through it with them, capturing

the piece of artillery, turning it upon the flying rebels before those in

the city were aware of the presence of the hated Yankees. This we

regard as one of the best executed movements of the war. The cap-

ture of Selma and Montgomery were big things, but in some respects

this was bigger, as many things had been moved from those two

places to this, only to be overtaken and captured at last. There was

so much war material captured that no complete inventory was ever

taken of it. Among the trophies were two gun-boats, five steamboats,

15 locomotives, and 250 cars, 52 field-guns mounted and in position,

the rebel ram Jackson, mounting six seven-inch guns, four cotton fac-

tories, and 115,000 bales of cotton, the navy yard, foundry, armory,

sword and pistol factory, accoutrement shops, three paper mills, loO,

-

000 rounds of artillery ammunition, and 1,200 prisoners. The truth

is, we already had so many prisoners on our hands that no effort had

been made for several days to capture more. Many more might have

been captured here but for this very reason.

The rebels had used a great deal of wood in the construction of the

forts west of the river, and these had been set on fire. There were

arsenals and powder houses connected with the forts, and by the time

we got to the bridge this morning the shells were bursting and throw-

ing the fire and dirt a hundred feet high, making the place a thousand

times more noisy than pleasant or safe. Columbus, like Selma,

seemed to be full of all kinds of ammunition, shells, &c., and as

everything had been set on fire that had any rebel property in it, the

explosions were constant and almost deafening. We crossed over the

bridge and saw the piece of artillery still standing just as our men had

fired it at the retreating rebels. We stopped in town long enough to
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give officers and men time to look over the city. Dr. Cole says

:

" We reached the city at 10 a. m. and witnessed the burning of the

gun-boats, the rolling mills, powder mills, arsenals, manufactories,

iron foundries, and government supplies. The poor citizens were

allowed to carry off all the previsions they desired. The 4th division,

to which belongs the honor of capturing Columbus, lost 25 men
killed and wounded; 1,500 prisoners were captured, 100 pieces of

artillery, and a vast number of small arms, which were di.stributed

among the contraband command, which now numbered over 3,000.

We crossed the river and moved through the city to the tune of ' Hail

Columbia.' We had given Columbus hail, and the tune was appro-

priate, but somewhat ironical. We we.it into camp three miles east of

the city. Our sick and wounded were all left in hospital at Colum-

bus. There had been quick work made of this job. In less than 24

hours from the time our men had appeared in front of the place, our

whole army, trains, niggers and all, like a besom of destruction, had

swept through one of the fairest cities of the South, and left but little

of it, and nothing in it, that would be of any benefit to the rebel

cause.

Again we said, ''Business."

It was about 3 p. m. when we camped, and the Historian was .sent

back to the city in charge of a detail from the regiment to get rations.

After we got there we could find neither bread nor flour; all had been

carried off by the citizens except a vast pile of meal in sacks. We
loaded up with this and started for camp just at sundown. The
southern chivalry are noted for their hospitality and good cheer, and

"every cellar of any magnitude is generally well stocked with every

variety of wines, apple-jack, brandy, and tangle-foot whisky. The
boys of our detail managed to find a lot of this stuff, and many laugh-

able and ridiculous incidents occurred on our way back to camp. As
so many of the comrades have given incidents of this trip, we shall only

give space for two of them. John C. Bible, Co. E, says :
" We had

just sat down to a good supper of slapjacks and molasses, ham and

eggs, v/hen McGraw, who rode a little bit of a sorrel mule, came gal-

loping up the line inquiring for mess No. 5. He had a sack of flour

before him and couple of hams strapped to each side of his saddle,

and a wooden bucket of pinetop vv^hisky in his hand, and some whisky

that wasn't in the bucket. As McGraw sighted the mess seated

around the camp fire eating supper, he came for us on the jump. His

mule, sailed clear over the head of one of the boys and set both hind

feet into his tin plate of cakes and molasses. The fellow looked up

and said, ' McGraw, I wish you would keep your mule out of my
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dish,' and went ahead with his supper as though nothing had hap-

pened." Sergt. Samuel Johnson, Co. D, says: " One of the boys

had secured a dozen "cognac," and as he was making his way to

camp we approached him to sell or trade a part of his stock. We
made every reasonable overture we could think of, and still he refused.

We fell back to the rear and let him get some hundred yards ahead of

ms ; we then gathered all the empty canteens in the crowd that had

no covers on, and fixed them so as to rattle and make all the noise we
could, fired a few shots, and charged down upon the fellow with the

wine. The mule he was riding thought its time was about up and

stampeded in a twinkling. The fellow tucked his head down behind

the mule's neck, supposing the Johnnys were after him, dropped the

box and skinned out for camp. We marched all night, and this med-

icine, which had been secured at a drug store, was a wonderful help in

keeping us awake." Our detail got back to camp just at dark, and

expected to stay over night at least, but were not done eating our

supper when the bugle blowed "boots and saddles." We thought

this was hurrying the thing a little. We moved steadily the whole

night in the direction of Macon without ever stopping, and about an

hour by sun on the morning of April i8th, stopped to feed at Single-

ton's plantation, 22 miles from Columbus. After stopping about an

hour, we moved on .steadily all day, and saw abundant evidence of the

rebels' hasty retreat from Columbus. They had left along the road

three pieces of artillery, numerous wagons, ambulances, &c. During

the day we passed 400 rebels scattered through the woods, off to our

left, and could easily have captured them, but we paid no attention

to them, as we already liad more prisoners than we wanted to be

bothered with. Besides, all we cared for now was to scatter them and

get them in our rear, where we were sure they would bother us no

more. During the day hundreds of horses and mules were captured,

and the boys began to exchange their jaded horses for fresh ones.

We passed through two little villages, Belleview and Pleasant Hill,

crossed Flint river, and went into camp 50 miles from Columbus,

making a march of 65 miles without sleep or rest. . Dr. Cole says :

" By continued and rapid marching we reached Flint river at 12 m.,

just in time to prevent the enemy's guard from burning the bridge.

We captured the bridge guard, consisting of several officers and 45

men
; one, whose wound I dressed, says that the report of the sur-

render of Lee's entire army to Gen. Grant was current in Macon when
he left there j^esterday. A large body of rebel troops are fleeing be-

fore us from Columbus. Our camp to-night is 62 miles from

Macon."
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April 19th. Captain Glaze says: " My company were on picket

last night, and took advantage of being in advance to send out a

detachment, under command of Lieut. Geiger, to gather in what

horses could be found. He fought all the straggling bands he met,

capturing and wounding quite a large number, and brought in 40
horses and mules." The sun was two hours high when we got started;

we were so stiff, and sore, and used up generally, that it was hard

starting. We moved four milee and came to Big Potato creek. Here

we had trouble. There was a dam across the stream, and our bridge

was right on top of the dam, and just below the dam was quite art

extensive cotton factory which had been prematurelv fired. Its close

proximity to the bridge, and very intense heat, came near burning the

Historian and several others to death. It was with the utmost diffi-

culty that we saved the bridge by wetting our blankets and dog-tents

in the creek and covering it with them. This stopped the column for

several hours. Four miles further on we came to a village of consid-

erable importance called Thomaston, the county seat of Upson county.

Here two rebels were killed, a locomotive and train of cars captured,

with quite a lot of commissary stores. Co. I was detailed as provost

guard. Our business was to guard the commissary stores and issue

them to the. men as they passed through, and not to let any of them

take more than their share
; as it too frequently occurred that when a

soldier found what he wanted, he would take what he could conve-

niently carry, and set fire to the rest, regardless of the wants of the

balance of the command in the rear. This mania for burning had

grown very rapidly. Our further business was to keep the column

moving, and not let the men scatter over town. It was 10 a. m.

when we stopped, and the whole column did not get through till sun-

down, when we were relieved and went into camp four miles further on.

Just before noon a locomotive c.ime into the place direct from

Macon, and all unconscious of the presence of the pestiferous

Yankees. We very quietly " took it in out of the wet." It had on

board the mail and the morning papers from Macon. This was a

treat for us ; w« had been so long away from God's country, and the

civilizing influences of the U. S. Mail, that we devoured the news

with the eagerness of hungry wolves ; albeit the mail sack was

marked C. S, , instead of U. S. Among the items of peculiar inter-

est to us was the announcement that Lee, (the commander of the

confederate army at Richmond) had actually surrendered to Gen.

Grant, and furthermore that Gen. Wilson had captured Columbus

and had started eastward toward Macon, and in all probabilit}- would

reach Thomaston by day after to-morrow, and unless he was checked
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and harassed by all the means at the command of the Southern con-

federacy, in all probability would reach Macon in three days more.

Oh! but this was good reading for us, as we were now already at

Thomaston two days ahead of time, according to the rebel calcula-

tion ; and according to the same calculation we knew we could get

to Macon at least three days ahead of time, which was very encour-

aging. We got to camp soon after night and had orders to move at

half past 3 in the morning. We had made but 12 miles for the day,

but the trains, niggers and all, were closedjam up, and all our troops

camped " snug" and ready for a fight. Thomaston is due north-cast

of Columbus and right west of Macon.

April 20th. Moved this morning long before daylight, our regi-

ment in advance of the whole army, which means business. Our

brigade has not been in the advance since we left Selma. We
moved rapidly till 9 o'clock, when we stopped and had orders to

feed and curry our horses as well as we could. These were extra

orders, and assured us some extra work was before us. We had

made 20 miles. We only rested three-quarters of an hour and then

moved on again. Scouting and foraging parties were sent out on all

the roads leiding in the direction of Macon, Lieut. Clark, in com-

mand of the brigade scouts, takinsf a road several miles to the south

of the one the column moved on. As we moved forward this time

the 17th Indiana took the advance and our regiment next. Skir-

mishing soon began in front, but without halting a moment we

pushed on rapidly. Just after noon we came to where the road was

barricaded. Here some prisoners were captured, from whom we

learned that at Montpelier, four miles ahead of us, there was a

force of 400 rebels. These we proposed to capture, thinking we

would have that many less to fight at Macon. So our regiment '.vas

sent on a circuitous route to the south in order to get in the rear of

Montpelier. We made a circuit of full 10 miles, most of the time

on the keen run, while the column moved steadily forward on the

direct road. The country was open and well cultivated, and aside

from many deep and miry ditches we had to cross, we got along very

fast, not being more than an hour and a half making the 10 miles,

but we had been too slow, as we came out into the road right in the

center of our brigade, which had moved rapidly forward, and the

rebels had evacuated on its approach and had tried to make a stand

at a large stream called Echaconee Creek ; but a battalion of the 17th

made a sabre charge and drove them from the creek, but not till they

had set the bridge, a very long one, on fire. The fire was well underway
when our boys reached the bridge, and they only saved it by wetting

T4
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their blankets and slapping them against the bridge. Had we been lo

minutes later the result must have been very disastrous to us, as we
could not have crossed the creek without a bridge, and we felt just

now that time was everything to us. This was 13 miles from Macon,

and it was now 3 p. m. The column never halted at all, and we
pushed on after the 17th. A mile from the bridge the advance was

met by a real live brigadier, Gen. Anderson, bearing a flag of truce

and a dispatch for Gen. Wilson. The General stated that since Lee

had surrendered there had been an armistice declared between Gen.

Johnston and Gen. Sherman, and that there would -be no. further

fighting, and that we should halt ourforces till the matter was settled.

The latter part of his speech upset the whi^le arrangement. Lieut.

-

Col. White, in command of the advance, proposed to halt his forces

whenever he got ready. At any rate he did not propose to obey

rebel orders, so he took the dispatch, sent it back to Gen. Wilson,

then several miles in the rear, and gave Mr. Gen. Anderson five min-

utes to get out of the way. At the end of five minutes the 17th lit

out again and our regiment at their heels, running over Gen. Ander-

son's body guard before they got half way to Macon. Eight miles

from the city Gen. Wilson passed us on the full gallop, and we soon

got word that the 1 7th had got into the city and wanted help to take

care of the prisoners.

We spurred our horses to their utmost speed, and for .several miles

kept up with the general in chief, but having no load to carry, as we

had, he finally outwinded us; but we never stopped till we got into

the city. It was getting dark when we got inside the works, having

made a march of 55 miles inside of 16 hours, the last 13 of which

had been made on a keen run. The 17th had stopped at the main

line of works and busied themselves in taking prisoners, and had not

gone into the city at all. The rebels had not made any show of

resistance, declaring there was an armistice, and would not fight.

There were at least a thousand rebels on each side of the road, behind

good substantial works, guns in hand, and ready to blow our brains

out. Of course the 17th would not dare to go any further and leave '

this force in their rear. They found it slow work taking the prison-

ers, as the Johnnies still stood in their places behind the works, and

when ordered to throw down their guns, would one at a time, as they

were ordered, stand their guns up against the works in proper shape

to be speedily taken up again, and then march out, while all those

not very near our men would still stand their ground and hold on to

their guns. This made slow work for the 17th
;
but by the time we

got inside the works they had collected all the rebs on either side of
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the road for a distance, we suppose, of a hundred yards, making

about 2,000 prisoners, all bunched up, a strong guard around them,

and more being brought in every minute. When the general in chief

got in he also halted with the 17th and waited till our regiment got in.

Then five of our men charged down into the city, Gen. Wilson right

after them, and our whole regiment right at his heels. It was quite

dark, and we could not tell where we were going to, or what danger

we were in ; but on we went till near the heart of the city, where we

halted, and for three hours waited in a great deal of suspense. We
knew nothing of the number and disposition of the rebels in and

about the city, but were bound to suppose that there were at least

7,000 to 10,000 troops inside the works, and we knew that our regi-

ment and the 17th were all the Union troops that were inside the works.

and that it would be at least two hours before the other two regiments

of our brigade could get in, and in all probability Minty's brigade

could not get in before morning; and the other two divisions would

scarcely get within 25 miles of the city to-night, and so far as any

help they could give us in case we should get into a fight was con-

cerned, they might as well be a hundred miles off Under such cir^

cumstances a man can do a great deal of thinking in a short time.

Of course the prisoners told us there was an armistice extending

to all the armies ; but we had not yet got the idea into our heads

just how there could be an armistice with traitors. All wc knew

about this was just what the rebels had told us, and we further knew

that Gen. Wilson had no means of communicating with his superior

officers, and how was he to tell but what the whole thing was a grand

scheme to trap him and his whole army. It is hard telling just what

we did think in those three hours. But one thing wc noticed, the

men all kept their places remarkably .well, when upon ordinary

occasions they would have been in every house in town inside of half

an hour. It may be proper here to state that during the last two

months nearly all the soldiers of the confederate government had

been concentrated into two grand armies, one with Lee, at Rich-

mond, and the other with Johnston, at Rdeigh, North Carolina.

We had heard that Lee had surrendered ; this left only Johnston's

command that amounted to an army, with 15,000 irregular troops

at Montgomery, Columbus and Macon. We had no means of knoivmg

the truth of all this, as since we left the Tennessee River all the

news we got came through rebel sources, and it might be true, or

it might be false; but we .were bound to suppose it was false.

So we still kept our places and waited. At the end of three hours

orders were sent to the 17th to let their prisoners go, and our regi-
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ment was ordered to go back and go into camp just inside of the

works. We went back and went to bed without knowing whether

we really had captured the city, or whether we naight not have to

fight for it in the morning. It turned out that on the i8th Gen.

Johnston, commander of the rebel army near Raleigh, had agreed

with Gen. Sherman on an armistice, looking to the termination of

the war, and the rebels in Macon had got the word from Johnston

himself, who, since Lee's surrender, was now commander in chief,

and of course they were bound to obey it ; while we could get no

such word from Sherman, and were not bound to believe a word of

it. A well rested man of ordinary int-'Uigence would scarcely sleep

much under such circumstances.

April 2 1 St. It was so dark, and we were so nearly used up, and it

was so late, (nearly 12 o'clock), that we just tumbled off our horses

and went to sleep without building fires or getting supper. We didn't

even know where we were or if anybody was near us. It was sun-up

before any of us awoke, and it made us open our eyes wide to see

within a few rods of us a heavy line of earthworks and a row of mus-

kets leaned against them, loaded and primed for use, and not 10 rods

south of us a very large, well built fort, full of artillery, already loaded

with grape and cannister. Some of the pieces in the fort were large

siege guns, and as fine ones as we had ever seen, while all along the

field works were smaller pieces of artillery, and all loaded, too. It

made us feel very glad to think we did not have to face all these in the

hands of the Johnnys, especially if they were veteran soldiers and

determined to keep us out. W^e were filled with awe and astonish-

ment at the preparations m.ade to receive us. We did not unsaddle

last night, but after we were up awhile, and began to look around and

had seen something of what the possibilities might have been had we

been obliged to fight to get in here, and had fully realized that there

might be danger yet, we got orders to unsaddle and feed, which

relieved us wonderfully.

We now set to work to get breakfast, and in doing this set out in

various directions to get water. We were fully a half mile from the

city. Some of our men struck out in a north-east direction, and came

to the houses on the west side, not far from where the road from

Atlanta enters the main works. The first man to find water we think

belonged to Co. G, of our regiment, and when he went to the well,

who should he find there but "Johnny," who had come for water also.

" Johnny " looked at him a moment in amazement. Our entry into

the city on the. Columbus road had been so quiet, the night before,

that none of the rebel army except what were defending that road
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knew a thing of it, and "Johnny" was thunderstruck to see a real

hve Yankee walk up to him, camp kettle in hand, and so unconcern-

ed, too, that he could not believe his senses, and roared out, " Who
are you?" Yank paid but little attention to him, but went up to get

his water. Neither of them had their guns, but Johnny thought that

he had the right of possession, at least, and roared out, "What are

you doing here?" "None of your business," says Yank. " You are

my prisoner. " says Johnny. "Not much," says Yank. " I'll show

you," says Johnny, and he started for camp to get his gun. The rebel

camp on the Atlanta road was a full half mile from where we slept, and

they were entirely ignorant of our presence. As Johnny started out

for the gate for his gun, he saw a string of blue coats reaching clear

back to our camp. We were all marching up, camp kettles in hand,

for water. W^e met him at the gate, and as he stopped for a moment
in utter bewilderment, he exclaimed, " W^ell, I'll be gosh danged !"

He was frightened nearly to death, and broke for his camp as fast as

his legs conld carry him, to spread the alarm and to tell his comrades

the Yankees had " dun got in, for a fact."' This was the first intima-

tion that the rebels on that road had of our presence, and we could

not help wondering at the strange spectacle of two hostile armies

camped inside the same city—indeed right among each other—and not

a fight during the whole day It was hard to tell which side held the

town, for all around the works, except just on the road we came in

on, the rebels occupied and picketed all the roads just as they had

done before our arrival. We think scarcely a man in our regi-

ment had made up his mind just how things would be when the war

should come to an end, but from frequent conversation with the men
afterward, we can safely say that scarcely one man in ten had thought

of the war coming to an end any other way than for us to just keep

on fighting till all the rebels were whipped, or had laid down their

arms. In short, we should just keep on fighting till there were no

inore rebels to fight. But here were at least 5,000 rebels, all with

arms in their hands, and many of them still seemed anxious to use

them, too, and yet we were right there among them, listening to their

curses against the Union and the dear old flag, and their threats, and

still were making no effort to crusli them. This was a little too much
for the good nature of our soldiers, and they began to curse the armis-

tice and damn the rebels. They said there was no needof an armis-

tice. If the rebels were whipped, why did they not lay down their

arms. If they were not whipped the best thing we could do would

be to go to work and whip them, and the sooner we got at it the bet-

ter. We were satisfied that nothing but thorough subjugation would
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answer the purpose. To think of enduring what we had borne for

any result short of this, was adding insult to injury, as we verily

believed the work, some day, would all hav^e to be done over. About

9 or lO o'clock companies C, H,E, and K, of our regiment, were detailed

for provost guards in the city, and we were made acquainted with the

conditions of the armistice. General Howell Cobb was commander
of all the forces in this vicinity, and last night he was surprised and

wonderfully indignant when General Wilson popped into his head-

quarters. He did not know there was a Yankee within 20 miles of

him, and when he saw Wilson he railed on him terribly, telling him it

was not only cowardly but mean to disregard his flag of truce, and

pay no attention to the armistice, and took occasion to remark that if

it had not been for his perfidy he never could have got into the

city. General Wilson simply remarked that if Gen. Cobb was not

satisfied with the manner in which he had got into the city, he

was prepared to get into it in any manner the General might sug-

gest, and that he already had two regiments inside his works, and

two more divisions close at hand, and felt disposed- to accommo-

date him to anything he might wish. When Mr. Cobb found there

were already two regiments inside his w^orks, he concluded to make
the best terms he could, and these were the terms :

Cobb was to surrender the city and all the troops in it, and also

all the munitions of war, with the understanding that everything

was to be left just as it was until the truth of the armistice, and

also of its results, should be known. Of course Wilson could

afford to do this, as he already had two regiments inside the works,

and would have a whole division at hand by the time these arrange-

ments were agreed to. There were 17 general officers, including

the notorious Robert Toombs, who had declared in the United

States Senate that he would some day call the roll of his slaves

under Bunker Hill Monument, and 5,000 troops, included in this

agreement, and. we think this number was in addition to the 2,000

we captured last night, as we already had their arms in our pos-

session. During the night Toombs made his escape. So you sec

how nicely everything had worked for us, as these 7,000 veteran

troops could have slaughtered us terribly had we been compelled to

fight them.

As before intimated, it was midnight last night before all our

brigade got up, and the 98th and 123d Illinois went into camp just

outside the works, while Minty's brigade, of our division, went into

camp just at daylight, on the Tobesofkee Creek, three miles back.

Lieut. Clark, Company I, in command of the brigade scouts, says

:
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^* On the night before reaching Macon, when five miles south of the

main column, at about 10 o'clock at night, we were met by a flag of

truce under Col. Leon Von Zinkin. We regarded it as a ruse and

played ourselves off as Gen. Upton's command, by which title the

boys addressed me. As we had a vast number of lead horses, and

the night was quite dark, the ruse was successful. We gave them five

minutes to get out of our road, and told them we were going to

march right into Macon. When they were well out of our way we

started for the command, which we reached some time after daylight."

The capture .of Macon, in some respects, equals all the rest of our

achievements put together. Some of the most splendid artillery we

have yet seen, and such a vast amount of it, too, (60 pieces) all

mounted and in the very best fix ; and ammunition enough to supply

all the armies in the confederate states. This had been hauled out

of the arsenals in great loads and piled on the ground beside the

guns. We had never seen so much artillery ammunition in all our

lives as we saw to day. Some of the siege guns in the forts were

64-pounders, and it required a gallon of powder for each load. This

powder was tied up in flannel sacks, and upon examining them we

found the grains of powder to be as large as hulled walnuts, and

although we comprehended the reason for this in a minute, we con-

fess we had never thought of it before. A 64-pound gun would

throw a conical shell weighing at least 120 pounds, and this vast

weight on starting from the gun would start very slowly. Now a

gallon of musket powder behind one of these large shells would ex-

plode almosc instantly, and burst the gun before starting the ball.

Coarser grained powder would ignite and explode slowly, and start

the ball with less torce.

The works around the city are about 12 or 15 miles long, and of

very substantial character, though in our judgment some of the field

works were badly constructed, the ditches being on the inside instead

of the outside, and we believe we could have just charged right

over them on horseback. Everything is quiet in the city, and the

city government goes on as it used to. There is a pa,jer printed

here, and once more we get to read the news, if it is rebel news.

This is quite a treat to us; we have been without news so long that

we don't know anything that has taken place since we left the Ten-

nessee River. About noon the other two divisions began to come

up, and were put into camp on the north east and north-west of the

city, just outside of the works.

About the middle of the afternoon all the rebel soldiers around the

city marched down into the city, and stacked their arms and surren-
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dered in a body, our brigade and division occupying the same position

it did this morning. Our train is coming in, but will not all be up be-

fore to-morrow night. Last night Gen. Wilson tried to get a dispatch

in cipher through to Gen. Sherman, asking for instructions. It .seems

the dispatch got through all right, but it had to pass through rebel

hands both ways, and he could not get a satisfactory answer, which

confused him very much. Late in the afternoon we were ordered to

saddle up, but had only begun to move when we were ordered back

into camp again. The day wore away and finally died without us

knowing anything certain about the armistice, or the result of our

occupation of the city. It had been a day of suspense to us, and

to relieve the monotony the boys finally got to setting fire to the

piles of ammunition for amusement. This made things lively for a

few minutes, as the bursting shells sent the old iron flying in every

direction, and the burning powder sent up volumes of smoke, and

you would have thought a volcano had broken loose. A little nig-

ger belonging to one of the companies lay down and went to sleep ;

some of the boys took the sacks of pow der and poured a ring around

him about lo feet in diameter and set fire to it. The nigger started

on the short cut to glory, but after going up about i 5 feet came down
again, lighting on his feet, and started to run as if Satan were after

him. This was more fun than the boys had seen in many a day, but

Colonel Thomson thought it cruel, and placed the boys under arrest.

Our men went to bed in a very doubtful mood. The discussion ran

high at times in regard to the propriety of the whole proceeding,

some of the men swearing they would like to see just one more

bonfire.

April 22d. One month ago to-day we left Chickasaw landing, on

the Tennessee river. Since then the mighty rush of events has left

little time to note down, much less to realize and digest, all that has

transpired. Since then we had marched 570 miles, fought two hard

battles, captured five large and well fortified cities, and done a thou-

sand other things to break up the rebellion. Ten days ago (on the

1 2th,) we got the news of the surrender of Lee's army, and to-day

comes the word that Johnston's army has been surrendered, and yet

our men regard all this with the most.stoical indifference. One reason

for this is that all the news we get comes from the rebels, and the

men say " it will not do to tie to." Another is that this army, almost

to a man, swears that the rebels have not been half whipped, and in

proof of this point to the fact that the citizens are chafing at our occu-

pation of the city, and swearing we have no- right to be here, and that

we have violated the armistice or we could never have gotten inside
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the city. Thi.s grinds our men almost beyond endurance, and threats

of burning "the d—d secesh hole" are very frequent. These

remarks apply mostly to the stay-at-home citizens, who bitterly curse

the leaders of the rebellion, and the soldiers, for not holding out

longer. Nine-tenths of the privates in the rebel army are heartily

glad to lay down their arms. About 8 o'clock we saddled up and our

whole division began to move. The weather is very warm. Our

division went into camp just on the outside of the works, two miles

south of the city. It was the middle of the afternoon before we got

into camp The news we get about the armistice is still conflicting,

and there are a thousand wild rumors still flying ; but there is now

very, little doubt that the dawn of peace is fast approaching. Some

soldiers to-day, prospecting in the grave-yard, dug up four pieces of

rifled brass howitzers. • Late in the evening the following order was

read to us, which proved to be the end of the war, but the very next

day came very near upsetting this order and tried our patience won-

derfully :

GENERAL WLLROn'.S ORDER ANNOUNCING ARMISTICE.

Headquarters Cavalry Corps, M. D. M.,
|

Macon, Ga., April 22d, 1865.
|

Special Field Order No. 22.

It is hereby announced to the Cavalry Corps of the Military Divis-

ion of the Mississippi that an armi.stice has been agreed to between

Lieut. Gen. J. E. Johnston and Major Gen. W. T. Sherman, with a

view to final peace. The troops of the Cavalry Corps are ordered to

refrain from further acts of ho.stility and depredations. Supplies of

all kinds are to be contracted for, and foraging upon the country will

be discontinued. The officers of the Cavalry Corps will enforce the

strictest discipline in their commands. Guards will be established,

private and public property respected, and everything done to secure

good order.

The Brevet Maj. Gen. Commanding again takes great pleasure in

commending the officers and men of the Corps for their gallantry,

steadiness, and endurance in battle, and during the arduous marches

to this place. He enjoins them to remember that the people in whose

midst they are now stationed are their countrymen, and should be

treated with magnanimity and forbearance, in the hope that although

the war which has just ended has been long and bloody, it may secure

a lasting and happy peace to our beloved country.

By command of Brevet Major-Gen. Wilson.

E. B. Beaumont, Major and A. A. G.

75
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Sunday, April 23d, 1865. This Sabbath morning we hasten to

thank Almighty God for the preservation of our life and the signs of

returning peace. Shortly after breakfast we got the word that Presi-

dent Lincoln had been assassinated. Oh, what a terrible national

calamity is this ! Can it be that this nation has not yet sufiered

enough ? O, God ! can this be the precursor of more war and blood-

shed ? How this fills us with gloom and strange forebodings. But,

oh, Lord, may Thy will be accomplished and peace speedily pro-

claimed!

This terrible news fell upon us like a thunderbolt, and so stupefied

us that we could find no words to express our feelings. Strong men
sat dumbfounded, and grief was depicted in ev^ery countenance. Could

it be possible that this great and good man had been killed ? And for

what ? For two or three days we could scarcely bring ourselves to

discuss the subject. We had always called him " Father Abraham,"

and he had always been a father to us. Who should supph' his

place? It seemed to us the light of the Nation had gone out. Dr.

Cole says: ' 'Several fires have broken out to-day, and last night two

squares were burned. Intelligence received to-da}' via Chattanooga

and Atlanta of the assassination of President Lincoln. The feelings

of this Cavalry Corps are highly wrought upon by this news, and if

this should prove true it will be hard to restrain the vengeance of the

command." We had inspection to-day and more than usual pains

taken to ascertain the exact number of our cartridges and our exact

fighting trim. This was our first inspection since leaving Gravelly

Springs, and it proved to be the last one we ever had. We went

through it with a great deal less complaining than usual, because we

realized that, under the circumstances, it Avas proper and right, feeling

that the future was still dark. Dr. Cole says: "Gen. Long, who

had been hauled through with us in a carriage, started home to-day,

and I took occasion to send some letters home, and also a dispatch to

Col. Miller's wife, informing her of his condition. General Croxton's

brio-ade, of the ist division, which left us at Elyton for Tuscaloosa,

Ala., has not been heard from since." Sergeant Remley says : "On
provost duty in the city. It requires the utmost vigilance to keep

the city from being burned ;
several fires have already occurred in dif

ferent parts of the city, and would have destroyed the town had it not

been for the soldiers."
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

From April 'lAtli to Mnij -22</, ISOo.

—

R<'i>((.ir/ii</ RaUroaih—Wf Rcfjanl the Ruiii/n's

of Peace, with StoirHin— We Still Wau.t to Forage— ^4 Taste of Reltel Corn Bread
—We Move From. Camp— Tlie WJinle Army Searched for Stolen Specie— None

Found In the Seoenfii-Second^or the Lightning Brigade—We March Racl- to the

S'xnie Cam}i—rA Vint to a Plantation, Ets Almost Nahed Negroes, Some with-

Small-Pox—Ojjidal'Information of the Surrender of Gen. John^^ton— Rebel Prop-

t'ctij Turned Over to Union Quartermasters—Rebel Sentiments of Citizens of

Macon— Soldiers Still Want to Burn the Town—Almost Out of Coffee— Going to

Audersonrllle to Release Union. Prisoners—Sergt. Jidtii'ions JJc<crljitlon of the

PlfC't'— Dead Line, Vermin, Stocks, and Otlie.r Instruments of Torture— 7VfZ/-

irlth Rebel Soldiers who are Glad, the War Is Over— They Say It has heen a Rich

Mans War and a Poor Mau's Fight—200 Guns Salute in Honor of Victory—
Raising a Liberty Pole—Jeff. Darls Heading this way— We Start After Illm—
Apple Jack Males Us Too Late—We Almost Get Him, But He Sllp.s Us—Detail

<f Ou.r Adcentare-t, and BarW Capture.— Lieut. Martin's Story About "'Rebel

President '''^^Our Reglmeid Scattered—We Dig Up Bo.ce< We Suppuse to be Full,

of Gold and Slloer, and B>! they Contain Confederate Bonds and Mon.ey, and the

Archlces of Tennessee— (lory's^ Story of an OverseerJ>elng Whipiped Because He

Whlpjjed a Mulatto (Jlrl for Trying to Secure Her Freedom—Hard.-Tacl- Once

More—Our Mall Comes Up Agalu —Orders to Get Ready to Go Home—Some

Hall the Order with Joy, and Others would Rather Stay—Hni^ M^e Felt and Hou:

We Talked About Peace, and Making a Living—Orders Relieving Us From

Further Duty—Recctpltulation^ Comparison of Wilson?s Marclt with. Sherman'.s

March to the Sea.

April 24th. Our brigade, regimental and company blacksmiths,

have taken possession of some shops, and all hands are busy shoeing

up ready for a move, or any emergency. A large force of negroes

were pressed in to repair the Savannah Railroad, that point being

the nearest to any of our own lines or friends. There is a daily

paper published in this place, called the Evening News, which we
read very carefully to see if we can tell anything about what is going

on in God's country, the North, but the paper gives forth no "certain

sounds," and we are left to conjecture and suspense. We know
nothing yet as to the certainty of Johnston's surrender. The rebel

citizens here are still in hopes it is not so, and announce in the paper

that an officer is on his way from Gen. Joe. Johnston to consult with

Gen. Wilson as to the legality of our occupation of the city. Very

many of the boys say they hope they will decide it is not legal.

They think Macon would make a splendid bonfire, and we think it

would burn, too, unless we are permitted to leave the place peaceably

just when we get ready.

April 25th, Heavy trains sent out in the country for forage, of

which there is an abundance in the country. The intelligence of
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the assassination of President Lincoln, and the surrender of- Lee's

army, was officially confirmed, and numbers of soldiers of Lee's

army have already made their appearance. The country seems to

be full of them ; the officers still retain their side arms.

We moved camp to-day nearly four miles south-west of the city, in

order to get plenty of water and a more healthy location. Weather

getting hot ; woods in full leaf, peaches are as large as hulled walnuts,

corn knee high and wheat all out in head. We camped on a most

beautiful ridge covered with very large pine trees of the long leaved

species, and scant undergrowth. It is a most delightfully cool place,

water running on both sides of us. We here note the very stoical

indifference with which the men treat the many rumors of returning

peace. With scarcely a single exception this army thinks the rebels

just lacked one fight of getting whipped as badly as they should be

before we have a permanent peace. We are still kept in the very

best fighting trim, and picket all the roads, and everything just goes

on as though we were on a regular campaign, except we are not

allowed to molest anyl^iing or to supply our wants from the country.

This we think is all wrong. We cannot yet bring ourselves to see

the necessity for a truce with rebels.

April 26th. Settled down to camp life again. It is proper here to

say that, on the 1 8th, Gen. Johnston and Gen. Sherman did agree

upon an armistice, and terms of surrender for all the armies east of

the Mississippi; but Gen. Sherman had to send these conditions from

Raleigh, N. C., to Washington, D. C., to have them approved. It

took five days for them to go there and come back, and when they

finally did come back they were disapproved, and Sherman ordered to

resume hostilities, and if possible to get word through to Gen. Wilson

to do the same thing. Of course the rebels knew all about this, but

did everything they could to keep Gen. Wilson from finding it out.

As Sav'annah. 180 miles from us, was the nearest point from which we
could possibh' get any reliable information. Gen. Wilson was placed

under peculiar circumstances. From the fact that the rebels ceased

to fight us he was bound to believe there was some truth in the

armistice, but what were its exact terms, when it ceased, or whether

Gen. Johnston really had surrendered, he knew nothing certain.

Hence he kept his command in good fighting trim. Finally Wilson

sent a staff officer, under escort, clear through to Savannah, on pur

pose to learn the truth. We now began to realize something of what

"Johnny's" corn bread was. Since we came to this place we have

not been allowed to forage, and all we get is corn meal from the rebel

commissary, ground very coarsely, and we have no means of remov-
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ing the bran, and nothing to mix it with but water and sah, and natur-

ally dyspeptic as we are, we thought this would literally burn us up.

April 28th. Rev^eille this morning at half past 2 o'clock and ordered

to get ready to march immediately. A little strange we had heard

nothing of it before. Nobody knew where we were going
; but rumor

said back to Montgomery. We had breakfast at daylight and at sun-

up the bugle blew strike tents. We had just got our bunks well up

and our quarters cleaned nicely, and it worried us much to leave them.

After the usual amount of fussing and cussing, we moved out about 9
a. m. Went back on the Columbus road three miles west of the city

to the Tobesof kee creek, and found all our trains parked in a small

field awaiting us. We turned off the road and massed in the little

field in column by companies, and the first thing we knew there was

a chain guard clear around the field, and we heard the command,

"Stand to your horses," and were forbidden to stir. The team.sters

were all placed under -guard. This made the stragglers and pillagers

open their eyes, and the rogues and thieves to swear. It was the

sharpest thing we ever saw done. To think that an army of 13,000

men could be taken so completely by surprise, and not a single private

soldier know a thing of it. Thus far everything had worked to a "T"
and we give our officers credit for doing the sharpes't thing ever under-

taken. It now turned out that during the recent fires in the city some

rogues had taken advantage of them and had broken open the bank of

Macon and stolen a vast amount of specie and other valuables, and

this method was taken to find the treasure. It further transpired that

the whole army had moved on different roads just as we had, and all

were thoroughl}' searched. We understand the idea of the search was

originated by Gen. Upton and some of the stolen property recovered

from the men of his division. But we are glad to announce that

nothing valuable was found on any member of the Seventy-Second.

After the search was all over we moved right back to our old camp,

where we arrived at 2 p. m., hungry as wolves, and in various moods
as to our march to Montgomery and the search.

We insert an incident to show the difference economically and

mechanically between living on hard tack and corn bread. After our

hard tack had all disappeared and we had to take to corn dodger, we
were put to our very wits' ends to find some way to prepare the meal

so we could eat it at all. For a long time we could do no better than

to make mush and then fry the mush. This did well enough as

long as we had the grease, but after the armistice it often occurred

that we didn't have grease, and cold mush, or hot either, alone, was

poor food. Finally the fates favored us, and in our mess we hap-
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pened to get hold of a very large skillet, or oven, which served us a

uligJity good purpose as long as we stayed in Macon.

April 29th. One year ago to-day we left Columbia, Tenn., for the

front, and the operations of the 2d cavalry division for a single year

is a field large enough to furnish food for wonder and thought a life-

time, and the Seventy-Second justly claims a large share of all this.

A detail was made this morning from our regiment to go into the

country for forage, and the Historian was sent in command. We had

40 wagons. We went down the Ocmulgee River 12 miles and crossed

two large streams, the Echaconee and Tobesofkee, and found an

abundance of corn, and saw hundreds of negroes. Before the war

we had read " Uncle Tom's Cabin," and other stories illustrative of

the horrors of slavery, and always had an idea that probably the pic-

tures were overdrawn, but to-day we were almost led to exclaim, in

the language of the queen of Sheba, "the half had not been told."

On the plantation where we got our corn were lOO negroes, men,

women and children
; one-third of them were nearly entirely naked,

and on the whole hundred there were not clothes enough to entirely

cover the nakedness of 10 of them. It was perfectly horrible to see

old men try to hoe corn who were bent nearly double with age and

hard usage. Their candle of hope had long since been blown out, and

the dark pall of despair had settled down over them and forever fas-

tened their eyes upon the ground. They had never heard of " Father

Abraham," and of his glorious mandate of " Slave go free," being an

exception on this plantation from any we had ever seen or heard of

in regard to Lincoln and his Proclamation. A numbur of them had

.the small-pox and did not know what it meant to be doctored. We
pray God we may never see such another spectacle.

April 30th. We are now getting the news we ought to have got-

ten soon after we came here, and the first official intelligence of

Lincoln'.*; death, and Andrew Johnson's assuming the presidency, is

received. To-night the men are all busily engaged discussing its'

bearings upon the country at large, and especially its bearing upon

the war. As yet we have no official intelligence that Johnston has

surrendered. This suspense from the very first has tended more than

everything else to demoralize this army, and threats of pillage and

burning are very frequent. The citizens of the place, too, have very

indiscreetly added fuel to the flame by their scowls and hisses, and

to-night it seems to us that it would require but little effort to con-

vert this whole army into a vast mob, by which Macon would be

burned and her rabid secesh citizens murdered.

May 1st. To-day we got the official announcement that Gen
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Johnston had .surrendered and that the war is ended. Gen. Cobb,

commander of the forces here, got an order from Gen. J. li. Johnston

to turn all the confederate property over to the Federal quartermaster

at this place. It was also announced that Gen. Upton, with the 4th

division, would i^o to Augusta, Ga., and Gen. McCook, with the 1st

division, would go to Tallahassee, Florida. ( We forgot to state that

Gen. Croxton's brigade, of the ist division, came in all right a few

days ago. He had taken a \'ery circuitous route and made the longest

march of any expedition during the whole war.) These orders were

not received by the soldiers with any demonstrations of joy. The bad

blood manifested by the citizens, and the news of Lincoln's death, has

so soured many af the soldiers that they would about as leave fight as

to quit. We have spoken of our Johnny diet of corn bread; but thus

far we have had plenty of coffee, which, however is about exhausted.

We started from Chickasaw with 45 days' rations of coffee, which will

be out in four more days. The 4th division put their coffee in one of

the houses that got burned up, and so we have had to divide with

them. The Lord onl}' knows what we will do when we get out of

coffee.

May 2d. The pressure by the citizens to recover pressed horses

and mules is very annoying to headquarters, and Stephen Aiken, of

Company K, says; " 1,000 mules and 500 horses belonging to the

command were sold. They sold from ^5 to $8^, in gold and silver,

pretty well sold for government stock."

May 3d. Fver since we came here, paroling officers have been

busy paroling prisoners, and now the men of both Lee's and John-

ston's armies are coming in here every day by the thousand, and as

not more than half of them have been paroled, they are kept here

until paroled before being allowed to go to their homes. This

makes io,oX) or 20,000 rebel soldiers here all the time, and it is a

matter of serious import to get rations for them, and it became nec-

essary to send out details on all the railroads to look up commissary

stores and have them shipped to Macon.

May 4th. A detail from our regiment along, with some doctors

and nurses, started for Andersonville to-day, to rescue any unfor-

tunate Yankee soldier that might still be there. We quote from

Sergt. Samuel B. Johnson, Company D : "We boarded a train of

old rickety cars at 8 a. m., drawn by a locomotive that looked like

it might have been the first one ever invented. We arrived at the

pen, 60 miles, at 2 p. m. Not vety fast, you would say, but as fast

as we cared to go with that train. While the surgeons and nurses

looked after the prisoners ( they found but few, and they were
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entirely helpless ) we proceeded to inspect the place we had heard

so much about, where so many brave men had lost their lives

through the cruelty of the worst set of men who ever engaged in

war. We first went to the prison, which we found deserted by every-

thing except vermin. .Everything was as silent as the grave. The
gate was shut and locked. It took us but a short time to demolish

the lock (part of which I brought home ) and get inside. I suppose

that I am the first Yankee to enter the place who was not a orisoner.

The ground was bare of everything but five small sheds at the ends

of the prison, which were simply posts set uj) to support the roof,

there being no floors or siding, and a ver}- poor shelter for a very

small number. We found a great number of wells ; some of them

dry and some had water in. I think some of them were 50 feet deep,

and how the poor fellows dug them with the means at their command
is a mystery to me. I had heard men say they didn't believe they

had such a thing as a dead line in any of these prisons. But here it

was—a row of posts set up about 15 feet from the wall, and a narrow

board nailed on top. Between this and the wall were brush, grass,

stumps, &c. In fact it was just as when the place was finished, while

on the inside there was no more sign of stump than in the best paved

street. They had been dug out roots and all for fuel. We next

visited the hospital on the outside. It was an old frame building not

fit to stable cattle in, if one wished to keep them dry and warm.

Next we looked at the forts and earthworks, next through a small

enclosure near the railroad in which were a number of appliances for

the punishment of prisoners who might offend one of those fiends in

human form. There were stocks which would hold several men, with

movable slides to close about the neck, wrists and ankles. We fas-

tened each other in and found them effectual for the purpose designed.

About this time we found it necessary to build a fire, strip and scorch

our garments, in order to get rid of the fleas, which had gotten on to

us in countless numbers. One comrade, Wm. W^ Hill, wore a white

hat which looked like a black one at this time. I then went to Wirz's

house, (he gave me a rather cool reception) and upon examination of

the prison records T found that three of Company D had met the fate

of 15,000 others here, and had gone to their long home. They were

as brave as the bravest. Their names were Scott Green, John Fenton

and Robt. W. Bennett. Two had been wounded and one left sick on

the Mississippi raid, and it was impossible to bring them away. We
returned to Macon on the 5th, thankful that we had never fallen into

the hands of the brutes who had charge of this death hole." Other

details from our regiment were sent down on the same railroad. One
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detachment, under Lieut. Barnes, Company A, went to (^glethorp,

where they found a vast quantity of commissary stores, which were

shipped to Macon, or i;iven to the starving poor people in the vicinity.

We gawked through Macon to-day and saw but Httle of interest.

During the past year this has become one of the most important

cities of the South, and is the head and centre of the miUtary manu-

factories, and contains a vast amount of militar)' machinery, including

railroad shops, arsenals, armories, magazines, &c. We had a long

talk with soldiers of both Lee's and Johnston's armies, all veterans,

and had seen from two to four years' hard active service They were

very sociable and friendly, and say they are sick and tired of the war,

and that it never ought to have begun, are glad it is ended, and that

from the beginning it has been a rich man's war and a poor man's

fight. When Wilson got the official announcement that Johnston had

surrendered and the war had ended, he issued an order that our Board

of Trade Battery sbould fire a salute of 200 guns in honor of victory

to the Federal arms and peace to the country, We were in a good

position to witness the firing, which v\^as done at 2 o'clock. fhe

ceremony wa-^ grand and imposing, but it called forth nothing but

scowls and whispered curses from the citizens.

May 5th. Dr. Cole says: " 40 invalids from Andersonville prison

were brought up to-day. They are nothing more than living skeletons,

and but few of them can recover. They all confirm previous accounts

of rebel cruelty and barbarity." There was a liberty pole raised

yesterday in front of the Lamar House, Gen. Wilson's headquarters.

This again brought forth the hiss of the viper, the citizens represented

by the Evening .Yezus, which said: " We hope the very bad taste oi

the Federals will cause no seriojis disturbance."

About this time we got notice that Jeff Davis, with his escort, and

all that was left of the Southern confederacy, was heading this way,

and that we should keep a sharp lookout for him. As the salute was

being fired yesterday some mischievous soldier climbed into the belfry

of one of the churches, and every time a gun would go off would toll

the bell as the death knell of secession and the Southern confederacy.

The flag raised was a most beautiful one 24 by 10 feet, and as it went

up the bands played the Star Spangled Banner, and other National

airs, and also Dixie, while cheer after cheer rent the air and all felt

''Gay and Happy," as "Johnny comes marching home."

Saturday May 6th. Last night some of Jeff. Davis' body guard

deserted him and came into our division headquarters and reported

his whereabouts, and that in a41 probability he would try to cross the

Ocmulgee River to-day somewhere between Macon and Hawkinsville.
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Steps were immediately taken to capture him. A detail was imme-

diately started to our regiment for six commissioned officers, six non-

commissioned officers and 60 men, to report to division headquarters

by 3 a. m. It is said that somebody at brigade headquarters had

been taking too much apple jack, and hence we did not get the order

until nearly sun-up. The detail was taken in equal numbers from A,

F, D, I, B and G. The Historian was detailed to go in command of

the squad from Company I. The names of the officers on this expe-

dition were Capt. Gross, Co. A, Capt. Cravens, Co. D, Lieut. Maxwell,

Co. B, Lieut. Martin, Co. G, all under command of Capt Gates,

provost marshal of 2d cavalry division. The sun was an hour high

when we got to division headquarters We speak of this because the

loss of time resulted in the defeat of the enterprise, and to this day

we curse Apple Jack and all of his delations. We were each of us fur-

nished with a description of Jeff. Davis, and instructions to proceed

as rapidly as possible down the Ocmulgee River, to find all the cross-

ings and to leave a picket at each one till we got to Havvkinsville, 50

miles distant. We moved down the river at a lively pace, but found

no crossing till we had gone 23 miles This brought us to Millbourn's

Mill, where there was an old boat landing, and where a ferry had been

kept. We found the river lined with impenetrable swamps two to

four miles wide. Indeed the whole thing seemed to be a vast swamp
two to four miles vv'ide, with a dark, deep stream, meandering back

and forth through it, and this was the first place we had found where

we could even get into the river. The boats had been destroyed and

the ferry discontinued. It turned out afterward that Jeff. Davis' body

guard had come to this crossing about the time our advance got there,

but seeing our men had turned back and put on down the river as fast

as they could. Now, had we been an hour sooner—which we might

easily have been had we got the detail as soon as intended—we might

very easily have captured Mr. Davis and all his escort. But we were

too late. Here the detail from I and G were left, and we will let

Lieut. Martin tell what took place at this post. The balance of the

command hurried on down the river as rapidly as they could. It was

seven miles before they found another crossing. Here agarn the

advance of both parties came to the opposite sides of the river at once,

and again Davis and his party put on down the river. Here Capt.

Cravens and the detail from Company D were left. Again Capt.

Gross and Lieut. Maxwell and their little squads hurried on. The

route was circuitous, and they had traveled 20 miles to get to Haw-

kinsville, the next crossing on the river. It was night. Men and

horses had not had a bite to eat since early morn; both were
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exhausted, and they had done all they had been ordered to do ; had

done all that brave and determined men could do; and sure enough,

there was Davis' body guard once more. All day long they had been

traveling on a shorter line than the brave men of the Seventy-Second,

and with deepest chagrin and mortification they were compelled to see

the prize slip from their grasp. Reader, when you are told that

$ioo,OOD was offered by the United States Government for the cap-

ture of this party, you may get a faint idea of the terrible disappoint-

ment caused to the Seventy-Second by an untimely (it is always

untimely) use of apple jack, But the little party will never have any

cause for regret. They had done their duty—done it faithfully and

done it well—and every member of that detail will, to the last day of

his life, be proud to tell to his children, to his grand children, and mayhap

to his great grand children, the part he took in the capture of Jeff.

Davis, the leader of the most damnable rebellion the world ever saw.

Our orders had been to find the crossings and then to secrete ourselves

back from the river and let Mr. Davis and his party cross, and then

close in on him, and you can readily see how this might have been,

had we just been an hour sooner. What a world of thought con-

tained in these four words, " It might have been." With us who had

the prize, the reward, and the glory, so nearly in our hands, they are

"the saddest words of tongue or pen." Lieut. Martin .says: ''On

arriving at Milburn's Mills I was left with lomento patrol the country

and guard the river at the landing, while the rest of the command
went further down the river. After some reconnoissance I established

my headquarters at the house of George M. Feagin, where a road leads

off the main Hawkinsville road to the east, down to the old ferry, a

mile away. Sunday the 7th passed off quietly, but I found we were

in a bitter secesh neighborhood.

"Monday the 8th. The 10 men from Company I reported to me
for duty. (This was the Historian's squad.) A dispatch soon came

up from the command farther down the river calling for more men, so

I sent the detail from Company I, and sent a courier to Macon that

all was quiet at my post. We are very vigilant and expect some of

the leading spirits of the rebellion to pass this way as they try to

escape into the south-west trans-Mississippi department.

"May 9th. We are active to-day, have discovered a lot of

confederate goods stored in private houses and reported the same to

headquarters. At 2 p. m. the 7th Pennsylvania cavalry and 4th

Ohio cavalry pass us on their way to Hawkinsville in search of Jeff.

Davis.

"May loth. Early this morning, Corpl. D. P. Howland, who is
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in charge of a squad of men guarding the crossing, sent a courier

telling me that rebels are near the river on the opposite side and.

wish to cross. I at'once made arrangements to receive them, direct-

ed Corpl. Ho>.vland to deploy his men in ambush above and below

the crossing, leaving a gap in front of the ferry for myself and

squad to fill up. Soon we were in our places and the corporal

notified that the circle was complete. Corpl. Howland being dressed

up for the occasion in rebel uniform, called to the old colored ferry-

man across the river to send word to the rebels that all was clear

now, and to come on with their men and horses. Soon the rebels,

three in number, came riding up, dismounted, and gave their horses

to two colored men we had secured, for the purpose of swimming

them over, which they did in fine stj'le. The old ferrj-man brought

the three men over in his batteau. As soon as they nad reached our

side and were about ready to mount, our boys closed in on them.

They at once realized the situation, and with many curses on the

'd—d nigger,' surrendered. I took their arms, which consisted of two

revolvers and a sabre to each man. I started with them to Macon,

and in due time delivered them to Col. Minty, at division headquar-

ters. They gave their names as James B. Clay, of. Kentucky, a

1st lieutenant; Breckenridge, of Kentucky, also a ist lieutenant;

the other man was their hostler and denied being an enlisted soldier.

Breckenridge gave me a fine navy revolver in appreciation of his kind

treatment ; I shook hands with him and bade him good-bye. Taking

10 more men of Company G with me I got back to m}^ post at 2

o'clock at nicfht. Near daylight we had a little excitement, which was

interesting to the men who took part in it. The report of a gun and

the clatter of horses' feet, as if coming at a terrible rate, were heard

when a mile distant. I posted my men to check their advance. In

a short time they were upon us ; we ordered them to halt, but they

could or would not halt, and we opened upon them. Two of them

took to the woods, and the third one being in a bugg}' and having a

fleet horse, rushed by us and on toward Macon and escaped unhurt,

so far as we could tell. 1 ordered Simon Harper and another man to

mount their horses and if possible capture the man in the buggy.

After chasing the man J 2 miles and wounding him slightly the}' cap^

tured him. It was a negro trying to get away from his master."

On the morning of the 8th, after leaving Lieut. Martin, our squad

went down the river to the next crossing, where Capt. Cravens and

the detail from Company D had stopped. We found they had crossed

the river at Buzzard Roost Ferry and taken up their quarters at a

station on the Brunswick Railroad one-half mile from the river. This
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was called Buzzard Koost Station. This crossing- is of some
importance on account of its being the head of navigation on the

Ocmulgee. Boats, during high water, do go up as 'far as Macon, but

they can come up to here almost any time, and there is a switch laid

from the railroad down to the landing. The details from D and I

were on duty here nearly two weeks, and some most interesting inci-

dents took place, of which we will speak further on. After the failure

of the Seventy-Second to capture Jeff. Davis, the reader is anxious

to know just how and when he was captured. We have the account

before us, as authorized by Davis himself, and also accounts from

various other sources, but shall give our own version as we understood

it and recorded it from day to day at the time, as we find it corres-

ponds exactly with the report of Maj.-Gen. Thomas.

May /th. Last night, after having done all we could toward cap-

turing the chief of the rebellion, and failed, a courier was started

back to Macon to let the authorities know of our failure, and that

Davis had attempted to cross the river, and was surely in the neigh-

borhood, and was making a desperate effort to reach the Mississippi.

Lieut. -Col. Harnden, of the ist Wisconsin cavalry, with a detach-

ment of that regiment, struck the trail of Davis and his party at

Doublin, on the Oconee, 40 miles east of Hawkinsville, on the evening

of the 7th, and pushed on after Davis to Abbeville, on the Ocmulgee,

25 miles below Hawkinsville, where Davis got across the river on the

9th. Early on the morning of the 8th, Lieut. -Col. Pritchard, with

the 4th Michigan, was ordered to Hawkinsville to picket the river

below that point just as the Seventy-Second had done above, and got

to Abbeville about the time that Col. Harnden and his men did.

Harnden told Pritchard that Davis had left Abbeville at 1:00 that

morning, and had gone in the direction of Irwinville, 25 miles distant.

Harnden then pushed on after Davis, and at 9 p. m. went into camp

near Irwinville, satisfied that Davis was near by. As soon as Harn-

den was out of si\.f:it Pritchard selected his best mounted men and

v.-ent to B':^wenville, lo miles south of Abbeville, and then struck

-Straight for Irwinville, 20 miles south-west, and about 2 o'clock on the

morning of the loth came out in the road Davis was on, and to the

Avest or ahead of Davis. They then moved back cautiously until

they came upon Davis' camp, and Pritchard deployed his mea around

the camp without causing alarm. This was done by 3 o'clock, and

they awaited daylight. Not long after this the advance of the Wis-

consin regiment ran into this line of pickets, and a fight ensued, in

which two of the Michigan men were killed and one officer seriously

wounded, and five or . six of the Wisconsin men wounded, three of
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them seriously, and it was quite a while before the Michigan men
could make the Wisconsin men understand that they were firing on

their friends. The "Michigan men on the west side of the camp hear-

ing the firing on the east side, supposed that Davis and his party had

become alarmed and were trying to make their escape, and they

charged right into camp. It was now getting daylight, but a sergeant

and lo men of the 4th Michigan got to Davis' tent before he was up.

As soon as Davis' wife heard the firing she jumped up and ran to the

door, and seeing the blue coats coming into camp, she ran back and

helped Davis top uton 7/^;- water-proof cloak, which was made exactly

like a woman's dress with a cape, and told him to take a bucket and

start for the spring, while she stood in the door and pretended that

Davis was still in the tent, by warning the Yanks not to come in to

the tent as they might "irritate the President," and then he might

shoot some of them. The president on stepping out of the tent in

front of the sergeant, stepped on a brush which raised the bottom

of the water-proof sufficiently high to reveal a pair of cavalry boots.

The sergeant paid no attention to Mrs. Davis, but walked on down
behind the president, and with his sabre lifted up the bottom of the

dress and exclaimed, "Mister, you wear pretty large boots for a

woman." By this time both regiments were pouring into camp from

every side. The Wisconsin regiment was deeply chagrined at having

the prize snatched out of their hands, and the Michigan men always

said the Wisconsin men fired on them purposely. This was on the

morning of the loth of May, and on the evening of the i ith, we saw-

Davis and his captors pass through Hawkinsville, and one of these

same 4th Michigan men told us all we have written as taking place

below Hawkinsville. He said he saw the whole of it with his own eyes,

and then and there told the same to us ; and further this deponent

sayeth not.

Again we copy from Lieut. Martin's report

:

"Friday, May 12, 1865. This evening the 4th Michigan, Lieut.-Col.

Pritchard in command, camped near my headquarters. They had a

lot of prisoners, and just before sundown, in company with a lot of

citizens, I went to see the.m ; the most prominent among them being

Jeff Davis, accompanied by his wife, three small sons, one daughter,

and his sister-in-law, and also Col. Johnson, of Tennessee, Col. Lub-

bock, of Texas, Maj. Maurie Howell, of the navy, Capt. Madison,

Capt. Moody, Judge Reagan, P. M. General, and quite a number of

lesser lights. Reagan was very indignant at our Government for

offering a reward of ;^ 100, 000 for the capture of President Davis, and

said it would be a lasting shame and disgrace to our Government.
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The ladies that went with me from the Feagin house were very dem-
onstrative and overflowing in their sympathy for the captured presi-

dent, and as we started back to the house they, with tears in their

eyes, bade ' Our President' an affectionate farewell, and a short dis-

tance from camp asked me if I didn't feel sorry for Mr. Davis.

'Sorry,' said I, ' indeed I do ; I am sorry I was not permitted to tie

the hangman's knot around his neck and spring the drop from under

him and see his old traitor neck broken in the fall.' The ladies drop-

ped the subject." And yet that same Lieut. Martin is one of the

gentlest and best men in the world.

While all the foregoing has been transpiring the whole division has

been scattered all over the country, scarcely leaving enough of any

of our regiment in camp to "take care of the children." Especially

was this the case with the Seventy-Second, heavy details from

which were scattered along the Macon & Mobile Railroad as far as

Cuthbert, 120 miles, and we quote an incident from John B. Davis,

Company D :
" May 8th. At 1 1 last night we saddled up and

went to the railroad. At 8:00 this morning we put our horses

inside box-cars and ourselves on top and pulled out for Cuthbert, Ga.

We passed through Oglethorp, Andersonville, Americus and Dawson.

By the time we got to Cuthbert the pine smoke from our locomotive

Jiad made us quite black. The secesh citizens were ' mad as a 1 ail'

because the Union general had sent them a ' nigger ' regiment, A
little soap and water soon set that all right."

We now go back to the detail from the Seventy-Second which had

started down the Ocmulgee River to capture Jeff. Davis. As before

stated, we were strung along the river for a distance of 30 miles
;

Company G at Milburn's Mills, D and I at Buzzard Roost, and

A and B at Hawkinsville. As the duty at Buzzard Roost and Haw-
kinsville was the same, we simply relate some incidents illustrative

of what took place at each place. Buzzard Roost, 30 miles below

Macon, is the fir^t place in all that distance that there is a regular

crossin,;, and a ferry that amounts to anything. We have spoken

about Lee's and Johnston's armies passing through Macon, and of the

vast numbers of them who were without paroles. It now appears

that each officer and man was to give his individual parole of honor

that he would never more take up arms against the United States
;

but it further appears that all the troops belonging to these two

armies, and who were serving on detached duty—that is, away from

the main armies—never waited or went to be paroled at all, but just

'* skinned out " for home as fast as they could travel. Hundreds of

them were coming to this crossing every day, and it was our busi-
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nes.s to stop them, send them up to Macon on the railroad, and make
them get their paroles. Most of these soldiers had their arms with

them, and they would come in such numbers sometimes as to make
it look a little risky to disarm them ; but we always did it. There

were 14 of us at this crossing now, and not another Yankee within

10 miles of us, and as our men were constantly hunting squirrels in

the sw.imps, or riding over the country for forage, there was very

seldom more than three or four of us at the ferry at a time. One
day there happened to be but ourself and two others at the ferry,

when a colonel and most of his regiment, about a hundred men, came
riding up. Most all of them had their guns, and the situation was

rather interesting. We told the boys to loosen the boat and push

it from shore, and we moved boldly out to meet them ; but you

don't know how scared we were. We halted them and asked them

who they were and where they were going? The colonel told us

they were from Florida, and that was all that was left of his once

noble regiment, and that they were going home. We explained our

business, and asked for their paroles. The colonel showed his, and

said his men were all paroled. We then called his attention to the

guns. He said it was according to the ter.ns of the surrender that

all officers, and men too, should retain their own private property,

and that his regiment on going into the service had furnished its

own arms. We then knew nothing of the terms of the surrender,

but saw that the guns were shot-guns, and concluded to let them

pass. Three blue coats against lOO butternuts was too wide a differ-

ence for us to be over-nice about the matter.

May iith. The writer carried a dispatch to Hawkinsville, and

enjoyed the privilege ot beholding the president of the defunct confed-

eracy. We instinctively grasped our Spencer, and just then wanted

to kill one more rebel. The truth is, he is the only one we ever

saw that we really did zvant to kill.

May 1 2th. iMl hands left the river and went out the Hawkins-

ville road to see the remnants of the Southern confederacy pass.

May 15th. On the 8th, the same day we came to Buzzard Roost,

some negroes came in from the country east of this and told us of

some large heavy boxes which they had helped to secrete some time

last summer, and they supposed there was gold in them. Capt.

Craven, Co. D, sent word up to Macon about them, and got an order

to go out and get them. So to-day he went out and pressed in a

lot of teams and hauled them into the depot. There were five of

them, all about the same size, four feet long and three feet high,

and the same in width. They were bound with iron and very strong.
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and were so , very heavy that treasure was suggested at once.

The}- were all plain on the outside, without marks or brands of any

kind, and Cravens determined to see what was in them, and broke

them open, and the contents proved to be the archives of the St^ate

of Tennessee. When the war broke out Isham G. Harris was gov-

ernor of Tennessee, and when Grant had captured Forts Henry and

Donelson, and was moving on l^Iashville, Harris gathered up all the

money there was in the treasury, school funds, State bonds, &c.,

and ran away. He went to Memphis ; but when our wooden gun-

boats began to "open up the Mississippi" it got too warm for

Harris, and he skipped out for Atlanta, taking his treasure with

him. When Sherman captured Kenesaw Mountain, Marietta, and set

his army down along the Chattahoochie, Harris again started "on for

Dixie." He went to Macon; but when Sherman started for the sea,

and the right wing of his army was sweeping down toward Macon,

he again loaded up his treasures and moved them down to Buzzard

Roost, hauled them out into the country and hid them, but the pesky

Yanks "dun got 'm " at last. There was neither gold or silver in the

boxes, but they were full of all kinds of bank bills, bonds, and gray-

backs, or confederate money. Our boys took out all they wanted of

these and used them to gamble with, or to buy things of the citizens.

They were now worth nothing, and we took a bill and bond of each

kind and denomination and brought them home with us, and have

them yet. They will be worth as much to our grand children as

Continental money now is to us. After we had taken out all we

wanted, Capt. Cravens sent the writer in charge of the boxes on the

railroad up to Macon, and it is presumed the State of Tennessee got

all the boxes contained that was of any real value to the state.

Sergt. A. M. Cory, Co. D, furnishes an incident that took place

while we were on duty at the '

' Roost. " Our only object in publishing

it is this : our history, and all the histories of the war we have ever

consulted, starts out with the assumption that slavery was the cause of

the war ; and yet you may take any 20 of the best educated

children under 16 years of age in the country, and ask them what

slavery was, and they can't tell you. As before remarked, we had

read Uncle Tom's Cabin and many other stories illustrative of the

"sum of all villainies," and we couldn't realize them—couldn't believe

them ; and our children open their eyes in wonder and astonishment

when we tell them of the hellish torment and cruelties of slavery, and

they do not, cannot, believe them. But we have seen with our own
eyes the negro lash, the whip, the cat-o'-nine-tails, the whipping

post, the knout, the stocks, the branding iron, the ball and chain,

7T
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the negro jail and the negro gallows, and we know that half never

has been told, and we insert Cory's incident as a specimen of many
others now before us, simply as illustrating some of the milder forms

of human slavery.

"One morning just at daylight a mulatto girl, equally as white as

some of our sisters of the North, came to our quarters and asked the

protection of the captain till she cquld be sent to Macon to join the

large army of contrabands there. Her master soon came on the hunt

of her, and to the utter surprise of every one the captain ordered her to

go back with her master. The boys knew the plantation where she

belonged, and three or four of them carelessly shouldered their Spen-

cers and started toward the swamp as if going after squirrels. When
out of sight they quickened their pace, and soon came in sight of the

negro quarters, and when within a quarter of a mile of the place heard

the cries of the poor unfortunate girl, as the bloody lash was plied to

her naked back. It did not take long for the boys to cross the field

and make their appearance at the door of a large log house, or jail,

with its different hellish arrangements for the punishment of the

poor slave who should offend the majesty of the master's rules.

There were the whipping post, the rack on the wall, the cowhide,

the cat-o'-nine-tails, and other instruments of torture. In the middle

of this room stood the devil's victim securely tied by the wrists, her

back laid bare to the waist, and a large, heavy muscled negro man,

with whip in hand, and the overseer standing by counting the strokes

as they were skillfully applied by the negro. A change in the pro-

gramme immediately took place. The three boys in blue rushed in,

and in language more forcible than elegant ordered hostilities to cease;

t'he bloody victim was released and the overseer ordered to strip to the

belt. Prayer meeting immediately commenced, but only the prayers

of the righteous are presumed to be heard, and so it was in this case.

No mercy was shown, and the heartless brute who a few minutes

before gloated over the misery and suffering of his victim, was made
to feel the potency of his own treatment, and his victim required to

stand and witness the punishment." The girl was also released

from these devils and given freedom.

May 17th. Soon after we had taken Macon, and the truth of the

armistice was ascertained, a party left Mac-on and went down to

Hawkinsville and captured two steamboats, the Governor Troup and

the Comet, and boarded them and went down to the Altamaha Sound,

at the mouth of the Ocmulgee, and from there up the coast to

Savannah after rations. Gen. Long, our division commander, and

several other wounded officers, took this means of getting home.
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Well, to-day we at the Roost, about 9 o'clock, heard one of those

boats whistle, and the sound came rolling up through the swamp like

a harbinger of peace and good will. Although we did not know

what was coming we all broke for the landing. In about an hour the

Governor Troup come slowly winding up through the trees and landed

just below our ferry. She was loaded with commissary stores. You
may ;/^vrr-//rT'r/-know how we laughed to see a cracker box once

more. It had been nearly two months since we had seen one, and

with hearts overflowing with gratitude we felt like showering unnum-

bered blessings upon the head of the man who invented hard-tack.

It took the boat eight days to make the trip from Savannah, and some

of our boys who were on the boat as guards had a fine time shooting

alligators as they came up. A shot from an ordinary rifle has but

little effect on their tough old hides, but our Spencers went to the

spot every time. The men had a very large one, eight feet long, on

board, which they had just killed.

May 1 8th. To-day the other boat, "The C'^met," came up and

landed at the Roost. The boats brought our mail and the first real and

reliable information we had received from, the outside world. For

two months we had been in the heart of what to us was a foreign

country—nay, worse than a foreign country—and now these boats more

than any other one thing brought us back to our homes and firesides,

and just here we feel like launching into an eulogium on the love of

home and country, but haven't the space. The 4th of July orators

will see that this work is properly done.

On the 19th we left Buzzard Roost, went to Hawkinsville and took

up our quarters in a church, a most delightful place. In the after-

noon an altercation took place between some conscripting officers and

some deserters, in which several were wounded and two fatally stabbed.

For once we got to see a fight in which we didn't care a snap which

dog got on top. Hawkinsville is the most notorious rebel hole we
have ever seen ; a perfect den of gamblers, thieves, robbers and rakes,

and is a kind of summer resort for the young hot-bloods of the South

who come here on purpose to gamble. The citizens say there are at

least four men killed here every summer.

May 20th. The two boats that landed at Buzzard Roost had dis-

charged their cargoes and passed down the river. As before stated

our regiment was now scattered all over the southern part of Georgia,

and on the 21st orders were sent from Macon for all these scattered

squads to report at once to Macon and get ready to go home. Of
course by a great many this news was hailed with demonstrations of

joy, but the thing had come on to' us so gradualh' that we are safe in
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saying a majority looked «upon it as a matter of course. All of us

felt we had done our whole duty toward suppressing the rebellion and

making peace possible, and for several days had felt that there was but

little left for us to do, and that Uncle Sam would no longer need our

services ; but how different, with many of us, was the reality, to what

we had over and over again imagined it would be. " Home !
" How

many times every man in the regiment had uttered that word in every

accent. One would have thought that some little village or farm

house in Indiana was Heaven itself, to hear the men speak of

"Home." How they talked about the commonest articles of food

they were going to eat when they got home. But from the very day

we began to write this history we have gradually been approaching a

point where we have always felt we could never do the subject justice,

and we have come to that point now, and so shall not attempt to

aggregate the feelings of the regiment and describe them as a whole,

but shall simply give our own individual experience, and beg our

comrades to consider in charity, whether it does not correspond

with theirs.

Sunday, May 2ist, 1865. Last night the writer went to bed very

late—much later than usual when lying in camp ; but was too rest-

less to sleep. A curious, indescribable feeling came over us, as if

something was going to happen. This was very uncommon for us,

for when we go to bed it is always to sleep, and we do sleep, too,

for all that is out. We got up and moved about. We went out

and listened for the accustomed picket-firing; went to the horse-

quarters and noted that they were all tied ; and then listened again,

and wondered if it was not ab-out time to "change the relief;" then

went back into the church and found the whole squad in much the same

condition as we were ; for when we spoke we found them all awake.

We lay and talked a while, and at ii o'clock our Lieut. Foster came

down from Macon. We had not seen him for nearly two weeks, and

of course had a long talk with him. At i o'clock a courier from

Macon came down with orders for us to go back to Macon at once.

This drove sleep entirely away from us, and we did not sleep a bit

the whole night ; but, as we lay there till 3 o'clock in the morning,

we again went over the whole ground of the war, and discussed the

effect of peace upon ourselves and upon the country, and upon our

chances of making a living when we got home; and so far as making

a .
living was concerned, we unanimously agreed that it would be

better for us to stay in the army. We were all farmers, and this was

the case with three-fourths of the regiment ; and we had been away

from our accustomed labor so long that we would not know where
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or how to take hold. Harvest had already commenced where we
were, and we knew that the time for making a crop or engaging in

any other kind of business for the year had just now gone by, and

we knew it would be almost a year before we could get into any

kind of business that would bring us a living; and in our whole squad

we do not think there was a man who seemed anxious, or even glad,

we were going home. We could easily appreciate hew soldiers

could grow into a profession. We got all the different squads together,

and started for Macon, by sun-up, and had an awful long, lonely

tedious, and tiresome ride of fifty miles, without food or rest. The

roads the whole way were sandy, and the sun shone extremely hot.

From loss of sleep, and from the reflection of the sun off the white

sand into our eyes, we were nearly blinded. We think we never

marched one-fourth of the distance before and saw as little sociability

manifested, or heard as iew words spoken. Everybody seemed

entirely occupied with his own thoughts, or sound asleep, and the

whole distance was made in silence. It was 9 o'clock at night before

we got to camp; but it was not long till we once more enjoyed a

hospitable supper at home, and that, too, of hard-tack and coffee.

It had been 40 days since we tasted hard-tack, and we had been two

weeks without coffee. It seemed as though we were taking a new
lease of life. We found that not more than one-third of our regi-

ment had got in from the various expeditions upon which it had

been sent, and we learned that private Richard Myers, of Co. B,

was drowned in a mill-pond on the Tobesofkee Creek on the 15th of

May. Private Basil Lamb, of the same company, had been detailed

to go to the mill as a safeguard, but was quite unwell, and Myers

volunteered to go in his place. While on duty there he had went

in the pond to bathe, took the cramp, and drowned. He was a

brave soldier, and a most kind and generous comrade, and nothing

we can say will add to the esteem in which he was held by his

comrades.

We here insert a brief resume, by a member of the Seventy-Sec-

ond, who knows exactly what he is talking about

:

"We left Gravelly Springs, on the Tennessee River, the latter

part of March, 1865, the objective point being Andersonville; being

in the advance, fought the battle of Ebenezer Church on the ist of

April
; stormed the works, which were regarded impregnable, at

Selma, Alabama, where Col. Miller was severely wounded, capturing

5,000 prisoners, and destroying the most extensive arsenals and

armories in the whole confederacy ; moving on through Montgom-
ery, Alabama, and capturing the strongholds of West Point and
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Columbus, Georgia. We reached Macon, Georgia, April 20th, late

in the evening, where two regiments, the Seventy-Second and 17th

Indiana, charged the works and took possession of the city. A
• stra-^ge state of things—a city surrounded by a continuous line of

earthworks, manned by 5,000 infantry and 40 field guns, and the

enemy, two small regiments, resting on their arms in the streets till

the light of morning revealed the true state of the case. But they

took possession. Gen. Howell Cobb, who was in command, was

immediately interviewed in the evening by Gen. Wilson, and, of

course, was indignant at being captured by the Yankees in such a

manner, but was assured that if he was not satisfied with the man-

ner of capture, we could take his, city in any way he would suggest,

as he (Wilson) had a reserve force outside the works of ten thoiisajid

Spencers. The haughty General concluded that discretion was the

better part of valor, and the rebel line was disarmed and paroled.

" In a few days news came (through rebel sources) that an armistice

had been agreed upon between Sherman and Johnston, that there

would be no more fii^hting for 60 days. Soon the rebel forces of

Gen. Lee were returning and reported the surrender. How the

boys shouted when they knew " the cruel war wis over!"

"The Union forces were then deployed from Atlanta to the gulf

to intercept the President of the confederacy, who was supposed to

be trying to escape west of the Mississippi or across the water. A
scout of the Seventy-Second regiment who had been sent out in gray

uniform had found the distinguished party. He reported, and the

regiment was pushing on to the capture ; but the 4th , Michigan cav-

alry were fortunate in gaining the prize, and all returned again to

Macon, where Jeff Davis, Capt. Wirz, of Andersonville, and other

prominent men of the Southern confederacy, were held a number of

days as prisoners. The boys all remember well Mrs. Jeff., the author

of the phrase 'Don't irritate the President, ' who was a conspicuous

member of this distinguished party. A court martial was ordered

by the General in command, and Col. C. G. Thomson was detailed as

president of the same, with orders to convene the court at once, to

dispose of the cases of the prisoners in charge. But the war was

over, and the authorities at WashingtoVi telegraphed to have the

parties forwarded to the Capitol at government expense, and the

result is a matter of history. The inferior officer, Capt. Wirz, who
was compelled to obey the orders of his superior officer, was hung by

the neck till he was dead, and the commander-in-chief is to-day the

champion of the lost cause, an aspirant for a seat in the United

States Senate, and the idol of many who are prominent in the coun-
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cils of the nation they sought to destroy. Such partiaHty for the

aristocracy of the rebelhon would not have been probable by a court

of volunteer soldiery.

"

May 22d. All the different squads got in to-day except one of

Company A, under Lieut. Barnes, which was stationed at Americus,

and for some cause had not got orders to report to camp when other

detachments got theirs. This evening we were called out in line to

listen to orders relieving us from further duty at the front, and that

we should start for home in the morning. Before leaving Macon we
wish, by way of recapitulation, to further impress upon the mind of

the reader the vast imporuance of what to us has always been called

the Wilson raid. Comparisons sometimes are odious, but we know

of no better way of bringing the subject clearly before your minds

than comparing Wilson's raid with "-Sherman's march to the sea,"

which has so justly been celebrated in song, and which will always

live in history. Sherman, in his Memoirs, vol. 2, p. 193, says:

"The trains were all in good order and the men seemed to march

their 1 5 miles a day as though it was nothing. No enemy opposed

us, and we could only occasionally hear the faint reverberation of a gun

to our left rear, where we knew that Gen. Kilpatrick was skirmishing

with Wheeler's cavalry, which persistently followed him ; but the

infantry columns had met with no opposition whatever." Page 220:

" I only regarded the march from Atlanta to Savannah as a 'shift of

base,' as the transfer of a strong army which had no opponent." On
page 221 he admits he had an army of 65,000 men. We have

recorded from day to day most of the events occurring with us as they

happened, and now our only reason for recapitulation is that we think

Wilson and his little army never got a tithe of the credit that justly

belongs to them. Had the half of this service been performed the

second (it would have been impossible the first) year of the war, the

participants would have been crowned the greatest military heroes of

the age. But the war was just over now ; everybody was sick and

tired of it and v/anted to forget all about it as soon as possible.

Another reason why we were never noticed was because no paid news-

paper correspondent ever, in glowing colors, gave to the world its

grand and triumphant march ; while Sherman's march was heralded

all over the world by paid correspondence, the press and the people.

But here was a much longer march than Sherman's, and made in

much shorter time, under vastly greater difficulties, and vastly greater

results achieved. Now, in proof of this, let facts speak, and we quote

from Sherman's own book to prove every word we say. Sherman

was just one month in going from Atlanta to Savannah, and the dis-
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tance marched was just 285 miles, while we had marched 570 miles in

two days less time, and if we take out the eight days we laid at Selma,

we marched it in 10 days less time, or just 20 days. Sherman had

an army of 65,000 men and nothing in the world to oppose him—did

not fight a single engagement, nor did his infantry have even a skir-

mish, and his cavalry but a few slight ones, while we had (see Sher-

man's book, page 368) 13,500 men, fought two pitched battles, and

were opposed at every point where opposition could be brought to

bear. Sherman did not capture or destroy a single point, city or

place, of any importance to the rebels, during his whole march from

Atlanta to Savannah, while we had captured Selma, Montgomery,

West Point, Columbus and Macon, all strongly fortified cities, and

the most important cities of the South, too. Sherman, on receiving

the surrender of Johnston's, army (see his book, page 370 )
paroled

only '36,817 men, while we captured and paroled in Georgia and

Florida 52,453 men, beating Sherman by 15,636; this does not include

those captured at Selma, Ala. , which would swell the grand aggregate

of prisoners to 60,000, or more than four to every man in our com-

mand. Every soldier who went with Sherman to the sea may well

be proud of the honor. How much more, then, has every member

of the Seventy-Second reason to be proud that he took part in the

great Wilson raid and the capture of Jeff Davis

!
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CHAPTER XL.

From May 23d to June ISth, 1865

—

We Start for Home—Regrets at Leaving the

Gallant 11th— TJds Regiment and the Brigade Band Accompany Us Through the

City and Bid Us Fareicell—^' Home, Sweet Home f^''—" Who Will Care for

Mother Now P'—" A Time for Memory and for Tears'^— Marching Northicard—
Diary of the March Through Atlanta, Marietta, Kenesaw—The Old Familiar

Forts and Fields of Battle—A View of All from the Toy of *Kenesaio Mountain

—Passthrough Big Shanty, Aclcworth, Allatoona, Hightoicer, Cartersville, CassviUe

and Kingston—A llatoona Pass— Still Moving North and Coming to Some Yanlcee

Troops—We Pass through Tunnel Hill and Ringgold, and Visit the Battle-field of

Rock Springs—Find the Graves of Capt McMnrtry and Other of Our Fallen

Comrades, Fill Up the Graves, Set Up a Headboard, and Pray— Looking Over

the Chicamanga Battle-field—Bones Scattered All About— 7'o Chattanooga—Ex-

pecting to he Mtcstered Out—Ordered to Come on to Nanhmlle on Horsebaclc,

and the Men Swear ''' TalV— I'he Last Look from Old Lookout Mountain

at the Historic Ground—Moving North through Decherd, Murfreesboro

,

and Other Places of Lnterest— Get to Nashville, and Meet Col. Miller—Glad to

See Him and Cheer Him Heartily— Turn Over Horses and Mules—Camp Looks

Lonesome and Thin—Making Out Muster Rolls.

Tuesday, May 23d, 1 865. This morning- at 7 a. m. we started

for home. Our command (all that are going along) consists of the

4th Michigan, the Boaid of Trade Battery, the gSth and 123d Illinois

and the Seventy-Second Indiana. We left the 17th Indiana behind.

We had served two yearsand a half with the boys of the 17th, and

parted with them with many regrets. It is surprising how common
dangers will drive away jealousies, grudges, and little spites. When
the 17th was first put into our brigade, with J. T. Wilder as the

ranking colonel, it was very natural that every member of the Sev-

enty-Second should feel that he had suffered a personal injury in the

wrong done to our own Colonel, A. O. Miller, and for quite a while

the men of the two regiments did not harmonize very well. But

since Miller had been in command of the brigade all this had long

since been forgotten, and we will venture the assertion that no four

regiments in the army ever passed over tvvo years of service with

such unanimitv of feeling or purpose, or with such genuine .brotherly

love and kindness, as characterized the four regiments of our brigade.

No matter how difficult or dangerous the position we got into, if we
but knew a regiment of our own brigade was near us, we felt per-

fectly at ease, and it didn't make a whit of difference which regiment

it was. And this morning, when we started, the whole regiment,

including our brigade band, escorted us through the city and at the

outskirts bade us an affectionate farewell. Our camp was more than

three miles from the city, and as we neared the outer line of works,

78
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not far from division headquarters, the 2d brigade band took its place

at head ot column and played us through the streets, the last piece

rendered being "Home, Sweet Home." We marched in column

of 4's through the principal streets of the city, and passed in grand

review in front of the Lamar House, Gen. Wilson's headquarters,

the General and his staff, and other distinguished officers, occupying

the balcony. Our colors and battle-flags were all flying, and as they

came opposite the General they were dipped, and arms presented,

and the General with his hat waved us a pleasant adieu. As we got

to the outskirts of the city the 17th Indiana formed on the left of the

road with its band at its head. As each of our regiments came

abreast of the 17th, it presented arms, and its band played "Who.
Will Care for Mother Now?" Each company of us in turn, as

we came opposite, then gave them three rousing cheers and an

affectionate good-bye. And so we parted. It was the parting of

brothers in arms.

We took the Columbus road, and followed it eight or nine miles,

crossing the Tobesofkee, and then turned north toward Forsyth.

The day was excessively warm and dusty, nothing of note transpir-

ing. We camped early, having made but 25 miles. The squad

from Company A, Lieut Barnes in command, that had been

stationed for quite a while at Americus, 65 miles south-west of

Macon, had not yet got to camp when we started, and so we had to

come off and leave them behind.

May 24th. Reveille this morning at 3 o'clock, and we moved at

4, crossed the Tobesofkee Creek again, and passed through Forsyth,

a smart little town of 500 or 600 inhabitants; crossed the Towaliga

River, and passed through Liberty Hill. Made_28 miles for the day.

May 25th. Moved to a little station on the Atlanta and Macon

Railroad called Millner, we believe, and drew two days' rations and

forage, which had been sent from Macon for us. Moved on, and in

the afternoon passed through Griffin, a good-sized town on the rail-

road, and the place where Hood was when Sherman left off following

after his-^, retreat from Atlanta. We passed through Fayetteville,

and camped early, near a station on the railroad called Pear Creek.

It was near this place where McCook made his raid on the railroad

last summer. At this time our division was surrounded at Flat

Shoals. He burned 500 wagons, killed 800 mules, and in turn got

himself badly whipped, losing 600 of his men. Made 25 miles.

May 26th. Moved very early this morning and soon began to pass

line after line of earthworks and skirmish pits thrown up by the rebels,

and our own men too, last summer; 13 miles from camp we came to
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Jonesboro, and at no time during the day did we go far without pass-

ing line after line of earthworks, and they will long be remembered

by many as the scenes of terrible conflicts. Shortly before noon we

came to places very familiar ta us, as it was here we struck this rail-

road on the 1st of September while Sherman was fighting at Jones-

boro. About 2 p. m. bivouacked just inside the outer line of

works on the south of Atlanta, and three miles from the city. Made

30 miles to-day.

May 27th. Moved early this morning and went into what once

was the city of Atlanta ; but now nothing but huge and unshapely

piles of brick and mortar remain of what was a very beautiful town.

The destruction has been so thorough the oldest inhabitant would

scarcely recognize the place. We were in the city just after the rebels

had been driven out, and then thought it was about as badly knocked

to pieces as it well could be, but before Sherman's army started to

the sea it hardly left one stone upon another that it did not throw

down. Here we drew two days' forage and a little sugar and coffee,

but no hard-tack or m^at. Our rations have been short ever since

starting, and a little strange, too, they have all come from the sea-

coast. When here last summer we had abundant rations, but they

all came from the north. The railroad has just been completed to

this place from the south, while there is a gap of five miles toward

Chattanooga that is yet entirely destroyed. We moved on to Mari-

etta and went into camp just at the foot of Kenesaw, on the east

side of the mountain, and north-west of the town, about 2 p. m., hav-

ing made 30 miles for the day. Marietta was once one of the most

delightful towns in the state, but here, too, were many lasting marks

of our earnest efforts to put down the rebellion. The same old story

of brick and mortar. We have now been traveling over places that

are strikingly familiar to us, and we point out to each other the exact

places we were on such a day last summer, and speak of the part each

one played in the great game of war then in progress. After eating

our dinners nearly the whole command struck out for the top of Kene-

saw. We had been all around and on every side of it for several

months last summer, but had never been on it. We went up the

north end of the ridge two-thirds of the way to the top, where there

was a lunette fort dug into the face of the ridge. It had been large

enough for an eight-gun battery, and is the one we watched with so

much interest on the 17th of last June. Some of the embrasures

had been walled up to keep our shells from coming into them. We
could plainly see where some of them had come through, struck

the back part of the fort and exploded, tearing up wagon loads of
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earth that must have buried the men working the guns. When we
got on top of the ridge we found it extremely narrow, in many places

not more than six to ten feet wide, and a full half mile of it nearly

even in hight, the west face being very precipitous, while the east face

sloped off more gradually, but quite too steep for the rebels to get

their guns on top of the ridge, only as they rolled them up by hand

from either end of it. Just on the west edge of the ridge there was

a line of works of loose rocks, there being very little earth near the

top of it. Our shells had literally knocked this line of works to

pieces, and some of them, which went just a little too high, landed in

Marietta, a mile and a half away. When we first came in sight of

this mountain last June there was a large tree on the highest point of

ft, and on top of the tree a signal station, the light of which at night

could be seen 60 miles away. Our shells had cut this tree down, and

the stump was as full of bullets, grape, canister, and pieces of shells,

as they could stick. The day was perfectly clear and bright, and when

we got to the top of the ridge the sun was yet two hours high, and

we had the grandest view we ever beheld. We could see as far as

our vision would reach in every direction Turning to the east Mari-

etta seemed just under our feet, and so close we might drop a finger

stone down into it. Rosswell, 18 miles away, and Stone Mountain,

more than 30 miles distant, yet appeared so close that we might

ride to either in half an hour. As we looked at the places we spoke

of our grand charge through the Chattahoochee, and where we first

learned to burn railroad at Gibraltar, and then at Covington, 25 miles

beyond. Turning further south we could see Decatur, full 30 miles

from where we stood, and we called up our many skirmishes and

encounters there. A little further, to the right and we could see the

battle-field where McPherson was killed ; 24 miles south-east of us we

could see Atlanta as plainly as if but a half dozen miles distant; could

see all its forts and field-works and point out the exact places we had

occupied. Four miles this side was the battle-field of Peach-tree

Creek. West of Atlanta was the Battle-field of the 28th of July, on

the Sand Town road
; 30 miles south of us was Sand Town, south-

west of us was Powder Springs, with Lost Mountain and Pine Moun-

tains rising up like lone hay-cocks in a meadow between us and the

Springs; while 10 miles beyond was Dallas, and New Hope Church,

and the place called "Hell Hole" on account of the terrible fighting

there. Still further we could trace the course of Pumpkin-vine Creek,

with the south end of the Allatoona Mountains. Still beyond, just

w^st of us, were the swamps and head waters of Noses and Noonday
Creaks ; eight miles away, north-west of us, was Big Shanty, though
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iseeming so close we could count every house in it. Beyond this was

Ackworth, and still beyond, and 18 miles away, was Allatoona Pass

and Allatoona Station, the scene of the most terrible conflict for the

numbers engaged that took place during the war. North of us ran

the Noonday Creek, where our brigade had such terrible fights on the

19th and 2 1st of June. North-east of us was Sweet Mountain and

Little River.

But why weary you further ? Suffice it to say we had been on

nearly every foot of the ground for nearly 40 miles in every direc-

tion, and now we could see and point them all out from where

we stood. O, what a grand rush of emotions and thoughts hurried

through our minds, as we took this all in at once ! It was almost

worth three years of toil to enjoy what we then did. And then, too,

to see the sun sink quietly down behind the AUatoonas, with not a

cloud to be seen and not a zephyr to rustle a leaf! Could Paradise

furnish anything more sublime ? As the shadows came swiftly east-

ward from the AUatoonas, and gradually climbed to the top of Ken-

esaw, and the sun suddenly dropped out of sight, a mania almost

instantly seized the whole command, and each began to select some

memento to take home with him in remembrance of this grand old

mountain, and many a cane cut from the brow of the hill, and many
a piece of shell or bullet cut from tree or stump, will accompany us to

our homes. We had, almost at a single view, seen six of the great

battle-fields of the war, and as it was growing dark we went to camp.

As we wended our way to the north end of the ridge, we wondered

how many of our comrades were sleeping near us. We were going

home, but leaving our dead behind, and carrying many sad memories

with us. Lieut. Barnes and his squad caught up with us to-day.

May 28th. Moved early, going over the same road we had often

moved on before; weather extremely hot, and dust in many places

six inches deep and pulverized as fine as flour, and every time our

horses would step it would splash like thin mortar ; clouds of it con-

stantly rising were absolutely intolerable, settling on our clothes till

you could not tell they ever had any color, filling our eyes till we
could scarcely see, and our nostrils almost to suffocation. We passed

through Big Shanty, Ackworth, Allatoona, Hightower, CartersviUe,

and Cassville, and camped at Kingston, a march of 35 miles without

stopping. As we neared Allatoona Pass the boys waked up from

their sound sleep and began to feel an interest in viewing the ground

of the most heroic defense of the war. Officers and men were alike

interested, and as we neared the place the head of column turned out

of the road and wound around over the battle-field and up by the
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redoubts, so as to give us all a chance to see all that was to be seen.

The marks of the terrible conflict were still plentiful and plainly to be

seen. After crossing the Etowa we saw a blue coated sentry on a

high knob away ahead of us, near Cartersville, and from his motions

we judged he was almost frightened to death. We wondered where

he came from, and found out afterwards that he really supposed we
were rebels, and that he was a real, live Yankee soldier. We won-

dered what he was doing there. We were nearly 200 miles from our

little army at Macon, and had not seen a soldier since leaving there,

and we had no means of knowing how far south of the Tennessee

River our lines extended, nor when we should reach them. We were

yet a long ways from Chattanooga, the farthest point our lines

extended south when we left the Tennessee River, but when we got

to Cartersville we found a whole regiment of Yankees the 145th In-

diana. They were as much surprised to see us as we were to see them.

They supposed they had advanced to the very heart and center of

the Southern confederacy, and wondered where in the world we could

have come from, supposing it absolutely impossible that anybody

had gone farther than they had. They were complaining terribly of

their hardships, and among many other things said they had not had

a bit of light bread for nearly two weeks. We told them there were

just dead loads of it down where we come from, and if they wanted

easy times and " lots of fun," just go down where we had been. We
enjoyed their talk hugely; besides it made us feel like we were getting

back towards God's country. When we got to Kingston we found a

small brigade of infantry camped there. They were all new troops,

had never seen a rebel, and their new clothes and general fresh

appearance contrasted sharply with our rags, woe-begone and haggard

looks. We went to bed supperless.

May 29th. Moved early this morning, and a mile from Kingstor^

found some cars pushed down to the end of "the repaired track with

some forage and rations for us. Spent an hour drawing them, and

then moved on slowly, passing Adairsville, and camped at Calhoun,

making but 20 miles for the day.

May 30th. Moved early this morning, and as the weather was cool

made Dalton by noon, having traveled 20 miles. Here we found

another brigade of infantry camped in and around the town ; all new
troops, and we " smole " a very broad smile to see the style they

were putting on. They had not yet got the gloss off their clothes,

and were still wearing their white gloves and stand-up collars ; but

you might have supposed from their actions they were born soldiers,

and had never done anything but fight all their lives, and we began
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to ask each other if ive had ever behaved so fooh'shly. We unani-

mously agreed we had not. Perhaps it was because we never had the

time. But all we had yet seen or admired was forgotten, when, a few

minutes afterwards, we came upon their brigade sutler. Some of the

troops were Dutch, and when we got to the sutler's we saw at least

100 kegs of beer, (it would have been a nice thing for our sutler to

have kept 100 kegs of beer "fernmst" us on a campaign,) and 15 or

20 Dutch officers, each dressed in the very finest style, ^ith a meer-

schaum pipe in one hand 'and a mug of beer in the other. They were

jabbering like so many geese, and drinking and smoking as compla-

cently as if they had been in their own beer-gardens at home. This

brought to our minds our seven days at Gravelly Springs without a

bite to eat, and we wondered who wouldn't be a soldier and always

have it just as these fellows were having it.

May 31st. We were camped a mile south of Dalton last night,

and as we passed through there this morning the infantry began to

blow the sick call. We had heard this but very few times for more

than a year, but we knew the sound so well, and it called up so many
old recollections, and so many old "play-off's," that we immediately

began to cheer most lustily, and to sing our old songs of " Are you

all dead? Are you all dead?" "Come and get your quinine!

Come and get your quinine!'.' and a hundred other droll and harsh

expressions which were quite offensive to our "broadcloth" troops,

and they began to retort with some sharp words. This called forth

the cheers and jeers of the whole command, and we never saw a set

of fellows get such hectoring It seems natural for old soldiers to

treat green ones with a sort of contempt that often amounts to

insult.

We passed through Buzzard Roost Gap, Tunnel Hill and Ringgold,

all familiar names to us, and bivouacked at noon about two miles west

of Ringgold, making 20 miles for the day. We had not been in Ring-

gold since September 12th, 1863. On the same day four companies

of our regiment had a fight at Rock Springs and got badly handled.

On the 7th of October, 1863, at Farmington, we captured some of

the same fellows that fought us at Rock Springs, and they told us

what they had done with our dead, whom we had laid on a porch
;

where they had buried them, &c. We took all these notes down and

still had them with us, and as we came to Tunnel Hill we began to

talk of the time we were there before and what happened us ; and

also the same at Ringgold, we for the first time in a year thought of

these notes, and at dinner got them out of our knapsack and read them

to our mess, and thought we would like to go out there and see how
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things looked once more. After dinner we went to Col. Thomson
and got permission to take a sqnad and go and see if we could find

Capt. McMurtry's grave. There were eight of us, and when within

two miles of the place things began to look familiar. John P. Angelly

was the man's name who lived in the big white house where we had

the fight. He was still living there, and we had no difficulty in finding-

the place. This man was very clever to us, and told us all about the

fight, how many were killed on each side, where they were buried,

and a hundred other things of deep interest'. He took us out in his-

orchard and showed us a long trench where he said 17 confederate

soldiers were buried. He took us to another, where he said a captain

and seven Yankees were buried. Everything corresponded so exactly

with our notes that we were sure there could be no mistake about it.

We rounded up the grave, set up a well-lettered head-board and built

a pen around it. By this time it was getting dark, but we did not

feel like leaving the place without rendering thanks to Almighty God,

who had preserved us through this great struggle and permitted us to

pay this tribute of respect to one we loved so well. So we took off

our hats and said, comrades, let us pray ! We all knelt down around

the grave, and to the very best of our ability, and from the depths

of our heart, thanked God for his goodness in protecting our lives,

for bringing us once more to honor the dead, for sending peace

to the country, and for all his blessings of life ; and asked that his

protection might still be over us, and that we might do our duty faith-

fully as citizens as we had done it as soldiers ; and that we might all

finally meet in Heaven at last. The old gentleman told us many
things about the fight, number and disposition of the rebels, we had

not known before
;
told us how the division we had fought followed

us in the night, and said he didn't see how we could possibly escape

;

and further, that the rebels themselves were the worst beat set of

fellows he ever saw, as they seemed to be just as certain of capturing

us as they were of getting their breakfast the next morning. After

our sad but pleasant task had been performed, we went to Chicamauga

Creek, opposite Lee & Gordon's Mills, and camped for the night.

Next morning, June ist, we spent three or four hours riding

over the battle-field and verifying everything we have written about

that fearful battle. Along on the ridge where Davis' and Sheridan's

divisions were slaughtered so fearfully were hundreds of soldiers (that

is their bones and clothes) still lying unburied. Right west of this is

precisely where our brigade lay, and we found vastly more dead here

than on any other part of the field. Every part of the field looked

just as familiar as if we had always lived in the neighborhood. Our
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modest line of logs and rails, though rotted down some, was still

there, and behind it thousands of our cartridge shells. We still had

a very vivid recollection of a bullet striking a rail right in front of

us during the thickest of the fight, and had no trouble going right to

the place, picking out the ball, which we brought home as a reminder

that just one rail had been between us and certain death. We moved

on toward Chattanooga till we got to Rossville, where we laid in the

shade an hour ; our regiment came along and we fell in with the col-

umn, heartily glad of our adventure, and of course had a thousand

questions to answer, as the whole command would have been glad to

have made the visit. We passed through Chattanooga, crossed the

Tennessee River, and camped not far from where we lay in camp the

latter part of August, in 1863. All these places, Chattanooga and

vicinity, we had seen so often and under so many different circumstan-

ces that they failed to excite any interest or passing remark. The

regiment had marched 20 miles.

Friday, June 2d. We expected to turn over our horses at this

place, and in a few days to be mustered out of the service, and Maj.

Kilborn has been sent on to Nashville for the books and papers belong-

ing to our brigade. These we have not seen since we left Gravelly

Springs. Time is now hanging heavily upon our hands. Of course

we are justly proud of what we have passed through, but somehow
or other that does not very much enhance our prospects for the future;

at least we cannot expect to make a living off of what has already

passed.

Monday, June 5th. We have been here now for several days and

still no word from Maj. Kilborn or our books. The men have ceased

to take any interest in their horses, and many of them are nearly

starving to death. Our trip from Macon to this place has not been a

hard one on horses, but just as soon as we got orders to go home the

men quit taking care of them, hoping thereby to get to ride on the

cars.

June 6th. To-day Maj. Kilborn telegraphed from Nashville that

we would not be mustered out here, but that we should come on to

Nashville, and we got orders to get ready to march to-morrow morn-

ing. This made about half of the men mad as hornets, and they

swore they would not ride on horseback any further.

June 7th. Reveille at 3 a. m., and orders to get ready to move
immediately. There was some tall swearing done inside the next

few minutes. We have full notes on all that transpired, but suffice it

to say that about one-half of the whole command moved out and the-

others didn't. This leaves the thing in bad shape, but in the course of
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time all who were left behind found their way to Nashville. We were

one that moved out, and shall continue the journey. We moved back

through Chattanooga and took the road for Shell Moun, struck old

Lookout at the north-east corner, wound around over the north end

two-thirds of the way to the top, with the railroad hundreds of feet

below us, and the river hundreds of feet below that. After we had

got up a mile, on looking back to the east, north-east and north, we
could see miles and miles of historic ground. We could see the whole

of Missionary Ridge, and could point out many prominent points of

interest connected with the great battle-field. Looking north we
could see up the valley to North Chicamauga, and still away up to

where the Wheeler raid began. Turning to our left and looking up

we could see the far famed battle-field above the clouds, where Hook-

er's men swept around the noith end of the ridge and drove the rebel

hordes down the east side of the mountain. We took a last long

look at many of the scenes of our strifes, privations and hardships,

passed down into Lookout Valley, over the Lookout Creek, over the

Raccoon Mountains, Whiteside, and hundreds of other places of deep

interest ; but we had seen them all before, settled down to entire

indifference, and finally all went to sleep, which we could do on horse-

back nearly as well as any other way. We bivouacked at Shell Moun,

on the very same place we occupied the 6th of May, 1864.

June 8th. Moved early, and when we got to Bridgeport took some

pains to ascertain the length of the bridge there. It is the finest

wooden bridge we ever saw. The railroad runs on top, and the wagon

road immediately under it. There is an island in the river here and

the bridge passes over it. The bridge across the east branch of the

river is 200 yards long, across the island 50 yards, and across the

western branch is 480 yards. Here we found more new troops.

Passed through Stevenson and camped three miles north, "on Crow

Creek.

June 9th. Moved early and camped an hour before noon at a

place called Condit.

June 10th. Passed through Tantallon, over the Cumberland Moun-

tains, through Cowan, and camped within two miles of Decherd.

June nth. Moved early, passed through Decherd; 15 miles north

we came to Tullahoma. Here there were a great many troops camped,

most of them new ones, and a whole brigade fell out into line of

battle, along the side of the street, to do honors to old soldiers by

presenting arms and dipping their colors as we passed in front of

them, while each company of our brigade, in turn, gave them three

cheers and a tiger. This was a very pleasant episode ; but we should
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not be surprised if these new troops were glad the war was over, as

our old clothes were so very ragged and dirty that they contrasted

sharply with their new and clean ones. We camped near Normandy.

June 1 2th. Passed through Wartrace, Bellbuckle, Fosterville, and

camped near a little station called Christiana, 1 1 miles from Murfrees-

boro.

June 13th. Moved at sun-up. passed through Murfreesboro—the

name which stands for half of the sufferings of the regiment; moved

on over the Stone River battle-field, and were wonderfully interested

in the National cemetery started there, and also in the monument
erected to the dead heroes of Hazen's brigade. It stands over the

grave where they were all buried in one long trench, close by where

they fought and fell. The name, company and regiment of each, is

inscribed on the monument. This cemetery, when completed, will

be of deep interest to all loyal people who have friends buried here

who were slain in that fearful conflict. The place is very beautiful.

Bivouacked on Stewart's Creek.

June 14th. Moved when the sun was an hour high, and went into

camp shortly after noon, four miles from Nashville. We were much
impressed with the contrast in the appearance of the country the

whole way from Murfreesboro to Nashville, now, with that of January,

1863, just after the battle of Stone River. The whole way is surpass-

ingly rich, and then was in the very highest state of cultivation. The
plantations were all fenced with heavy, high fences, of cedar rails, and

all cut up into small fields. There were hundreds of fine houses and

thousands of negro quarters. Now there were scarcely any houses

of any kind left standing, and scarcely a rail between Nashville and

Murfreesboro, Then there were thousands of acres of corn still

standing. To-day the whole country is one vast sea of old dead

weeds, 10 feet high. The only cultivated places that we saw at all

were two or three small patches of cotton cultivated by some negroes,

and these had no fences at all around them. This country can never

be made what it once was, as all the rails are gone and no timber to

make others ; but worst of all, the people are all gone, and but few of

them will ever come back. Such is war.

We had drawn no rations since leaving Decherd, and then but two

days'—and were entirely out ; hadn't a bite to eat, and the men were

cursing mad because we did not go on to Nashville, which we might

just as easily have done. After feeding our horse we struck out to

see if we could not find something to eat. A mile and a half north

of camp we ran on to a brigade of new troops, and inquired of the first

soldier we met for something to eat. He said they only drew a day's
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rations at a time, and they were out. We asked him what kind of

rations they got. He said, soft bread. We asked him where they

got it. He said they had a brigade bakery. We asked him to show

us the place, and we went for it. After finding out where we belonged

(they could easily tell by our clothes that we didn't belong to them)

they flatly refused to let us have a bite. They had plenty of bread,

but could not let it go out of the brigade. We asked how they sold

it; they said lo cents a loaf, but could sell to no one but officers.

We hadn't a cent of money, but determined to have something to eat

at all hazards. We went back to camp and told the boys what we
had found, and after raking around among the whole company, got

60, cents and went back, four of us. The bakers still refused to sell to

any but officers. We tqld them we were officers, and they inquired

the names, company, regiment, etc.. We told what we pleased, they

took it all down in a book; we got the bread and "skinned out," but

it will be a long time before they ever find the officers we named, or

ever hear tell of the regiments or companies we belonged to.

June 15th. This morning we moved for Nashville, our regiment in

the advance, and when we got there we met Col. Miller. Oh! but

we were glad to see him, and cheered him heartily. You remember

he had been shot in the thigh at Selma, and we had left him at Mont-

gomery. He was still unable to walk, or ride on horseback, but had

to be hauled in an ambulance ; but we felt proud to have him at the

head of column once more. We moved through Nashville, crossed

the Cumberland on a steam ferryboat, and went into camp three miles

north-east of Edgefield, where the dismounted men we left at Chatta-

nooga had been in camp for two or three days. We were glad to

have the family all together once more. In the afternoon, all who
rode horses turned them over, and our camp began to look slim. We
had four pack mules to each company, and about one-third of the

men were riding m.ules, the Historian included; taking so many horses

away made them lonesome, and besides they were very hungry, and

made the night perfectly hideous with their braying. They were so

very uneasy that for the last time we had to detail a horse guard to

mind them.

June 16th. This morning we turned over our mules, and the pack

mules, and our- camp looks so lonesome and deserted that it doesn't

seem like camp at all. For more than two years, now, our horses

have been so constantly with us, and seemingly such a very necessary

part of our service, that they have grown to be almost a part of our-

selves; and no doubt there were many old and tried friends parted

when we turned over our horses. We give it as our u.iqualified
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opinion that " Old dog Tray," as a friend, has been badly discounted

by the affection of the horse for its rider, and the friendship of the

trooper for his horse. Our men are busy taking the straps from their

saddles—of course Uncle Sam will have to lose the straps—and buck-

ling them around their knapsacks, blankets, &c., and making them

portable, and our camp presents much the same appearance it did on

the 1st of November last, when we turned our horses over to Kilpat-

rick's division. Muster rolls were ordered to be made out immedi-

ately. This was worse than going through a hard fight, and we have

little doubt but those who had the work to do would much rather a

second time take their chances of going through any engagement we
had ever passed through than to undertake to make out muster rolls.

To get up a muster roll accurately and neatly required three hard

days' labor for an expert, or one who was used to making them out

;

and as two or three correct copies had to be made out each time, you

can readily see what a task it was. In our regiment there was nobody

used to it ; as before intimated nearly the whole regiment was com-

posed of farmers and mechanics, and not accustomed to writing ; but

suppose the whole of them had been born penmen, and educated in the

science up to its highest point, carrying a rifle was not very well calcu-

lated to steady their hands to such a degree as to enable them to write

gracefully. There was another thing that militated against a proper

performance of the task more than all things else, and that was the

want of that practice which makes perfect in all things. You will the

better understand this when I tell you that during our whole term of

service we had been paid but four times, viz: First at Murfreesboro,

Tenn., March loth, 1863; second at Duck River, Tenn., July i6th, .

1863; third at Brownsburg, Ala., November 12th, 1863; fourth at

Louisville, Ky., November 23d, 1864; and at the last time we had

been paid, the government owed us over 13 months' wages, and now
owed us over seven months', so that to make out the rolls now, it w^s

hke undertaking a task that had never been performed before. This

evening we turned over our saddles and spurs, and were simply foot

inantry once more. For more than a week the officers and men
tugged and toiled away at the company papers and the muster rolls,

and it was not until the 26th of June, 1865, that Capt. Hosea declared

the regiment ready for mustering out of the service. During this

interval there were many things took place that would have been of

lasting interest had we been just going into the service instead of

going out.'
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CHAPTER XLI.

ANDERSONVILLE—THE SUM OF ALL MISERIES.

" In the prison cell I sit. thinking, Mother dear, of you,

And the dear, beloved ones, so far away

—

Yet my heart will still grow sad spite of all that I can do,

Though I try to cheer my comrades and be gay.

Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are marching.

Cheer up, comrades, they will come!

And beneath the starry flag we shall breathe the air again

In the Free land, in our own beloved Home !"

While we are here waiting for our muster rolls to be made out, and

before speaking further of the incidents that transpired at this place,

we propose to pay our respects to our unfortunate comrades who have

fallen into the hands of the enemy. We know of no more fitting

tribute we can pay them—no more fitting lesson of instruction for our

children, to teach them the love of freedom, of loyalty, and the love of

country they should ever possess—than to give the actual experience

of many of those who were so unfortunate as to get into those

Southern prison pens, and yet so fortunate as to escape, as by the

skin of their teeth, with their lives to tell the story of their sufferings,

their heroic endurance, and their brave attempts to escape.

The God of battles looked kindly upon the Seventy-Second during

its entire eventful service. It had, perhaps, fewer men killed, in pro-

portion to the vast number of times it was under the severe and wither-

ing fire of the enemy, and the number of men engaged each time,

than any other regiment in the service. Being under the command
of officers whose ripe judgment, quick perception, and varied experi-

ence, enabled them to take advantage of every providential circum-

stance in our favor, and whose conscientious love of country, and the

men they commanded, prevented them from entertaining for a moment
any enterprise that seemed rash, or needlessly hazardous ; and being

composed of men whose judgment and good sense enabled them to

take advantage of everything that would shield or protect them from

the death dealing missiles of the enemy—we never came out of any

contest in which we had not inflicted vastly more damage than we
received. And we cannot call to mind a single instance where we
ever lost a man on account of the carelessness or inefficiency of any

officer in our regiment, or of the negligence or want of good sense of

the men themselves. But sometimes, while sex'ving with other troops

whose officers were less efficient than our own, and whose men did

not always evince the same gallantry and "staying" qualities that

characterized the men of our brigade, we had some men killed and
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others captured. The epitaphs of those who were killed are written

in the hearts of their surviving comrades, and they sleep well. But

no sculjitured monument, however costly, or however elaborately

carved, can ever tell of the reeking hell through which those

who Were captured waded in order to find a martyr's grave. You
fathers and mothers, who sent forth your noble boys upon whom you

doted, and upon whom with just pride you looked as the stay and support

of your declining years—you wives, who let your husbands go to

fight for their country, whose strong arms you relied. upon to build up

for you everything you could conceive to be good, great and holy

—

and you children, who kissed your papas for the last time, and as you

all gathered around the old hearthstone, and prayed and waited, and

waited and prayed, and hoped with that hope that makes the heart

sick, and longed and yearned, for the dear one that came not—picture

to yourselves all the horrors of death from pain intensified, from

torture long drawn out, from misery multiplied, and from suffering

beyond any human tongue or pen to tell, and then multiply them

a thousand times, and you may write in these words all this suffering

after each loved one's name; Died in Andersonville Prison.

Of 21 of our regiment who fell into rebel hands, 15 died thus,

and we can think of no way of bringing their heroism, fortitude

and suffering, more vividly before your minds, than by giving you a

very brief and condensed statement of the experience of those who
escaped from those nameless tortures.

We have very frequently spoken of "scouts"—regimental scouts,

brigade scouts, and division scouts. These all had their legitimate

and proper duties to perform ; but there was another class of scouts

attached to the army of which we have said nothing, who were

called the secret service scouts, or in common parlance, spies. No
branch of the service was more risky than this, and it required a

talent so very rare that proper persons for this service were extremely

hard to get P.ut of the very solid material of which our regiment was

composed there was no lack of men to fill any responsible position

for which a well regulated army had any need, and of the many of

our regiment who at one time or another tried their hands at the

secret service, and with varying success, three were unfortunately cap-

tured, viz: Sergts. Oscar F. Bryan, Co. C, Theophilus W. Milligan,

Co. G, and private Wm. DeStewart Mclntyre, Co. H. We con-

dense the following from Mclntyre's experience:
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STORY OF WILLIAM DE STEWART M INTYRE.

Scout to the Tennessee River-«-Taking Massah Picket's Meat—Eating Rebel Hams-
—Reporting to Gen. Logan— Great Activity—Captured— -'m going to take you
out in the morning and Hang 3'ou, G—d d—n you— Didn't get Hanged, but Worse,

Was sent to Andersonville—Closely Guarded—Miseries, Filth and Vermin or
Anderson ville—Meet Buck Milligan, who says: "Well, old fellow, I'm sorry to see

you."—Life in Andersonville—Carrying out the Dead—The Turmel Diggers—
Escape— Blood Hounds on the Trail—Recaptured—Put into the Stocks.

The secret service had two representatives from Company H, viz:

Sergt. Henderson Monroe, and Mclntyre, better known throughout

the regiment and army as "Mack." Mack is of Scotch parentage,

his father being an Old School Presbyterian Scotch Clergyman, and it

was to this fact Mack always attributed his well known love for con-

federate horse flesh. Mack was born in Pulaski County, Virginia, but

early in life taken by his father to Indiana, and received his education

in that State. ( He is now living in Mattoon, Illinois.) He entered

the service, and at the solicitation of his friend Adjutant Rice, went

into Company H, which to him was a company of strangers.

The first year of service was characterized by a love of adventure,

and it is safe to say that unless on other regular detail, or sick, na
foraging or scouting party went out without him. These traits com-

ing to the knowledge of Gen. George Crook, about the time of the

Wheeler raid, Mack was selected for many special services, and was-

finally regularly detailed, December 26th, 1863, for the secret service.

From that time until brought to a sudden and abrupt stop, by capture,

he led a most active life. Possessing a vigorous constitution, quick,

active mind, and perceptions very acute, he was singularly well adapted

to that branch "of the service. The 123d Illinois has cause to recol-

lect him with grateful stomachs, if not grateful hearts. He had

received orders, while we were in camp at Huntsville, to go down ta

and along the Tennessee River in search of rebel mail, crossings,

&c., and took with him the scout from Company G, known by every-

body as "Buck" Milligan. A soldier belonging to the 123d Illinois,

learning that their service would take them near Mooresville, where

his regiment was then in camp, concluded to go along with them in

order- to get to his regiment. Toward the close of the day the scouts

left their regular work on the river and started to Mooresville to spend

the night. " When about eight miles from thai* place they met a man
on horseback, who, alarmed by the blue uniform of the 123d man,

hastily turned his horse, put spurs to him, and hurried off on a by-

road leading to the river. About 200 yards behind him was an ox

team drawing an old fashioned Pennsylvania wagon. On coming up to

it the boys were very much amused to see the face of the negro driver
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—mouth spread from ear to ear—and hear him say, "Ya ! Ya ! ! Massa

—Golly, didn't ole Massa run ? Ya ! ya ! T ya ! !
!" " What have you

here, Uncle?" asked the boys. " Some of de finest hams and shol'ers,

Cap'n, you eber see in all your bo'n days, and dat was Massa Kurn'l

Pickett. De men dun gone haf hour ago, down to de ribber to get de

ole boat ready. De Yankees gettin' too dose; dey cum down to

Mo'.sville de odder da', and Massa Pickett cum fo' his meat—oh, ya !

ya ! ! ya ! ! ! Cip'n !
" Brightening up with a new and happy thought,

he said, " An' dar's an odder wagon loden at de house." " Uncle,

how far is it to Mooresville?" " About eight mile, sah." "And
how far is it to the river ?" "About foah mile, sah." Telling the

old man to turn his steers around as quickly as possible and push out

for Mooresville, the 123d man moved off with him, while Mack and

Buck rode up to the house and around to the rear. There they found

four mules hitched to a wagon, already well loaded with well cured

meat, just hung up for smoking, -x petite,. bh:k-e/ed W3mia, superin-

tending the loading. When she saw the visitors she ordered one of

her servants to go for " Massa Pickett." A Spencer rifle induced the

driver to mount the saddle mule and drive out. The boys well knew

Col. Pickett would be back as soon as he could go t • the river, get

his men and return. So Mack directed Milligan to leave with him his

Spencer rifle and hurry forward to Mooresville for assistance, while

he and the 123d man would keep along with the wagons and fight it

out in case Col. Pickett should overhaul them. The Lieutenant in

charge of the picket post, when Milligan reported, immediate mounted

his reserves and hastened to the assistance of Mack, but his help was

not needed. The wagons and all were just inside the picket post' when
Col. Picket and his men came up. 'Twas too late ; niggers, wagons,

hams, and all, were forever coifiscated. Col. Biggs, of the 123d,

Adjt. Hamlin, Capt. Woods, Mack, Milligan, and others, had fried

ham for breakfast, and before noon the quartermaster was issuing

hams and shoulders to the regiment. While this was going on a

barouche was driven into camp and halted in front of C )1. Biggs'

headquarters. The occupant was the lady of the previous afternoon,

and she wanted a voiicherfor those things.

The winter and spring preceding the campaign of 1864 was a busy

one for the scouts, and Mack was almost constantly in the saddle,

carrying a rebel mail, and other like duties. In the latter part of

April, of that year. Mack came into Gen. Thomas' headquarters, and

it being inconvenient for him to reach his, own headquarters, with the

2d cavalry division, he was ordered to report- to Maj.-Gei. John A.

Logan, commanding the 15th army corps, until such time as he could

80
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regain his own headquarters, then at Columbia, Tenn. May 4th

began the advance of the Army of the Tennessee, under McPherson,

for the rear of the rebel armj^, under Jo. Johnston, via. Snake Creek

Gap. The scouts and signal corps men surprised the guard at the

gap, secured it without loss, and chased the few Johnnies guarding it

almost into Resaca. The next few days, as indeed throughout the

entire campaign, the scouts were in constant demand, and Mack, with

the others, found but little rest night or day. Finally, on the morn-

ing of the 14th of May, 1864, in attempting to enter the rebel lines

before daylight, he was captured and taken to the headquarters of a

Gen. Wright, who asked him a few questions and then with a con-

temptuous expression said :
" Do you know what I am going to do

with you ? I'm going to take you out in the morning and hang you,

G—d d—n you ; that's what I'll do with you! " And thereupon he

ordered the sergeant and soldiers in charge of the prisoner back to

their posts. The next morning the rebel picket called across the

lines to one of our pickets that they had captured a Yankee spy the

night before and would hang him that morning. From this, no doubt,

sprang the report which circulated through the army and went home
to his friends, that Mack had been hanged that morning. (The His-

torian well remembers of hearing, the next day, that he had actually

been hanged,) and for long months he was mourned by comrades and

friends as one dead. A quiet investigation of the guards and the

surroundings at Wright's headquarters satisfied him that any attempt

to escape would be futile, and so he settled himself down for some

much needed sleep. It was but fairly daylight when he was awakened

and told that he was wanted at Gen. Hardee's headquarters. At the

investigation which followed there were present quite a number of prom-

inent rebel Generals, and as may well be supposed, Mack was subjected

to a most rigid examination, but owing to his ''ignorance of the country,

and his misfortnne ingetting lost{?) in the ivoods,'' backed by the vol-

unteered statement of an old residenter, " I wouldn't a' tried to a'

cut cross through them thar woods arter night myself; I'd a' got loss

suah, " Gen. Hardee concluded he couldn't be considered a spy, and

remarked, "Send him on down for exchange. " To say that Mack

was happy would be drawing it very mild. Alas! he little knew what

sending him on down for exchange meant. It meant exchange of

freedom for fetters, of health for disease, of robustness for rottenness,

of cleanliness for foulness, filth, loathesomeness, unspeakable starva-

tion of mind and body; gangrened arms and feet, scurvy, swollen

arms, SUICIDE, death, ANDERSONVILLE.
Mack, with a few others, were put into an old hotel, and unfor-
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tunately employed his time sitting in a window and counting the

regiments as they passed, until discovered by that same Gen. Wright,

who had given him such cheerful assurance of his intentions a few

hours before. Calling the lieutenant in charge of the prisoners to

him, and pointing up to Mack, he communicated something to that offi-

cer which led him immediately to withdraw Mack from the other

prisoners and send him on down to Atlanta by the first train To
add to his discomfort, a guard would persist in occupying the same

seat with him and would not even allow the window to be opened.

A few days of close confinement in Atlanta, a hurried inspection of

the brick jail at Macon, and he arrived at that sum of all rebel

villainies and cruelties, Andersonville. And who can. describe it ?

Its stockade of pine logs, 18 feet above and six feet below ground;

the little sentry boxes perched on the outside and just high en ^ugh

for a guard to look over inside with ease ;
its two gates doubly stock-

aded ; its flat, sanded, low hill sides, with a sluggish marsh of concen-

trated filth, miasma and death, trying to flow between ; its merciless

heat by day, its unwarmed, chilly nigHt ; its hot sand, alive with

vermin; its fluid, called by way of apology, water; its mockery of

food called rations ; and its inhabitants ! ! Who tells of thf m ? Those

moving skeletons, hollow eyes, sunken cheeks, protruding bones,

gangrened arms, scurvied m^aths, b\re, rotting feet, contracted, shrunk-

en limbs, the vacant, idiotic stare ; hope ! all gone ;
food ! ample

food for the dead wagon, with its 10 at a load, and 10 loads per day.

It never can be fully described
; it never will be fully laid bare in all

its enormity. The 13,400 dead in its grave yard cannot tell their

sufferings. Of the 20,000 survivors, possibly 7,000 are yet alive,

and to them it is but as some horrible nightmare clothed in reality,

and they can but guess at the extent of their injuries. While march-

ing around to his detachment between the solid masses on either side,

watching eagerly to see if some friend had been equally unfortunate

with himself, a well known voice exclaimed, " If there isn't Mack!"

It was his old scouting companion. Buck Milligan. There was a

depth of meaning in the greeting, "Well, old fellow, I am sorry to

see you," which Mack did not then, but afterwards did, appreciate.

Then began in reality life in Andersonville. Chaplain Moody has

written of the " Lights and Shadows of Libby Prison." There were

no lights in Andersonville. 'Twas all shadows, with nothing to relieve

the dread, dull monotony, but roll call in the forenoon and drawing

rations in the afternoon. The question has often been asked, " How
did you put in your time ? " In the morning, those who were fortu-

nate enough, or rather provident enough, to save over any part of
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their rations from the previous day's drawing, would get up from their

sand beds and go through the form of eating a breakfast, and this

was made as long continued as possible. Then followed roll call

—

those of a detachment able to do so would form in a regular company

line, and answer promptly as their names were called. But squatted

on the ground in front and rear were cripples, some with le^s drawn

up with scurvy, some with feet eaten into by gangrene, some emaci-

ated by diarrhoea, whose feeble "here" would require so much exer-

tion as to almost take the last breath from their bodies. The next

thing requiring attention was carrying out the dead. This was a

great privilege, and by custom the four sleeping nearest the corpse

had a vested right in the matter. It gave an opportunity to procure

a few sticks for fuel, or pine brush for bedding or shelter. The

remainder of the day, until ration time, was generally spent in aimless

wandering about, or talking with old army acquaintances, bewailing

their sad lot, and speculating as to how our armies were getting along,

what the prospects were for an exchange, &c. The tunnel diggers,

however, improved their time by sleeping. The ration drawing

was the event of the day. The sergeant in charge of a detachment

would detail a certain number of men to go with him to the ration

wagon which was driven inside the stockade. In that wagon would

be large loaves of bread, innocent of salt or shortening, some meat,

and possibly some rice or peas, generally nothing but bread and meat,

the latter in very small quantities, and sometimes so small as to be

omitted entirely. When the sergeant received the amount due, it

was carried to the headquarters of the detachment, where the final

distribution took place. As soon as their share was allotted, many,

very many, of the poor fellows, would sit down and eagerly devour the

last crumb. The issue generally began about 4 o'clock p. m., and

was completed before dark. From that time on for an hour or more,

a low, steady hum, floated through the air, an indefinable dull mur-

mur of voices. No sound of buggy, wagon or dray; no shout of

driver, no call of news boy or peddler ; no clear ringing note of

church bell, or loud screech of locomotive ; no flash of gas light or

lamp ; but by the light of the moon or stars, the last report of a com-

ing exchange would be repeated over and over again, until at last

even that dull murmur of voices had died away, and such a heavy,

death like silence, as no pen can describe, would come stealthily over

the vast camp, to be relieved only by the cry of the guard :
" Post

number one, 10 o'clock, and a-l-l-z well!" taken up and repeated by

each guard, in turn, until it has made the " grand rounds. " Some-

times an aroused sleeper, indignant at the repeated falsehood, would
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•contradict it with, "You lie! you rebel!" As the night wore

on and the cold chill became more pinching, the thousands of half naked,

shivering forms, sleeping side by side on the bare sand, with nothing

but the sky or clouds for a covering, would huddle closer and closer

together. Now and then might be heard the dreaming delirious mut-

terings of a husband and father talking to the wife and children at

home ; or of a boy, in the last delirium of death, upbraiding himself

to his mother for leaving her at all. And when the morning light

crept softly over the high stockade, here, there, and yonder, all over

the camp, would be cold corpses ; not bodies, but apologies—sem-

"blances— each a residium of what had once been a human body.

And oh, my God! All this in the "Land of the free and the home

of the brave." What mockery! What blasphemy ! !

In October, Martin E. Hogan, one of Gen. Meade's scouts, Payton

Shields, James Smith, and Mack, made their escape, and by going

through the grave yard and using great care, they succeeded in pre-

venting the stockade blood hounds from finding their trail ; but after

.getting well up in the country they were discovered by a negro-hunt-

ing hound and finally recaptured, brought back to Andersonville and

put into the "stocks,
—"Hogan and Mack in to the " lay-down stocks,"

which confined the feet only, and kept them nine inches from the

ground. The other two. Shields and Smith, were put into the

" upright stocks," which kept the body perfectly erect, and confined

both feet and head. This was about 4 o'clock on Monday afternoon,

and on Tuesday morning at 6 o'clock they were compelled to ex-

change places, and were thus changed every 12 hours. This arrange-

ment brought Hogan and Mack into the upright stocks in the day-

time, and Shields and Smith into the lay-down stocks in the daytime,

and so it was continued until Thursday , noon, when the lieutenant in

charge of the guards took the responsibility upon himself of releasing

them, and turning them back into the stockade.

To stand for 12 minutes in one position is irksome, but to stand for

1 2 hours with feet fast in the stocks and the head held firmly by a

16-inch board, and exposed to the rays of a Georgia sun, is agony.

This is but the merest glimpse of Andersonville. Its full history can

never be written. It seemed to be a place over which the cloud of

rebel hate hung so dense as to shut out the blessings of Heaven itself.

Wm. DeStewart McIntyre,
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STORY OF WILLIAM M. SPENCER.

In Prision at Macon—Rats sold for $2 apiece— Renting an Ax and an Oven for

Rations—Sent to Savannah—Dead Men in the Cars with Us— ii Frozen to Death
at Once— To Black Shear—Paroling—^Jump from the Train and Escape—Burying

Ourselves to Escape Anders^nville—Negro Guides to Prisoners—Shelter them at

Night, Secrete and Feed them by Day, Ferry them over Rivers and Save them
from Death or Recapture—Coming in Sight of the Old Flag.

Wm. M. Spencer, private Company K, furnishes this

:

On the 7th of September, 1864, myself and a man from my com-

pany by the name of Albert Weeks, were captured about 16 miles

south-east of Atlanta. When taken. Weeks was severely wounded

by a gun-shot through the body. This was about 5 o'clock in the

afternoon; we M'ere immediately taken 10 miles to brigade headquar-

ters. From there we were sent to division headquarters, arriving"

there about 1 1 o'clock at night. The next morning we were sent to

Gen. Hood's headquarters, at Lovejoy's Station, on the Atlanta &
Macon Railroad, 25 miles from where we were captured, and we had

walked all the way. We were then sent to Macon Prison, where we
arrived about 3 p. m. on the 9th. When we were put in prison that

evening we received one-half pint of corn meal, a'oout four ounces of

bacon, and a little rice, for one day's rations; and this was the first we
had had to eat since the morning of the 7th. The third day after

being in the prison Weeks was taken to the hospital and I got to see

him no more until after my escape. Weeks was exchanged in the

latter part of November, in the exchange of sick and wounded.

When I was captured all my blankets, one suit of clothes, and my
boots, were taken from me. On going into the prison I got in with a

young man by the name of John W. Richards, of the 98th Illinois,

of our brigade He had one old blanket, which he -dividedwith me.

Rations at Macon were short, At this place rats were brought irr

which sold for ;^2.oo apiece in confederate money. I frequently saw

men buy and eat them, but I never could bring my stomach to the

point of eating them. At Macon we stayed about four weeks ; then

we were sent to Millen. While at Macon we were furnished with

bake-ovens to bake our meal in, and when we were moved from there

we managed to steal ours through. On arriving at Millen we found

the oven a great help to us. When we arrived, there were 9,000

men there. The timber had all been taken off, but we found an old

log that was left. There was no shelter of any kind, and we had no

ax to work up this old log ; so I went around hunting for an ax. I

succeeded in finding one in the upper end of the camp. They told

me I could have it if I would bring a part of our rations for the use

of it. I took it, and we built a shelter ; I took the ax home and
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some corn meal for the use of it, but we loaned our oven the same

day—so we made it back. While there our time was spent in study-

ing a plan to make our escape. We were at this place eight weeks,

and I met Mclntyre, of Company H. He got out in the exchange,

in November. I also met " Buck " Milligan, but after we left there

I saw him no more. We were next sent to Savannah, in box-cars,

90 to 95 in a car, and when we arrived, we had some dead men in the

cars to take out. We were unloaded on the commons, where we had

no wood for fire, and by 1 1 o'clock we had 1 1 frozen to death. Here

we stayed some 10 days with no shelter. Our old blanket had given

out long before this, and the sea breezes were very cold. From this

place we were sent down the Gulf Railroad to a place called Black

Shear, 86 miles from Savannah, and the county seat of Pierce county,

•Georgia. This was the poorest county in the state, and there were

but three or four houses in the town. Here we were camped in the

woods with no stockade around us—nothing but a heavy guard. I

think we had about 6,000 here. In about a week there were 1,000

taken out and paroled—sent on to Savannah, and from there to

Florence, South Carolina. In a few days there were 1,000 more

called out—Richards and myself went out in this thousand. We were

paroled and expected to be sent through to our lines. They intended

to send us to Florence, South Carolina, but by the time we got to

Savannah, Gen. Sherman had got in ahead of us and cut the railroad,

so they were compelled to send us back to Black Shear, where we
stayed some 10 days longer, and were then sent to Thomasville, the

end of the Gulf Railroad, 200 miles from Savannah. On the way
from Black Shear to Thomasville, Richards and myself jumped the

train, about 9 o'clock at night, ai^d started for our blockading fleet at

Brunswick. When^ within about 15 miles of that place, and on the

third night after our escape, we were recaptured and taken to Thorn/

asville, where , on the 19th day of December, 1864, we made our

escape again and made our way to Gen. Sherman's lines, at Savannah,

where we arrived on the 21st of January, 1865. Just a few days

before making our escape the last time, the officers commanding the

prison came in and told us to be ready to move at any time, as they

intended to take us back to Andersonville. So Richards, a man by

the name of Kennedy, of the 5 ist Illinois, and myself, dug a hole in the

ground, six feet long, three feet deep, and two and one-half feet wide,

and let boards down about six inches and covered them with dirt. On
the 19th our men were moved. We stayed in our hiding place and

they moved off and left us. It was about 9 o'clock that night when
we came out of our hiding place, and we were till daylight next
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morning making six miles. We did not venture in any negro hut for

several nights. We traveled only at night and lay by in the day time.

After our escape we got plenty to eat. On Christmas Eve, the old

boots which the rebels gave me when I was captured in exchange for

my new ones, gave out, and I was compelled to march through the

swamp barefooted for four or five nights, when a negro gave me a.

pair of shoes, which I put on, and for which I was very thankful.

We had a long trip through the enemy's country of 33 nights out.

The last two weeks we were out, and after we found out the negroes

would do to trust, we met them every night, and were guarded

by them. We went into a little station on the railroad, about

70 miles from our lines, one night, and there were 50 rebel guards

there. We took supper in one of the negro houses and then went

out and left them. They thought we were some of their own men,

as we had on the same colored clothes they had. On New Years eve

we went into a negro hut and got our suppers, and after starting on,

the rebels got some hounds after us, but the hounds got on our back

track and we got into a swamp and thus made a very narrow escape,

as the dogs passed within 30 yards of us. About the 12th of Januarj^

we arrived at the Altamaha River, where we had to lie over three

days-, as the rebels had the river guarded so the negroes could not get

us across. On the fourth night they succeeded in getting a boat, and

took us across. Four miles from here was another deep stream that the

negroes called Highland. This we had to cross on a log by using"

poles to push us over. Our poles were 18 feet long, and in some

places the water was so deep we could not touch bottom. It took us

a day and a half to get across these waters. After getting across this

river we came to a plantation where there were a lot of negroes clear-

ing ground, and we dried our clothes by their fires, and that night

went to their quarters and got our suppers. We were compelled to-

stay three days with them on account of rebels guarding a river five

miles ahead of us. From where we lay in the swamp we could look

into the rebel camp of 50 men, any time in the day. They were not

over 300 yards from us. The negroes brought our provisions ta us at

night. On the third night the negro who brought our supper to us

told us we could cross that night, and he went with us as far as the

river, saw us safely over, and then started for home. On that night

Richards and myself got separated from Kennedy and never saw him

again. We still had a great many rebels to pass after we left him,

and I think he was taken up again, ;ts we were in Savannah five days,

and he never reported to headquarters while we were there. When
we came in sight of our men and the old flag at King's Bridge, on the
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Ogeechee River, we felt like shouting. When we reported to Gen.

Sherman, with our butternut clothes on, he looked at us, shook his

head, and said he could not send us to our commands without a recom-

mendation from some one that knew us. b^o we had to go to the gid

lUinois (this regiment had served in our brigade.) for a recommenda-

tion. The Colonel gave us a recomimendation, and we were sent

from Savannah to New York, by water. From there we came to

Indianapolis, and from there went to Nashville, where we took a boat

and went around up the Tennessee River and got to our regiments at

Gravelly Springs, on the 22d of February, 1865.

Wm. M. Spencer.

experience of henry nobes, private company c.

A Man with Nine i^ives and Many Hair-bread h Escape^—A Modern Otliello— I-eg

Broken—Captnred ny Fores':—Cruelty of Forest— A Kind Lady— A Brute of a

. Doctor—Leg Broken the Third Time—(Jood Enough -for a d—d Yankee—To

Andersonville—The Brute and Devil, Wirz—Clothes All Worn Out— llie Dead

Line— Prisoners Shot Without Warning—30 Days Furlough for Every Yankee

Prisoner Killed—A Poor Bov Shot while Asleep— Rations Little and Poor—Beef

or Mule meat, Which.'—Five davs on a Single pint of Meal—Tnsanit" from Hunger

— Thit Lame Leg Again—A Good Surg-on of Union Sentiment*—Using Sand for

a Splint- Lying- on the Back until the Skin i» all worn off. and until the Shoulder

Blades Cut Through the Skin—Leg Getting Well—The Well Trampling the Sick

to Death—Sick Removed—Fearful Rate of .Mortality—Rehel Surgeons Aiming to

Make Cripples of Union Prisoners for Life—Paroled at Last— Behold the Stars

and Stripes—15 Men Die of Joyful Emotion—God's Land and People—Rags

Torn O.ff— Bathed—Smell Coffee and Meat Cooking and Cry for Tnem like Chil-

dren—Clean and Dressed in Blue Once More—Start for Annapolis, and iC^2 out of

480 Die Before We Reacli the Place.

We offer no apology for the following preliminaries. Ever since

our election to the office of Regimental Historian, we have most

assiduously applied ourself to the task of gathering every bit of infor-

matio;i that would throw light and lustre upon the achievements of

one of the best regiments in the service, or that would bring to light

some of the noble and daring deeds of the modest "but meritorious

members of that command. These are numerous and astounding,

and of themselves would fill volumes that would be a credit to any

library which recounts the deeds of the heroes of the war. W^ith the

above object in view we were anxious to hear from Mr. Nobes' own
lips the story of his capture and imprisonmeit, Mr. Nobes tells his

story in such a straightforward, unvarnished way, that it irresistibly

carries conviction with it. The fact is, we believe every word of it,

nothwithstanding it recounts some of the most horrible sufferings, and

it shows the most noble fortitude, and ( to use an army phrase

)

" eternal grit," that challenges the most profound admiration. Mr.

•
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Nobes is small of stature and slight in build, and as he was but 17

years old when he enlisted, we have wondered how he could "pass

muster." He seemed to bear a charmed life, and yet to the casual

observer there are many things] that scarcely seem s > charming. His

father has often said that, like a cat, he had nine lives. And as he

has been killed outright .but four times, and suffered four long, linger-

ing and horrible deaths, while a captive, he still has one very substan-

tial life remaining. When four years old his clothes caught fire and

burned every stitch off of him, and for the next five months he lay

flat on his stomach, it being impossible to turn him over. It would

have been fatal to do so. Soon after the war he was working on a

"header" reaping machine, down on the Wea, was sun-struck, fell

between the four horses, the machine passed over him, and for the

next 24 hours he was unconscious. Still later he was driving a wild

team over the Main Street Levee, at LaFayette, the horses became

frightened, ran away, threw him headlong down the steep embank-

ment, his head striking a stone. He was picked up for dead, and

from that time has not known what it was to smell anything. Only a

few years ago, when the river was so high the water was several feet

deep over the levee, Mr. Nobes undertook to ride across to the bridge,'

the current being so terribly swift that it washed the horse's feet from

under him and carried him down stream. The very timely boat

picked him. up just as he was going under the last time. A vigorous

rolling on a barrel relieved him of the surplus water and brought him

to his senses. Mr. Nobes is now 36 years old, and unless some v^ery

extraordinary accident should happen him he may yet live to a good

old age. He was a member of Company C. and on the 20th of

February, 1864, while the command was going into camp at 1 1 p. m.,

two miles froin West Point, Miss., and while closing up at a quick

gallop, his horse stumbled and fell, catching the unfortunate man's

leg between the animal and a rail, fracturing the thigh bone in a terri-

ble manner. During the night Dr. Cole had him carried to the house

of a Mr. Evans and properly adjusted the fracture. Mr. Nobes' suf-

ferings were terrible in the extreme, but by the morning of the 21st

he was resting tolerably well, and he supposed everything was going

off right ; but shortly after daylight Col. Thomson, then Captain of

Company D, and Dr. Cole, came to him and gave him ^5.00 in green-

backs, got him some meat and coffee, and bade hjm good-bye. Mr.

Nobes says

:

"Soon after Col. Thomson left me the fighting began, and

for a time the skirmishing was lively, but still coming closer to

me. By 8:30 a. m., from where I lay, I could see the rebels advanc-
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ing", and I realized for the first that my chances for Andersonville were

most flatering. In a few mhiutes the skirmish Hne passed by the

house. The few who came into the house treated me with all the

respect one brave man always accords to another. Tlfe line passed

on and the skirmishing died away in the distance. About 9 a. m.

Gen. Forest and his staff rode up to the house. Mrs. Kvans told

him I was in the house, and also of my condition. He and his sur-

geon came in. Forest seemed in a terrible rage and railed out at me,

* You d' d Yankee son of a b—h, where do you belong ? ' I told

him I belonged to the Seventy-Second Indiana. * Ah, you are one of

Wilder's hell hounds! ' I told him I was one of Wilder's men, but

no hell hound. He then began to curse me most furiously and wanted

to know where my gun and accoutrements were. I told him they

were where he would never get hold of them. Said he, ' You
needn't to be too d—d sure of that; I expect to capture the whole

d—d brood before night.' During all this time the surgeon had been

examining me. Forest turned to him and ordered me to be put on a

horse and started for Cahawba: The surgeon shook his head and said

it was a very bad fracture. ' Forest said, ' I guess the son of a b—

h

can stand it.' The surgeon said it would be impossible to move me.

Robert B. nnett, of Company D, bad sick of typhoid fever, was left at

this house with me. They took him out and put him on a horse and

started him off, and Forest ordered a guard left over me. About 10

o'clock the lead horses, stragglers and camp followers, came along, and

treated me most shamefully, applying to me all the epithets their

devilish meanness could invent. They took away my boots, socks,

coat and pants, and the money Col. Thomson left me, and then

abused me because I had no more. Before night everything was

quiet, the rebels had all gone except the two left to guard me, and I

began to congratulate myself that crippled as I was, I was keeping

two well rebels out of mischief The woman of the house treated me
kindly. Her husband was an officer in Forest's command, and came

home once while I was there, and told me I should never be hurt as

long as he could help it. At the end of nine days my leg had knit

tolerably well, so that I could work my toes a little. Mrs. Evans now
gave me a pair of pants and a rebel jacket ; I was put into an ambu-

lance and hauled 1 5 miles over corduroy roads to Starksville. This

broke my leg over again, and left me in a much worse fix than at first.

There were a good many sick and wounded Yankees here, and the

surgeon in charge seemed a brute, paying no attention to my broken

leg. At the end of two weeks it had nearly, knit again, but this time

my toes were turned square in, and at a right-angle from what they
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ought to be. About this tune there came another surgeon to the

hospital—evidently of Union sentiments—and seeing the fix my leg

was in, seemed much annoyed at the gross carelessness of the surgeon

in charge. So the next day he came to see me again, and finding me
asleep applied chloroform to my nose, and then gave my leg a vigor-

ous twist and pull, which broke it the third time, and he straightened

it out. 1 soon awoke, and the surgeon in charge coming in, the

doctor called his attention to me and explained what he had done.

The surgeon said it was, good enough for a d—d Yankee. At the end

of two weeks my leg had knit for the third time so that I could move

about a little, but could not yet bear a bit of weight on it. I was

now moved to a little station on the railroad, and was in hospital a

week and fared miserably, and was then moved to Cahawba and was

there eight days. The ofificers here were kind to me, but the fare

was hard indeed. I was scarcely able to sit up and had nothing but

bare boards to lie upon. I was now put on to a boat and started up

the river, in the morning, and by 3 p. m. got to Montgomery, Ala.

About an hour afterwards I was put on the cars and sent right back

to Selma, 12 miles from where I started in the morning. I was so

weak I could scarcely stand alone, and could not bear any weight on

my leg, but helpless as I was the officers and guards tried to force me
to walk. I told them they might kill me or do as they pleased, but

that I could not and would not walk. I was at Selma four days.

Here I was treated most cruelly and got nothing but a little corn bread

to eat. I was not able to walk on crutches yet when I was put on

the' cars and sent direct to Macon, and from there, without stopping,

was sent to Andersonville, getting there between the middle of April

and the ist of May. I had no means of keeping dates and only

guess at the time. When I got to* Andersonville I was searched by

Wirz, who pulled and jerked me around violently, and treated me
most shamefully, and then put me in the stockade without blanket or

shelter. My shirt and drawers—all the Union clothes I had left me
when I was captured—had now given entirely out, had been torn

away a piece at a time till nothing remained. The pants Mrs. Evans

srave me were now old and rotten with filth and dirt. The round-

about she gave me had nice buttons on, but the guards at Selma had

cut them off, and it was now ripped and torn in the sleeves, and these

were the only clothes I had while in Andersonville. Shoes or socks

I had none while there. The bare sand was my bed, and the sky or

clouds my only covering. There was an imaginary line running clear

around on the inside of the stockade, 20 feet from the wall, over

which we were not allowed to pass. As there was nothing in many
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places to indicate where this Hne was, in the excessively crowded con-

dition of the stockade many got too near the wall and were cruelly

shot without any warning whatever. I heard one of the guards say

that for every Yankee soldier they killed they got a 30 days' furlough,

and it is no wonder that under these promises many were shot when
entirely unconscious of being near the fatal line. I still have a very

vivid recollection of one poor boy being shot while he was asleep,

and instantly killed ; the reason why I so clearly recollect it is that I

was lying right beside him, asleep also, and between him and the wall,

and had not the report of the gun, the hiss of the bullet, and the thud

as it struck the poor boy, aroused me up to see my comrade dying, I

should never have thought of being near the line.

"Shortly after I got to Andersonville the stockade began to fill up

rapidly with prisoners captured from Sherman on the Atlanta cam.

paign, and from Grant in the battles of the Wilderness and before

Richmond. Our rations proportionately diminished. At first our

rations consisted of a pint of corn meal, two spoonfulls of rice, and a

piece of bacon two inches square. The bacon finally stopped, and

they brought in to us what they called beef, but we always believed

it to be mule meat, and this, too, finally stopped, as also did the rice.

From that time we had nothing but the meal, and immediately after

the conspiracy to throw the wall over there were five whole days that

I had but a single pint of meal. As the weather grew hotter and the

stockade became more crowded, disease and death made sad havoc

among us. Many from the effect of raging hunger became insane
;

sc urvy raged to an inconceivable extent ; in wounds it became putrid,

eating ulcers, while in the case of unwounded it took the form of

malignant diarrhoea and carried them off by platoons. In my own
case it had entirely eaten away the cartilaginous knitting of my broken

thigh, and for a fourth time my leg was limp as a rag, black as a bat,

and almost entirely destitute of feeling. I could take my hands and

twist it about any way without feeling pain, and the prints of my
fingers in the flesh would remain for 12 hours at a time. About this

time some of' my comrades built me a turf hut, just high enough for

me to crawl into, which kept the broiling sun off of me ; but in two

or three weeks there came a tremendous rain storm which washed my
turf house all down, and again left me to the merciless rays of the

scorching sun, the heat of which was sufficient to burst open the skin

on my feet ; while the nights—naked as I was—were so cold that

sleeping was out of the question, and all the rest I got was an hour

or two in the evening, and a short time after sun-up in the morning.

About three weeks after my turf house was washed down, there
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came along a surgeon, evidently of Union proclivities, and examined

me. He gave me for my scurvy some acid stuff, looking and tast-

ing like scraped potatoes and vinegar, and cautioned me not to let

the officers or guards know anything about it. I used this about

a week, and the doctor came again. 1 was so much better, and

my leg had come to its feeling and pained me so, that I told the

doctor I believed if he would get some splints and tie my leg- up it

would knit again. He said he would do it in a minute, but that he

dare not. He then told me to get some of my comrades to scrape

a hole in the sand and bury my whole leg. This we did, and you

can never imagine what I suffered for the next two weeks, lying"

there in the broiling sun, with scarcely a possibility of removing the

excretions of my body away from me. The sand wore away all

the skin on my hips and back, and my shoulder blades protruded

through the skin, and the scars of all remain to this day, some of

them as large as a person's hand. [We can verify this, for we have

seen them.

—

Ed.] Long before this the siirgeons wanted to cut my
leg off. I told them no ; it would kill me, and if I had to die I

would die with my leg on. At the end of two weeks my leg had

knit sufficiently to enable me to free m}-self from the sand and turn

over, and not long after I was able to crawl around some. About
the middle of September some of my comrades went outside the

stockade to cut wood, and brought me a couple of forked sticks for

crutches, and these were all the crutches I used till I was exchanged.

About this time the stockade had got so full that the well ones were

trampling the sick ones to death, and on the 17th of September I

and 800 other sick were moved out on to the north side of the stock-

ade, into a grove, where we had tarpaulins to He under. These

tarpaulins were 12x16 feet in size, and 14 to 20 of us were put under

each. Our food was a pint of black pea soup and a very small piece

of corn bread twice a day. The mortality among us was horrible.

From 50 to 100 died every 24 hours, and their places were filled by

those taken from the inside. As we lay in a row, three died next

to me on one side and two on the other, in one night. Shortly after

I was taken outside, three surgeons came around one morning and

told me they were going to cut my leg off. Again I told them no.

They came back in the evening and to'd me they had orders to

amputate all such cases as mine. The only object seemed to be to

make cripples, as at this time I had been hobbling around on crutches-

for two weeks. I told them they might kill me, but should never

cut my leg off if I could help it. About the time Sherman left

Atlanta and began his march to the sea, they began t^ move the
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prisoners from Andersonville to Salisbury, N. C, and by the mid-

dle of November but a few thousand were left. During my stay

outside Fred. Landis, Co. A, was my nurse, and by his kindness

alleviated much of my suffering. On the i6th of November I was

put on the train and started for Macon, and although but a few hours

on the road, four died on the train. We went from Macon to Mil-

len, and from there to Savannah, and on this whole trip had nothing

but sweet potatoes and raw beef to eat. We got to Savannah about

noon on the 20th, and as yet did not know where they were taking

us, but were immediately called up to sign a paper, and when I saw

the heading, " Paroled Prisoners of War," L was only too glad to write

my name. You may never know with what feelings of gratitude I

contemplated the idea of once more being free. We were immedi-

ately put on board a steamer and started for the neutral waters at

the mouth of the Sivannah River, and in a short time saw the Stars

and Stripes waving over boats coming to meet us. The ecstasy of

joy was now unbounded, and proved too powerful for many a poor

fellow, for before the boats had met 15 had died. As soon as I saw

the Stars and Stripes I hobbled to the bow of the boat, determined

to be among the first to get aboard. But when the boats "bumped"
together, weak and exhausted as I was from suffering and excite-

ment, I tumbled over, and for a time lay almost insensible. The
first thing I knew two men, with inscriptions printed in large letters

on their caps, " Commissioners for Sick and Wounded Prisoners,"

picked me up, tore my old rags off and threw them into the water,

and carried me to a warm bath I weighed S3 pounds. While in

the bath we smelled coffee and meat cooking, and began to cry

piteously for them, and were terribly vexed because they would not

give us all we wanted. In a short time we were all cleaned up and

dressed in blue once more, and the contrast was so great that none

of us recognized our most intimate comrades. There were 480
on the boat, and we started for Annapolis, Md., but before we got

there 162 had died. Henry Nobes.
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EXPERIENCE OF T. W. MILLIGAN, SERGT. COMPANY G.

Captured—^Jack Knife only Taken—Money in His Waistband— Started to tlie Inte

rior—Sho\-ed into Prison with "Yon d—d Yank, Stay There I"—Clanking ot'

Chains, and Darkness, and Dreadfid Noises—Oft' for Andersonvi'.le—Description

of the Horrid Place, and How Prisomn-s were Received—Prison Fare—Lice by the

Million— News through Rebel Sources—Fresh, Fresh, Fresh!—Mclntyre Come
Too— I Shed Many Bitter Tears as I Prepared to Receive Him—Vaccinating with

Poison Vaccine—Terrible Sufterings and Mortality Follow— 100 to 113 DieJDaily

—

Brutal Surgical Operations, Always Fatal—Eating the Mush Issued for Poultices

and Still Dying of Hunger—Catching and Eating the Rats that Ate the Dying

—

Howell Cobb, the Hyena, Makes a Speech.

Sergt. Milligan says: "In January, 1864, I vvas taken prisoner,

and was taken 20 or 30 miles to the rear to await my first examina-

tion. All that my captors relieved me of was my jack knife. I had

carefully slipped my money into the waistband of my pants. My
uniform was dirty and well worn, and they had no use lor it. After

five days' confinement in a county jail, I was reinforced by five

Yanks and three rebels, and we were started on foot for the interior.

We marched very leisurely, and had the best the country afforded

—

corn bread and bacon— until we reached the Coosa River. Here our

first rations were issued to us: two pounds of brown bread tor three

days' rations It was about lo o'clock at night when 1 arrived at

Rome, Ga., and I was taken to a large building and led up one

flight of stairs. After some fumbling after keys, the door was opened

and I was shoved in with "You damned Yank, stay there!" For

the first time in my life I felt that the infernal regions were at hand.

It was dark as a pocket. I heard a clanking of chains, and a noise like

a herd of Texas cattle were crossing a suspension bridge. I crouched

down without taking a step from the door, and remained there until

daylight, with great drops of sweat standing in beads all over my
face. When daylight came, I found at the further end of the

building 18 men heavily ironed with ball and chain for deserting

from the rebel army ; two of them were sentenced to be shot

that day. I learned from these men that I was in Rome. About

3 p m. I WHS put on board the train for Atlanta. Here I found

a small number of prisoners comfortably situated, with houses to

eat and sleep in and a large yard for amusements. About the loth

of March we had orders to start for Andersonville. W^e were tired

ot the monotony, and glad to hear of a change. It was 10 o'clock

at night on the 20th of March, 1864, when we arrived at Anderson-

ville, dark and raining. The gate was thrown open, and we were

driven in much the same as cattle are driven into a pound. I was

struck dumb. By the light of one little fire I saw more real suffer-

ing than 1 had ever seen in all my life. Poor, emaciated, sick, starv-
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ing, scurvy-eaten, gangrened, and nalced ! All around was black

as Egypt, and for the first time in my life did I truly appreciate the

comforts of home. The poor fellows had been at B:lle Isle until

almost gone, and had been shipped to Andersonville to die. The

pine smoke had obscured all the appearance of human beings in their

faces, and it wasn't long till we were all alike in appearance. I had

taken in the situation by the time the sun was up, and set to work

to put me up a bunk At g a. m. the gate was thrown open, and a

rebel sergeant walked in: " You-all what come in last night, form

line " We formed, and Capt. Wirz rode in and said, " Form in

90's and count off, so we can issue rations." The sergeant said,

"Can any of you-all read ' ritin ?' " After being informed that 89

of our 90 could read "ritin," he stepped back three paces and

stared as if he had st:en a ghost. "One of you-all take charge of

this 90 and call the ro'l. " After roll-call, the rations came. Fare:

one-half pint corn meal. I found in my ration one part sand, one

part cob and husk, and two parts cracked corn. In a few days our

lot was most miserable. The lice were so numerous it was impossi-

ble to get rid of them with any means at our command. Often

when a man died nis few rags were so covered with lice it was

with reluctance the naked would appropriate the scanty clothing.

The only way we had of replenishing our wardrobe was by appro-

priating the effects of our dead comrades.

"Shut out as we were from the world, all the news we got was

through rebel sources, and purposely manufactured to discourage

us as much as possible. The news in their newspapers always ran

about this way :
' One of the bloodiest battles of the war was fought at

Resaca yesterday. Gen. Joe Johnston completely whipped and

routed Gen. Sherman ; but Gen. Johnston fell back for a strategic

position.' This was of great import ince to us, and every mile our

armies advanced was noted with great accuracy, and with joyful

voices the entire stockade was informed of our nearest lines. The
majority of rebels stationed at Andersonville really believed Sherman
was rapidly losing his ar.my.

" When any prisoners were brought in from the front, the cry of

' Fresh ! fresh ! ! fresh ! ! ! fresh ! ! !
!

' was sounded over the stock-

ade, and a grand rush was made for the entrance gate. It has often

been said that misery loves company, but let me give you my expe-

rience: I was one day on the north side of the stockade, when I

heard ' Fresh ! fresh !
!

' I arrived just as the ' fresh fish ' were

being assigned to 90's, and heard Capt. Wirz say, ' Mclntyre, you
go and draw your rations with 90 No. — .' I was dumbfounded.

82
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D. S. Mclntyre, of Company H, Seventy-Second Indiana, stood

inside of the most miserable hell on rarth that could be imagined.

I was truly glad, and yet sorry, to see him. for I knew the ordeal he

must pass. He was a perfect picture of. health, and looked so inno-

cent of what was expected of a'> inmate of Wirz's Castle. I showed

him where I stayed, and told him to come to me as soon as conve-

nient, and without another word turned slwav and cried
; yes, shed

many bitter tears, as I made preparations to receive him under my
humble shelter of an old blanket stretched over a pole.

" In a few weeks after we arrived at Andersonville. the authorities

thought we were not dying fast enough, aiid proposed vaccination.

We were called into line by 90's, and none were exempt. Two of

the men in the 90 I was in, who had had small-pox till the pits

all over their faces might be noticed 100 yards off, had to submit

to the operation. The virus was so poisonous that in many instances

three hours was sufficient to show a purple spot as large as a dollar,

and in a few days the most pitiful groans and sobs were heard all over

the stockade. One brave little Michigan boy said death was prefer-

able to a day's torture of that kind. In many instances the flesh

would drop from the bone, until the bone would almost be bare from

the shoulder to the elbow—a limb girdled to the bone ! ! Truly, those

were days of mortality. The dead at the gate numbered from 100 to

113 per , day. No sympathy was shone to the brave fellows who

offered up their lives as sacrifices for our country. But when one of

the poor fellows died, one rebel took him by his head and one took

him by his feet, and they would sing out, one ! tivo !! throw !!! ax\A

into the dead cart they were thus piled and hauled away; and simply to

keep them from becoming a pest, they are stuck into a hole and cov-

ered up. In October, 1864, I was taken to the prison hospital for

treatment. Tent flies to sleep under and mush for poultices was all

that I could see that was different from the stockade. The rations

were not sufficient to sustain life. The surgeons would come at 9. a. m ,

and the stereotyped prescriptions were mush poultices and amputa-

tion. This operation was brutal in the extreme, and always resulted

in death. The patient was held on a table and chloroformed till

insensible, then the doctors would roll up their sleeves and go to work

with all the complacency of city butchers.

We had no blood to spare, and got nothing to eat out of which to

mecke more, and of course each poor fellow operated upon had to die.

From the piles of limbs I saw carted away from day to day, I should

judge it was either profitable, or vastly amusing, to cut Yankee prison-

ers in pieces. At one time there were eight of us under one fly, and
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we were so straightened for food, and all of us so^nearly gone, that

we would look from one to the other to see who should die first.

Diarrhoea and fever set their seal upon a Frenchman, and for two

days he was unable to eat, and we took his pittance of corn bread and

divided it into seven parts—a small bite for each—yet we scrupulously

demanded it. We also ate the mush issued to us for poultices, and

were still dying of hunger. One of the boys proposed we set dead-

falls and catch the numerous rats that ran over us at night, and often

gnawed the poor fellows before they were dead. We set our traps,

caught the rats, and ate the rats.

A man by the name of Isham, from Michigan, ate the entire rat to

the very tail. This sentence is the gospel truth, and fact unvarnished,

and should any of these poor fellows still be living, and ever see this

in print, they will lememberit well.

In January, 1865, Howell Cobb drew the rebel guards up in line

on an eminence overlooking the stockade, so they could look down

upon the poor, sick, maimed, naked and miserable Yankees, moving

about in every conceivable position, and made a speech to them. In

that speech he said :
' Will you surrender to those tilings ^ They are

not men ; they are brutes, groveling in their own filth !

'

It is true we were groveling in our own filth, and starvation gaunt

and lean had almost driven the last spark of humanity out of us, and

yet it was hard to say this of men, brave and true, and a full average

of the best of the Federal army.

There are a thousand horrors of pris )n life that I have not spoken

of, and never read of, and have not the time to relate, and will con-

clude by saying that 1 2 months in x^ndersonville deprived me of the

greatest blessing on earth—health. 40,000 others suffered, and have

a history equally cruel, that will never be placed on record."

Theophilus W. Mfllig.^n,

Late Sergeant, Co. G, Seventy-Second Indiana Vols.

From other sources we have learned the following facts in regard

to comrade Milligan : He was captured near Mooresville, Ala., in

January, 1864 ; arrived at Andersonville March 20th. Took scurvy

in June. Mis foot bursted and his right leg is so contracted that he

is a bad cripple for life. Was vaccinated with poisonous virus, caus-

ing a sore in which gangrene set in. Was taken to rebel hospital in

the fall and remained there till March, 1865, when he started to our

lines, on the Mississippi, and was on board the steamboat Sultana

when she blew up, and he lost everything. He is still badl}- crippled.

—Historian.
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STORY, OF SERGT. HENRY HOOVER, COMPANY B.

Captui-e near Okolona—A Panic—Detachment of the Seventy-Second Holdui^

Forest's Army in Check—Captured while Kneelinjj; by a Comrade—Gen.

Forest Infuriated because His Brother was Killed—Wanted to Get Hold of

Wilder's Brigade—Begin to Starve and Freeze at Once—Searched—The
Enraged Planters—Wanted All the Prisoners Hung or Shot at Once—En-

raged Women—Trading Boots—In Prison at Columbus—To Selma—Fresh

Fish ! Fresh Fish !—In Prison at Selma—Water from the Street Gutter

—

Corn Bran—The game of Sock'em—Sioging in Prison—Awing Us with Blood

Hounds—Catching Prisoners with the Hounds—Allowing the Dogs to Mangle

and Tear Our Men—We are Told We are Going to be Exchanged—Started

up the Alabama River^Half an Ear of Corn as Rations—Deceived, and into

Andersonville—The Brute Wirz Again—Description of Andersonville Prison

Stockades— Dead Line—All the Cruelties Repeatel—Most Pitiable Sufferings

^Systematic Starving of Union Soldiers—Wood All Around Us, and We
are Permitted to Have None to Cook with, or to Build Fires and Warm By

—

Rebel Sinks Above Our Camp on the Stream We Get Water from—Horrible

Hospitals—How the Miserable Prisoners Died—No Protection from Rain or

Sun—Eating Excrement—The Thugs and Robbers Arrested—Tanner Dis-

counted in Fasting—The Swamp of Filth and jMaggots Three Feet Deep

—

The Miserable Sick—No Medicines—They Lie Down in Sun or Rain and Die

Without Attention or Sympathy—Waiting for a Man to Die to Get His

Clothes—The Wall Street of the Prison—Selling Water and Other Things

—

A Pint of Beans, and Cholera Morbus—Efforts to Escape—Bloodhounds

—

Ball and Chain—Guards Deserting—Rebel News—" Eight O'Clock, and

Atlanta 's Gone to Hell !

"—Whisky Defeats Stoneman's Raid to Release the

Prisoners -Wirz Threatens to Open on the Camp with Grape and Canister-

Sending Prisoners from the Hell Hole—To Florence—A Mere Skfle.on

—

Anoiher Wirz, and Smaller Rations All Wells Filled Up -Freeziug— Three

Blankets to Every 100 Merj - Exchanging Sick Prisoners-A Brave Boy

-

Wirz No. 2 will not let Us have Fires, and 20 Freeze to Death -A Miserable

Night in Charleston Jail—A drenerous Rebel Ex-Prisoner—Once More t-nder

the Old Flag, and We Wave Our Skeleton Arms and Cheer It—Treated as

Tenderly as Babes—Throwing Our Old Ciothe« Overboard—Sea Sickness-

Change Clothes Aga"n at Annapolis— Young Ladies, with Paper, Pens, Envel-

opes, and Stamps — Tobacco as Free as Watei— At Home in God's Country

Again.

" I vva.s captured on Smith's raid, February 22d, 1864, between

Okolona and Pontotoc, Miss. A detachment of the Seventy-Second

Indiana, on this occasion, was used as a kind of forlorn hope to hold

the whole command of the rebel Gen. N. B. Forest in check, while

a "cong'omerated mass of cavalr\', pack-mules, ambulances, several

hundred confiscated mules, and niggers, which were crowded into a

large field, and could neither advance or retreat, could be extricated.

About noon Forest had struck our forces near Okolona so unexpect-

edly as to produce a panic, and for quite a while it was every fellow

for himself, -and 'd^vil (rebel) take the hindermost.' Forest had
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pressed us so hard that we were compelled to cut loose from our

artillery, and if something was not speedily done our whole pack and

ambulance trains, and all the confiscated property we had collected

on a raid through one of the most prolific portions of the Southern

confederacy, would also fall into rebel hands.

"Our little detachment, with little more than 10 rounds of ammu-
nition to the man, had all along been kept in reserve for an emer-

gency, and that emergency had at last come to hand. We were

ordered to dismount and throw down a cross-fence for breastworks,

Avhich we did in much less time than it has taken me to tell it. We
did not have long to wait for the enemy, and were soon showing

him the superiority of infantry over cavalry, and of rifles over car-

bines. We held him at bay for quite a while, when he flanked us,

and we were compelled to fall back. In falling back John E. Doss,

of my company, who was a little in advance of me, fell mortally

wounded. I was going on, but the poor fellov/ plead so hard for me
to come back, that I yielded. He was shot through the hips, and

must have died soon after I left him. He told me to write to his

folks after death, and wanted me to take his watch to them. I had

stopped but for a moment, but when I arose from my knees I could

see nothing of my company, and rebels were thick in the direction it

had gone. I have since learned the rebels had got in our rear before

we began to fall back. I started for a strip of woods to my right,

and had almost got there, when out stepped a dozen rebels with their

guns leveled at me, and calling, ' Halt, you d— d son of a b—h !'

This was about sundown. I was placed under guard, and started

back toward the rear. On the way back I was taken to Gen. For-

est's headquarters. The General was in a bad humor. His brother,

commanding a brigade in his army, had been killed back at Okolona,

which had infuriated him, and his men said he had fought like a

devil, capturing two pieces of artillery with his own hands. He
asked me a number of questions about our forces, their number, who
was in command, &c. He also asked me if W'ilder's Brigade was

along. Said I, ' No; if it was you would not see this command
making such good time toward Memphis.' He said he had heard

so much about Wilder's Brigade that he wanted to get hold of it

just once ; didn't have a brigade in his command that couldn't whip

h—1 out of it. (The reader will remember how he did it at

Ebenezer Church, andatSelma.

—

Historian.) After he had learned

how little I knew, I was taken to the train, where I found 75 or 100

poor unfortunates like myself. Most of these were cavalrymen, with

a few artillerymen. Sergt. Oscar F. Bryant, of Company C, and
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myself, were the only representatives of the Seventy-SL^cond. A
small piece of corn bread and a very small piece of bacon were con-

sidered a square meal for a Yankee prisoner. None of us had

blankets or' overcoats, and sleep would have been out of the question

from no other reason than the cold, but there were many others.

Home and loved ones far away, whom we might never see, and their

mourning us as dead, or starving by inches in some rebel prison.

"In the morning we were marched to the provost marshal's, where

we were searched. They vs^ere very thorough in their examinations,

stripping us to our shirts, and turning our pockets inside out. I did

not possess much wealth. A good pocket-knife, an old pocket-book,

(empty,) a lead pencil and pocket comb, completed my worldly effects.

My old clothes were all I got back, and I feit thankful to get them.

We were searched several times afterwards, and it was always amus-

ing to me to see the look of disappointment on the faces of the

examining committee after getting through with their task. . After

being sure we had nothing calculated to give 'aid or comfort,' we
were placed under charge of a mount ,'d guard and started back on

the same road we had so recently traveled and so thoroughly deso-

lated. We had destroyed everything that would burn, and carried

off all the horses, mules, and negroes, that we could find, and lived

like princes off the best a most bountiful country could produce.

Miles of fencing had been burned, and the whereabouts of the three

different columns, on different roads, could be located at any time

by the bl^ck clouds of snrioke. On our way down, one night, a

whole picket post of a Tennessee regiment were murdered, and this

had so enraged the regiment that it was the supposition that some of

that regiment had fired the fences. It was rather trying to be taken

back over such a route as prisoners, and have to meet the enraged

planters, face to face, who had suffered the wholesale destruction.

'Twas lucky for us we were well guarded, and by old soldiers, too,,

who did not like the stay-at-home element in the South any more than

we did the same element in the North. Some of the planters made
every effort to have us hung or shot at once. One old fellow offered

.a guard a thousand dollars to shoot one of us, remarking that he

would just like to see how a d—d Yankee died. The guard told

him' if he would shoulder his gun and go to the front he could soon

get his. fill of seeing how they died. The women were worse than the

men, and called us all the bad names ever invented. Our guards

were poorly-shod and clad, and as a consequence, before we had been

many days on the march, the Johnnies looked like Yankees, and we
like rebels, so far as uniforms were concerned. On the second day
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after my capture a big fellow took a fancy to my boocs, (they were

long-legged cavalry boots,) and immediately proposed a trade in about

the following style :

" 'Say, Yank, them's durned nice boots you war.'spose you let me
try 'm on ; if they fit, you may hev mine.' In this way I lost a

splendid pair of boots and got the worst pair I ever wore, and the

sand that got in at the holes nearly ruined my feet, and I was com-

pelled to throw them away and go barefooted. At Columbus, Miss.,

we were confined for several days in a female seminary, and from the

charcoal inscriptions I saw on the wall I suppose it had been used as

a sort of military prison. A part of one of these ran about this way,

which I thought c]uite appropriate :
' Man that is born in the South-

ern confederacy is of but few days and full of trouble. He cometh

forth as a flower and is conscripted.' From Columbus we were taken

to Selma, Ala. I was surprised to find a city in the interior of the

•confederacy so well fortified as this was. We were kept over night

here, and the next day taken to Cahawba. We arrived there about

9 o'clock at night, March 7th, 1864. Our march had been long, and

we had suffered severely from cold and hunger
;
and barefooted, as

most of us were, our feet were in a wretched plight. Many of the

boys had taken sick, and when they could possibly go no further, were

left at the houses. One poor fellow, orderly sergeant Co. I, 4th Reg-

ular cavalry, marched hard all day and died at night. As we entered

the building we were greeted with ' fresh fish ! fresh fish ! !

' from

many of the inmates who had not yet gone to bed. Next morning I

was surprised to find so many prisoners confined here already. Many
of them had spent the entire winter here. They had suffered from

cold and had taken up the floor and burned it. The room in which

we lived and did our cooking was a very large one, and a large square

hole had been cut in the roof to let the smoke out. They always

issued green wood to us. We had but two meals a day, and when

the fires were started to cook with, the smoke was almost thick enough

to cut with a knife. Often after a meal have I gone to my bunk and

laid with my face in my hat to get rid of some of the smoke, that

burned my eyes like fire. Each mess had an old fashioned oven, with

a lid, to bake our corn bread, fry our bacon, and boil our beans,

when we got such luxuries, which was very seldom. About two pints

of corn meal a day was considered a bountiful ration for each man,

often it was less. We had plenty of water, which came from an

artesian well up town. It followed a street gutter to the building,

and was brought inside under ground. It was reported that all man-

ner of filth was thrown into this gutter ; but save the fact that it
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always tasted warm in the middle of the day, I thought it excellent

water. The guards were stationed around the walls on the inside of

the building, and at night burned pine knots to make a light and to

warm by. Many of us were entirely destitute of coats or blankets,

and often when it was too cold to sleep on a pine board, I have passed

the night around the guards' fire. Notwithstanding our many priva-

tions we were a lively lot of Yanks. Of course we had to do some-

thing to kill time. Looking over our clothing for ' gray-backs ' con-

sumed a large part of it, but not all. Some would play cards, make
jewelry out of buttons and bones, and others would spar or wrestle.

One of the games they played, called 'sock 'em,' always amused me.

One of the boys would place the crown of a hat between his knees

and another would place his face in the hat so as to blindfold himself.

This brought him just in the right position to be kicked behind.

Those who participated in the play were to use only the side of the

foot in kicking. If he guessed the party who kicked him the other

fellow was to take his place. A great deal of skill was acquired in

kicking, and some of the boys could raise a fellow off the ground every

pop, and I have seen some of the poor fellovv^s kicked till I really felt

sorry for them, before they could guess the right one. This was

especially the case where they got hold of a fel'ow who thought him-

self extra sharp, when extra pains were taken to keep him from guess-

ing the right one.

"Singing was quite a passtime, and there were many splendid

singers among the prisoners, and often at night would we almost raise

the roof with 'John Brown's Body,' 'Rally Round the Flag, Boys,'

and other soul-stirring and patriotic songs. A pack of bloodhounds

were kept near the prison to catch any Yankee who might attempt

to escape, and almost every day they were paraded before us to awe

us into meek submission, and the dogs would stand around the door

and growl, and show their sharp teeth. Only once while I was there

were their services called into requisition. One dark night the boys

puled off a board from the Taack of the sink, and quite a number

made their escape ; but the rebels soon found it out, and there was

great excitement in camp. The yelling of the rebels and the baying

of the hounds as they struck the fresh trail of our boys, made a most

horrid din. As it was very dark and our boys knew nothing of the

situation, most all of them were easily captured and brought back.

The hounds .would soon make them climb out of reach of their jaws,

and the rebels would march them back to prison again. However,

two of the boys were out several days, and were brought back horri-

bly mangled. Their captors had among their hounds a lot of young;
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dogs they were training for the business of catching men, and formed

a circle around the poor fellows and kept the old dogs out, and left

them to the 'mercy of the vicious pups. ( This is one of the horrible

practices of slavery.— Historian.) If either of those poor fellows are

alive tc-day they are cripples for life. Withal I must say the keeper

of the Cahawba prison was the best man I was under while a prisoner,

and a majority of the guards were kind and accommodating, and

these were my happiest days of prison life.

"Toward the latter part of April we were ordered to bake a sufficient

quantity of corn bread to last several days, the rebels telling us we
were going to be exchanged. This was glorious news, and working

with a will we soon had the requisite amount, and one fine morning

we were put on the Southern Republic, a fine, large steamboat, with

a calliope. Some of the boyS' had brought all their quilts, blankets,

skillets, &c., with them. These were all taken charge of hy the

guards, who told us we would not need them, that we were going to

be exchanged in a few days. We were soon on our way up the Ala-

bama River, and on to freedom, as we supposed. We were a jolly

crew, and nearly every one had some relic that we knew loved ones

would almost venerate on account of association. I never was much
of a mechanic, but I had whittled out a spoon that I thought extra in

size and style. It never reached 'God's country,' but was worn out

with hard service in the Southern confederacy. There were nearly

500 of us on board, and we had plenty to eat while it lasted, but alas !

its keeping qualities were short. There was no salt in our bread, and

the damp atmosphere caused it to mould, and ere we were many
hours on our journey it all -had to be thrown overboard, and before

we reached Montgomery we were on very short rations. When near-

ing the city, the man at the calliope began to let himself out on the

' Bonnie Blue Flag,' but he did not get through with the piece. It

made the boys furious, and they hooted and hissed until the guard

became alarmed and stopped the playing. We landed at noon, and

drew about six small hard-tack to the man, the first and last I ever

saw in the confederacy. We boarded a train and started east. Colum-

bus, Ga., is a great manufacturing town, and while we were changing

cars the factory girls came down to see us. Our clothes were the

worse for usage, our hair had not been trimmed, and soap was a

stranger to us, and no doubt they thought us a hard set. We again

started east, and at a small station called Butler, our engine gave out.

The hard-tack we drew at Montgomery had long since only existed

in our memory. We were hungry as wolves, and passed a miserable

night of it, and next morning were glad to get as rations half an ear

83
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of dry, Linparched corn. We ate it with thankfulness, and it tasted

good. After waiting, it seemed like an age, we were on our way

again. At Fort Valley we turned south, and our faith in the exchange

dodge played out entirely. We were soon in sight of the stockade

of Andersonville, and our spirits sank within us. We found a regi-

ment of soldiers ready to escort us to the prison, a half mile east of

the station. Here I got my first sight of Wirz, who had charge of

the prison. I shall never forget his manner, his broken accent, nor

the first sentence I ever heard him utter. After getting off the cars,

we were formed in line and ordered to count off. We were then

ordered to right face, and made a bad job of it. As most of the men

were cavalry, and were entirely ignorant of infantry tactics, a soldier

can readily imagine the ludicrous mistakes that would occur. Wirz was

not well pleased with the way the command was executed, and some

of the infantry were twitting the cavalry about their mistakes, as sol-

diers very naturally would, when Wirz broke forth in these very

words :
' You d—d Yankee sons of b—s, when I'm done with you, you

won't feel so lively and joky; you'll be of d—d little service to your

government.' We were marched between two lines of infantry, and

with several pieces of shotted artillery leveled on us, we entered

through the north gate into hell. I can think of no other word that

comes near expressing that horrid place, and I think that even the

infernal regions would be the loser by comparison. At this time the

prison contained about lo acres of ground, situated on two hills,

between which ran a small stream of water. On each side of the

stream, and especially on the north side, was a swamp which took up

fully one-third of the space in the inclosure, and had it not been for

the roots and brush that once grew on it, a man could not walk upon

it without miring down. Around the prison was a stockade made of

large pine logs, 26 feet long, hewn square, and set so closely side by

side, in a trench six feet deep, that we could not see through the

cracks into the outside world. This made an impregnable wall around

us 20 feet high. Sentry boxes were built on top of the wall every .jO

or 50 yards. Fifteen feet from the stockade, on the inside, posts

were driven into the ground so as to leave them about three feet high.

On the tops of these were driven narrow strips of plank. This con-

stituted the dead line. It was an imaginary line in many places,

which gave' the guards the better opportunity of killing their man; an

opportunity they never let pass unimproved. For if the prisoner

came too near where the guard thought the dead line should be, the

first intimation was the deadly ball from the guard's gun. We never

heard of a dead line until we were inside, and the first intimation we
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had of such a thing was the cry of some of the prisoners, ' Don't go

in there! You'll get shot!' when some of our party, seeing unoccu-

pied space, were just on the point of stepping over the line to fix up

their bunks. One poor fellow was killed that morning for simply

reaching inside the line for a crust of bread. I entered Andersonville

May 2, 1864. The prison had been opened the 15th of February the

.same year. The first inmates had been brought from Belle Isle, where

they had spent the fore part of the winter, and many of them frozen

frozen to death, and others were cripples from exposure to the cold.

Most of them had chronic diarrhoea when they arrived, and as the rebels

never issued any cooking utensils here, living on half-cooked mush, or

mixing their corn meal with water, and then drinking meal and all,

had decimated their ranks until out of over 3,000 who first entered

the prison, now only about as many hundred remained. They had

huddled around the pine knot fires till they were black as negroes,

and had suffered until every vestige of human kindness seemed to

have been eradicated from their hearts. Their skeleton forms, not

more than half covered with rags ; their long hair, uncut and uncombed,

a ma.ss of vermin
;
and the almost fiendish glance from their sunken

eyes, made ttiem the most unnatural, as well as most pitiable, objects.

I had ever seen. Ask one of them a simple question, and you got

nothing but curses in return. They had lost all hope. They had seen

their number grow smaller and smaller day by day, and were but waiting

their turn, nor cared how soon it might come. There were 18,000

prisoners in the pen when we entered, and these were divided into

detachments of three messes of 90 men each, making 270 men to each

detachment. Most of us were put in old detachments; 27 were put

into the 23d detachment, and among the 27 the nearest thing we had to

a cooking utensil was the half of a rebel wooden canteen. We drew

from a half to three-fourths of a pint of meal for a day's ration*^, and

for over a month did not draw any wood to cook it with, and of course

had an awful time getting something to eat. Many of the prisoners

who entered the stockade soon after it was opened had laici in supplies

of wood, (the hills each side of the swamp had once been thickly

covered with timber,) but they kept an eye on it day and night

lest .some of us fellows who were destitute should confiscate it. We
had to resort to all kinds of .strategy to get wood, and when \Ae were

so fortunate as to get hold of a small stick we had to break it up right

away, so that if the owner should come for it, which he was sure to

do, he would recognize none of his private marks. Often we would

break it up and put it in our pockets. I ran across an old friend the

first da}', who owned no share in any wood, but by some streak of
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good luck had managed to get hold of a large pine chip, which I used

to borrow to bake my Johnny cake on. One of us would take our

half canteen, go to the brook and get water, mix our Johnny cake,

and put it on the chip and bake it. After this operation had been-

performed 27 times, we could all of us say we had had our breakfast.

The last man would scarcely get done before noon. Every stump

inside the stockade was dug up, and at any time in the day you could

see men wading around in the swamp in search of roots, and every

little root, no matter how small, was carefully preserved. I have

spent many an hour gathering roots. I could always overlook, to

some extent, the rebels giving us short rations and no cooking uten-

sils at all, for I did not know whether they had them to give ; but

why they could not give us wood, which we so much needed, when

we were surrounded on all sides by dense forests, I never could tell,

unless that sentence of Wirz's explains the cause. After they began to

issue wood we got three sticks of cord-wood to each detachment, or

one small stick for 90 men. As every man cooked for himself, these

sticks had to be split into 90 splinters, and these were so small that I

have often broken mine up and put it in my pocket. They always

issued green wood, when the woods were full of old pitch-pine logs

that would burn like resin.

" The water we had to use from the branch was filthy in the extreme.

There was a brigade of rebels camped just above the prison, and they

had their sinks built over the stream, so that we got all their filth.

The part of the swamp not too miry, inside the stockade, was used

as a sink by the prisoners, and the filth was constantly carried into

the stream. I have frequently drank with a pile, of excrement not

six inches from my nose. I frequently visited the hospital on my
side of the brook, which consisted of old tent flies stretched over

poles, that would not keep out the sun, let alone the rain. Under

these the sick lay on the. ground, most of them destitute of covering.

When a man died he was stripped of his clothes, if they were worth

anything, and he was laid- inside the dead line, and I never visited

the hospital but I saw from 15 to 20 dead men, tfieir mouths, ey.es

and nostrils, full of fly-blows. Walking through the hospital streets

our eyes and ears were greeted with horrible sights and sounds.

Most of the sick were delirious. Some died cursing themselves and

the government that would suffer them to endure such damnable

cruelty. Others died peacefully and with prayers on their lips ; but

most of them died entirely unconscious of their surroundings or

misery. I remember one poor fellow who labored under the delusion

that he had got back home from that hell on earth, and was busy
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talking to his wife and children, called them by their names and told

them of the hardships he had endured, and spoke of the joys of the

future now that he had got home once more. I never heard anything

half so pathetic before or since. Accustomed as I was to horrid

scenes, I could not stand to listen to him long. The next time I went

back to the hospital he was gone. Sometimes for days the sick

would be without medicines of any kind. There they lay on the

ground, you might say eaten up with vermin, and often besmeared

from head to foot with their own excrement, with not a particle of

covering to protect them from the chilly night air, or pitiless rain. In

this manner thousands of as good men, morally, mentally and physic-

ally, as the world ever produced, perished. The rebels determined to

make Andersonville t/ie prison of the confederacy, and all prisoners

captured east of the Mississippi were brought here, and by the last

of June room inside the stockade began to get scarce. The pen was

crowded to its utmost capacity, and after night you could not walk

around on the streets without stepping on men, so thick did they lie

all over the ground. It was estimated that there were fully 12,000

men inside the stockade, who had no shelter or protection of any kind

from sun or rain. I belonged to this class— I never slept under any

covering but the sky or clouds while in Andersonville. 1 occupied a

small space of ground in one of the streets about six feet by two that

I claimed as my own. Here I lived day and night, rain or shine. In

June it rained every day for 23 days, and during all that time my
clothes were never dry. Those 23 days soaking rain gave me the

rheumatism, and well do I remember how 1 used to'sit on the ground

with my pants rolled up to m)^ knees, and scrape my shins with a

little stick till the pain caused by friction counterbalanced that caused

by the rheumatism. About the last of June they began to* issue

cooked rations to us. We got a piece of corn bread two by three

inches square, and once in a great while a very small piece of bacon.

They built the cook house on -the brook above the stockade, and all

the filth frim it was thrown int) the brook, which but added to its

already filthy cc5mposition. Sometimes they would give us rations

of what they called 'nigger peas. ' They were never half cooked, and

were so full of weevil that you never could get the taste of the peas.

But the worst trouble about the ration was its small proportions.

When our ration was peas, you could see starving m^n down on the

swamp picking the undigested peas out of the excrement and eating

them. Sometimes they would issue us mush—and such mush ! It

would be raw, lumpy and filthy. The barrels they used to issue it out

of were never cleaned, but were set inside the dead line, next to the
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gate, until they were wanted again, and during the interval would be

the resort for countless millions of flies that congregated there for a

feast. Once in a great while they issued to us what they called

cooked beef, which was often so badly spoiled that you could smell it

a long distance. It would be full of big live maggots and tasted very

similar to the way it smelled. Yet I never knew a man to refuse his

rations, however rotten they might be. I remember once of seeing a

poor fellow eat some, whose stomach was too weak to retain it. He
vomited it up, but before it was cold another fellow downed it with

better success. We got so little for a ration that we always ate it as

soon as we got it, and then went hungry until the time for drawing

rations next day.

"Few people have any just conceptions of genuine hunger. I never

was hungry until my experience in rebel prison, although I had

often fancied myself almost starved because I happened to miss one

or two meals a day. The life we were compelled to live was not con-

ducive to brotherly love. It was every fellow for himself. I have

frequently been asked if I did not know so and so, he was in Ander-

sonville so many months, and you must have known him. No ! we
knew few, and cared not to know more. It was all that any man
could do to live. He saw the ration, small as it was, grow smaller

and smaller day by day, and his strength grow weaker and weaker,

and he knew that a few more days, at the farthest, would put an end

to his existence. Thousands of men saw the sun set day by day, not

knowing or caring whether they ever saw it rise again. The rebels

always excused the short rations by saying that it was all they could

do to live, and we fared almost as well as they did ; and when I got

home, a mere shadow, I found numbers of intelligent men who
believed such bosh as this.

" There were many desperate characters among the prisoners—thugs

and bounty jumpers. These organized themselves into a band for the

purpose of robbery, and grew so bold and defiant that no life was

.safe after night. The case finally became so desperate that even

W'irz, destitute of sympathy as he was, interfered, and told us he

would issue no more rations to us till the ringleaders were arrested

and delive^red into his hands outside the stockade. [ He kept his

word, and for the arrest and conviction of these scoundrels, see

McElroy's History of Andersonville.

—

Historian.]
'

' I well remember how hungry we all were at the end of the three

days. Just think of men living on next to nothing for months, and

then to have that little cut off and not get a mouthful for three long

days Dr. Tanner was not the only man who has fasted for weeks.
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There are hundreds of men who have doubly discounted his celebra-

ted fast. Of one thing there is no doubt; by issuing that inhuman

order Wirz was the direct cause of thousands of deaths. Many a

poor fellow began that fast who never lived to see it half completed.

I was so very weak that I could walk but a few yards without resting,

and staggered as I walked. July and August were the months always

to be remembered by surviving Andersonville prisoners. The weather

was fearfully hot, the water was simply liquid filth ; the swamp was a

living, moving mass of excrement, mud and maggots, to the depth of

three feet, that poisoned the air by day and night, and which, if

applied to a scratch or sore, would produce gangrene. All these

causes, aided by our exposure and miserable rations, produced a fright-

ful mortality. There were not enough able bodied men to help the

sick out to sick call. This was at 8 o'clock in the morning, and from

that time till noon the street leading to the south gate would be

crowded with sick. There was a space just outside the gate along-

side the stockade wall allotted to the sick, and there thousands would

congregate to be examined and get medicines. Often after waiting-

hours in the broiling sun, word would come that there was no more

medicine, and the poor sufferers would be compelled to hobble back

to their miserable quarters as best they could, to be fooled in a like

manner the next day. I wish I had the power to describe that army

of ragged, hopeless, helpless skeletons. I have never seen a descrip-

tion of it that gave any one not seeing it the faintest idea of the horri-

ble condition of the sick and dying, and I shall not attempt it.

Frequently men on their way to or from sick call gave out, lay down
by the side of the road and died. Often men living near where some

poor sick fellow would give out and lie down, would kick and beat

him and tell him to move on, as they did not want him to lie there

and die where they would have to carry him out.

'* It was no uncommon occurrence to see a crowd of men waiting for

a man to die that they might get his clothes. Frequently the clothes

were torn off the man before he was dead, and who should own the

clothes was settled by a big fight. Naked men were not choice in

regard to the kind or quality of the clothes. No matter what kind

they were, they were sure to be covered with lice, for the ground was

alive with lice and fleas, and at night the air was full of musquitoes.

The street running to the north gate of the prison was the street of

the prison, and was to Andersonville what Wall street is to New
York. Along that street the man who had anything to .sell or trade,

and those who engaged in gambling, held forth. Here you could buy

most anything if you had the money ; and it took good mone>-,
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too, as in all prisons I was in. One dollar in greenbacks

would bu}- ten in confederate money. A biscuit with butter was a

dollar. (3ne man would have a sack of salt, which he sold for 25

cents a teaspoonful—not large one's at that. Another one had a .sack

of nigger peas, which he sold at a dollar a pint. Another fellow

would have a few plugs of tobacco, and this \yas the cheapest thing

in camp. A small potato was worth 25 cents ; an egg the same.

After a few wells had been dug in camp another business was added

to the list, that of selling water ; and you could hear men yelling at

the top of their voices,
'

' Who's got a cheiv of tobacco for a fresh drink

ofivaterf' As to gambling, I know of no game of chance that was

not represented.

"I had no money when captured, and never had an opportunity to

make any but once. I helped carry a man out to the dead house, once,

and on my way back picked up a small piece of pitch-pine. A fellow

who kept a kind of bake-oven offered me a dollar for it. I took it,

quick ; he might have had it for 50 cents. I had brought in a few

pine knots besides. So I invested my dollar in a pint of beans, bor-

rowed a tin can, and had one good square meal. As a result of my
indiscretion, I had an awful attack of cholera morbus, and thought for

several hours that some other fellow would have a chance of making

a raise by getting the job of carrying me out to the dead-house.

"Of course every means was tried to effect an escape from

this horrid place, and among the many perhaps tunneling was

the most resorted to ; but there was no means adopted by any

that proved very successful, as they had a pack of bloodhounds

here that almost invariably scented the track of every one

who attempted to make his escape. It sometimes happened that

the guards would take a notion to desert, and a party of prisoners

would go with them. When this occurred, the guards would take

their guns with them, and then. the dogs were never sent after them.

Such parties almost always succeeded in neaching our lines. If any

man made his escape, and was recaptured, he was compelled to have

a ball of iron chained to him weighing 60 pounds. If he made the

second attempt and was recaptured, he had two such balls chained

to him ; *ind I have seen men in Andersonville compelled to carry

120 pounds of iron just for attempting to be free. The rebel soldiers

here were mostly all Georgia home guards, and as soon as one of

them would hear that his home had been placed within the Union

lines by the advance of Sherman's army, he or they would light out

for home. The sentinels had to call the hours of the night. Each

sentinel box was numbered, and during the summer they began to
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call the hour at 8 p. m. The man on the first post would cry out:

* Post No. I, 8 o'clock, and a-l-l-z well.' Immediately the man on the

second post would cry out: "Post No. 2, 8 o'clock, and a-l-l-z

well." In this manner every post around the entire stockade would

be called in a few minutes. Sometimes the guard would begin to

call one hour, and everything would go on smoothly until half the

guard had called their numbers, when there would be a skip of five

or six numbers. We always knew what was the matter, and Vv'ished

wc could have gone along. We used to get some good new-i from

the guard, and some awful bad news from the rebel newspapers,

during the Atlanta campaign. When the rebel papers had anything

in them calculated to make us feel worse than we were feeling all

the time, they would see that we found it out. Just a few days

before the fall of Atlanta, a rebel sheet found its way into camp,

which was full of news calculated to dishearten us. Hood had Sher-

man just where he wanted him ; his forces divided ; one corps cut off,

and probably annihilated ; and that in a few days they would be

able to publish news that would make the heart of every true South-

erner thrill with joy. About a week from that time, at 8 o'clock in

the evening, the guard began to call the hour. We could see all

through the day that something was up in the rebel camp, but did not

know just what. The ' a-l-l-z well ' had been repeated by quite a

number of the guards, when it came around to a big, burly guard,

who, with a voice like thunder, shouted :
' Post No. 4, 8 clock, and

Atlanta's gone to hell !' In less than five minutes the whole camp was

. aroused and cheering. And such a cheering ! . I did not think that

such feeble creatures could make so much noise. After the fall

of Atlanta the rebels began to see that Andersonville was not as

secjirc a place as they could desire for the 33,000 prisoners confined

there at this time, should there be a raid made to release them.

Stoneman had started on just such an expedition a short time before

the fall of Atlanta, and had reached Macon, and might have succeeded,

had not his command captured a train containing a large quantity of

.

whisky, of which the command imbibed so freely as to render them

not only unfit to carry out the grand object of the expedition, but to

make them an easy prey to a very inferior command' of rebels.

Stoneman's raid caused a furious commotion at Andersonville. We
could see all this in their camp, on the hill above the stockade.

Eight hundred negroes were put to work strengthening the forts and

•^'gging new rifle pits. We were also excited, and anxious to know
what was the matter, and it was very natural we should collect in

groups to express and to hear opinions as to the probable cause.
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Nearly every man in camp was giving his opinion, or listening to

some one else, when our deliberations were cut short by the shriek

of a shell just over our heads. We slackened up on the chin music,

and Wirz sent in a general order that if the crowds did not immedi-

ately disperse he would open on the camp with grape and canister.

In the afternoon of the next day a large part of Stoneman's com-

mand was brought into Andersonville, and the mystery was solved.

"The latter part of August the rebels began to send their prison-

ers away from Andersonville, and on the I2th of September I was

taken to Florence, a small town 95 miles north-east of Charleston,

and I distinctly remember the morning we passed through that city

we could hear the old 'Swamp Angel,' (as we called the big Union

siege gun,) as she hurled her 300-pound shells into the heart of the

city. The stockade at Florence was similar to that at Anderson-

ville. Being among the first prisoners to enter the new pen, we laid

in a good supply of wood. Two men (I have forgotten their names)

and myself built a m.ud hut, that seemed like a palace, after living

out in all kinds of weather, as we had been doing.

" I cannot remember things that transpired at Florence. When I

entered Andersonville I was a man. When I entered Florence I

was a mere skeleton, weak in mind and body. I cannot remember

the names of the prison officers, nor the names of the men with

whom I bunked ; but one thing I do remember—the commander

was as mean as Wirz, and our rations were even smaller. We never

had meat while I was there. Two or three times they issued sor-

ghum molasses, as a substitute, they said, for meat. As we had

nothing to eat with it, it didn't amount to much so far as appeasing

hunger was concerned. There was a small stream ran through the

stockade, but the men preferred digging wells to using the water. A
tunnel was started from one of these wells, but the rebels found it

oat, and we were deprived of rations for three days, every well filled

up, and no more allowed to be dug. At the end of the three days I

was almost gone. I could walk but a few yards at a time without

resting. Dead men lay everywhere. I counted 20 dead bodies on

less than an acre of ground, who had died of starvation. In November

it was quite cold, and my clothes were played out. I had neither

coat, shirt, nor hat. The legs of my pants were worn off above the

knees, and all the back part gone. We had roll-call every morning,

and I shall never forget how I used to stand from a half to three-

quarters of an hour, nearly naked, the ground frozen, and my feet

swollen to double their natural size, and as black as a hat from

scurvy. As soon as the roll was called we would go to our mud
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hovel and huddle up like hogs to keep from freezing. On the 24th

of November the Christian Commission sent us some blankets, and

there were just three distributed to every 100 men. We had to

draw lots for them, and I was one of the lucky ones ; and wasn't I

happy! This was the first stitch or thread I had received from any

source since my capture. After I had drawn my blanket the ser-

geant told me I would have to receipt for it, and asked me if I could

write. I told him ' I used to could.' He looked at me as though

he doubted my assertion, but after I had signed my name, and he

had looked at the signature, he said I had no business to be in there;

if I would go outside and write I should have plenty to eat and wear.

I told him I would rather rot in prison than to work for such a God-

forsaken government as the Southern confederacy.

" Our commissioners and those of the confederate states had made

arrangements for the exchange of 10,000 sick, and I was of the num-

ber, and on the 8th of December, 14 days after I drew my blanket, I

was examined by the surgeons, and a man had to be just a little bit

better than dead to pass muster. I shall never forget one incident 1

witnessed at the surgeons' quarters. A poor boy wasted by disease

to a mere skeleton, had been carried down to be examined. He
probably would never have lived to reach home even if he had suc-

ceeded in getting out. When the surgeon came to him he made some

remark about the boy not being able to stand the journe}', and then

said to him, ' If I let you go home and you get well, you won't fight

us ciny more, will you ? ' ' Fight you ?
'—the poor fellow's eyes

gleamed as he said it
—

' I'll fight you till hell freezes over.' The sur-

geon turned and said to the guard, ' Take this man to his quarters,

damned if he shan't die inside the stockade.' The night before we left

the stockade a band came out and discoursed some sweet music, and

among the pieces played was 'Home, Sweet Home,' and I have

never heard it since but it carried me back to prison. One of the

men who helped to build our mud hut was fortunate to get out with

me. I gave my blanket to our other comrade, it was the only earthly

thing I possessed. We bade him good-bye and I do not know what

became of him. On the evening of the 8th of December we were

taken outside and camped by the stockade. We drew the half of a

small loaf of bread to the man. This was more than I had eaten in

any day for two months, and I shall never forget how sweet it tasted.

We had fires, the weather was warm, and we passed a comfortable

night ; but the next night was cold and Wirz No. 2 would not let us

have fires, and the consequence was, out of the 200 or 300 in our

c!amp, 20 froze to death. That morning we took the train for
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Charleston, and that night passed a miserable night in the Charleston

jail. On our way to the jail a rebel soldier who had been a prisoner

in the North stood on a street corner, and as we passed gave each of

us a five or ten dollar bill of confederate money ; .he ha'd a large roll

of it, and said as long as any of it was left we should have it ; he said

he had been treated like a man while he was a prisoner at the North,

and not like a brute. We could see the effects of our ' swamp angel
'

on every hand. Where a shell would strike the street it left a hole

like a cellar, and where one struck a brick wall it made a hole large

enough for a cow to jump through. The jail had been struck several

times. The second day after we got to Charleston we got aboard the

rebel flag of truce boat and steamed out past Fort Sumter, and were

not more than a hundred yards from that fort when we were taken

aboard the steamer Crescent. I shall never forget my feelings when

I once more stood under our old flag, on a United States vessel, a

free man. How we waved our skeleton arms and cheered the old

flag—that was the happiest hour in my life. How kind all on board

were to us. We were treated as tenderly as though we were babes.

We were not allowed to eat too much, nor to eat anything that would

harm us. We were taken to a large room where there were large

stacks of clothing of all kinds, and every man was told to throw his

old clothes overboard and help himself to a new suit ; and as we

steamed along, as far as the eye could see our old rags were floating

in our wake. ,'\11 of us were afiected more or less with scurvy, and

they allowed us to eat all the onions we wanted. Barrels of tkem

were setting around almost everywhere. There was a great deal of

sea-sickness, and I had to laugh at the poor fellows who were troubled

with too much bile. There were barrels lashed to the railing at con-

venient distances for the use of the men, and sometimes there would

be iis many as three to one barrel, all vomiting at once, and a sudden

lurch of the vessel would cause them to vomit all over each other.

" When we got to Annapolis, Md., we were met at the wharf by

the Marine Band, which. played ' W^e'll Rally Round the Flag, Boys,'

for us. We were taken to the barracks, where we were ordered to

throw away the clothes we then had on, have our hair cut, to wash

ourselves, and put on new clothes again. After washing and dress-

ing up, we found young ladies on hand with pens, paper, envelopes

and stamps. Men were there with tobacco, which they gave to the

prisoners as free as water. I could not bear the idea of writing to

my parents ; they were old, and I did not know but one or both

might be dead, as I had not heard a word from them for over lO

months.' As fast as we were able to travel we were furnished a 30
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days' furlough and transportion home, with orders to report to Camp
Chase, Ohio, at the expiration of our furlough. I arrived at home
on New Years morning, 1865. It is needless to say I was happy,

and that'my father, mother, brother and sisters, shared in the happi-

ness. Indeed the word happy hardly expresses it. I never saw my
father so affected as upon this occasion. My friends by scores came

flocking in to see me, and seemed to vie with each other in their

efforts to do me some kind favor, and had I eaten the tenth part of

the good things sent to me by kind friends, instead of living to

write this narrative my obituary would have been written long years

ago. Respectfully, Henry Hoover,

Late Sergeant Co. B, Seventy-Second Indiana Vols.

REMARKS BY THE HISTORIAN AND THE EDITOR.

Conclusion—The Martyrdom of Prisoners—Their Splendid Manhood— Surterings of

Their Parents and Friends—The Case of Mrs. Ogborn—-Died of a Broken Heart

—Capture Cut Ot^' Promotion—Many Turned Loose to Get Home the Best They
Could, at the End of the War, and Perish by the ,Way—Many Bear the Odium of

Desertion, and Cannot Dravv Pay, Bounty, or Pension.

The Historian has been compelled, on account of space, to abridge

the whole of this most interesting narrative, and to leave out entirely

many of the most interesting incidents.

The above, gentle reader, is a true and faithful account of the suffer-

ings of 7\ feiv of the hundreds, who endured and escaped those name-

less tortures, nameless because no words will ever describe their

agonies and horrible sufferings. It also tells you of the death of thous-

ands of others whose endurance was taxed beyond its limits, and

they yielded to a death most painful to contemplate. And all for

what ? These men all loved their country, saw it in peril and in dan-

ger of being destroyed, and because of their love had engaged in its

service, and fought for it; and for this, when captured, were made to

suffer every privation and torment that savage ingenuity could invent,

and f<icc a slow, agonizing death, day and night. These men all tell

you tlie\' might have gone out of that horrible den of misery, filth

and death, at any time. Then why not embrace any proposition that

would give them life, and health, and strength, and freedom? Was
there any m^ral obligation that would compel these men to accept a

certain death when by simply accepting service in the rebel ranks they

might escape ? Let each one solemnly answer these questions for

himself Kacli has answered for himself, and most of them answered

the question with their lives—all declaring from the pit of writhing

torture and groaning death, that any sort of misery, any sort of lin-

gering, tormenting, horrible death, were preferable to the violation of
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manhood and a solemn oath
;
preferable to becoming a traitor and

serving the base traitors' cause. Each noble man who died in those

rebel hells was a martyr to manhood, liberty and patriotism ; each

noble man who endured them and escaped, is a martyr saved as by

fire. They all reflect glory on their country, and honor on manhood,

and show how great, how strong, how invincible, was the patriotism

which rallied to the rescue of our country in the war of '61— 5.

There is another feature of this horrible—and to those who endured

it damnable—suffering, that is seldom thought of and never spoken

of. For the thousands of unfortunates who died in those dens of

damnation, there were other thousands whose hearts bled at home.

While there were thousands of incidents all over the North, illustrative

of this, we shall speak of but one, as coming under our own observa-

tion.

William E. Ogborn, of Co. I, was a bright and intelligent boy, a

mother's joy and pride. He went into our regiment full of hope and

manly aspirations, followed by a mother's love and prayers, and

carrying with him needles, buttons, thread, and many little etceteras

as reminders of a mother's care. On that terrible -New Year's eve,^

when the regiment started on the four days' scout which lasted

three months, he was among the first to get ready. His knapsack,

with his name in large letters upon it, was left in our care. When
his comrades came back to us at Mooresville, from that fatal scout,

Ogborn was not with them, and for the first time we opened his

knapsack, and there we found the identical needle-book which his

mother gave him; some of the thread and buttons, and many other

useful trinkets. Corpl. Records took charge of most of his effects,

. and at the close of the war carried them to his mother, and in a

letter to the author most beautifully and truthfully describes the

scene that followed. Comrade Records says: "Ogborn's mother

never gave up hoping for 'poor Will,' until the last survivor returned,

and I carried to her the few mementoes that Ogborn gave me just a

few days before we lost him. Said he: 'Henry, if anything should

happen to me, I want you to take charge.of my things, and carry

them to my mother.' In a few days after I got home I took the

things and carried them to his mother, and when I gave them to

her she said: 'Oh, I understand, now' (and there was a vacant stare

in her eyes as she spoke,) ' that my poor boy is gone ! gone ! ! never,

never to return ! I have kept myself believing that finally, when

the last prisoner was set free, it would be found that my dear boy
was alive, and that when all came home, he would come, too; but I

see now that there is no hope.' She lived until the next spring.
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and then died. The neighbors said no one knew what ailed her,

but that it was thought to be heart disease. Ah, that was it—

a

broken-hearted mother! She, too, a victim of Andersonville.

"

There is one other feature of the case of these poor unfortunates

we wish to speak of, and then leave the reader to reflect upon the

magnitude, madness, and meanness, of the infernal rebellion. It as

often happened as any other way that the "brightest and b^st

"

were captured ; those who were just as worthy of preference,

advancement, and promotion, as any in the army; and many a poor

fellow who went into the army in robust health, big with hope, his

feet already upon the rounds of the ladder that was to lead him up

to the possession of bars, eagles, and stars, and might easily have

gained the honors and plaudits attending success, was captured in

the very first engagement, and his hopes forever blasted, as no

soldier was ever promoted for being captured. Again, after the

lines of our armies had been drawn around the confederacy, and like

the coils of the anaconda began to tighten and crush the life out of

the rebellion, the confederate authorities were put to their wits' end

to find a place of safety for their prisoners, and the poor fellows were

hurried from one place to another, and finally many of them were

turned loose to shift for themselves, or to get home as best they

could. These, of course, made their way North as speedily as pos-

sible, but owing to the unfortunate circumstances attending their

escape, were never regularly discharged from the service, and in

addition to their suffering untold horrors from disease, and a broken

constitution, they have to bear the odium of desertion from the ser-

vice, and have never been able to draw the pay and bounty justly

due them, or to obtain the pensions which their disability entitles

them to. We think it is a shame Government has never been able to

devise some means of reaching their cases.

sketch of major lawson s. kilborn.

[ The following sketch should have been inserted in this book with those of Cols,

Kii-kpatrick, Thomson, and Maj. Pinkerton, but the facts could not be obtained in

time. We cannot omit a personal sketch of so brave a man and competent an officer

of the Seventy-Second as was Maj. Kilborn, who served with it from first to lasf.

We must saj that the Major wanted the sketch omitted, but we would hear to no such

thing, and have the satisfaction of presenting it in this out-of the way place.

—

The
Editor.]

Major Lawson S. Kilborn was born in Kingston, Canada West,

now "Ontario," December 28th, 1835. His father was of a roving

disposition, and moved from Kingston, shortly after the wife and

child were able to bear a journey with safety. The babe was but

six weeks old when the family crossed Lake Ontario and settled in
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Monroe County, New York. In alluding to his short stay in the

Queen's Dominions, the Major has often been heard to declare that

it was owing to his dislik^e to " petticoat government."

The father had once been in quite comfortable circumstances, but

frequent movings, and some misfortunes, had reduced him to a renter,

anc^ to a dependence upon day labor for the support of a family con-

sisting of five boys and three girls, of whom Lawson was the youngest

child. The mother cheerfully bore her part of the privations of

poverty, and contributed not a little to the support of the family with

her spinning wheel and loom, with both of which she was expert.

There were times of severe trial, and the boy often had nothing but a

crust of corn bread with which to appease his hunger. At the age

of eleven he lost his father, and the older children nobly assisted the

mother in keeping the family together ; one especially, Hiram, next

older than Lawson, taking care that the two youngest of the family,

the subject of this sketch and a sister next older, should have all the

educational advantages the then recently introduced partially free

school system of New York afforded.

When Lawson was 13, Hiram bargained for a little home for the

family, then consisting of the mother, two sisters, himself, and

Lawson, the eldest daughter being married, and the three older broth-

ers having gone to try their fortunes in the then new and far distant

State of Indiana. Lawson was to care for the home and work by
the day, all his spare time, and make his labor supply the table of the

family, while Hiram, who commanded high wages as a farm hand,

worked by the month and applied his earnings, after clothing himself,

to paying for the home. The boy's first act of business was to go in

debt for a sack of flour, and he has often asserted that he has been in

debt for something to eat ever since. Though but a boy he promptly

discharged the obligation, and laid the foundation for a good credit,

which he has scrupulously maintained ever since. Thus, working"

summers and going to school winters, the time passed until he reached

his 17th year, when it was decided to sell the home, let the twoyoun-

-gest children spend a year in some High School, the mother visit with

a married daughter, Hiram go to Indiana, and all the others follow in

the following spring. The plan was carried out nearly as proposed ;

Lawson and his sister Emma attending Riga Academy, in the town"

of Riga, New York, the winter of 1852-3. In the spring of 1853 he

came west, in company with his mother, oldest sister and her family,

her husband having gone the previous year with Hiram.

Arrived at LaP'ayette, Indiana, Lawson at once commenced work

for his brothers, who were carrying on the carpenter's trade in that
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city. In the winter he taught his first term of school, in an old log

school-house, about seven miles from LaFayette. It was a sub-

scription school, and netted him about ten dollars a month. While

teaching his second term of school, at Linden, Montgomery county,

Indiana, he married Miss Samantha Aydelott, the daughter of a

farmer living near that village. She came of an excellent family,

and has always worthily fulfilled her duties in the battle of life.

In the spring of i860, Mr. Kilborn was chosen Principal of the

Central School, LaFayette. which position he filled with honor and

growing popularity until the spring of 1862. The war fever was

high at this time, and the young husband longed to be away to the

battle-field, but hesitated on account of his young wife, who was soon

to become a mother for the third time. At length, when the little

new-comer was about a month old, he hesitatingly broached the mat-

ter to his wife, who at once, with noble patriotism, replied, " I know

how you feel. If I were a man, I should go. I, and the little ones,

will be taken care of, never fear." This decided him, and heat once

set about recruiting a company, in connection with his brother-in-

law, Dr. J. B. Johnson. In about a month's time the company was

raised, and mustered into the Seventy-Second Indiana Regiment,

with Dr. Johnson as captain, H. B. Wilson first lieutenant, and L.

S. Kilborn second lieutenant. Arrived at Indianapolis, the Doctor

was promoted to the medical department, Wilson made captain, and

Kilborn first lieutenant. From this time until the regiment left

Murfreesboro, Tennessee, on the Chattanooga campaign, Lieut. Kil-

born's history is that of the regiment. Capt. Wilson's health failing,

he resigned at Murfreesboro. Kilborn was promoted to the cap-

taincy of his company,, and just before the army moved he was

detailed to command the pioneers of the brigade. As this service

cut him off from active participation on the battle-field, he chafed

under it a good deal ; but as Col. Wilder declared he had only one

other man in the brigade who could get as much work "out of men as

he, and that man could not be spared for this position, Capt. Kilborn

was compelled to retain that position. After the capture of Gurley,

he was relieved of the command of pioneers by Gen. Crook, and

detailed to command scouts, to be attached to the General's head-

quarters. In this position he accompanied Gen. Wm. S. Smith on

his raid along the Mobile and Ohio Railroad to West Point and

Columbus, Mississippi, being often engaged in severe and perilous

secret service. A part of the Seventy-Second Indiana and Kilborn's

scouts were all of the Wilder Brigade that went on this expedition.

Returned to the regiment, Capt. Kilborn was granted a furlough

83
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through the intervention of Gen. Smith, who esteemed him highly

;

but finding he could not go home and back before the commence-

ment of the Atlanta campaign, upon Gen. Garrard promising to sus-

pend the furlough till the campaign was over, he resolutely silenced

the longings in his heart for a sight of the loved ones at home, and

turned his face southward with his command. Capt. Kilborn was

promoted to the Majority of his regiment November 9th, 1864, and

served with credit till the close of the war, going with Gen. Wilson

on his famous raid through Alabama and Georgia, resulting in the

capture of Selma and Montgomery, Alabama, and Columbus and

Macon, Georgia. From the latter place the command was ordered

home, and the Seventy-Second was mustered out in June, 1865.

Major Kilborn at once cast about him for something to do, and

nothing else offering, he went to work at his old trade of carpentering.

During the war his wife, by frugal management, had* bought and

nearly paid for a house and lot in the village of Ladoga, Indiana.

This he traded for a quarter section of land in Shelby County, Illinois,

to which he moved in the fall of 1865. He moved to Marion County,

Illinois, in the fall of 1866, and, having been unfortunate in his farm-

ino" operations, he once more entered the school-room as Principal of

the Graded School, then but one year established, in Kinmunday.

Since that time he has made teaching his profession, devoting himself

to it with a zeal and earnestness that has given him a good reputation

with educational men in many parts of the State. He has been Prin-

cipal of the schools of Marshall, Clark County, Illinois, foi seven

years, and his name was prominently mentioned as a candidate for

Superintendent of Public Instruction at the Prohibition Convention at

Bloomington, in 1882. Major Kilborn is a- man of the best of habits,

and Christian principles, which were never for a moment prostituted

in the service. He has a generous heart, and a clear head for literary

work ; but, like many others of like endowments, he has hot the

knack of making money in large quantities
;
but to compensate for

this he has a genial disposition, and has no cravings for large wealth.

There was no better soldier than he—always ready, always cheer-

ful, always brave and cautious, always attentive to the wants of his

men. Though not large, he is compactly built, muscular, agile, swift

of foot -and hand. His quick eye could take in the situation at a

o"lance, on any occasion, and this made him a very valuable officer on

the scout or skirmish line, where all that was done had to be done

quickly.

Time is making its impression upon the Major, as well as upon all

the comrades. His face, almost boyish when he entered the service,
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is now somewhat furrowed. His hair and whLskers, jet black on that

memorable August day when he stood up with us all and was sworn

into the service, are now sprinkled with gray; but he is yet vigorous

and active ; the same old fire burning in his eyes, and the same good

heart beating in his bosom. In the march of life, in the reunions here

below, and in the great camp and reunion above, the comrades all

will be glad to meet and greet comrade Maj. Lawson S. Kilborn, one

of the bravest and best men of the grand old Seventy-Second.

CHAPTER XUI.

At NaahviUe—Liut Sad Days of Dhort/amziny—Serolce-i by Chaplain Be La Matyr

to Large Audiences, and the Ministration of the Lord's Supper—Religion in the

Army— Faithfulness of Chaplain De La Matyr—Turn Over Our Spencers, a)yl

Many of the Men Purcha=te and Take Them Home— Recruits Turned Over to the

AUh Lndiana Veteran Regiment for Further Service—Roll Call of the Living and

Dead—Answer to Roll Call for the Last Time—Bidding Adieu to the 98th and

l2Sd LlUnois— To Louisville, To Lndianapolis, and Lnto Camp Carrington whence

We Started to the Service— Welcome Home Dinner hy the Ladies— Going Home to

Spend the Fourth— The Transition from Soldiers to Citisens—Lis Joys and its

Sorrows—Paid Off— Good-bye,, Old Fellow, L^n Going—Soldiers Begin to Talk.

Reunion— The Seventy-Second in 52 Battles—Some Under Fire Over 100 Times—
Traveled 15,000 Miles— Recapitulation of Nuonber of Enlistments and Losses-

Why No More of Us were Killed—Our Manner of Fighting—Final Words by the

Editor—The End.

The reader has been through the miserable scenes of Andersonville,

and will no doubt be glad to return to the command, at Nashville,

and follow the old Seventy-Second in its proper but sad work of

disbanding.

Sunday morning, June rSth. About 10 o'clock this morning our

bugle blowed for church. This was the first time we had heard this

call since leaving Gravelly Springs. Our Chaplain, Isaac De La Matyr,

was the only chaplain in the brigade, and to show you how well he

was liked by all, we state that to-day nearly the entire brigade, offi-

cers and all, came to hear him preach. We should say that there

were 2,000 soldiers gathered around him as closely as they could get.

They listened to him with rapt attention, and after he was done

preaching he announced that he would speak to them again in the even-

ing, and administer the sacrament. When the bugle blowed again in

the evening, not only our whole brigade turned out, but also many
from the other brigades and regiments, miles away, came to hear him.

You may be a little curious to know how this solemn service was per-

formed in the army, and we will try to explain. When our chaplain
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first came to us, at Brovvnsburg, Ala,, about the 1st of November,

1863, he went through all the companies and asked every man if he was

rehgious, what church he belonged to, and if he would now like to

have his name enrolled with those who were still trying to serve God.

The names of all these were taken down in a book, and he called

them his class of believers. This class numbered near 300 members.

John B. Davis, Company D, says: " Perhaps few regiments in the

service had so decidedly a religious character as the Seventy-Second

Indiana. Organized at a time when the floating population of curios-

ity seekers had already joined the army under excitement, with the

impression that the war would soon be over, the men composing this

regiment had time for sober thought, and to realize something of the

magnitude of the work before them. The war was not to be a ' little

breakfast job,' but it was one that would take time, suffering and

blood. Of the 1,000 comprising the regiment at muster in, perhaps

700 of them were professors of religion, or were warm supporters of

it, and during our whole term of service a strong religious sentiment

predominated." It is one of the most pleasing reflections with the

Historian that the God of battles who so kindly presided over the des-

tinies of the Seventy-Second Indiana, is the Christian's God, and it

gives us unbounded pleasure to be able to say that a majority of 'our

comrades yet living are firm believers in that God, and are yet enjoy-

ing his smiles and favors and the consolations of a Christian faith.

Though we were sometimes without the ministration of a commis-

sioned chaplain, we are happy to say there never was a time when

the Seventy-Second lacked for men ready and willing at all times, and

upon all proper occasions, to stand up and unfurl the glorious banner

of the Christian faith. A few of those were P. P. Johnson, Luther

Cheader, J. M. Brannan, of Company I; J. B. Davis and Col. Thom-

son, of D ; Maj. Pinkerton and Lieut. Jewell, of G ; Maj. Kilborn

and Lieut. Priest, of E; and a host of others we might name. Of our

commissioned chaplains we have, at the proper place, spoken of Hill

and Eddy. Of De La Matyr, Davis says :

'

' He was an earnest,

faithful worker, always looking after the spiritual interest of those

under his charge, furnishing the best religious reading he could get,

and preaching as often as practicable." He was a fine old Presby-

terian. Whenever we would stay long enough in a place he would

have public preaching, and announce a time and place where he

would meet the class of believers, inviting all to come who wished
;

and upon these occasions we would have bible lessons, or Sunday

School, or prayer meeting, and as often as convenient he would

administer the sacrament. This was done in this way : The chap-
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lain would prepare a stand or table with a plate of bread and pitcher

of water, and after calling attention to the last supper of our Lord

Jesus Christ, would invite all present to come forward and take of the

bread and of the water, as representing the broken body and the

blood of our Lord Jesus, while the chaplain and those present would

engage in singing appropriate hymns. Each one who felt so disposed

would walk up to the stand, take a bit of bread and a sip of water,

and resume his place again. Sometimes when the crowd was dense,

and getting to the stand was difficult, the chaplain would ask two of

the soldiers present to take the plate and pitcher of water and pass

them around through the crowd, when those disposed helped them-

selves. There was not the least ostentation or display about it, nor

yet was there any shrinking or timidity. Among all the walks of

life where chance or circumstance has thrown us, the army is the only

place where a man really ivas just what he seemed to be. If a man
wanted to be religious he could be so in the army just as well as any-

where, as there were none with us so base as to try to make him

afraid. If he wanted to curse and swear the whole time, he could do

so without let or hindrance. This latter feature, however, was gov-

erned by the messes ( or families ) themselves, and in the Seventy-

Second were many messes, the men of which never swore at all, nor

was swearing allowed in the mess. We are bold to make the asser-

tion that thousands and thousands of soldiers passed through the war

with lives and characters just as pure and blameless as any who stayed

at home. Nay, more ; we believe that those who made the effort

succeeded better than a like number at home, and that the per cent, of

those who apostasized or back-slid was far less in the army, and for

this reason : There is such a sameness in a soldier's life—one day

just like another, so far as the temptations were concerned—one

month or one year just like another—that nearly all those who were

enabled to hold fast their integrity for a single month were equal to

almost any emergency, and came out of the war stronger and better

men than when they went into it. The war was simply a rigid school

for the development of character, the foundation of which had

already been laid. If a man's training at home had been correct, his

character well formed, and purposes to do right well fixed, like purest

gold he came out in the end all the brighter for the rubbing. On the

other hand, if the training had been bad, character unsettled, and

purposes weak, the man invariably went to the bad, and it generally

took but a short time to tell which way he was going. A month or

six months invariably settled it. It is true that there are many things

in a soldier's life calculated to blunt the finer feelings. It is also true
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that many of the best soldiers did things for recreation, amusement or

pastime, that would not be proper for them to do at home, and we find,

too, that they have no inclination to do them. But we want it distinctly

understood that many of the very best men in the world were in the

army, and the Northern army, taken as a whole, was equally as good,

or perhaps better, than a like number of men any where in the world,

and instead of being that cold, unfeeling, selfish and brutalized mob,

that we have heard it represented to be, it possessed all the finer feel-

ings and sentiments of our enlightened age, and the verdict of history,

as it compares the excesses of our army with those of the Franco-

German War, ten years later, or with the excesses of the Russo-

Turkish War, more recently, must be largely in favor of our war for

the suppression of the rebellion. So much for a general diffusion of

knowledge resulting from our free and republican institutions.

Before taking leave of this subject, and especially our chaplain, Ave

want to say that from the time he first came to us, till the close of

the war he stuck right to us ; and the loudest and best preaching we
ever heard at any time was in the thickest and hottest of any engage-

ment we were ever in ; and while shot and shell were raining death

all around us ; we had only to look back a little ways, for we could always

see Chaplain De La Matyr, stretcher in hand, ready to assist with

the dead and dying. We have often seen him between the skirmish

and the main line of battle, and no feeble words of ours can ever

express the love, gratitude, esteem, and veneration, which our whole

regiment rightly and justly accords to our brave, good and kind

chaplain. We must say, all honor to the noble old man, and to all

the good and true men of our regiment.

June 23d we turned over our guns and accoutrements, and for the

first time in nearly three years went to bed without knowing where

our guns were ; hitherto we had never lain down of a night without

knowing just where to lay our hands on them in a moment. How
soon the soldier ceased to be a soldier without a gun! Here was

another separation of long united friends, and we had learned, too, to

trust our Spencers as we never could trust a friend. Many of our

boys had become so attached to them that they desired to retain them,

and on the intervention of our officers were permitted to do so on the

payment of i^io.oo apiece for them. This at the time was considered

magnanimous in the Government, as during the war we were required

to pay ^35.00 apiece for those we lost through negligence or careless-

ness.

Of the 335 recruits who had joined us, about 245 were still with us.

All the rest had died, or been discharged. Those with us had been
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good soldiers, and we liked them much, and regretted beyond measure

to leave them behind. They now comprised over one-third of our

regiment, and it began to look like we were parting with so many
things that were dear to us, as to spoil half the anticipations of

being mustered out at all. There was an order that all recruits for

the Seventy-Second Indiana should be transferred to the veteran 44th

Indiana regiment. Their descriptive rolls M'ere made out, and when

we came away they were left behind. This was a bad "slam" on

the recruits, and discouraged them greatly. They went back to

Chattanooga, and served with the 44th regiment till the 14th of Sep-

tember, when they were mustered out of service, reaching Indianapolis

on the 17th of September.

June 26th. Our muster rolls were done at last, and the most

noticeable feature about them was the additional number of names,

some of which had been dropped from the rolls for a year, and the

owners of which we had not seen for two years. Some had been left

behind sick, and had served out their time_ as cooks and nurses in

hospitals, and others in the quartermaster's department ; some one

way and some another ; and still others, who could never tell how or

or where the}' had put in their time. We are glad to say there were but

few of this character in the Seventy-Second. But there they were, ready

and anxious to be mustered out with the regiment, and when we were

finally called up in line, the companies had not been so full for many
a day. Ordinarily, "roll-call" was for the living; but when Capt.

Hosea came to muster us for discharge, the original roll was produced,

and every name that had ever been added from first to last was called,

and for the first time we realized how many of our number had

already completed their record before the expiration of term of ser-

vice. A chapter could be written on the emotions of our breasts, as

name after name was called of brave men who went forth with us, but

whose graves now mark our pathway all over the South.

About noon we answered to our names, for the last time, as soldiers

of the Grand Army that had put down the Rebellion, preserved the

Union, and rendered this fair land of ours forever free, in deed, as it

had been in name. This transition of soldiers to citizens had come on

to us so gradually that each one, when his name was called, stepped

two paces to the front with the same stolidity, or about as much
alacrity, as he ordinarily went to draw rations. Perhaps every man
in the regiment realized, to a great extent, the import of the step,

yet there was no outward sign of any inward emotion.

Our regiment was the first one of our brigade mustered, and after

we were mustered we besfan to think about what few thought of
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before, and that was, of leaving behind the 98th and 123d Illinois,

As the evening wore away, this subject more and more seemed to

engross the minds of the men. We were all camped close together,

and Col. Kitchell, of the 98th Illinois, still occupied brigade head-

quarters as commander of the brigade. Col. Miller staying there without

assuming command. So, after supper, nearly every man of the Seventy-

Second seemed all at once seized with an irresistible impulse to avail

himself of the last opportunity of meeting the other two regiments

once more in friendly congratulations. So, with cheers, and calling for

the other regiments, the whole of the Seventy-Second started for brigade

headquarters. In a few minutes the entire three regiments were densely

packed around Col. Kitchell's tent. Of course. Col. Miller was first

called on for a speech. From the severity of his wound, it was still

difficult for him to get on to his feet ; but he arose and thanked the

men of the brigade for this, another manifestation of their regard toward

him, and took the opportunity of bidding the 98th and 123d an affection-

ate farewell, telling them that on the morrow Ave would separate from

them, never more to meet as the Lightning Brigade. Col. Kitchell

was next called out, and the tremendous burst of eloquence that rolled

from his lips told how full he was of the theme that was then upper-

most in all our minds. We shall never forget with what prophetic

vision and glowing colors he pictured to us that, as the years rolled

away, and our numbers year after year became less, what an eager

rushing forward there would be to grasp the hands of the few that were

left of this brigade ! No prophet of old ever saw the approach of the

bright and Morning Star more clearly than he seemed to see this,

and "no words of an Isaiah have more certainly been fulfilled. Col.

Thomson was next called out, and while he seemed to fully compre-

hend the breaking up of old associations and parting of old friends, he

was still young and full of hope, and bright pictures of home, happi-

ness, and prosperity, for everybody, were the theme of his discourse.

It was late when the meeting broke up, and we wended our way back

to our humble bunks, with a flood of emotions running through our

minds.

It was about noon of the 27th when we broke camp for the last

time, and bade adieu to the scenes that had, during two years and a

half, grown so familiar as to seem almost like home. We moved

down through Edgefield, crossed the Cumberland on the railroad

bridge, and boarded the cars for Louisville. At 2 p. m. we were

pulled back across the river, and from some cause lay in Edgefield

until 5 p. m., when we finally got started. Darkness overtook us at

Gallatin. We traveled steadily all night, and daylight came upon us
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at Mumfordsville, and it was nearly noon when we f^ot to Louisville.

We took dinner at the Soldiers' Home, and, after resting awhile,

Oiarched through the town and crossed the Ohio River, and at 5 p. m.

got on the train at Jeffersonville and started for Indianapolis, and had

another long ride in the night, arriving at Indianapolis just at day-

light on the morning of June 29th. We marched to the Soldiers'

Home, where we had a good wash and a good breakfast, and dinner

also; after which we marched to Camp Carrington. This is the place

where we first camped on going into the service. Then it was bare

of everything but dog-fennel and smart-weed ; but now was covered

with loiig rows of barracks for soldiers ; but most of,our boys preferred

sleeping in the streets to going into them, as it was more like what

we had been used to.

June 30th. We signed the pay-rolls, 'and were given a reception

at the Soldiers' Home by the ladies of Indianapolis, after which, at

the signal of a cannon fired in the State House yard, the regiment

assembled at the tabernacle and listened to welcoming speeches made

by Lieut.-Gov Baker, Gen. Hovey, and others. After songs and

music by a brass band, we were dismissed. As soon as Lieut -Col.

Kirkpatrick heard of our being at Indianapolis, he came over to meet

us, and after we were dismissed he invited the boys to partake of his

hospitality.

It was found that we could not be discharged for several da3's,

and Col. Miller went to Gov. Morton and got money, and gave each

man five dollars who wanted to go home and spend the Fourth of

July. All who had home or friends to go to availed themselves of

the opportunity, and we suppose the men of the Seventy-Second

celebrated the Fourth as they had never celebrated it before. For

three years they had been fighting to make the Fourth of July mean

something more than a glittering generality, and now they enjoyed

this holiday with that ease and complacency that is alxv^j's a sequence

of a work faithfully and well done. But, for all this, there was a

peculiarly sad loneliness crept over us that we were utterly unable

to shake off.

Much has been written, said and sung, about the " soldiers' return,"

and with all there has been a strange mingling of all the glory, and

pomp, and circumstance, of war, with the quietude and enjoyment of

peace
;
of the glory and honor, and unfading laurels, that should

crown the victorious soldier, and of the blessings of prosperity and

plenty that should attend him in the pursuits of peace. And 'tis well.

The humblest loyal citizen, though " cl^d-hopper " he may be, who
sees his country in peril, and the government that has fostered and

86
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protected him in imminent danger of being broken up, and war,

like a besom of destruction, sweeping over his fair land, laying all in

one vast and widespread field of ruin, and who takes his life in his

hand, springs into the breach, and by his own strong will and strong-

arms helps to turn back the mighty and overwhelming flood, and

causes the return of peace and prosperity again, is- deserving of all the

honors a country can give, of all the plaudits a grateful people can

bestow ; and it will be a sad day for any country when her defend-

ers can die unmourned and unhonored. With many of us there was

a very noticeable difference between 1862 and 1865—between the

going and the coming volunteer. No fluttering handkerchiefs greeted

the return of our regiment. No committees of invitation or recep-

tion met us at the depot; no loud sounding cannon belched forth

thunders of welcome. More than half of the 208,000 Indiana soldiers

were already discharged, and the land was full of soldiers then ; nearly

every other man you met was a soldier. And while we do not think

the people felt ungrateful for our services, the country was saved, the

cloud of war, which for four long years had overspread our fair land

like a pall of darkness and death, had vanished into thin air, and the

country's rescuers and defenders had been coming home, and kept

coming, till their coming had become monotonous, and ceased to

cause remark or ripple in the busy circles of life. By ones, twos

and threes we scattered to our homes. While some of us were met

with clasping arms and the joyful music of greeting voices, there were

many others left in unutterable loneliness. There were many in our

regiment who had no homes to go to ;
five to fifteen of such in each

company had stayed at Indianapolis ; and still a few others had come

along with us in the vain hope of finding something or somebody as

remnants of a once loved home
; but alas ! the mess, the company,

the regiment, was all the home they had, and now it was broken up

and gone. •

On the 5th of July all were back again at Indianapolis, but not as

the Seventy Second Indiana. All who had gone home had exchanged

the blue and the brass of the soldier for the garb of the citizen. And
how changed each one seemed ! We scarcely recognized each other

;

but saddest of all. the unanimity of feeling was all gone. There was

a time, when, like a long, thin line of blue, in front of an enemy, as

one man we lay down, as one man we got up ; as one mighty giant

Ave rushed upon the enemy and overwhelmed him. in one terrible death

struggle in a minute. We moved, we ate, we slept, at once. Our

interests were all the same ; we had but one grand object in view

—

putting down the rebellion ; and we doubt if the world ever produced
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a regiment with that universal unanimity that characterized the Seven-

ty-Second Indiana. No conscript or drafted man marched, fought, or

fell, in her ranks ; but every man of the regiment, with a loyalt)'

intense, and a purpose well fixed, had volunteered in the country's

service. This unanimity was all gone now. Of those who had gone

home, some of the farmers had already found the plow they had left

sticking in the furrow three long years ago ; some of the mechanics

had found their tools ; some of the merchants had found goods to sell

and people to buy; some of the students had found their books, and

still others had found places of trust and profit. All such, of course,

came back with broad smiles and beaming countenances, and a general

air about them that said to their comrades as plainly as words could

say, " My comrades, for three long years you have stood by my
side and I have stuck to you because I felt I needed you, but now

I've got a place, so good-bye, old fellow." How sad to some the

change of those five short days ! Some who had gone home found

father, mother,' and wife dead, the household goods scattered, and to

them home only existed in memory as a thing forever gone. Some

farmers found the ground they once owned and tilled, now owned and

tilled by another, and their stock and farming implements scattered as

by a breath of destruction. Mechanics and merchants found their

tools and shops and places of business in the hands of others, and

with many the prospects for home and bread were dark indeed.

Of course, all such came back for their discharges with counte-

nances indicating the sorrow and dark forebodings of their minds.

To a person given to the study of character, and reading of human
nature, these, and those of our regiment who did not leave Indian-

apolis at all, presented a picture sad, indeed, to contemplate; and to

us it yet seems that of all men, the volunteer soldier is most to be

pitied. He first leaves the hearthstone and the family in response

to his country's call, with the feeling that he will always continue to

be identified with that little domestic circle. The first few months

of his service is passed in a struggle between the conflicting forces

of public duty and private interest—in other words, love of country

and love of home. But, as he works out the problem in his mind, he

arrives at a point where the question is squarely put before him:

What is home without a country? Then, filled with the vain idea

that home will be all the same to him when he returns from the dis-

charge of his duty that it was when he left it, he -falls into line.

Then come the longings and home-sickness, which in thousands of

cases never can be overcome, and the soldier dies, just as surely as

if pierced by the deadly Minie, or torn by the exploding shell. Rut
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with others the charm is broken, and all unconscious of the change

in their nature, they now call the mess, the company, the regiment,

their home. To every such soldier, his comrade by his side on the

march, in the camp, on picket, in the battle, and in gnawing hunger

and raging thirst, has shared the last hard-tack a-d canteen
; and

this relationship has existed until the presence and companionship of

that comrade is one of the essential elements of his happiness. As
before remarked in these pages, what father, mother, wife, child,

are to those at home, soldiers must, for the want of these, be to each

other. But a change comes. His country's command now is,

"Disband and go home." Then, for the first time, he is to realize

that he has no home. He is discharged, and in joyful haste returns

to his old home. He receives a hearty welcome, to be sure, from

those who still live ; but how changed ! The old are older. The
young have grown out of his recognition. All have changed; but

none more than himself. Home is a disappointment, and he instinct-

ively turns to his r-jgiiiient ; but that organization, which had become

the pride of his heart, and the only one thing on earth to which

he feels his identity belongs, has vanished away like a vapor before

a morning sun. The iron enters his soul, and he realizes that he has

given the best years, and the prime of his life, to preserve and per-

petuate a great country, only to find himself as lonely in it as the

iceberg in the midst of the Atlantic ocean.

*^The cock's shrill clarion," heard across the country in the gray

of the morning, sounds melancholy enough to ears accustomed for

years to the sound of the reveille. The struggle for work, for bread,

comes hard enough ; for many of our regiment it has been hard ever

since. And when now and then we meet one of the old Seventy-

Second comrades, something in the sunken lines of his face, in his

hair, in the stoop of his shoulders, tells us that the years of peace

have broken him more than all the marches and vigils of the war.

With some, all these years since the war have been passed without

identifying themselves with any interest. They seem to be listening

for the bugle call, and looking for the well-known ensign and colors.

But the bugle has no voice for them, and the banners are folded

away. But others-, with that same energy which characterized them as

soldiers, have adapted themselves to the situation, and have won a

new identity. Their families are like little flocks, and to them is

a Jiomc for the third time, where we hope and pray they may peace-

fully rest until transferred to a better home above.

One more reflection comes to our mind just here. It was our

supreme fortune to be one of the very few men of the Seventy-Sec-
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ond who ever got a furlough and came home. l"his was in the early-

spring of '64, before Grant moved "onto Richmond;" before the

Atlanta campaign ; before it was certain in the mind of any one that

we should ever be able to " conquer a peace," and while the scales

of victory were yet so evenly balanced that the wisest could not tell,

snd the most loyal could only hope, which side might yet "kick the

beam." We shall never forget with what warmth of gratitude old

men rushed forward to grasp us by the hand, and to wish us to live to

put down the wicked rebellion ; and we believe that such men who are

yet alive feel that they owe the faithful soldier a debt of gratitude

that can scarcely ever be paid. But the ones who fawned on us

most, patted us most on the back, and who were the loudest in their

protestations that anything the soldier wanted he most surely should

have, were the would-be-politicians; those who, instead of going

into their country's service and fighting for her rescue, were willing

to fatten upon her misfortunes. "O yes," said they,- "we who
were doing the fighting were really a first-rate set of fellows, and if

we reall}- succeeded in putting down the rebellion, and were so for-

tunate as to get home alive, and there were any places of trust or

profit, (not already wanted by themselves,) and we wanted them, all

we had to do was to say so, and we should have them. O yes, we

were just the very fellows they wanted ;" and we still have a very

vivid recollection how, after the war was over, and the soldier element

carried the balance of power, these same fellows in grand conven-

tions assembled and " resoluted " in favor of the soldier. We have

no doubt that some of them really felt that if there was a one-armed

or one-legged soldier who wanted to be road supervisor, constable,

or country justice of the peace, why, they could really urge no serious

objection. How they adored the soldier ! How they lifted their

hats to him, shook hands with him, and treated him to cigars on

election day !

But what a change now ! Seventeen short years have rolled away,

all too soon, and the soldier element has ceased to be a factor in

calculating the chances of an election. No vast assemblage repre-

senting the wealth and wisdom of our citizens in mass meetings, or

by petitions long-drawn out and numerous'y signed, ever asks Con-

gress to give even a small pittance toward equalizing the pay and

bounties of soldiers, in order that all may share alike.

Were it not for the undying love and friendship, sealed by battle,

blood, and death, the old veterans have for each other, and the

promptness and certainty with which they meet in their annual reuni-

ons, an d the persistency with which they gather around their camp-
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fires and fight their battles over, the young of our land, or the

stranger coming to our shores, would scarcely ever know that once

upon a time, long ago, there was a terrible war for the preservation of

this Union.

All these reflections and a thousand others have forced them-

selves upon our mind while thinking upon the volunteer '

' soldier's

return." Are republics, indeed, ungrateful? Let no one think

that the above has been written in a malignant, morose, or

selfish spirit. We have never sought office and never expect to be

a candidate for any position within the gift of the people. Though

quite poor we have a comfortable home and make an honest living

by attending to our own business and letting other people alone. Nor
would we for one moment have any one think what we have here

Avritten is intended to discourage ixiilitary service ; far from it. We
would have a spirit of patriotism so fostered, and a loyalty so deeply

rooted, that when war does come—and come it may and no doubt

will—our country shall never lack for volunteer defenders. The mar-

tyred Garfield truthfully said, " The heart of this country will never

let the soldier die." For 17 years we have been thinking upon the

" soldier's return," and have never seen, heard, or read, anything

that, to our mind, exactly suited the case, and we most painfully

realize how utterly we have failed to place the subject just as we have
felt it properly before you. We are satisfied, however, that no two
persons will look at this matter just in the same light, and have simply
given the above as our own individual experience ; and to show that

we are not partial to our own views we insert the views of another
member of the Seventy-Second :

MUSTERED OUT.

The pride, the pomp, the circumstance

Of glorious war at length are done:

The rebs have ceased their devil's dance

—

Othello's occupation's gone.

1 twirl my thumbs and mope about,

Alas! alas! I'm mustered out.

I joined the service with the thought

I'd quit it with a warrior's name;

For this I suffered, struggled, fought.

All burning with ambition's flame.

My dreams of fame are o'er, no doubt.

For now, alas! I'm mustered out.

Farewell the bars, farewell the stars,

The sparkling leaves and eagles, too,

I love you all, 3'e gifts of Mars,

And bid you now a sad adieu.

I'm bound for home the quickest route,

I'm mustered out, I'm inustered out!
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No more for me tlie grand array

—

The drill, re^"iew, the dress jiarade,

The fever of the maddening fray,

The contest tierce of ball and blade,

The carbine's ring, the trooper's shout,

ril ha\e no more--I'm mustered out.

The tale, the song, the jocund roar.

Will pass no more the camp-fire 'round.

" Played out " is " ante," and ro more

Shall con)missary's grub abound.

Why couldn't General Lee hold out?

Confound it all, I'm mustered outi

After he had been home a month he finished thus:

No battle now but that of life—
(To fight the rebs I'd muchpreter)

Sweet Ida said she'd be my wife,

But forbids me now to think of her.

Whene\er 1 speak she seems to pout.

My hopes are tied, I'm mustered out!

We Spent the forenoon of July 6th sauntering around over the city,

and very impatiently waiting for our discharges and the seven months'

pay and $75 bounty due us from the Government. Not that we
wanted our discharges, or need the money so badly, but like Dick

Stinson, who was urgently hurrying the cook to get his dinner ready,

and said, " he wasn't so awful hungry, but then he wanted it off his

mind." While we believe there was a scrupulous and exact settle-

ment of all accounts, and a perfect willingness to settle the last cent

owed by each one, we saw but little disposition to sociability and

cheerfulness. Each one seemed totally absorbed in the problem of

life before him. The fact that each soldier of the Seventy-Second

had come to Indianapolis for the express purpose of getting his pay

and bounty, and the piece of parchment with a spread eagle at the

top which was to proclaim for all time to come that John Jones or

James Smith had served his country faithfully and well, and was now
honorably discharged, seemed to be as far from each one's mind as

going to Halifax or Congress ; and when our names were called, and

each one of us walked up to a table and got his discharge, then to

another and got his money, to a third and paid Col. Miller the five

dollars loaned each of us, we did it with about as much stolidity as

we ever performed any military diity. in obedience to orders. There

was no hurry, no pushing, no jest or loud talking ; but all was done

in a regular " matter of course " sort of way, as though we had done

the same thing a thousand times before and might do it a thousand

times again. And we shall never forget how we left that room and
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went out into the world, and parted from those dear old comrades for

the last time, with scarcely a friendly word or parting salute. " Good-

bye, old fellow, I'm going," was the nearest approach to friendship

we saw or heard. Oh, how could we ! how could we be so selfish I

and what would we now give if we could but call that time back, that

we might take each comrade by the hand—whom we shall never take

by the hand again—and bid him an affectionate and a long farewell ?

Rather, what is there we would not give? Ah ! how little we knew
with whom we were parting then. All those ties and friendships

which we have so often spoken of, and which each one in his mind
had declared a thousand times never could be broken—all went for

naught then. And so we went out into the world, " one to his farm,

and another to his merchandise," and still others out into utter loneli-

ness ; and how long it took us to find out our great loss !

Five long years rolled away before soldiers began to talk of reuni-

ons. Slowly and gradually soldiers began to wake up to the fact

that those dear old comrades were something more to them than kith

or kin could ever be, and with this fact came the ever increasing

longing once more to take those dear old comrades by the hand.

After long years of separation, in which we had ample time to realize

the true worth of those companions in arms, how glad we were to

meet in our first reunion ; and with what increasing warmth of affec-

tion, from year to year, we gather around our camp-fires. It

requires no prophetic vision to predict that the last two survivors of

the noble old Seventy Second shall, in future years, meet for the last

time; with a love and affection stronger than that of David and Jona-

than,

The seven months' pay due, and the $'/c^ bounty we were to get at

the end of our service, made ^i8o for each private soldier, all of

which we took in Uncle Sam's due bills, or promissory notes—in

short, greenbacks. Gold was then worth two dollars and forty cents.

In other' words, it took two dollars and forty cents of the kind of

money we got, to buy, or be worth, one dollar in gold. So that, in

reality, each private soldier of the Seventy-Second, on being dis-

charged frorri the service of the Government he had helped to save,

got just seventy-five dollars. The officers were of course paid in the

same money.

Of the History of the Seven t3^-Second Indiana Regiment there

remains but little to be said. Slowly, carefully, and faithfully, step

by step, we have taken you through its eventful service, neither

boasting nor exaggerating; neither prevaricating nor extenuating,

nor setting down aught in malice ; and we are glad it is so. la
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looking back over our work we see almost a thousand instances

where we might have pictured the war cloud ten fold more dark,

and the many dangers that surrounded us ten times more dangerous,

and then not exceed the reality, but we rest our case on the evidence

in the hands of the reader. We do not claim that the Seventy-Second

Indiana was the best regiment in the service, or that it did more to

put down the rebellion than any other, but we do claim that it was

just as good as any, and that it did just as much as any other that

was the same length of time in the service. And more: we claim

that the Seventy-Second had better opportunities to do, than most of

the regiments of the service ever possessed. According to Dr. Cole's

journal, the regiment was in 52 battles and skirmishes; this is for

the regiment, or as much as a battalion of the regiment, and the

Historian himself was in 45 of these; that is to say, that number of

times under the enemy's fire in which somebody was killed or

wounded on one side or the other. The above, of course, does not

include the vast number of skirmishes by squads or single companies

of the regiment. Neither does it include any part of the siege of

Atlanta, in which we were under rebel fire every day, as long

as we lay in the trenches; but fortunately no one of our regiment was

hurt, so that it has not been counted at all. We are well satisfied

we shall not exaggerate one bit when we say there were members of

the Seventy-Second Indiana under the enemy's fire over 100 times

Of the vast amount of work actually accomplished by the Seventy-

Second there has been no attempt to aggregate. It would simply

be to go over the whole history again. It traveled, in straight

marches, as measured from point to point on the map, 9 100 miles.

Taking into account the extreme crookedness of the roads, especially

in Kentucky, and this can safely be increased by 1,000 more, and

not exaggerate a foot the distance actually traveled. And as scout-

ing, foraging and picketing, which is not included in the above cal-

culation, comprised three-fourths of all the duty we performed while

in the service, it is just as safe to add 5,000 more for this, making a

grand total of 15,000 miles.

The Seventy-Second Regiment Indiana Volunteers was raised in

what was then the Eighth Congressional District of Indiana, and

organized at LaFayette on the 10th day of August, 1862. That is,

all the companies were in camp by that time. It was mustered into

the service at Indianapolis, on the i6th day of August, and left for

the seat of war on the next day. It arrived at Lebanon, Ky. , with

an aggregate of 978 men. During its service it received 335 recruits,

making a grand total belonging to the regiment of 13 13 men. On

87
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the 26th of June, 1865, it was mustered out of the service at Nash-

ville, Tennessee, and on June 2gth reached Indianapolis with 510

men and 36 officers, or an aggregate of 546 of those who were with

the regiment at its first muster; showing a loss of the original mus-

ter of 432 men, nearly 44 per cent. Of the 335 recruits, 245 were

transferred- to the 44th Regiment Indiana Veteran Volunteers, and

were mustered out of the service with that regiment on the 14th of

September, 1865. This shows a loss of 90 recruits, 37 per cent., a

total loss to the regiment of 522 men, 40 per cent, of the whole.

Strange as it may seem, only 29 of that number were killed dead in

battle, and by members of other regiments from this district, less

fortunate than our own, we have often been bantered in this way :

"How is it that your regiment has seen so much service, been in

so many battles, and had so few killed, and got home with so many
men ? The explanation is easy. We have frequently referred to

the superior skill and generalship of our officers ; to the superior

drill and discipline of the men, and to the overwhelming superiority

of the arms we carried. But there was one other feature, combining

all the above items, which was of great advantage to us, of which we

have said but little, and that was our manner of fighting. When we

first went into the service, and were armed with the Springfield rifle,

(by the way, a most excellent single-shooting gun,) we never thought

of facing an enemy unless formed in two ranks, and we felt that the

actual touch of the elbow was necessary to impart that confidence

which would enable us to charge upon him ; and we believe this feel-

ing is universal with all green troops. When they lose the "touch,"

they become confused, and, in their efforts to regain it, "bunch up,"

and become a target for the deadly Minie, exploding shell, or mow-

ing grape and canister. When we drew the Spencer rifle, the confi-

dence imparted by it enabled us to march in single rank, and never

afterward did we face the enemy in two ranks. As the war pro-

gressed, and we gained confidence in ourselves, in each other, in our

commanders, and the balance of the brigade, we always went into

battle in single rank, and deployed so wide apart—often as much as

five paces—that it took the closest shooting every time on the part of

the enemy to hit one of us.

And here we want to pay a parting and a just compliment to the

other regiments of our brigade, the 17th Indiana, the 98th and 123d

Illinois. There was no difference in any of them ; but each one

possessed those staying qualities which characterized our own, and

which would always stick right to a comrade under any and every

circumstance; and we never went into a fight asking which of the
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three was to be our support. The only question asked, was our sup-

port a part of our own brigade? and then we could rush right into the

very jaws of death with the assurance that we would have all the

help brave men, who never faltered, could give. Often have we
gone into battle deployed, as above indicated, and been suddenly and

unexpectedly fired upon; our custom was never to "bunch up," but

to scatter behind tree, and stump, and log, or to immediately fall flat

upon the ground, and sometimes the enemy upon seeing us scatter,

have mistaken it for a panic or retreat, and moved upon us only to

find an unseen foe leady to mow them down as fast as they should

come on. In moving upon the enemy, it was our custom for our

long, thin line, to slip forward stealthily and as noiselessly as possible

until within charging distance, and then, with a tremendous cheer, to

rush upon them like a mighty avalanche and overwhelm them with-

out scarcely giving them time to fire a single shot. So we did at Flat

Shoals, at Rome, and Blue Pond ; and the rebels were never able

to mass a line before us so strong that we could not break it and

sweep them before us like chaff before the wind. Such, reader, were

the characteristics of the trained soldiery of the Seventy-Second Indi-

ana. Never retreating, never panic stricken, never surprised.

The History of the Seventy-Second Regiment is completed to the.

best of our ability. As we have before said, we now repeat, that we
are painfully sensitive to the fact that it is not all in these pages.

Many gallant deeds of many gallant men are omitted because we

could not get hold' of them at all, or only so vaguely that no true

statement of them could be made. Here, perhaps, we should lay

down the pen, but for those who read the book—especially for the

young, for we flatter ourselves that manv young men and women
will read it, children, grand children and great grand children of ou^'

noble comrades—and for them we feel that a few valuable lessons may
be drawn from these pages and summed up in a few words :

The intense loyalty of the loyal, and their intense devotion to their

country
! They were loyal at home or in the field ; whether male or

female—from the lisping babe to the form bent and tottering with age.

No amount of suffering or sorrow cooled their ardor. Whether a

loyal person was a soldier in the front line of battle, or in the horrid

hells of Southern prisons, suffering and dying by the inch ; or a wife,

or a mother, or a father, whose husband or son was so exposed, or

so suffering, or had even gone to an unknown grave—still the bright

flame of patriotism would but blaze the higher, and shine the brighter

from the altars of their suffering hearts. The rebels who sought to
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quench the patriotism of the loyal by torturing Union prisoners, were

as utterly mistaken as was Satan when he sought to traduce the Savior

by temptation. Neither the rebels nor Satan—and they are synony-

mous terms, Satan being the first traitor, and the great element in all

subsequent ones—knew the ' spirit of those they sought to traduce.

All those cruelties only made every loyal person more uncompromis-

ingly determined to stamp out any pretense of a government so low,

so devilish, so full of savagery.

Every loyal person aided to put down the rebellion. The strong

men went to war. The older men were counselors, and also took

hold of plows, tools, and business generally, and worked as in the

vigor of manhood to fill the places of those gone to the front, and to

provide them with supplies. Women and children went to the fields

again to toil, as in primitive times, while fathers, brothers and sons

were in the army. Old women, whose fingers were stiff and eyes dim,

took up the knitting needles, and day after day knit for the boys in

the field. In loyal houses we have seen old women who could not

rise from their beds, lying with work in hand, day after day, making

something for the soldier boys. In cities and villages good women
formed organizations for the making of articles of clothing for the

sick and the well soldiers ; and to pick lint and make bandages and

articles for the wounded. Of them the grateful soldiers sang around

their camp-fires

:

Plying the busy lingers,

Over the vestments old ;

Not with the weary needle,

Not for some grains of gold;

Thinking of fainting heroes,

Out in the dreary night,

Smitten in Freedom's battle,

First in the gallant light.

O, bright are the jewels from love's deep mint,

God bless the lingers while picking the lint!

Quicker the blood is flowing;

Thousands were slain to-day,

And every warm pulsation

Is stealing life away.
" A hundred threads a minute,

A hundred drops of gore,"

The sad and thrilling measure,
We've never learned before.

The shadows are weaving a silver tint,

God bless the lingers while picking the lint!

We've clad the fallen heroes

With garments we have made ;

By lint we now are picking.

The fearful tide be stayed.

We lift our eyes to heaven,

Our Father's blessing crave

—

Behold our smitten country,

O, bless the fallen brave!

O, bright are the jewels from love's deep mint,

God bless the fingers while picking the lint

!
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The best men and women of the country organized the Sanitary

and Christian Commissions, the objects of which were to col-

lect and forward to the soldiers in the field, especially the

sick and the wounded, and those in the rebel prisons, such

extra supplies of food, clothing, blankets, and medical supplies, as

were necessary for the most careful nursing of the unfortunate men
who needed them, and could not get them from the regular supply.

In all these efforts the noble President, and the Governors of the loyal

States, aided the good people in their work of love. History can

never tell how much good these grand commissions did.. Thousands

are alive to-day who would have died during the service but for the

timely aid from the commissions, and who can best testify of the great

work they wrought. All this work was voluntary. The supplies

were all donated, and so were the services of almost all the agents
;

the best men and women in the country volunteered their services to

go to the front and serve in the hospitals as agents to distribute these

€xtra supplies, and as nurses for sick and wounded. There have we
seen aged mothers and young women, Sisters of Charity, and old

men, bent with age, working day and night for weeeks after a great

battle, doing all that human effort could do to make the wounded as

comfortable as possible. These commissions were the very flower and

fruit of Christian patriotism—grand and beautiful achievements of

united, generous, Christian effort, to reduce to the minimum the

sufferings of a great war.

It is painful to write it, but it is true, that these commissions gave

their aid most liberally to the rebel wounded and prisoners who fell

into Union hands, while the rebels gave no such relief to the Union

sick and wounded who fell into their hands, but a cruel treatment,

which we have recorded in the chapter on prisons, and do not

wish to repeat. Worst and basest of all, the rebel authorities would

not permit the Union Government to send the sanitary stores of these

commissions to our suffering and perishing prisoners. While our

brave men were perishing so miserably in Southern prison-pens, and

the Southern confederacy was giving as an excuse for the cruelty, that

it had not the means to supply them, both the Union Government and

the Christian and Sanitary Commissions stepped forward and said:
'

' Let us send supplies to the Union prisoners ; we will at once relieve

them, and without a cent of cost to the confederacy." But, like a

black demon, the rebel authorities replied: "No; you shall give

them nothing!" Not a man in a rebel prison would have starved, or

frozen for want of blankets or fuel, or died for want of medicines or

medical treatment, had the rebel authorities permitted the supplies,
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which were piled up and ready, to have been taken to Union prison-

ers.. There is no blacker passage in the wicked rebellion than this.

We learn from this that patriotism and Christianity combined all

the noblest, bravest elements of the Nation, in an effort to save the

Union, and to minister to all the wants of the soldiers who tought the

battles of those dark and bloody days.

We learn what a poison to heart and soul is slavery. It caused the

spirit of treason to spring and grow, and finally to take up the sword

and strive to divide the government. It had raised up a section of

dealers in the bodies and souls of men, women and children ; some
of them so base that they would sell into slavery human creatures in

whose veins ran their own blood, in whose faces were indelibly

stamped their own likenesses. Many of these slave mongers had

become as brutal as Legree is described to have been. When Union
prisoners— "Northern mudsills," detested "Yanks," fell into their

hands, all their brutal, slave-nourished passions, were stirred, and

hence the horrors of the Southern prison pens, a disgrace and shame
forever to the slaveocracy. Cursed be slavery as a sin against

Almighty God. Cursed be slavery as a sin against mankind. Cursed

be slavery as the cause of the rebellion, and cursed be slavery for the

brutality of the Southern rebel prison pens. In the name of God
and humanity, cursed be slavery, and blessed be they who crushed it

out.

We learn that rebellion in this country, to establish wrong, and

divide the Unign, cannot succeed. The loyal people have decided

that the Union is one and indivisible, and free from sea to sea, from

north to south.

We learn that the country will ever honor and care for its brave

men. No other nation in history has ever so liberally and constantly

cared for its soldiers as has the United States. Pensions and artificial

limbs have been given to the disabled and maimed. For those not

able to make a living, homes have been provided, where they can live

in peace and comfort, read books and papers, and '

' fight their battles

o'er," until the tattoo of death is sounded from headquarters above.

For orphans of soldiers, left in poverty, schools have been provided

where they are educated at the expense of the Government their

fathers fought and their mothers worked and suffered to maintain.

The bones of the dead have been gathered from forest, plain, wayside

and battle-field, into great National Cemeteries, buried with care, and

at the head of each a neat stone fitted, with name and rank if known
—if not known, then marked " unknown"—and those homes of the

ashes of our brave are kept with motherly care and neatness. For
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those whose reasons became dethroned, asylums have been provided,

and they are tenderly cared for until the spirit shall go free from its

shattered tabernacle, and in its freedom from carnal wreck find joy

and reason again.

In a word, most munificently has the government we fought to pre-

serve cared for our unfortunate comrades. However selfish politicians

have been, Uncle Sam, dear good heart, has cared for them with

fatherly diligence and liberal bounty that has made the old nations of

the earth wonder, or say, " no wonder its citizens love and fight for

such a government."

It teaches us that no large standing armies are needed in this

Nation ; that though the people are devoted to peace, make no

wars of conquest—never go to war at all unless in defense of the

rights of. citizens or in self-defense—yet when war must come, and

does come, volunteer armies can soon be raised, equipped and drilled

that will be a match for any troops on earth. This was done in the

war of the rebellion, it had been done before, and it can be done in

the future.

It teaches us that ignorance is not the best qualification of a pri-

vate soldier. Almost every Union soldier was well educated
; a large

per cent, of rebel soldiers were ignorant of letters. The superiority

of the Union soldiers in the service no one can deny; and that superi-

ority sprang mainly from superiority of education. The Union sol-

diers, as a body, were so intelligent as to fully understand the cause

and object of the rebellion, and to comprehend the disastrous conse-

quences of its success. Our volunteer soldiery in the future will be

necessarily intelligent, hence efficient men.

The rapidity with which the members of the Seventy-Second weie

transformed from citizens of various pursuits into a unitized, solid;

disciplined body of soldiers, has been told ; the rapidity with which

they were transformed from veteran soldiers to citizens of various pur-

suits and objects, has also been told. This proves the wonderful

elasticity of the American character ; the triumphs of self govern-

ment in the highest state of civilization. We became soldiers, as it

were, at the sound of the bugle, and after years of war became citi-

zens again at the sound of the bugle. A nation of such citizens is

invincible.

We learn also that the people of this Nation honor their soldiers.

Gens. Grant, Hayes, Garfield and Arthur, have in turn been Presidents

of the United States since the war. Congress in both branches has

had a large per cent, of soldiers ; the National Government has long

since passed a law that in the Government Departments Union sol-
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diers, their orphans or widows, shall be preferred, when able to per-

form the duties required ; and a late report shows that the depart-

ments have well observed the law. In State, county, and even

township, offices, the capable soldier has found 'wide recognition in

offices of trust and profit.

In the various callings of life the soldiers of the Union army have

found diversified, useful and profitable employment, and surely the sol-

diers of the Seventy-Second make a splendid showing in all honorable

civil pursuits. We should be happy to state the address and avoca-

tion of each, and seriously entertained such a statement as part of the

plan of this book, at one time, but find we cannot obtain information

complete enough to be satisfactory. Suffice it to say, that from Col.

Miller, who is practicing medicine in Lebanon, Ind., through rank

and file, there are doctors, lawyers, preachers, bankers, merchants,

professors, teachers, farmers, editors, telegraphers, judges, and civil

officers of almost every grade. No equal number of men, who have

never served a day in the army, can show a better record in civil life

than the members of the Seventy Second Indiana. ^

We learn that our Nation has large recuperative powers. As soon

as the destruction of time and wealth ceased, at the close of the war,

industry again began to create wealth, and to restore the wasted

resources of the Nation. We need not speak of the great struggle,

of the panic, and other difficulties which were overcome ; they were

overcome, and a public debt, which was 1^2,756,43 1,571 about the

time the Seventy-Second was mustered out of the service, bearing

interest to the amount of ;^i 50,977,697 per year, has been cut down

to i^i, 675, 023, 474, on the 4th of July, 1882, with an annual interest

of $sy,T,6o,iio. The principal of the debt is almost one-half less

than at the close of the war, and the annual interest charge is less than

one-half what it was at that time. Had not the soldiers ofboth armies

gone promptly to work, and practiced the arts of industry and frugality

to the utmost degree, this result could never have been achieved.

We will not weary the reader with statistics of the increase of man-

ufactures, and products of all sorts; with the settlement of the wild

lands, and the acres brought under cultivation since the war
;
of the

spread of American manufactures and products of the soil into all

parts of the earth ; the numbers of miles of new railroads built ; the

wide-spread use of the wonderful telephone ; the improvement in our

common school system, &c., &c. None of these results could have

followed the war had not the soldiers generally, like those of the

Seventy-Second, returned promptly and vigorously to productive

labor, and helped to achieve the triumphs of peace.
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The Negroes, whom the Emancipation Proclamation, and the tri-

umphs of our arms, freed, have done their part, and behaved very

admirably, considering their long bondage, and deep ignorance.

During the war they were the steadfast friends of the Union soldiers

from the first; they have fed, sheltered, and guided, the fugitives

from rebel prison-pens, hundreds of times, for which kindness many a

noble black man was brutally murdered. They were finally armed,

and showed themselves worthy of freedom, the ballot, and civil rights,

since the war. The dire results of freedom to the Negro, predicted

by some, have not come. They are pushing their way up from igno-

rance and base servitude, to the broad, sunny plains, of general intelli-

gence and lofty freedom ; and between them and the noblest white

men there is no friction. The Negroes are also producing more than

when in slavery, and their labor is contributing largely to make one

' grand aggregate of national wealth and strength. The noble Lincoln,

in his Emancipation Proclamation, invoked the considerate judgment

of mankind That judgment has been rendered, and is, that he did

right in freeing them, and that the Seventy-Second, and all the loyal

troops, did right in standing by him, and fighting until the proclama-

tion became an accomplished fact.

The South is rapidl}^ recuperating in both loyalty and wealth. All

this every Union soldier is glad to see. We fought to bring them

back to the Union, because we believed it would be better for them

and for us. For them and their children we fought as much as for

ourselves and our own children. We took away slavery, which cursed

their States, and gave them free States. Since the war the spirit of

the free States has been gradually infusing itself into the Southern

States. Quietly have free schools sprung up, large plantations have

been broken up into smaller farms ; the miserable negro cabins are

giving place to neat homes of Jand owners, white and black; manu-

factures are springing up all over the sunny land like daisies in the

spring All sectional feelings of bitterness are passing away ; and, in

short, they who erst were "johnny Rebs," are now almost Yanks,

and in a few years will be fully so.

This is all very comforting to the Union soldier, for it is "seeing'

of the travail of their souls and being satisfied." The noble men of

the Seventy-Second rejoice in all this, and heartily wish it may con-

stantly increase until the era of perfect good will is restored, and the

South is as rich as the North. Noble Union soldiers are now able to

meet those who once were rebel soldiers upon the most cordial terms

;

not to acknowledge the rebels were right, not to concede a hair's-

breadth to treason, or to discount loyalty by the slightest shade ; but

88
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to acknowledge them as brave men when enemies in the field, and to

congratulate them on being once more in the Union and once more

on the highway to prosperity. In this is the lesson of magnanimity,

a conspicuous trait of the noble soldier. We were right, we were

victorious, and we can afford to be magnanimous.

Many other lessons might be drawn, by an acute analyst, from the

facts of this book. The final one which occurs to us is, that the world

has clearly seen that the United States is not a plaster cast ; not a

shell ; not a thing of temporary being ; but that it is solid as granite,

firm as the everlasting hills, and is durable as the mountains ; that as

an intelligent, religious, free people, our motto, " In God we trust,"

is significant of strength, long national life and grand moral achieve-

ment. With great confidence that, brave and noble as our comrades

were in the war of the rebellion, their children will be even braver

and nobler in any like crisis in the future, we bid our comrades and*

readers an affectionate Adieu.



Appendix.

SEYBNTY-SEGOND REGIMENT-THREE YEARS SERYICE.

FIELD AND STAFF OFFICERS.

Kamk and Kank. l):itr of Diite of
Commission. Muster.

IJKMARlvS.

Abram O Miller lAiig. 13. 1862.

Lit'Utetioiil Cnloitcl.
\

John B MilroT |Ang. 11.1862.
Sam'l C KirkiJiitrick. Oe+. 18. 1802.

Chester G Thomson.. Ifeiit. 27. 1861.

Major. i

Sam'lC Kirkp:itrick..|Aiig. 13, 1862.

Henry M Carr Oct. 18, 1862.
Adam PiTikerton f^ept. 1. 1864.
Lawson S Kilborn iKov. 2'.), 1804.

Aug. 24. '62 Wonnded at 8elni;i. Ala.. April 2. '6.5; Brevet-

I

ted Brig. Gen. : miistt^rcd out with I'egt.

I Declined.
Oct. 23, "62 designed September 26. -64.

Dec. 6. "(yllMnstered ont with Regiment.

A\ig. 13, "62 Promoted Lieutenant Colonel.
OctT 23. '63 Resigned June 28. '64.

Sept. 10. "04 Resigned November 28. '64.

Dee. 0, '04 Mustered out with Regiment.

Adjutant.
Alexander A Rice...
William K By rns. . .

.

Jeremiah Anderson.

Quartermaster.
HenrT S Dewe;

Cliaplahi

.

Jesse Hill
John R Kdd.?
Isaac DeLa Mater

Surgeon.
James I.. V| orrow
William C Cole

A.-^sislaiit Surgeon.
James L Morrow
John B Johnson
William C Cole
Geo W Kirk])atiick. .

.

Elias B Stearns

Jul:S' "-1. 1S62.

Mar. 17, 1803.

Feb. 23, 18&3.

July 21, '62 Promoted Captain aiid A. A. G. Mar.
Feb'. 21. '03 Resigned December 1!». '64.

Mar. 0. '()2 Mustered ont with ReginnMit.

17, '03.

Jnlv 21. 1802.. JulY 22. '( Mastered out with Regiment.

Sept. 20, 1862.. Sept. 30. '02 Resigned April 13. '63

MaT l!l, 11)63.. iJnne 17. '03

Sept. Ill, 18(J3..!Oet. 20. '()3

Aug
D(!C.

14, 1862..
j
Aug. l.j, "02

18, 1803.. Jan. 7. '04

Aug. 4, 1802.

Aug. 13, 1862.
Aug. 14, 1802.

Jan. 11, 1864.
Jnl\- 2, 1863.

Aug. 4. '02

Aug. 14. -ly

Aug. 15, Tri

Apiil 1. '04

Dee. 2f), '03

Killed at Hoover's Gap, Tenn., .Inne 24,

.\lust<aed out with Heginient.

Resigned December 17, "03.

Mustered out with Reginn^nt.

Promoted Surgeon,
liesigned May 3. '63.

Pronioti'd Surgeon.
Mustoredout with Regiment.
Mustered out with Regimi'ut.

COMPANY "A."

Name anu Rank. Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster. RKMARKS.

Captain
Nathanial Herron
Milton W Newton . .

.

Andrew J Klepser
Lewis Gros

Aug. 1,1802..
Dec. 18,1662..
Feb. 2,1863..
Dec. 3,1804,.

Aug. 16, '02

Dee. 23, '02

Feb. 24. '63

Dec. 1. -64

Resigned December 17, '62.

Resigned Febriiarv 1, '(;3.

Oiscliurged (Jctobcr 6, "04.

Mustcjcd out with Reginu^nt.

First Ui'ttU'uant.
Milton W Newton ....

Andrew J Klepser
Lewis Gros
Mark Asehaffenberg.
James H Barnes

Aug. 1, 18(;2..

Dec. 18,1862..
F^b. 2,1863..
Dec. 3,1864..
Dec. 29.1864..

Aug. 16, "02

Dee. 23, '02

*pril 3, '(53

Dee. 27, '04

Pi-omoted Captain.
Promoted Cajitaln.
Promoted Cai)tain.
Resig"das 2d Lieut, to avoid dismis'l, 12-10-64.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Second Lieutenant.
Andrew J Klep.'.er

Mark Asc-hatrenberg.
James 1 1 Banies
Richard Vv^ Pilling . .

.

Aug. 1,1802..
Dec. 18,1862..
Dec. 3.1864..
Dec. 26,1864..

Aug. 10, "02

Dec. 29, '62

Dee. 11, '64

Dec. 27. '04

I'romoti'd 1st Lieutenant.
Pi'onioted 1st Lieutenant.
I'lomoted 1st lieutenant.
Mustered ont with Regiment.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.

RESIfiKNCE. 18 6 2.

Aschalfenberg, Mark

.

La Fayette July 23....

SerL'fants.
Pilling, Richard W...
Gros, "Lewis
Knight, Jonathan L..
Stewart, Sanuiel

Camden
Delphi
Delphi
Camden

Jnl>- 12....
JuU 16....

JuK- 20....
JuK- I.T....

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1 st Lieutenant.
-Mustered out with Regiment.
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Name and Kank. I Rksidence.
Date of
Muster.

1862.
Rkmaiuc-

Corporals.
Barnes, James H.
Stewart. Williaui R.

.

Kobinson, James T.

.

Higginbotham, Jos R
Pilling. Samuel G . .

.

Stokes, Marion F. ..

Fanghtr, Samuel
Hnntsiiiger. Rufus .

.

Musicians.
Smith, Arthur A
Stoner. George .

.

Waffoner

.

Wallack, Benjamin . .

.

Privates.
Allen, George W. ...

Baile.v . George
Barnard, John M
Bowers. Daniel
Boyd, John
Brown, Harvey A
Burton, Jeremiah
Cantner. George W .

.

CUne. Daniel H
Cline, ''aniel
Cline. Thomas
Cdnier. Thomas
Cnller, Jacob
Culler. George
Dimmit, Benonl ....

Dinimit, John
Dimmit. Williani H .

.

Ktskin. Joseph
Felix, Leonard G-

Franklin, Xelson
Frederick, John
Gard. Stephen J ....

Ghear. Elijali

Gee. JercTuiah
Gaumer, Harrison
Gaunier, William .

.

Grantham. William H
Hare, Joseph L
Heiner. Henr.i-
Hnntsiiiger. Isaac...
Hnntsinger. Samuel K
Jones, Daniel H
Kahl. Kzra
King, William J
Landis. John R
Landis, Frederick
Lane, Kli
Lathrop, Harrison T.
Lesler. William
Lewis. Wilson _..,

Martin. Thomas...'...
Melson . James F
Mills, Thomas
Mills I'aniel
Moore, Peter J
Murph J . Francis
McAidte, John
McArdle, Philip
McClurg, C^» rus
Netf, James A
Neville. James
Nipper, Isaac
Nokes. William
Nje, John P
Oliver. James K
Paxon. John
Pilling, Robert . .

Pruitt, James H
Rilej, Dennis
Riiey, "aniel
Reigel, Simon
Scott, William W

.

Seagraves, William K
Sauce, Isaac
Shirar, Peter

Delphi . . .

.

Camden. .

.

Delphi . . .

.

Delphi ...

State Line.
'Mmville .

.

Delphi ....

Rocktield .

Delphi
Delphi

JulT l.i

Jul. lo

JulV IS

JnlV 10

JulT i=l

July 17

JulV 14

JulV It

Jnlv Ki.

JulV 16.

Delphi

Delphi
Idaville
Camden
Cai'roU
Delphi
Mentez
Lockport
Poplar GroAC.
Camden
Camden
Camden
Delphi
Delphi
Delphi
Delphi
Delphi
nelphi
Helphi
Feth'rhTsMill
Delphi
Feth'rhTsMill
r,aFarette . .

Feth'rh'fsMill
Delphi
Camden
Camden
Camden
Cicero
Idaville
Rockfleld
Rockfleld
Burlington . .

.

Shelbi-
Delphi
Carroll
Carroll
Delphi
Christiansbu'g
Feth'rhTsMill
Lockport
Delphi
Anderson
Camden
Camden
iielphi

Feth'rhTsMiil
Delphi
Delphi
Delphi
Delphi
Pittsburg ...
Delphi
Camden
Delphi
Pittsburg

Camden
Delphi
Feth'rhTsMill
Feth'rhTsMill
Lockport
Delphi
Camden
Poplar Grove.
Camden

JuL-
JuIn-

JnlT
JulV
JulT
JulY
Jnl>-

JnlT
Julr
Jnl»
Jul,-

Jul,-

Jul-r

Jiil.r

Julv
JnlT
Jul-,-

Jul.f

July
July
Inly
JulV
Jul,-

July
JulT
JulT
Julv
Jul r

July
JulT
Jul.N-

JnlT
lulT
Jul,-

Julv
Jul,-

Jnh-
Julv
Julr
July
Jul.v

July
July
July
Jul.T

Jnlv
July
July
Juh-
JulT
July
JulT
Julr
July
Julr
JulV
JulV
JnlT
JulT
July
July
July
Jnl-y
July
July

Promoted -Jd Lieutenant.
Mustered out Jnl;> 21, 'a5, as 1st Sergeant.
Died atCliattanooga, Sept. 16. '6;;. wounils.
Died at Corinth. Miss., .January 11. (U.
Mustered out July 24. '65, as IIosi;ital steward.
Mustered out Jiilr 25, 'Ho. ;is Seigeunt.
Mustered out July 24. '65, as private.
Mustered out July 24, "65. as Sergeant.

Discharged ()ctol)er 2S. '62

Diseliarged .May 28. "63.

Mustered out JuIy 24. '65.

Mustered out July 24, '^STt. as Coi'poral.
Died in Andersoiiville prison, Aug. 8. '64.

JMustered out Jul,- 24. '(i5. as Sergtant.
Mustered o;it JnlV 24, '65.

Killed ,at Pilot Shoals. Ga., Julr 2S. "64.

Transfcired to V R C, Sept 16."Ti3.

Mustei-ed out Julr 24. '65.

Discharged Jan. 31, '6.S.

Mustered out Jul\- 24. "(io.

Transferred to \' R ('. Julv I. 63.

DischaigedOet.il, "62.

Ti'ansferred to Y R C. July 1. '63.

1 lansferred to V K C. August 1, '(13.

Mustered out July 24. '65.

'

Mustered out July 24, '65. as Corporal.
Killed at McKlmoi e"s Cave, Ga., Sept. 12. "63.

Discharged May 7, "64.

Discharged .June 2. 65, as Sergea7it.
Ti-an.sferred to V R C. January 15. '(it.

Mustered out Jul r 24. "65. as Corporal.
Discharged MaT i-". "63.

Mustered out jiily 24, '65.

Died at Xas-hville, August 13. '63.

Discharged October 26'. "62.

Mustered out Jul;,- 24. '65.

••as Corporal.

IMust'd out Juiy 24, '65, as Commi
JIustered out Jul r -24, '65

iry Sergt.

Corjioral.
eserted January 10, '64.

Mustered out July 24. "65,

Discharged March -28. "(>3.

Mustered out Julv 24. "(io.

" "as Sergeant.
Discharged December 15, '63.

Mustered out Jnlv 24. "65, as Corporal.
Transferred to V R C. January 15, "tU.

Mustered oiit July 24, "65.

Died at Louisville, K\-.. Sept. 20, '62.

Discharged February 17, "63.
•' "

9, '63.

Mustered out Ju4n 24. '65.

Died at Murfreesboro, TenJi.. March 2i>. '63.

Discharged March 1, '63.

Mustered out i\\\% 24, ()5.

Deserted Sept 26. "62.

Mustered out Jul > ^24, "65.

Transferred to V R C, July 1, "63.

Mustered out July "24. '65.

Discharged Feliruary 8. '63.

Mustered out JuW '24, '65.

Transferred to V R C, July 1, '63.
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Xamk and I^ank.
Date or
Muster.

is(y.
Kkmakics.

Sliaw, Ih-iu'v V
Siiifars, Albert
Sl')it11cr, lU'iijainiii. .

Siuitli. Samuel II . .

8alslieirj. John A
Stoiu-r Philip
Stoks". Gc'oigc
ToHu'v. P.erry
^i(•k. Lnck-ti A
Wa.;ts. Tsa-ie

^^'ilk^lsoll. Isaac
Yoiiker, IJs'ii.jamin F.

Uecridtti.

Adiiins. Jaiiu's 1{

Hm'c'c, Asbnry
Cress, Ira
Chaimiaii, W\-inan. .

.

Ci-aiishoru. Klias
Kol)le, Nicholas
Konst, David
Fonst. '^iiniufl

Forst. George
Graiidsfiitl', James. ..

Hawkins, lleiirv H. ..

Hicks. Thomas B
Hall. John
Heriou, Henry H. . .

.

Henderson, Andrew.
Irwin, HenrT
Malott, Jacob
Moses. William F....
JNIontgomery, John . .

McGi('nnen,Charles K.

JMcFailand, David
Noyce. John Y
Newman. Mark A...
O'Brien. Christ'ph'r A
Kader. Daniel O
Sinks, David
Thom]ison,Kobei't H.
Thomas. John D. . ..

Tiinmons. Jatnes W..
Wilson. Henry
Wickliam. Georf^e
Woods. James
Yoniigst, John H

Delphi
neli)hi..
I'urlinjLriton . . .

KetirehlPsMill
I'amden
Delplii
Delphi .. ....

Delphi
La Facette ....
Deiph'i
Monte/.
Cattle ('reek..

Juls-
Jnh-
Jnl'v
JnlV
JnlV
JiU",-

Jnls-

Jiilv
Jiily
Jnly
JulV
Jnl,-

l\Iar

Mar
Fel).

Dec
Jan.
Dec
Jan,
Jan.
Dec,
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Feb,
Dec
Mai-
Dec.
Dec
Jan.
Feb
Feb.
Dec
Dee
Dec
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

. -ii, i;i

.

. 3, m;j.

'20, '(U

2(5, '()8.

10, '(U.

•24. •«?,.

4. 'n-t..

4, '(U
,

.

2(;, '(i3

2i), '68.

i, 'fi4..

4. -(vl..

<!, 'Ci..

29, "H;!

.11, '(U,

11,T)3,
26, '(K.

4, '64..

11, '64.

2i», '64.

26, '63.

24, '63.

24, '63.

16. '63.

15, '64.

20, '6,5.

Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.

20. '6,').

29, '63.

26, '63.
'15, '64

15, '64

21, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Killed at ISIooresville, Ala , \ov.21,
Mustered out July 24, '65, as ( loriioral

Mustei'ed out Julv 24, '65.

DiseliaT^ed March 26, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Bowliufj- Green, Kt., Nov. H.
'

Mustered out July 24, '65.
"

Died at Murtieesboro, Tenn , A])ril 7,

Diseharsed March 1, "63.

Transferred to V R C, Dec. 28, '(U.

Tj-ansferred to 44th Res'iment.

Discharged June 5, '(a.

Transferred to 44th Keginient.

Died at Jelfei-sonville, lud.. May 22, '()5.

Transferred to 44th Keglment.

Died at Marietta, Ga., Aug. 9,

Transferred to 44th Regiment.
'64.

COMPANY "B."

Name and Rank. Date of
Conimission.

Date of
Muster.

Remakks.

Captain.

Heuiy MCarr
Oliver P Mahan
William P Ilerron

first Lieutenant.
Oliver P Mahan.. .

Wesley Gerard..
William P Herron.
Roljert Maxwell

Second Lieutenant.
Wesley C G erard .

.

William P Herron.

.

R()))ert Ma.xwell....
Charles M Robinson
Nelson Gaskell

First Serffeant'.
Heri'on. William I*.

,

Serjeants.
Maxwell, Robert.
Robitison. Charles
(Jrubb. Joseph. .

Hauver, Bariiett.

July 22, 1862.
Oct. 19, 1862. .

Feb. 17, 1863.

.

July 22, 1862...
Oct. 19, 1862...
Feb. 2, 1863....
Feb. 17, 1863..

July 22, 1862..
Oct. 19, 1862..
Feb. 2, 1863...
Feb. 17, 1863.
May 1. 1864...

M.

Residence.

Aug, 16, -62

Oct. 24, '62.

Feb. 24, '63

Aug. IC). •()2

Oct. 24. -62.

Feb. 24, 63.

Aug. 16, '62

Oct. 24, '62.

Feb. 24. '63

Jan. 12, '1)5

18 6 2,

Crawf'rdsville'July 14

Crawf 'I'dsville

Crawfrdsville
Montg'merj co
Crawr 'rdsviMe

Piomoted Major.
Resigned Feb. 16, 1863.

Mustered ont with Regiment.

Promoted Captain.
Resigned Feb. 2, '63.

Promoted Captain.
Mustered ont with Regiment.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Resigned Ai^ril IS, '(U.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.

July 15 Promoted 1st Lieutenant

.

Julv 27.... Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
July 14,... Discharged March 25, '63.

J uly 14 iMustered out July 24, '6)5, as private.
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Name and Rank. Rksidence.
Piite of

j

Muster, i

1,S(B.
I

UE.MAItK.S.

CorporaU.
Gi'ecn, Ttionuis C
Herr, Benjamin L . .

Montsoniei-y.WiUiam
Keese, Thomas
Bridges, John
Clain, John
McClean, William C.
Richestine, Jacoli G .

.

Waynetown.. ..

Cniwfoi-dsville.

.

Montgomery co.
CniwfonlsviUe.
Montgomery eo.
Crawforclsville .

MontgomeiT eo.
Wesley

Musicians. ,

Waldvon, James Craw tordsville.

Townsley, Charles . .
Montgomer.^

Darlington.

Montgomery co
Crawforclsville.
Darlington

Christman, Matthias.

Privates.

Andrews, Joel II

Anderson. Anstin B .

Beekner, Marion
Brown, John II

Brown, Solon II

Bannister. William...
Bannister Knoch
Callahan. William II.

Castor, Kranklin
Cowan, Samuel
Childers, Robert
Castor, Isaac N
earns, Joseph
Dodd. George W. ...

Doyle, San ford
Dohertv, James
Drenman, John W ..

Davlsson, Nathan
Doss, John K
Eslielman. Peter
Fuhvider, William A

.

Goble, Jasper
Gobie. Thomas
GiUam, Salathiel J . .

.

Grubbs, Sanmel
Grubbs, John
Goodman, Jacob
Grist, Alva C
Hamilton, Sanford. ..

Hancock, Joseph
Hoover, Henry.
Ilattield, Thomas
Hashberger, Koah....
Harris, John
Hixson, Theodore ...

HoUiugsworth Pinson
Henshaw, John M....
Harris, Jonah ..

Harris, John L
Henderson, William.
IngersoU, Martin
Johnson, Ben,jamin..
Joyce, Robert T
Jackson, Klbridge.. .

Jackson, Athol
Lowman, David A. ..

Landers. John
Laughlin, Nathan M.
Martin, David
Miller, Enoch
Mills, William H
Mcrshon, Shnbal. ...

Monohan. David
Mai-tz, Jacob
Miller, Jasper
McCoc. James F..

.

McCoy, BoydL.
Moorman, Miles
o'Harion, Henry
Patton, Aaron
Powers, David F ....

Patton. Albert
Picket, Nathan
Peters. John H
Rhoads. John

Jul; 21.

JulV It
JulV ly.

JulV 19.

Jul> l.i

Juir m.
Jul",- 17

JulV lit

JuK- lit.

JulV 15.

July 10.

Crawfordsville
Whitesville....
Whitesville..'..
New RichmoTid
Dai-Ungtou ....
Crawfordsville.
Montgomery co
Montgomery co
Montgomery co
Montgomei-y co.
Montgomery co.
Ciawfordsvilie..
Montgomery co.
Crawtordsville.

.

Montgomer,- co.
Adel .... .' .

.

Pniirie Kilgc...
Montgomery co.
Montgomery co.
Burnside
Montgomery co.
Moidgomery co.
Darlington
Crawfordsville..
Montgomer,- co.
Coal Creek."
Dailington
Montgomery co.
Mf>ntgomery co,
ilontgomeiy co.
Pleasant Hill. .

.

Darlington
Montgomery co.
Montgomery co.
Montgomery eo.
Way netown' ....

lanio
Montgomery co.

Mace
Montgomery co.
Montgomery co.
Darlington
Laporte
Montgomery co.
Montgou»ery co.

Whitesville. ..

Montgomery co.

Montgomery co,

Montgomery co.

Montgomery co
Moiitgomery co
Montgomery co
Mace
Montgomery co
Montgomery co
Montgomery co
New iiiclimond
Craw-fordsville
Montgon)ery c(

Montgomery co
Darlington

Aug. 0..

Aug. 0..

July lit
.

JulT IS..

JulV 18 .

Aug. !)..

Aug. !!..

Aug. !)..

Julf lit..

Aug. it..

Aug. lit..

'Jnlr lit .

IJulV '2-'..

'JulV -2:)...

JulV 10.

JulV 11 .

JnlV lit

Aug. !)..

Aug. i1..

Julf '2-1..

July IS..

Aug. !>..

Aug. il..

Jul,- lit .

Aug. it

Aug. 0..

Julr lit..

JulV IS'..

July lit.

July lit

July 1!>.

Jnl> lit

July lit.

July 27

Aug. it.

Aug. it

.\ug. it.

Aug. it.

Aug. it

Aug. it.

July 19.

July 19

Jnlr !•>.

July 19.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

JuU- 19.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9
Aug. 9

July 19
IjulV 19.

.IjuU 17.

. Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

.July 19.

.July- 19.

. Aug. 9.

.July 19.

. Aug. 9

. Julr 19.

.
IJulV 19.

'JulV 15.

MustereU out July 24, '65, as Sergeant.
" [Apr. 4,'63.

Killed Ijy guerrillas near Lebanon, Tenn.,
Mustered out July 24, 'fio.

Discharged March 9, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Gallatin, tenn , Jan. 17, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '()5.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Febrnarr 20, '6;t.

Mustered out Jtdy 24, "65.

Discharged May I, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

[12, '64.

Died in Rebel prison, Cahawba. Ala., May
Mustered out July 24, 'a5.

Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jan. 26, '63.

Discharged Ma, 28th, '63.

Dischargi-d May 10. '63.

Died at Gallatin. Tenn., Nov. 27, '62.

Died at Louisville, Ky.. Dec. 14, '62.

Mustered out Jul,'24, '65, as Corporal.
Discharged June'lO, '63.

Must'dout July 25,'65. [supposed dead.
Left wounded. Dkolona, Miss., Feb. 22, '64;

Mustered out July 24, '65.
" • " as Sergeant.

Discharged June 26, '63.

Transferred to Marine Srpiadron, July 1, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Camp Dennison. F'eb. 11. '63,

Discharged January 13, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Feb. S, '63.

Mustered out July 24, Tw. as Corporal.
" " " as fergeant.

Discharged Jamiary 15, '63.

Died at Bowling Gi'een, Ky., J.une 18, '^i.

Dischaigcd June 10, '63.

Mustered out July 2t, '65.

Died at M,urlreesboro, Tenn., May 22, '63.

Discharged Julv 4, '63

Died at Bowling Green, Ky., Nov. 15, '62.

Mu.stered out July 24, '65, as Corporal.

discharged Jiuie 26, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Gallatin. Tenn.. Jan. 10, '63.

Died at Gallatin, Teim., Jan. 12, '6;J.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Disch'g'd Mar. 15, 'Ht. ['63, supposed dead.
Wounded and capt'd, Chicamauga, Sept. 19,

Mustered out .July 24, '65, as 1st Sergeant.
Died at New Albany, May 15, '63.

TransfiTred to Marine Squadron, July 1,'63.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Jan. 18, '63.

Discharged March 15, '64.

May 20, '63.

June9, '6;i.

Mustered out July 24, '(>5.

Discharged Sept. 8, '62.
" March 8, '63.

Killed, accident, Columbia, Tenn., Sept.5,'64.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Bardstown, Ky., Nov. 16. '62.

Discharged Feb. 10, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.
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Xamk and rank. RKSinKNCK.
Date of
Muster.

]8fi2.

Knokelle, John C K.
Shurr, John A
Sellers, James
Sands, David A
Strain, Andrew . . .

,

Smith, Abijah
Smith, Pleasant
Trickey, David S
Vance, Isaac It

Vance, John W
WriKht, Henry F....
White, Francis A
Wilson, Joseph.
Wilson, George M. .

.

Wilson, Henry H....
Wright, Flam H
Walters, Harvey ...

Montgomery co.
Waynetown. ...

Orawfordsvillc .

Darli7igton
Darlington
Darlington
Marion
MoTitgomery co.
Crawfordsville,

.

Montgomery co.
Montgomery co.
Crawfordsville.

.

Montgomery co,
Clark^s Hill.

Clark's Hill
Montgomery co,
Dariington

Itecna'ts.

Biady, Oliver 1$

Bright, Hii am
Carnntt, John
Coble, Nelson J
Fisher, William
Fulwider, James M .

.

Fincher, Lenmel
Fox, Jonathan B
Gooding, John F
Gibbons, Michael. .

Henry. William
Helton, John
Hoel, John
Ireland, James
Irwin, John
Jamison, Peter M
Littleton. William ...

Lazers, William
Lamb, Basil
Myers, Hugh H
McFarland, Wm. K...
Myers, Richard
Owen, rhomas M
Sink, Lewis C
Sellers, John B. .. .

Sellers, Solomon.. ..

Small, Nathan
Stewart. William F..
Thrasher, Henry
VanBnskirk, Th'rnt'n
Weaks, John W
Ward, William
Winter, Henry A. .

.

Wakeman, Thomas

Ang. 9....
July 22
Ang 9 . ..

Ang. 9
Jnly 21 .,

Ang 'J . . .

.

Jnlv- 21

.Inly 19 ...

.

Jnly iri .

.

Ang 9 ..

Jniv 15 ...

July 10 ..

Ang 9 . . .

,

Aug 9....
Aug 9
Jnly 17....
Jnly 19 ...

Montgomery co

Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Mar.
Oct.
Nov,
Feb.
Nov,

12, '64

13. '64

2.3, '64

1, '64

17, '64

29, '64

17, '65

12, '64

Deserted Oct. 28, '62.

Mnstered out Jnly 24, '65,

Died at Selma, Ala., Oct. 17, '6;5.

Mustered <int .July 24, '65, as Corporal,
Discharged ,lnne'9. '6.3; wounds.
Died at Fiankfort, Ky., Nov. 10, 62.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged June 26, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65

.

Died at Columbia, Tenn., April 25, '64

Mustered out Jnly 24, '65.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Feb. 17, '65

Nov. 12, '64

Nov. 29, '64

Dec. 15, '63

Feb. 22, '65

Feb. 24, '64

Oct. 6, '64

Nov. 12, '64

Nov. 12, '64

Nov. 12, '64

Jan. 20, '63

Mar. 10, '04

Nov. 11, '64

Dec. 11, '63

Nov. 30, '64

Nov. 12, '64

Nov. 12, '64

July 1, '63

May 1, "63

Nov. 12, '61

Drowned at Macon, Ga., May 8, '65,

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

COMPANY "C."

Name and Rank. Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster.

Remakks.

Captain.
James F Robinson.,.
John Glaze

First Lieutenant

.

Frank B Everett
Kdward A Cutshaw.

.

John Glaze

July 26, 1862
Aug. 8, 1864

July 26. 1862
Feb 17; 1803
Aug. 20, 1803,...
Mar. 29, 1864....

July 26, 1862
Dec. 2. 1862
Feb. 17, 1863
Aug. 20, 1803....
June 1, 1864

Aug. 15, '62

Aug. 8 '64

Ang. 11, '02

Mar. 1, '03

Nov. 5, '03

Aug. 28, '64

Aug. 11, '62

Feb. 24, '03

Mar. 2, '03

Apr. 24, '64

Sept. 7, '64

r8 2.

Resigned Mar. 28, '64 ; injuries on '
' Wheeler

Mustered out with Regiment. [Raid."

Resigned Feb. 16, '03.

Cashiered Aug. 19, '63,

Promoted Captain.
Gex)rge Geiger

Second Lfeutenant

.

George Ruger
Kdward A Cutshaw..
John Glaze
George Geiger
Wilham H Atkinson.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Resigned Dec. 1, '62; hernia.
Promoted lat Lieutenant.
Promoted Captain

.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Mustered out with Regiment,

First Sergeatit,
Cutshaws Edward A.

.

Sertreants

.

Harris, John L

Residence.

Lafayette

Lafayette

July 18....

Aug. 5....

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.

Discharged Aug. 1, '63.
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Name and Rank. RE;HinENCK.
Date of
Mnster. I

1862.
I

Derby, Aisel J
Mooie , Daniel W
Atkinson, Williiini H.

Corporals.
Bvyiuit, Oscar F
Glaze, John
Reese Samnel L
Geiger. George.
Devault, Strancler
Rawles, Marcellns
Squires. Sterling.
Fisher, William R...

Musician.
Cocldington, Saninel..

IVaorover.

Russell, Abrani J

Privates.
Andnis. Henry C
Armstrong, James M.
Bennett. John R
Brown, George VV
Basher, Bennett
Brown, Samnel
Brown, "William
Cory , Thomas . .

.

Cox, William F
Cole, James
Campbell, John
Davis, Lewis S
Davis, Martin V
Davis, Oliver M
Davis, William K
Kdmnnds. Cyrns . ..

Fnlks, A lexandei' S .

.

Flinn, Miehael
Fiddler, Andrew. . .

,

Green, Sumner
Gilhim, Anderson
H ay ne Thomas
Hoover, samuel A...
Henderson, Alex. H.
Hawkins, Milton
Hoon.- James
Henderson, John W.

.

Harris, William
Henderson, James A.
Jackson, Christ'ph'r C
Jennings, Harrison .

.

Jones, William B-
Jackson, Cavalier....
.lackson. Samnel A. .

.

Jones, William L
Jones, Charles
.Jennings, Francis M.
Kleppinger, Ancil B.

.

Kindt, Solomon
Lehman, Willian) H..
Livingston. James..
Martin. Mnnson
Moore, Klias C
Miller, William
Martin Joseph T. . .

.

Mitchell, A Ibert ....
McKim, John L
McCo.!. Francis . ...

McCaiin. Michael. ,

.

Martin, Otho J
May. DeWitt
Nobes, Henry
Xeyhard. William II..

North, Richard J
Newpoit. James I'...

Patterson, John W...
Onaintance. Thomas.
Russell, Daniel R
Kodefer, Peter B
Relph William... .

Robertson, David H..
Scott, Kleiizer \\

r.afa\ette.
Lalavette.
I-atayette.

Lafayette.

.

LafaVette.

,

ratlin. Ill ,

Lafayette.

.

Lafay ette .

.

Lafayette.

Juh- IS.

Jul> 1(1.

July IS

. .. Jul,- U.

.. Juls 15.

.. July 17.

. . . Aug. .").

... July 20.

. - lAUg. .T.

Tippec.moe CO July "iCi

Battle Ground Aug. (i.

Lafayette July 18

Lafayette ...

Lafa; ette...
Lata V ette...
Lafa T ette...
Lafayette...
Transitville
Lafay ette . .

.

Lafayette.
Tippecanoe co
Tippecanoe co
Transitville

Aug. 8.

A.ug
Jul',

July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
July
Aug

Tippecanoe co Aug
Lafayette July
Tran'sitville ..I Aug
Tippecanoe co; Aug
Tippecanoe co J"l.^

Transitville ..I Aug
Lafayette. ..Aug
Lafayette Aug
Tippecanoe co Aug
St.Paul.Mlnn.lJuly
Lafayette IJuly
Lafayette

I
Aug

Tippecanoe co July
Tijipctanoe co Aug

Au
An
Au
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

Lafayette.
Lafayette
Lafayette
Transitville .

.

Tippecanoe CO
Lafayette
Tippecanoe co
Tippecanoe co
Lata > ette
Lufa\ette
Lafayette. ...

Lafayette .... July
rippi'fanoe co: Aug
Lafayette Ijuly
Lafayette Au
Lafayette Au
West Point ..

Lata \ ette
Stockwell.
West Point. .

.

Transitville...
Tiiipecnnoe co
Lata,- ette
stockwell
Lafayette
Brookston
Lafarelte
Lafayette...

.

Dayton
].,afay ette
Tippecanoe co
Tiaiisitville ..

Ti)i)i('Cunoe co
Lata., ette
i-afayette
Lafayette
Lafayette
Lafayette

Aug,
July
Jnly
Aug
Aug
Aug,
Aug,
Aug
Jul\-

Aug
Aug
Aug
July
July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
July
July
Jtily

Mustercd out July 24, '(i5 as 1st Sergeant.
Mu.stered out .July 24 '65.

Pionioted 2d Lieutenant.

Mustered out May 22, 'fti.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Mustered out July 24. '{).5.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Mustered out July 24, "(i5.

Discharged gept. 25. '(i.5.

Mustered out July 24, 'fi.i.

Mustei-ed out July 24, '(i;).

Mustered out July 24, "(io.

Mustered out July 24, '<;.5.

Discharged Jan. 21, "(iS.

Died at Gallatin. Teiin., .Jan. 1, '(!!!.

Mustered out July 24, "tiS.

Killed at Chicamauga, Sept. 19, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Sergetutt.

Transferred to V R C Jan. 10, '65,

Discharged Jan. 17. '63.

Musteied out July 24, '65.

Discharged June 10, '65.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

I Corporal.

Discharged Nov . !), '62.

Transferred to V R C, Feb. 15. 'fii.

Mustered out July 24, '(i5.

Discharged April 7, "63.

Mustered out Julr 24, '65.

Died at Scottsville, Ky., Dec. 2, '62.

Discharged March 21, '03.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Disc-harged March 22, '63.

Mustered out July 24, ()5.

asCorporid.

Died al Scottsville. Ky., Dec. VI

Mustered out Juh" 24, '65.

as wagoner.

Died at Cartersville, Ga.., June 7. '64.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Gallatin. Tenn., Dec. 28, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

as Corporal.
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Date of
I

N.X.MK AN 11 HAXK. Ri:s!i)EKt:K. Muster.
1S62.

1

I;^:.^r.\KKs.

Sellers. Tlioinas ..... Tippet anoe co Aug. .S Transferred to V. K. C.
.shia:le \- , Jacob Tiansitville ,. Ang. 11.... ;\lustered out July ;24. "6.5. as Corporal.
Sclinepi), Phillii) Tnansitville .. Ang. 12.... Mustered out July 24. "65.

Seibevt. lleiirc Lafacette .... Aug. 12.... ^i 1. .1

°niilii Minor Watseka. 111.

Tippecanoe co
JuK l.T ..

Ang. 5. ... Discharged March 6, '63.Sprat-nc, Andrew J..
Smith, Martin \ . .. Brookston Ang. 11 ... Mustered out JuIy 24, "65.

Sellers, Joliii W Lafa^•ette .... Ang. 8

Smith, Joshua M Tippecanoe co Ang. 11.... Died at Mnrfreesboro May 13, 63.
Swift, William Tippecanoe co July 30 . Drunnned out of service June H, "63

Thoniiison. Geoia:e P. Lafa\-ette Ang. 4.... \jnstered out Jnlv 24, "6.5, as Serg't.
Thienie. Wiiliani. .. Lafaxette. ... Aug. 6 Mustered out JuIt 24, '&5.

Tfuett, William S . . .

.

Tippecanoe co Aug. S Died at Murfi'eesboro, March 1, 63.
Wimsev, Peter Lalarette JulY 16 Mustered out July 24, '6.5.

Warner, James Lafa\ ette Jul\- 29.... .Mnstered ont Julv 24, '65, as Corporal.
Wii{i:hl, JohiiD Lafarctte Ang. .1 Mnstered out Jul',- 24, '65.

Williams, James Transitville .. Aug. 6. ..

Wood. Joshuii Tippecanoe co Aug. 8 Deserted August 17, '62.

Wright. Albert S Lafacette. .. Ang. 7 Mnstered out July 24, Tr2.

Williams, Robert M.. Transitville .. Aug. 6

Recru its.

Ailbiirns. James Dec. 23, "63 Transferred to 44th Regiment.
Dec. 23. "63

Dec. 23. "63

Dec. 11, "63
Bronson, William
Bates. Joseph
Chamljerlaiu, John Dec. 23, "63

Dec. 11, "63

Dec. 2;i. "63

Di c. 2. "63

Dec. 11. "63

"Carroll, John
Dailey, James

'

Dailer. John J
Dawson, William A.
Fishei'. James Dec. 23, "63

Dec. 23, "63

Dec. 11. "63

Dec. 23. "63

b'eb. 21. "63

Dec. 2. "63

Dec. 11. "63

Nov. 2.5. '63

Dec. 1, "63

Dec. 24. "63

Dec. 11, "63

Dee. 11, "63

Dec. 23, "63

Dec. 2. "63

"
,"

Folk, yamuel J
CrlaspT. James.
Gerard. Mitchell. .

Hoon, Jason
Hood, William A
1:1 con. John
Johnson. George L. .

.

Lttns^don . William
McCiarchec, Francis P
McCann, James

McCarty, William....'
Smith, Thomas II....
Sellers. William Dec. 23. "63

Dec. 23. "63 ,,Stetler. SilasW
Wade Michael Dec. 23. "63 " ' , "

COMPANY '^D."

N A 31K AXn K .\>'K

.

Date of
Commission.

Date of
Mustei. Remarks .

Robert H LaFollett...
(.Uiester G Thomson..
Arius U Craven

First Lieutenant.
.Chester G Thomson .

.

William R Byrns
Robert M Sims
Arius U Craven
Lewiij B Garrett

Second Lieutenant.
David H Ashman ....
Arius U Craven
Lewis B Garrett
John P Seawright. . .

.

FiV.'it Se'o^eaiit.

Craven Arius U
Serjeants

.

Ashman George
Vogan James
Sims Robert
Garrett Lewis B

Corporals
Johnson Samuel B. .

.

Thompson BrainardM
Rogers William T . . .

.

Aug. 2. '62.

Dec. 19, '62

Dec. 10, 64.

Aug. 2, '62.

Jan 1, '63.

.Mar. 17. '63.

July 22, '64.

Dec. 10. '64.

Lg 2, '62.

Jan. 1,'63.
Jul\- 22, '6.4.

Dec. 10, '64.

Residence.
Tliorntown

Thorntown
Thorntown.
Thonitown,
Thorntown.

Thorntown.
Ladoga
Fiankfort

.

Aug. 2, '62

Feb. 17. '63

Dec. 11, '64

Resigned Dec. 18, '62.

Promoted Lieutenant Colonel.
Mustered out with Regiment.

4ng. 2, '62 Promoted Captain.
Feb. 24, '63]Promoted Adjutant. •
Apr. 9, '63I HonorablT disch'd July 21, "64, acc't wounds.
Sept. 7

Dec. 11

Aug. 2, '62

Feb. 24, '63

Sept. 7, '(i4

Dtc. 11, '64

1 .s 6 'J.

Promoted Captain.
Mustered out with Regiment.

Discharged Sept. 1, '62.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Mustered out with Regiment.

Promoted 2ud Lieutenant.July 17

I

July .17 ' Discharged Jan . 17 '(«

.

Aug. 9 ...jDischarged Jan. 16, '63.

July 25 Promoted 1st Lieutenant.

I

A ug . 9 i Promoted 2d Lieutenant

.

, July 21
'. . IMustered out July 24 '6.5, as Sergeant.

'July 21.... VInsteredout Julr24'a5, as Sergeant Major,

. Aug. 8. . .
. 'Mustered out July 24 '65, as Private.
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Name and Rank. Rksidknce.
Date of
MiTSter. Kkmabks.

Belles David
Irwin Robert S...
Brown Joseph .

Seaw right Peny
EicheT James .

.

Mi/siciotis,

Crose Brittoii R.

.

Bovd Wallace J .

.

Thorntow II

.

Thorntowii

.

LiiFajette. .

ThorntOAvii

.

Thorntown.

Thornto^\-n
Thorntown

.

Hill Hugh W...

Anderson Jeremiah..
Bennett Robert W....
Beach Joseph H
Buntin George A . . .

.

Ball John W
Blackburn William A
Burch William K
Billings Nathan
Ball Perry A
Burnham Perry C
Cory Jjcander C
Coiy Angustns M ...

Cosand saninel W
Custer James C
Cain Joseph
Carter John M
Council Milton
Cook Kdward
Crose George W
Coltrain Linden P . . .

.

Davis John B
Dicks William H
Dukes William C
DunwoodyKugeniusB
Kdwards Lemuel B.

.

Eubanks George K.

.

Fall John M
Fall Samuel II

Fenton John
F'linn' George W . . . .

Frazier Morgan C .

Greene Robert S
Hill WiUiamW
Hargraves JohnW..
Dal r Robert W
HaU William H
Hail James M
Hall John G
Higgason James H .

.

Hodgens Isaac X . .

.

Hawkins Simeon B.

.

Hashbergcr Abraham
Hutchens John H . .

.

Handlen William E.
Handlen Joseph M .

.

Isrigg Joseph W . . .

Kring James M
Laverty David W . .

Long Daniel . ^ . . .

.

Mount James A
McKinsey Noah
McKinsey Morgan. .

.

McKinsey Jesse
McGiaw John
N'evels Stephen H...
Parsons John P
Pyke Wesley B
Pickerel Benjamin ¥
Park James V
Phillips, Thomas B.
Rogers Hugh Y
RyJey James L
Runyon Albert P...
Sheedy John
Sasbe Alexander B..
Strain* Wilson
Sandei's Barnabas..
.Sparks Henrv L. ..

Shofstall Roliert C.

Aug. it.

JulY 17.

Jul\ 23.

Aug. S.

Aug. 9

July 18
July 18.

Thorntown. .

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Tho7-ntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Mechamcsbu
Thorntown.
Thorntow!!

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thortitown.
Thorntown.
Thornto%An

.

Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown,
Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Linden.
Thorntown.
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown
Thointown

.

Thorntown
Thoi-ntoMH.
Thorntown
Thorntown

.

riiorntown.
Thorntown.
I horntow n,
Thorntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Tlioi'ntown

.

Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.
Thorntown.

Jnl%- 18

Aug. 14..

JulN- 21.

Julv 21.

July 26..

July 29
.

July 26
July 30.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 1.

Aug. i».

July 17.

Aug. 6

Jul- 18.

Julv 29
Jxil>- 30.

Aug. 1.

Aug. 1.

July 26

July 29.

Aug. 9.

July 19.

July 17.

July 29.

Aug. 14.

July 18.

Aug. 12.

Aug. 4.

July 25.

A;ig. 9.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

July 23

July 17.

July 17.

July 22.

July 28.

July 29.

July 26.

Julv 30.

July 22.

Aug. 4.

July 23.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 4.

July ys.

July 19.

July 25.

Julv 22.

July 22.

July 26.

July 21.

July 22.

July 21.

Aug. 17.

. JuL- 17.

. July- 28.

Aug. 4.

July 21.

Aug. 8.

July 29.

July 21.

Aug. 11.

Aug. 11.

July 25.

Aug. 9.

July 20.

Aug. 14.

Miistered out July 24, '65, as private.

Transferred to V. R: C. Jan. 18 '64.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Mustered out July 24 'tS, as 1st Sergeant.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Discharged Dec. ) '62.

Mustered out July- 24 '65.

Promoted Adjutant.
Died in AndersoTiville prison, Oct. 27 '64.

Mustered out Julv 24 '65. as Sergeant.
Died atGallatin, Tenn., Jan. 24 '63.

Mustered out July 24 '65. as Corporal.
Died at Murfreesboro. Tenn., March 11 '63.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Discharged March 4 '63

.

Discharged Oct. 21 '62.

Mustered out July 34 '&5.

Died at Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 2 '63.

Mustered out July 34 '65, as Sergeant.
?ilustereu out .luly '^4 '65.

Died at Sc-oftsville, Ky ., Dec. 8 '63.

Killed at Chicamauga*, .-ept. 19 '63.

riied at Mnif i ec^sboro, Tenn.. April 21 '63

viustered out July 24 '65, as Corporal.
Discharged March 7 '63.

Discharged June 17 '63.

Died at Murfreesboio, Tenn., May 10 '63.

Mustered out JnJj 34 '65.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Jan. 4 '(53.

Mustered out July 24 '6.5.

Discharged Feb. 28 '63.

Died at Nashville. Feb. 9 '64.

Died at Andersonville prison, Sept. 12 '64.

Mustered out July 24 '65, asCoi-poral.
Discht^rged Feb. "9 '63,

Died at Andersonville prison, Sep. IS '64 ;w'dsi

Mustered out J uly 24 '65

.

Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn., May 10 '63.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Mustered out July 24 '65, as Corporal.
Mustered out July 24 '65.

Discharged March 1 '(53.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn ,Jan. 14 '63,

Discharged March 7 '63.

Discharged Dec. 29 '63.

Mustered out July 34 '65.

Died at Murfreesboro, March 18 '63.

Killed near Rome, Ga., Oct. 11 '64.

Discharged Feb. 34 '64 ; wounds.
Mustered out Jidy 34, '65, as Sergeant.
Mustered ont July 24 '65.

Mustered out May 34 '65

.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Discharged Feb. 20, '63.

Transferred to V R C, July 1, 'fK.

Killed at Hoover's Gap, Tenn., June 24, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '()0.

Discharged May 28, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Coi-poral.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Feb. 17, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Aug. 28, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Jan. 12, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.
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Namk ANij Rank.

Starbuck James ]M
.ShuU David A
Taggart Charles L
Tucker Albert R
Tull John H
Wright Charles
Welch Alexander L .

.

Welch Charles K
Warbritton WillianOI
Warbritton John H...
Woods Alexander. .

Watson Lee
Watkins Flihu H . . .

.

i; KSIDKNC

Tliorntown
Thorntown
Thorntown
riiorntown
Madison. ..

Thorntown
Dhorntown
Thorntown
Thorntown
Thorntown
time, 111 ..

Franklin .

Jetferson .

.

Recnilis.
Beckheart Benedict..
Ball William X
Burris Robert T
Burris Wesley
Burch John B
Ball James A.
Cook Kol)ert
Kdwards John G... .

Kvans John II
Grimes Tobias M
Gibson John C
Hollingsworth Abm R
Harris VYiHiam F
Johnson Joel W
Lewis John
Mathics William
McCorkJcTnonias H..
McDanicI William A .

McDaniel Joseijh A..
Milliken Milton W...
Moore George W
Pickard John
Riley George F
Simms Alexander W.
Thompson Maitin B .

Tysor Asher

LaFayette.

Thorntown

Thorntown

Thorntown
Thorntown

Date of
Muster.
1 S 6 2.

Rem.vkks.

Aug.].
Aug. 9
July 21
Aug. 9.

Aug. 14

July 17

Jnh- 17

July 19

Julr 21

Jul,- 21

Jul> 21

Aug. 14

Aug. 14

Dec. 23,

Jan. 12,

Dec. .16,

Dec. 16,

Oct. 26,

Dec. 13,

Nov. 16,

Dec. 16,

Jan 27,

Jan. 27,

Feb. 9,

Jan. 12,

Jan. 12,

Jan. 4.

Uec. 13,

Mar. 17,

Feb. 29,

Jan. 4,

Jan. 4,

Mar. 5.

Mar. 28.

Dec. 23,

Dec. 16,

Sep. 10,

Dec. 5,

Dec. 22,

Mustered f)ut July 24, '65.

Transferred to VRC, July 1, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Mustered out June 7, T)5.

Mustered out July 24, Ti5.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Jan. 7, "63.

Mustered out July '24, '65.

as Corporal.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Discharged.
Transferred to 44th Regimevt.

Discharged

.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Killed at Leesburg, Ala. , Oct. 21, '64.

Died atG-allatin, lenn., Feb. 31, '65.

Ti'ansferred to 44th Regiment.

Musterrd out '65, as Q M Sergeant.
Transferred to V R C.

COMPANY "E."

Name and Rank. Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster. REMARKS.

Captain
Harvey B Wilson
Lawson S Kilborn . .

.

William H Mahan , .

.

Aug. 14, 1862..

Dec. 15,1862..
Dec. 3,1864..

Aug. 14, '62

B^eb. 17, '63

Dec. 10, '64

Resigned December 14, "62.

Promoted Major.
Mustered out w ith Regiment.

First LieiUomnt.
Lawson S Kilborn...
John X Insley
Lewis C Priest
John P Wise

Aug. 14,1862..
Dec. 15,1862..
Feb. 10,1863..
Dec. 3,1864..

Aug. 14, '62

Dec. 17, '62

April 9, "63

Dec. 10, '64

Promoted Captain.
Resigned February 9, '63.

Died June 24, '64.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Second Lieutenant.
John N Insley
Lewis C Priest
WUliamll Mahan
John W Plunkett

Aug. 14,1862..
Dec. 15,1862..
Feb. 10,1863..
Jan. 1,1865..

Aug. 14, '62

Dec. 17, '62

April 9, '63

June 21, '65

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted Captain.
Musteied out with Regiment.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.

Deserted Nov. 21, '62.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Dec. 26,

Mustered out July 24, '65, as pn
Promoted 2d Lieutenant.

First Sergeant.
Priest Lewis C

Residence. 18 6 2.

July 19....

July 19....
July 19....
July 25
July 25...

Sericreants.
Park Kliiah Linden

Ladoga
Waynetown .

.

Waynetown .

.

Ashby William
Medearis James W .

.

Plunkett John W
'62.

vate.

Corporals.
Cooninghani ?;dw'd H
Montgomery Simpson
Wilhite Lewis E
Maxwell Samuel C . .

.

Shelby David

Ladoga
Linden
Independence.
Ladoga
LaFayette

July 25 ...

July 35....
.July 25....
July 25....
July 25....

M ustered out June . 65

.

Transferred to V RC July 1, '64.

Mustered out July 21, '65, as sergeant.
Discharged October 27, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as sergeant.
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Name and Rank. Kesldence.
Date of
Mnster.

]862.
Kemakks.

Mahan WilJiamH Thomtown ...|July 2^.

Harris James Crawfo^ds^l^e Jnly '25

.

Musicians.
Greenburg, Johann . . iLinden .

.

Webster John
j
Ladoga .

Wao'oner.
j

Kllis Alfred P Whitesvilie .

.

Privates.
AverT Whiting A
Albertson Silas W . . .

.

Barton Madison
Bible John C
Campbell John F . ...

ChamlicTS Andrew J .

.

Cobb Uriah
Coomljes John N
Coombes Dennian J.

.

Conn ell heodore B .

.

Cnrnutt Henry
Doy le Harrison
Doyle Allen
Dungan John W
Deans Gewge
Edwards JohnW
Edwf.rds Michael H .

.

Fletcher Jonath.m . .

.

Gannon George W . ..

Gill Jonathan
Harney Richard H . .

.

Haines Charles G ....

Ha\- wood Thomas
Hobbs Horatio
Ilauiiltoii Xathaniel..
Insley William A
iusley David W
Jones John KB
Johnson Pi-esley J . .

.

.Keeny John
KeenV J rtmes
Keys'WillinmG
Kiikpatrick Milton. ..

Kendull James K
Kestcrson George S..

Lefflaiul Alfred....'. ..

Miller Henry
Montgomery GeoW..
McClenn-ock Lemu'lB
Mason Omer W
Menagh Robert J
Meadows William J ..

Mason FraTicis M
Nutt James H'
Nicholson William W
Newkirk Abner M
Neely John A
O'Ne'il John
Plunkitt Abiam
Peters Henry >*

Piggott Joseph
Phinkitt George W. .

.

Plunkitt Levi H
Pointer William
Quick .Stebbins
Quick Harrison
Handel Abram B
Romley Ambrose
Keed Henry
Ross James
Ronsh William
RiceHeniy E
Savage Patrick
Swindler Calvin E
•Shepherd Israel H . .

.

Shepherd John T
Strater Diniel .
Stockton Theodore . .

.

Slavins John W
i-tewai-t John J
Totten Jasper
Thoi']je George B

Jnly -25.

JnlV 25.

Ladoga
Linden
Linden
>ngar Grove
Ladoga
Crawford 'vile
Lafayette
Linden
Pleasant Hill..
Lafayette
Linden
Parkersbnrg..
Parkersbuig..
Linden
Linden
Ladoga
Whitesville . .

.

Ladoga
Linden
Ladoga
Lebanon
Blue Grussills
Sugar Grove..
Linden
Pleasant Hill..
Sugar Gro\e..
Linden
Ladoga
Ladoga
Linden
Linden
Linden
Sugar Grove..
Sugar Grove..
Linden
Romney
New Klchmo'd
Linden.. . .

Crawfordsvil'e
CrawfoidsviFe
Sugar Grove.,
ugar Grove .

Liiiden
Ladoga
J-adoga
Linden
Ladoga
Ladoga
Vevay
Ladoga
Linden
Waynetown. .

.

Linden
Ladoga
Linden
Linden
Ladoga j

Crawfordsvil'e July
Linden. .

..July
New Richmod July

July
Julv
July
July
JulV
JulV
JulV
Jnly
Julr
JulV
JulV
July
July
July
Julv
JulV
JulV
JulS-
July
July
July
JuJt
July
July-
July
July
July
July
Jul,-

JulV
Jul>
Julv
July
Jul*
JulV
July-
July
Julv
Jul>
July
July
July
July
July
Julv-

Jul>
Jul\-
July
July
July
JulV
JulV
Jul>
J uly
July
July
July

2J...
25 . .

.

25 ..

25...
25...

25.

Homer 111

Sugar Grove.

.

Urtaiiain ....

Crav\fordsvire
Ladoga
Sugar Grove..
Attica
Linden
Linden
Linden
Linden
Linden

July
July
July
July
Jnly
July
July
July
July
Aug.
July
Jul9

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Mustered out July 24 'C5.

Mustered out July 24. '(J5. as Principal Mus'n
Died at New AlbauT.

Mustered out Julv W '65.

Mustered out Ju1t24, '65.

Transferred to V K C.
Discharged Sept. .30, '6.3.

Mustered out JuIt 24 '65.

Discharged March 8, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Nov. 28, "63.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Musteied out JuIt 24 '65, as Corporal
r)ischarg«,d '63, disability.
Mustered out July 24 '65.

Discharged '63; disability.
Mustered out Jnly 24 '65. as Corporal.
Discharged February 24, "63.

Mustered out July 24 '65, as Corporal.
Discharged Nov.'ll, '62.

Died at Murfreesboro. April 18, '63

Transferred to V. R. C. July 1 '63

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at New Albany, Dae. 7, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Mu*freesboro, Tenn . Aprll-27 '63
Musteredout July 2i, '65.

'

Discharged.
Mustered out July 24 '65.

Died in An derson ville prison, July 26. '64
Mustered out July 24, '65.

nischarged Sept. 8, '63.

Mustered out J ul <• 24 '65

.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Sergeant
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Transferred to Marine Brigade, , '63

Discharged Feb. 2, '63.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Died at Muifreesfioio, Tenn., May 28, '63

Discharged Februarr 24, '63.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Died at New A Ibany, Oct. 27, '62.

Musteredout July 24, '65.

Transferred to V K C, July 1, '63.

Discharged January 17, '63.

Discharged Feb. 2, ''63.

Discharged Nov. 11, '62.

Mustered out July 24 '65.

Mustered out July 24 '65, as Sergeant.
Discharged November 5, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65

.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Corporal.
Mustered out July 24 '65.

Wustered out July 24 '65, as Corporal
Mustered out July 24 '65.

Died at New Albany. Nov. 20, '62.

Died at Louisville, July 21, '63.

Mustered out July iJ4 65.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Jan, 11, '63.
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1

Name and Rank. Rkstdknce.
Date of
Muster.

1862.
Remarks.

Tennery Tristom 15 .

.

Winter"Daniel"W .

Wright James W
"Warbritton AnOj-
"Wood John
Wise John P
Walton James W
Williams James 11 ...

Zoller Geoigc F

RecniiU.
Allen James .

Linden
l^adoga
Ladoga
ii^^lo«='^
Linden
Lcwisville
Linden
Sugiu- Grove..
Sugar Grove..

Jul J 25..
July 25....
JmU 25.. .

July 25....
Jiilr 25
Jnl"y 25...:
Jul,- 25
Jnl> 25....
Jnl>2;5...

Oct. 16, 64
Mar 14, 65
Mar. 14, 65
Oct. 6, 64
Mar. 4, 65
Mar. S, '65

(Jet. 5, '62

Mar. S, "65

Mar. 27, "65

- ar. 2.i, '65

Mar. 8, '65

Oct. 5, '64

Oct. 6. '64

Apr. 20, '64

Feb. 1, '65

Oct. 6, '64

Discharged Jnl.v 10, '64; wounds.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at .Murfreesboio, Tenn., June 5, '63.

Diseliaiged March 23, '63.

Killed ai Cliicamanga. Sept. 1!», '63 .

Pioinored Isi Lieulcmmt.
Disci a-ged Feijruary 17, "63.

Mustered out Jul.r 24, '.if.

A dwell James H
11. 1. II

Bnrnett Flavins J
RacheldO) Ira O 1, (• .1

Berry James M >i ,1 11

Bell Kansom U u >

Clark J;i(!lvSon .1 11 .1

Carter William H \- U i>

Cavanangh John I.! It U

Fry Sanmcl 11 >. >.

H amilton > ndrew 11 1. 1>

Haywood Curtis B . .

.

llaynes George U >. .'. ,,

Hickon Israel
Haywood Cnrtis D . .

.

Kesterson William H ? I ::

Kesterson Geoi'ge S .

.

Kinsell William B...
Oct. 6, '64

Oct. 6, '64

Mar. 22, '65

U iL A

Kigor Mordecai M . .

.

U u t;

Liberger Isaac u u >1

Lyon William Mar. 23, '65

Mar. 4, '65

Mar. 14, '65

Oct. 19, '64

March 8.' 65
March 8, '05

Oct. 6, '64

Oct. 6, '64

Oct. 16, '64

il .i 11

Miller James L u u u

Parker Henry A 11 11 It

Rifer Thomas 11 11 11

Shaw William L 11 11 .1

Self Hiram « 11 U .1

Titfenj- William W ...
It 11 .1

'I'hayer Caleb 11 11 ::

WestfallJohn W ...

COMPANY "F.'

Name and Rank. Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster. REMARKS.

Cnplain.
Moses Uirfili ...
James L Dalton . .

.

First Lieutenant
James L Dalton . .

.

Johnson Parker . .

.

Second Lieitte nant
Orrin K Harjier . .

.

Johnson Parker .

.

Moses Nowls .

First Sergeant.
Parker Johi son

Sftreaiits.
Kowls Moses
Andrew Charles
Parker Thomas C . .

.

Cadwallader tlisha.

Aug. 9, "62.... Aug. 9, '62

Mar. 24, '63 ... Apr. 9, '63

Aug. 9, '62....

Mar. 24, '63....

4ug. 9, '02....

Mar. 2, "63....

Mar. 24, '63....

Residence.

Williamsport

Williamsport
Wa.ien co
Williamsport

,

Wan en co . .

.

Corporals
_

Schoonover Viartin. .. Warren co
Jordan Le\ i Marshlield
Andrew Wil !iam w arren eo .

Burcb Charles J Warren co
"Van Heed Milton If... Wllliams))ort
Schoonover Wiiliamll Wiiliamsijort
BriggsScthS VViliiamsport . .„. „
Spies JoiiH Williamsport I J my 28

A ng. 9. '62

Apr. 9, '63

Resigned Mar. 23, '63.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Promoted Captain.
Mustered out and honorably disch'd June 3,
'65 ; cause service no longer req'd & disablity.

Aug. 9, '(i2 nishonorabl,- dismissed March 1,'63.

Mar. 24, '63 Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Apr. 9, '63 Mustered out with tiPgiment.

18 62.

Aug. 26..

Aug. 28..
.Aug. 2d.

.

Aug. 26..

Aug. 2d..

Aug. 23
Aug. 4.

Juiy 28
July 2d.
Jdlj- 28
July 29.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
' Ischaiged Jan. 25, '63

Mustered out Julj 24, '65.

Died at Bowling Green, hy., Nov. 16, '62.

Discharged Jan. 12, '63.

Mubteiedou; Julj 24. '65, as private.
Di cLa.ged I'ebruary 13, '63.

I iedaLG.illatin, Teun., Jm. 20, '63.

Musteted out .Tilj 21 '65, as sergeant,
^iisfeiedour July 24 '65, as 1st Stirgeant.
Mutteied out July 24 "65, as Private.
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Name and Rank. Residence.
Date of

!

Mtistei'.

Musicians.
Jones James E
Etiiire Samuel M. . .

.

Wao-oner

.

Mabee Pinkney

Prvaies.
Abott John
Adams Jesse M
Adams William H ..

Alburn H enry
Aldridge David
Brenner Epbraim L.
Briar Lnthcr
Briggs Elisha
Buckley William P..
Caldwell James
Cole George
Correll Valentine . .

.

Cozod Thomas
Crawford James H . .

Crowell Daniel
Cumpton King B
Davis George W
Dimitt Sylvester
Fleming D-ivid W . .

.

Frame Samuel H . .

.

Gillett Alfred
Goodwine Wesley . .

.

Gray John W
llard.N Joseph
Horrier William D . .

Horrier Samuel
Hewitt John M
Hobaugh Xelson
Holy cross Elisha J .

.

Hornaday John H...
Horner Tho.nas F...
Hunter James H . . .

.

Jordan Miles
Keister David L . . .

.

Kennedy Thomas ..

Labau Benjamin F.

.

Leak William
Liggette S luuiel M .

Lo ig Henry . ...

Lutz Henry C
Mathis GeorgeW
May hall George W.

.

Mcknight James A .

.

Millhoiiin Henry E..
MillhoUin Jasper N .

.

Moody George W—
•M lore James C-
Moore Morris
Morgan George T . .

.

Munson John
Nixon John A
Parent Hiram ... .

Patterson James B .

.

Pine Gejrge M
Pruden Kbeaezev
Pugh Benjamin F . .

.

Pugh William S
Pugh William
Pugh Josephus M . .

.

Pugh George W
Keid Ricliard . .

.

Reed Nathan J
Reed Daniel W
Rice John T
Kiggs James

- Romlne l>aniel C
i^choono\er Harvey .

Schoonover James S
Slauter Peter S .

Smith George W
Stearns Zara T
Strattan Daniel M .

.

^itunip George B
Swarner John
Swisher Joseph

WlUiamspoi't
Willlamsport

Warren co

July 28
Aug. 8

Julv -28.

Aug.
July
Aug.
J Lily

Aug
Aug.
July
Jul

West Lebanon
Warre i co .

BlGr'.-GrvcIl)
Marshfleld
Warren co
West Lebanon
Warren co ...
Wiliiamsport .

Ash Grove, 111 July
Warren co ... [July
Rainsville JulV
Attica IJuly
Warren co [July
Williamspoit . Aug
W^arren co July
Mai-shtleld Aug
Wiliiamsport

.

Jordan, 111 ...

West Lcl)anon
West Leljanon
Williiimsport

.

Warr<'n co
We.st Lebanon
Wiliiamsport .

Warren co ....

Wiliiamsport .

Warren co .

We<t Lebanon
Wurr(.Mi CO
W'llliamsijort .

Lafayette
Williamsiiort .

Marslirteld ....

A'iiliamsport .

William <port .

Wari'en co
Warren co
vV^arren C!) .

.

Wai'ren co
Wiiliauisport .

Warren co
Williamsixnt .

Wiliiamsport .

Warren co ...

Wan-en co
sVarren co
Warren co
Wiliiamsport

.

Warren co ....

Attica
Wai-ren co
Attica
Wiliiamsport .

Warren co
Carbondale, 111

Warren co
Wiliiamsport .

Warren co
Warren co
WairiMi CO
Wiliiamsport .

Wiliiamsport
.

Williams) )ort .

Warren co
Independence.
Jordan, 111

Warren co ...

Wiliiamsport .

Wi'rren co
Kainsville
Wiliiamsport .

Warren co ....

Warren co ....

West Lebanon
Wiliiamsport

Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
JnlT
July
July
^ug.

July
Aug.
JnlT
July
Aug.
July
Aug.
Jul-
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jul-
July
Aug.
JulY
JulT
July
Juh-
Aug.
Aug.
JuK
July
Julv
Juh-
JulV
\ug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
\ug.
July
Jul.-

JulV
July
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
JnlT
Jal>
July
Jnlv

REMAKK.S.

Mustered out Julf 21, '65.

Mustered out July 24, ' (55, as corporal.

Discharged May '68.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Jan 17. '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

niedat Scottsville, Ky.. Dec, 10. "62.

M\istered out July 24," '65.

Died at Mnrfreesboro, April 20, '63.

Mustered out Jaly 24, '65

.

Discharged May 26. '63.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Musterc'd out July 24, '65, a; Corporal.
Killed at Rock Spring, Ga. , Sejit. 12, '63

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Louisville, Ky., April IS, '65.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Vlustered out July 24, '65, as Corporal.
Mustered out July 24, '65

discharged August 31, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharger Jan. 23, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

•^iedat Ca^tilian Springs, Tenn, Dec 9, '62.

Mustered out Jul r 24, '65.

Killed at Hock Spring, Ga. Sept 12, '63.

Viustered out.Iulv 24, '6), as cori^oral.
Mustered (tut July 24, '65:

Died at Bowling Green, Ky, Dec30, '62.

'discharged February 26, '64.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn, Dec 8, '62.

Tr .nsferred to Marine Brigade March 21, '<

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Corjjoral.
Killed at Rock Spring, Ga, Sept 13, '63.

.Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Muifree^boro, March 5, 63.

4, '63.

Deserted December 29, '62.

Died at ^cotLsvlUe, Ky , Dec 1, '63.

Vlustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Feb 33, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65,

Killed at Rock Spring, Ga. Sept 13, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Transferred to V. R. C, August35,'63.
Mustered out July 24. '65.

Died at G.dlati]i, Tenn Feb 11, '63.

Mustered out J iily 24, '65.

Died at Louisville, >iov 19, '63.

Died at Bardstown, Ky, Nov 13, '63.

DiedatLoutsviUe, Nov 33, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Corporal.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discliargcd Nov 30, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Chattanoo.ga, Sept. 36. '63, wounds
Mustered out July 24, '65, as Sergeaat.
Discharged Aiirif 4. '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Sergeant.
Discharged Feb 24, '63.

Transferred to V R C, March 31, '(U.

Mustered out J Lily 24. '65.

i

• '• " '• as Corporal.
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Namk and Rank. Be.sidenck
Date of
Muster.

iS()2.

Kemarks,

Tothcroli Martin
T\-ler HinimB
Vblkel HiMuy
Wakli'v Daniel
Waibiittoii John
Warbritton William.

.

Wood Kphraini H

P'Cruits.

Adams John (.J

Bengarner Stephen .

.

Bxeis Samuel B
Bbttoitf navid
Briggs William P ....

Bowlus Sanuiel H
Cannutt Levi
Darling Kzekiel P
Etnire Daniel
Etnire Jaeolj 1/

rienimings Thomas C
Gillette Hardin
Javell Levi
Kendall Matthew M .

.

Lattimore A bsoloni .

.

Mevshon William J.

.

MallottJohn
Mabee Pineknej
Mnllln La Fayette. ....

Morton Richard
McCo^\ an John
Xonrse Henry S
Porter Alonzo N I

Poraevoy Ashley C .

.

Quick Charles .*.
.

.

Ransom William L. .

.

Schlossev Frederick A
Sew ell David
Sewell Hiram
Search Thomas
.Swisher Jesse
SatTord Andrew
Tyler Lo]')her .

Tegarden John
Wineland John F
Welsh Wuitfield
Windsor Alvin R . . .

.

Williamsport .

Willianisport

.

Wi'st Lebanon
Warren CO. ...

Williamsport .

Warren eo
AVest Lebanon

Aug. ."

Axig. 1.

Julv 2S.
JulV 2S.

JnlT 2il.

Aug. \:\.

Aug. li

Jan r. 64...

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Feb 3i>, 64 .

Mar 26, 64.

Nov 30, 64.

Jan 6. 64 .

.

Feb 11.64..
Oct 30, 64..

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64...
Feb 37, 64 .

Oct 29, 64..

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Oct 20, 64..

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Oct 2-'), 64..

Oct 20, 64 .

.

Mar 5, 64 .

.

Oct 24, 64 .

.

Mar 1,64 ..

Dec 5, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64 ..

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Nov 30, 64.

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Feb 27, 64..

Feb 27, 64..

Feb 2.^, 64.

Jan 6, 64 .

.

July 1.63..
Apr 24, 64..

Dec 1.5, 64
Jan 36 64..

Mar 20. 64

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Mustered out July 24, "6.5.

Discharged August S. '63

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Scottsville, Ky, Dec, 9, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Corporal.

Transferred to 44th Regiment
Mustered out May 35, '65.

Trajisferred to 44th Regiment.
Discharged Feb 24, '65.

Ti'ansferred to 44th Regiment.
Diedat Columbia, Tenn, July 8, '64.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Discliarged May 9, '65.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Discharged May 12, '65.

Transfeired to'44th Regiment,

Discharged Jan. 4, '65.

COMPANY "G."

Name and Rank. Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster. Remarks.

Captain.
Adam Pinkerton . .

,

John B Orick
Jacob AV Gladden .

firft Lieutenant.
John B Crick
Jacob W Gladden .

Kjihraim K Martin

^erniid Li iilennnt.

W^illiam R Jewell. .

Jacob W Gladden .

.

Ephraim B Martin.
Augustus W Lane .

.

Fir.ii Sergeant

.

Stearns Elias P. ..

Serjeants.
Byrns William K. ..

G ladden Jacoli W . .

.

Martin Kphiaim B .

.

Barksdoll Geoige W
Corporal!:.

Gault Frank M
Blickenstatl' Jacob. .

.

Reed James (_) : .

Aug. 6. 1862 ..

Sept. 1,1864..
Dec. 13,1864..

Aug. 6,1862..
yepr. 1,1864..
Dec. 13. 1864..

Aug. 8, '62

Dec. i.5, '64

Aug. 8, '62

Dec.' 15," '64

Aug. 6, 1862.. |Ang. 8, 62
Mar. 20, 1863..

i
April 9, '63

Sept. 1,1864.. I

Jan. 1, 1865.. May 16, '65

Residence. 18 6 2.

Tippecanoe co July 19

Tippecanoe co July 24
Tippecanoe cojuly 15

Tippecanoe co'Jnly 26
Tippecanoe co' . . .

.

Tippecanoe coJuly 21...
Tippecanoe co' *ng. 8...
Tii>pecanoe cojuly "26...

Promoted Major.
Resigned as 1st Lieutenant, Dec. 5, '64.

Mustered out with Regiment

.

Pi'omoted Captain; resigned Dee. 5. '64.

Promoted Captain.
Mustered out with Regiment.

Resigned May 19, '63.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Mustered out with Regiment.

Promoted Assistant Surgeon.

Promoted Adjutant.
Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Deserted Oct. '63.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Dec. 23, '62.

Died at Nashville, Tenn., May 26, '63.

Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn., July 3. 63;w'ds.
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NAME AND RANK. Eesidence.
Date of 1

Mnster. 1 Remarks.
186-i. 1

Thompson AVilliam J Tippecanoe co July 21.

Lane Augustus W Rejrnold's t'n.'JuIj 21.

MilliganTheophilusW < lark's Hlll...jJalj- 26.

Loveless SjlvestevC. Tippecanoe co'jiil^; 23
"Wilson Sylvanus C . . .Tippecanoe co Aug. 8.

Lenker William P
Robison Jonathan W

Burns Geoige B

Privates.
Anderson Rufus II . .

.

Armstrong Samuel..
Ashe James
Ashley George
Brewer Thomas
Bolen William S
Bailej William T
Bryan Andrew
Bush John S
Barons Kn och G
Boyles George W
Baer David
Bull HobertT
Bails William
Conson John
Connell Wesley
Corkins Egbert C
Clark Francis M
Cann Robert
Cbenoweth Isaac N. .

.

Craig William W
Derrick Albert
Davis Daniel C . ..

Driskell James
Duddleson William .

.

Fowler William H....
Gouth George W
Goldsberry George W
Howland Uennis P . .

.

Uelmboldt Kdwaid ..

Handley David
H ai per Simeon

, Hunter John
Hunter Daniel
BotTman Martin P
Ham Gran\ iUe
Hann John
Hudson Ira
John Jeremiah
Knight H enry R
Reese Willis T.
Keese William G. ...

Kii-kpati'ick John A

.

Lindsey Erancis
Loveless Lysander. .

.

Lackey Tbomas
Lock George
Love Alfred
Martin Thom;is A
Moore Greenberry '

McRiddle John
Oglebaj: John C

|

Pafcsale GiO ge
Parker Wui.am P
Peterson Gustus
Peterson iMaitin B . ..

Rinehart Sarnuel'H .

.

Rose William. ... I

Rnr,ofett lleniy
Stinglej Fia.icis M,..
bmich William
Stephenson William HI
bticis undrew G .....
Strawn Simeon
Sniith James i<

Sassomon Cjrus
."-cheerer Lewis I

Tilby J^mies F
Travis William..

Culver's S«^'n..

Tippecanoe co

Tippecanoe CO

Aug. 8.

Aug. 9

July 23.

Tippecanoe co
Ti]ipecanoe co
Culver's Sfn .

Culver's St'n..
-Stoekwell

.

Stockwell ....

Culver's .St'n.

.

Clark s Hill .

Tippecanoe co
Tippecanoe co
Stoekwell .

,

I'ayton
DaVton .

.

Clark's Hill
DaJ ton
Tippecanoe co'Aug
Tippecanoe co Aug
Clark's Hill . . . Aug
Culver' St'n. ..|^ug,
Tippecanoe co July
Melville, Iowa

|

Aug.
Tippecanoe co Jul.y

Lafayette |
Aug

Clark's HiU ... Aug
Colfax .... July
Clark's Hill... Jul

j

Tippecanoe co July
Tippecanoe co July

Aug.
Aug.
Aug
Aug.
Aug.
Juij-

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
•July
July
July
Aug,
Jui.f

•23..

Da.rton
Lafay ette
Hebron
Stoekwell
Stoekwell
Stoekwell
Clark's Hill...
Clark's Hill...
Clark's Hill...
Tippecanoe co
Colfax
Tipi^ecanoe colAug.
Pennville July
Claik's Hill... IAug
Tippecanoe co July
Clark's Hill .. July
Tippecanoe co Aug

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug
Aug,
Aug
Aug
Aug.
July

Clark's Hill
Wjandotte..
Stoekwell . .

.

Dayton
Petty s. Ill . .

Stam'gGr'd Ky '
Juljr

Stoekwell I
>ug

Lafayette jJuly
Tippecanoe co

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aui{'.

Tippecanoe co
Tippecanoe co
'I'ippeiaioe co
Clark's Hill... „...^

Tippecanoe co'julj
Tippecanoe colJuiy

Aug.
Aug.
A ug.
Ju

Tii)jjec;Hnoe co
'tippecaiioe co
Tippecanoe co
Oxford
Tippecanoe co
Lafajette
Tippecanoe c<<

L.fajette
Tippecanoe cc

Juiy
Jilj
Juiy
ug.

A'^g.
A-g.
jnij-

Aug.
July

Discharged Febiuary 1.5, "(U.

Mustered out July 2i, '05, as 1st Sergeant.
" " ' as rergeant.

Mscharged Dec. f;6. '62.

Missing in action, Chicamauga, Sept. 20, '63.

Mustered out Jul r 24, "fi.5.

Transferred to V k C, Feb. 5. '64.

Mustered out Julv 24, "fi.i.

Discharged Feb. 8, "63.

Tiansferred to V R C, July 1, '63.

?iIustored out .Juir 24, '6.'), as Sergeant.
Mustered out July 24, '6.5.

Mu.stered out July 2.5, '6.5, as Sergeant.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged December 18. '63.

Transferred to V R C, * pr. 30, '64.

Mustered out July 24. '65.

Discharged Nov. 21, '62.

Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn
. , Jan. 19, '63.

Mustered out July 24, 65.
"

- " " " asTorporal.
Died at Bowling Green, Ky.,Nov. 18. '62.

Mustei-ed out July 24, '65, as Corporal.
Discharged Jan. 27. '63.

Mustered out July 24, "65.

Deserted Feb. 3-5, "63. from hospital
Transferred to V R C July 24, '63

.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as Corporal-
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Deserted Sept. '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Died at Gallatin Tenn.. Dec. 21, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged Jan 14, '63: wounds.
Mustered out July 24. '65, as corporal.
Discharged Mai ch 17, '63.

Mustered out Jr ly 24, '65, as corporal

.

Musteied out July 24, '65.

'• " " as Corporal.

'• '• " as Corporal.

Transferred to VRC April 10, '64.

Died at Louisville, Ky . Oct. 17, '63.

Tiar.sferied to V R C, July 1, 63.

IJi.^chaiged August 13 '63; wounds.
Musteied out July 24, '65.

Dischai ged Ociober 10. '63.

Difechaiged July 18. 'b3.

Dfcscired Ociober '62.

Dischai ged January 31, '63.

ied at Galiaiin. Tonn., March 6, '63.

Mustered oiu July 24. '65.

TiansferiedK) V "i-C C September 1, '64.

Mustei ed out July 24. '65, as f ei geant.
I 'cserted ecemLei 10, '( 2
Musieied out July 24, '65, as corporal.
DischaigedMay 1, '63.
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Name and Kank. Residence. Remarks.

Viinhoni AlcxaiidciB
Viuico Joseph R
\Vagoncr JohnW
^Viltshil•o Samuel
Watts Austin
Young William 11 . .

.

Young James M
Yea^ei- John W

Recndts.
Armstrong George I

A sley G eorge
Best Josiah
Cann Peter 11

Ford William Mil...
Hall Jan)esW
Jackson George T...
Long William
Lucus Barton
jVIooreliouse Silas O .

Miller TlKiilore A....
Mitehell George
G^hel Jesse ...'.. . ..

Pa; ton PhilijD
Reeser Henry G
Keed Isnae ."

Ramej Joshua J . ...

Riggs Aver;
Sharp George P
Smith t)avid J
Sovereign William. P
Todd John
Wagner Andrew J ..

Wcidon John
White Randolph

Tippecanoe co
(Culver's St'n..
W>-andotte
Dayton
Dayton
Tippecanoe co July
Tippecanoe co An
toekwell Au:

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
AU!

Tippecanoe eo

6...
6 ,

21 . .

.

. 8..
.

.11...

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Discharged February 8, '63.

Dischaigcd Dec. 29, '62, as 1st sergeant.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Mar. 8, VJS.Trausl'erred to 44th Regiment.
Dec. 11, '63

Oct. 17, '64.

Mar. 9, '64

Mar. 8, '651 "

Dec. 29, 'o3:

Oct. 19, '64.

Mar. 6, '64I

i-ec. 23, '63! " "

Feb. 21, '65 " " "

Mar. 29, 65.

Mar. 14, '65 " " "

Dec. 26, '63. "

Apr. 17. '63;
•' "

Dec. 17, '63J

U-AV. 2, '65|
" " "

Mar. 6, '65

Oct. 17, '64'Died at Gravelly Springs, Ala., Feu. 2, '65,

Mar. 3, '65 Transferred to 44th Regiment.
Mar. 31, '64|

r»ec. 17, '63
.

"

Oct. 8, '64

Mar. 7, '65 • "

Tippecanoe coiMar. 5, '64!rischarged Feb. 27, '65.

COMPANY "H.'

Name and Rank, Date of
Commission.

Date of
Muster.

Remarks.

C -pi 1 II

.

Robert B llaiuia
John C Scott

J^irsi Lieutenant.
James M Stattbrd
John (' SCott

Aug. 9,1862..
Dee. 17, '63....

Aug. 9,1862..
June 12, 1863..
Dec. 17, -63 ..

Aug. 9, .1862..

Nov. 27, 1862..
June 12, 1863..

Aug
Mar

Aug
Aug
Mar.

Aug
Dec.

9, '62

13, '64

9, '62

.31, '63

13, '64.

9. '62

9, '62

Resigned December 16, '63.

Mustered out with Regiment.

Resigned June 11, .'63.

Promoted Captain.
Mustered out with Regiment.

Resigned November 26, '62.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Promoted 1st Lieutenant.

Hugh 11 Stattord

Seroiiii Lieutenant
George F Ward
John C Scott
Hugh 11 t^tafford
Gharles D McClure. .

.

Jan 1, '65 .. Mustered out with Regiment, as 1st sergt.

Firxt Sergeant.
GrilBth William

.S^ i;eaiils

Scott John ('

IJoary J.xeph
Zeise Augustus
Stattord Hugh 11

Residence

Fountain co. ..

Kounla.in co.

.

Konnttiin co. ..

Foujitain co. ..

186 2.

Jnly 28....

Juh' 21 .

Jul; 25 ...

July 16....
July 3")

.

July 25
Jul; -21....

Jul> 28....
July 16....
Jul; 28 ..

July '21....

July 36....

July 2(;....

.A.ug. 6...

Discharged October 13, *62.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Discharged -eptember 10, '64.

Discharged February 4, '63.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.

Corporals.
Bromley Joseph
T'oms Perry
McClure Charles D...
Beeks, James M
Beckley James 11

iStovve Theodore 1<J ...

Fountain co. ..

Attica
Newtown
Attica
Newton' n
Attica

Discharged Jan. 30, '65; wounds.
Mustered ont July 24, '65, as sergeant. .

Mustered out July 24, '65 as 1st t-ergeant.

Mustered out July 24, 'C5, as sei'geant.

" " as eoi-poral.

Altis/c/au.
I^ane James W . . ... .

Wagoner.
Smith Isaaj

Fountain co. .

.

Newton

Fountain co.

Discharged January 27, '63.

Frivat,-K.
Allen Fdward Died at Nashville, Tenn,, Nov. 16, '63.
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Date of •

Name and Rank. Residence. Muster.
1862.

Remarks.

A nderson John L Attica Aug. 6.... Mustered out July 24, 'tS.

Anderson John A ttica July 22 ... " " "

Anderson Andrew Attka Aug. 9.... 11 .; i;

Adams William Fountain co. .

.

July 23.... rischarged May 19, "63.

Bottenbnig Joseph . .

.

Newtown July 29 ...

.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Bourison Andrew Attica July 23 ... " " '

Batteral Miehael . . Fountain co. .. Aug. 1.... Discharged Sept. 25, '65.

Cubberlf Thomas Fountain co. .

.

July 29... Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn., April 6, "03.

Curtis WilllamN Hlllsboro Aug. 1 .. Mustered out July 24, 'r>5

.

Cook Samuel Newtown
Fountain co...

July 28....
Aug. 9.... Transferred to V R C February 15, '64.Castle James M

Clark William R Rob Roy Aug. 5 Mustered out Julr 24, TiS.

Clark Nathan W Fountain co. .. July 29.... 'I'ransferred to V R C February 15. '64.

Clifton Houson Fountain co. .. Aug. 2.... Transferred to Y R C, Sept. 30, '63.

Cox Joseph H Fountain co... Aug. 15 Discharged June 4, '63.

Dixon Simon Y E Newtown .... Aug. 4... Mustered out July 24. '65.

Dawson John E Westville July 29.... " '• " as corporal.
Edwards Hamilton S

.

Hihsboro Aug. 9.... a .. .1

Ellis James W Hillsboro . . .

.

Aug. 2... •' " " as corpoial.
Frankenfleld Jared. .

.

Newtown July 25... '• " " "

Griffith Horace . Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 5 Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jan. 15, '63.

Hatton Richard A Newtown July 28.... Missing at Chicamauga, Sept. 20, '63.

Hays John L Attica Aug. 9.... Mustered out July 24. '65, as corporal.
Hobson John C Fountain co..

.

Aug. 2.... Deserted October 6, '63.

Hiestand Sanmel Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 1.... " " "

Horr William Fountain co. .

.

July 23.... Discharged September 1, '62.

Homes A nthony V . . .

.

Haas William
Attica Aug" 5 .

.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Newtown
Rob Roy

Aug.' 4.' ..'

Aug. 8....Helms John M
Johnson John Fountain co... Jul,- 21... Died at Memphis, Tenn., Mar. 11, '04, w'd3
Johnson Frederick. .

.

Paxton, 111.... Aug. 9.... Mustered out July 24, "65.

Johnson Andrew Paxton, 111 ... July 22.. :
" '• "

Keister Daniel Williamsport . July 24.... U 11 ,11

Keister George 11 . .

.

Fountain co... July 24.... Discharged May 16, '63.

Kerr James A Newtown Aug. 9.... Mustered out July 24, '65.

Laman William H Indianapolis .

.

July 2fi.... " " "

Leathei'man John W

.

Newtown July 28.... U 11 ii

Lellis Patrick Fountain co. .. July 28 Discharged Nov. 30, '04.

Leas William St Joseph, 111 . Aug. 7... Mustered out July 24, '05.

Mclntyre DeStewart.

.

Fountain co.. Aug. 13.... Mustered out May 23, "05.

McCoUum Thomas B. Fountain co.. Aug. 4.... Discharged February 15, '63.

Miller Benjamin Attica July 39.... Mustered out July 24. '65.

MeakerJolmM. Fountain co... Aug. 7.... Discharged January 30, '03.

Monroe Henderson W
Miller PhiUip A

Attica Aug. 9 Mustered out Jnly 24, '65, as sergeant.
Mustered out July 24, '65.Hillsboro Aug'.

9'.'.'.'.

Nevil Closes Bl Gr's Gr'e,m
Bruce's Lake .

Aug. 13....
Aug. 4.... !! !< 'iOgle John

Oliver John W.... ... Fountain co . .

.

July 26... Deserted December 1, '03

Pine William Foimtainco. .. Aug. 5 .. Deserted third time July 30, '64.

Petro Henry C Westville Aug. 3.... Mustered out July 34, '65.

Parrot Samuel B , . .

.

Rob Hoy July 20.... " " '

Pnce Joseph H Newtown . . July 26.... u " '»

Peterson John A Fountain co. .

.

July 21.... Transferred to V R C Jtily 1, '63.

Peterson John P Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 11 .. Died at Bowling Green, Ky., Dec. 0, '62.

Peterson John Attica Aug 11 Mustered out July 25, '65.

Powel Thomas M . . .

.

Fountain co... July 17..; Discharged January 33, '63.

Rothermel William .

.

Treverton, Pa. July 25.... Mhsteredout July34, '65.

Stamrel Benjamin P. Hillsboro Aug. 9.... • ' "• '*

Stephens John N . ... Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 7.... Died at Scottsville, Ky., Dec. 24, '02.

Statt'ord William H . .

.

Fountain co. .

.

July 25.... Discharged February 8, '63.

Shields James H ... Newtown July 26.... Mustered out July 34, '65.

Shafer Peter A Rob Roy Julr 20.... " " '*

Scott Nathan Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 9 .. Discharged Feb. 15, '63.

Discharged May 28, '03.Stephens Peter S Fountain co. .. Aug. 6....

Smith Joel C P Fountain co. .. Aug. 6 ... Died at Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 6, '62.

Tanner George Paxton, 111.... Aug. 4.... Mustered out July 34, "65

.

Town Edward R Attica Au|. 9..., " " " as corporal.

Town Lewis Attica
Fountain co...

Aug. 9....
July 33.... Died at Louisville, Nov. 23, '04; accid'l w'Town Charles is.

Whitesel Tobias Union City ... July 25 . .

.

Mustered out July34, '05.

Ward Julius C -.

.

Fountain co. .

.

Aug. 6 " •' "

Whiccar JohnM.. .. Attica Aug. 9...
a li .1

Wilson JasperN Attica Aug. 1.... Sentenced to make up 1 year lost by desei n.

Yeasel William Foimtain co. .. Aug. 1 Died at Rome. Ga., July 13, '04.

Zimmei'man JamesW Attica Aug. 9.... Mustered out July 24, '0;).

Zimmerman Michael Attica Aug. 6....
.t 11 11

Recruit.'!

.

Brier Asbury Transferred to 44th Regimeht.
Coon Kli Jan".' 10, '64

Mar 11, '64Crumley Hezekiah . ..

Chenne Hamilton A .

.

Nov. 28, '64

Dec. 5, "64 u
Coulter Williani
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Name and Rank. Residence. Muster.
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Remarks.

Davidson William Fountain O . .

.

1

Oct, 13, T)4 Died at Jetfersonville, March 29. '65.

Douglas Joseph H Fonntf.in O . .

.

Jan. 12, '64|Discharged January lit, '65
: wounds.

EarpWcslej Ti"eiiton Ga .

.

Sep. 8, '63, Promoted Lieutenant 1st Alabama Cavalry.
Uiiies James J Jan. 12, '64 Transferred to 44th Retriment.

Oct. 13, '64

Jan. 12, '<H

Lonbeigen Henry H .

.

Jan. 12, '64

Stnp Joseph L Mar. 3. '64 " ,, 11

Smith James A Dec. 5, '64 " 11 11

Swansoii John Dec. 5, '64 11 11 11

COMPANY " 1."

Name and Kank. Date of 1

Commission, i

Date of
Must«r. REMARKS.

Captain
Jesse Hill .. Aug. 11, 18(i2.. Aug. 11, '62 ResignedSept. 30, '62.

John Watts Nov. 8,1862- Nov. 8, '62 Dishonorably dismissed Jan . 19, '63.

William H McMnrti-y. Jan. 20, 1863.. Mar. 1, '63 Killed at Rock Spring, Sept 12, '63.

Robert A Vance .

.

Mar. 1,1864.. Mar 17, '64 Mustered out with Regiment.

First Lieutenant.
I: a Brown Aug. 11,1862.. Aug. 11, "62 Resigned Nov. 21, '62.

William H McMnrtry. Nov. 21,1862.. Feb. 20, '63 Pronaoted Captain.
Koberl A Vance Jan. 20, 1863.. Mar. 1. '63 Promoted Captain.
Richard C Clarlt Mar. 1,1864.. April 25,'64 Mustered out with Regiment.

Second Lieutenant.
John Watts Aug. 11,1862.. Aug. 11, '62 Piomoted Captain.
William H McMurtry. Nov.: 8, 1862.. Nov. 22, '62 Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Robert A Vance Nov. 21. 1862.. Feb. 20, '63 Promoted 1st Lieut erj ant.

HeniTC Tassel Jail. 20. 1863.. Mar. 1.'63 Honorablr dischai-ged May 27, '64.

George J Foster Sept. 1,1864.. Sept. 27, '64 Mustered out with Regiment.

First Ser^reant.

Oassell Henry C

Residence. 18 6 2.

Aug. 4... Promoted 2d Lieutenant

Serjeants.
McMurtry William H. Poolesville Aug. 4 Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Foster George J Poolesville Aug. 4 Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Anderson Eli W Homei-, 111 Aug. 4.... Discharged Feb. 29. '64

; wounds.
Taylor Samuel Pine Village .

.

July 24.... Mustered out July 24, '65.

Coi-porals.

McGee Benjamin F .. Montmorenci . Aug. 4 Mustered out Jul\' 34 '65 as Sergeant.
K elley Robert Kains\lile 'Ug. 4... Discharged January 1, '63.

Discharged Jan . '63.Dawson Charles Poolesville July 24....

Ogborn James W . .

.

Pine Villas e.. Aug. 4 ... Discharged Dec. 31, '62.

Dmmmond James . .

.

Pine Village.. July 24.... Mustered out July 24 '65.

(><11e Uichard G Pine Village.. July 24.... i'ischarged January 31, '63.

Johnston Peter P. . . Oxford July 24 . .

.

Mustered out July34, '65 as private.
Wakeman William S. Pine Village.. July 24.... Mustered out July 24, '65, as Sergeant.

Musicians.
Young John H Chambersburg July 24 .. Dischaiged April 21, '64.

Hooker Henry H . .

.

Rainsville . .

.

July 24.. . Discharged June 30, '6?.

Wagoner
Munson Restana Poolesville . July 24... Mustered out July 24 '65.

Privates.
Adanas John Independence. July 24.... Ti-ansferred to V R C, Nov. 10, '63.

Allen Jacob Poolesville... July 24. . Uir charged iXpril 9, '64.

Allen Archibald Poolesville July 24.... Discharged Dec. 31, '62.

Allen David W Poolesville July 24.... Mustered out July 24 '65.

Ashcvaft Joseph July 24.... Died at Louisville, Ky., ,
'63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.Barber Alfred Pine Village.. July 24....
Barker Thomas J Pine Village.. July 24.... " '• " as corpoi'aL
Brannan Joseph M .

.

line Village.. July 24... U U 11

Beaver Anson Rainsville July 24.... U 11 Lt

Brooks Geoige Rainsville .... Aug. 4 Killed at Rock Springs, Ga.,Sept. 12, '63..

Brown Levi D Pond Grove .

.

Aug. 4. .. Discharged February IS, '65 ; wounds.
Brooks John Rainsville .... Aug. 4 Mustered out July 24 '65.

Cheadley Maitin L . .

.

Remington . .

.

Aug. \.... " " "
Chenowith Wm F T.

.

Montinoienci

.

Aug. 4 Transferred to V R C, Sept. 30, '63.

Citizen James S Pine Village.. Aug. 4.... Ml stered out July 24 '65.

Clark Richard C Aug. 4.... Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Cowgill Jesse Remington ,

.

Aug. 4 Mustered out July 24, '65.
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Name and Rank . PiESIDEMCE.
Date or
Muster.

]8fi2
Ubmakks.

Courtney Oreii
Collins jfohn D
Dawson Kranc-is M . .

Day Abraham
DiinwitUlie A'n-ahani.
Fail Samuel T
Fisher William U ...

Foster Joshua D
Freeman Jasper
Franklin John
Harmond Christian R
Harvny William
Hamilton John
Hawkins James H
Hawkins John T
Hajnes John T
Haynes David
Hoilenbaek Thomas.

.

Hoover Andrew J ...

Jervis Amos
Kelley Albert D
Killin Jeddiah F
Keys William T
Kenada Barney
Kidney John A
Lewis Joseph J
McKinney Alljert M..
Melton Paten
Miller GeorgeW
Morris' John H
Melton Allen K
MeKinzie Johnj
McCoy Richard M
NowlenPayton S
Odle James W
Odle James H
Ogborn Henry
Owens Jereniiah
Ogborn William I'J

Pike Benjamin
Rater Andrew
Records William H .

.

Keeords Kllsha
Rider Thomas N
Koaeh John vj

Roberts Jordan Ij. .

f- arge.nt John M
Shaw William
Sou hard Georgia W
Southard James
Smith James B
Smith George M
Sale William W
Stanlield Abraham M
stuclvey Simon
Stuekley William.
Stevenson Hiram S .

.

Taylor Georg(^
Taibert James K
Vance Robert A
Vaiiee Alfred
Vick Noah
Wakeman George '\\'.

Wyatt Haimon H ....

Yarbrough Andixnv J

fiecrinls

.

Anderson Samuel F..
Brookall Charles.'
Benson James C
Brown>George D
Burt Alfred
Coffin Seth
Cook Daniel C
ConnellJosi^pli
Clark William H
Dunwiddie Isaac
Dickens William . . .

.

Foster liichard
Frazier Davie
Gerard Simon
Hooker A bram W . . .

.

Hatcher Jesse

Pile Village.
Lafayette
H<.mingt<in . .

,

Independence
Ni.wton
!-!( mington ..

.

Pme Village..
H( mington . .

.

Hainsville
I'< olesville ..

Kt mington . .

.

F( olesville
v ( ntmorenci .

Citalpa Grove
C; talpa Grove
Rt mington . .

.

1J< mington . .

.

Montmorenci .

Biookston ...

Oxford
ainsville

Montmorenci .

Ii dependence.
'S ontmorenci .

1 ine Village.

.

oolesville ..

I ond Grove ..

1 ine Village.

.

1 ainsville . . . .

Attica
I'ine Village .

.

Rainsville ....

Delphi

Pine Village .

Pine Village .

Pine Village .

Remington . .

.

Montmorenci
Independence
Independence
Montmorenci
Montmorenci
Fairfield, Iowa
Wari'eu co . .

.

Oxford
Oxford
Montmorenci .

Remington . .

.

Remington
Rainsville. .

Pine Vill')ge .

.

Pine Village .

.

Pine Village .

.

Warren co
Warren co
Lafayette ....

Montmorenci .

Poolesville
Warren co . .

.

Lafaj ette
Lafayette . ...

Pine Village..
Poolesv-illc . .

.

Oxford

Ang. 4
Aug. l.T.

Aug. 4..

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4
Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

.\ug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

Aug 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4...

Aug. 4.,

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4

Aug. 16..

Aug. 16.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4 .

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.,

Aug. 4.

July 7

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.,

Aug. 4.

.

Aug. 4..

Aug. 4 .

.

Aug. 4.

.

Aug. 4..

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

Aug. 4.

.

Aug. 4..

Aug. 4

July 24

Aug. 5.,

Aug. 5..

Juls- 7.

July 7

July 7..

Pine Village.
Pine Village.

Pine Village..

Rainsville

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov
Feb.
Mar.
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.
Feb.
Feb
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Nov.

Dropped as deseiter June .SO, '61

Mustei'cd out Jul\- 24, '6.'5.

Discharged Junc".90. '63.

Mustered out June 3. '65

Mustered out July 24, 'f>5.

Died at Louisville, Ky. Dec. S, '62.

Hischarged Nov. , '62.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

as corporal

.

Discharged Jan. 15, '60.

Mustered out July 24, '65, as sergeant
Mustered out July 34, '()5.

Transferred to V R C October 7, '64.

Mustered out July 34, '65.

OLscharged April 18, '63.

Mustered out July 24, 'a5, as corporal.
Sent'd to make up 21 months lost by desertion
Dischaiged Sept. 19. '62.

Mustered out Julv '24, '&5.

Discharged Jati. 13 '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

as Coriwral.

Died at Chattanooga, Tenn
.
, Nov. 17, '64

Mustered out July 21, '&5.

Discharged Jan. 6, '63.

Died at C.istillian Springs, Tenn., Deti. 6, '62.

Mustered out July 24, '(55.

Died at Murfreesboro, April 27, '63.

Died at New Albanr, Jan. 11, '63.

Died in Andersonville prison, -^ept. IS, '64.
Mustered ont July 24, 'a5.

Died at Gallatin, Venn , Feb. '13, '6:^

Mustered out July 24 '65, as Corporal-.
Mustered out June 6, '65.

.Mustered o;it July 24, '63, as corporal.
Died at Gallatin, Tenn., Mar. 6, 'tJS.

Mtistered out July 24, '65.

Discharged May 12, '63.

Discharged Jan. 13 '63.

Mustered out July34. '65.

Transferred to V'R C.
Mustered out July 24, '65.

Mustered out July 24 '65. as CorxioraJ.
Mustered out July 34, '65.

Died a^ Gallatin, Tenn., Dec.—

,

Dropped as deserter June 30, '64.

Promoted id Lieutenant.
Mustered out Julj 24, '65.

Discharged September 19, '62.

Mustered out JuIt 24. '65.

Transferred to 4tth Regiment.

Discharged May 31. '65.

Diedat Chattaiiooga, Jan. 25, '64; wounds.
Transferred to 44th Kegiment.

Died at Wilmington, N. C, March 12, 'li.5.

Transfei'red to 4tth Regiment
Discharged Feb. 16, '65.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Deserted F<b. 33, '64.

Transferred to 44th Regiment.
Died Jan 1, '65.
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NAMK ANI)J{.VNK. RESlnKNCK.
Diitoof
Muster.

18(>2.

Kkmahk.s.

Killin Jedtliali
Kidiu-y Jiiines
Miklejolin Andrew J.
MoTitgoiiier>- JanieB..
Mofflt Joab
Ryiui John N
Kjan Jesse
Rozello Zafhariah
Seargeaiit Joseph W .

Thomas Samuel
Tnrman William II II

Webb Hulus
Winchel Isaac-

Pine VilUifje

Pino Village.

Aug. 10, 'ti2|Transterrea to lUh Regimentr
Kel). 20, '(HlUicd at Mariett 1, Ga., Aug. 28, '64.
I ec. 23, '63 Transferred to ttth Regiment.
Dee. 23,T)3
Feb. 20, '64

"ec. 23, '63

Dec. 23, '63

Fslj. 20, '64

Dec. 23, '63

Feb. I'O, '64

Dec. 33, '63

Mar. 21, '64

Dec. 9, m
Discharged Ma'ch ('>, '63.

Transferred to t4th Regiment.

COMPANY "K."

Name and Rank. Date of
Commission.

I )ate of
Muster. RIOMARKP.

Caplain.
Hiram B Collins
Richard 11 Mclntire
George W firown. .

.

First Lieutenant.
George W Hoss ...

Richard H Mclntire
James W Davis . . .

.

George W Brown .

,

James T Quick

Second f/'eiitenant
James H Whitcomb

John W Gaskill
James W Davis
Carej M Lane

James T Quick
Wm F IlendrlcksoTi

first Serjeant.
Mclntire Rieliard H

Ser^r^ants

.

Davis James W. . .

.

Lane Carej- M
QuickJames T
Sea Henr^ A

Corporals
Gaskill John W.. .

Brown Amos G
Keed William P. ..

Rourk I5aniel
Hendrickson Wm F
Phillips James
FogleJohn
Wimborough Wm II

Musicians.
Brady Edward F . . .

Fuell James B

W'asi^oiier.

South George W
Pr votes.

Anderson William J
Allen Ashbrook J .

.

Byers George
Benjamin Francis E
Brown George W. .

.

Ball Jackson a
Beard Jesse,
Bales Joseph ....
Boohar Jacob
Cue William J
Cloninger John W .

.

Aug. 22, 1862.

\pril22, 1863.

JuU- J. 1864.

Aug. 22, 1862.

Mov. 14, 1862.
April 22. 1863.

Jan. 2.^,1864,

July 1,1864.

Aug. 22, 1862..

Dee. 20, 1802

Feb. 20, 1803.

April 22, 1863.

Jan.
Jan.

2;i. 1864.

1, 1861.

Restbence.

Frankfort

.

Frankfort.
Lafayette .

Frankfort.
Clinton co.

Frankfort
Clinton co
Clinton co. .

Fi auk fort
Frankfort.
Clinton co- ....

Colfax
Frankfort

Aug. 26, '62,Besig'd Apr. 21, '63 : re-ent.
May 2,

Nov. 26,

Honorably di^cl a-ged, May 26,

Mustered" out with Regiment.

iin 15th Uegt.
seryice as Capt,

Ang, 26, '62 Resigned Nov. 13, '(;2.

Nov. 18, '621 Promoted Captain
May 2, '63 Resigned Janiar.,- 14, '64

.

Apiil 20, '61 Promoted Captaiii.
Nov 26, '64 Mustered out with Regiment.

Aug. 26, '62 Resigned Djc lit, '63: re-entered
"1st Lieutenrit in 11th Cavalry.

Died at Murfrees))oro, Tenn., Feb.
Feb. 24, '63|Promoted Is" Lieutenant.
May 2, '63 Resigned Ja'i. 23, '64: re-entered sei

Cvptain in IV) h Regiment
Mar. 26, '64|Promoten Is ientCT-ant.
Nov. 26. 64Must'douta I'l bono ably disch'dMaj-

cause, serv cc no longer reci'd aiid di;

riinton CO.
Clinton co.

Aug. 14.

Aug. 19.

Michigantown

Michigantown
Clinton co
Frankfort
Frankfort
Frankfort
Lafayette
Frankfort
Clinton co
Lafayette
Clinton co
Clinton co

1 86 2.

Julv 17

July 17

Aug. 3.

July 19.

July 19.

Aug. 13.

Aug. 13.

Jul} 23

Ang. 10.

Aug. 1.

Aug. 13.

July 19
July 22.

July 17.

Aug. 9.

Aug. 9.

July 20.
July 21
July 33.
\ug.l3.
Aug. 13.

Aug. 6.

Aug. 6.

July 27.

July 25.

vice us

'63.

vice as

1.5, '65

;

;alMlitf

Promoted 21 Lieutenant.

Promoted 1 ;t Lieutenant.
Promoted 2 1 Lieutenant.

Deserted Y>a-. '20, '62.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Died at Ga'l uin, Tetiii, Dec '29, "62.

Discharged Feb 2, '63.

Mustered o t J:ily 21 "(S.

Promoted 2d Lieutenant.
Deserted S ^pt 30, '62.

Mustered out Jul i 34 '6.5.

Deserted A igust 28 '62.

Discharge 1 Sept 13, '62.

Mustered O'.it July 24, '65.

Mustered out July 24 '()5.

Died at M nfreesboro, Tenn., April 9, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '65.

Promoted 1st Lieutenant.
Mustered out July 31 '65, as Sergeant.
Mustered oat July 24, '65.

Discharge I June 9, '63.

Mustered out July 24, '66.

Dischargjd August 8, '64.

Dietl at C lattanooga, Nov. 9, '64.
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Namp: and Rank. Kesidence
Date of
Muster.

18(V>.
Remarks,

Clinton CO. . .. lAng i;^

Colfax .Iiil,- 111

Kossvillc Ang >^

Clinton eo Aug 11

Frankfort. Jnlv 15
Kirk-sCr'sR'd sjnlv 25
Frankfort Ang V.i

KossvlUe Jiilr 81

Rossvllle... . iJnlT 25
Clinton co. . . lAng 13
Clinton eo Ijnls- 21

Rossville \A :.g 15

Cooley Willis [Battle Grounding. Ci

ChoaU' Kriisnius M . .

.

Critclilield Junes . .

Clark William A
Cloe John L
Delhi William H
Davis Joseph
Fraser William W . .

.

Gresmar William
Gaskill Benjamin F .

.

Gasklll AnsellB
Hcrchert Henry O . .

.

Herr John
Harbangh John II

HarnsbergerGeorgeM
Hurt Kli
Hollingsworth Jos B
Herr George
Hett'ner Samuel H—
Hollingsworth Amos
Johnson Williaiu L ..

Keys James S.

Kellej John
lireisher Henry S
Lipp Samuel
La Croix Jules
Lucas Richard J . ...

Magan Alfred
Mead William
Mai-tin Thomas M—
Mendenhall WmA...
Ostler William
Pierce William
Parish James H
Purner John H
Peake Samuel
Petre Daniel
Russell William
Rogers John C
Stoddard James O .

.

Shepperd Joseph
Shaw Albert
Sheets James K
Sheets John
Sale Ibert G
Scott Francis M
Sheets James
Spencer William M.

Frankfort. ..

.

Clinton co. . ..

Clinton co. .

.

Clinton co. . .

.

Rossville ...

Rossville
Clinton co. . .

.

Thorntown ,.

Fr.inkfort . .

.

Clinton co
Middle Fork .

Clinton co
Clinton co
Clinton co
K.Nofgh"m,ea
Clinton co.
Michigan town
\_ nion :;)t'n. Mo
Clinton co.
Frankfort

.

Lafayette .

Rossville..
Frankfort,
linton CO.

Clinton co.
Clinton co.
Clinton co.
Rossville..
Clinton co.
Frankfort.
Frankfort.
Frankfort.
Clinton co 'July
Frankfoi-t.
Frankfort

J Illy

July
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
.\ug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
JuL-
Aug.
Ang.
Aug.

Thompson tphraimWJFlbridge, III

Tourney Peter Clinton co.
Trowbridge Aaion M
Waldron Joseph 1). .

.

Wakeland James M .

.

Williams George
Youkey William P....

Recruits.

Aiken Stephen
Beauni John C
Bailey llenvy J
Bowen a Ifred
Rrandon Jesse
Brown ^andford . ...

Culver Ldward
Clark Joseph M
Cunningham Thomas
Cox Carlton C
Clark Will.am S
Camfield Amos
Davis Albert
Davidson Henry L. ..

Laton George W
Ford James E
Giibert William
Gillespie Cornelius. .

.

Gotf George W
Goff William R
Hughes Thomas K...
llileman Jacob
Hardy Scott
Hutchinson James R.
Johnson Lrastns D.

.

Jackson William T...

Frankfort.
Delphi ....

Rossville..
Clinton co 'July
Frankfort July

Jnl\-
lUg,
Aug
Ang
Aug
July

Clinton co.
Clinton co.

Clinton co. ...

Sugar Crove.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Killed at Okolona, Miss., Feb. 22, '61.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Died at Gallatin, Tenn Feb. 6, '63.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Discharged March 27, '63.

Discharged Sept. 3(), '61.

Mustered out July 21, ''65.

Died at Murfreesboro, Tenn , April 5, '6;}.

Died at Louisville, Dec. 1, '63.
Die:l at Gallatin, Tenn:. Dec. 1. '62.

Mustered or.t July 21 'a5.

Mustered out July 21, '65 as Sergeant.
Mustered out June 3, .65.

Mustered out July 21 '65.

Mustered out July 21, '65, as 1st sergeant.
Died at Louisville, Ky., Oct. 26, "62.

Mustered out July 2l", '65.

Discharged June 11. '61.

Deserted August 38, '61

Discharged February 8, '6.i.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Tra isferred to V' R. C. August 31,'63.

Mustered out July 21 '6o.

Died at New Albany, Did., May
Mustered out Jul\ 21, '65.

'65.

Mar 5, VA .

.

Mar !l, 61 .

.

Dec. 26, 63.

Mar 5, 61 .

.

Feb 27, 61 .

Mar 10, 61
Jan 6 61 . .

.

Dec 26, 63
Mar. 11, '61

Feb 27, 6.5..

Mar. 5, '64

Jan 6, 61 .

.

Mar. 5, '61

Dec 26, 63
Jan 6, 61 .

.

Mar. 5, '61

Mar. 9, '.)1

Dec 26 («..

Mar. 23, '61

Feb 13, 61 .

Jan 6, 61
Dec. 26, 63
Feb37, &5..
Dec 2o, 63
I>ec. 26, '6i

March 5, '61

Discharged Dec. 11. '62.

Died at Louisville, Ky.. Nov. 25, '62.

Discharged December 8, '62.

Discharged Jan 21, '63.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

i led at Murt'rees'boro, March 13, 63.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Mustered out May 15, '65.

Mustered out July 21, '65.
'• ' " as corporal.

Deserted August 28, '62.

Mustered out July '21 '65, as sergeant.
Mustered out July 21, '65.

Mustered out July 21 '65, as Sergeant.
Deserted Dec. 22, '61.

Mustered out July 21, '65.

Transferred to 11th Regiment,

Discharged Jan. 29, '65.

Discharged June 30, '61.

Transferred to 11th Regiment.

Died at Mound City, 111., May9, '65.

Died at home, Dec. 27, '("4,

Transferred to Uth Regiment.
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Kame anb Rank. Residence. REJrARKS.

Kriei^ber Daiuel
Lough Joseph R
Livingston 'William T
Marsh JiniesW
Miller John
Musgrave Jac ib

McClintock WillianiW
Parvis Joseph .>

Richardson Francis M
Richardson t^ilas

Reed William P
Rntter David
Rice 8anuiel
Spalding James S . ...

i-palding William C ..

Sigars Louis
Vice Henry
Wiliiams John J
Westfal! William
Weeks Allen

Clinton co.

Clinton co.

.

Clinton co.
Clinton co.

.

Decherd, Tenn

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Dec. 26 '63

March .5, '64

Dec. 26, '63

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64...
Mar. 9, '64

Dec. 26, '63

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Jan 6, 64 .

.

Feb 22, 65..
Mar. .5, '64

Aug. 30, '62

Dec. 26. ()3

Dec. 26. '63

Mai-. 5. '64

Jan 6

.Mar.
Mar.
Ang.

. 64 .

.

.i, '64

.5,
'64

.'). '63

Transferred to 44th Regiment.

Died at Mnrfrec^sljoro, April 23, '63,

Transferred to 44tb Regiment.

Died at Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 14, '&5.

Died at Nashville, Tenn.. July 26, '64; -sv'ds.
Transferred to 44th Regiment.
Captured Sept. 7, '64.

UN.\Sb!GNED RECRUJTS.

Name and Rank.
( Date of

Residence. 1 Muster.
1862.

Remarks.

Anderson John ... . Feb 3), 64.

Mar -26, -64

Dec 15,-'64

Dec 1, '63

Mnv 24, '63

Sept 12, '64

Feb. 32, '(i4

Conner James
L oulter David J
Catterline James M . .

.

Olojd AVilliamW
Colliers Charles
Cannatt Heni-T B
Downs Henr\ D Dec 19. '63

Dec 12, '6:;

Dec 5. '61

rec 31, '63

Ang. 10, '64

Jan 26,64..

Diel John A
Free'iiaii Ezekiel
Gardner Charles
Killfeather Michael ..

Maher Thomas
McDowell ..iUdrewJ. Jan 4. 64 .

.

Oct. 4, '64

Jan 1, 64 ..

Poynsett William B..
Patchett Isaac M
Potts Stephen Oct 24. 64..

Mar 10, '64

Jan .'), 64 .

.

Dec 29. '63

1 lec 19, '63

Aug 13,64..
Mar 29. '64

Dec 24. '63

Keb 36, 64

Feb 29. •(•)4

Mar 22. '64

Redman George T.
Sipes James .'.

Sipes George W
SliadellLcvi R
Saunders James F . .

.

Thrasher Nat A
Webster Johnson G .

Williams Charles K .

.

Wcborn Uavid J
Welch John



ERRATA.
Preface, page VI 11, end of 14th line from bottom, should read " of whom she -was the

mother of ten."

Page 17, 13th line from bottom, should read " and one month's pay."

Page 38, 10th line from bottom, should read neatly instead of newly.

Page 57, nth line from top, should read bought instead of brought.

Page 71, 12th line from top, should read Rousseau instead of Rosecrans.

Page 71,6th line fi-om bottom, should read 12 instead of 25.

Page 76, 2ist line from top, should read our instead of over.

Page 83, 9th line from bottom, should read without, instead of with.

Page 98, 13th line from bottom, should read Triune, instead of Trinne.

Page 104, 1st line from bottom, should read Readyville, instead of Reddyville.

Page 127, 15th line from top, should read Manchester, instead of Winchester.

Page 129, 15th line from top, should read Beech Grove, instead of Beech.

Page 132, 22d line from top, should read Long, Co. D, instead of Co. E.

Page 13S, 2d line from bottom, two lines are left out: "Each non-commissioned officer

was allowed to take all his men but two, who were left in the main road with

the pack train," iSic.

Page 140, 3d line from the bottom, should read Roweshill, in.stead of Roseville.

Page 296, 9th line from top, should reid Vilanau, instead of Vilanan.

Page 301, 13th line from top, should read Euharlee, instead of Enhartee.

Page 301, 15th line from top, should read Euharlee, instead of Enhartee.

Page 316, last line, should read 20th, instead of loth.

Page 324, 2ist line from bottom, should read right, instead of left.

Page 385, last line, should read houses, instead of horses.

Page 424, 4th line from bottom, should read Vi anau, instead of Vilanan.

Page 416, 3d line from top, should read Chattooga, instead of Chattanooga.

Page 422, ist line from top. should read Chattooga, instead of Chattanooga.

Page 425, 6th line from top, should read Vilanau, instead of Vilanan,

Page 440. 2ist line from bottom, should read 98th, instead of 29th.

Page 454, I2th line from top, should read la.st of November, instead of September

Page 45S, 14th line from top, should read were not, instead of were.

Page 467, 2ist line from bottom, should read Co. I, instead of Co. D.

Page 526, T9th line from top, should read south-east, instead of north-east.

Page 564, nth line from top, should read Trunions, instead of Trimmings.
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